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AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS

AND PAPERS OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

[Approved March 11, 1805.]

Whereas, The Indiana Academy of Science, a chartered

scientific association, has embodied in its constitution a

provision that it will, upon the request of the Governor, or of the several

departments of the State government, through the Governor, and through

its council as an advisory body, assist in the direction and execution of

any investigation within its province, without pecuniary gain to the Acad-

emy, provide<l only that the necessary exi>enses of such investigation are

borne by the State; and,

AVhebeas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the sev-

eral papers read Ix'fore it. have very great educational, industrial and eco-

nomic value, and should be preserved in ix>rmanent form; and

Whereas, The Constitution of the Statt^ makes it the duty of the Gen-

eral Assembly to encourage by all suitiible means intellectual, scientific and

agricultural im])rovemenr ; therefore.

Section 1. Be it euiictcd hi/ the General .\sf;emhUj of puijUcation of

the State of Indiana, That hereafter the annual reports of the Reports of

„ , . ... the Indiana
the meetings of the Indiana Academy of Science, beginning Academy of

with the r<-port for the year 1894, including all papers of Science.

scientific or economic value, presented at such meetings, after they shall

have been edited and prepared for imi)licatinii as hereinafter provided, sliall

be published by and under the dircitimi of the Coiiimissioiicrs of Public

Printing and Binding.

Sec. 2. Said reports shall be edited and prejiared fur

publication without exjx^nse to the State, by a corps of^ Editing
editors to be selecte<l and appointed by the Indiana Academy Reports.

of Science, who shall not, by reas<m of such services, have

any claim against the State for compensation. The form, style of binding,

paper, typography and manner and extent of illustration of
j^u^jbej-of

such reports shall be determined by the editors, subject to printed

the approval of the Commissioners of Public Printing and eports.

Stationery. Not less than 1,500 nor more than 3.000 copies of each of said



reports shall be published, the size of the edition within said limits to be

determined by the concurrent action of the editors and the Commissioners

of Public Printing and Stationery : Provided, That not to exceed six

hundred dollars ($0(X)) shall be expended for such publica-

tion in any one year, and not to extend beyond 1896 : Pro-

vided, That no sums shall be deemed to be appropriated for the year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume
Disposition ^j- ^.^j^ reiwrts shall l)e placed in the custody of the State
of Reports.

Librarian, who shall furnish one copy thereof to each pub-

lic library in the State, one copy to each university, college or normal

school in the State, one copy to each high school in the State having a

library, which shall make application therefor, and one copy to such other

institutions, societies or persons as may be designated by the Academy

through its editors or its council. The remaining three hundred copies

shall be turned over to the Academy to be disposed of as it may determine.

In order to provide for the preservation of the same it shall be the duty

of the Custodian of the State House to provide and place at the disposal

of the Academy one of the unoccupied rooms of the State House, to be

designated as the office of the Indiana Academy of Science, wherein said

copies of said reports belonging to the Academy, together with the original

manuscripts, drawings, etc., thereof can be safely kept, and he shall also

equip the same with the necessary shelving and furniture.

Sec. 4. An emergency is hereby declared to exist for

Emergency.
^j^^ immediate taking effect of this act, and it shall there-

fore take effect and be in force from and after its passage.



AN ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS. THEIR NESTS AND
EGGS.

Birds.
Section 602. It shall be unlawful for any person to

kill, trap or possess anj' wild bird, or to purchase or offer

the same for sale, or to destroy the nests or the eggs of any wild bird ex-

cept as otherwise pi'ovided in this section. But this section shall not apply

to the following named game birds: The Anatidse, commonly called swans,

geese, brant, river and sea duck; the Rallid?e, commonly known as rails,

coots, mudhens, and galllnules; the Limicolfe, commonly known as shore

birds, plovers, .surf I)irds. snii^e, wo<xlcock, sandpipers, tatlers and curlews;

nor to English or Euro]»ean house sparrows, crows, hawks, or other birds

of prey. Nor shall this section apply to any ijerson taking birds or their

nests or eggs for scientific purj^oses under permit, as provided in the next

section. Any p<M'son violating the provisions of this section shall. uix)n con-

viction, be fine<l not less than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars.

Sec. 603. Permits may be granted by the Commissioner of Fisheries

and Game to any properly accredited i>erson, permitting the holder thereof

to collect birds, their nests or eggs for strictly scientific i)urposes. In

order to obtain such i>ermit the applicant for the same must present to

said Commissioner written testimonials from two \\-ielI-known scientific

men certifying to the good character and fitness of said applicant to be

entrusted with such privilege, and pay to said Board one dollar therefor,

and file with him a properly executed bond in the sum of two hundred

dollars, payable to the State of Indiana, conditioned that he will obey the

terms of such permit, and signed by at least two responsible citizens of

the State as sureties. The bond may be forfeited and the permit revoked

upon proof to the satisfaction of such Commissioner that the holder of

such permit has killetl any bird or taken the nests or eggs of any bird for

any other purpose than that named in tliis section.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This association sliall be called llie Iiicliaiia Academy of

Science.

Sec. 2. Tlie objects of this Academy shall be scieniific research and

the diffusion of kno^Aied};e concerning Hie various departments of science,

to promote intercourse between men engaged in scientific work, especially

in Indiana ; to assist by investigation and discussion in developing and

making known the material, educational and other resources and riches

of the State; to arrange and prepare for publication such reports of inves-

tigation and discussions as may further the aims and objects of the Acad-

emy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, The State has undertaken the i)ublication of such pi^oceed-

ings, the Academy will, upon request of the Governor, or of one of the sev-

eral departments of the State, through the Govenmr. act through its coun-

cil as an advisory body in the direction and e.vecution of any investigation

witliin its province as stated. The necessary expenses incurr<Ml in the prose-

cution of such investigation are to be borne by the State ; no iMvuniary

gain is to come to the Academy for its advice or direction of such inves-

tigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State

shall become a public document.

ARTICLE 11.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall l)e honorary fellows, fel-

lows, non-resident members or active members.

Sec 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work, or

in original research in any department of science, shall be eligible to active

membership. Active members may be annual or life members. Annual

members may l>e elected at any meeting of the Academy; they shall sign

the constitution, pay an admission fee of two dollai's, and thereafter an

annual fee of one dollar. Any ])erson who shall at one time contribute
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fifty dollars to the funds of this Academy may be elected a life member of

the Academy, free of assessment. No)i-resldent members may be elected

from those who have been active members but who have removed from the

State. In any case, a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect

to membership. Applications for membership in any of the foregoing

classes shall be referred to a committee on application for membership, who

shall consider such application and report to the Academy before the elec-

tion.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engagetl in scientific work, who

have recognized standing as scientific men, and who have been members

of the Academy at least one year, may be recommended for nomination for

election as fellows by three fellows or members personally acquainted with

their work and charac-ter. Of members so nominated a number not exceed-

ing five in one year maj', on recommendation of the Executive Committee,

be elected as fellows. At the meeting at which this is adopted, the mem-

bers of the Executive Committee for 1894 and fifteen others shall be elected

fellows, and those now honorary members shall become honorary fellows.

Honoi'ary fellows may be elected on account of special prominence in

science, on the written recommendation of two members of the Academy.

In any case a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. The officers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot at

the annual meeting, and shall hold oflice one year. They shall consist of a

President, Vice-President, Secretary, Assistant Secretary. Press Secretary

and Treasurer, who shall perform the duties usually i>ertaining to their

respective offices, and in addition, with the ex-Presidents of the Academy,

shall constitute an Executive Committee. The President shall, at each an-

nual meeting, ajiiioint two members to be a committee, which shall prepare

the programs and have charge of the arrangements for all meetings for

one year.

Sec. 2. The annual meeting of this Academy shall be held in the city

of Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year, unless

otherwise ordered by the Executive Committee. There shall also be a sum-

mer meeting at such time and place as may be decided upon by the Execu-

tive Committee. Other meetings may be called at the discretion of the Ex-

ecutive Committee. The past Presidents, together with the officers and

Executive Committee, shall constitute the council of the Academy, and
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represent it in tlie transaction of any necessary business not esiiecially pro-

vided for in tliis constitution, in tlie interim between general meetings.

Sec. 3. This constitution may be altered or amended at any annual

meeting by a three-fourths majority of the attending members of at least

one year's standing. No question of amendment shall be decided on the

day of its presentation.

BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special department of science shall be assigned to

a curator, who.se duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other members

interested in the same department, to endeavor to advance knowledge in

that particular dcpartnienr. Each curator shall report at such time and

place as the Academy shall direct. These reports shall include a brief sum-

mary of the progress of the department during the year preceding the pre-

sentation of the report.

2. The President shall deliver a public address on the morning of one

of the days of the meeting at the exi>iration of his term of ortice.

3. The Press Secretary shall attend to the secin-ing of proper news-

paper reports of the meetings and assist the Secretary.

4. No special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice

of the same having betMi se)it to the address of each meml)er at least fifteen

days before such meeting.

5. No bill against the Academy shall be paid witlmut an order signed

by the President and countersigned by the Secretary.

G. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two

years, having been annually notified of their arrearage by the Treasurer,

shall have their names stricken from the roll.

7. Ten members shall (-(institute a cpiorum for the transaction of

business. -^
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Ralph B. Polk Greenw ood.

James A. Price Ft. Wayne.

C. A. Reddick Crawfordsville.

C. J. Reilly Syracuse.

Allen J. Reynolds Emporia, Kansas.

Giles E. Ripley Decorah. Iowa.

George L. Roberts Lafayette.

J. Schramm Crawfordsville.

E. A. Schultze Cliicago, 111.

Will Scott Bloomington.

Charles Wm. Shannon Bloomington.

Fred Sillery Indianajjolis.

J. R. Slonaker Madison, Wis.

C. Piper Smith , Pacific (irove, Cal

Essie .Alma Smith liloominjiton.

E. R. Smith liidiiinapolis.

J. M. Stoddard Indianapolis.

J. C. Taylor Logansport.

Albert W. Thompson Owensville.

^^^ p. TurTier West Lafayette.

^V. B. Van Gorder Worthinston.

H. S. Voorhccs Ft. ^^'ayn('.

Frank B. Wade Indianapolis.

Daniel T. Weir Indianapolis.

A. E. White Connersville.

Herbert Milton Woollen Indianapolis.

J. F. AVoolsey Indianapolis.

G. A. Young "\\ est Lafayette.

L. E. Young West Lafavette.
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W. J. Young Hyattsville.

Lucy Youse Palo Alto. Cal.

W. A. Zehring West Lafayette.

Charles Zeleny Blooniington.

Fellows, resilient 48

Fellows, non-resident 10

Members, acti\e 131

Members, non-resident 25

Total 214

Note.—For list of Foreign Correspondents, see Proceedings of 1904.

|:{—213()8|
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PROGRAM
OF THE

TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING

INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE,

PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

NOVEMBER 26. 27 AND 28, 1908.

OFFICKHS AND F.XOFFICIO KXF.CUTIVE COMMITTEE.

GLENN CULBERTSOX, 1 rcsirlcnt A. J. BIGNEY, Assistant Secretary

A. L. FOLEY, Vicc-Prosidciil 0. A. ABBOTT, Press Secretary

J. H. RANSOM, Secretary W. A. McBl-.TH, Treasurer

DAVID M. MOTTIER D. W. DENNIS J.C.ARTHUR
ROBERT HESSLER C. H. EIGENMANN 0. V. HAY
JOHN S. WRIGHT G. A. WALDO T. C. MENDENHALL
C. L. MEFS THOMAS GRAY JOHN C. BRANNER
w. .?. blat('hli:y Stanley coulter j. p. d. john
H.W.WILEY AMOS W. BUTL1:R JOHN M. COULTER
M. B. THOM.VS W. A. NOYES DAVID S. JORDAN

All sessions of the Academy will be held in the Chemical Buildintt on the campus of Purdue University. Rooms

will be provided in this building for the Secretary and other ofRcer-s, and for committees. A general lounging room

will also be furnished.

ENTERTAIN MI:NT.

.\rrangements have been made to care for those attendins the Academy in fraternity liouses within two bloekt

of the University grounds. .\ very low rate of $1.50 has been secured for supper on Iriday night, night's lodging

and breakfast on .Saturday morning

On Friday noon a lunch will be served at the University for 50 cents

Those desiring to have accom.-nodations reserved for them should notify Dean Stanley Coulter at once.

All attending the .-\cadeniy should report at once at the Chemical buildin;;, where their re.«ervati(m will be

given them and they will then be shown to their lodgina places.

PROGRAM COMMITTEi:.

.M. H. Thomas, Crawfordsville <'. 11. Eigenmann, Bloomnigton

Glenn Culbcrtson. Hanover

LOCAL COMMITTEI

.

Stanley Co\iller Percy N. Evans

C. H. Beiijanian
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GENERAL PROGRAM.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26.

Meeting of the Executive Committee at the Lahr House 8:30 p. m

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27.

Chkmical Building.

General Session 9:00 a. m.

President's Address 11:00 a. m.

Lunch at the University ' 12:00 m.

Inspection of University and Exhibits 1:00 p. m.

Section Meetings 2:30 p. m.

Lecture and Demonstration -High Frequency Currents. By Professor H. T. Plumb, Associate Pro-

fessor of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University. Lecture Room, Electrical Building 8:00 p. m.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28.

Chrmic.ii, Building.

General Session followed by Section Meetings 9:00 a. ni.

Round Table.

PAPERS TO BE READ.

Xt eleven o'clock November 27 the Academy will hear the address of the retiring president, Professor Glenn

Culbertson, on "Deforestation and Its Effects Among the Hills of Southern Indiana."

GENERAL.

1. Work of the Pathological Laboratory of the Central Indiana Hospital for the Insane, )5m

. . Dr. Geo. F. Edenharter

* 2. New Species of Birds in Indiana, 10m Amos Butler

* 3. The Recent International Congress on Tuberculosis, 10m Severance Burrage

* 4. Biography and the Influence of Environment, 15m Robert Hessler

* 5. Felkner Island, Wabee Lake, Kosciusko County, Indiana, 10m J. P. Dolan

6. A Strange Nurse, 5m *? A. J. Bigney

* 7. The Shake Dance of the Quilente Indians, with drawing, by an Indian in the Indian School. Pre-

sented by Albert B. Reagan

* 8. Invasion of School Building by Bed Bugs, Acanthia Hirundinis, Parasites on Chimney Swifts. H. E. Enders

* 9. Photographs of Morehouse's Comet, 1908 (lantern) W. A. Cogshall

*10. Selective Fertilization Among Fishes W. J. Moenkhaus

*11. Nature Study J. G. Coulter

BOTANY.

* 1. Field Observations on Rusts for the General Botanist, 5m J- C. Arthu

* 2. The Rust of Timothy, 10m F. D. Kern

* 3. Notes on the Heteroecious Rusts of Indiana, 10m Aaron G. Johnson

* 4. Some Anomalies in the Endosperm of Pinus, 5m D. M. Mottier

* 5. Notes on the Seedless Persimmon, 5m Win. L. Woodburn

* 6. A Preliminary List of the Fungi of Indiana, 5m J- M. VanHook

* Papers read.
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* 7. Testing Seed Corn by Specific Gravity, 5m H. A. Dunn
* 8. Notes on the Flora of Cass County, Indiana, lOin Robert Hessler

* 9. Bean Anthracnose, 10m M. F. Barrus

*10. Endophytic Algae, 10m Jacob Schramm

*n. Report of Work in Corn Pollination, 5m M. L. Fisher

*12. Effect of the Recent Drought Upon Forest Trees, 10m Stanley Coulter

*V,i. Difference Between Pinus taeda and Pinus palustris, 10m Katherine G. Bitting

11. A Forest Problem, 10m W. H. Freeman

*15. Botany in the High School, 10m E. C. Snarr

*16. The Killing of Mustard and Other Noxious Weeds in the Grain Fields of South Dakota, 10m. . . E. W. Olive

*17. The Plankton of an Underground Stream Will Scott

IS. Anthracnose on Cereals and Grasses A. D. Selby and T F. Manns

CHEMISTRY AND MATHKMATKS.

* 1. The Meyer Molecular Weight Calculation, 10m I'eriy N. Evans

* 2. The Vapor Pressure Method of Determining Molecular Weights, 15ni J. B. (iarner

3. Reaction of Sulphuric Acid Interpreted Upon the Basis of the Electrolytic Dissociation Theory, 10m

W. A. Ruth

* }. .Action of Alpha Bromacylesters on Sodhim Acetylacetone, lOni G. A. Rcddiek

* 5. Action of Alpha Bromacylesters on Sodium Benzoylacetone, 10m J. B. Garner and G. J. 1 ink

* 0. Relation of Fat? to Moisture Content of Butter, 10m 0. F. Hun/ikcr

7. Note on a Class of Definitions, 5m F. R. Higgins

8. A Graphical Representation of the Epsilon-Delta Definition of the Limit of a Function and Continuity,

5m F. R. Higgins

* ".I. The Bei'kinann Rearrangement I. B. Garner

*10. The Use of the Polariscope in Testing High Tension !'i iila^'T-.s. .
('. 1. Harding

*11. A Contribution to the Chemistry of Mucoid . C. F;. May

*12. The Determination of Lead by Titration of Lead Chroinate C. E. Brooks

*\X An Evolution Method for the Determination of Sulfur in Sulfates and Sulfides 1'. C. Mathers

*14. The Deterioration of Platinum through Ignition of Phosphates U. K. Lyons

GEOLOGY.

1

.

Probable Origin of Depressions in the Mesa South of the Tijeras Canyon, New Mexico, 10m . Albert B. Reagan

2. Headwaters of the Tippecanoe River, lOni J. T. S-'ovell

3. Origin of Cyclones and Anticyclones of Temperate Latitudes, 10m W. A. McBeth

4. Some Drainage Modifications in Southeastern Indiana
,

W. M. Tucker

5. Soil Survey of Daviess County * L. C. Snyder

6. Caves and Cave Formations of the Mitchell Limestone of Indiana F. C. (ireene

ZOOLOGY.

1. The Nasal Muscles of the Reptiles, 10m H. L. Bruncr

2. Swell Mechanisms of Vertebrates, 10m H. L. Bruner

.). Life Zones of Indiana as Illustrated by the Disti ibution of Orthoptera and Coleoptera Within the State,

15m W. S. Blatchley

4. Animals of the Olympic Peninsula, Washington, 10m Albert B. Reagan

5. The Effect of Successive Removal on the Rate of Regeneration Charles Zeleny

6. Proportional Regeneration M. M. Ellis

7. Curves Representing the Rate of Regeneration M. L. Durbin

8. Circulation of Mixed Blood in the Adult Reptile and Amphibian as well as in the Fetal Mammal and Bird

A. G. Pohlman

Papers read

.
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EXHIBITS AND DEMONSTRATIONS.

All of the laboratories of the University will be open for inspection during the session of the Academy and

from 1:00-2:30 on Friday members of the Instruction Staff will be present to explain apparatus and methods of

work.

Some special exhibits will be made as follows:

TESTING LABORATORY OF THE MECHANICAL BUILDING.

In the Timber Testing Laboratory will be demonstrated the methods used in the Forest Service for testing

wood.

CHEMICAL BUILDING.

E.'chibit of Literature arid Apparatus used in the fight against Tuberculosis.

AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.

The Departments of Agronomy and Extension A\'ork and the State Chemist will make exhibits in the Soil

Physics Laboratory and the .Agronomy Class Room.

The Department of Agricultural Engineering will exhibit in Room 201.

The Department of Animal Husbandry will exhibit micro-photographie work, hog cholera vaccine and other

research work in the Veteriiiery Science Lfiboratnry and Museum.

HORTICULTURAL LABOllATOR^ .

Exhibit of appliances used in spraying infected plants.

DAIRY LABORATORY.

Exhibit of appliances used in the care of dairy products.

UNIVERSITY FARM.

Exhibit of experimental feeding work, the dairy herd and various breeds of sheep and hogs.
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The Twenty-Foukth Annual Meeting of the Indiana

Academy of Science.

The twenty-fourth aiuiiial meeting of the Indiana Academy of Science

was laeld at Purdue University, Lafayette. Indiana. Tliursday. Friday and

Saturday, November 2G, 27 and 28, 1908.

Thnr.sday evening tlie Executive Committee met at tlie Lincoln Club

and transacted the business coming before them. They directed the Sec-

retary to request of the Legislative Cormnittee, having the matter in

charge, the doubling of the appropriation for the Academy. It was voted

that the next meeting be a celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of

the founding of the Academy and that an attempt be made to bring to

gether all the educational interests of the State, as well as to have present

all the living ex-Presidents of the Academy.

At nine o'clock Friday morning the Academy met in the chemistry

building at Purdue. I'resident Culbertson presided. The transaction of

business and the reading of papers occupie<l the attention of the meeting

until eleven o'cloc-k, when the President delivered his address on "De-

forestation and Its Effects Among the Hills of Indiana.

"

At noon a luncheon was served on the top floor of the chemistry build-

ing, followed by an inspection tour of the buildings of the University.

On reconvening at two o'clock a short business meeting was held, aflcr

which papers were read in sectional meetings. In the evening Professor

H. T. Plumb, of the University, delivered an interesting lecture on the

subject of "High Frequency Elec-tric Currents."

Saturday morning at nine o'clock the Academy rccoiiven<'d and com-

pleted the reading of papers and the transaction of business, adjourning

at eleven o'clock to meet in next annual session at time and place .selected

by the program committee.
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President's Address:

Deforestation and Its Effects Among the Hills of

SOXTTHERN InDTANA.

By Glenn Culbertson.

No region of America, fast of the Rocli^y Mountains, was in tlie past

more densely wooded than were the hills and valleys of southern Indiana.

Some of the most magnificent specimens of the temperate latitude forest

trees found a suitable habitat along the crests of the divides, and upon

the valley slopes of the Ohio River and its tributaries. Very few un-

wooded areas were found among the hills of southern Indiana, and such

as were present were not large.

The "flats"' or "slash" lands, forming the watersheds between the Ohio

and the Wabash and their tributaries in many parts of southeastern In-

diana, were occupied largely by the sweet gum, or liquidamber, the black

gum, beech, shell-bark hickory, blac-k-jack and red oaks, red maple and

hackberry.

On the gently-rolling land and among the hills the yellow poplar, white

and chinquapin oaks, the black walnut, sugar maple, beech, hickory, buck-

eye, black locust, limi or basswood, the white and blue ash, and on the

still mone precipitous and rocky ridges the chestnut oak and cedar, were

found.

In the rich alluvial bottoms, and along the streams, in addition to

many of the rolling land trees, were present in their greatest luxuriance

the elm, the cottonwood and the sycamore. Many of these trees were

among the giants in dimensions. There were yellow poplars from one hun-

dred to one hundred and twenty-five feet in height, and from twenty

to twenty-five or more feet in circumference. Sycamores grew along the

larger streams and in the river bottoms, of such dimensions that their

hollow trunks were sometimes used as rude dwellings and as stables.

White oaks and black walnuts grew to such size and in such profusion

that were they to be had now. in their original numbers, their value would

be twenty-fold greater tlian the present value of the land from which they

were cut.
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To clear the grouiKl of such a forest growth, the pioneers had indeed

a difficult task. After a generation of fierce fighting on the part of our

fathers that they might overcome their then common enemy, the forest,

it is not at all surprising that it is even yet difficult to bring the present

generation to a proper realization of the benefits of the living forest.

All appreciate the value of the timber, but very few of the people realize

the benefits of the forest to the country at large; nor do they yet under-

stand the methods by which forest lands may be made as profitable as

cultivated areas. To cut away the trees, and to bring the land under

cultivation, appears to be the great purpose of the majority of those still

possessing a few acres of woodland. To such an extent has the work of

deforestation been carried on, even among the hills of southern and

southeastern Indiana, that less than ten per cent of the original forest

areas are still left intact. Those portions of the original forests yet stand-

ing have in the greater number of instancies not more than ;W per cent of

their former number of trees.

Contrary to what might luive been supix>sed, a larger per cent of tlie

steep hill slopes has been cleared than the land of the more level regions.

The slopes of the higher hill lands, such as are found in i)ortions of Clark,

Jefferson, Switzerland, Ohio, and Dearborn counties, and to an equal ex-

tent in the river counties to the southwest and in the adjoining State of

Kentucky, have been almost entirely denuded of their forest growth.

Here and there, however, on l.ind that has l^ecome valueless for agri-

cultural purposes, nature has begim to repair the general destruction, and

a scattering growtii of bushes and young trees has sprung up.

It is the purpose of this pai>er to treat of .some of the questions, geo-

logical and meteoi-ological, as well as economic, arising from the defor-

ested conditions found in the hills of southern Indiana. Special study,

however, has been made of tlie regions comprised in the basins of Four-

teen Mile, Indian Kentucky, Indian and Laughery creeks and the smaller

.'streams emptying into the Ohio River in Clark, Jefferson, Switzerland.

Ohio, Dearborn ;in<l I{ii)ley counties. What may be said of this general

region is largely applicable likewise to other localities with approxi-

mately similar conditions.

One of the most striking effects of tlie deforestation of this region

has been upon the "immediate run off" of the streams. As could have been

predicted, the amount of this "immediate run off," for any given precipita-

tion, has rapidly increased as the foi-ests have disappeared. The volume
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of the flood waters of the streams has year by year kept pace with the

destruction of the wooded areas. This has been notably true of the vol-

ume of the different tributaries of Indian Kentucky Creek, which has come

more immediately under my observation. Within the last ten years these

streams have repeatedly had record-making floods.

It has been estimated that, upon all the lands of the earth, some 36,-

000 cubic miles of water fall per year, and that of this amount some 6.000

cubic miles flnds its way into the sea by way of the rivers and streams.

Thus the annual average run off from the lands is approximately 16 per

cent. The average "immediate run otf" of such streams as obtain their

water supply from the hills referred to in this paper must have varied

enormously with the change from the completely forested condition of the

past to that of the present. Then, there was a universal leaf mulch, and

a deep, poi'ous soil, filled with roots and decaying vegetation. As com-

pared to that, there is now a compact sod, a shallow and very compact

clay or a rock surface. The average annual "immediate run off" from

these streams today is at least 50 per cent greater than that from the

same regions under the forested conditions of the past.

One of the most apparent consecpiences of the greatly increased "im-

mediate run off" is the gi*adual lowering of the ground water level in all

portions of the State and especially among the hills. As the ground water

level is lowered the flow of springs and of wells is stopped, or very much

reduced, in time of drouth. At no time in the history of southern Indiana

and northern Kentucky have springs and wells so completely failed as has

occurred during the season just past. Water for family use and for stock

has in hundreds of instances, and during many weeks, been obtained from

distances of one or two miles. The water supply in villages and small

towns became very limited or gave out entirely. In many parts of the

State, even at a distance from those portions having a rough topography,

wells are being driven to greater and greater depths in the endeavor to

obtain a permanent water supply for mills and factories, as well as for

farm animals. These unfortunate conditions may properly be attributed

in large part to the greater immediate run off of the rainfall resulting from

defoi'ested conditions.

That deforestation in general, and in the regions referred to in this

paper in particular, causes a decrease in the total px-ecipitation can hardly

be doubted. The problem of the influence of forests on precipitation is

one not easily solved, and is one which has long troubled investigators.
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It appears to the writer that both theory, and the observation of the

phenomena, substantiates the statement that deforestation greatly influ-

ences the rainfall.

It is not probable that the ordinary winter and spring precipitation is

to any extent affected by the pi-eseuce or absence of forest growth. That

the summer and autumn rains are often greatly modified, on the other

hand, can hardly be questioned.

In the first place, the presence of a heavy leaf mulch, and of the very

porous and highly-absorbent soil of a forested area, is a sufficient guaran-

tee that at the beginning of the hot season the soil shall be filled with

moisture from the winter and spring rains. lender the present deforested

conditions of the hill lands the immediate run off is so great, because of

their compact and rocky surfaces, that it is at least questionable whether

the ground is ever fully saturated, even at the beginning of the sunnner

season. Moreover, if such a (•(iin]iac1 soil were sjilurnled, caiiilhiry action

would cause a very rapid cvapdralion duiMiig Ihc first few weeks of wnnii

weather, and liciicc gn>atly diminish the sniiply <>l' gnmnd water hcrore

niidsunnuer.

(iivi'n. iiowevcr, the soil and subsoil of a forested region thoroughly

saturated with water at the opening of the hot season, the leaf and loose

soil mulch effectively stops evaporation resulting from capillary action.

The ground water then is largely conserved until drawn from the soil by

means of the roots of tho forest trees, and evaporated from the leaf sur-

faces later in the season, when the trees need the moisture for growth. It

is a well-known fact that the evajioration from tlie leaf surfaces of the

greater number of trees in a moist climate is very important. Carefully

conducted experiments have shown that from the leaves of a birch tree

of moderate size, from GOO to IMto ])()unds of moisture is evaiiorated in

twent.y-four hours, and that from a large elm there may be given to the

atmosphere as much as several tons in the same period. The amount,

however, varies very considerably with the atmospheric conditions. It is

a fact of common obseiwation that large tiiees, such as the oak, growing

in cultivated fields, so completely take up the moisture from the earth

that the corn or other crop fails to mature for a distanc(> of many yards

from them.

In a forested region the approach of a low barometric area, with its

accompanying high temperature conditions, in accordance with the laws

of vaporization, causes a corresponding increase of evaporation from the
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foliage. Moreover, as the evatporation increases, in the same degree the

temperature is modified, since the greater the amount of water changed

into vapor tlie greater the quantity of heat absorbed in the process. Re-

ducing the temperature increases the relative humidity of the atmosphere.

Hence, in two ways the atmospheric conditions ai-e made more favorable

for a copious and general rainfall at the approach of low barometric areas

during the hot season.

It has always been true, perhaps, that many thimder-storms and

showers during the summer months, and particularly in July and August,

give moisture to very limited areas. Careful observation during a num-

ber of years has convinced the writer that as the forests have disappeared

the average territory covered by our summer thunder-storms has been

gradually and greatly decreasing. Rejwatedly during the last few hot

seasons, and especially during the one just past, the arrival of a low

barometric area caused the formation of a few thunder-clouds, but these,

instead of increasing in volume and advancing so as to cover a larger and

larger region, soon dwindled and disappeared. The failure of the present

deforested areas to add to the sum total of the general atmospheric mois-

ture, as the heated conditions of the low barometric area approached, and

also the failure in the formation of vapor in the given locality, both

served to decrease the rainfall of the thunder-storm. This was due, first,

to the lack of a local vapor supply to add to that brought in by the winds

from a distance, and which is very necessary for the formation of clouds

in the hot season. Again, when the supply of moisture may have been

srJhcient to form a thunder-cloud, its advance was into a highly heated

dry region with its low relative humidity. The absence of any considerable

local evaporation, and the resulting high temperature caused the re-evai>

oration of the condensed moisture of the clouds and no precipitation fol-

ic <wed.

The weather conditions of the deforested areas during the hot months

are more and more nearly approaching those of the hot arid regions of

the west, where a thunder-cloud formed under favorable conditions very

frequently disappears because of re-evaporation as it advances into a

territory more highly heated, and of a lower relative humidity.

In another way also the pi-esence of forests tends to add to, and

their absence to diminish, the precipitation of the summer months, and

that is in causing secondary showers after the main storm is over. The

enormous leaf surface, covered with moisture by the rain just passed.
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causes a very rapid evaporation to talce place almost immediately. Hence,

during the hot mouths, a number of secondary s^howers quite often fol-

lowed a thunder-storm under forested conditions. The old weather adage

that "Fog rising from the hills will soon give water to the mills," seldom

failed of fulfillment. The benefits derived frojn the more gently falling

showers following the hard downpour of the thunder-storm in filling the

soil of the cultivated fields and pasture lauds can hardly be estimated,

it is the moisture from these rains that adds very greatly to the ground

water, especially on the firmer earth surfaces.

Again, if it be true, as now appears from I'ecords kept during the last

ten years, that the summer rainfall of the trans-Mississippi states, par-

ticularly Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska, be increasing, it would uphold

the theory just advanced. In contrast with the naked prairie of the past,

which had a large immediate run off, the plowed lands of today are a

much better absorber of moisture, and would increase very much the ground

water supply. The early summer ciiltivatiou of extensive cornfields would

tend to conserve this moisture, until the rank growth of com or other

cultivated vegetation, with its extensive leaf surface, would add greatly

to the evaporating surface. This would increase the local atmospheric

moisture, especially during July and August. Hence, if the above theory

be true, there should be ordinarily an ever-Increasing rainfall during those

months year by year, just in pn)])(>rtion to the area of original prairie

land put under cultivation. If trees were more extensively planted, the

results in increased rainfall should be marked to the same degree.

In resume, we may say that theory upholds. mihI observation sub-

stantiates the statement, that deforestation greatly increases tlie innuedi

ate run off, and as greatly decreases the ground-water sui)ply of a given

region. It is equally true that the absence <if forests seriously decreases

the evaporation, and the amount of vapor in the atmosphere, during the

hot months. Again, the absence of evaporation permits of higher local

temperatures on the approach of low l»;ironictric areas and hence the rela-

tive humidity of the atmosphere must ite lowi-r. All tend toward the re-

duction of the rainfall during the late summer months, when of all times

it is most needed for the growth and ni.ituring of vegetation.

Furthermore, we believe that it can be shown that deforestation has

a tendency in <i region of rough toi)ography, such as is found among the

hills of southern Indiana, to loealize the hot season rainfall, and to pro-

duce conditions approximating those of the so-called "cloudbiirsts" of the
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past summer in the latter part of July over an area of some six or eight

square miles along the divide between the basins of Indian Kentucky and

Indian creeks and their tributaries, in eastern Jefferson and western

Switzerland counties of this State. The rainfall in this case was un-

precedented for the region. On one border of the given area a government

rain gauge, kept by J. R. Shaw, Jr., was filled to the brim, the measure-

ment amounting to three and one-half inches, and then ran over for an

unknown period. Afterward the gauge was emptied and received one and

one-half inches more, making at the least five inches, and probably mnch

more, in the period of two hours during which the raiu fell. Other and

more reliable measurements in locations more nearly the center of the

storm area were made and a precipitation of at least ten inches in the

iM^o-hour period were recorded.

The conditions producing this exceptional and very destructive rain-

storm were as follows : The region to the wesf and southwest of the

storm-swept region is one of the roughest topographically in southern In-

diana. The whole area f<ir ten or twelve miles in this direction forms

the basin of Indian Kentucky Creek and tributaries, and the hills rise

in many instances 400 to 450 feet above the valleys, and the slopes are

very steep. From the whole basin the forests have been almost entirely

removed. On the day referred to the temperature was unusually high,

some thermometers within the area registering 102 degrees in the shade.

There was no movement of the air until early in the afternoon, when a

gentle southwest wind arose, and this caused the highly-heated air of the

whole region to move northeastward. The valley of Brushy-fork Creek,

one of the principal tributaries of Indian Kentucky Creek, became the

center of the air movement. About three in the afternoon a cloud began

to form above the divide and around the head of the valley of Bnishy-fork

('reek. The highly-heated air ascended very rapidly on reaching the divide,

and the consequent rapid cooling of the air by expansion caused an equally

rapid condensation of the moisture of the air. The cloud increased in

volume with veiy great swiftness, and the rain fell in torrents, first over

a very limited area and then over a wider region. The center of the storm,

however, instead of moving, as is usually the case, remained almost sta-

tionary for a period of two hours. During this time the winds from al-

most the entire surrounding region moved slowly towards the now en-

larged area of precipitation. There were few if any clouds outside of
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the six or eight square miles covered by the storm, but the hot air from

the proximity, ou reacliing this area of rapidly rising atmosphere, eou-

stantly added its moisture to that being condensed, with the result that

for two hours the downpour continued. This very unusual precipitation

proved exceedingly disastrous to the s^oil of the cultivated fields, and to

the roads and bridges as well as to property of all kinds along Brushy-

fork Creek and the larger tributaries of Indian Creek. Both of these

streams were several feet above any previous record. Where a few mo-

ments before there ^Aere dry, rocky creek lieds. now became a wild flood

from six to ten feet in depth and from 3<X1 to 500 feet wide. Buildings

were carried away that had seldom or never been touched by previous

floods.

In the opinion of the writer this cloudburst, which in truth it was,

was caused by the intense heating of the deforested region of very rough

topography to tlie southwest, followed by the gentle movement of great

volumes of heated ;iir in a nortlieasterly direction, until in its passage

over the divide 11 vajiidly ascended. Becoming cooled in its ascent, the

enormous (piantity of moisture held in the liiu'lily-heatcd iitinos])Iiere rap-

idly conden.sed, and the unprecedented rainfall for that region followed.

It may be yeai's before conditions of temperature, moisture and winds

woiild unite to jn'oduce another such storm in the same locality, yet the

probabilities ai-e that in the future such rainfalls will become increas-

ingly frequent somewhere in such deforested areas of rough toi)ograithy.

From observations in the Rocky Mountains of ( 'nlovjulo and Wyoming,

the cloudbursts of those regions are formed under essentially similar con-

ditions, so far as the absence of forests and areas of highly-heated air are

cimcerned. In the mountains, liow<'ver. flies*' storms may be more intense,

and more fri'quent, because of the greater height of tine divides and the

almost entire absence of vegetation or even of any considerable mantle

of soil.

Observation of the hill region of southern Indiana compels one to

believe that as the forest growth has disappeared such storms have be-

come more prevalent. Excessive rainfall occurs over liniitcd .-ircas, whil*^

drouth conditions i)revail over the surrounding c(mntry. In the one place

of rainfall the destruction caused by the flood may be even more dis-

antrous than the continued drouth ov(>r the nearby territory.

The effect of forest destruction upon stivams has often been described

and need not be dwelt upon in this paper at any length. In the area
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of bill lands of soutlicrn Indiana there can be no reasonable doubt tbat

as the trees have been, removed there have been greater and greater floods

;

and now as the forests have almost entirely disappeared the floods have

become exceedingly destructive. Dwelling houses that had stood above

the highest waters of the streams for half a century have, within the

last decade, simc the hi;4hev prires for timber have caused the more

rapid disappearance of the trees, been inundated repeatedly and many

of them carried away. Bottom lands that twenty .vears ago had a deep

and fertile soil are now almost worthless. The flood waters have carried

away the greater part of the tillable earth and left in its place stones and

gravel. In otlier places the albnium of the bottoms has been covered

by material from the hills. Thousands of acres of such land, which a

few years ago was the most fertile and valuable in the State, are now

undesirable.

Hand in hand with the flooded conditions and consequent destruction

caused b.v the larger streams has gone the loss of soil by erosion from the

deforested hill lands. It is no exaggeration to say that, from the greater

number of hill farms placed under cultivation a quartei' of a century ago,

there has been removed on tht' average a foot of soil, and from many

slopes there has been taken three or four times as much. Tens of thou-

sands of acres of the steeper hillsides have been denuded of their soil

covering and are at i)ivsent valueless for ordinary agricultural purposes.

How to i)revent this denudation is the most serious ])roblem that the hill

farmer has to solve. In many cases a single heavy rain in February or

March, when the departing frost has left the ground in its least compact

co!-Uitiou, has been known to remove from a whole slope an average of

four or five inches of the soil. Fields that before the rain were consid-

vYi-(\ good farming land were left so covered with rocks, and with so little

soil, that the.y were practically abandoned. Farmers among the hill lands

are realizing more and ukuv that a loss of soil is the most serious of prop-

erty losses, since a damage of this character cannot be repaired except by

the ordinary processes of nature, which require scores and even hundreds

of years. Farm after farm in sonthern Indiana, considered very valuable

thirty years ago, is practically deserted today. The population of this

region flrst occupied the hills, and considered the soils of the Hats and

divides very undesirable. For many years now, however, the tide of move-

ment of the people has be(>n from the hills to the flat or gently rolling
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lauds. As a result the populatiou aud wealth of many of the hill couuties

have been gradually and greatly diminishing.

Many of the streams, tlowing down steep beds in their short courses

from the divides to the Ohio, at one time furnished valuable water power.

They are now useless. Were it possible to control such streams as Four-

teen Mile, Indian Kentucky, Indian and Laughery creeks and many others

in Clark, Jefferson, Switzerland, Ohio, Dearborn, Ripley and other coun-

ties in southern Indiana, very valuable water power could be obtained.

Under the present condition of floods and drouths, however, they are

valueless as a source of power. Streams that thirty years ago furnished

abundant power for mills during ten months of the twelve now are even

without flowing water for almost half the time.

The alternate floods and drouths have had a serious effect also upon

the animal life of these streams. The great volume of muddy and rap-

idly-flowing water sweeps thousands of the smaller flsh from their proper

habitats into larger pools, where they become a prey to their own kind.

On the other hand, drying up of the pools of almost every small and of

very many of the larger streams causes the destruction of the young of

our most valuable game and food fishes as well as of minnows and of

crayfish upon which the more highly-jirized fishes feed. In the flooded

streams following: the unusual freshets of March and April of the present

year bass and other si)ecies of fish ascended the smaller streams almost

to their very sources for the purpose of spawning. The severe drouth of

the late summer and autumn months dried up the pools aud caused the

death of such quantities of the young fish and other animal life that the

odor of their decaying bodies was very offensive to jiersons dwelling along

the streams near the pools. It would be quite within the truth to say that

several wagon loads of minnows and the young of our food fishes thus per-

ished this season in the tributaries of Big and Indian Kentucky creeks in

Jefferson County alone. Some of the young bass were removed to larger

pools, but thousands upon thousands were destroyed. It would seem al-

most useless to restock our streams with bass and other valuable food and

game fishes if the periodic floods and drouths are to continue and to grow

in magnitude and severity.

The points already discussed I'epresent but a part of the evils result-

ing from deforestation among the hills and valleys of our southern coun-

ties. We need not speak of the more manifest economic phases of the

subject, such as the failure of the timber and the fuel supply, and the
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higher prices resnltiug. Enough has been said to convince all that the

only hope for the future prosperity of great areas of our State lies in re-

foresting. In the first place, reforestation should be urged upon the

present land owners. Many an acre of untillable soil could be planted in

black locust, catalpa, black walnut or shell-bark hickory with good pros-

pect of speedy returns upon the investment. Wealthy men, interested in

the preservation of game or fish, should be encouraged by favorable laws,

or otherwise, to purchase large tracts of the hill lands of the State, and

to plant them in timber.

Our State has already made a good, although very small, beginning

in forestry. In the writer's opinion it would be the highest economy for

the commonwealth to purchase and reforest tens of thousands of acres of

her rougher hill lands along the Ohio and other streams. These lands are

almost valueless for agricultural purijoses. Covered with a growth of our

most useful trees, they would in time return a rich revenue to the State;

they would again become covered with soil ; the present unsightly and un-

profitable gullied fields and yellow clay points would disappear; the loose

soil and leaf mulch resulting would again absorb great quantities of

moisture, reduce the immediate run off, and hence diminish the volume

of the flooded streams. At the same time the ground water supply would

be greatly augmented ; our late summer rains would be more numerous

and more copious ; wells and springs would be more permanent and give

larger volumes, and our most severe drouths, destructive to all life,

prevented.

The probabilities are, however, that private enterprise alone will

never restore the forests to our hills as fully as the best interests of the

people demand, hence the State and Nation must be called upon to take a

leading part in reforestation.

[4—21363]
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Work of the Pathologicai. Laboratory of the Central
Indiana Hospital for Insane, Indianapolis.

By Dr. Geo. F. Edenhaetek, Superintendent.

The time alletted to review the worlv of oiii' I'athological Department

barely permits even a brief presentation of its iwlieies, metliods and re-

sults.

It should not be inferivd from the name that the work therein is

purely of a pathological character, because iu addition thereto all methods

of clinical investigation—psychical, physiological, chemical, bacteriolog-

ical, etc.—are employed.

This department had its inception in a desii-e to establish the work

of this hospital upon a scientific basis—to provide our medical staff with

facilities for the accurate determination of the character of the diseases

met with in institutional life.

It was also our ambition to create a scientific department—a medical

center—for the use of the physicians and medical students of the State,

wherein the diseases of the mind and nervous system could be clinically

studied and, if possible, to determine their cause and formulate methods

for their prevention and cure.

We recognized that ultimate success in preventing and controlling

these diseases could only be achieved by providing every community with

practitioners who had been thoroughly taught the most approved methods

of care and treatment of the incipient stages in these cases, and this in

connection with a close clinical study of the various forms of insanity.

We knew that the greatest opportunity for successful results pre-

sented itself in the early stages of these maladies and therefore determined

to exert our energies in an endeavor to provide facilities for the educa-

tion of the individual who expected at some future time to assume the role

of a family physician.

Students who interest themselves in this specialty are urged to visit

this department, where every effort will be made to assist them in obtain-

ing a knowledge of the laboratory and clinical methods in vogue.

When recjuested, our pathologist properly directs their efforts in re-

search in any desired direction.
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Our expectations for this departmeut are gradually being realized, aud

it is with a feeling of personal pride that I am able to make the state-

ment that this hospital is today presenting to the students of the medical

colleges of Indiana a course of lectures—didactic and clinical—concerning

the diseases of the mind aud nervous system, their cause, pathology and

treatment, unsurpassed by any educational institution in this country.

We believe that you who are at all conversant with the facts, recog-

nize the many serious obstacles to be overcome in inaugurating and prose-

cuting work of a scientific character in public institutions.

In the very nature of things there must be many plans, and many de-

feats, and in the end, when the decisive battle is waged, you may achieve

one victory.

It is the hope that this may be the final outcome of our effort whei-ein

we find the sustaining strength to carry the burden.

It is fortunate indeed that we cannot peer into the future and expose

to view all the keen anxieties aud bitter disappointments which are to

be our portion in connection with prospective work.

The building was erected in 1895, and the equipment was installed in

1890.

The dedicatory exorcises were held under the auspices of the Marion

County Medical Society on December 18, 1891). At this meeting a paper

on "The Evolution of the I'hysiology and Pathology of the Brain and

Spinal Cord" was read by Trof. Ludwig llektoen. .M. D.. of the Rush Med-

ical College.

Trior to the appointment of a resident pathologist the hospital staff

utilized the facilities of this department in making such examinations as

occasions demanded. They also performed autopsies.

The first attempt to systematize and direct the work was outlined in

the following notice:

"The laboratory work for the staff of the hospital will begin April

1, 1898.

"The department is now ready for making examinations of material

for diagnostic purposes.

"Each member of llie staff should possess a copy of Stirling's Histol-

ogy, several dozen glass slides and covers.

"The study will be from ten to twelve in the forenoon, each member to

be in the laboratory every other day.

"Attendance upon this course is obligatory.
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'•AVlien autopsies are made, the assistant physician who had ciiarge

of tlie patient shall assist the patholuf^ist in making it."

Under the above arrangement the hospital staff was given a thorough

review of histology, bacteriology, microscopy, chemistry and pathology.

The sphere of work was gradually broadened.

I quote from the report of 1900-1901

:

"Two objects have been constantly in mind in developing the work of

the laboratory during the past year

:

"First. That of enabling the members of the resident medical staff

to conduct their study and treatment of the cases committed to the care

of the hospital with a knowledge of the pathological basis of disease and

a more intimate knowledge of the structure and functions of the nervous

system as revealed by recent scientific researches in this field.

"Second. That of placing upon a thorough systematic and working

basis the study of the nervous system and organs of those cases upon

which an autopsy is allowed.

"In carrying out tlie former the following methods have been adopted

:

"Each morning for two hours, from ten to twelve, three members of

the medical staff are engaged in the study of the normal and diseased or-

gans. In these morning classes the work is individual and inductive.

In studying an organ, stained, injected and digested sections are first drawn

with different magnifications and t!ien descriptions of the same written

without the aid of books or teaching. The gross anatomy and anatomical

relations of the organs are then reviewed. When this has been accom-

plished, a pathological section of the same organ is given- without the

student knowing its designation. From this drawings and written de-

scriptions are made of those parts differing from the normal sections be-

fore studied. This having been done, the pathologist goes over the sec-

tion with him, correcting the work wliere necessary and pointing out

those parts of more importance, and together they arrive at a diagnosis

of the diseased condition. From the changes found, the student then con-

structs the gross appearance of the organ thus diseasetl and describes the

clinical symptoms which would be most likely present during life in a

patient so afflicted. The process of reasoning in this work, it will be seen,

is practically the same as that which the physician pursues in diagnosing

his case upon the wards; here, however, he starts with the diseased

organ and builds up his clinical symptoms; there lie arrives at the

changes in his organ from the clinical evidence. Incorporated with this
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work there is constantly a review of the anatomical and physiological re-

lations of the organ studied.

"Besides these morning classes, two evening courses of lectures have

been given, the first on 'Clinical .-inatomy.' the second on 'The Finer

Anatomy of the Nervous System.' In tlie former, which extended over

a i)ieriod of two months, the time was si)ent in the study of the normal

relations and position of the abdominal and thoracic organs, the staff out-

lining these by clinical methods on living subjects after the position of

each had been indicated by drawings and upon a slveleton.

"To the second series of lectui-es the physicians of the city were also

invited. This course extended over a period of three months.

"The excellent library of the laboratory has been rearranged and two

different catalogues made, to enable the staff to carry on their studies with

more freedom and to open for them every op!)ortunity to do original work.

Tlie medical journals have also been rearranged in regular series, with

the same object in view.

"To aid in leaching and study, the gross specimens in the museum have

been carefully mounted and arrangwl in groujts. As this is added to

from time to tinu' it will form a very important feature in the advan-

tages which the laboratory offers for study.

"Enlarged drawings have been made of Miss Florence Sabin's excel-

lent nuMlel of the medulla, ])ons and mid-brain, to aid in the teaching of

this important and very intricate portion of the central nervous system.

Nothing could be of nioi'e service in enabling tlu' student to grasp the

structure of this region than the model which Miss Sabln has constructed."

In 1900 the medical colleges commenced their didactic and clinical

lectures to their students. This course, with a variation of the program,

has Ix'en continued each year. Indiana University also presents an annual

course in psychology. The ];athologist each lecture-day presents some

pathological demonstration, the program for each session being:

Didactic lecture, one hour.

Clinical lecture, one hour.

Pathological lectun*. one hour.

Members of the hospital staff altern.ite in arranging cases for the

clinical lectures. This course is free to ])ractioners and students of medi-

cine; others are admitted upon special permission of the superintend-

ent or lecturer.
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From the report of 1905 we take the following

:

"Begiuning October 1, 1903, and continuing until the last of December

of the same year a series of lectures and demonstrations was given to the

assistant physicians on the anatomical relations and the physiological

functions of the various parts of the nervous system, on the different

changes produced by the different pathological conditions tliat were liable

to invoh-e them, and upon the clinical symptoms manifested by such in-

volvement.

"After the 1st of January. 1904. regular staff meetings were insti-

tuted and held three times weekly, namely. :M()nday, Wednesday and Fri-

day mornings from 10:30 to 12. At these meetings the assistant phy-

sicians alternated In presenting one or more cases. A systematic exam-

ination was made of the mental condition and also of the physical condi-

tion, where this had not been done beforehand, by the physician in charge,

followed by a discussion of the case by those in attendance. A synopsis

of the more important clinical features of each case, together with a sum-

mary of the clinical manifestations, was recorded.

"The object of these meetings was to create a nucleus upon which more

complete clinical records could be built, and for this purpose a short re-

port was made and filed away of each case, pointing out the prominent

and characteristic feature of the individual cases presented. An endeavor

was also made to determine the underlying conditions that were the prob-

able factors in bringing about the mental disturbance. This problem was

found to be an extremely difficult one. Many important factors came into

consideration when an attempt was made to bring about a solution of this

problem which were most difficult to regulate and control, in many cases

wholly impossible, and tended to make this part of the work a source of

discouragement and in many respects very unsatisfactory. One of the first

essentials in the study of all pathological conditions, whether mental or

physical, is, of course, to hnve a correct conception of the normal, or what

is regarded as normal, in the individaul case. Without this one cannot ar-

rive at a definite conclusion as regards the degree and extent of the ab-

normal conditions that developed or that may do so. In the majority of

cases pi-esented very little information was obtainable, apart from that of

the commitment record, or from ihe patients themselves. The former re-

ports, unfortunately, were very incomplete, and the latter almost invari-

ably were more or less distorted or modified by the trend and coloring of

the mental disturbance existing. Consequently, any conclusions arrived at
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can only be of corresponding value. In addition to this, it is of the great-

est importance to liave a full report of the lieredity, early education, train-

ing and environment of each case in order to understand and appreciate

the character and nature of the disturbances that may be manifested.

And, finally, there is requisite a full report of the results of a complete

examination of the iiatient's condition at the time of admission, or as soon

thereafter as possible, both mental and i>hysical, together with a record

of the case while in the institution. Without these data it is impossible

to place the pathological work in its proper relationship to the clinical

aspect, or to place the latter upon a definite pathological basis."

Since the above was written the work has been carried on practically

along the same lines, with a constant endeavor to improve the methods and

perfect the details.

This year we have undertaken tlie re-examination of every patient in

the hospital in accordance with an approved schedule with regard to

the mental and jyhysical condition.

This procedure will be followed in all new cases admitted.

When this work is completed we will have a systematized record of

each patient that will be of the greatest practical value.

The Marion County Medical Society has held a number of meetings in

this department. These occasions were largely attended and marked by

an awakening of professional spirit that was extremely gratifying. It

has been the policy of the hospital to have each of these meetings ad-

dressed by an eminent medical man.

The first was addressed by Prof. Tj. Hektoen, of Chicago, upon "The

Contributions of Anatomy and Pathology to the Nervous System."

The second by Jos. G. Rogers, M. D., of Logansport, upon "Tiie First

Aid to the Insane."

The third by C. B. Burr, M. D., of Flint, Mich., upon "The Care of the

Recent Case."

The fourth by Lewellyn F. Barker, M. D., of Chicago, on "The Im-

portance of Pathological and Bacteriological TiMhorntoiies in ronnection

with Hospitals for the Insane."

The fifth by Stewart Paton, M. D.. of P.altimore, u\Hm "The Recent

Advances in Psychiatry and Their Relation to Internal Medicine."

The sixth was for the purpose of dedicating the new hospital. The

attendance at this meeting was the largest of .my. there being present up-

ward of three hundred prominent persons.
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Tlie seventh, by F. W. Langdon, M. D., of Cincinnati, upon tlie "Car-

dio-Vascular and Blood States as Factors in Nervous and Mental Dis-

eases."

A summary of the work done in this department shows

:

1. That the laboratory facilities were in daily use for the examination

of various tissues, specimens of blood, urine, sputum, etc.

2. That two-hundred and seventy-four autopsies were held and the find-

ings demonstrated and recorded.

( Under the hospital rule no autopsies are held, except in

coroner's cases, without the permission of the relatives.)

3. That many sections of tissues and organs were preserved for chemical,

bacteriological and microscopical examination.

4. That one hundred and thirty-six gross specimens were placed in the

museum.

5. That twenty papers covering Important cases were written.

G. That over four hundred staff meetings were held, at which over five

hundred cases were presented for clinical examination.

7. That two hundred and four lectures were given by the colleges to their

classes.

8. That one hundred lectures upon neuropathology were delivered to

these classes by the pathologist.

9. That thirteen hundred and forty-one cases were taken before the col-

lege classes for clinical demonstration.

This record alone, if there were no other advantages to be derived,

would fully justify the maintenance of this department.

But there are other reasons for its continuance:

First. Because it stimulates the individual members of the staff to

greater professional effort.

Second. It creates a demand for accurate case and clinical histories.

This requires more attention to the individual patient.

Third. It incites to study and systematic investigation by having at

hand the requisite appliances, books, models, charts, etc.

Fourth. It enables the institution to offer something to the ambi-

tious student seeking an opportunity for medical advancement.

Fifth. It provides instruction to the physicians and the students in

the State; prepares them to render early skilled attention to the men-

tally afflicted in their community. This directly benefits the citizen.

Sixth. It increases the ability of the outside physician to deliver an
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intelligent judgment in insanity inquests and diftate a descviiition of the

case of value to the hospital.

Seventh. It eeononiizes for the counties and State ultimately by de-

creasing the number of jiersons annually conunitted to this or institutions

of like character.

Eighth. It actuates sonic studt'Uts to undertake a special study of

mental and nervous diseases. With additional opportunities given these,

for clinical observation and for practical work in the laboratory, will

eventually develop material from which to select physicians for positions

in the hospital.

Ninth. It establishes a valuable medium to create harmonious rela-

tions between the outside members of the profession and the Institution.

Tenth. It affords the ho.sijital staff the lienefits of consultations with

specialists in all lines of practitv.

Eleventh. It collects pathological data for the records and six-cimcns

for the museum which will Ih' of incalcnlahlc value for futui'c reference

and study.

Twelfth. It assists in educating the puidic to the needs of the hos-

pital and arouses an Interest in its Ix'half.

Thirte<mth. It furnishes the medical colleges with clinical advan-

tages unobtainable without the aid of an institution of this character.

Fourteenth. It extends its Influence in time to the individual of

every community: it teaches that "jirevention is better than cure," and

that, if the peojile really desire to im]M'de the "onward march to the hos-

pitals for the insane" in future generations, they nuist l)egin at once to

heed the advice given, assist in locating and studying the causes, and by

precept and example lend every Influence tf)ward tlieir remo\al.

From the foregoing it is ai)parent that the main oi)ji'ct of our work in

this directifm is to provide the best medical service i)ossible for the men-

tally afflicted Individual, within or without the hospital.

The State should establish at ev<'ry institutliju a department fully

equipped for scientific work. I say at every institution, because with me

the basic principle of this movement is the creation of centers around

which the members of the local profession may gather and study mental

and nervous diseases, their causes and treatment.

Again. I believe in encouraging Individuality, and know that a State

can well afford, in view of the great Ix^nefits derived, to have a number

of investigators jiursninir original and indejiendent work in this cause:
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and last, but not least, I contend that each and every iuistitution. with its

medical staff, is entitled to equal advantages and equal opportunities.

In conclusion I extend to each and every member of the Academy

a cordial invitation to visit this department and inspect the equipment

and the methods pursued.
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An Addition to the Birds of Indiana.

By Amos W. Butler.

Harris Sparrow.

Zonotrichia quervJa (Nutt).

A specimen of this western species was talien May 4, 1907, near

Sheridan, Hamilton County, Indiana, by Ernest P. Walljer. It is an adult

male in good plumage and was found along a hedgerow in company with

White-crowned Sparrows. The time of capture was about noon. The day

was rather cool and the birds were hopping about near the ground. It

was not at all wary and was shot at close range. No others of this species

were observed.

Mr. Walker has kindly presented the specimen to the Academy and it

has been deposited in my collection as a verification of this record.

Harris Sparrow is a bird of the middle United States. It ranges

from Illinois over the central plains and casually to Oregon. It is re-

ported as a rare winter visitor in Illinois and Wisconsin. (Ridgway, 111.,

Orn., I, pp. 266-7). One was taken near Riverdale, 111., October 6, 1894,

by J. O. Dunn (Butler, Birds of Indiana, 1897, p. 1178).
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BlOGEAPHY AND THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT.

By Robert Hessler.

Biography concerns itself witli 'the history of the life of a particular

person.' This is the primary definition given in the Century Dictionary,

a second being 'biographical writing in general, or as a department of

literature.' Again as a third definition, 'In natural history, the life-history

of an animal or a plant.'

Biologj', on the other hand, concerns itself with the science of life

and living things; with a knowledge of vital phenomena; in a technical

sense, the life-history of an animal.

Environment is another name for surroTindings, and environmental

infliieuces may be regarded as the influence of surroundings.

In speaking of the evils entailed by the lack of knowledge of sur-

roundings, Ward in his Dynamic Sociology says: "Indeed, tlie greater part

of all suffering is the result, direct or remote, of such ignorance. Obviously,

therefore, the first great duty of man is to acquaint himself with liis en-

vironment. This can only bo done by study. Tlie phenomena that lie on

the surface are of little value. They mislead at every turn. Not only must

the deep-lying facts, diflicult of access, be sought out with great labor and

perseverance, but they must be co-ordinated into laws capable of affording

safe and reliable guides to human operations. To do this requires a vast

amount of patient study. Only a little has yet been revealed of the more

important truths of nature, yet consider the amount of research which it

has required ! Nevertheless, only a few individuals have contributed any

thing at all to the result. It is as yet only the simpler and more obvioiis

relations between man and nature that have been determined. In the

domain of physical forces and chemical substances he is able to exercise

prevision in many ways to secure advantages and avert evils, but in most

of the higher fields of vital, mental, moral, and social phenomena, these

relations are either utterly ignored or but dimly suspected, so that his

knowledge of them avails him nothing. The great work before him, there-

foi-e, still is study." (Ward, Dynamic Sociology, Vol. II. p. 11.)
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Ward further says : "But what constitutes the environmeut of the

civilized man? The character of the environment of animals and of savage

man is easy to perceive. It is the earth, the air, the rocks and waters,

the trees, grass, birds and animals, the last to include, in the case of the

savage, the men of his own tribe and of other tribes, and also civilized

races, in case any such ever come in contact with him. It is by learning

to know these things that he is enabled to protect and defend himself.

"But, looking to races somewhat more advanced than the crude savage,

we find, as frequently shown before, that their advancement has been due

to action on their part in taking advantage of certain deeper laws of

nature, in making use of materials that savages fail to make use of, in

interpreting phenomena that savages do not correctly interpret, and,

through these means, in devising plans and inventing appliances for mul-

tiplying the products of nature and increasing the supply of physical,

social, and intellectual wants. And, when we have reached the highest

forms of social existence, we find that the only effective means by which

desire is gratified, progress achieved, and happiness attained, consist in

still deeper knowledge of the natural surroundings, in a still wider grasp

of laws and principles, in the correct interpretation of still more obscure

phenomena, and in the discovery and invention of still better means and

methods of securing remote ends. To know one's environment is to possess

the most real, the most practical, the most useful of all kinds of knowledge,

and, properly viewed, this class of information constitutes the only true

knowledge." (Ward, Dynamic Sociology, Vol. II, p. 495.)

In discussing the expression 'laiowledge of the environment,' Ward

comes to the conclusion that it is co-extensive and synonymous with the

word science. He says: "Knowledge of man's environment is nothing

more nor less than scientific knowledge ; and, conversely, all scientific

knowledge consists in knowledge of the environment * * *" (Vol. II, p.

497). Farther on he says: "The only useful knowledge is that which

furnishes relations. Isolated facts, until employed for this purpose, are

not really employed at all. An object known only in Itself can scarcely

be said to be known. * * * Science is dynamic. Whatever it touches is

transformed. The only objert in knowing is by means of it to do some-

thing * * *." (Vol. II, p. 497).

He refers to the attenuation of knowledge and of getting away from

things, and how especially in the Middle Ages men were inclined to neglect

facts, and how science brings us back to facts and to nature. We can
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readily see how students of environment and environmental influences are

not liliely to be misled by the present fad of psychotherapy. Ward also

refers to much of our literature as being simply a jugglery of words,

pleasing to the ears, but of little value in keeping man acquainted with his

environment.

Perhaps few of us realize fully the importance of environmental in-

fluences, of how our life and our very thoughts and actions are dependent

thereon. No doubt many of us have at times wondered what our own life

and the life of others would be under different surroundings.

The field is a large one, and by way of delimitation I may say that

my original observations and studies are confined largely to one phase of

the subject, that of air conditions. The problem is this: To what extent

do the effects of air conditions crop out in biography? To answer this

requires, first a study of men who are today living under good and bad

air conditions; it means to contrast lives of men, those who live under

good air conditions with those living under bad air conditions; it requires,

moveover, observation of individuals who alternately live under good and

bad air conditions. Secondly, it requires the 'fossil remains,' so to speak,

which can be studied, just as the paleontologist studies fossil remains which

enable him to reconstruct and explain past animal life—the material in

the present iustance being biographical remains, books that are often

Imown under the name of Life and Letters, as those of Huxley and of

Darwin.

We all like to i-ead about great men and emulate them ; their lives are

held up as examples to follow, yet the number of great men living at any

one time is small, and where one becomes great, there will be thousands

and thousands who are mediocre. A biographer scarcely deems it worth

while to pick out the life of one of this latter class.

It may be entertaining to the average man to read the biography of

a literary man, of a poet, or of a musician, but he may get comparatively

little instruction from it. On the other hand, he may read the life of a

common fellow citizen and get many ideas that will be of value to him in

the conduct of his own life. This is a fact that seems to be little realized

by biographers, but it has been appreciated by certain novelists who write

about the common people, and such books are therefore very popular.

Formerly novelists were concerned chiefly with the life of the 'upper

classes,' but since they have begun to write of the 'common man,' to depict

ills life, we now know that such 'lives' can be made of general interest.

[5—21363]



Likewise, in former days, the physician was concerned chiefly with the

well-to-do; the diseases and affections of slaves and agricultural laborers

and artisans were given little attention. Today distinctions are of course

still made between the literate and the illiterate, but there is a very large

class between these extremes—the common people, and writers have this

class of readers in mind rather than the small cultured class.

Some one has said that under each grave lies a world's history, and

in this light the life of the most common-place man would likely reveal

many incidents that are worth recording, both on account of their general

interest and the lesson they may teach.

In the course of years I have accumulated many notes and 'case

reports,' that is, histories of individuals in chronic illhealth. Some of these

histories cover the individual's whole life, from beginning to end, and if

published would be biography, but since they relate to illhealth and give

a minimum of facts in regard to other affairs of life,' such a biography

would be of interest primarily to physicians, to biologists, and individuals

in chronic illhealth who might profit by the experiences of others. A wise

man has been defined as one who profits by the experiences of others ; a

fool as one who scarcely learns from his own.

My pai)er is to be considered as a c-ontinuation of papers given in

former years before this Academy, but to fully understand the subject,

this series of papers should be considered in connection with another

series given before the State Medical Society.

I have prepared a number of case histories, more or less briefly, in

the form of long charts which I shall show with a few remarks on each.

(Charts on rolls and diagrams were shown, tlie following notes being ab-

stracts. )

BIOGRAPHY A. Th(» onvironniciitMl inllut'iH-cs crop out very strongly

in the family history, as sliown in the genealogical table. The ancestry

goes back into early colonial days, and until now the members have always

lived under rural conditions. The great-grand fiithci's generation was a

long-lived one, likewise the grandfather's and the father's and his

own also, that is, his brothers and sisters; ten to twelve usually

constituted a family. The individual himself until recently had always

lived on a farm and led an active life, lie had gdod health, but when he
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came to the city his health began to fail, ascribable to 'change of air.' To

stand on a street corner in a 'spitter's town,' with clouds of dust blowing

about, is a rather risky occupation. His children show an entirely different

history from that of the ancestry, a long life history being displaced by

a short one. The children die of the 'diseases of civilization,' and that

means chiefly a bad sanitary environment. The offspring, instead of living

to the age of sixty, seventy, or eighty years, die prematurely, eight out of

twelve dying in childhood.

Judging by or from the ancestral history, one can predict what the

final termination in this case will be. One can predict—as well as that

can be done in complex biological predictions. Recently the man had a

cerebral apoplexy which disabled him for a time, but he gradually re-

covered ; a continued high blood pressure means that before long there

will be another apoplexy, in fact there may be several, until one is suffi-

ciently severe to carry him off.

Some of my case histories cover a period of only a few years, but

where much attention has been given, the thoroughness of study may
offset the length of time. One can readily see that if an observer were

to devote his attention, say for only a year, to the study of the life of an

individual in chronic illhealth, much might be learned, more than where

one attempts to cover an individual's whole life in a superficial manner,

and we can readily understand how a physician with many patients to

look after can so scatter his attention with so little time for each that he

simply cannot do his patients, or the subject, justice.

People in health scarcely know what illhealth means to one who has

'chronic illhealth,' where the subject necessarily is more or less constantly

in mind, and that certain symptoms—symptoms of illhealth, indicative of

a reaction to a certain cause or to an abnormal environment—are present

all the time, every hour of the day, and from one day to another.

The individual in chronic illhealth naturally seeks relief; he applies

to the physicians, and if the physicians do not understand the case and if

no good results follow their treatment, the individual naturally applies

elsewhere. Some chronics are constantly drifting from one physician to

another and from one form of treatment to another, oven the most out-

landish. In the last month one of these 'chronics' eami' to me. On criti-

cally studying the case, I found that she reacted to her environment, that

is, in this case, to dust influences. The patient was intelligent ; she

promptly acted on my suggestions and many symptoms gradually vanished

;
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(ithers were i^ivatly niodifiecl. both in severity and number. One day, after

the patient had been with me for some time, she told me that I was the

eighteenth i)liysician she had consulted. This individual could write a book

on her experiences among doctors, and it might make painful yet beneficial

reading to many who prescribe purely on a statement of symptoms.

BIOGRAPHY B. Next in order would come a history, a biography,

in the making, of a bright boy of fourteen years, but for certain reasons

it was thought best not to put this case in the form of a chart. This boy

reacts to his environment, but the chronic illhealth under certain conditions

promptly subsides under other conditions. At the International Congress

on Tuberculosis, at Washington, two months ago. Dr. Koch made a state-

nwnt which I have repeatedly verified. He said it was very important to

teach school children the important facts connected with tiiberculosis,

that they will learn readily and remember, whei-eas the old learn with

ditticnity and forget readily. I h;»\e frequently met elderly people whom
I attempted to instruct, but after a time I would ask myself, What is the

use? One is apt, on the other hand, to take unusual ])ains in instructing

the young and intelligent, who are both willing and capable, and it will

be interesting to read the biography of an individual who keeps a daily

record of what he does and where he is, and of the conditions relating to

health and illhealth.

The question at times arises: Should an individual in chronic ill-

health be asked to keep a daily record of events and of symptoms? I

have had i)ersons tell me they had so many symptoms that it would be

impossible to keep track of them—yet in a short time there would be only

a few to record, if they heeded rational advice. When the sick begin to

realize that there is a relationship between symptom and cause, they no

longer lie awake at night 'wondering wliat it all means.'

One can readily understand why the individual brought up in tlic

country under good air conditions should suffer on removing to the crowded

city, and why the individual who is chronically ill in the crowded city

may quickly regain health on going to the country, or by merely exchanging

a dirty city for a clean one. We can also see how a study of biography in

the light of air influences, of coniotics, so to speak, may be both interesting

iind profitable.

BIOGRAPHY C. The influence of environment crops out in several

ways in this case, a man of .j7. His father and mother were Irish ; he

was picked up as a waif in New York City when a small child, and, with
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a number of others, was sent West ; he reached ludiauapolis and was

adopted by a German Protestant. To see the man now and to speak

with him, one would never suspect that he is Irish, for he seems to be a

thorough-going German, with all the German characteristics. As one might

expect, he adopted the religion of his foster parents. Some one has said

that our very thoughts and actions are determined by our environment,

and this man is an exemplification of it. In a general way, it may be said

that the Irish in tlieir own country live mainly under a rural environment;

when they come to our crowded cities many fail. This man seems to have

gotten along fairly well in his earlier days, but there has gradually de-

veloped a greater and greater susceptibility to city environmental influences.

When this man first came to me five years ago, he thought his sand

of life had run down, and on superficial examination I was inclined to

agree with him, but when I studied his environment and past history, 1

came to a different conclusion. I saw no reason why he should not con-

tinue to live for a number of years. In explaining the condition to him.

I referred to Huxley and how he i-eacted to his environment and yet lived

to the age of 75, and might perhaps have lived still longer had he known

more about the influence of environment. I mentioned the English saying.

that in order to live long one should acquire an incurable disease, ex-

plaining what is meant by 'disease'^—that it is really no disease at all,

simply a reaction to environmental influences : that the pains and aches,

the warnings of nature, could be prevented by avoiding the cause, and that

means to observe and to seelv to avoid them. In proportion as causes

are avoided, one may live on and on. It took some time to fully explain

matters to him and to induce him to give up his occupation, an indoor one

with dusty air. There was a constant tendency to high blood pressure,

and I explained the danger of 'bursting the boiler,' but he continued until

he 'burst a pipe,' that is, there was a break of a small blood-vessel in the

brain, resulting in slight apoplexy. The break occurred in the speech

center and temporarily rendei-ed him speechless; fortunately the effects

passed off in a day or two. This was a warning which he heeded; shortly

after he abandoned his occupatioii and lived out of doors. But he could

not live indefinitely without work, and in a 'spitter's town' the number of

occupations attended by good air conditions ai"e limited. He finally ob-

tained employment in a hospital, as attendant. Here the air conditions

are good and now he is getting along very well—as I had predicted.

One can of course see that when an individual has spent years and
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years under an unfavorable environment, structural changes may have

been produced—vi'e need only think of inflammatory processes followed by

the formation of scar tissue—and that the outlook for a long life is not

as favorable as in the case of a young person who gets out in time and

before many organic changes have occurred or much scar tissue formed.

In this case, it is not so much a matter of living a long life as it is of the

subsidence of chronic illhealth and the ability to do a 'fair day's work,'

to make a living instead of being dependent on charity.

It will be noticed that this biography is in several sections

:

1. An outline of his life, l)y years, in the form of a chart.

2. A detailed statement up to the time he came to me. in loose sheets.

3. A statement of his observations since he has been with me. It

will be observed that all are autobiogi-aphic—that is. written by the in-

dividual ; they were given me in the belief that his experience might be

of benefit to others.^

4. My own observations brietly summarized and ciinrled, with sphyg-

mograms here and there showing circulatory conditions. In the light of

other cases, one can predict that this individual will, in all probability,

ultimately die from heart and renal trouble. In a genei'al wa.y, one can

divide men into two groups, high pressure and low i)ressure ; each group

has certain symptoms.

BI0(;RAPIIY D. it is only occasionally that one is able to get a

complete life-history, that is. from beginning to end. I shall show one

of this kind. The long sheet gives an outline of incidents, arranged by

years (of factors which the individual, more or less conversant with the

subject of dust inCection, considered of sufficient imi)ortance to be noted).

The details that I a.sked for concerning certain factors, incidences and oc-

currences, are given in these notes (shown). This individual was with

me for only a short time. l>arely long enough to study her history and

condition. She died some time later after having been under observation

of two non-resident physicians. The influence of environment crops out

all through this history, or sti-ietly sjM'aking. biography. The influence

of life in the large city or in the country can be clearly traced. One

environmental influence may be especially mentioned : This individual

went to Korea as a medical missionary and there contracted a tropical

disease from which she ultimately jierislied. One can readily see that had

'The number of individuals who will allow the history of their lives to be used, as here presented, is

rather limited—it takes the "missionary spirit" to do that.
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she not gone into the environment nnder which foreign diseases flourish,

she would not have contracted such a disease. Missionaries are a self-

sacrificing class (»f individuals; popularly it is often believed that they

break down on account of overwork, but one can look at it from the stand-

point of a change of environment—and this may lead us to critically study

a case of overwork in our midst
;
perhaps after all it is simply the influence

of environment. It may not be so nuich a question of the amount of work

done as where the ^^ork is done. One may seriously question whether our

school children break down from 'overwork'—perhaps the defenses of the

body in fighting off infection, bad air, are overworked.

To study the life-history of any one case is a task of magnitude. There

are many details, and the more factors one considers, the greater the

number of details that have to be studied. An individual in chronic ill-

health may complain constantly; all his symptoms and all his complaints

have a cause; they must have a cause. To what extent can or does the

student physician take up such details?

There are few physicians who have many patients whose lives they

can study from beginning to end—and to study a long life is wholly be-

yond a single man's opportunity, because the physician, the student, is

already well advanced in years before he has the requisite knowledge to

make such a study. He must begin with the individual at birth, and if

the latter has a long span of life, the physician will be dead long before

his patient. To properly study the subject requires co-operation of many

men.

Biography is valuable chiefly in that it teaches us how to conduct our

own life, that is, we can profit by the experience of others. Moralists

like Samuel Smiles will take a biography and from it teach certain lessons

(Prudence; Self-help; Industry; Forethought; Self-reliance; etc.), but

the idea that the ill health or sickness of a man may teach us how to avoid

similar experiences has scarcely been considered and to the best of my

knowledge not at all in the light of good and bad air conditions.

Many biographies contain so few references to health and illhealth

and disease that one might come to the conclusion that these were things

not worth mentioning; very few are satisfactory to the student. Personally

I have never met one that gave all the details I wanted.

The individual who is influenced by his environment manifests certain

symptoms. Some of these symptoms can be grouped, and one can speak

of types. Some part of the body or some organ may show the reaction in
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a marked manner, and in this way determine the type. Thus, one can

speak of a respiratory type of dust infectiou, of a gastric type, of a nervous

type, etc. In some there is no localization ; the body as a whole reacts.

There may be a large number of symptoins and yet there is nothing definite

that would enable one to speak of disease. It would appear that the body

is really 'healthy' but is simply reacting to the abnormal environment,

and the moment the environment is changed, the symptoms disappear.

I have made a search through biographies relating to Indiana people

for a good example of the influences of environment. I found only one

biography that is sufficiently full to enable ()n<' to trace such influences,

but as I am in search of further data, I shall not take this u]) at present.

Instead I will take up the Life and Letters of Huxley.

Thomas II. Huxley. The life of a man like Huxley or Darwin can

be written from many different standpoints. If tiic biographer is a natural-

i.st, he can bring in thi> d('V('loi)ment of Natural History that has taken

place throughout the long lite of su<-li a man and the jironiinent part he

took in it. If an evolutionist were to write tlie life, he would likely treat

it from the standpoint of the development of the tlieory of evolution in

which Hu.xley took such an aggressive part. The geologist, the paleontolo-

gist, the ichthyologist, etc.. each would find material enough to write a

work that would be of interest to the .si)e(ialist. The physician likewise

finds material enough to writ*- what may be called a medical biography, of

special interest to physicians, and more especially because Huxley began

life as a physician and throughout his long life was associated with medi-

cal schools and with the best medical men of England. An individual in

chronic illhealth can leam much by carefully studying Huxley's Life and

Letters, on account of the many references to chronic illhealth. Such

a study may enable him to avoid many of the common symptoms of ill-

health, or at least to i-educe them to a mininnini.

Huxley reacted strongly to his enviroiunent. and to understand this

one must study the lives of people living today who react in a similar

manner. Analogy enables us to bring togetlwr cases of the same type.

In studying the life of a man no longer living, one is in the position of the

paleontologist who studies the fossil remains and thereby is enabled to

more or less accurately reconstruct for us a picture of the thing that once

was living, as already mentioned. According as a biography contains

many references to illhealth conditions, one is enabled to more or less fully
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understand the nature of the illhealth—which may not have been thor-

oughly understood during the life of the individual.

Huxley was a voluminous writer along many lines, chiefly, as most

of you know, on biological subjects. Beginning with papers on certain

groups of animals, he gradually branched out to include man, not only

from a biological and anthropological standpoint, but also from that of

biography ; to understand his many-sided mind, one has to read his various

volumes.

To the student of dust influences there is likewise much of interest,

not so much in his technical writings as in his biography. Although

Huxley realized the general influence of environment, he seemed not to

have realized the influence of dust conditions, of coniotics. One can readily

see how such a gifted man might have avoided much illhealth, and perhaps

have lived many years longer, by having such a knowledge.

Huxley was eminently sane in his views regarding man's position in

the universe ; luifortunately for medical science, he did not follow medicine

closely. He distributed his mind among many fields of inquiry, some of

which have only remote relationship to medicine.

At the time when he was actively engaged in the i>ractice of medicine,

there was little science compared to what is found today; it was before

the days of cellular pathology and bacteriology. Conditions were such as

to create disgust in a scientific mind like that of Huxley, and so it is

very natural that he should have drifted away from the practice of medi-

cine and become a teacher of some of the sciences on which medicine i-ests,

notably anatomy and physiology.

Although cellular pathology arose dui'ing Huxley's lifetime, yet he

never took it up. It is an exemplification of the saying, "You can't teach

an old dog new tricks," and when a man's eyesight begins to fail on account

of age, the days for close microscopic study are past. Unless one studies

pathology and bacteriology in the laboratory, makes his own cultures and

examines them, one's knowledge is not apt to be thorough and the diffi-

culties of working out certain problems are not realized, and, on the other

hand, the brilliant results obtained by some men cannot be fully appre-

ciated. It is only the student who works 'in a practical manner' who gets

the best insight, assuming of course that he has the mental capacity also

to reason on the 'imaginary or theoretical side,' to form theories and

then attempt to verify them.

Huxley did not understand the influence of air conditions. At one
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time we hear him exclaim, "I do wish I could sometimes ascertain the

exact juste milieu of worli which will suit, not my head or will, these can't

have too much; but my absurd stomach.'' (Life and Letters, Vol. I, p.

131). Herbert Spencer voices the same sentiment when he says, "I want

a keeper to be always taking care that I do not overstep the limits on one

side or the other * * *."

We need not be surprised that Huxley and men of his type did not

understand the influence of air conditions, when we consider that the

best medical men, active practitioners of medicine, did not understand

it. The two most eminent physicians contemporary with Huxley were

undoubtedly Dr. Andrew Clark and Dr. Henry Thompson. These men

were constantly sending their patients away from London. Dr. Clark used

to say, "What you need is rest, pure air, cheerful companions, simple diet,

and no end of out-doors." They got results, patients improved, but they

did not press their inquiry and seek the reason why. One can of course

readily excuse them for the same reason upon which Huxley must be

excused—Thej- began work before the days of cellular pathology and

bacteriologj' and did not take it up in their old days. Perhaps needless

to say a knowledge of pathology and etiology is one of the absolute essen-

tials in studying dust infection.

Huxley had a rural ancestry and that means that there had not been

an active weeding out through urban influences. When he first came to

London as a young man he seems to have gotten along fairly well, but in

time there was a gi'eater and greater susceptibility to unsanitary urban

conditions and he i-eacted to his environment. He lived in the West End

where air conditions are good, and lectured at Kensington, which, as

some of you know, is situated half way into the heart of the city. At

first he could lecture several hours a day without difficulty, but after

a time he complained that he could only bear one hour and that two hours

'does him up.' Still later he was not able to do even an hour's work

under bad air conditions, but when he removed from the city and went

to the South Shore, he was again able to do an almost imlimited amount

of work.

SYMPTOM NAMES. (Chart \\ith all symptom names groui>ed was

shown.) In looking over this formidable list of names, a few facts stand

out

1. There is only one name that refers to a definite disease, that is.

a disease with a specific cause: Influenza.
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2. Many of the names are very indefinite, or, one might say, they

are just as definite as the conditions to which they refer, and where a

thing is indefinite, one naturally cannot expect a definite name.

3. There was no 'organic disease" (until the very end), and some of

the names and expressions used were later on found to be erroneous. Take,

for Instance, the terms relating to the heart, 'dilatation,' and 'enlargement.'

The diagnosis was made at a time when Huxley was feeling bad and he

was therefore sent to Switzerland. But he began to feel better almost

us soon as he got into the good mountain air—and then he began to climb

the mountains. Offhand, one would be inclined to say that that was a

very foolhardy act, because he might have fallen oii' the mountain, or

dropped into a crevice, and no one would have linown what had become

of him ; but he felt he could climb, and he did climb higher and higher day

after day. Then one of the English physicians made him a visit and natur-

ally examined him. Huxley says, "H. Tliompson treats the notion that I

ever had a dilated heart witli scorn 1" and then adds, "Oh these doctors;

they are worse than theologians." But when he returned to England his

old complaint came back. Evidently, however, he had the satisfaction of

knowing that he did not have organic heart disease.

With increasing years thei-e was an increasing reaction to an un-

sanitary environment, he could spend less and less time in the crowded city,

finally he had to leave altogether. One wonders why Huxley did not

leave the enervating city life and retire to the good air of the country,

as did Darwin.^

AVhat do we mean by health and illhealth and disease? A man may

complain of illhealth and yet not be diseased. As a matter of fact, we

constantly meet people who look the picture of health, but on studying

them we find that they are always suffering, yet on account of their

'healthy' appearance, they get no sympathy when they do complain, and

so many do not complain—only to the physician who critically studies

conditions.

Many of tliese individuals are simply out of harmony with their en-

vironment. If we take a native of the torrid zone and jnit him in tlie

frigid zone, we would likely find him complahiing constantly of the in-

'Charles Darwin reacted to his enviroument, after the manner of Huxley. Some of

you may recall my paper before this Academy several years ago in which I aimed to bring
out this point. But Darwin lived in isolation and came little in contact with sick people,

and his symptoms are even less well defined, although he complains almost constantly

and loses much time. Getting a lot of old books from the city and reading them while

reclining on a couch are among the important factors in Darwin's ill health.
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flueiice of cold, of a coudition to which he was not accustomed aud perhaps

wholly unadapted. If. on the other hand, we take an inhabitant of the

frigid zone and put him in a warm country, we would in all probability

find another series of complaints. In the temperate zone where there is

an alteration of heat and cold, one might say six months of tropical life

and six months of arctic life, many individuals cannot adapt themselves

to this semi-annual change, and as a consequence they suffer.

Again, the individual who has been brought up on plain, substantial

food in the country, free from all infectious matter, may complain greatly

if confined to the food obtained in the city, which has passed through

many hands. The milk which so well agreed with him in the country may
be a A-eritable poison to him in the city; even the drinking-water may

disagree.

We see this again illustrated in the matter of air conditions. The

man who has always lived under go<Kl air conditions, aud whose ancestors

have lived under such conditions, may complain greatly on removal to a

dirty city where the air is loaded with dust derived from different sources,

partly from the bodies of those who are diseased. Such an individual may

have a sound body and may have sound health under liis proper environ-

ment, but he may complain in the city simply because his botly reacts to

the abnox-mal environment. Thus, if he inhales much dust, there may be

cough—nature's way of getting rid of offending material. The dust may
set up a profu.se How of mucus, resulting in so-called catarrh—and yet

this may be simply a natural reaction of the body in protecting the res-

piratory organs and in getting rid of the inhaled dust particles, which are

brought up with the mucus in the jjrocess of coughing and hawking. Vari-

ous pains may come on, yet they are to be looked upon as warnings from

nature—to change the environment. When an individual does change and

finds all these symptoms of illhealth (not of real disease) disappear,

that f>ught to clearly indicate to him the conditions under which he should

live. If he persists in living under the abnormal environment, we know

what will hapfien : nature is constantly weeding out the unadapted—

a

process that has been going on for countless ages, and still continues. The

doctrine of the Survival of the BMttest is a terrible reality from the stand-

point of the biologist and physician.

One may come into a new environment and discover that there is

a non-adaj)tation. The thoughtful man will see two courses open ; first,
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to modify his environment and malce it fit to live in; second, to abandon

the environment and go into a better one.

To what extent sliall one malve ett'orts to modify his environment,

to improve it? How early or how late shall one abandon efforts? These

are questions of varying importance in the life of all. There are many

factors to be considered. With some it is an easy matter to 'pull up stakes,'

as the race did in its pastoral stage. The very evolution of the race, from

a wandering life to one anchored, so to ,speak. to a city environment makes

it difficult for the average individual to leave the crowded city and go

back to the more primitive country life. We need only read the pathetic

letters of Mrs. Carlyle with her chronic illhealth in smolcy London, but

with good health in her old country home in Scotland. She evidently

realized relationships and made many trips to and fro, but after being

accustomed to London life and meeting congenial people, it was next to

impossible to go back to the monotonous life in the country. We thus see

that physically she needed one sort of environment, that of the pure air

of the country ; mentally she required the contact of kindred minds, to

be found in the large city.

What we get out of a book dei>ends largely on the interest with which

we take it up and on our previous knowledge. We get out of it what we

put in. A book in Greek or in Science will be understood by comparatively

few, in contrast to the many who i-ead and understand a popular novel

;

even 'problem novels' are not always understood. By observing a man

turned loose in a lai'ge library one can arrive at certain conclusions.

A biography may be so simple that most any reader can understand

it. The biography or life of a military man is full of descriptions of battles,

best understt)od by old soldiers ; the life of the musician is apt to be full

of technical musical matters and best understood by musicians ; the

scientist best understands the biographies of men of science. The indi-

vidual in chronic illhealth will likely be the most apprec-iative reader of

the biography of a man who had chronic illhealth—and the physician who

studies the subject from a biological standpoint will likely be the one

who not only appreciates, but understands such a life and the influence

of environment.

If I can induce some of you to read biogi'aphy in the light of environ-

mental influences, especially of such a man as Huxley, then I shall have

accomplished all I had in mind in l>eginning this paper.
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Felkner Island, Wabee Lake, Kosciusko County, Ind.

By J. p. DOLAN.

Wabee Lake is in Kosciusl^o Comity. Ind.. about one mile southeast

of the town of INIilford. A good description of its physical features is

given by Prof. Blatchley (State Geological Report for 1900, pages 186-7).

Quoting therefrom—"A small and very pretty island occurs in the south-

east of the lake." When Profs. Ashley and Blatchley visited the lake,

there was so little of the island above the water line that a title was

deemed needless. However, the protracted drought of the past season has

shrunken the lake away from the island, showing it to be of sufBcient

dignity to bear a title, temporarily at least.

"Felkner" is the name of its former owner and is associated with

the best history and development of Milford and its environment.

The island at the highest point is six feet above the lake level and has

a dry area of about one acre. It is destitute of vegetation save for a few

tufts of stunted willows, a scraggy sycamore about five feet high, a small

patch of Canada thistle numbering about twenty individuals, and five

or six strong stalks of evening primrose besides a few species of grasses.

Its general appearance is that of a coarse, undisturbed gravel bed.

There is no field of shallow water upon it. Its sides slope abruptly into

water tvrenty-five to forty-five feet deep. One can stand at the water's

edge and with an ordinary cane pole fish in deep water. This body of

deep water extends almost to the shore on the north and west, while on

the south and east it is found to be a few feet shallower. Taking a radius

of five hundred feet and the island is surrounded by water forty feet

deep. Thus Felkner Island is removed from shore influences.

In 1906 the Sandusky Portland Cement Company which is operating

a cement mill at Syracuse, a town six and a half miles east, became the

owners of the island. To satisfy themselves of the extent, character, and

distribution of the marl and clay said to be found there, a careful survey

was made of the lake, the island, and the adjoining marshes. The lake

was cross-sectioned at intervals of 100 feet. At these several points
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thorough tests were made measuring the depth of water, marl, muck, clay

or other minerals that might appear. In making these tests a drill

capable of being extended to forty feet was employed.

The general distribution of the marl and other minerals around the

shore of the lake and the territory adjoining is reported in the Volume of

Geol. Reports for 19€0, fully and accurately.

The island, as far as could be determined, is a unit of granular marl.

The 40-ft. drill failed to reach the bottom of the deposit at several places.

The marl is accounted for by the presence of several strong springs at the

west end of the island. One of them, about four inches in diameter, issu-

ing at a point where the water was six inches deep, would push its way

up intermittently so that one could see the disturbance at the surface

standing a hundred feet away. Tliese springs, doubtless have their origin

in the clay and gravel hills near Dewart Lake three miles to the east

and bring their burden of calcium cai'bouate fi'om that rich field. This

theory is borne out by the presence of a flowing well at the east end of

the lake at an elevation thirty feet above the level of Wabee. It flows

strongly through a two-inch pipe and reliable men of the town who tested

its force say that it rose twelve feet above the present point of escape

through a pipe of smaller diameter. It is known that Dewart Lake has

an elevation of fifty-two feet above that of Wabee Lake.

The Mollusca found in the island deposit, below the upper portion

thereof, are only a small fraction of the whole. Tliis is all that distin-

guishes this island from the many other "beautiful" spots dotting the lakes

of Northern Indiana, but it is a fine type of the island formed by springs.

The Syracuse & Milford Railway transports the marl to the factory, de-

livering daily from four hundred to five hundred cubic yards. The small

steel cars are loaded on the track by the dredging apparatus, an improved

clam shell excavator having a 75-foot boom. Felkner Island will be

loaded on the cars with the present dredging machine, pontoons being

employed to carry up the train from the island to the shore.

Involved in this matter of removing the marl from the lake is the

question of its effect upon the flora and fauna of the lake. This is a

question which comes within the province of this association. If an

answer is desired a biological survey of the lake should be made at an

early date.
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A Strange Nuese.

By a. J. BiGNEY.

On June 1, 1908, there was born on the farm of Will H. Sedam, near

Moores Hill, Indiana, a litter of kittens, only one of which lived. The

mother of these kittens died August 1. The surviving kitten began to

try to nurse the sire. Soon milk began to flow a little and as the nursing

continued the milk increased iu its flow. The sire soon had two well

developed nipples doing service. The kitten lagged a little in its growth

for a while, but soon was in good condition and continued to do well.

This is the first instance of the kind that has come under my observation.

[6—213631
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The Shake Dance of the Quilente Indians, With Draw-
ing BY AN Indian Pupil of the Quilente Day School.

By Albert B. Reagan.

In this dance the Indians worship Jesus, calling Him Jesus-Man, con-

founding him with Kwatte, their god. This religious movement began

in the early eighties. It is a compromise between the old Indian worship

and Christianity. The former having been forbidden by the government,

the Shaker "church" was organized so that the Indians could still have

their performances under the constitutional rights granted to all religious

denominations. And in this they have entirely won, for Judge James

Wickersham, of Tacoma, Wash., fought the Shaker Church case through

the courts and obtained for the aborigines the right to worship God ac-

cording to the dictates of their own conscience.

The movement began on the Big Skookum River, near Shelton, Wash.,

in 1882. An Indian, John Slocum, was very sick and was unconscious for

several days. Regaining consciousness, coming back to "life" again as the

Indians say, he said he had been dead and in heaven, but that the keeper

of that blissful place had told him that he was a bad Indian and that he

would have to go to hell. But one more chance would be given him. If

he would go back to earth, lead a good life and teach other Indians to do

the same, he would in time be admitted into the happy hunting ground.

He at once began to preach the Shaker doctrine, exhibiting the power

conferred upon him by those above in a vigorous shaking and quivering

of all the muscles of his whole body. And all his followers exhibit their

power the same way to this day.

They have candles and usually a cross. They begin their services

with a prayer and close them with a "doxology." The Shaker dancing

ceremony which usually lasts for hours is a hypnotic performance.

The watchword of the organization is : "Do good to those who do good

to you and get 'even' with those who mistreat you." And the guiding

prayer "Our God is in heaven. If we die He will take our life to heaven.

Help us so that we shall not die. Wherever we are, help us not to die.

Our Father who is there, always have a good mind to us."
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lu the performance continuous hand bells are rung to the tune of

the chant "Hi, hi, hi," etc. The dancers jump up and down to the time of

the "music." The faces of all the actors become hideously distorted. The

quivering, trembling, twisting, writhing hands, wave, whirl, gyrate in all

directions till the scene reminds one much of the demons in the "inferno"

dancing over a lost soul. And tlie simple-hearted Indians believe that in

this performance they are worshiping the most high God.

Below is a copy of the Quilente Shaker organization, creed, etc., talien

from the "Quilente Independent," the only paper in Washington pub-

lished by an Indian (W. H. Hudson) :

PUEAMBLE.

In order to form a more perfect union and to secure recognition of

our rights under the Constitution of the United States, to worship God

according to our conscience. We, the delegates, from the Shaker Sects of

LaPush, in conference assembled, do hereby orgauize, ordain and establish

the Shaker Church.

OBJECT.

Our object is to teach the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and to forward

His Kingdom among the Indian race; to fight against the evils of intem-

perance, which we believe to be a detriment to the advancement of our

race ; to the pursuits of civilization and Christian living.

ARTICLES OF FAITH.

1. We believe in God the Father, Jesus Christ the Son, and the Holy

Spirit, the Three in One.

2. We believe that the Shaker movement was a dispensation of Al-

mighty God to His Indian Children, to the end that they may see with

spiritual eyes, their evil ways, and to point our way to salvation through

Jesus Christ the Son.

3. We believe that Jesus Christ has the power to forgive sins on

earth.

4. We believe that God hears our prayers for the sick, and that if

we pray and believe, He will heal us of our physical ailments.

COVENANT.

1. We promise to support the Church in all the ways that we can.

spiritually and temporily.
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2. We promise to accept the Shaker Religion, and hereby consecrate

our time, our talents, our all to its maintenance.

3. We promise to abstain from use of all intoxicating liquors.

We, the members of this church, in view of the solemn promises you

have made, do promise to help and sustain you in your efforts to live a

better life.

4. We promise to pray for you, that God in His Infinite Goodness, may

make you and us, worthy to walk In His footsteps, looking forward unto

the day when we all stand before His Judgment Seat, equals with all

men, and hear the words, "Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the

Kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world." Amen.
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Photographic Observations of Morehouse's Comet.

By W. a, Cogshall.

Comet c 1908 was found on a plate taken at the Yerkes Observatory

on September 1st and has been so situated as to allow observation from

any point in the northern hemisphere for several hours each night.

Most of the comets, during the time they are visible to us, are in

nearly the Same direction from us as the sun, and so are seen only for a

short time before sunset in the evening, or before sunrise in the early

morning.

Comet c had a high northern declination when found, and afterward

passed within about 16 degrees of the north pole of the sky, so that during

this time it was visible all night. As a result continuous records were

secured through several hours, from the time it became dark in Europe

till daylight in California.

These records show beyond doubt what has been indicated by several

other comets—that the tail is composed of matter driven off by the action of

the sun from the head of the comet, and that the velocity of motion of these

particles in the tail is such that i)ractically a new tail is formed each day.

While this comet was not very bright visually, it photographed very

quickly, exposures of an hour with a short focus lens showing from 6

degrees to 10 degrees extension of tail, and it also showed unusual and

sudden changes in the details of its tail.

The most prominent of these are shown in the accompanying photo-

graphs.

The first of these happened on September .30th. The photograph of

September 29th shows nothing unusual in the appearance of the comet,

but the next plate whose mid-exposure time was September .30th. 11 hours,

shows a great change in the size, direction, and general character of

the tail. This change began during the afternoon of September ,30th, and

by early morning following had produced the appearance shown in the

plate of September 30th, 14 hours, 45 minutes.

The great clf)ud-like mass of tail moved away from the head of the

comet at a rate of about 20 miles per second, and on the next evening
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(See plate October 1st. 11 hours, 00 minutes) was at a considerable distance

from the head, and connected with it by very faint and straight streamers.

On plate October 2d. 10 hours, 30 minutes, it is visible still farther

away, and much fainter, and the new tail near the head of the comet, is

beginning to assume its usual form.

The next great disturbance took place on October loth. The night be-

fore, the comet was quite normal in appearance, as shown in plate October

14th, 10 hours, but on October 15th, 8 hours, a great puff or explosive action

is shown.

On the next plate of the same night this is shown at a greater dis-

tance from the head, and of a little different form, measurement of the

plates giving velocities as high as 70 miles per second.

The plate of November 15th, 6 hours, 15 minutes, shows the comet dur-

ing the latter part of its time of visibility, and when it could be seen for

only an hour or two before setting, and shows a great variety of detail in

the streamers and condensation in the tail, all of which were invisible in

any telescope, and were l?nown only through photography.

About seventy-five plates of the comet were secured in all, and gave

a fairly comiilete history of it from September 21st to December 1st.
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Field Observations on Rusts for the General Botanist.

By J. C. Arthur.

(Abstract).

The polymorphic chara(,'ter ol' many species of rusts, together with

the discontinuous growth between the forms of most of such species, and

the further fact that some si>ecies live upon unlike hosts at different stages

of their life cycle, make the study of the rusts unusually attractive for

those who enjoy a varied problem. A very important part of the field

observation consists in later visits to the spot where a rust has been found

in order to ascertain if it is followed by another form of the same species

either on the same host or on a host of some other kind. In either case,

but especially the latter, a suitable specimen of the rust may be taken to

a locality where it does not occur and placed beside a healthy plant of

the kind observed. It is then watched to see if the rust infects the healthy

plant. If it does, the correctness of the inference from the first observation,

that the two forms of rust found to succeed each other in the same locality

belonged to the same species, is established. But if the healthy plant does

not become infected, either the two forms found in the original locality

belong to distinct species and only incidentally happen to follow one

another, or else the sowing of the rust in the new locality was not well

done. In either case further trials and observations are required. There

are many variations to the inferential and deductive reasoning required

to solve these problems, and to come to a conclusion rei>eated observations

may be required extending over many months or even years.
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The Rust of Timothy.

By Frank D. Kern.

(Abstract).

This paper discusses the importance of timothy rust, showing that it

is seemingly increasing in distribution. The results of an investigation

concerning its identity and nature are given, followed by a brief state-

ment of what may be expected from it in the future.

[7—21363J
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On the Heteroectous Plant Rusts of Indiana.

By Aaron G. Johnson.

In the study of any organism, a knowledge of its life history is one

of the tilings of first interest. Particularly is this true in the study of the

heteroecious plant rusts, exhibiting, as they do, alternating pliases on

entirely different host plants. The complexity, which these plant parasites

present, adds \aried interest to their study, although the same complexity

offers abundant obstacles in determining the connection of the various

forms.

It is the puiiDOSe of this paper briefly to show what has been done

in the way of connecting forms represented in the State, and what re-

mains to be done in this particular line. In presenting the unattached

forms, particularly the unattached aecia, it is hoped to help engage the

interest of others in assisting in any way possible in properly connecting

up these forms. Tlie three lists given below show resi^ectively the con-

nected forms, with the authorities and dates of connection for each

species, the unattached telial forms, and lastly the unattached aecial

forms. The first two tables are based on Dr. Arthur's Revised List of

Indiana Plant Rusts (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. for 1903.) For convenience,

the familiar genus names Uromyces^ and ,Puccinia are used, tlie species

names, as far as possible, being revised to date. The third table is based

on specimens in Dr. Arthur's lierbarium, as ai-e also the aecial forms ap-

pearing in the first table which have been connected up .since the pres-

entation of Dr. Arthur's list. For host names Britton's Manual (2nd. Ed.)

is followed. Tlie sincere gratitude of the writer is here expressed to Prof.

J. O. Arthur for access to his very valuable lierbarium as well as to his

extensive library. Most able assistance was also given throughout by

both Dr. Arthur and Mr. F. D. Kern, for which the writer is very greatly

obliged.

The life histories of thirty-four species of heteroecious rusts repre-

sented in Indiana are now known. The aecial stage, however, of nine

of this number is not known to occur within the State. In some cases
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it may have been iiiissrd by collectors, as on Larix, for example, and may

subsequently be fouiul : in others, howevei-, it is doubtful if the aecial stage

occurs here. In this case the species doubtless depends entirely upon its

urediniospores for reinfection of its liost from year to year. Such, for

instance, is no doubt the case with tb.e I'oa rust (/'. cjiiiiln/Jla) and the

leaf rust of cereals and (ertain .grasses ( /'. I'lihiao-rvid)

.

In view of these facts it seems very doubtful that all of the sixteen

still unattached telial forms in the State have their respective aeoia here.

In the first place, only nine unattached aecia ai-e reported for the State,

though others may occui'. In the second place, and .-ippar^'utly much the

better reason for the inferenc<'. ot the thirly-four connected-ui) s]»ecies

previously mentioned, only twenty-five have thi'ir aecial forms rc])()rted

for the State, while all of Ihe coniiectcd-u)) aecial forms reportec! for the

State have their telial forms here also. This latter bein.i; very natural to

suppose for the teliosi)ores ;ire not readily transported by the wind or

otherwise, and the s])oridia. wliich jiive the aecial infection, are very

perishable and entirely incaiiable of beiuj; blown very great distances and

still remain viable. Hence ther<> seems little if any (piestion but that

some unattached telial foruis iiime into the State by urediiiial infi'ctions,

and are thus kejit u]) through the season and jiossibly even from season

to season in some cases. The aecia belonging to such forms may, there-

fore, be far distant.

This condition, then, centers (»ur intx-rest in connecting unattached

forms, largely on the unattached aecia. For of necessity, their resjtective

alternate forms nuist be somewhere in tlie innnediate vicinity of their

occurrence, except in the few cases where the aecial mycelium is j»eren-

nial, in which cases the forms may become somewhat separated. By care-

fully searching for and finding unattarhcd telial forms, especially near

where the unattached a<'(ia (icmi- in ,ibundan<c. clews may often be ob-

taint'd that may ultimately lead to proof uf the genetic relationship of

such forms.

The tables are as follows:
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TELIAL FORMS WHOSE AECIAL CONNECTIONS ARE UNKNOWN.

Coleosporium Ipomoeae (Schw.) Burr.

Coleosporium Vemoniae B. & C.

Pucciniastrum Agrimoniae (DC.) Diet.

Pucciniastrum Hydrangeae (B. & C.) Arth.

Uromyces graminicola Burr.

Uromyces Rynchosporae Ellis

Uromyces perigynius Halst.

Puccinia Ellisiana Thuem.

Puccinia emaculata Schw.

Puccinia Muhlenbergiae A. & H.

Puccinia vexans Farl.

Puccinia Melicae Syd.

Puccinia apocrypta E. & T.

Puccinia Dulichii Syd.

Puccinia vulpinoidis D. & H.

Puccinia ludibunda E. & E.

on Ipomoea pandurata.

on Vernonia spp.

on Agrimonia spp.

on Hydrangea arborescens.

on Panicum virgatum.

on Rynchospora alba.

on Carex virescens.

on Andropogen scoparius.

on Panicum capillare.

on Mulilenbergia spp.

on Atheropogon curtipendulus.

on ]\Ielica diffusa.

on Hystrix HystrLx.

on Dulichium arundinaceum.

on Carex vul])inoidea.

on Care.s. sparganioides.

AECIAL FORMS WHOSE TKLIAL CONNECTIONS ARE UNKNOWN.

Aecidium sp.

Aecidivun sp.

Aecidium Dicentrae Trel.

Aecidium sp.

Aecidium Napaeae Arth.

Aecidium hydnoideum B. & C.

Aecidium Polemonii Pk.

Aecidium Pliysalidis Pk.

Aecidium Compositarum Ambrosiae Bun

.

on Syndesmon thalictroides

(Rue Anemone),

on Anemone Virginiana

(Tall Anemone),

on BicucuUa cucullaria

(Dutchman's Breeches),

on Euphorbia commutata

(Tinted Spurge).

on Napaea dioica

(Glade Mallow).

on Dirca palustris

(Leather-wood),

on Polemonium reptans

(Greek Valerian),

on Physalis lieterophylla

(Ground-clierry).

on Ambrosia trifida

(Great Ragweed).
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Some Anomalies in the Female Gametophyte of Pinus.

By D. M. MoTTif:R.

The object of this note is to call attention to some peculiarities in

the number and arrangement of archegonia and to certain other anomalies

similar in character to those reported for the same and other species of

Pinna. In her excellent and elaborate paper on the life history, etc., of

Pinus, Miss Ferguson has directed attention to a number (9) of archegonia

arranged along the top and sides of the endosperm of Pinus montana unr

cinata, together with other peculiarities regarding the number, origin and

position in other species (Proc. Washington Acad. Sci., 6: 1-202, 1904).

In the work of a class of advanced students studying the gametophyte

and embryogeny of Pinus, a number of peculiarities mentioned in the fol-

lowing have been found to be of rather frequent occurrence. In Pinus

austriaca (a form of P. laricio frequently cultivated), several instances

were observed in which a group of archegonia occurred at the chalazal

end of the endosperm in addition to the group normally at the top or

micropylar end. In addition to this a few cases were found m which a

third group of archegonia was present at one side. Among those ovules

in which a group of archegonia was present at either end, one case is

especially of note in which a total of eleven archegonia was present,

two near the micropylar and nine at the chalazal end of the gametophyte.

The two near the micropylar end were not directly at the top but at oppo-

site sides of that end. The nine at the chalazal end were arranged in

groups of three each. One group of three was at the end, the others be-

ing more deeply seated. The sec-ond three were just beyond the first and

a little to the right, while the third group was beyond the second, though

somewhat to the left. In the majority of cases here under consideration

the collections were made befox'e tlie archegonia were mature, the ventral

canal cells not having been formed. Four of the archegonia near the

chalazal end had fused in pairs, a cytoplasmic union having taken place

at the contiguous sides. This was made possible by the absoriition of

several sheath, or jacket, cells separating the archegonia. The three
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groups wert' separated from each other by a hiyer of tissue from cue to

three cells in thickness. The central cells of two of the archegouia of

the end group had fused at the outer ends only, although the sheath cells

had entirely disappeared along the contiguous sides, leaving only a deli-

cate line between the plasma membranes of the slightly shrunken cells.

No nuclear fusions had taken place. Near each of these several arche-

gonia one or more sheath cells had begun to bud out apparently to form

archegonia as figured by Miss Ferguson (I.e., Fig. 205). In several

preparations showing one or more of the anomalies herein mentioned, the

enlargement of one or more of the slieath cells was of frequent occurrence.

These enlarging cells possessed each a large nucleus and a dense cytoplasm,

showing that they were being well nourished. In one ovule presenting

a group of archegonia at each end of the endosperm, two large cells very

poor in cytoplasm and about one-third the size of the normal archegouia

lay between ;i normal arcliegtuiiuni and the end of the gametophyte at the

chalazal I'.vtreniity. I'"rom all appi-arances they had developed from

sheath cells. They were not surrounded by jacket cells, hence their sparse

cytoplasm.

Of this class of anomaly, namely, the pivsence of archegonia at oppo-

site ends of the gametophyte. a few cas(>s were observed in which there

were three separate groups, one at each end and one at one side nearly

midway between the extremities. In another instance the nucleus of the

central cells had divided, the two daughter nuclei, which were well formed,

lying in contact side by side. In this ovule all .irchegonia were inuuature;

the ventral canal cells were not formed, and there was no fusion of the

central cells. Tlu> two nuclei must, therefore, have been formed by the

division of the nucleus of the central cell.

A second class of anomaly w;is observed in a single instance. It was

the presence of a pollen tube containing supernumerary nuclei. This tube

had grown down i)r('ni;iturely along one side of the endosperm and had

just begini to indent the latter. The tuix' contained the two male nuclei

surrounded by the cytoi)lasm of tin- body cell, together with about twelve

other nuclei varying greatly in size. The largest of these nuclei were

about the size of the male nuclei or larger. Their structural details

were shar]> and distinct ; each contained a very distinct, but delicate,

uucle.ir net with two or more relatively small micleoli. In the same ovule

another i>ollen tube had travei'.sed about two-fiftfis of its way down through

the nucellar tissue. In this ovule archegonia were present at each end
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of the gaiiictophyte. Tliese or.i^aiis were not mature: tlie adult size had not

been attained nor were the ventral canal cells cut otf.

A third kind of peculiarity was obs-erved in two instances in which

three archegonia formed a group at tlie geometrical center of the endo-

sperm. There was no sheath layer between adjacent si(k>s of their central

cells, but on all other sides they were surrounded by the typical jacket

layer. In (ine archegoniuni of this group a ventral canal cell was in

pi'ocess of formation ; the other two were younger. No canal or opening

leading to the surface of the gametophyte could be made out, neither were

any necks distinguishable in comiection with these nor with many other

cases mentioned in preceding paragraphs.

A fourth peculiarity to be recorded is the jiremature arrival of the

end of the pollen tube at the archegoniuni. In two different cases out of

the material used the pollen tube had reached an archegoniuni in which

the ventral canal cell had not been formed, nor had these organs attained

their adult size. In one of these instances the tube had actually [lene-

trated the archegoniuni, but had not discharged its contents.

Of the number of ovules of Pinus oust) idea in the collection from which

these anomalies were found, about one-tenth showed archegonia in either

end of the endosperm. A few anomalies similar to those were observed

in Pinus viryiniana. In this pajxr the author has endeavored only to

record the facts as observed, reserving a discussion of their probable sig-

nificance until more data will have been collected.
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Notes on the Native Seedless Persimmon.

(Preliiniuary Report.)

By William L. Woodburn.

In the vicinity of Indiana University there are a number of persim-

mon trees (Diospyros Vinjiniana L.) which during the year 1908 bore

large numbers of seedless fruits. No single tree, however, was found which

bore only seedless berries, while four or five bore fruits nearly all of which

contained seeds. The size of the seedless berries, their distribution on the

tree, the time of ripening and their flavor as compared with those contain-

ing seeds was noted. A preliminary study of the embryology of the per-

simmon was also made. Entire ovaries were flxed in chromic-acetic acid

and embedded in paraffin for sectioning, and later as tlie ovaries hardened

ovules were similarly pre])ared. As later develoimients showed, the ma-

terial was taken from a part of the tree which bore for the most part

seedless berries, so that the development of the embryo was not observed.

This led to a careful observation of the distribution of the seedless per-

simmons on the tree.

As the persimmons matured it was noted that the lowest branches

of the tree from which the material was collected bore mostly seedless

fruits, while somewhat higher were a few with seeds, and in the top of

the tree the majority contained seeds. The seedless fruits on this tree

were somewhat smaller than those containing seeds. Another tree younger

than the one just mentioned bore throughout the branches berries with

and without seeds, although more seedless below tlian above. On this

latter tree there were many seedless fruits quite as large as the others.

The following questions naturally arise : Why did one tree produce

persimmons on the lowest branches which were practically all seedless,

while the majority on the upiier part produced seeds? Did fertilization

depend on tlie transfer of pollen from some other tree bearing only stami-

nate flowers, since all the flowers examined contained sterile stamens, but

these were from a part of tlie tree which bore only seedless berries? Or

were there perfect flowers present which produced all the fruits containing
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seeds? Is pollination necessary for the production of a well-flavored and

good-sized fruit? Is the absence of matui-e seeds due only to the lack of

fertilization?

In regard to the first question observations have been made which

answer it only in part. At the time of flowering, which occurs about the

last of May and the first of June, ovules were prepared for sectioning

from the lower jiart of the first tree already referred to. No difference

was noted among th^e flowers, although those in the upper part of the tree

were not examined. The flowers from the lower part so far as noted bore

a well-develo])ed pistil but sterile stamens. Sections through the ovaries

of these flowers showed occasionally a well developed embryo sac, but in

some instances complete embryo sacs were not observed. Quite often the

antipodal cells, part of the egg apparatus or the polar nuclei seemed to

be lacking. Ditticulties in staining due to the presence of tannin in cer-

tain parts of the ovary may have been responsible for this apparent con-

dition. The polar nuclei were found several times in an early state of

fusion, but further than this there wei-e no evidences of endosperm or em-

brj'onal development in any part of the embryo sac. The contents disor-

ganize and small aborted seeds which often occur seemed to be due merely

to a slight growth of the integuments. There were no evidences noted of

either fertilization or i)ollination having taken place.

As x'egards the transfer of ]k)11<mi from staminate trees, the latter are

not known to exist within three or four miles of the tree in question.

Whether bees carrj^ i)ollen to this tree from a distance has not been ob-

served. If the tree bears in part perfect flowers, which has not yet been

deterraine<I, this may account for the production of seeds in some fruits

and not in others. The flowers so far as examined contained only sterile

stamens. If no perfect flowers are present the question as to the absence

of seeds being due to the lack of fertilization becomes of some import.

While the seedless berri<'s on this tree were nearly all small, on a

second tree seedless fi'uits were found quite as large as the others, the

flavor in each case being quite as good if not better, since the seedless

fruits as a rule have less of the astringent quality so characteristic of

most persinunons until thoroughly ripe and which often persists even

then. Whether the large size of the persimmon with seeds is due to the

influence of fertilization or to some native quality of the pistillate flower

has not been discovered.

The Industrialist (No. 20. March. 1904. Kansas State Agricultural
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College) figures and describes imi)erfect staininate flowers as borne on

separate trees from those bearing perfect flowers. Among the perfect

flowers on tlie same tree are sometimes borne imperfect pistillate flowers.

From the perfect flowers and the imperfect pistillate flowers similar fruits

ripened, but no occurrence of seedless fruits was noted. Purdue University

Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 60 reports two or three

varieties of seedless persimmons which had been sent into the station.

A second tree already refei-red to bore mainly seedlss fruits. In the

upper part of the tree about 75% of the persinnnons and in the lower part

probably about 80% were seedless. Sometimes an entire picking (the

fruits do not all ripen at the same time) would be seedless. These persim-

mons were excellently flavored, of a good size, and usually ripened earlier

than those with seeds. The seedless, however, do not always ripen earlier,

for some of the greenest on the tree, after ripening had begun, were found

to be seedless. On the other hand, the earliest ripe were always seedless,

one having been found on August 20th ripe and well flavored but rather

small.

[8—21363]
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Testing Seed Corn by Specieic Gravity.

By Herbert A. Dunn.

The com of our native Indians as found by the first settlers in this

country was small in size and of an inferior quality. The white man real-

ized the possibilities of this new corn and at once began to select and im-

prove it. This has been a slow process, and more improvement has prob-

ably been made in the last generation than in all the years preceding.

The average yield in the I'nited States for the decade ending in 1875, ac-

cording to .J. W. T. Duvel, assistant in the seed laboratory. Bureau of

Plant Industry, Washington, was 2fi.<)7 bushels per acre, and the yield for

the decade ending in 1905 was 25.2 bushels; the largest yield in any one

year was in 190(J, 30.3 bushels per acre.

During the year 1907 practically one hundred million acres were

planted in the United States, requiring sixteen and a half million bushels

of seed. Observation has shown that 20% of this seed does not germinate,

the chief reason for this being carelessness in selecting and caring for the

seed corn.

The yield will depend on the vitality of the seed and on contingency

of the weather and soil and cultivation. In years past corn has been

planted with little thought of the type of grain and germinating power;

often only a random test was made by the aid of a pocket knife. Ex-

perienced farmers say that this is a fairly good test but experiment sta-

tions rely on and advocate the germinating test. Both of these tests i-e-

quire much time.

Since the yield is largely dependent on the quality of the seed corn,

a comparatively simple and efficient seed test is very desirable.

One day I accidentally dropped some kernels in a basin of water. I

noticed that the majority of the kernels lay flat on the bottom, while

some stood on end, and on examining the latter they wei-e found to be

shriveled on the germ end, or had blisters. This gave me an idea of using

a specific gravity test, for it must be evident that by inci-easing the density

of the solution the light kernels would rise to the top. The question arose:

What should be added to the water that is both harmless and cheap? I
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decided on glucose, one part of glucose to three of water. Sp. Gr. 1.21. In

this mixture the light kernels came to the top. I thus had light and heavy

kernels, and with these I experimented as follows:

First Test.—?>()<) kernels were taken from every other row of an ear

that tested -'good" in tlw usual "'seed hox" germinating test : Lot 1, 300

kernels from the alternating rows were divided into two lots by the specific

gravity test ; lot 2 showed 258 heavy grains ; lot 3, 42 light grains. (Lot

1 was not put iu solution.) The vitality of these three lots was deter-

mined by testing in a bi»x. under identical conditions.

GERMINATING RESULTS.

Lot 1 (SfX) grains) 8(5% germinated

Lot 2 (heavy kernels) 89% germinated

Lot 3 (light kernels) 09% germinated

Second Test.—KtO kernels were" taken from an ear which showed a

germinating test of 4 dead k«'rnels and 1 weak out of "> (the usual test

number being 5). These kernels were separated by the specific gravity

test and tested as before.

GERMINATING RESULTS.

Of the (18 heavy kernels 47% germinated

Of the 32 light kernels 15*% germinated

Third Test.—100 kernels were taken lr(ini two ears which showed

"extra strong" in the germinating test. They wi-re separated by the specific

gravity test, which gave .i high ]H'rcentage of heavy kernels, and were

tested under conditions similar to the above. (It will be noticed that the

per cent of light kernels is (piite small and that all gt'rminated.)

GERMINATIN(i RESULTS.

Heavy kernels (91 ) 100% germinated

Light kernels (9) 100% gernnnated

Fourth Test.—Two full rows were taken from 25 ears, in which all

of the hve test kernels bad failed to germinate in the "box test." This

gaA-e a total of 2.1 Ki kernels. The specific gravity test showed 592 heavy

and 1,524 light; these were tested as mentioned above.

GERMINATING RESULTS.

Of the 592 heavy kernels 54% germinated

Of the 1,524 light kernels 22% germinated
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Field Test.-—Out (if T25 bushels of selected seed corn, I reselected

enough to phiut a thirty-acre field—-from which in turn seed for the fol-

lowing year was to be selected, and the germinating test for each ear had

to be high. Out of this reselected seed a sufficient amount was put through

the specific gravity tost until there were enough liglit kernels to plant a

row of SO rods. The test corresponded with test No. 3, that is, 90 per cent,

of the Iternels were heavy; all gexunlnated. These light seed were planted

in a row alongside of one of heavy; the rows were "checlced" and ran

east and west, the light row being on the south. Now as our prevailing

winds are from the southwest, one can readily see how there might thus be

a slight difference : tlie row of heavy kernels might be fertilized by pollen

from the light kernels rather than the reverse.

There was no perceptible difference in the appearance of these two

rows, but when a count of stalks was made in August, the heavy row

showed an excess of 129. When ripe, the ears from eacli row were husked

and weiglied, and there was found to be a difference of 20 pounds in favor

of the heavy row—equivalent to nearly three bushels to the acre.

My conclusions from these experiments are as follows

:

1. To test seed corn by the germinating tost is time-consuming and

expensive, and requires great care.

2. Choosing five kernels to represent 600 to 1,000 others from an ear

does not prove to be an infallible method. (Test 4.)

3. To test by specific gravity is simple, rapid, and inexpensive.

4. The specific gravity test enables one to eliminate the weak kernels

in a simple and practical manner.

5. The crucial test, the field experiment, shows that the light grains

should be discarded.
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Notes on the Flora of Cass County.

By Robert Hessler.

( Abstract.

)

This paper embraces a large collection of notes on the flora of Cass

County, covering the years from 1894 to 1908, excepting the years 1898 and

1899, when the writer was away. The paper relates more particularly to

plants which are not of general distribution in the State. The notes given

under the different species of plants may be grouped as follows

:

(a) Relating to plants, e.specially weeds, that have recently wan-

dered in, particularly along the railways, either to maintain themselves

and perhaps overrun the country, or, on the other hand, to lead a pre-

carious existence for a year or two and then again disappear.

(b) Relating to plants that are apparently extinct or on the verge

of extinction on account of the destruction of their natural habitats, as

the cutting down of forests and bringing the ground into cultivation, or

by simply thinning the trees to such an extent that shade-loving plants

can no longer thrive. Moreover, with the thinning of the trees many weeds

come in, also grasses, and they tend to crowd out the native plants. The

draining of wet places, of swamps and bogs, has been going on actively in

recent years and few such now remain in Cass County. There are fewer

and fewer places where plants that were once common are now to be found,

and it is only a matter of time until these, too, will lose their native flora.

The old-time rail fence has furnished a home for many species, to which

the wire fence gives no protection.

(c) Relating to plants that are undoubtedly native but which seem

to come and go, being found in one locality for a year or a few years, and

then disappear, to reappear in a distant locality and where they had not

been seen before ; that is, like people, they seem to be moving about—es-

pecially plants that are fond of moist soils; perhaps birds carry the seed.

(d) A lot of notes not fully worked up (for lack of time) relating to

plants of interest on account of their medicinal or suppovsed medicinal

value—either as "simples" or as real remedies used by the educated phy-
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siciau (a luiniber are used by the patent and proprietary medicine men,

with extravagant statements as to their value).

One can distinguish between: (1) IMants that have been brought in

purposely, or whicli have come in accidentally, the ancient medical lore

connected with them being continued; (2) Native plants to which old

European lore has been transferred, often along with the old Euroi>ean

names; (3) Native plants about which independent knowledge has been

obtained (whether real or supposed is at times difficult to determine), that

is, not based on old statements in European literature.

The writer wishes these notes to be considered as a contribution to

the knowledge of the flora of Indiana, and as showing more particularly

how old i>lants are disappearing and new ones coming in. The writer

says

:

"This is a subject that should be of interest to botanists everywhere,

and especially to the amateur. To me It is certainly a great pleasure to

get out occasionally and note the changes that ai'o constantly going on

—

changes so gradual that few are aware of them at all. I have repeatedly

seen a new plant, generally a weed, come In and within a few years be-

come a feature of the landscape. We need dhIv think of the White Sweet

Clover, a rank idant. that in places, especially along country roadsides,

has crowded out all other plants.

"In this connection I might refer to my painu* on the Adventitious

Plants of Fayette County, presented before this Academy in 1893, and on

the Flora of Lakes Cicott and Maxinkuckee, in 1890; also to the many

papers given before the Academy by men from all over the State. Such

lists are useful for the pui'pose of making comparative studies.

"I hope some one will gather up all the available data and publish them

for the benefit especially of high school students, many of whom can be led

to interest themselves in this subject. It Is not a difficult matter to be-

come acquainted with one's local flora, and to d^'tect new arrivals. Such

information may also lie of value to the farmer.

"In going over my notes, I i-eallze the importance of making memo-

randa of observations at the time. There are some facts about the flora

of Cass County that I thought I would always remember, but I now find

that I am not sure about the presence or absence of certain plants, say

twelve years ago, and In my list I have several times been compelled to

refer to this. One may be reasonably sure about a fact, but unless one

has notes, made at the time, there may always be some doubt.
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"I would like to add another word, and that is. the value of the train-

ing derived in studying botany, in identifying plants, and in noting the

changes going on. This training is of great value to the man who desires

to become a physician. To differentiate many species (and we need only

think of the Asters and Golden-rods) requires patience and close study

—

and the experience is of value to the physician, by helping him to make

distinctions between diseases and states of ill health that appear as one

to the careless observer.

"I luay add that a number of photographs have been taken of native

plants in localities or habitats that are now undergoing destruction, es-

pecially of swamps and bogs and wet woods. A few years more and the

localities will be wholly altered, and with this alteration the flora will

have disappeared; it will exist only in herbaria, in photographs, and in

memory."
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A New Anthkacnose Attacking Ceetain Cereals and

Geasses.

By a. D. Selby and Thos. F. Manns.

(Abstract.)

This paper states briefly the results of culture investigations of a

fungus described as Colletotrichuni cereale, n. sp. This has been found to

be present over the State of Ohio, attacking the spikes, culms and sheaths

of rye, the culms and sheaths of wheat, oats, chess, orchard-grass, timothy,

red-top and blue-grass. Upon the cereals the attack is timed to the ap-

proaching maturity of the plant and produces marked shriveling of the

grain. The behavior of the fungus on different media is stated, and dif-

ferent illustrations are included. It will be published in bulletin No. 203

of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station.
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The Dissemination of Disease by Means of the Seed of

THE Host Pi^ant.

By M. F. Barrus.

(Abstract from thesis presented in June, 1908, at Wabash Collegee, Craw-

fordsville, Indiana, for Eastman Biological Prize.)

It has been known for a long time that diseases can be spread by

means of the seed of the host plant. As early as 1730 Jethro Tull recom-

mended a change of seed to avoid smnt. Since then the list of such dis-

eases has steadily increased until now there is a large number of them.

A knowledge of the method by which infection of the seed takes place

and of the subsequent growth of the parasite is of value, since it will re-

veal a vulnerable point of attack, if there be any, in seeking means of

controlling the disease. It is the purpose of this paper to indicate briefly

those diseases of cultivated plants which are disseminated by means of

the seed of the host plant and to point out the method by which the seed

becomes infected.

These diseases can be divided into two clnsses, those which infest the

seed internally, i. e., the organism entering the maturing seed and existing

within in a dormant condition until the germination of the seed ; and those

which infest the seed externally, i. e. the organism or its spores becoming

attached to the surface of the seed and entering the host plant at the time

it germinates. The diseases belonging to the former class are the An-

thracnose of Beans, the Blight of Peas, the Loose Smut of Wheat and

Barley, and possibly a few of the Rusts. Under the latter class may be

included most of the Snnits. the Wilt of Flax, and probably some of the

Rusts and a few Bacterial diseases.

Bean Anthracnose.

CoUctotriciiuDi Undeinufhianmn (Br. & Cav.) on PJiaseolus vuhjaris.

The fungus causing this disease survives the winter in the seed of

the liost plant. If the affected i)ods are allowed to ripen on the vines, the

mycelium of the fungus jyenetrates further and further, eventually entering

the seeds, usually causing them to become spotted (Figs. 1 and 2). Here
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the mycelium remains in a more or less dormant state until conditions are

favorable for the germination of the bean seed, when it renews its activity.

An examination of a diseased seed will reveal an abundance of my-

celium in the infected portions. By carefully treating the seed with hot

water or formalin to rid them of surface fungi and placing them in a

sterile moist chamber, one is able to obtain spores in great profusion on

the seed before it has germinated and later on the cotyledons, stems and

leaves of the seedling in the sunken and discolored cankers caused by the

fungus. Dr. Halstead reports that he has found spores of the Anthracnose

on the dry beans, especially in the cavity between the cotyledons.^

In the germinating plant, no doubt the plumule is often infected by

contact with the diseased portions of the cotyledons. (Fig. 3.) Spores,

however, are produced upon the cotyledons after the bean has expanded

its true leaves and when released by the dissolution of the mucilaginous

matrix they are washed to the ground or on the stems below. The stems

become infected from these spores and cankers are formed at the infected

places. Often these cankers encircle the stem and thus cut off the supply

for the leaves above. Sixty-one German Wax Beans apparently healthy

were planted in the greenhouse. WIkmi wvU up five were observed which

had infected cotyledons, the otlu-rs appearing healthy. Seventeen days

after planting thirty-one of the plants were affected by the discijse at the

base of their stems, showing, doubtless, that spores from the cotyledons

of the five plants had infected the stems of the others. (Fig. 4.)

When the plants are moist the spoiies of the fungus are in a condition

to be easily disseminated, so that working among the plants at this time or

otherwise disturbing them aids in the dissemination of the fungus if any

diseased plants are present. Even the wind aids dissemination by scatter-

ing contaminated drops of water to healthy plants, or by blowing the plants

against each other. In this way the disease sju'eads to the leaves, stems

and pods of the plant during the growing season.

The selection of seed from unaffected pods seems al jtresent to be the

most satisfactory method to pursue in contrnlling the disease. The pods

should be selected in the field and only such as are perfectly free from all

evidence of disease should be s<'lected. Aiiitijrently healtliy beans within an

Infected pod may harbor the niyeeliuni of the fungus without showing any

evidence of it. Enough seed can he selected in this way to jilant small

patches. Those who grow large ;ireMs should select enough beans to i)lant

1. Halstead, B. D., The Anthracnose of the Bean. A Remedy Suggested. Ann.
Kept. N. J. Agr. Exp. Sta. 1891, p. 284.
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half an acre and use the beans from this seed-patch for subsequent plant-

ings. By careful selection after this manner each year the disease can be

controlled to a profitable extent.

SUNSCALD OF PeA.

Ascochyta pish Libert, on Pisiint sativum.

During the summer of 1907. my attention was called to this disease

affecting the garden pea. As observed at this time, the leaves, stems and

pods were badly spotted. (Fig. 5.} The spots on the pods were not con-

fined to the surface alone, but in many cases extended entirely through

the pod, as was evident from the fact that spots were found exactly op-

posite those on the other side and the seed between the affected portions

was discolored or distinctly spotted by the disease. I gathered a number

of the diseased pods of both early and late varieties and planted twentj'-

three seeds of each ^ariety in the greenhouse during the winter following.

Several seeds of the late variety were distinctly spotted. All of the early

variety germinated and thirteen of the late variety. Those that did not

germinate were found to be decayed. Soon after they came up, nearly all

of the plants died. I'sually the stem near the base withered and turned

brown, resulting in the death of the young plant.

Five of the forty-six planted lived and produced pods. Even the lower

leaves of these withered and dropped off, giving the plant a very straggling

appearance. No spots such as were observed on the plants grown in the

garden were to be seen, contrary to my expectation, but from the descrip-

tion of the disease given by others,' the trouble was undoubtedly due to

Ascochyta.

Kruger, a German mycologist, found that if diseased seed was soaketl

in water from forty-eight to seventy-two hours, the mycelium of the fungus

would completely encircle it, and grow out into the water, forming a white

mass of radiating threads. Van Hook verified this statement and also found

that if the diseased pea seed were placed in a germinator for a few days

a heavy coat of white mold would be formed about them in which, if seed

were removed to a covered dish with less moisture, numerous reddish-

brown pycnidla would be formed.- These pycnidia were produced by the

mycelium of the fungus which had lain dormant in the seed since its ma-

turity. When the conditions were right for the germination of the seed

the fungus renewed its growth. The myceliiuu grows within the stem con-

1. H. G. Howell, .J. M. Van Hook.
2. Van Hook, J. M.. Blighting of Field and Garden Peas. Ohio Bui. 173, 1906.
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currently with the growth of the plant, causing lesions at its base and a

withering of its lower leaves, and often its death before or soon after its

appearance. Probably the embryo is affected by the fungus in most cases

where the seeds do not germinate. The spores exuded from the lesions on

the stems, leaves and pods are scattered by the wind and other agents, and

infect healthy plants. If the spotted pods are left upon the vines until the

seeds are mature the mycelium penetrates some of these seeds, which thus

carry the fungus over the winter, making this an imi)(>rtaut means for the

dissemination of the parasite.

Seed treatment has not been very effective in controlling this disease

which, fortunately, with the exception of an occasional epidemic, is not

very destructive. Rotation of crops is one method usually recommended.

Loose Smut ok Wheat.

Ustilago tritici (Per.) Jens, on Tritirutn ruh/are.

It was formerly thought that the spores of tliis fungus became at-

tached to the coat of the healthy seed and g«'rminated at the time of the

germination of the si^d, infection threads from llic jironiycele penetrating

the first leaf-sheath, as is the case with stinking simit. But later inves-

tigations have made (piite certain that the germinating spore infects the

pistil of the healthy wheat at tlowering time, the mycelium establishing

itself within the ovary during its development and remaining dormant in

the ripened seed until it had germinated, the mycelium then continuing

its own development.' This fact explains wiiy the I'esults of seed treat-

ment for this species have been negative to so large a degree.

During the latter part of June. lfK>7. 1 inf)culated many wheat plants

with the spores of U. tritici by dusting the young stigma with the spores.

The stigma seemed to be most receptive when quite young. Records of

inoculations were kept and heads gathered at varying intervals of time

from date of inoculation. A pistil examined one day after inoculation

showed that a number of spores adhered to the stigmas and that several

had germinated. It was hoped that the point of infection would be ob-

sen'ed and although the germ tubes of sjxjres were seen directed toward

the interior of the stigma, none were seen entering or within. Spores

were also germinating on the surface of the ovary and it may be that the

point of entrance is through the ovary coat. Of those seeds which were

1. Brefield and Faick, K., Flower Infection by Smuts. Untersuch. gres. Gebiet
Mykol. 190>. Xo. 13. Abs. in Bot. Centbl. 101 0906) No. 8: 212-213.
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iillouu'd t(t niaturc .-irtcr bciii.i; iiiociilatcd, thirty wrre planted in a box in

the Kfeeuhouse (in ()ct(il)er lUtli, 11»(>7. On the t^th of May, 1908, the re-

snltinj; wheat-plants had begun to head out. All the heads were more or

less smutty. The majority of them were reduced to a mass of spores as

is commonly observed in the field. In a few cases the ovary was the only

part entirely destroyed, the outer portion being unaffecteil or only streaked

with sori containing the sjiores. As the wheat plant develops the mj'celium

of tlie fimgus grows upward proi)ably much after the manner of the my-

celium of the stinking smut. It enters the young head early in its forma-

tion and branches into numerous sporogencnis hjphae, which completely

destroy the pistil and other parts of the flower. These hypliae divide into

a number of cells within each of which a chlamydospore is formed as in

Oat Smut. The walls of the hyphae become gelatinous and later disap-

pear, leaving the spores free. These dry on exposure to the air, forming

a dusty mass so commonly observed at the flowering time of wheat. These

spores are blown about l)y the wind and infect the ovaries of healthy

heads, thus establishing the fungus for another year. (Fig. ti.

)

Naked Smut of Barli:y.

Vstilaijo )ii((la (.Jens.) Kell. and Sw. on Jlordeuin vultjare.

This Smut is similar in methods of attack aud in field characteristics

to the Loo.se Smut of wheat. The head is reduced to a mass of spores

which are scattered at the flowering time of barley. These spores infect

the ovaries of the healthy plants in which the mycelium of the fungus

develops until the seed is ripe, remaining throughout the winter in a dor-

mant condition and continuing its growth C(jncurrently with the growth

of wheat after seed is planted.

The Stinking Smut of Wheat.

TlUijfla foctcns (P... <& (".) Trelease and T. Tiitici (Bjerk.) Wint. on Triti-

cum vulfjarc.

TiUefia fortcus has a spore with a perfectly smooth coat, while the

epis])()iv of 7'. Iritici is nuich reticulated. Their method of infection aud

growth are similar.

The spores of these two smuts are scattered aliout at harvesting time

or in some other way become attached to the healthy seed. When placed

in a situation favorable for tlieir gernunation they send out a short, thick

pi'omycelium and at its tip is borne a cluster of slender ta]>ering sporidia

[9—21.363]
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wliich conjuKnti' in jiairs. Inffctioii threads are ritlici- produced by these

sporidia capable of i»enetrating the host plant or. as is usually the case,

secondary sickle-shaped sporidia are borne on short tilauieuts and these

sporidia produce infection threads. The formation of sporidia greatly in-

creases the chances of the fungus to infect the host.

The infection of the wheat plant takes place soon after the germina-

tion of the grain and even l>efore the first leaves are put forth. Hoffman

believefl that the infertimi threads can enter only the sheathing primary

leaf or the collar between the root and stem while they are yet very young

and delicate and concludes that anj-thing which would hasten the growth

of the young plant would tend to lessen the chances of infection.' BoUey

believes that infection does not take ]>lace unless there is a large num-

ber of sporidia in close contact with the seedling during the infection

period.- The niyceliiun after gaining entrance to the young plant pushes

its way upward with the i:rowth of the host, the older mycelium dying and

its contents i)assing ni>wai(l into the young advancing ends, and finally

fruits In the ovaries by the ]pro(luction of chlaniy(los]iores from sporogenous

hyphae that have developed abundantly in them. The Stinking Smut

differs from the Loose Snu't of Wheat in that the destruction i^ entirely

conrined to the ovary contents. The ovary coat is left intact, so that one

would easily fail to recogniz«> any infection unless he ina(U^ particular ob-

servation or noticed the disagreeable odor characteristic of the fungus.

The affected kernels are soni-.-wliat laru'ci- than iH'althy ones and this in-

crease in size cau.ses the florets to spread, making the head more open

than a healthy one. When the kernels are cut open they are found to

be filled with a mass of olive-brown sjiorcs of a greasy character.

Tin: r>ooSE Smut ok ().\ts.

VstH(i;/ii incnac (IV'rs.) ,Iens. and

Thk IIii)I)E.\ Smut of Oats

Ustilaijo leris (Kell. i^c Sw.) Magnus on A r<ii(i sativa.

Thei'e are two distinctive species of oat smut called respectively the

Loose and the Hidden Smut of Oats. Both are much alike in their methods

of development and both succumb to the same method of treatment. IJs-

tilago avenue is by far the conunoner and is the one which causes the

1. Note from Kellfrnian and Swingle, Report on the Loose Smut of Cereals. 2d

Ann. Rppt. Kan. Kxp Sta. 1889. pp. 213-238.

2. BoUey, H. L., New .Studies upon the Smuts of Wht-at, Oats and Barley N. Dak.

Bui. 27, 1897.
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greatest damage of all grain smuts iu the United States. The disease

makes its appearance at (he time of blossoming of the oat-plant, the whole

head becoming a dusty olive-bro\^^l mass. The infected flowers are

entirely destroycnl by the disease and even the awns are affected.

In the Hidden Smut the spore mass is more or less concealed by an outer

membrane of the floral parts that remain intact from the disease. The

dusty mass is made up of great numbers of spores which are blown about

by the wind, some being caught in the open glumes of flowering oat-plants.

Since after blossoming the glumes closo tightly about the ovary, such spores

are held imprisoned and remain so until the seed is in a condition to

germinate. Then the imprisoned spores germinate after the manner of

several smuts, producing a three or four-septate promycelium, which usu-

ally bears oval or elliptical sporidia at the apex or laterally at the septa.

Infection threads are usually produced by these sporidia, but the promy-

celial threads may also produce them. These infection threads gain en-

trance to the host by piercing the delicate young cells of the first leaf-

sheath before the leaf has appeared. Plants are free from infection after

the growing leaves have pushed themselves as much as one c. m. through

the leaf-sheath. Brefield found by experimentation that oats germinated

up to 15° C. gave 3 per cent, smutted heads, but when grown at a higher

temperature give 1 to 2 per cent, smutted heads or more.^ This bears out

ordinary experience that late sown oats while more liable to rust are

freer from smut. This immunity is probably due to the short period when

the plant is open to infection as a result of the rapid germination and

growth of the seed in the more favorable condition of temperature.

In from thirty-six to forty-eight hours after infection considerable

mycelium will he developed which penetrates the first and second leaves

and gains entrance to the stalk or culm. It grows upward and invades

the young head in (luite the same manner as in case of other smuts. In

place of a healthy head, a dusty mass of spores api)ears. which are scat-

tered to healthy heads by the wind.

1. Brefleld, O.. Recent Investigations of Smut Fiinari and Smut Diseases?. Trans
by Erwin F. Smith, Jour. Mycol. VI, pp. 1-S; 59-71; 153-164. 1890-91.
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Covered Smut of Barley,

Ou Ilordcuui vulijarc.

Ustllafio hoidci (Pers.) Kell. & S\v.

This .siuut ditfers from r.stilai/n lunhi in its method of iufectioii and

in its appearance in the field. The floral parts are not as completely de-

stroyed and these serve to confine the spore mass and thus keep the spores

from escai'iiifr until threshini,' time. Although they have a smooth epi-

spore they cling to the seted and germinate with it. producing sporidia in

abundance, laterally and terminally, upon a two to three-septate and

elongated promycelium. These sporidia send out infection threads which

penetrate the host in its early stage of growth. The swollen segments of

isolated promyc-elium may also pr<xluce infection tlireads. The manner of

growth in the host and the i>roduction of chlamydospores is similar to

that of other loose smut.% -

Other Smuts Carried Over ry the Seed of Thktr Host Plants.

Grain Smut of Kice.

TlUrtiii liorrid'i 'J'ak. ni\ Oii/zu stilira.

Head Smut of SurghuuL

Spacclntficcd licitkimi (Kului) Clint, on St)r(jliuin viihjaiix.

(iraiii Smut of Sorgluun.

Sijacclotlieca son/hi ( LK. ) Clint, on Soif/hinn fuh/arix.

Grain Smut of Hungarian (irass.

UstiUii/o cruiiKri Kuni. on Sctaria italica.

Leaf Smut of Timothy. Red-top. Klue-grass. and other (Jrasses.

Vstilago striarforutis (West.) Miessl.

Smut of Tall Oat (Jrass.

Ustihigo percnnans IJostr. on ArrriKitlirniin ucriiacriii)}.

And smuts of many wild grasses.

Flax Wilt.

Fiixariiini lini P>ol. on lAiiutii usitatistsiniinn and L. hiiniild.

The spores of this fungus become attached to the seed and germinate

with it in the soil. These infect the roots of the young plant, often killing

the seedling before it ajtpears above ground. In ("ts<> when plants live and

1. Clinton, G. P.. Smuts of Illinois Agricultural Plants. 111. Bui. 57. 1900.

2. Kellerman & Swingle, Reports on fcbe Loose Smut of Cereals. 2d Ann. Rept.

Kan. Exp. Sta., pp. 313-288 : 1889.
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are able to mature their seeds, they are frequently inturnally infected by

the mycelium of the fungus and thus serve to carry the disease from sea-

son to season.\ -,
^

Rusts.

It is now believed i)y some iiathologists that certain species of Puc-

einia are perpetuated by means of the seed of the host plant. Eriksson,

after long Investigation, came to believi> that the fungus exists in the seed

in a mycoplasmic form which can only with difficulty be detected from the

protoplasm of the cells in the seed. As the plant gi'ows, the mycoplasm

spreads from cell to cell, finally appearing as mycelium in the intercellular

spaces. He believes that the rust may be inherited from precetliug crops

by means of this mycoplasm.^ It is generally believed that the facts do

not vrarrant the acceptance of this theory. Bolley thinks that infection

may take place from spores Inside the seed itself. He found both uredo

and teleutospores of Puccinia graminis borne in spore beds just below the

bran layer of wheat and also found plenty of rust-mycelium within the

seed." Eriksson reports seed infec-tion with Puccinia graminis and P.

glumarum in wheat, oats, and barley, and P. dispersa on rye. Noack re-

ports a case from Cooke of carnations being affected by rust which must

have been caused by seed infection and he himself observed an incident

of celery-rust that was likewise caused by infection from the seed."

Antiirac'Xose of Tomato.

CijUrtot rich inn. Iijcopcrcici Ches. on Lycopcrsicum esculent uni J

Bacteriosis. or Bacterial Blight of Beaxs.

Bacterium phaseoU Sm. on Phaseolus vulgare.^

This disease affects the stems, leaves, and pods (Fig. 7) of varinus

field and garden beans, including limas. It spreads through tlic jiods into

the seeds, where the bacteria live through the winter, thus carrying the

disease from season to season.

1. Bolley. H. L., Flax Wilt and Flax Sick Soils. X. D. Bui. 50, 1901.

2. Bolley, H. L.. Flax and Flax Seed Selection. N. D. Bui. 55, 1903.

3. Bolley, H. L., Flax Culture. N. D. Bui. 71, 1906.

4. Eriksson, J.. A General Review of the Principal Results of Swedish Research

on Grain Rusts. Bot. Gaz. XXV; 26: 1898.

5. Bolley & Pritchard, Rust Problems, etc. N. D. Bui. 68: 19C6.

6. Xoack, Fritz, Die Verschlepping von Pflanzenkraiikheiten durch Siimereien.

Zeitsch. land. u. ver Hersen. 1893, No. 20, pp. 161-2. Trans, by Prof. H. H. AVhetzel.

7. Harvey, F. L., Tomato Anthracnose. Me. State Coll. i Ann. Rept. 1893. Part II.

p. 152.

8. Whetzel, H. H., Some Diseases of Beans. Cor. Exp.lSta. Bui. 239, 1906.
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Black Rot of C'AisiiAGE.

Baccillns caiiipcstrc (Pam.) Sm. on Brassica oleracea and B. campestris.

lufection takes place through the water pores of the leaves. The mar-

gins become affected and later the whole leaf withers and dies from throm-

bosis, i. e. by the plugging up of the xylem vessels by the bacilli. It has

been sliowu while the bacilli will die when exposed from 8-10 days on a

dry cover glass, they are able to live ten to thirteen months on the smooth

surface of a cabbage seed, and that they often pass the winter in such a

position.'

Stewabt's Sweet Corn Disease.

Bacterium steivartii. Sm. on Zca Main.

This is a thrombotic disease of sweet corn that is believed to be dis-

seminated from year to year chiefly by means of bacteria clinging to the

seed.^

1 J *4t^Hilrf'i<^ '( ' 'Vitality of the Cabhagre Black Rot Germ on Cabbage Seed. N.Y.
tPrucha,M.J.' J

Exp. Sta. Bui. 251, 1904.

2. Stewart, F. C, A Bacterial Disease of Sweet Corn. N. Y. Exp. Sta. Bui. 139, 1897.
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The Histological Differencp: Between Pinus Taeda and

PiNus Palustris.

By Katherine Golden Bitting.

Though the structure of the wood of a tree .will show considerable

variation due to environment and conditions of growth, the variation will

be manifest in the amount of wood formed, and the size of the cells. The

characteristics which distinguish the particular wood remain constant, no

matter what the external conditions may be, so that it is always i)ossible

to distinguish the wood of any species by the use of the nncr(jscoi>e. It

is not always possible to distinguish woods macroscopically, even by expert

lumber men. This is particularly true of Coniferous woods, which are

composed of only one form of element, the tracheides.

The close macroscopical resemblance of many Conifers, coupled with

the variety of local names possessed by nearly every species, has caused

much confusion in the lumber business. At present when a certain lumber

is specified in a contract, many times the only guarantee that the contract

will be properly filled will be the resemblance to the lumber named, along

with information as to the locality from which it was sliipped, the latter

being the more reliable, if it be known to furnish pure groups.

Two of the hardwood Conifers which are confounded are Pinus taeda

and Pinus palustris, or as they are more connnonly liuown. Loblolly and

Longleaf pine. In addition to these Loblolly has twenty-two other conmion

names, and Longleaf twenty-seven, three of which are common to both.

Pinus taeda is of wide distribution, due to its adaptability to grow in

different soils, consequently it shows considerable variation in its annual

growth in both height and diameter. The best lumber is obtained from

trees grown in mixed forests on well drained and fertile soil. These trees

give the gi-eatest growth in height, and a slower growth in diameter, both

varying with the age of the tree. The zones of the spring and summer

wood in the annual ring are nearly equal in extent, the spring wood shad-

ing gradually into tlie summer wood. In the grosi^, the zones are fairly

distinct, but under the microscope it is difficult to define their proximate

limit, as seen in the transverse and radial sections. The tracheides in
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CTOss-section are approximately square or oblong, those In the summer

wood being nuieh thickened, leaving an irregular-shaped opening. The

thickness varies from .(10454 nun. in the spring wood to .<)l<t(] mm. in the

summer wood. The length and width of the tracheides also vary, those

in the spring wood being (i.444 mm. in length by .05GOG nun. in diameter,

those in the summer wood being (i,735 mm. by .03333 mm., being very

slightly longer but decreased considerably in diameter, the decrease in

width being accompanied by a greatly increased thickness. These figures

are taken from the early spring and the late summer tracheides.

The resin ducts occur singly in both the spring and summer zones.

The medullary rays are somewhat obscure, one row of c^lls in width

and 2 to 17 cells in height, except those which contain resin ducts, which

widen and have a greater height.

In the longitudinal sections, the walls show striations wliich are fairly

prominent, but have very little bowing apart of tiie walls.

I'inus palustris requires a drained soil in which to grow, its seed

years m-cur at longer intervals, and thus it has a more limited distribu-

ti<»n than P. taeda. It also has a lesser height and diameter, but has a

finer grain, and greater weight. The zones of the spring and sunnner

wood ai'e distinct from each other, showing in well-marked lines, the

sunnner wo<m1 a])]iearing oily .and comi)act as against the lighter line of

th(> sjiring wood. The sunnner zone varies from about on<'-thii'd to one-

half of the ainnial ring. The two zones are so distinct that unless the

thickniss of the walls be noted carefully, the only difference between the

limits of the sunnner wood is that the first growth shows an irregular line,

whcri'as. the end of the zone foi" the y(\-ii''s growth foi'ms a clean-cut I'ing.

The tiachei(h'S in transverse section are apiir(»ximately square or ol)-

long. with approximately round or elliptic openings left in the sunnner

wood. Thos<' in the s))ring wood .-iverage 4.45."ir» mm. in length by .(M-'tHd

nun. in diami'ter, and the walls .<i<m;4;*. mm. in thickness. The summer

tracheides average 4.8r».'!3 nun. in length by .0400 mm. in diameter, and

the walls .OI.'H!.'! nun in thickness. There is only ii slight difference between

the tracheides of the si)ring and sunnner zones in length and diameter, but

the thickness of the walls is more than doubled.

The resin ducts occur singly, near to, and in. the sunnner wood.

The medullary rays are conspicu(tus, being one row of cells, rarely

more, in width. They vary from 2 to 28 cells in height, except those con-

taining resin ducts, which are much larger.
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The walls (if the traeheides bow apart to such an extent as to appear

like a strmg of beads iu the longitudinal sections.

In distinguishing the woods of the two trees the factors which are

most prominent and also most readily obtaintnl are in Pinus taeda, the

junction of the spring and suuuner wood, in the year's zone, not distinct,

the medullary rays somewhat obscure, and close together; in Pinus palus-

tris spring and summer wood distinct from each other, the medullary rays

conspicuous and farther apart, having a ratio of 4 to 11 to those in Pinus

taeda. The other differences noted might be used in verification, but are

not essential in the diffei'eutiatiou of the two woods.
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Report of AVork in Corn Pollination.

r>v 'SI. L. Fisher.

The \A-ork lun-c- roportcd was done during the season of l'.»l)8. A series

of six studies was carried out in duplicate, as follows:

a. To determine peritxi necessary for iiollination in the field.

b. To determine the best condition of silks for pollination.

c. To determine time of day when pollination takes place most

actively.

d. To determine the result of crossing with pollen from a variety of

a different color or race.

e. To determine the vitality of i)ollen grains.

f. To determine the effectiveness of hand pollination.

All prospective ears were covered with paper bags before the silks

appeared. Where hand pollination was performed, an umbrella was held

over the shoot and to the windward while it was uncovered. Only the

results obtained from "d" and "e" will be reported upon at this time. In

all but "b," the silks used were three inches or mtviie in length and in fresh

condition.

The work under "d" was divided into four jiarts: d'. The silks of

Keid's Yellow Dent, n yellow variety, were pollenized with pollen from

Boone County White, a white variety. Fairly well filled ears were ob-

tained. The kernels had yellow bodies and almost uniformly whitish

crowns. A few kernels were yellow throughout. The character of the

kernel and ear, other than color, was uninfluenced.

d". The silks of Reid's Yellow Dent were poUenized with i)Ollen from

Stowell's Evergreen, a sweet corn, whitish in color and having wrinkled

kernels when mature. Faii'ly well tilled ears were obtained, but the char-

acter of the ear and kernel was unchanged. Tlu' only variation noticeable

was a somewhat l)roader kernel, but such variation might occur without the

effect of crossing.

d^ Reid's Yellow Dent was pollenized with pollen from a speckled

variety. None of the kernels was speckled. A few had whitish crowns.

Otherwise no change.

[10—213G3]
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It sliould l)p said in this coiuioc-tioii that the tassels from wliicli the

pollen was obtained were plucked in the afternoon and mailed in an en-

velojie from Galveston, Ind., in the evening and used the next morning at

Lafayette, Ind. The fertilization was not so comi)lete as in other cases

of hand pollination.

d'. The silks of Boone County White were pollenized with pollen

from Ileid's Yellow Dent. ^Ve]\ filled ears were obtained. The kernels

had uniformly yellowish bodies and white crowns. The kernels were

shorter than the usual Koone County White kernel, but this may luive

been due to the extreme dry we^atlier of the season. In all other ways tlie

character of the ear was unchanged.

The work under "e" was divided into three parts.

e'. Two five ear lots were pollenized with pollen 1:4 hours old. To

obtain this pollen tass.els were plucked in the afternoon and laid on iiapcr

in a room. The next morning the pollen was jarred out of the ripe anthers.

The following morning this itollen was used to jiollenize the selected ears.

U'ith jiollen '_'4 hours old very well tilled ears were obtained.

e-. Two live ear lots wei'e pollenized with iiollen 4S hours o|d. ob-

tained as in "e'." 'I'lie ears obtaiiu-d from this pollination were not so

well tilled, there Iwiiig many vacant ])!aces, showing a failure to fertilize.

e^ 'I'wo liv<' ear lots were pollenized with pollen 72 liours old, ob-

tained as in '(''." Ill this case i)racti<'ally no fertilization look j)lace. The

Ik'sI ears had not more than S or 10 kicniels on the cob. and the others

only 3 or 4 kernels.

No conclusions are offered concerning IlK'se cxiieriiiieiits. It is )»ro-

poscd to repeat the expi riiiieiits in llK!'.), also to plant the corn obtained in

d'. d". d'. and d'. and note results.
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The Kitj.tng of Mustard and Other Noxious Weeds in the

Grain Fjelds of South Dakota.

By E. W. Olive.

To the best of the writer's reineniln'auce, mustard, though abundant

enough, was not considered some years l)aelv as a serious i>est in Indiana

grain fields. But througliout tlie great grain fields of the Northwest the

situation is different. The traveler Sees on every hand, during the month

of June, field after field of grain absolutely yellow with the blossoms of the

coumion wild mustard. The fields sown to cereals are often enormous in

extent ; it is not an uncommon sight to see a quarter-section or even a

section sown to one crop of wheat, barley, oats or flax. Only small areas

here and there bear what we call "cultivated crops." Cultivation cannot

therefore hold in check troublesome weeds as is done in the smaller farms

of the older States. Hence the great abundance of the yellow pest through

the older parts of the Dakotas is actually startling to a stranger from In-

diana or Illinois.

One large land-owner in an effort to rid his ranch of mustard, two

years ago spent a hundred dollars in pulling the weed. A year ago he

doubled his expenditures in this work; but had to acknowledge finally

that it seemed as though no matter how careful and clean his metho<ls of

farming, for years to come he might have to continually increase his ap-

propriation in geometrical ratio before he could ultimately hope to conquer

the iiest.

It may be of some interest to the members of the Academy to hear a

brief account of some of the experiments conducted by the writer during

the past summer in trying to eradicate mustard and other weeds in grain

fields. Similar experiments had already been performed in North Da-

kota, Canada, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and other western States, so that

the results obtained in South Dakota are in the main corroboratory.

The method, in brief, is this : The grain field is carefully gone over

with a traction spraying machine, and sprayed thoroughly with a strong

solution (about 20 per cent.) of iron sulphate (or copperas). The ma-

chine used in our experiments covered a swath about twenty-five feet wide

and threw a very fine and powerful spray, under a pressure of from 80
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to too poniids, directly down on to the yonn.i; nmstard and i,M'iiin. Twenty-

five acres were easily covered in five hours, so that under favorable con-

ditions, 40 to 50 acres could be readily sprayed in one day. The spraying

is best done when the grain and weeds are from r> to 1<> inches high, or

just before the mustard plants begin to bloom.

Further, it is highly important that the spraying be done during favor-

able weather. The great importance of this will be seen when we come to

consider the physiological side of the problem. The best time for the most

successful work is just after the dew is off, on a bright, sunshiny day. A

little l)akota wind also heljis the process; I)ut if a rain soon follows, the

iron salt is washed off and the work comes to naught.

Now if we keep close watch of the plants sjtrayed we can readily fol-

low the various stej'S of the destructive action of the salt. First, the

sulphate dries on the leaves, leaving minute, whitish flakes on the surface.

Next, we note after two or thre«' hours, particularly in the case of such

succulent jilants ;is nnistard, the appearance of many scattered, more or

less trauslucient, .sunken areas on the leaves. The leaves by this time ap-

pear to l»e somewhat wilted and the whole j)lant looks somewhat sick.

Two or three hours later, close examination reveals the next step of the

process, in the gradual blackening of the sunken areas. The microscope

shows this to be due to the blackening of the cell contents of the shrunken

cells. Further wilting and drying ui> of the leaves is .soon followed, in 24

hours or so, by their comi>lete death. In a few days to a week, most of

the mustard leaves have fallen off. or remain as dry, withered remnants

on the dead stems. Occasionally a leaf may make a weak revival; or a

plant heiv and there may make a futile effort at flowering and swd pro-

duction. But if the work is thoroughly done, but few weeds surviv(\ 1

have seen mustard so thick as to approximate^ loo pl.aiits to the sipiare

foot, all totally destr'>yed by effective spraying.

After following the above description of the various steps in the ap-

pearance of a sprayed leaf the interpretation of the physiological action

of the sulphate seems clear. First, the salt drying in minute flakes on

the surface of the leaf, undoubtedly acts as :i strong plasmol.vzing agent

to draw the water out of the evils with which it is in immediate contact.

Thus results the scattered, translucent, sunken areas, merely from itl.is-

molysis of those regions by the overlying salt. This plasmolysis is i)ar-

ticularly striking in the case of the ragweed, which resp(mds to the action

oi the sulphate even more quickly than does mustard or other wtH'ds in-
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vestigated. A sprayed solution of common salt apparently acts likewise,

first as a strongly plasmolyzing agent, but its action is even quicker than

that of the sulphate, plasmolysis resulting even in from 10 to 15 minutes

after the application of the spray. Wilting of the entire leaf soon follows,

due to general withdrawal of water, to be succeeded in a few hours by

the blackening of the protoplasm of the plasmolyzed cells. This blacken-

ing is quite probably due to the formation of sulphides by the union of

the absorbed iron sulpliate with the protoplasm. After the use of common

salt, on the otlier hand, the plasmolyzed spots turn reddish brown
;
possi-

bly chlorides of some sort, formed in tlie killed protoplasm, may t>e re-

sponsible for the color in this instance.

It seems clear, then, that the action of the salts in l<illing the weeds

in these experiments is due primarily to their osmotic properties rather

than to their toxic proi^erties ; although it may well be that chemical action

also may enter in after the first steps in tlie process and may contribute

toward the death of the plants.

One of the most interesting sides of the whole problem of spraying

for weed destruction is the fact that while mustard, ragweed and most

other common weeds are for the most part totally destroyed, the wheat,

oats, flax, etc., are themselves but little injured. This sounds almost un-

believable—much like a patent medicine advertisement, in fact. But it

is nevertheless true that the grain soon recovers from the effects of the

treatment; and further. Prof. Bolley's statement seems true, that the

sprayed field often yields as much as one-third more grain than the un-

sprayed.

A little examination of the sprayed field s^ion shows to what the

grasses and grains owe their peculiar protection from serious injury. It

is true that the tips of the young wheat leaves are blackened and killed;

but it will be remembered that, when the plants are only six inches to a

foot in height, the bases of most of the leaves are amply protected, en-

wrapped within the sheaths and lower leaves. Their freedom from injury

arises, therefore, in the main from the method of indeterminate growth

of grains and grasses. The waxy bloom which covers flax and many of

the grains must also contribute considerable protection against injury,

since the minute droplets of salt solution do not adhere readily to such a

surface.
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The Meyer Molecular Weight Calculation.

By Percy N. Evans.

Ill the N'irtor Meyer iiietlied of (leteniiiuiiij; molecular \vei;;hts (if

vaporizable substauces, as usually carrieil out, the material is converted

into vapor at the bottom of the inner tube, the hitter being kept at a con-

stant temperatuiie at least twenty degrees above the boiling point of the

substance by lieeping a suitable liiiuid in the outer jacket steadily boiling.

When the vaporizing occurs, a (luantity of air e<iual to the increase in vol-

ume is forced out from the u]ii)er part of the inner tube, through the lateral

capillary, and collected over water in a eudiometer. It is assumed that

this increase in total volume is the volume of tlie vajior; it would be more

correct. to deduct from this volume that of the original liipiid. but failure

to do so introduces an ermr of usually only one part in two hundred or

more, and this may be considered negligible in view of unavoidable ex-

perimental inaccuracies.

In passing from the heated tube to the eudiometer the temperature

of the air changes to that of the room, with a corresponding volume

change; it is assumed that the vapor would undergo the same change in

volume if reduced to the same temperature without condensation, since

all gases and vapors show a nearly identical behavior with changes in

temperature.

After passing into thw eudiometer the air is saturated with water

vapor. If the air in the inner tube at the beginning of the exi^eriment

is already saturated with moisture at room temperature no change in

the degree of moistiiess results, and liente no change in volume due to

this cause. It would therefore be incorrect in calculating the volume of

air under standard conditions to deduct from the observed Iiarometer read-

ing the tension of aqueous vapf)r.

If, on the other hand, the air in the apparatus hid hei-ii perfectly

dry its volume is increased by its becoming saturated with moisture, and-

this should be allowed for by deducting the tension of aqueous vapor from

the barometer reading.

If, lastly, the air in the apparatus at the beginning of the exiierinient
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is neither saturated at room temperature nor perfectly dry, the change

in the degree of moistness of the air on becoming saturated is what the

air originally lacked of being saturated. The api»ropriate correction to

introduce is that fraction of the tension of aqueous vapor for the room

temperature which it lacked of saturation. Suppose the apparatus was

originally HlU-d with the air of the room, and that it was forty per cent,

saturated at room temperature, sixty one-hundredths of the tension of

aijui'ous vai)or is the number to l)e subtracted from the observed barometer

reading; the corrected reading is B — —jj-r— w, in which B is the
luu

barometer reading. II is the hygrometer reading in iK'r cent., and w is

the tension of acpieous vapor for the room tcmjiei-ature.

Nearly all works accessible to the author give such directions for the

maniiinlation as involve the use of the air of tlie room in the inner tube,

yet give f<tr the calculation th<' con'ection I'.-w. Tlif error introduced in

this way would be greatest if tht» air were saturateil with moisture, and

would then amount at a r(M)m temperature of I'd deg. ('. to 17 in ajtproxi-

mately 7<iO. or 1 in almut t.">. and this condition is closely approaihcd in

(lami». warm weatlier. (Mnitting the correction altogether when the air

used is n«'arly dry giv«'s ;ui equal err<jr in the opposite direction, approxi-

mated in very cold weather.

.V (piite a])preciable error, then, may he avoided and th<' calculation

made more nearly correct theoretically liy using the corn'ction given above.

Of the works accessible to the author only II. Krdmann's Anorganische

("hemie discusses the correction, directing that if the ajijiaratus is tilled

with a dried gas the tension of aqueous vajior should be deducted; if with

ordinary air. no correc-tion should be made. All other works fail to con-

sid«'r the jioint. some deducting the tension, others not. without siK'cifying

the conditions.
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Relation of Fats to Moistuke Content of Butter.

By O. F. Hunziker.

IMrORTANCE OF MOISTFKE CONTENT OF BUTTER.

The two principal const! tnents of butter are tlie fats and the water.

The average sample of butter contains about 83.5 i)er cent fats and 13.5

per cent water: the remainder l>eing made up of salt, curd, ash, sugar

and acid.

The more water butter contains the lower is its per cent of fats, and

the more butter can, therefore, be made from a given amount of fats.

It did not take the alert butter maker, the creamery operator, the com-

mercial man very long to appreciate the financial significance of this fact.

In many instances the process of butter making was so modified as to

increase the per cent of moisture to the extent where as high as 130 to

150 pounds of butter were made from 1(K) pounds of fats, while under

normal conditions 10(t i)()unds of fats yield between IIG to 122 pounds of

butter. The result was that, up to a few years ago, the American mar-

kets were flooded with water-soaked butter.

Butter containing an excess of moisture is inferior in cpiallty; its

keeping quality is p(K>r and its food value is low. So. in order to save the

butter industi-y of the country from certain ruin and to protect the con-

sumer from buying his drinking water in the form of water-soaked butter,

a law was itassed by act of ("cngress in 1902 and revised in 1004. classify-

ing as adulterated butter all butter containing K! per cent or more of

water and placing a tine of lo cents per pound of butter and a special tax

of ^~M per mouth on the manufacturer of adulterated butter.

When this law was put in force by the Internal Revenue Department

it was found that, in certain localities and at certain seasons of the year

l)Utter makers experienced ditliculties in keeping the moisture content

below the legal maxinnun of K! per cent, and the question naturally arose

as to the practicalulity and justice of this standard and as to the ad-

visability of modifying it.
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EXPEKIMENTS CONCERNING THE FACTORS INELriT\CIX( J THE
MOrSTTRE CONTENT OF F.FTTER.

Aeciiratc^ data coiuerniiiiLC the moisture coiitfiit of butter were ineajier.

and it seemed obvious that this (luestioii could be satisfactorily settled

only by means of careful experiments. So, about two years ago, the I>airy

Department at I'urdue T'niversity started investigations concerning the

variations of the moisture content of butter and tlie causes of these

variations.

Analyses of l)utter of the I'urdue Creamery and of about 'AO creameries

in the State showed that in spring and early sunnuer there was a rapid

and decided increase' in the per cent of water in butter. Analyses of thi'

composition of the butter fats in the same butter showed a (U-cided in-

crease in the per cent of volatile and soft fats (fats of a low melting

IKtint) and a corresponding decreas*' in the per cent of hard fats in sjiring

and early sunniur.

These results suggested the ]iossibi]ity that the coni|iosition of tlu'

fats may. in a measure, control the pei' cent of ni(iistui"e incorporated in

butter. On thi' strength of this assuniiitioii the |iure bultei- fat was ex-

tracted from various lots of butter, and by means of riMclional crystalliza-

tion at different temiH'ratures the soft and the iiard fats were st^parated

from one another as completely as was possible witli this method. Tlw

two classes of fats. were then churned sejtarately and under identical con-

ditions as to the moisture iiresent and tempei'ature. The analyses of these

(burnings showed that the butter made from the soft fats contained about

"lO iH'r cent more water than the luitter made from tiie bard fats.

The uniformity of thi' results ol rei)eated experiments Justilied the

conclusion thai, other ((iiidilions being e(|ual. the relatinn of si>t'l to hard

fats controlled the moisture <(tntent of buiter.

EXPERIME.N'I'S CONCERNIN(; THE CAFSES OF VARLV'IMOXS IN

THE I'ER CENT OF VOEATIEE. SOFT ANH HARD F.\TS.

The results Just described naturally lead to the (|uestion. What are

t!ie causes underlying the variation in the jiroport inn ot soft and hard

fats?

It is an established fact that certain feeds, when fed in excess, have

a tendency to ]»roduce an excess of soft or bard fats in buiter. Thus,

for instance, cotton-seed meal, Itran. coi-n. overripe fodders, etc., tend to
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increase the per cent of liiird fats, while linseed meal, gluten feeds, succu-

lent pasture grasses, etc., are conducive to raising the per cent of soft fats.

It is by no means established, however, that the feed is the only nor even

the chief factor controlling the proportion 'of fats in milk. Thus at the

time when the soft fats increase in milk and butter produced in this sec-

tion of the country most of the cows are fresh, and it is quite possible

that the period of lactation exerts an important influence on the fats.

It was, therefore, deemed expedient to investigate in how far the period

of lactation does affect the fats in milk.

Three cows of the university herd were selected and fed during their

resi>ective periods of lactation on an uniform ration, evading such feeds

as would tend to materially influence the hard or soft fats. The milk

from each cow was separated, the cream ripened and churued separately,

and the butter analyzed for volatile, soft and hard fats.

The generally accepted classification of milk fats is as follows

:

^, ., J. r a. volatile or soluble fatty acids.
Glycendes of

| ^ insoluble fatty acids.

The glycerides of the insoluble fatty acids are subdivided into hard

and soft fats. The dairy literature, in dealing with the soft fats and

their relation to the melting point of butter, gives consideration to the

glycerides of the insoluble fatty acids alone. Inasmuch as the glycerides

of the volatile or soluble fatty acids have a very low melting point as

compared with that of insoluble fats, a comparatively slight change in

the per cent of the volatile fatty acids must greatly influence the hardness

or softness, as well as the melting point of butter. In determining the

variations of the soft fats in butter it Is necessary, therefore, to take into

consideration the soluble as well as the insoluble fats.

The f611owing charts show the results of analyses of butter made

from the milk of the three cows under experiment

:
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Table l.--C'o\va 1 .^^nd 2.

SHOWING THE EIIEfT OF THE PERIOD OF LACT.\TION ON THE MILK I.^TS.

TIME.
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These charts brhig out the following facts:

1. The Reichert-Meissl number and the per cent of soluble fatty acids

were highest at the beginning of the period of lactation ; slight irregu-

larities excepted, they decreased as the ix'riod of lactation advanced and

were lowest towai'ds the close of the period of lactation.

2. The insoluble fatty acids were lowest at the beginning, gradually

increasing during and were highest at the end of the iieriod of lactation.

3. The fact that the Reichert-4\Ieissl Number, the soluble and the

insoluble fatty acids bear a definite relation to one another shows clearly

that the per cent of soluble and insoluble acids is affected by the period

of lactation, and that the soluble acids decrease while the insoluble acids

increase as the period of lactation advances.

4. The results concerning the iodine number are irregular, and, con-

sidering the relatively small number of data, do not warrant the drawing

of definite conclusions as to the effect of the period of lactation on the

per cent of olein in butter.

5. The relation of the per cent of soluble fats and olein to the melt-

ing point emphasizes that the olein is not the only factor controlling the

melting point or softness of butter, but that the volatile or soluble fats

play a part in the determination of the softness of butter.
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The Use of the Polariscope in Testing High Tension

Insulators.

By C. Francis Harduv^g.

It has long been known that ^rinss interiially striuned, when phiced

ill a po]ari.scoi>e in the path of poljirized light iiroduc-es upon the screen

a chromatic eftect, and that the colors thus produced rotate across the

field as the analyzer of the polariscope is rotated. If, however, this

peculiarity of glass has ever been put to practical use along engineering

lines, such usage has not been coninion and its results have not been made

accessible.

Without going deeply into the theory of the action of polarized light

upon crystalline bodies or the similar phenomenon produced by the action

of polarized light upon the imaginary planes into which the molecules are

forced to arrange themselves within glass subjected to internal stresses.

the writer has found the above mentioned color rotation in glass which

is internally strained of the utmost value in testing glass insulators. Any

ordinary piece of glass which shows no color rotation in the polariscope,

when compressed in a vise or clamp and subjected again to the polarized

light test exhibits streaks of purple and brown radiating from the points

wlKn'e the pressui-e is applied. The greater the pressure the brighter and

more far-reaching the color effects seem to be. and when the analyzer is

turned each color field seems to rotate about the point of application of the

compressing force as a center. Similarly if a piece of ordinary glass

showing no such effect be heated to a molten state and allowed to cool

suddenly, the internal stresses due to irregular and une(pial cooling will

produce similar color rotation upon the screen.

With these facts at hand, several high tension glass insulators of

different makes designed fof a o3.tXiO volt transmission line were sub-

jected to the ix)lariz,ed light test. Thwse of the No. 1 type, manufacturt'd

by one company, showed no color rotation in any portion, while those of

type No. 2, designed and manufacturetl by another company for the same

service, show^ed very marked effects. Some of the latter showed results

more marked than others. In s<nne the principal peculiarity noticeable
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was the lack of uniform d.-ii-kciiiriK :iii(l liiclitinj,' of the entire field projected

uiwn the screen as tlic analyzer was turned: while in others, especially

ill those that were whole, bright streaks of violet. i)uriile and brown were

seen, and found to rotate as the analyzer was rotate«l. In some cases

these colored stre.iks were radial, and in still others they formed con-

centric rings about the knob of the insulator as a center. In order

to prove more cono-lnsively that these phenomena were caused by internal

stresses, which were in turn produced by jiooi- annealing, a portion of in-

sulator No. 1. which showed no initial color rotation, was poorly annealed,

and when tested again in the ludariscope the color rotation effect was

found to have been introduced. Conversely when a portion of insnlator

Xr>. 2 was jiroperly anne.Mled the color rot;ition initially jiresent was found

to have disappean-d.

The insulators which were lirst tested were those which had actually

broken while in service upon the line, the pai'ts of which were found on

the ground near the iK)les where they were formerly installed. When

later whoh» insulators of the same lot were tested it was found that in

the latter the strcs.ses were niucji more marked than in the broken parts.

This fact caused the writer to suspect that some of the internal stresses

in'oduced by poor annealing were relieved by the breaking of the insulator,

and to test this belief ;i whole insulator showing very marked color rota-

ti(m was broken and the various i>arts jilaced in the polariscope for in-

sjx'ction. It was found that in si)ite of the fact that the same p;irtion of

the insulator which showed the most nniriied stresses was used when

l)roken out. practically all the color rotation had been eliminated, although

the stresses were still present to a less degree in the remainder of ,the

insnliitor. In tui'u each (pn.lrant of the umbrella of the insulator was

broken out. and in ( :ich case the stresses were found to have been either

reduced to a minimum or entirely eliminated. A further proof of the poor

annealing was found in the fact that in insulators where the greatest

stresses were present the umbrella shivered to bits when broken; while

fro^n insulators showing lesser stresses a whole (juadrant could bi> broken

out in a single piece.

Although it is very probable that insulators which an; impro))erly

annealed fail in service because of sudden temperatuiv changes due to thi'

weather and leakage of current ftver their surface, it scH'med advisable 1<»

show, if i»ossible. what eCfect, if any, the internal stresses had upon the

mecli.anical strength of the insulator in oi'der to determine whether the
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possible unequal sti-ain from the Hue wire could be considered a cause

for breakajje. Oialy four whole Insulators were availalile for this test,

two of which had marked internal stresses, wliile in the other two the

stresses were almost negligible. The insulators were broken by placing

them upon an iron pin as in service and by exerting a strain upon them

in the direction of the line wire. One insulator which was poorly an-

nealed broke at 9G0 pounds, while the others failed at 1.8!X), 1,G75 and

2,220 pounds resi^ectively, the latter being one which was also poorly an-

nealed. While this test did not show very conclusively that the poorly

annealed insulators were weak mechanically, it is believed that if the

I»ull in the latter case, could have been in such a direction as to cause the

insulator to break along strained internal planes as was lu'obably the case

in the first test, the latter insulator as well would have l)een found to

have been weak mechanically. For conclusive evidence of this fact, how-

ever, a much larger number of tests should be available.

It will be seen from the foi-egoing. therefore, that a very practical

use has been made of the phenomenon which has so long been only an in-

teresting physical exi)eriment. With the aid of the polariscope it is not

only possible to determine some of the causes for th.e unsatisfactory service

given by certain glass insulators, but it is also possible to make preliminary

acceptance tests upon new insulators and to eliminate all of those which

show signs of improper annealing and which for this reason would be un-

desirable for installation where they must be subjected, not only to severe

electrical and mechanical strains, but also to vibration and sudden tem-

l>erature changes. Altliough porcelain is rapidl.v supplanting glass for

high tension insulators, it is expected that this method of test will be used

in the future to advantage and that it will prove of equal, if not greater

value, than it has in this particular instauee.

[11—21368]
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Some Contributions to t^he Chemistry of Mucoid.

By Clarence E. May.

lu Physiological Chemistry, one meets with a proteid that has been

receiving more or less attention for several years past. This proteid is

classed among the glyco-albumins and occnrs especially in ligaments and

tendons. Heretofore, the main problem connec'ted with the chemistry of

this substance or group of very closely related substances, as the case may

be, has been the (luantitative separation of the mucoid from mixtures of

albumin such as blood and egg albumin, and mucoid. The usual metliod

of separation has be<'n to boil the neutral solution of true albumin and

mucoid, thereby coagulating the blood or egg albumin and leaving tlite mu-

coid in the filtrate. By acidifying the filtrate, it yielded the mucoid as a

flocculent precipitate which could be filjpred and then \A'eighed.

The purpose of this work was to ascertain first, whether nnicoid was

completely precipitated by the addition of a slight excess of dilute acid

to the mucoid solution (the solvent being half-saturated lime water).

Secondly, we wished to find out whether albumins were precipitated from

a mixture of albumin and nuicoid, by acidifying the mixture in the cold.

Thirdly, we wished to ascertain whether mucoid coagulated by being boiled

in a neutral s<ilution in the presience of neutral salts. And lastly, we wished

to see whether the various precipitations of the nuicoid sample showed any

differences in nitrogen content; in other words we desired to examine the

homogeneity of the various acid precipitates.

The mucoid u.sed was from several beef tendons (Achilles). ;ind was

prepared by removing all water-soluble proteids by careful washing of the

tendons in tap water. The tendons were then cut into thin slices trans-

versly and again thoroughly washed with cnld water. The next treatment

was to allow the slices of tendon to extract with half-saturated lime water

for a day. Thi.s extract was filtered and made slightly acid with .2 per

cent, hydrochloric acid, using litnms paper as indicator. The solution,

with a casein-like precipitate was allowed to stand a short time when the

precipitate fiocked together and settled to the bottom of the container, leav-

ing a perfectly clear supernatant liquid.
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The flltei'ed residue was dissolved in half-saturated lime water, fil-

tered through silk and again precipitated with an excess of .2 i>er cent.

HCl. This precipitation and solution alternation was continued until the

eighth pi"ecipitation, when this precipitate was filtered by decantation

and the residue was tlioroughly dried by standing with absolute alcohol.

The powdery white precipitate was carefully filtered and pulverized, then

further dried at l<M>10i5° C. for several hours. The bottled sample so ob-

tained w^ls usetl in this set of exi>eriments.

In the study of the complete precipitability of tendon-niucold by means

of dilute HCl. a definite amount (2 grams) of the dried sample was

weighed and dissolved in a mortar with the least quantity of half-satu-

rated lime water necessary, about 300cc. The solution was then filtered

through silk and by means of a i)ii>ette, eipial portions of the filtrate were

i"emovi'd to respective beaker.s and were i)recipitated by varying amounts

of acid. This phase of the acid precipitation was subdivided into a study

of the effect of dilution of the nuicoid and the effect of the use of varying

amounts of acid. In each case duplicate duH/ks were carried along on the

amount of actual mucoid i)resent aj|d precipitai)le under tlie most favorable

(oiiditioiis. In (>\('i-y instance the nmcoid ]irecii)itate(I l)y tlu' acid was

filtered on weighed papers, dried at 1<>."»° (.'. for several liours and weighed

on the jiaper. The ])aiK'r and nuicoid were then ashed and the ash deductcnl

from till' original weight on the paper. The acid filtrates, usually about

2.'jOcc. in vol'.nne. ivere poured into aliout live liters of strong alcohol, al-

lowed to stand 24-:5(i hours and filtered on weighed papers. The precipi-

tates wi're washed with stronir .-ilcohol. dried and w<'ighed ; the precii»itates

and pajH'rs were burned resiieclively. and the ash, ranging from a few

tenths of a milligram to a iiundn-d milligrams, was deducted in order to

get a v.-ilue for ash-free mucoid material.

As results of an extendinl investigation of tlie deiMU'tnient of mucoid

in a half-saturated lime water solution, with .2 per cent. IKM, it was found

that not all the mucoid was j)recipitat<'d under the best conditions. There

was always 1(» to 20 jter cent, of the mucoid i)recii»itated by the strong

alcohol treatment and jiart. i)erhaj»s S to 10 per cent, of the original nuicoid,

was not pre<ipitatc(l by the acid nor aholiol tre.-itment. It was found that

the more concentrated the solution of nnicoid. the uion' comidet*' was the

l)recipitation. The weaker the final acidity of the solution was with .2

per cent. II<"1. the less complete the jirecipilation. The best results were

obtaint'd with ;i li;ilf saturatccl lime water solution sattu-at<'d with the
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mucoid sample (about a 2 ih*i- ceut. solution), the mixture clilutetl slightly

and made acid enough to turu fresh litmus paper red immediately. This

treatment yielded a solution that Hltered readily (an item of vast import-

ance with mucoid and other gelatinous solutions), that washed rapidly

and gave a filtrate yielding the minimum quantity of mucoid with strong

alcohol treatment. With the use of acetic acid instead of HCl, much

more acid was required to precipitate any mucoid at all, and with an

excess of acetic acid the results were very unsatisfactory, nuich more than

with even a little dilute HCl.

In testing the action of dilute acid on a mixture of albumin and mu-

coid, the details were as follows: A standard solution of mucoid was

made and equal amounts of the alkaline solution were placed in each of

several beakers. The actual amount of mucoid avlded to each beaker was

determined by duplicate checks. To the various beakers containing equal

amounts of mucoid diluted to the same volume, varying amounts of meat

extract were added. The meat extract was jnade in the laboratory by ex-

tracting fresh meat with cold water and filtering the proteid-bearing solu-

tion through silk. Duplicates were run on the meat extract and also on

each of the mixtures of meat extract and mucoid. For preeiptation, the

same acidity was maintained in leach beaker using .2 per cent. HCl as the

reagent.

By way of I'esults, altliough the meat extract alone yielded no pre-

cipitate in the cold, it was found that when mixed with mucoid, practically

all the mucoid and some of the albumin separated. With increased non-

mucoid proteid content, the weight of material precipitated by .2 i>er cent.

HCl likewise increased. In fact, all the precipitates from the meat ex-

tract-!7nicoid mixture weighed more than the amount of mucoid which the

solution was known to contain. All the precipitations were made in dupli-

cate and found to check closely with each other, and each set of duplicates

in the series varied ajiproximately the same. By knowing the position of

the set of duplicates in the series, one could closely approximate the ac-

tual weight before weighing. The experiments showed that the precipi-

tation of mucoid in the presence of albumins was inaccurate for the de-

termination of mucoid.

With the coagulation test for nuicoid, the general opinion is that mu-

coid does not coagulate on boiling a neutral solution in the presence of

salts. To test this, a solution of mucoid was prepared by rubbing up

about 10 grams mucoid in a mortar with about a liter of half-saturated
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liuie water. When complete solution was attained, the alkaline solution

was carefully neutralized with .2 per cent. HCl. The neutral point was

determined by litmus paper that was fresh and quite sensitive. No mu-

coid precipitated in the neutral solution, but it was strained through silk

for the sake of uniformity of conditions. Duplicate samples were taken to

determine the mucoid content before heating. The major portion of the

solution was gently boiled under a water condenser. Every half hour,

about 100 cc. of the solution was removed, allowed to cool rapidly without

any loss of water vapor, filtered and duplicate aliquot portions of the fil-

trate were used for acid precipitation of the mucoid content.

By way of results, it was noticed that continued boiling had a fatal

effect on the mucoid. At first the solution became turbid. At the end of

the first half hour's heating, there was a nice coagulum in the solution.

This increased gradually until about the fourth hour, when there was a

heavy coagulum throughout the solution. During the process of continued

heating, the solution remained neutral without the addition of any alkali

or acid. The longer the heating continued, the more rapidly the solution

filtered. The first few filtrates were very slightly turbid, but the tur-

bidity gradually decreased to water-clearness in the last few filtrates.

With regard to the filtrates, on ti'eatment with dilute acid it was

found that with the initial precipitations, less mucoid was recoverable

than was obtained from the unboiled mucoid solution. The amount of

mucoid precipitated gradually decreased as the experiment advanced and

finally filtrates were obtainefl from which no nuicoid could be precipitated

with an excess of dilute acid. This was (•<iiii(i(lent with the heavy coagu-

lum in the uiajor portion of the solution. This experiment seemed to show

conclusively that nnicoid did coagulate on heating in the itresence of neuti'al

salts. It was deemed useless to try to separate a coagulable albumin from

mucoid by this method.

The work done in this research was carried out. using a mucoid sample

that had been jmritied by solution in alkali and iire(i|iitation by acid, this

alternation for eight times. To test whether the eighth pi'ecipitate might

be different from the sixth or tenth precipitate, or any other precipitate in

the series, about 20 grains dry mucoid that had been i>recipitated probably

twice, were dissolved in several liters of halt-saturated lime water, strained

through silk and precipitated with a slight excess of .2 per cent. HCl. This

was filtered, dissolved and precipitated, the who)*- process l«Mng repeatcxl

fifteen times. Samples of the fifth, tenth and fifteenth jtrecipitate were re-
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moved, partly dried by standiiis in absolute alcohol, filtered and dried in

an oven at 105° C. Duplieate Kjeldahl nitrogen determinations vi-ere made

on each of the respective precipitates. Each of the six duplicates were

found to check (piite closely, thus indicating that there was nothing gained

by the continued solution and precipitation of the mucoid. Incidentally

it might be mentioned that there was mucoid lost at each precipitation by

incomplete precipitation. This was evident from the fact that by most

careful work, starting with 20 grams mucoid, it was only possible to wind

up with about 13 grams actual dry mucoid.

In conclusion, it may be stated that tendon mucoid coagulates, the

amount increasing with the duration of boiling, in the presence of neutral

salts; that mucoid is not completely precipitated by an excess of dilute

acid ; that in a mixture of albumin and mucoid, mo.st of the mucoid and

part of the albumin are precipitated by dilute hydrochloric acid in excess.

As for a I'emdy, nothing is offered as yet, but this work seems to show

that the older methods are inaccurate.

This work was carried on largely during the last year in the labora-

tories of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columl)ia University.

New York, where the author was associated with Dr. William J. Gies, and

under whose supeiwision the details v^nere worked out. Owing to the non-

possession of the actual notes at present, many valuable data must be left

out of this paper, but every statement made can be further demonstrated

by experimental data.
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The Estimation or Lead by the Titration of Lead Chro-

MATE.

By W. C. Brooks.

The tii-st f.\i)eriiueiit.s wt-re iiuule to test the accui-ucy of the method.

Weighed amounts of pure lead nitrate were dissolved in water and the lead

was piiecipitated by potassium diohromate in slight excess. The lead chro-

mate was filtered, was washed and was dissolved in hydrochloric acid.

The resulting chromic acid was determined by adding potassium iodide

and then by titrating the free iodine with sodium thiosulphate. The re-

sults of several titrations ai-e given below:

Pb(N03),
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An Evolution Method for the Deteemination of Sulfur
IN Sulfides and Sulfates.

By Frank C. Mathers.

The object of this reseai'ch was to devise a rapid method for the

estimation of sulfur in sulfates and sulfides, especially in the presence of

such elements as molybdenum, which interfere with the precipitation of

barium sulfate. The idea was to heat the material witli some metal which

would reduce all of the oxidized sulfur and then combine with it to form

a sulfide. The rest of the method would coincide with the ordinary volu-

metric evolution method for sulfur in iron and steel.

Powdered potassium sulfate, containing 18.39 per cent, of sulfur, was

used in these experiments. In each exi^eriment, 0.2 gm. of the potassium

sulfate was thoroughly mixed with the reducing metal and was placed in

a crucible which was heated. Experiments witli zinc dust as a reducing

agent showed that it was impossible to reduce all of the sulfate at low tem-

peratures and that at higher temperatures some sulfur was lost by volatili-

zation along with the zinc.

Gms. of Zn Per cent, of S Per cent, of S in

Used. Temperature. Evolved. the Residue.

3.0 Bunsen burner, 6 minutes. 17.05 0.64

8.0 Blast, 6 minutes. 17.20 0.11

The use of a mixture of zinc and aluminum gave still poorer results.

The addition of bases such as calcium oxide, calcium carbonate, sodium

carbonate, or magnesium oxide were without beneficial effects. The use

of some charcoal did not help.

Magnesium turnings gave the best results. To protect the porcelain

crucibles, they were partly filled with 1.5 gms. of magnesium oxide and a

cavity was made in this with the end of a test tube. The charge was placed

in this cavity and was covered with 0..5 gm. of magnesium oxide. The por-

celain crucibles, with well fitting lids, were heated for 5 minutes with a
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Bunsen flame. A mmilu'r of s^md results were olitainefl. Small amounts of

sulfur remain in the residue in the levolution flask. The amount is appar-

ently not constant and varies from O.o to 0.5 per cent.

These preliminary experiments have so far been just successful enough

to encourage hope and call forth more work.
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The Destruction of Platinum Crucibles Through the

Ignition of Magnesium Ammonium Phosphate,

By Robert E. Lyons.

Platinum is not oxidized in tlie air at any temiK'raturi", nor attaolved

l\V finy single acid, yet there are many substances that attack and combine

with it at comparatively low temperatures.

It sometimes happens that a jvlatinum criicib](^ is cracked or is fused

through during the burning of the filter pai)t'r containing magnesium am-

monium phosphate, or during the tinal ignition reipiired to convert mag-

nesium ammonium phosphate into magnesium pyrophosphate. This has

again and again been a source of annoyance and expeu.se to the phosphate

analyst. The break down of the crucible is not due to invisible mechanical

defects in the crucible, nor to the quality of the platinum or platinum al-

loy used in its construction. The cause of these occasional accidents is to

be found in the reduction of the phosphate through incorrect procedure in

burning or igniting the paper in connection with the precipitate, or, indi-

rectly and less frequently, by failure to observe the well-established condi-

tions for properly precipitating and washing magnesium anununium phos-

phate.

The direction for the treatment of the magnesium anunonium phos-

phate residue giveu in the texts and handbooks, at the disposal of the

writer, is by no means sufficient to enable the inexperienced operator to

safely use a platinum vessel in this operation. The notes on the use and

care of platinum ware, published by Baker & Co., Heraeus and other

platinum smiths, do not suggest the possibility of a mishap from the igni-

tion of magnesium ammonium phosphate in a i)latinum crucible. The notes

furnished by the Baker Co. have long contained the statement: "Organic

matter containing phosphorous should not be ignited in platinum dishes,

as it affects the platinum seriously." This "serious affect" is the same as

that noticed occasionally in connection with the ignition of magnesium

ammonium phosphate in platinum crucibles, and is caused by the combina-

tion of reduced phosphorous with the platinum, forming platinum phosphide.
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The reduced i»li(isplior(ius unites with itlatinuin even ;it :i dnll red heat

(600° C).

The external apjiearanccs of a criK ilde which has suffered siuii an

attack are cliaracteristic Craclvs of varying lengtli appear, usually in the

bottooi, but sometimes in the sides; the fractured surfaces are distinctly

crystalline; the edges of the fractures are usually raised and puffed and

at times present unniistalcable signs of fusion.

Keduced phosphorous, the immediate cause of the destruction of the

crucible, may be accounted for by inquiry into the nature, tlie origin and

the conditions governing the dejiortment of reducing agents which coukl

act upon magnesium ammonium piiosidiale during tlie processes of incin-

eration and ignition.

The reduction of the phosjihate may be (hie to any or all of the fol-

lowing :

1. rarbon from the imiierfedly ashed filter i>ai>cr.

2. Auniioiiia lib'i'ated by beat from uiagnesium ammonium jilios-

pliate. or from sodium ammonium ]ihos]iiiate. or ammonium jdiosphate,

which may be present in abnormal amount in the magnesium precipitate.

;;. Hydrogen from the dissociatiiiu of ammonia at the high tempera-

tui'i', and also from the incomplete combustion zone of the gas llamc l)y

diffusion Ihroiigh the ])latiinun crucible.;;:

The i'e(hiction of magnesium pyro]ihospbate by carbon begins at i)50°

Cent, and becomes violent at l.loo to ],2(M»" Cent. J The reduction by

liydrogcn begins somewhat below 90<J° Oent.'l Dry annnonia gas passed

over magnesium pyi'oj)hosphate heated to U'>()° Cent, yields pliosi)hine and

I'ed phosjihorous.J The destruition of the ;ilatinum vessel is most rapid

when the residue contains free ammonium ]ihosi)h;ite, which ui^on fusion

yields most of its ammonia and meta-i)hosphoi'ic acid. Ammonium ])hos-

jdiate healed in a co\-ei'<'d jilalinum crucible to 7<t()-S0<»° Cent, causes com-

plete destruction of the vessel. Holes a]tpear in the bottom and sid(>s, and

the lid may fu.se. The cpiantity of annnonia from the magnesium am-

nutniiun ]ih(isphate. which has l»e<'n pi'opei'ly prcjiared, will jirove (h'struc-

tive only under e.s]in'cially luifavorable conditions, e. g. \-ery r.ipid heating

of the ])hosphate to a high temperature.

Strict ol>.servance of the following sinnniari/.ed suggestions will insure

tlH' safetj' of the jilalinum crucible in the ignition of magnesium annnonium

phosphate

:

Zeitsch. f. augew. Ch.
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1. Pi"ecipitate the lutignesium with sodium liydrogen phosphate, or

with ammonium sodium hydrogen phosphate, rather tlian with ammonium

phosphate.

2. Do not neglect to wash the precipitate with water containing oue-

fourtli its volume of cone, ammonium hydroxide until the washings show

but a faint turbidity with silver nitrate acidihed with nitric acid. If

ammonium phosphate is present thorough washing is pai"ticularly im-

portant.

3. Remove the main portion of the residue from the pai)er before in

cinerating. or burn the paper with a small residue, in the crucible, over a

very small Bunsen flame. This may be quickly accomplished in a draught

produced by tilting the lid of the crucible. Do not ignite strongly nor heat

to the fusing j^int of the phosphate until the materkil in the crucible is

white (carbon free). If the ashing of the paper has been imperfect, allow

the crucible to coal, moisten the residue with a few drops of cone, nitric

acid, cover the crucible with the lid, carefully evaporate the acid and heat

again in the Bunsen flame. The process must be repeated until the residue

becomes white.

4. To the residue in the crucible add the main portion of the pre-

cipitate and heat in the Bunsen flame gently at first, or until the greater

part of the ammonia has been expelled, then heat strongly in the blast

flame until the material «-eases to decrease in weight.
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A Probable Origin of the Numerous DepressioIns in the
Mesa South of the Arroyo Formed by the Outlet

OF TijERAS Canyon in the Sandias Near
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

By Albert B. Reagan.

The occurrence of luuuerons slight depressions, thickly distributed

over the mesa south of Tijeras arroyo on the east side of the Rio Grande,

south of Albuquerque. New Mexico, is very noticeable. These were ob-

served to be rarely more than five yards across and commonly from eighteen

inches to two feet in depth and are provided with a raised border. They

resemble buffalo wallows very niucli ; l)ut are too abundant and their dis-

tribution is too general. The stratum in which they are indented is a very

loose, unlithified formation, superimix)Sieil upon the Albuquerque Marl,* a

calcareous deposit some six feet in thickness.

The depressions extend in depth to this marl stratum and seem to hold

water.

These depressions seem to be the "blowouts" of mud upheavels. They

seem to have been formed at the time the Albuquerque marl was in a semi-

fluid state. The loose unlithified stratum that is superimposed upon the

marl was washed down from the Sandias onto the area faster than the

marl could harden or "ereep" from its advance over tlie bottom of the

then Albuquerque lake which occupied the Rio Grande embayment at that

point. As a result of the pressure caused by the superincumbent weight,

mud lumps formed in size proportionate to the pressure, like those now

forming in the Mississippi Delta.** And like those of the Southeast Pass

of tliat delta, they collapsed on reaching the mature stage, leaving a small

pit surrounded by a raised ring. Thus the mud lump, "blowout" theory

seems to explain the origin of the depressions.

*C. L. Herrick. The Geology of the Environs of Albuquerque, New Mexico. Amer-
ican Geologist. Vol. XXII, pp. 29-33.

**E. W. Hilgard. The Exceptional Nature and Genesis of the Mississippi Delta.

Science, Vol. xxiv, pp. 861-866.

[12—21363]
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The Headwaters of the Tippecat^toe River.

By J. T. ScovEix.

The Wabash is the great river of Indiana. It rises in Ohio, flows

westerly across Indiana, then sontherly along the western bonndary of the

State into the Ohio River. The Tippecanoe River is the chief tributary of

the Wabash from the north.

The Tipp«'cfin(i(> has its sources in two groups of lakes situated in the

southwei*tern part of Noble County and in the northern ])art of Whitley

County, Indiana.

Crane Lake and Crooked I>ake, through short outlets, flow into Big or

Tipiiecanoe Lake. Goose Lake, New Lake and Old Lake flow into Loon

Lake. The outlet of Tipijocanoe Lake flows westerly and northerly about

two miles, where it joins the outlet of Loon Lake, forming Tippecanoe

River. This stream flows northwesterly about Ave miles into Smalley

Lake, and thence westerly IY2 miles into Baughner Lake, thence south of

west through marslies and ponds IV2 niiles into a mill-p(md, called "the

Dam;" thence northwesterly through Kaiser Lake, the Backwater and

the Channel about 'iVj miles into Boydstone Lake, in the eastern part of

Kosciusko County; thenc*' westerly about two miles into Tippecanoe Lake,

of Kosciusko County.

Through the greater part of this distance there is quite a distinct

valley* It varies greatly in width and in the bight and steepness of its

bluffs. This valley, these lakes and ])onds, the marshes and connecting

streams are in or on a mass of glacial materials that was probably de-

ixjsited from the Erie Lobe of the continental ice sheet. These materials

help to form what Frank Leverett calls the Mississinewa Moraine. This

moraine extends from White County northwestesly to Steuben County. It

covers Noble County and large parts of Steuben, Lagrange. Dekalb, Whit-

ley, Kosciusko. Fulton, Wabash, Miami, Cass and White counties. It in-

cludes the northern ])ortion of Dr. C. R. Drj-er's Mississinewa—Eel Mo-

raine.

Dr. Dryer says "it is an irregular, variously undulating pile of clay,

sand, grav<4 and boulders, with a total thickness of from 200 to 485 feet.
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Its topography defies verbal description, but may be included under a few-

general tyr>es. The greater part of the area may be designated as ennnpled.

The ridges have no particular direction, their tops are broad and slopes

gentle, yet there is very little level ground. This tyi)e passes by insensible

gradations into the corntfjated, in which the ridges are steeper, sharper

and arranged in somewhat parallel lines. Similar features much exag-

gerated produce what may be called ;iou(ied or chasmed regions. The sur-

face is entirely occupied by deep, irregular, elongated valleys with narrow,

sharp, winding ridges betwi'en, all in indescribable confusion, and every-

where ponds and swamps, marshes and lakes." The greater part of the

lakes of Indiana are in this moraine. The Pigeon, Fawn, and Elkhart

rivers drain a large section of this moraine into the St. .Toseph of Lake

Michigan. Cedar Creek drains a small portion into the St. .Joseph of Lake

Erie; while the Eel an*l Tippecanoe rivers drain the balance into the

Wabash.

CRANE LAKE.

Crane Lake, 30 to 35 acres in extent, lies mainly in the N. E. V4 of

Section 33, Town 33 north,' Range 9 east, Noble County. Ind. It is nearly

a half mile long from N. E. to S. W. and about 40 rods wide. It is sur-

rounded by marsh and swamp on all sides. Its chief tributary is a little

stream about a mile long from the northeast, which drains the W. % of

Section 27. Its outlet is by a ditch across a swamp westerly about 14 of a

mile into Big Lake. The banks and surrounding regions are not more

than ten feet above the water of the lake and before ditching they were

probably not more than four feet above the water. Tlie bottom is of soft

mud and the slopes of the bed are rather abrupt, except in the southwest.

Soundings at Intervals of about 100 feet, commencing on the northeast,

were as follows: .50 feet out, 15 feet deep; 150 feet out, 19 feet; then

1&, 20, 24, 20, 32, 32, 30, 23, 26, 20, 19, 19, 19, 18, 17, 15, 10, 10, 10.

10, 10 feet, and 1 foot in the outlet ditch.

CKOOKHI) LAKE.

The eastern extremity of Crooked Lake is in the southeast corner of

the N. E. ^ Section 3, T. 32 N.. Whitley County, Ind. It extends north-

westerly about 11/2 miles into the S. E. 14 Section 33, Noble County, and

has an area of about 300 acres. A ridge about V^ mile wide and 18 feet

high divides the east end of Crooked Lake from Cedar Lake which drains

into Eel River. About the northern part of the lake there is considerable
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low, swampy land, and the country back of the swamp rises scarcely ten

feet above the lake. Farther south clay hills rise abruptly to an

elevation of 2;") or 30 feet on both sides of the lake. The road run-

ning N. and S. east of the lake crosses five massive clay ridges

trending east and west within a mile, each rising 30 feet or more

above the lakes. There are three small islands and considerable shal-

low water in the southwestern part of the lake and the northe«"n

pait is rather shallow, but fully one-half the area is covered with deep

water. The area drained into the lake is very narrow. I saw only one

inlet and that was short and small. Soundings, at intervals of about 80

feet, commencing on the east and following the axis of the lake, were as

follows: 24, 30, 30, 30, 30, 36, 42, 36, 36, 30, 24, 21, 18, 9, 6, 4, 4, 6, 6,

18, 21, 27, 33, 39, 45, 45. 45, 45, 39. 42, fK), 75, 81, 81, 84, 87, 90, 95, 96.

102, 102, 102, 105, 106, 106, 105, 105, 100, 105, 105, 105, 105, 96, 93, 93,

96, 99, 93, 81, 81, 81, 96, 99, 100, 99, 96, 99, 84, 75, 54, 42, 21, 27, 80,

42, 45, 45, 48, 45, 42, 36, 30, 27, 27, 27. 30, 30, 27, 27, 21. 15, 12, 12. 12.

and 4 feet among the lily pads near shore.
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Going east on the county line, at intervals of 100 feet, I found water

66, 96, 96, and 66 feet deep.

The lake is well stocked with fish—bass. l)luei;ills, perch, grass-pike,

and others. Under much of the shallow water there is an abundance of

workable marl.

TIPPECANOE LAKE, OR BIG LAKE, NOBLE COUNTY.

This lake occupies parts of sections 28, 29, 32 and 33, Town. 33 N.,

Range 9 east. It formerly had an area of about 400 acres, but a ditch has

lowered the water about 7 feet and reducetl the area to about 300 acres.

Before ditching, fully one-half the area was less than 10 feet dt^p.

There is still considerable shallow water in the southeast and southwest

portions of the lake, but much the greater part of the area is deep water.

The bluffs are low, not moi'e than 10 to If) feet above the. water. The

ditching caused the destruction of a great mass of vegetation, and so

changed the environment of another great body of plant life that it will

be many years before the vegetation can adjust itself to tlie changed con-

ditions and reach a stable equilibrium. At its present level the lake can-

not support as much vegetation as formerly. The lake is famous for the

quantities of fish found in its waters, but they are not as i>lentiful as

formerly. On the southwest we found water 30, 35, 46, 47, and 36 feet

deep, and going nortliwcsterly along the axis of the lake at iiit<'rvals of

about 200 feet we found water ."0, (i,j, 72, 65. ~>0 and liH fet^t deep. Deeper

water was claimed, but we could not find it. Tliere is considerable marl

in the lake bed. l)nt i( is not a workable deposit.

GOOSE LAKE.

This lake is in the southwest Vi. section 12. Town 32 N., Range 8 E.,

Troy Township. Whitley County. It lias an area of about ir»0 acres. It

is surrounded by considerable sw.uii]) and low land, in whicli are several

small ponds. Back of these are several moraini<- hills rising from 30 to

50 feet abo^•e the surface of the lake. The slopes of the lake bed are rather

steep and the water is in general quite deep. The lake has been lowered

about 6 feet by a ditch. This drained adjacent swami)s but lessened the

area of the lake by only a few acres. Fishing is said to be fairly good.

Commencing on the south and going northerly and westerly at intervals

of about 100 feet we found the depth as follows: 100 feet out. 17, 20.

29, 30, JU, 34, 34, 37, 37, 41, 50, 54, 57, 62, 63, 62, and 61 feet; westerly,
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53, 37, 37, 30, 31, 35, 38, 37, 3G, 42, 50, 45, 37, 28 and 14 feet about 75 feet

to shore. In the western part of the lake south of the line of soundings

just given we found water 45, 57, 62, 54, 35, and 25 feet to south shore.

The outlet ditch nuis northerly from the northwest i)art of the lake, into

Dollar Lake, thence into New Lake.

NEW LAKE.

New Liike, having an area of about (JO acres, is situated near the center

section 1, Troy Township, about IM; miles north of Goose Lake. It is sur-

rounded by low, gently sloping hills, and is bordered on the east by broad

areas of Scirpits mitericana and Scirpus lacustri.s. Oommencing at the

southeast and going northerly at intervals of about 100 feet, we found

soundings as follows: 15, 12, 20, 39, 30, 29, 30, 31, 38, 43, 38, 34, 20,

23, 21, 22, 23, 20, 3(5, 37, 34, 31, 21. and 6 feet amimg the lily pads near

shore. The outlet is by a ditch northeasterly about half a mile into Loon

Lake.

OLD LAKE.

Old Lake, about the .same size as New Lake, is situated about a half

mile north of New Lake in the S. W. Y^, Sec. 36, Town. 33 north, Range 8

east, Etna Township, Whitley County. The shores are low and swampy

or marshy. Considerable areas of swamp land to the west drain into Old

Lake. The outlet is easterly a half mile or so into Loon Lake. Soundings

at intervals of about 100 feet, going easterly, as follows : 25 feet out, 12,

30, 31, 31, 31, 27, 27, 32, 40, 42, 45, 45, 45, 43, 37, 34, 30, 28, 25, 21, and

15 feet 100 feet to shoi-e.

LOON LAKE.

Loon Lake- lies mainly in the east half of Sec. 36, Etna Township,

Whitley County, and in the west half of Sec. 31, Noble Township, Noble

County. It has an area of about 240 acres. A drainage ditch lowered the

level of the lake about 7 feet, greatly lessening the area, and reducing the

proportion of shallow water. Lowering the lake uncovered large areas of

muck, mai'l and sand. Some of the muck is well covered with vegetation,

but the sand and marl are still quite barren after six years of exposure.

There is considerable marsh land and swamp in the west, but on the south,

east and north there are low bluffs rising 10 to 15 feet above the lake.

To the northwest of the lake there are some hills that rise fifty feet above

the lake. Commencing at the south and working northerly along the axis

of the lake at intervals of about 136 feet we found depths as follows

:
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136 feet out, 18, 42, 39, 24, 39, 48, 57, 6(3, GO, 81, 75, G3, 51, 36, 33, 54,

36, 30, 21, 18, 21, 33, 36, 39, 36, 36, 33. 24, 27, 39, 42, 48, 48, 36, 27, 27,

33, 33, 18, and 2 feet among the lily pads. Going north from island about

40 rods east of the above line ^'e found, 150 feet out, 15 feet, and at in-

tervals of 136 feet, 36, 48, 54. 54. 33, 57, 63. 60, 60, 57, 39, 27, 24, 27,

33, 36, 51, 54, 45, 33, 33, and 18 feet 136 feet to shore. Going westerly

from the island, at intervals of about 136 feet, as follows: 21, 24, 27,

39, and 57 feet, near station 7 on first line, 60, 93, 93, 93, 93, 81, and 48

feet, the water shoaling rapidly to the west.

The soundings show a large area of deep water and a very uneven bed.

Fishing is fairly good but not as good as before the lake was drained.

The outlet flows from near the north end of the lake easterly a few

rods, then nortli a iialf mile or so. where it joins the outlet of Tipi)ecanoe

Lake, forming Tippecanoe River, wliieh flows westerly into Snialley Lake,

draining on the way considerable areas of marsh and swamp.

DOLLAR LAKE.

This lake, having an area of 12 to 15 acres, is situated near the center

of Sec. 25, a little northwest of Loon Lake. Hills rise abruptly from the

shore of this lake to an elevation of about 50 feet. .V narrow zone of

marsh surrounds the lake. The slopes of the lake bed are steep. The
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soundings were 20, 30. 37, 44, and 51 feet. The water was reported much

deeper, but we found only HI feet. The outlet is northerly into the river

in the S. E 14 Sec. 24.

SMALLEY LAKE.

Smalley Lake, having an area of about 80 acres, lies mainly m the S.

E. 14 Sec. 15, extending a little way into the N. E. 14 Sec. 22, Washington

Township, Noble County. There is considerable low land on the south and

east, with low bluffs 12 to 20 feet on the west and northwest. A little

stream drains three small ponds and some marsh land into the northern

part of the lake and two ponds with some low land on the east are drained

into the lake or the river just south of the lake. Commencing at the inlet

and going northwesteiiy we found at intervals of about 100 feet water as

follows: In mouth of inlet, 1 foot; 100 feet out, 8. 1«^ 28, 35, 37, 37,

38, 38. 39, 39, 39, 40, 40, 39. 39, 38, 38, 38. 39, 40, 42, 38, 32, 21, 25, 25,

30, and 12 feet; 3 feet near the head of the outlet, water in the outlet

about 8 inches deep and 10 feet wide. From Smalley Lake near the center

of Sec. 15 the river flows westerly about IMi miles into Baughner Lake,

draining on the way a wide tract of low swamp land and Gallup's pond

or lake, having an area of about three acres, near the center of Sec. 16.

It is reported to be shallow.

BAUGHNER LAKE.

This lake is located just west of the center of Sec. 10 and has an area

of about 30 acres. We did not 'make any soundings in this lake. It is

reported as rather shallow, not more than 20 to 25 feet. Baughner Lake

receives considerable water from the southeast through Johnson Lake

and its tributaries.

BROWN LAKE.

Brown Lake is in the center of section 20, Town. 33 N., Range 8 E.

It has an area of about 30 acres. It is somewhat elliptical in form, being

longer from southeast to northwest. Commencing on the southeast, at

intervals of about 100 feet, we found water as follows: 100 feet out, 21,

29, 39, 47, 48, 44, 46, 46, 46, 42, 37, 31, 29, 26, and 21 feet, and 6 feet in the

lily pads about 20 feet from shore. There is some swamp land to the

southeast and considerable marsh land on the north, but the zone of wet

land is narrow on the south. The slopes are gentle on all sides, the high-

lands rising to 20 to 30 feet above the lake. The slopes of the lake bed

seemed to be abrupt on all sides. The lake is drained northwesterly by
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a ditch into McDonald Lake or pond, In the western central part of Sec.

22, thence northwesterly into Johnson Lake, on the north line of See. 2L

which has an area of about 10 acres. Water i.s reported deep, 30 to 3")

feet. Baker Lake or pond, a little northwest of the center of Sec. 21,

drains into Johnson Lake. The outlet of this lake flows northwesterly

through a pond and surrounding marsh into Baughner Lake. The outlet

of Brown Lake drains a wide area of land, but there is considerable wet

land along this valley that the present ditch does not drain. Two other

ponds in Sec. IG are drained into Baughner Lake. From this lake the

river runs a little south of west about 1^2 miles into "the Dam," a pond

on the line between sections 18 and 19, so that it is in the S. E. i/i Sec.

18 and N. E. ^4 Sec. 19. It has an area of about 15 acres and was formed

by a dam about 10 feet high. It is shallow and abounds with vegetation.

From "the Dam" the river flows westerly ;ind northwesterly through Keiser

Lake, small and shallow, into the Backwater, a shallow body of water

occupying a large part of the south half of Sec. 13, Town. 33 N.. Range

7 W., Ko.sciusko County ; thence nortliwesterly through "the channel"

into Boydstone or Webster Lake, in sections 1(». 11. 12. 11 .iiul l."i, Tii)]K'-

canoc Townsliii>, Kosciusko County, lud.
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Caves and Cave Formations of the Mitchell Limestone.

By F. C. Greene.

THE MITCHELL LIMESTONE.

The Mitchell liuiestone, otherwise Icuowii as the St. Louis, barren, or

cavernous limestone, is a bluish or grayish, hard, comyact, even-grained

stone, generally having a conchoidal fracture. It is so compact as to make

it rather impervious. Intercalated layers of blue-gray shale are frequent.

Large concretions or chert are characteristic of certain horizons. When

the stone weathers, these masses of chert do not dissolve, but brealv into

more or less angular fragments which strew the ground over the Mitchell

area. In Indiana the formation is also characterized by the common

presence of a genus of corals known as Lithastrotion or Lonsdaleia. In

some places, such as western Monroe or southern Crawford County, there

is a typical white oolite found near the top of the formation.

Analysis shows the Mitchell to be a very pure calcium carbonate, and

at Mitchell, Lawrence County, from which place the formation received

its name, it is extensively quarried for making lime and cement.

It is found in Harrison, Floyd, Crawford. AVashington, Orange, Mar-

tin, Lawrence, Monroe, Greene, Owen, Morgan, Putnam, Parke, and Mont-

gomery counties.* It extends south into Kentucky and west into Illinois,

whei-e it exhibits similar characteristics.

In the southern part of the State it reaches a thickness of 350 to 400

feet ; in the central part of its area, that is, in Lawrence and Monroe coun-

ties, the thickness is from 150 to 250 feet, and from here gradually thins

toward the north.**

The greater part of the Mitchell lies in the non-glaciated portion of the

State, thus exposing an erosion topography unaffected by other agencies.

Several factors enter into the cause of its present toix>graphic aspect.

During Cretaceous time the area in which the Mitchell is located was

eroded to base level, forming part of the great Cretaceous peneplain.

After this event had occurred, a period of elevation began so that erosion

Hopkins, T. C, 28th An. Rept. Ind. Dept. Geol., p. 57.

**0p. cit., p. 58.
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again commenced to cut down the surface, and probably during the Ter-

tiary period, it again reached partial peneplanation with a few monad-

nocks here and there standing above the general surface. It is this Ter-

tiary peneplain which gives the country its level appearance when viewed

from a distance. Since this second peneplanation. the country has probably

been relatively elevated to the present time. The western edge of the

Mitchell aiva is overlain by the Huron formation, which, by reason of its

hard and soft strata, has taken on a very rugged aspect. To the east of

this belt level lies the central or slightly rolling area of the Tertiary pene-

plain, while to the east of this, the eastern edge again becomes rolling,

owing to the underlying Salem and Ilai'rodsburg limestones.

The Mitchell has a dip to the soutliwest which jirobaljly averages 20

to 30 feet to the mile. This affects surface streams, though these are very

few, owing to tiie extensive undox'ground drainage.

The general relief of the surface of the Mitchell area becomes greater

toward the Ohio Kiver. This is probablj' due to at least three causes,

namely, the dip to the southwest, the increasing thickness of the forma-

tion, and the fact that the Ohio River is the lai'gest stream draining the

area and has cut down to the lowest level of any stream in tlic .iica under

consideration. In the vicinity of Wyandotte Cave the gi'ucral level of the

upland is about 300 feet above the level of P.lue lliver.

The Mitchell limestone has long been known as the "Cavernous lime-

stone." IJotli the Wyandotte Cave of Indiana and the Mammoth Cave of

Kentucky occur in its strata. In thi-ee counties in the vicinity of Mam-

moth Cave, over five hundred caves are known to exist. Tliese facts lead

us to investigate the general adaptil)ility of this limestone to cave forma-

tion.

The reasons of this adaptibility :u'e numerous. Besides the bedding

planes, two sets of vertical .ioint-i»lanes exist, one set having a genei'al

east and west direction and the other a north and south direction. Ver-

tical joint-planes are probably more mimerous in this, than ajiy other of

the Missi.ssippian limestones. Owing to the fact that the Mitchell is rather

impervious and often of a lithographic nature, the down flowing water is

forced to follow the joint and bedding planes. The underlying Salem lime-

stone contains joint-planes but is ])orous enough to become thoroughly

saturated instead of confining the water to joint-iilanes.

The Mitchell limestone has a great tliickiiess of rocks of nearly uniform

t<'xture. It is composed of nearly pure calcium carbonate, wliicli renders
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it soluble to meteoric water. Many of these facts are brought out by Cum-

ings iu his paper, "On the Weathering of the Subcarboniferous Limestones

of Southern Indiana," in the Proceedings of this society for 1905, pages

85-100. The great central area is practically level, owing to Tertiary

Ijeneplanation, thus lessening the amount of run-off. The western part of

the area is overlain by the Hurrm formation, composed largely of porous

sandstone which absorbs precipitation and passes, a part of it, at least,

downward into the underlying Mitchell. The area as a whole is wooded,

which also tends to hold meteoric water rather than to give it up to such

surface drainage as exists. The area in Indiana lies in a section of coun-

try which is one of relatively great humidity.

The individual layers of the formation are comparatively thin and are

generally separated by thin layers of impervious shale. This factor tends

to weaken the layers when a cave is formed beneath them and allows them

to collapse, thus giving the stream the opportunity of enlarging the cave

in a mechanical way by removing the debris.

FORMATION OF CAVES.

Limestone (CaCOj) is only slowly and difficultly soluble in pure water,

but when water descends through the atmosphere as in rain and snow, a

certain i>er cent, of CO:, is dissolved, forming H^COa. This is enabled to

dissolve calcium carbonate, forming calcium bicarbonate thus : H2CO3+

CaC03=CaH, (COa).. The latter product remains in solution until evapo-

ration takes place. It is owing to this fact that stalactites and stalagmites

are formed in caves.

Now when rain-water falls on an area such as that underlain by the

Mitchell limestone where the conditions favor a minimum amount of run-

ofl^ and evaporation, and where the greater amount of precipitation soaks

into the soil, it will tend to collect and flow downward through the most

available passages. Such passages are furnished by the above-mentioned

joint-planes. Where two of these joint-planes cross at right angles, the

passage will be freest and it is probably at such points that most of the

ground-water passes downward. This downward flow of water may be

arrested by several cau.ses, four of which are most impox-tant. The joints

become tighter as they descend into the earth ; the level of ground-water,

where the flow in the joints is retarded, may be reached; an unusually

impervious layer of limestone or shale may be present ; or what is prob-

ably most important, a level corresponding to that of the local base level
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of erosion may be reached and divert the downward moving water. Any

or all of these causes may cliange the downward flow of water into lateral

flow, although in time they may cease to have this function, owing to

chemical or mechanical erosion.

Locally other factors may enter into the sto])page of the downward

flow. These may be greater hardness or imi)urities of the limestone, etc.

The horizontal flow will naturally follow the line of least resistance,

which will be along the line of one of the joint-planes. Thus young caves

and many which are older, follow appro.ximately straight north and south,

and east and west lines and have right-angled turns. TJie direction of the

cave stream will be determined by local conditions, such as hardness, dip,

solubility and nearness to surface streams.

At fir.st the erosion will be l)y solution, but in time the cave stream

will come to be governed by much the same laws as surface streams and

cori'osion will do its share in enlarging the cave. The original downward

ojuMiing will become larger and surface material with its hard, angular

pieces of chert, and soil will be washed into the opening, and sinkholes

such as are characteristic of the .Mitchell area, will be formed. In time

these liecome very large, occasionally containing many acres; however, it

may be said that tiie very large sinkholes (and these only) are formed by

collapse of caves.

In the young cave there will lie no evidence of any erosion exc(>pt

that by solution. The water is very <-lear and contiiins .n niininnun ;imount

of solid matter; the cave will be bounded on all sides by solid rock walls

.-ind angular protuberances will be everywhere conspicuous.

So much for the common type of a very young cave. A nuiltitude of

factors determine the size and shape of a cave as it grows older. Much

depends on the level of the surface stream into which the cave slnsim

flows. If the surface stream is nnicli lower than the level on which the

cave stream flows, the latt«'r will cut down rajiidly, other things being

equal, thus forming a nari'ow and deep cave such .as is .'-•een at the entrance

of Shawnee Cave in Lawrence Coindy. or in Wyandotte C.-ive. If the level

of the surface stream is near that on which thi> c.-ive stream flows, the

tendency will be toward Iat4'ral erosion, and the cave will cut downward

only as rapidly as does the surface stream of which it is a tributary.

Most of the surface streams and jirobably all of tlie cave streams of

the area li:id their origin since the Teiliary iKMiephinat ion. The Mitchell

area has been elevated since then, as w.-is mentioned aho\'e. but owing to
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the fact that this elevation has been more or less interrupted, the surface

streams have devlorved terraces and the caves near the Ohio and its older

tributaries have in some cases four or five levels, probably due to the

same cause. Only the knvest of these levels will contain water at the

present time. The four or five levels of passages in caves in the region

under discussion may have liad other local causes, such as differences in

hardness or solubility, etc. It is not meant that all caves in this region

have several levels, for new caves are continually being formed.

The bedding planes being planes of weakness, . the cave will l>e broader

at the bedding planes than between them. (Fig. 1.,) Softness or un-

usual solubility of a particular layer will cause a broadening of the cave,

while hardness or insolubility will result in a narrowing. If a cave is fol-

lowing some particular joint-plane, a cross joint (which perhaps carries

a larger or smaller stream) will cause a decided broadening, due to the

weak six)t caused by the cross-joint.

When a particular cave stream reaches temporary base level it will

cease downward cutting and begin eroding laterall.y. In this case the

stream is generally supplied with abundant abrasive material. In time

this will produce a cave with a sort of an inverted T-shape. (Fig. 2.)

Owing to the thinness of the la.yers. in time this will cause a collapse of

the sides and roof, such as has taken place in many parts of Wyandotte

Cave. (Fig. 3.)

If such action takes place where two joints cross, the amount of rock

precipitated from the roof and walls will be enormous, producing such a

mound as Monument Mountain in Wyandotte, where a mound over one

hundred feet high has been formed. In the upper part of Shawnee Cave.

Lawrence County, the lateral erosion has been very great and in some

places in this and also in Wyandotte Cave, this tendency has resulted in the

collapse of the floor of an older j^assage above. Thus it will be seen that

tiie floor of an old cave will be apt to be rough and rocky instead of level,

although there are cases where the stream has suddenly found another out-

let, leaving an old cave with a smooth and firm floor.

Most of the old caves and some of the younger do not follow straight

cardinal lines or have right-angled bends. In young caves this is due to

a tendency of the stream to straighten its course just as a surface stream

does, although hardness and solubility of the rock play a large part. (Fig.

4.) For example, if on one side of a joint-plane which a cave stream is

following, there is a particularly sohible spot, there will probably 'be a
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bend or curve developed at the soluble place. (Fig. 5.) In old caves these

factors, together with that of collapse from lateral erosion after base level

has been reached, change the shai)e .so that a straight line or right-angled

bend is seldom seen.

SPECIAL PHASES PITS AND DOMES.

Many caves are characterized by pits and domes. The former may
be formed in two ways. Where there is a particularly soft or soluble

place in the floor of a cave, the hard, angular fragments of chert will con-

gregate, and by a whirlpool-like abrasion and solution, a pot-hole will be

pro<luced. These sometimes reach large dimensions, as in Wyandotte,

whei-e pits twenty or thirty feet deep have been formed. In one particular

passage of Wyandotte, the downward erosion has been very rapid, so that

the stream has cut down to a lower level, leaving several natural bridges

of solid rock.

The second type of pit and the domes are related. f)ften where two

sets of vertical joint-planes cross, tlu' water trickling down will dissolve

out an erosion dome. In Mannuoth Cave of Kentucky, these domes often

reach a height of one hundred feet or more. They may be formed down to

the level of the passage along one of the johits. in which case they are

simply domes, or they nuiy continue eroding after one passage has been

deserted by tlu' stream and continue to erode to a lower level occu)»led by

another stream, thus f(»rming a pit or dome according to the level from

whi'h they ai-e viewed. (Figs. (> and 1.)

CAVE ENTRANCES.

Cave entrances may Ih' formed in four principal ways. A sink-hole

may become large enough to serve as an entrance, either by corrosion and

solution, or by subterranean solution of the dome-forming type. Roi,)*^s,

ladders, or steps are generally needed in this type of an entrance. The

entrances to Little Wyandotte and Marengo caves of Crawford County are

of this tyi^e.

An(»ther and common type of entrance is that by way of the mouth

of the out-flowing cave stream. In a young cave this is apt to be on the

horizontal ; but when one mouth is abandoned for another at a lower

level, weathering produces a ciuious change. The rocks above the cave

mouth will weather and fall to the floor, thus causing the entrance to pro-

gress up the slope and a great pile of debris to collect on the original floor

of the cave. (Fig. 8.) The entrances to Wyandotte and Saltpeter caves
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of Crawford County, aiirl Manimotli Cave of Kentucky are of this type. A

shaft ^Yas snnk to the (li>i)th of sixty feet at the month of Wyandotte

before tlie solid rode floor was readied.

A cave stream may undermine the rodv beneatli a low place such as a

sink-hole, causing the overlying strata to collapse. In this case there will

be two entrances at the place where the cave-in occurred. Should atmos-

pheric agencies weather back the two entrances the cave stream will flow

above ground for a greater or less distance. This action has occurred

twice in Shawnee Cave, Lawrence County, and the surface portions of

Lost Ifiver, Orange County, have probably come al)out in an analogous

manner.

A fourth type of cave entrance is that produced b.v a surface stream

eroding its way into a cave; but this type is probably common only in re-

gions of great relief, such as those bordering the Ohio, since surface

streams of sullicient size to accomplish this are rather rare in the Mitchell

belt.

MATERI.\r»S DEPOSITED IN CAVES AFTER FORMATION.

It was stated in the second portion of this paper that calcium bi-

carbonate (CaH2(C03)2 was formed by the action of atmospheric water

on limestone. This substance will remain in solution until evaporation

takes place, when it will split up as follows: CaH.(C03), = C0. + H.,0

+

CaCOg. The carbon dioxide being 1.5 times as heavy as air sometimes

settles in the lower portions of caves, rendering them dangerous, but this

is not often the case in the caves of the Mitchell area owing to the pres-

ence of air currents which remove the gas. The CaCO. will remain as

stalactitic and stalagmitic deposits. Owing to the fact that in the lower

and younger parts of the cave, which contain water, the air is generally

saturated so that evaporation is at least not rapid, the calcareous deposits

are found in greatest abundance in the higher and drier passasges.

In the deposition of calcareous material the joint-planes again play

a prominent pai*t, due to the fact that water is able to find its way down

through them. Very often the vertical joint along which a cave was

formed will be raarkeil overhead by a row of stalactites and sometimes

by a row of stalagmites on the tloor beneath. Where two joints cross

each other the deposition is apt to be greatest. In Wyandotte cave in

two places where large piles of roc-k have fallen (Senate Chamber and

^lonument Hill) owing to cross joints, the piles of rock are crowned

with large stalagmites directly beneath the crossing of the vertical joints.

[13—21363]
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Often the water does not evaiiorjite right at the Ikisc of the joint but

trickles down the side walls. dei)ositing a eoating of caleawous material

there.

In Milroy's Temple, Wyanclotte cave, and in Sliawnee cave, Law-

rence County, the evaporation lias not always taken place at the lower

end of the stalactite, but tliey are curved outward and upward. This is

possibly due to the twining tendency in the crystallization of the calcite.

Local conditions may give rise to an almost endle«s variety of these cal-

careoiis deposits.

Under certain conditions gypsum and epsomite are deix).'<ited in caves,

the former as n coating of the walls and as curved crystals or "Oulopho-

lites," and the latter as delicate needlc-slmpcd crystals in the earth of

the cave floor. 11. ('. Ilovey in the ".Manual of the .Mammoth Cave of

Kentucky" states that the black deposit on the (t'iliug of the Star Cham-

ber of this cave is the oxide of manganese. .Ml of tliese materials are

derived from tlie .Mitchell limestone, but owing to its jmrity are not nearly

in .such great abundance as the calcite <lepo>;its.

The materials dcposilcd on the floors of caves ;H'e generally of three

classes: fallen rock, chert gravi'l and nitious e.irtli. Of the first class

there is little to be said, as it lias already been mentioned. The chert

is derived fi-oiii the coMcrelioiis of ( hert in the limeston*'. Owing to its

insolubility, it remains after all oth 'r inalerials have been dissolved. In

Shawnee cave. Lawrence County, it has in places l)pien c<>mented together

by calcite .-ind some <i.\i(}e df iron to fm-iii a liarcl. tirni conglonuM'ate.

The nitrous earth or "saltpeter diit" is practically always found in

pas.sages nrrw abandonetl l>y the streams which formed them. It seems

to have l)e«>n oi-iginally the finer jtortion of the solid matter carried by

the cave stream. Some slackening of the curn'nt, i>i'c>bably due in most

cases to fallen rock, caused this material to be dc)»osited. The dei»ositlon

then continued until the strea.ni found aiiotlfci- outlet, .\nother source of

this fine eartii, and i)robably e(|ually as important, is that of material

wasjied in through crevices and small siiik-holet< 1o the jiassages directly

beneath th<'m. which, of course. ^\ouI(»l be the liigher jiassages of the cave.

Now these higli and dry passages are the ones most liaJ)le to be frequented

by bats, and it is probably from tiie dung of these animals, which, ac-

cording to Hahu.* s|M'nd abmt tive-si.\ths of their existence in a dormaivt

f#tate, that the ])otasslum nitrate is derived. Inspection of the earth in a

*Habn, W. L., Some Habits an.l Sensory .\daptatioiis of Caveintiabitins: Bats. Biol.

Bui., Vol. XV, No. 3. Aug. 1908, p. 190.
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dry passage of Shawiu^^ cave, Lawrence County, reve-aled a multitude of

bat bones scattered through this earth, a fact that seems to confirm this

theory.

In conclusion it may be stated that local causes may and often do

exist that affect the formation of a particular cave and that are dia-

metrically opposed to the factors enumerated above, so that no set of rules

or conditions can be formulated for determining the formation of a cave

or explaining its formation.
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A d>

Fig. 1. Showing the effects of bedding
planes where the stream has cut down rap-
idly (A) and slowly (B).

Fig. 2. Showing the effect of long con-
tinued lateral erosion. The dotted line
shows the curve of greatest strength.

Fig. 'A. Showing collapse due toiweak-
ness from lateral erosion. The cave has
assumed the curve of greatest strength.

Fig. 4. The solid lines show the original
cave and the dotted lines the course the
stream will seek to pursue.

Fig. 5. Ettectof unusually
soft or soluble rock. Fig. 6. Dome.

f/.a. eC4^

Fig. 7. Fit and dome.

/
-.^>AX.> • * fi^^<^%^

(sz<-- 'y
¥'\e. 8. Progression of a cave entrance up a slope.
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The Life Zones of Indiana as Illustrated by the Distri-

bution OF Orthoptera and Coleoptera

Within the State.

By W. S. Blatchley.

During the past twenty years much of my spare time has been de-

voted to the collecting and classification of the insects of Indiana, es-

pecially Orthoptera, or katydids and grasshoppers, and Coleoptera, or

beetles. In the report of the Department of Geology for 1902 the results

of the work on Orthoptera were published, about 150 species being therein

classified and described. The Coleoptera are at present being worked up,

and I hope to be able to publish a descriptive catalogue of them within

the next two years. Up to the present about 2,700 species have been col-

lected in the State.

The collecting and detailed study of the distribution of the above men-

tioned insects in Indiana lias developed certain facts regarding the life

zones of the State which I thought might be of interest. In a map ac-

companying his paper entitled "Life Zones and Crop Zones of the United

States," published in 1898, Dr. C. H. Merriam, chief of the Biological Sur-

vey of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, showed the "Upper Austral

Zone" as covering the entire State with the exception of a very small

area of the Lower Austral in the extreme southwestern corner. The facts

brought out regarding the distribution of Orthoptera and Coleoptera in

Indiaila, which are supplemented by numerous field notes on other groups

of Insect and animal life, and on the flowering plants, prove conclusively

that the "Transition Zone," represented by the Alleghanian fauna and

flora, overlaps the northern fourth of the State, while the "Lower Austral

Zone," represented by the Austroriparian fauna and flora, overlaps the

greater part of the southern third. The Carolinian fauna and flora of the

Upper Austral embraces, of courst\ the prevailing forms of life in the

State, 93 of the 148 species of Orthoptera belonging to it. The majority

of these range over the entire State, mingling with the representatives of

the Alleghanian fauna in the north and with those of the Austroriparian

fauna in the southern third. The proportion of Coleoptera belonging to
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the Caroliniau fauna will be about the same, but the exact figures caunot

as yet be given. To the Carolinian fauna belong also the great majority

of the other foi'ms of animal life in the State.

As some members of the Academy may not be acquainted with Dr.

Merriam's pai>er I would state that he divides the continent of America,

according to the distribution of its animals and plants, into three primary

transcontinental regions, viz., Boreal, Austral and Tropical. The Boreal

region covers the whole of the northern part of the continent from the

Polar sea southward to near the northern boundary of the United States,

and occupies also the higher parts of the thi-ee great mountain systems,

viz., the Sierra-Cascade range, the liocky and the Alleghany mountains.

The Tropical region is represented in the southern part of the penin-

sula of Florida only. The Austral occupies the intervening territory, cov-

ering the whole of the United States and Mexico except the Boreal moun-

tains and Tropical lowlands.

Each of these three great regions is again subdivided into a number

of minor belts or areas, known as zones, and characterized by particular

associations of animals and plants, the Austral region, which alone is

represented in Indiana, being subdivided into the three transcontinental

belts mentioned above, namely, the "Transition," "Upix>r Austral" and

"Lower Austral" zones.

THE TRANSITION ZONE.

The uppermost of the three Austral divisions is the transcontinental

belt in which the Boreal and Austral elements overlap. In Indiana it is

represented in the two northern tiers of counties, which counties embrace

several hundred fresh water lakes within their bounds. These lakes range

in size from an area of half an acre up to five and a half square miles.

About their margins are often extensive areas of low boggy land covered

with numerous forms of plant life whose main distribution is far to the

north and which have here their southern limit. Among the more charac-

teristic plants of the Alleghanian flora, which are found only in the north-

em fourth of Indiana, are the following : Larch or tamarack, Larix lari-

cina (Du Roi) ; arbor vitae or white cedar. Thuja occidcntalis L.; false

lily of the valley, Unifolium canadense (Desf.) ; moccasin flower, Cypri-

pedium acaule Ait.; showy lady's slipih^r. Ci/pripcdium reginae Walt.;

bog orchis, Arethusa hitlbosa L. ; fen orchis, LeptorchuH loescUi (L.) ; sweet

fern, Comptonia pcrefirina (L.) ; paper or canoe birch, Hetula papyrifera

Marsh; speckled or hoary alder, AInus incana (L.)
;
gold-thread, Coptis tt'i-
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folia (L.) ; rouiifl-leaved sundew, Drnsera rotiimlifolia L. ; black choke-

berry, Aroiiia iiif/ra (Willd.); round-louved wintergreen, Pi/rola rotundi-

foUa L. ; shiiileaf. Pi/roJa cUlitticd Nutt. ; creeping wintergreen, Claulthevia

procmnhcns L. ; large cranberry, Oxiicoccus niacrocaipiis (Ait.) ; chickweed

wintergreen. Trim falls aincricana Pursh., purple bladderwort, Utricularia

purjjiirea Walt., and the twin-flower, Liiinae borealis L.

Among the mammals and reptiles the following representatives of the

Alleghanian fauna occur in the northern fourth of the State: Canada

porcupine, Erctliicoii iloisatiis (L.) ; red squirrel or chickaree, Hciurus

hii<lsonieii.<t Erxleben ; star-nosed mole. Cotuh/liira cri.stata (L.) ; hoary

bat. Atalaitha cincrca (Beauv.) ; American badger, Ta.ridca, amcrieana

(Boddaert) ; si>eckled tortoise, Vlcinnij/s f/tittata (Schneider); and Blan-

ding's tortoise. fJuij/s meleagris Shaw.

Of the Orthoptera from the State, 23 species, or 15.5 per cent of the

total, may be classed as belonging to the Alleghanian fauna and as occu-

pying the southern limits of the Transition Zone, which lies between the

Boreal and Upper Austral zones. These triily northern members of our

Orthopteran fauna are as follows

:

INDIANA ORTHOPTERA BELONGING TO THE ALLEGHANIAN FAUNA.

L Orphulella pelidna (Burm.) 12. Melanoplufi extremus (Walker)

2. Orphulella speciosa Ci^eudd.) 13. Melanoplus ungustipemiis (Dodge)

3. Stenobothrus curtipennis Harr. 14. Phoetaliotes nebruscensis (Thom.)

4. Mecosteihus lin^atus Scudd. 15. Paroxyn scudderi Bl.

5. Camnula pellucida (Scudd.) 16. Scudderki pistillata Brunn.

6. Hippiscus haldemanni (Scudd.) 17. Conocephulus robustus Scudd.

7. Spharagemon wyomingianum, 18. Orchelimum indianense Bl.

(Thom.) 19. Orchelimum delicatum Brun.

8. Trimerotropis maritima (Harr.) 20. Orchelimum gladintor Brun.

9. Schistocerca rubiginosus (Harr.) 21. Nemobius pauistris Bl.

10. Hesperotettix pratensis Scudd. 22. Nemobius confusus Bl.

11. Melanoplus jasciatus (Walker) 23. Gryllus arenaceus Bl.

No list of the Coleoptera of the Transition Zone has ever been pub-

lished, but about 1848 Louis Agassiz and other iiarties made a trip to

the northern shore of Lake Superior, and in a volume published in 1850,

treating of the natural history and other features of that region. Dr. J.

L. Le Conte listed the beetles taken and described many new species. Of

these more than forty have been taken in the northern fourth of Indiana
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and nowhere else in the State. They occur for the most part in and

around the borders of the Tamaraclc marshes, wiiicli are familiar features

in many of the counties in this area of Indiana. Numerous otlier species

whose I'ange is given by Le Conte and Horn as "soutliern border of Britisli

America and uortliern United States" occur in tliis Transition Zone of the

State, and a complete list of them will be given in the paper on Coleoptera

when published.

THE LOWER AT'STRAL ZONE.

The extreme northern boundary of the Lower Austral life zone passes

in a northwest-southeast direction through tlie following counties in In-

diana : Vigo, Clay, Owen, Monroe, .Ta( kson, Jennings, Jefferson and

Switzei'land. In the territory south of this line the Austroriparian fauna

of that zone overlaps and merges with tlie Carolinian fauna of the Upi^r

Austral zone. The extension northwai'd on the western Hue of the State

is, without doubt, due to the presence of the broad and sheltering valley

of the Wabash River, within the confines of which certain southern forms

have found a climate mild and suitable to their habits. Within this val-

ley the following members of the Austroriparian flora grow indigenously,

a number of them as far north as Terre Haute: Bald cypress, Taxodium

(listichum (L.) ; upiMght burhead, Echlnndoruf^ conlifoliiis (L.) ; showy

amaryllis, IlymGiiocuUis occidcnfalis (Ix>C.)
; iMX-an, Hiroria pecan

(Marsh); swam]> or downy poplar, I'oimliis hcteroplij/lla L. ; chinquapin,

Cafitanca piimila (L. ) ; Texan red oak, Qucrctis tcruiia Buckley; pipe vine,

Arlstohu-liia tonicntosa Sims; American lotus. Xcliiniho liitca (Willd.) ;

Carolina m(M>nseed, ('cbatlia Carolina (L.) ; great burncf. Hanfiuisovha

canadensis Ia ; water or swamp Iwust, (lleditsia aqiiatica Marsh; water

ash, Fra.riinis caroliniana Mill, and cro.ssvine, Bifinonia cniciffera L.

Among other characteristic southern jilant foiins occurring in Indiana

south of the northern boundary of tlie Lower Austral Z(me are: The

yellow pine, Piniis ccliinata Mill.; mud j)lantain. Hctcraitthcra rcnlformis

R. & P.; false aloe, Afiavc rir<jiniea L. ; Spanish oak. Qiierciis digitata

(Marsh); southern hackberry, Ccltis viissi.ssippicnsis Bosc. ; American

mistletw, I'lioradcndron- flaresccns (Pursh.) ; cucumber tree. Magnolia

acuminata L. ;
pencil flower, ^tylosanthes hiflora (L.) : Carolina buckthorn.

Rhamnus caroliniana Walt.; yellow i)assion flower, f'assi/iora lutea L.

;

Hercules club, Araliw spinosa L.
;
i)ersinnnon. I)ios))iiros rirf/i)iiana L. ; uni-

corn plant, Martijnia loiiisiana Mill.; cataliia. Calalpa cdlnlpa (L.). and

the rough button-weed, Diodia teres Walt.
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The southern mocking bird, Miiiius poli/f/lottos (L.), nests in numbers

as far north as Terre Haute, and the "chuckwills widow," a southern ally

of the whip-poor-will, occurs in Knox and Gibson counties ; while among

the batrachians and reptiles the ht'llbender, Cryptobranchns aUcyhanicnsis

(Daud.) ; the southern cricket frog, Acris gryllus Le Conte; the corn

snake, OpJiihoIns iloliatus (L.) ; Say's chain snake, Ophlholus calUyaster

(Say) ; the bead snake, Elaps fiilvius (L.) ; the ground lizard, Oligosoma

lateralc (Say) ; the alligator snapping turtle, Mucrochelys lacertina

(Schweigger), and the yellow-bellied terrapin, Pseudemys troosti (Hol-

brook), all forms whose main distribution is far to the south, find in

southern Indiana a congenial abiding place.

It is not strange, therefore, that we find living with these plants and

animals a number of Orthoptera and Coleoptera whose range has hereto-

fore been thought to be confined to the region mapped by Merriam as the

"Lower Austral." Thirty-two of the 148 si>ecies of Orthoptera, or 21.6

per cent of the total, may be classed as southern forms. They are as

follows

:

. i
;

I '

i

INDIANA ORTHOPTERA BELONGING TO THE AUSTRORIPARIAN
FAUNA.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Temnopteryx deropeUifurinis 16.

Brunn. 17.

Ischnoptera inuequalis Sauss- 18.

Zehnt. 19.

Ischnoptera major (Sauss.-Zehnt.) 20.

Stagmoinantis Carolina (L.) 21.

Gonaiista grisea (Fab.) 22.

Anisomorpha ferruginea (Pal. de 23.

Beauv.) 24.

Tettix arenosus Biirm. 25.

Neotettix hancocki Bl. 26.

Tettigidea spicata Morse. • 27.

Tettigidea lateralis. (Ssiy). 28.

Syrbula admiruhilis (Uhl.) 29.

Hippiscus phoenicopterus (Germ.) 30.

Mestohregma cinctum (Thorn.) 31.

Triinerotropis citrina Scudd. 32.

Leptysma marginicollis (Serv.)

Schistocerca damnifica (Saus.s.)

Melanoplus morsei Bl.

Melanoplus impudicus Scudd.

Amblyconjpha uhleri (Brunn.)

Conocephalus bruneri Bl.

Atlanticus dorsalis (Burm.)

Camptonotus carolinensis (Gers.)

Ceuthophilus stygius (Scudd.)

Ceuthophilus uhleri Scudd.

Myrmecophila pergandei Brun.

Nemobius canus Scudd.

Nemobius cubensis Sauss.

Gryllus firmus Scudd.

Miogryllus saussurei (Scudd.)

Phylloscirtus pulehelhis (Uhl.)

A pithes agitator Uhl.

Orocharis saltator Uhl.
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Of the species listed but four, oue of tlieni being the Carolina mantis

or rear-horse, Stdf/tnomautis Carolina (L.), and the others Caniptonotus

carolincnsis (Gers.), Si/rbida athiiiraJiilis (Uhl.) and OrocJiaris saltator

Uhl., have been taken in small numbers as far north as Maritm County;

all of the others only south of the line mentioned as forming the northern

border of the Lower Austral.

In this Lower Austral /.one I have also taken more than one hundred

species of beetles whose range heretofore has been given as the (Uilf or

Southern States. Among them are some of the largest and most striking

members of Coleoptera taken within the State, regular "Oh, my ! beetles
;"

that is, those which In'get the eiaculation "Oh. my I" when they are noted

by persons not e.siti^cially interested in the order. Among these two of

our largest tiger beetles of the genus Tctraelia; the stag beetle, Liicanu.s

chiphiis- Fab.; the rhinoceros beetle. Diiiia.stc.s fitiiriis Linn.; the unicorn

beetle, Xi/Iori/cfcs .s(////r(/.s- Fab., and the tig-eating beetle, AUorliiim nitiOa

L., are (>xamp]es most worthy of note.

It will be noted tliat the line which separates the Lower Austral from

the UpiKT Austral zones in the State corresponds somewhat aiiproximately

with the soutlu^rn Ixu'der of tiie glacial invasion of Indiana, and it is more

than probable that the ancestors of many of these southern forms existe<l

in southern Indiana in i»reglacial times, when the climate was nnicli

warmer than now. It is also ]»r(ibal)le tli;it many of these Orthoptera and

Coleopttn'a, as well as a number of those siM'cies inhabiting the entire

State, advanced into the State from the south as fast as it was uncovered

by the receding ice.

T ri'KK AISTKAL ZONK.

Of the I'liiM'r Austral Zone, which covei's the greater portion of the

State and whos(> fauna and tlor;i overlaj) an<l merge with those of the

Transition Zone in the north and the Lower Austral Zone in the south, I

have but little to say, as this fauna and flora are the ones whose meml)ers

are most familiar to all present. Merri.im, in his ])ai>ei- above cited, states

that counting from tiie north, the Fpinr Austral area, repres<Mited by the

Carolinian fauna and flora, is that in which the sassafras, tulip tree,

hackberry, sycamore, swwt gum, i-edbud and sliort leaf(Ml ])ine first make

their appearance. Along with thes<' trees and shrubs are fotnid the opos-

sum, gray fox, fox squirrel, <-ardinal. Carolina wren, tufted titmouse,

blue-gray gnatcatcher, summer tanager and yellow-ln-easted chat.
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As already mentioned, the great proportion of the Orthoptera and

Coleoptera of the State belong to this Carolinian fanna. and a great ma-

jority of the same species are found in Ohio, the eastern two-thirds of

Kentucky, nearly all of Illinois, Iowa and Missouri and the eastern halves

of Nebraska and Kansas.

To the facts above given many others could doubtless be added by

those members of the Academy from the extreme northern or southern

portions of the State who have studied rather closely the fauua and flora

of their respective areas.
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Animals of the Olympic Peninsula, Washington.'

By Albert B. Iveagan.

For the past three years I have been making observatious on the ani-

mals of the Olympic Peninsula as time would permit. These I give below

:

Sciurus douglasi Bach.

This is a very common squirrel. It is colored grizzly rufus to rusty

;

but in color its tail is very variable. It lives in the coniferous foi"est and

feeds upon the cones. »

Tamias townsendi Bach. Washington Chipmunk.

A very pretty chipuafmk found everywhere to an elevation of 2,000 to

4,000 feet. I saw one specimen at snow line at the head of the Soleduck

River.

From the shore line to the snow-capped mountains these squirrels were

observed to bark when suddenly disturbed; but when calling each other

they uttered a querulous chii-ji. This squirrel is very shy till it gets

"acquainted." Then it becomes quite a pest and a little thief. At the

Soleduck springs I have seen them crawl over a person while lying still,

and have known them to steal bread off of a table in the sanw tent where

cooking was going on.

Tamias caurimis Merr.

Only one individual of this species was seen at timl)er line in the

Happy Lake country.

Arctomys olympicus Merr. Olympic Marmot.

I saw only one pair of these animals on a ridge l):ptwcen the Soleduck

River and East Fork. Their color was ochraceous yellow. In actions

they imitate a prairie dog very nuich ; but in size they are considerably

larger. Some are said to weigh as nuicli as twenty-five pounds.

1. In identifying the species liere given I have used the "Catalogue of Mammals
from the Olympic Mountains, Washinaton." by D. ((. Elliot ("Field (lolumbian Museum
Publication 32"), and .Jordan's " Manual of Vertebrates," as reference books.
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Sciiiroi)tcrus alpinus olinnpicu.s Elliot. Olympic Flyin.sjr S(iiiirrel.

One individual of this species was caught in a tra]) at La Push by one

John Sailto last winter while trapping for mink. *riiis is the only one

seen in the region so far as the writer knows. The animal is supposed

to be nocturnal in its habits.

Hoplodonlia olyitipica Merr. Olympic Mount:iin I.eaver or "Gehalis

Farmer."

I have seen several hides of these animals which the Indians had

procured to sell to the fur companii's ; also some captured young. But

I have never visited their farms. The natives tell me that these little

animals cut down a grass or low lily near where they make their burrows,

spread out the hay and dry it in the sun and then take it into their holes

to serve as food or bed. These beavers are juuch smaller than the beavers

ofjthe Mogollon Mountains, the only other beavers I have seen.

Pcromyscus akeleyl Elliot.

This long-tailed, large-eared mouse is a common pest and is to be

found everywhere. It rivals the domestic mouse of the Eastern States

in its efforts to live in the same house with the master of creation when

a cabin is pitched in the forest. lUit it is more easily caught than its

brother mouse; 54 were drowned in a waterpail in a house on the edge

of a new clearing near here in one night. In color it is rather dArk with

an almost black dorsal area. And in size it is a little under that of the

domestic mouse. Its tail is as long or longer than the head and body.

Neoiomw occidentaJisi Kaird. Wood Rat.

A colony of these rats was found at the mouth of the Hoh River. I

went to stay all night in a house where a bachelor was staying. The

owner said the house was hainited, that the former owner was a sea cap-

tain, and that, wrecking his ship on the reefs at the mouth of the river

adjacent, his troubled spirit came back at night and thumped and knocked

about the floors and house walls. I said nothing but set a "tlgure four"

trap; and tlie next morning it was not the sailor's spirit that was iu it,

but Instead there was a huge wood rat.

In color this rat resembles 'Svoio^m ciiicrca columhhina very much

but is darl^er, esiiecially along the dorsal area. It has a consi)icuous

bushy tail. The animal has some very peculiar habits. It carries large

sticks of wood aroiuid. and when on a floor (jr iUiything which will pro-

duce a sound it thumps the wood up and down on the sounder for no other

purpose, it seems, than that of hearing the noise. It makes its nest of
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sticks. Another peculiar cliaractcristic it lias is that of "trading;" it

never takes anything without leaving something in its place. For this

reason it is called the "trade rat" by the settlers. In size it is about as

large as a common gray squirrel.

Erotoini/s )iirariiis Bailey.

This alpine species of mouse was seen only near tlie Happy Lake

country. It lives in colonies. In color its dorsal surface is strongly

marked with chestnut. sidj:'s of body gray and bull", under parts white,

tail bi-color. The tail is half as long as the body.

Micrtjtii-s tuari-iuKs Merr.

I found a dead s])eciuH'u on the trail from ("rescent Lake to the Sole-

duck Hot Springs. It seems to be rare.

Microtus morosus Elliot.

A common species.

M it-rot IIS firrifoni Rach. Meadow Vole.

Xot many individuals of this spiecies were seen by tiii' wi'iter.

'riioiiioiii lis tiichniftitH Merr. Go]ther.

This animal is a coMunon jiest in liny fields. In color it is jiale l)rown

to reddish, with considerable black about the head and face.

ZiilHis- iiHiicnitor Elliot. Kangai'oo Mouse.

This is an abundant species, but hard to catch. In color its sides are

lintV, back dark, under parts white.

Sorer rii(/ratis Baird. Shix'w.

Only three individuals of this sjieeies were seen.

LviHis inis/iiiif/loiii r.aird. Washington Kal)bit.

Description: Male—Brown fr(»m head to tail on back and sides, ("hin

and lower jaw white to light brown, neck brown beneath, rest of under

parts white, legs brown williont, front legs white on outside, front of

hind legs white, hair reddish brown on tianks just in front of each hind

leg, tip of toes of each foot white. 'I'ail short, ending in a tuft of dark

hair, color of hair above dark brown, light brown beneath. -Vnal tuft

nearly white. Iliml legs from knee to foot on back dark to dark brown.

Each front leg h.-is .1 small linear white spot on front of knee.

Length of head ."..l-.'.". in., thickness of head at base of skull L'.C.-J.^j in.,

width of ba.se of lower jaw 1.S75 in., width of ear at widest part 1.375 in.,

length of middle front toe 1 In., length of hind leg 11,125 in., length of hind

foot and leg beneath the knee 4.875 in., length of hind foot 1.875 in., length
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of middle toe of hind foot 1.375 in., length of claw of middle toe of hind

foot .5 in., length of neck 2 in., length of body 11 in., length of tail 1.125 in.

Female—The sides of the female are a lighter brown than those of

the male and the white of the lower parts have longer hairs of brown

scattered throngh them in numbers enough to make those parts appear

light brown. The f^emale is considerably larger than the male.

Both the male and female rabbits walk more on the hind leg from

the knee down to the foot than the "cotton tail" does. These rabbits are

(juite numerous.

Ccrnix ((iit<i<lciisi>< occhIc litalls II. Smith {C. rooscreiti Merr.) Roosevelt

Elk.

Description : Head, neck, legs, rump black to brown.

This animal is now found principally above three thousand feet ele-

vation. They are not plentiful. I saw seventeen near the Soleduck Hot

Springs in August, 190G.

(JdocoUens (Ccrnis) JicniiiiKiKs Rafin. Black-tailed Deer.

This deer is found principally in the "Frozen Lake" country up near

the Olympics proper. It is not plentiful.

Fells rufa fasclata Elliot (liaf.).

This animal is large and savage. It i.s due to the ravages of this

animal that the deer and elk have been so reduced in numbers. In color

it is a rich chestnut to a mahogany red.

Cants latrans Say. Coyote.

Two of these animals were killed l)y one of the forest rangers last

year. They evidently were strays.

Caiiis nuhlliis Say. Gray Wolf.

These animals are now practically extinct; the settlers killed them

by wholesale with itoisou to keep them from making raids on their sheep

ranches.

Ursiis aincrlcaiiiis Pall. Black Bear.

This is a very common animal. It lives principally on berries in the

fall of the year. The principal berries it eats are salal, salmon, red elder,

thimble, huckleberries and blueberries. It gets fat on berries and is

then good eating. In the spring it lives principally on skunk cabbage. It

digs it up and eats it root and all. But when the salmon begin to "run"

the bear leaves his cabbage garden and his berry patch and turns fisher-

[14—21363]
•

•
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man. And he catches the fish, too. He goes to a ripple and wades out

into the water and waits for a fifty pounder to come along, and then he

seizes it with his front paws and teetli and drags it ashore. At other

times he gets on a log over tlie stream or on the bank and when the van-

guard of the salmon army comes along on its march to the upper tribu-

taries he springs into tlie water and seizes <^)iie of their number ; and lie

seldom misses his aim.

Mustcla pcnnanti pucipca Khoads. The Fisher.

This animal is about the same size as the eastern fisher. Its fur is

long, thick and glossy, varying from a jet black to a grizzly gray, esi^'cially

on the head and neck. The tail is long and bushy. This animal is rare.

Miistcla (inicriciina Kerr. IMne Marten.

In color this animal is brown and not darker below than above, with

tawny throat patch. The ears are high and sub-triangular. I have seen

but a few of these animals, 'i'hey seem to be rare.

I'utoriits viHoii cHvri/iiiiiiinis Kangs. Mink.

Tills animal is large and the usual mink color. Some specimens, how-

ever, have chin, center of throat and anal regions white, with a few scat-

tering white hairs upon the breatet.

I'utoriita irusltiii(it<nil .Merr.

Only two indivi(hials of tliis species were seen at the head of the

Solcchick Kiver.

I'll torius stic (I tori Merr.

This is a very common weasel. It has a somewhat variable color,

with a black .-^pot thrown in now and then.

Liitni ((iniiflcnsis Schrel»er. American Otter.

These animals are frequently trapix-d by the Indians. Their skins

sell for .$2") or more each.

Mcpliiti-s foctiilciitti lOlliot.

This is a very common skunk. It is met with i»rincii)ally along the

beach, where it feeds on sejiweed and shellfish. A dozen of them have

been stH'u on the beach in an hour's walk. They come out usually just be-

fore dusk, though an occasional one may be seen at any hour of tlu' day.

They are not the least bit shy, as a rule, and are not troublesome unless

attacked.

SpHof/ale oly IIIpica Elliot.

This is a very common striped skunk. The Indians catch them for

their skins; also for the skunk oil. which they use as medicine.
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Scapanus toicnsetidl Bach. Mole.

In color this animal is black with a silvery gloss ; its feet are human

skin color.

A stuffed si>ecimen is now in the nuisenni of the Kansas Academy of

Science.

Myotis i/umoucDsis satiiiiitiis Miller. Yellowish-Brown Bat.

This species is quite numerous.

Procyon lotof L. Raccoon.

This animal is very connnon.

Enhyihls {IntrixF) marina. Sea Otter.'

This animal is not connnon; but it is occasionally captured or found

dead on the beach.

A starving aged squaw found one on the beach near here some four

years ago while looking for barnacles to eat. She put it in her basket

and brought it home, skinned it and sold the pelt for moi'e than $200;

then gave a "potlatch" with the money and starved to death herself the

next summer.

Eumetopms ateleri. Sea Lion.*

These animals inhabit the jagged island group between Ozette and

La Push. I have visited the islands twice, and each time have had the

luck to see hundreds of these animals basking in the sun on the rocks,

hear their bellowing and see their playing. It is quite amusing to see

a sea lion "scratch" himself with his flipiiers. The Indians kill the sea

lion for its flesh, whicOi they relish very much.

Phoca rltuUna. Hair Seal.'

These seals inhabit the rocky islands of the whole coast. The Indians

kill them for their flesh and also for their hides. The skins are removed

as near whole as ])ossible, turned hair side in, tied up so as to be airtight,

then inflated. They are then used as buoys in catching whale. No other

wild animal is so useful to the Quilentes.

The last three species are sea animals and are classed here only for convenience
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The Circulation of Mixed Blood in the Embryo Mam-
mal AND Bird, and in the Adult Reptile, Am-

phibian AND Fish.

By a. G. Pohlman.

Our conceptiou of tlie course of the blood through the heart of the

h>\ver vertebrates appears to be based almost entirely on the conditions

found in the adult of the wai'm-blooded forms (birds and mammals). It

is well known that the adult bird and mammal possess a double circula-

tion, i. e., a cycle in which venous blootl is propelled from the heart to be

returned oxygenated (pulmonary circulation), and one in which arterial

blood is expelled to be returned venous (systemic circulation). The

afferent and efferent vessels are in no way connected save through a capil-

lary system, and for this reason the heart may be divided into a right

or venous and a left or arterial heart. While the greater part of the

seventeenth century was occupied with the Harvey doctrine, the eighteenth

century found men equally engaged with the course of the blood through

the fetal heart. Three distinct theories were suggested before the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century—one based on alleged physiological ne-

cessity, a second on the anatomical relations found in the fetal mammalian

heart, and a third on the logical deductions from tlie differences between

tlie fetal and adult circulatory conditions. The differences between the

fetal and adult heart in mammals are, brieliy, the right auricle receives

the precavals (venous) and the post-caval vein (V. cava inf.), which is

arterial ; a communication between the right and left auricle is present

(foramen ovale), and a connection is found between the heart efferents

(pulmonary ai'tery and aorta) in the ductus arteriosus.

Tlie theory based on physiological necessity (von Haller-Sabatier)

was this: if the left heart in the adult is arterial, then the chances are it

must also be ai'terial in the fetus ; lience the oxygenated blood in the post-

caval vein must pass through the foramen ovale into tlie left heart. It

was further inferred that because the ductus arteriosus short-cut the

venous blood from the pulmonary artery into the descending aorta, the

vessels arising from the aortic arch would convey a better quality of blood.
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The net result of this scheme was that not only did the head and upper

extremities receive a better quality of blood, but a right venous and a

left arterial heart was maintained and a function was suggested for the

Eustachian valve in the right auricle. Unfortunately this doctrine has

been antagonized since 1835 with little effect on the described circulation

in the mammalian fetus, and with no consideration of its evident defects

in the latest text-book (3) on chick embi'yology. At the last meeting of the

Academy I labeled the scheme "morphologically inaccurate, developmeutally

unnecessary and physically impossible." The second theory (Wolff) was

based on excellent anatomical observation but does not fulfil the physical

requirements of the pi'oposition. The third theory (Harvey), a mixing of

the blood in the right auricle, was quite definitely demonstrated to occur

in the living fetal pig. I found by injection experiments that the blood

passing into tlie heart from the right precaval and the postcaval veins

found its way into both ventricles. Interpreted in a physiological man-

ner, the result is that all the arteries in the mammalian embryo contain

a mixed blood. The point raised, while of no practical importance in itself,

is interesting because it was first suggested by Harvey in 1G28; because

it may lead to a more perfect understanding of the anatomical changes

from the fetal to the adult circulation; and lastly because of its inori>ho-

logical significance. It is the latter point that 1 would bring out in greater

detail.

It is well known that the double circulation is found only in the warm-

blooded adult vertebrates (bird and mannnal) ; animals in other words,

where the body temperature demands a greater degree of oxygenation and

in which the oxygenation is entirely confined to the lungs. In the lower

vertebrates this condition does not obtain, reptiles excepted. The amphibian

has other means of obtaining oxygen than through the lungs, and the fish,

other paths than through the gills. The relatively low body tenijierature

does not necessitate so rich a content of oxygen in the blood. If we ex-

amine this statement closely we see that the embryos of mammal and bird

resemble the reptile and amphibian ; thej' do not possess a distinct four-

chambered heart, and while in the latter the element of warmth does not

enter, in the former all of the warmth, practically siieaking, is supplied

by the maternal body through internal or external incubation. The meta-

bolic processes of the mammal and bird are therefore insufficient to main-

tain the essential body temi>erature.

If we examine the phylogenetic relation of the mammal and bird we
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note that the higher miunnials carry the nffsprlnu; to term; the marsupials

have a short iK'riiul of gestation, and while the young are born in a very

immature condition, they are bro(jded in a sac (marsupium) ; the mono-

trenie's method does not differ essentially from that of the bird save per-

haps in the mode of the incubation of the egg and the postembi'yonal care

of the offspring. It would therefore be a logical inference to grant that

the circulatory conditions in the fetal mannnal and bird wei-e about the

same. Indeed the von Haller-Sabatier theory has been carried over di-

rectly to the bird, i. e., the right heart of the fetal bird is described as

venous, the left as arterial.

I have stated that the latest text-book on chick embryology translates

this blood segregation theory from mammal to bird with no comment on

its defects. If the postcaval vein in the chick does carry the arterial

blood richly laden with nourishment from the .yolk to the left auricle

through the foramen ovale, then the relations of the precaval to the post-

caval openings must be vastly different from what they are in the mammal

—but they are not. Further, if this is a developmental necessity, what

is the character of the circulation in the anomalies where the right precaval

opens with or into the postcaval? Is it possible for the described condi-

tions to obtain in these cases or in Khea'americana, where, according to

(iascli (2) , the common oiiening of the right precaval and the post caval is the

normal. I have no experimental evidence to bring up as yet for the mixing

of the blood in the right auricle of the bird, but I believe there is sufficient

ground for the claim that it occurs from tli;e similarity to the mammal

in heart structure, developmenttU recpiirements, and from the aberrant

types such as I have mentioned.

Phylogenetically the connecting link between bird and reptile is par-

tictdarly strong; ontogenetically the requirements for development differ

only in body temperature (viviparous forms excluded), and we would

therefore expect little difference in the character of blood circulation, al-

though the heart structure is quite different. Taking the turtle as the

type, the described circulation is about as follows : the right auricle is

venous, the left auricle arterial—both open into the incom])letely divided

ventricle by separate openings. The blood from these two sources is

segregated in corresponding parts of the ventricle, and when the ventricle

contracts, the incomplete septum touches the ventriciUar wall, isolating a

part of the venous blood in a sort of right chamber of the ventricle. The

venous blood is expelled through the pulmonary artery, mixed blood is
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sent out through the right aorta, \\iiile the left aorta is purely arterial.

This is agaiu the same scheme as we found in the mammal and results

in the head receiving a betli^r (luality of blood.

Experiments were performed on three species of turtles to ascei'tain

if this condition pi-ievailed. The plastron removed and the heart laid bare,

a double ligature was passed through the transverse pericardial sinus

and arranged to tie one at the distal, the other at the proximal edge of

the sinus. Next cornstarch granules suspended in normal salt solution

were Introduced into the auricles during diastole; the auricle allowed to

contract, giving time to have the distal ligature ready to tie off; the distal

ligature was tightened during ventricular systole and immediately the

proximal one—isolating three columns of blood in the three vessels. These

were bled separately into watch glasses containing dilute acetic acid and

examined for tlie granules. It was found that grainiles injected into the

right and left, and in hutli anrichs simult.incously, were always recovered

from all three efferent vessels. It must also be remembered that in the

turtle the fetal circulation is not unlike that found in the fetal bird—the

postcaval vein conveys the o'xygenated bhxxl. and if this segregatitm of

blood occurred as described in the adult, the bead wnuid receive only

venous blood. This objiK-tion also holds good in the ("rocijdllia, where,

accoi'ding to Wiedersheim (G), the condition is as follows: "The blood from

the right ventricle* passes into the pulmonary artery ;is wi'll as into the

left aortic arch and, according as the septum veiitricuinnnn is complete

or incompk'te, is either entirely venous (Crocodilia) or mixed (other rep-

tiles). A complete septum ventricnlonun tlius api>ears for the first time

in crocodiles, in which, consetpiently, the right ventricle c(mtains unmixed

venous blood and the left ventricle unmixed oxygenated blood, although,

as will be seen presently, an admixture takes place in the systemic ar-

teries." Again, according to this scheme, the liead will receive a better

quality of blood because the carotids arise from tlie lel't aortic arch, but

again the objection as to the manner of transformation from the fetal

crocodile to the adult crocodile heart would arise. This form certainly

needs careful investigation. The jMirely venous lilood would far exceed

the purely arterial, and the mixliire at the foramen of Paniz/.a might be

very complete.

The amphibian cinnlation is naturally descrijied on the basis of the

segi'egation of blood and must therefore fall into two c-lasses, the anural

and the urodele. The description of the anural cireulntioii is delightfully
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exact and comprehensive and is as follows : "It will be perceived that the

lilood ponred into the risht auricle is mostly impure or venous, that poured

into the left fully aerated or arterial. Wiien the auricles contract, which

they do sinuiltaueously, each passes its blood into the corresponding part

of the ventricle, which then instantlii contracts before th© venous and ar-

terial bloods hare time to mix. Since the conus arteriosus springs from

thie right side of the ventricle, it will at first receive only venous blood,

which, on contraction of the conns, might pass either into the bulbus aortae

or into the aperture of the pulmo-cutaneous trunks. But the carotid and

systemic trunks are connected with a much more extensive capillary sys-

tem than the pulmo-cutaneous, and the pressure in them is proportionately

gi'eat, so that it is easier for the blood to enter the pulmo-cutani'ous trunks

than to force aside the valves between the conus and bulbus. A fraction

of a second is, however, enough to get up the pressure in the pulmonary

and cutaneous arteries, and in the meantime the pressure in the arteries

of the head, trunk, etc., is constantly diminishing owing to the continual

flow of the blood toward the capillaries (sic). Yen/ soon, therefore, the

blood forces the valves aside and inakes its way into the bulbus aortae.

Here again the course taken is that of least resistance ; owing to the

presence of the carotid gland the passage of blood into the carotid trunks

is less free than into the wide elastic systemic trunks. These will there-

fore receive the next portion of blood, which, the venous blood having

mostly been driven to the lungs, will be a mixture of venous and arterial.

Finally, as the pressure rises in the systemic trunks, the last i)ortion of

blood from the ventricle, which, coming from the left side, is arterial, will

pass into the carotids and so supply the head."

It will be seen on critical examination of this scheme that several

points are open to argument even if we grant the segregation of bloods in

the spongy ventricle: 1, the element of time; 2, the mechanics; 3, the com-

parative anatomy ; and 4th, the experimental evidence. 1. The frog's heart

under normal conditions beats about GO to the minute with a ventricular

systolic phase of about 0.2 sec. Now if one reads the description, bear-

ing in mind that the whole process is completed in one-fifth of a second,

and that all this is inferred in order that the head shall receive a better

blood supply, one is tempted to hold one's breath. The time is short and

much must be accomplished. If the blood in the systemic arteries is being

forced toward the capillaries, what is holding it back in the pulmo-cu-

taneous and carotid trunks? Again the regulation of the valves and re-
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sistance to the flow of blood must indeed be very miuutely adjusted to

separate the venous from a mixed and a mixetl from an arterial blood

issuing from the same oi>enlng with say, one-fifteenth of a second to aecom-

plish each phase. 2. Further the tracings made by Gompertz show that the

blood reaches the pulmo-cutareous and aortic trunks at the same time and

under the same pressure. Still further the inspiration in the frog in-

creases, not decreases, the intrathoracic pi'essuiie and would retard the

pulmo-cutaneous sy.stem, and if has not been demonstrated satisfactorily

to my liUowledge that the capillary system of the ipulnm-cutaneous vessels

is actually less developed than in the systemic area. .">. The comparison

of the various tyi>es of amphibian circulation is of interest. Bruner (1), for

example, makes thn following .statement : "The fact that the se]>tuin

atrioruni disappears wifli the lungs indicates clearly that in the sala-

manders with lungs the septum jierforms a certain function which becomes

suj^erfluous or imi)ossible after the loss of these organs. This function is

the separation of the venous bhxxl of the right auricle from the aerated

blood of the left auricle. P>ut what is the significance of this separation

if the two sorts of bbMMl ;n-e afterward mixed during the jiassage through

the ventricle and conusV (Jr is there, after all. in salannuuh'rs with lungs

a partial s^'paration of the aerated and the venous blood in its entire course

through the heart? Such a sei)aration occurs, as is well known, in the

heart of liana. Now as ivgards the atrium and ventricle, we find essen-

tiall.v tlie same structure in Salamandra as In Rana. It is true tiiat the

septum ati'ioruni in lli<* salaiiiMiidcr is pi'rfoiMted. while in the frog it is

not. Hut (luring llie brief stay of tlie blood yi the aui-ides tJie small iier-

forations which have Iweii desi-ribed would permit little mixing of the

blood. There would be much better ojiiiortunity for this to occur in the

ventricle, but here we have tlie same sjiongy condition in Salamandra and

Rana. So far then. Kana d(H's not seem to have a decided advantage over

the salanianch'r in resjH'c t to the separation of venous and arterial blood

in the heart. We may therefore conclude that in the salamander, as in

Kana, the first Idoijd ])assing from the ventricle into the conns during the

ventricular syst<)h' is chiefly venous. In Itana this is directed into the

pulmonary artery. In the salamander, iiowever, tlie stru<ture of the

conns does not indicate lliat it could influence the direction of tlie blo(Kl

current. We must turn. then, to the bulbus arteriosus ;ind the great ar-

terial vessels for further light on our jiroblein." "The sjiiral valve of the

Falamanders can have no (ontrol ovei- the direction of blood wliich passes
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through the conns." Preceding this Bruner states : "The conus of the

Saiamandrina shows the same general structure as that we found in the

conus of the Salaniandra. A spiral valve is distinctly recognizable in the

lungless form." (Salaniandra has lungs; Saiamandrina has none.)

This point in the comparative anatomy of the aniphil)ian circulation

I hold to be an excellent objection to the described course of the blood

through the frog heart.

4. Experimental evidence on the amphibian circulation leaves much

still to be done. Mayer found that if the tip of the ventricle was cut off

the blood issued in two distinct streams. This, in addition to the colora-

tion in the beating frog heart, seems to hold for a segregation of the

venous and arterial blood in the spongy ventricle. But Gompertz's experi-

ments also seem to indicate that even if this be tnie a mixing must occur

in the vessels.

The step from the amphibian to the class of Dipnoi is not a very great

one, and still we find something which may throw light on the character

of blood circulating hi the fish. According to Wiedersheim "in Ceratodus

the conus arteriosus is provided with eight rows of valves and begins to

be divided into two chambers. In Protopterus this division is complete,

so that two currents of blocxl, mainly arterial and mainly venovs re-

spectively, pass out from the heart side by side. The former comes fiom

the pulmonary vein, from which it passes into the left atrium, thence intv^

the left portion of the ventricle, and thence to the two anterior branchial

arteries. The venous current, on the other hand, passes from the right

portion of the ventricle into the third and fourth afferent branchial ar-

teries and thence to the corresponding gills, where it becomes purified; it

reaches the aortic roots by means of the efferent branchial arteries. The

paired pulmonary artery, like the corresponding vessel in the crossopteryg-

ians, arises from the fourth efferent branchial in Ceratodus, and from the

aortic root in Protopterus and Lepidosiren."

There appears to be a physiological flaw in this description unless the

fish blood behaves quite differently from that in other animals. Under

the assumption that the blood in the fish becomes fully oxygenated in its

passage through the gills, the blood carried to the lungs from the efferent

branchial artery would already be charged with oxygen, and in this case

the lungs would only be functional when the fish is hiljernatiug in the

dried mud. Under the assumption that the fish blood is not fully oxy-

genated in its passage through the gills, the lungs would be accessory to
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the gill function. In neither case would there be any physiological reason

for the separation of the blood issuing from the couus. If the gills in the

fish do not entirely oxygenate the blood, and in some fish the fans apparently

assist in oxygenation, then the fish blood really corresponds to our notion

of "the mixed blood" (not fully oxygenated) in the higher forms. Here

again is a problem upon which no definite information may be given.

In conclusion, ray position on the quality of blood circulating in the

arteries of the vertebrates is that it is what may be termed "mixed" in

all forms from the embryo mannnal and bird to the fish, and if there have

been advanced various theories on the mechanics of the passage of the

blood through the heart of a given form th<>y have been based on the alleged

physiological necessity for a better quality of blood circulation in the head.

In other words the systemic arteries convey arterial blood only in the

mammal and bird after birth. I lH'li«>v(' if one eliminates the idea that

the head nuist receive a better (piality of blood (Sabatier scheme) the

whole doctrine of the- chai actor of the circulation in all forms of verte-

brates is not only simplilicd but i)laced upon a sound physiological and

developmental basis.
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The Indiana Academy of Science.

By J. T. SeovELL.

Professional men engaged in almost every kind of scientific work united

to form the Indiana Academy of Science.

These people hoped to be benefited by the Association ; they believed

that it would promote scientific research and aid in the diffusion of knowl-

edge concerning scientific affairs. The people who formed the Academy

and aided in its development hoped that as the years rolled by it would

so stimulate and encourage scientific work as to make it an important ad-

junct to the educational system of the State.

From the first, in addition to professional work, it has been the policy

to encourage students and amateurs to prepare papers which in effect are

reiwrts of woi'k done along some line of scientific investigation. The work

may be new to science or it may not, but is new to the writer. The stu-

dent gets the benefit of the work done and of the friendly criticism of the

Academy.

Many valuable papers have been prepared on many different phases

of scientific work. Considerable work has been done by the Academy on

the flora of the State. Some of the best work that has been done on the

botany of the State has been done by members of the Academy. The con-

servation of forests the study of streams and of climate and all sorts of

geological questions have been discussed in the Academy. Thei-e have been

reports on the reptiles of the State and on the fish that abound in the

streams. And several papers have been presented on the insects of the

State. One could not discuss any of these subjects fully without consult-

ing the reports of the Academy. Several papers that were presented to the

Academy appear in a Geographical Study of Indiana, and several Academy

papers appear in the geological reports of Indiana.

Similar work has been done in Chemistry, Physics, Mechanics, Mathe-

matics and in other subjects.

The Academy affords an opjiortimity for social converse among scien-

tific men, for exchange of ideas and the stimulus of association.
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It is in some sense a laboratory where students tire stimulated to worlv.

the work in many eases counting as credits on university work. Again

these reports are printed, and so tliis work becomes accessible to many

outside the members of the Academy. Again, the Academy has establislied

an extensive system of exchanges of publications with other societies, so

that a large number of valuable publications are accumulated in the State

Library to the credit of the Academy.

Various sanitary pi'oblems have l)een discussed and .some phases of

bacteriology and some economic questions have been considei-ed : as to the

supply of coal, of building stones and of materials for all kinds of articles

made of clay or shale.

The list of presidents contains the names of many noted men who have

done good work in the Academy. And the list of membei-s is large, showing

that hundreds of people have been inspired and stinuilated by association

with these prominent educators. A large proportion of the members of the

Academy are teachers, ami through them thousands of young people in In-

diana have luH'n benefited and encouraged by the work of the Academy.

The Indiana Academy of Science has been a success. It has accom-

plished in a large way all that its founders liopcd for. May it continue to

prosper.
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AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS
AND PAPERS OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

[Approved ^Nlarcla 11, 1895.]

Whereas, The Indiana Academy of Science, a chartered scientific

association, has embodied in its constitution a provision that it will, upon

the request of the Governor, or of the several departments

of the State government, through the Governor, and through

its council as an advisory body, assist in the direction and execution of

any investigation within its province, without pecuniary gain to the Acad-

emy, provided only that the necessary expenses of such investigation are

borne by the State ; and,

Whereas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the sev-

eral papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial and eco-

nomic value, and should be preserved in permanent form ; and

Whereas, The Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the Gen-

eral Assembly to encourage by all suitable means intellectual, scientific and

agricultural improvement ; therefore.

Section 1. Be it enacted hy the General Asftoiiblij of the State of

Indiana, That hereafter the annual reports of the meetings of the Indiana

Academy of Science, beginning with the report for the year
Publication of -.c,f\t • i j- n ^ ,-r.
the Reports of 1894, including all papers of scientific or economic value,
the Indiana ^ -, ,

Academy of presented at such meetings, after they shall have been
Science. -..^ -, , , „

edited and prepared for publication as hereinafter pro-

vided shall be published by and under the direction of the Commissioners

of Public Printing and Binding.

Sec. 2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for publication with-

out expense to the State, by a corps of editors to be selected and appointed

by the Indiana Academy of Science, who shall not, by reason

Editing of such service, have any claim against the State for corn-
Reports.

pensation. The form, style of binding, paper, typography

and manner and extent of illustration of such reports shall be determined

by the editors, subject to the approval of the Commissioners

Printed of Public Printing and Stationery, Not less than 1,500 nor

more than 3,000 copies of each of said reports shall be

published, the size of the edition within said limits to be determined by
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the coucurreut action of the editors aucl the Commissioners of Public

Printing and Stationery : Proridcd, That not to exceed six hundred dol-

lars ($f;<X)) shall be exi>ended for such publication in any
Proviso.

one year, and not to extend beyond 1896: Provided, That

no sums shall be deemed to be appropriated for the year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume of said re-

ports shall be placed in the custody of the State Librarian, who shall

furnish one copy thereof to each public library in the State.

one copy to each university, college or normal school in the Disposition
of Reports.

State, one copy to each high school in the State having a

library, which sliall make applicnticii therefor, and one copy to such

other institutions, societies or persons as may be designated t)y the Acad-

emy through its editors or its council. The remaining three hundred

copies shall Iw ninicd over to the .Vcadcmy to be disi)osed of as it may

determine. In order to provide for the preservation of the same it sliall

be the duty of the Custodian of tlie State House to provide and place at

the disposal of the .Vcademy (»ne of the unoccui)ied rooms of the State

House, to be designated as the oHice of the Indiana Academy of Science,

wherein said copies of said reports l>elonging to the Academy, together

with the original ni;niMS( rijits. drawings, etc.. thereof can be safely kei)t,

and he shall also equip the same with the necessary shelving and furniture.

Sec. 4. An eniergencj- is liereby declared to exist for

the inunedate taking effect of this act. and it shall there-
mergency.

fore take effect and be in force from and after its passage.

AI'l'KOPKIATIOX FOR 1910-1011.

The apitropriation for the imblication of the jtroceedings of the

Academy during the years 1910 and 1911 was increased by the legisla-

ture in the Ccneral .Vpproin-iation bill. api»roved March 9, KK>9. That

portion of the law fixing the amount of the appropriation for the Acad-

emy is herewith given in full :

For the Academy of Science : For the printing of the

proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science, twelve Scienc™—

"

hundred dollars: Provided. That any unexpended balance ^*"

in 1909 shall be available in 1910, and that any unexpended balance in

1910 shall be available in 1911.



AN ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND
EGGS.

Sec. G02. Whoever kills, traps or has iu his possession any wild hird,

or whoever sells or offers the same for sale, or whoever destroys the nest

or eggs of any wild bird, shall he deemed gnilty of a misdemeanor and

upon conviction thereof shall lie fined not less than ten dollars nor more

than twenty-five dollars: Provided, That the provisions of this section

shall not apply to the following named game birds : The Anatidae, com-

monly called swans, geese, brant, river and sea duck; the Rallidae, com-

monly called rails, coots, mud-hens, gallinules ; the Limicolae, commonly

called shore birds, surf birds, plover, snipe, woodcock, sandpipers, tattlers

and curlew ; the Gallinae, commonly called wild turkeys, grouse, prairie

chickens, quails and pheasants ; nor to English or European house spar-

rows, crows, hawks or other birds of prey. Nor shall this section apply

to persons talcing birds, their nests or eggs, for scientific purposes, under

permit, as provided in the next section.

Sec 603. Permits may be granted by the Commissioner of Fisheries

and Game to any properly accredited person, permitting the holder thereof

to collect birds, their nests or eggs for strictly scientific purposes. In

order to obtain such permit the applicant for the same must present to

such Commissioner written testimonials from two well-known scientific

men certifying to the good character and fitness of such applicant to be

entrusted with such privilege, and pay to such Connnissioner one dollar

therefor and file with him a properly executed bond in the sum of two

hundred dollars, payable to the State of Indiana, conditioned that he will

obey the terms of such permit, and signed by at least two responsible

citizens of the state as sureties. The bond may be forfeited, and the per-

mit revoked upon proof to the satisfaction of such Commissioner that the

holder of such permit has killed any bird or taken the nest or eggs of any

bird for any other purpose than that named in this section.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This association shall be called the Indiana Academy of

Science.

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific research and

the diffusion of knowledge concerning the various departments of science,

to promote intercourse between men engaged In scientific work, especially

in Indiana ; to assist by investigation and discussion in developing and

making known the material, educational and other resources and riches

of the State ; to arrange and prepare for publication such reports of inves-

tigation and discussions as may further the aims and objects of the Acad-

emy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, The State has undertaken the publication of such proceed-

ings, the Academy will, upon request of the Governor, or of one of the sev-

eral departments of the State, through the Governor, act through its coun-

cil as an advisory body in the direction and execution of any investigation

within its province as stated. The necessary expenses incurred in the pros-

ecution of such investigation are to be borne by the State ; no pecuniary

gain is to come to the Academy for its advice or direction of such inves-

tigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State

shall become a public document.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall be honorary fellows, fel-

lows, non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work, or

in original research in any department of science, shall be eligible to active

membership. Active members may be annual or life members. Annual

members may be elected at any meeting of the Academy ; they shall sign

the constitution, pay an admission fee of two dollars and thereafter an

annual fee of one dollar. Any person who shall at one time contribute

fifty dollars to the funds of this Academy may be elected a life member of
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the Academy, free of assessment. Non-resident members may be elected

from those who have been active members but who have removed from the

State. In any case, a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect

to membership. Applications for membership in any of the foregoing

classes shall be referred to a committee on application for membership,

who shall consider such application and report to the Academy befoi'e the

election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientific work, who

have recognized standing as scientific men, and who have been members

of the Academy at least one year, may be recommended for nomination for

election as fellows by three fellows or members personally acquainted with

their work and character. Of members so nominated a number not exceed-

ing five in one year may, on recommendation of the Executive Committee,

be elected as fellows. At the meeting at which this is adopted, the mem-

bers of the Executive Committee for 1804 and fifteen others shall be elected

fellows, and those now honorary members shall become honorary fellows.

Honorary fellows may be elected on account of special prominence in

science, on the written recommendation of two members of the Academy.

In any case a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. The officers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot at

the annual meeting, and shall hold office one year. They shall consist of a

President, Vice-President. Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Press Secretary

and Treasurer, who shall perform the duties usually pertaining to their

respective offices and in addition, with the ex-Presidents of the Academy,

shall con.stitute an Executive Committee. The President shall, at each an-

nual meeting, appoint two members to be a committee, which shall prepare

the programs and have charge of the arrangements for all meetings for

one year.

Sec. 2. The annual mwting of this Academy shall be held in the city

of Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year, unless

otherwise ordered by the Executive Crunmittee. There shall also be a sum-

mer meeting at .such time and place as may be decided upon by the Execu-

tive Committee. Other meetings may be called at the discretion of the

Executive Committee. The past Presidents, together with the officers and

Executive Committee, shall constitute the council of the academy, and
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represent it in the transaction of any necessary business not especially pro-

vided for in this constitution, in the interim between general meetings.

Sec. 3. This constitution may be altered or amended at any annual

meeting by a three-fourths majority of the attending members. of at least

one year's standing. No question of amendment shall be decided on the

day of its presentation.

BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special department of science shall be assigned to

a curator, whose duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other members

interested in the same department, to endeavor to advance knowledge in

that particular department. Each curator shall report at such time and

place as the Academy shall direct. These reports shall include a brief sum-

mary of the progress of the department during the year preceding the

presentation of the report.

2. The President shall deliver a public address on the morning of one

of the days of the meeting at the expiration of his term of office.

3. The Press Secretary shall attend to the securing of proper news-

paper reports of the meetings and assist the Secretary.

4. No special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice

of the same having been sent to the address of each member at least fifteen

days before such meeting.

5. No bill against the Academy shall be paid without an order signed

by the President and countersigned by the Secretary.

G. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two

years, having been annually notified of their arrearage by the Treasurer,

shall have their names stricken from the roll.

7. Ten members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business.
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Will Scott Bloomington.

Charles Wm. Shannon Brazil.

Fred Sillery Indianapolis.

Oscar W. Silvey W. Lafayette.

C. Piper Smith I>ogan, Utah.

Essie Alma Smith Shannon Bloomington.

E. R. Smith Indianapolis.

Geo. Spitzer Lafayette.

Brenton L. Steele Pullman, Wash.

Chas. Stoltz South Bend.

J. M. Stoddard

MUo H. Stuart Indianapolis.

Julius W. Stiirmer Lafayette.

J. C. Taylor Logansport.

Albert W. Thompson Owensville.

A. D. Thorburn Indianapolis.

Iro C. Trueblood (Mi.ss ) Greencastle

.

W. P. Turner West Lafayette.

Chas. A. Vallance ' Indianapolis

.

J. M. Van Hook Bloomington.

W. B. Van Gorder Lyons.

H. S. Voorhees Ft. Wayne.
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Frank B. Wade Indianapolis.

Luther C. Weeks West Lafayette.

Mason L. Weems Valparaiso.

Daniel T. Weir Indianapolis.

James E. Weyant Indianapolis.

Virges Wheeler Montmorenci.

A. E. White Connersville.

Alfred T. Wiancko Lafayette.

William L. Woodburn Bloomington.

John W. Woodhams Indianapolis.

Herbert Milton Woollen Indianapolis.

J. F. Woolsey Cleveland, O.

G. A. Young West Lafayette.

Jacob P. Young Huntington.

L. E. Young West Lafayette.

W. J. Young Washington, D. C.

Lucy Youse Terre Haute.

W. A. Zehring West Lafayette.

Charles Zeleny Urbana, 111.

Fellows, resident 46

Non-resident 12

Members, active 183

Members, non-resident 30

Total 271
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THOMAS GRAY.

Dr. Thomas Gray, a member of the Iiitliana Academy of Science since

1888, was President in 18!>7-8, died in Terre Haute. Ind., December 10,

1908.

He was iiorn in Lochgelly. Scotland, February 4, 1850, received his

early education in tlie schools of the district and, after serving an

apprenticeshiii in liandicraft, entered the T'niversity of Olasgow. gradu-

ating from the Mechanical EnglncH'ring course, with high honors, in 1874.

After graduation he became Research Assistant to Lord Kelvin (Sir Will-

iam Thompson). His work lay especially in the direction of absolute

measurements in electricity and magnetism, <>lectrical and heat conductiv-

ity of glasses of various c(mipositions and the variation in conductivity

of metals under stress. In 1878 h(> becaiiw Professor of Telegraph Engi-

neering in the University of 'J'okio, .lapaii. \Miile there he became in-

terested in eartlnpiake phcnoiiuMia and invented several seismographs and

investigated the elastic constants of many rocks. In 1881 he returned to

Scotland, becoming Lord Kelvins iicrsiinnl assist.mt. undertaking investi-

gations in coniH'ction with ]>ractical iiroblems in eU'ctricity then coming

to the front. He «leveloi»ed and investigated methods for electrolytic

measurements of electric currents and largely designed the well known

Kelvin balances. He was Lord Ki'lvin's and Flennning .Tenkins' rei>re-

seutative as engineer for tlie ("onnuercial ('al)le ('oni])anies and sui)er-

vised the laying of the Bennett-.Mackay transatlantic cables. In 18S.S he

came to Terre Haute, Ind., as proCessoi- of dynamic engineering in the

Rose Polytechnic Institute, which position he held until his death. His

investigational work was now mainly of an engineering character, too

well known to recount. He was the author of several ini]>ortant works.

the best known perhaps I)eing the Smitlisonian Physical Tables. The

articles in the Kncyclo]>edia Krittanica on tt'legraphs and telephones were

from bis pen. He also tnlited the definitions in electricity and magnetism

for the Century Dictionary. He was the author of about sixty papers on

scientific sub.1ects. connniniicated to engineering societies and scientific

journals. IW was a member of most of the American scientific and engi-
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neering societies and Iield Iiij;;Ia offices iu a number of them. His interest

in tlie worlv of tlie Indiana Academy of Science made him a faithful and

regular attendant at most of its meetings. On the roll of American and

European scientists, his name stands high, and his contribution to science,

as well as his work in the educational field while in this country, has been

of the highest order.

Be it Resolved, That the Indiana Academy of Science recognize the

services of Dr. Thomas Gray as investigator, experimentalist, teacher, and

loyal supporter of the Academy by placing these resolutions and a sketch

of his life upon the minutes of this meeting and print them in the volume

of Proceedings.

The Committee: C. L. MEBS.

A. W. BUTLER.

G. W. BENTON.
Adopted by the Indiana Academy of Science, in session in Indianapolis,

Nov. 27, 1909.
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W. H. RAGAN.

W. II. IJajLjan. lor many years connected with the United States De-

partment of AiLi;ri(»ilture, and who recently died, was one of the charter

members of tlie Indiana Academy of Hcieuce. He was one of that com-

pany, of wliifii a number of members are here today, wlio were present at

the first meeting. At that time he was a meml>er of the faculty of

DePauw University. He has had a deep interest in the progress of .science,

and especially in its applic-ition to horticulture, to wiiidi line of usefulness

his life w'as devoted.

We make a tribute herewith to his memory.

The Committee: C. L. MEES.

A. W. RI'TLER.

G. W. BENTON.

Adopted by the Indiana Academy of Science, in session in Indianapolis,

Nov. 27, 1909.
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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING

INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
CLAYPOOL HOTEL, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

November 25, 26 and 27, 1909

Officers and Ex-Offlcio Executive Committee

A. L. Foley, President

P. N. Evans, Vice-Presideut

J. H. Ransom, Secretary

Glenn Culbebtson

David Mottier

Robert Hessler

John S. Wright
G. L. Mees
W. S. Blatchley
H. W. Wiley
D. W. Dennis
G. H. ElGENMANN
G. A. Waldo
Thomas Gray

A. J. BiGNEY, Assistant Secretary

G. A. Abbott, Press Secretary

W. A. McBeth, Treasurer

Stanley Goulteb

Amos W. Butler

W. A. Noyes
M. B. Thomas
J. G. Arthur
O. P. Hay
T. C. Mendenhall
John G. Bbanner
J. P. D. John
John M. Goulter

Damb Starr Jordan

The meetings of the Indiana Academy of Science Thursday evening,

November 25th ; Friday, November 26th, morning and afternoon ; Satur-

day, November 27th, morning ; and the informal dinner Thursday night,

the lunclieon Friday noon and the banquet Friday night, will be at the

Claypool Hotel.

The rates quoted by the management are $2.00 per day and upward
on the European plan and $4.00 jjer day and upward on the American plan.

Where two or more persons occupy a room, the rates are $1.50 and upward
per day, European plan, and $3.50 and upward per day, American plan.

Hotel reservation and reseiwations for the banquet should be made at once.

A stereopticon will be provided.

Committee on 25th Meeting

Amos W. Butler, Chairman

G. L. Mees
W. J. MOENKHAUS

M. B. Thomas
W. E. Stone

H. L. Bruner
J. P. Naylor
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Local Committee

George W. Benton John S. Wright John W. Woodhams

OUTLINE OF GENERAL PROGRAM

Thursday, Noremher 25

4 :00 p. m. Meeting of the Executive Committee

6 :30 p. m. Informal dinner

8 :(X) p. m. Opening session

Business

Address—''By Paclitrain to the Tiptop of the United States

in Quest of the Golden Trout," B. W. Evermann, U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries, Washington D. C.

Fridai/ Xorcmhcr 26

9 :00 a. m. Business

President's Address—"Recent Progress in Physics," Dr. A. L.

Foley, Bloomington

Address—"Recent Progx'ess in Chemistry," Dr. H. W. Wiley,

Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of

Agriculture. Washington, D. C.

Addi'ess—"Recent Progress in Botany," Dr. John M. Coulter,

Department of Botany. Chicago T'niversity

Greetings from other societies

12:00 noon Informal luncheon

2 :00 p. m. Address—^"Darwin Fifty Years After," Dr. David Starr Jor-

dan, Pi*esident Leland Stanfard Jr. University, Presi-

dent American Association foi- the Advancement of

Science

3 :00 p. m. Section meetings

The Academy will meet in sections. A few papers, preferably

tho.se of historical character, will be read

8:00 p.m. Banquet—D. W. Dennis, Toastmaster

Haturdav, 'Noremher 27

9 :00 a. ni. Business

Address—"Methods and M.it<Tia]s Us<hI in Soil Testing," H. A.

Huston. Chicago

Address—"Federal Control of International and Interstate

Waters," B. W. Evermann, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

Address—"The Speed of Migration of Salmon in the Columbia

River," Charles W. Greene, University of Missouri

Address—"Some Hoosier and Academy Exi)eriem^s," C. A.

Waldo, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
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Suggestions : Plans for the Academy

—

John S. Wright W. E. Stone

Stanley Coulter C. Leo Mees

H. E. Barnard W. A. Cogshall

PAPERS TO BE EEAD

Unless otherwise stated, pai^ers will be understood to be limited to

fifteen minutes. The first circular of the Committee stated: "These papers

will be presented, and while probably few of tliem will be read at the

meeting, they will be printed in the Proceedings."

General

Thought Stimulation, Under What Conditions Does It Occur? 10

minutes Robert Hessler

Does Blood Tell? William B. Streeter Greensboro, N. C.

Hygiene of Indoor Swimming Pools, with Suggestions for Practical

Disinfection. 25 minutes Severance Burrage

Indiana Problems in Sewage Disposal. 10 minutes R. L. Sackett

Defective Elementary Science William N. Heiney

Some Hoosier and Academy Experiences

C. A. Waldo, Washington University

Darwin Fifty Years After

David Starr Jordan, President Leland Stanford Jr. University

The Zia Mesa and Ruins Albert B. Reagan

That Erroneous Hiawatha Albert B. Reagan

The Medicinal Value of Eupatorium Perfoliatum A. J. Bigney

Chemistry

Methods and Materials Used in Soil Testing. 25 minutes

H. A. Huston, Chicago, 111.

The Discovery of the Composition of Water (illustrated)

W. A. Noyes, University of Illinois

Molecular Rearrangements of Derivatives of Camphor W.A. Noyes

Use of Refractometer in Dry Substance Estimation

A. Hugh Bryan, U. S. Bureau of Chemistry

Conductivity and Ionization of Solutions of Certain Salts in Ethyl

Amine. 10 minutes E. G. Mahin

Recent Progress in Chemistry.

H. W. Wiley, Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture

Electric Osmose. 15 minutes Harry N. Holmes

A Study of the Chemical Composition of Butter Fat

O. F. Hunziker and George Spitzer
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On a New Complex Cyanogen Compound A. R. Middleton

The Determination of Endothermic Gases by Combustion. . .A. R. Middleton

Mathematics

Methods iu Solid Analytics. 15 minutes Arthur S. Hathaway
Motion of n Bodies. 20 minutes Arthur S. Hathaway
Discussion of the Regular Inscribed Pentagon. 5 minutes. . .John O. Gregg

If the Bisectors of Two Angles of a Triangle are Equal, Those Angles

are Equal. 5 minutes John C. Gregg

Physics

Dii'ect Reading Accelerometers. 20 minutes C. R. Moore

Recent Work in Wood Physics. 10 minutes W. K. Hatt

Expansion of Paving Blocks. 10 minutes W. K. Hatt

Notes on the Strength of Concrete Building Blocks. 10 minutes

H. H. Schofield

Slip of Riveted Joints. 10 minutes Albert Smith

Polarization of Cadmium Cells Rolla R. Ramsey
Investigation of a Point Discharge in a Magnetic Field Oscar W. Silvey

The Tenacity of Gelatine Arthur L. Foley

Objections to LaPIace's Theory of Capillarity Arthur L. Foley

Cohesion of Water as Modified by Certain Dissolved Salts. 10

minutes Edwin Morrison

Geology and Geography.

Some Features of Delta Formation. 15 minutes Charles R. Dryer

A Physiographic Survey of an Area Near Terre Haute, Ind. 25 min-

utes Charles R. Dryer, Melvin K. Davis

The Collecting Area of the Waters of the Hot Springs of Hot Springs,

Ark, 15 minutes A. H. Purdue, University of Arkansas

The Geographical and Geological Distribution of Some Pleistocene

Mammals O. P. Hay, U. S. National Museum
On the Restoration of Skeletons of Fossil Vertebrates O. P. Hay
Where Do the Lance Creek ("Ceratops") Beds Belong, in the Cretace-

ous or Tertiary? Oliver P. Hay
Paleontology and the Recapitulation Theory. 50 minutes E. R. Cumings

The Tippecanoe, an Infantile Drainage System. 10 minutes. .W. A. McBeth

Observations on Cyclones and Anti-Cyclones of North Temperate Lati-

tudes. 10 minutes W. A. McBeth

Zoology.

A Paired Entoplastron in Trionyx and Its Significance. 15 min-

utes Henry H. Lane, Oklahoma State University
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Physiological Explanation of the Psycho-Physical Law of Weber. 15

minutes Guido Bell

On the Nature and Source of Thrombin. 12 minutes L. J. Rettger

Federal Control of International and Interstate Waters

B. W. Evermann, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

By Packtrain to the Tiptop of the United States in Quest of the Golden

Trout (illustrated) B. W. Evermann

The History of Zoology in Indiana. 15 minutes C. H. Eigenmann

An Analytic Study of the Fauual Changes in Indiana. 25 minutes

Walter L. Hahn, South Dakota State Normal School

Some Notes on Parasites Found in Frogs in the Vicinity of St. Paul,

Minn. 20 minutes H. L. Osborn, Hamlin University

The Mocking Bird About Moores Hill. Indiana A. J. Bigney

Cross-Fertilization Among Fishes W. J. Moenkhaus
Observations on Woodpeckers. 5 minutes John T. Campbell

Paroxysmal Ha^moglobinurin. 10 minutes Oliver P. Terry

The Evolution of Insect Galls as Illustrated by the Genus Amphi-

bollps Mel T. Cook, Delaware College

The Speed of Migration of Salmon in the Columbia River

Charles W. Greene, University of Missouri

Observations on Cerebral Localization

J. Rollin Slonaker, Leland Stanford Jr. University

The Nasal Muscles of Vertebrates H. L. Bruner

Botany.

Physiological Apparatus Frank M. Andrews
Some Monstrosities in Plants Frank M. Andrews
A List of Algfe Frank M. Andrews
Re-Vegetation of the Salton Basin (illustrated)

D. T. MacDougal, Director Desert Laboratory, Tucson, Ariz.

Forest Conditions in Indiana. 15 minutes Stanley Coulter

Additions to Indiana Flora, Number 4. 3 minutes Charles C. Deam
The Development of the Reproductive Organs of Chara fragilis. 20

minutes George N. Hoffer

Right and Wrong Conceptions of Plant Rusts J. C. Arthur

The Effect of Preservatives on the Development of Penicillium. 10

minutes Katherine Golden Bitting

Recent Progress in Botany John M. Coulter, Chicago University

Further Notes on Timothy Rust Frank D. Kern

Editorial Notice.

All members of the Academy will doubtless be ready to assist in any

efforts put forth having in view correct and early publication of the Pro-
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ceedings. To this end the following conditions of publication are an-

nounced by the editor

:

1. All pai>ers to be included in the report of 1909 must be in the

hands of the editor not later than December 15, 1909.

2. All papers should be typewritten as far as the nature of the sub-

ject will allow.

3. All tracings and maps shouhl be drawn to correspond with the

size of the page of the I'roceedings, and must come within the following

limits : 44x7. If necessary, it may be made to cover two pages, or meas-

ure 83x11.

4. Authors are especially requested to carefully mark and number
all illustrations and to carefuly indicate in the MSS. the exact location of

such illustrations.

5. To secure i)roper representation of mathematical work, authors

are particularly cautioned to send in carefully traced figures on separate

paper.

0. The limits of the ap]>r(>i)riari()n reipnre that all illustrations shall

be in one color, and either photogra]>hs or etchings. As a consequence,

all illustrations must be in black and white.
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Resolution Providing for the Celebration of the
Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the Indiana

Academy of Science.

Rcsolrrd. Tliat in view of tlie Tact that the next meeting will be the

Twenty-fifth Annual Meetinij: of this Acatleray, a special effort be made

at that time to celebrate the (luarter centennial of its organization.

That a committee of seven l)e ai)i)ointed to have charge of the pro-

gram and all necessary arrangements for such meeting.

That the time and place of the next meeting be left to said committee.

That an effort be made to have present all the living ex-presidents

and all of the living charter nieniliers of the Academy. Also that all the

universities, colleges and other educational institutions of the State, all

scientific organizations, including the State Medical Society, Indiana En-

gineering Society, Indiana Section of thie American Chemical Society.

State Science Teachers' Association, and all individuals interested in

scientific work and the press of the State be cordially invited to co-operate

to make this a successful meeting and memorable occasion.

Ad<jpted November 28, 1908.

[3—23003]
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The Beginning of the Indiana Academy op Science,

By Amos W. Butler.

In my early years the lack of association with persons who were in-

terested in scientific pusnits and of opportunity to refer to books on

scientific subjects was greatly felt. I planned to interest several persons

in establishing a local society which would bring kindred spirits together.

This resulted in the organization of the Brookville Society of Natural

History in 1881. That year, for the first time, I attended the meeting of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science at Cincinnati.

There I had the pleasure of meeting many persons of whom I had only

known by reading. This was the beginning of many acquaintances that

have been permanent, helpful and inspiring. In my efforts to study local

natural history I found it difficult to obtain information from students in

other parts of the State. In talking with others I found they had had the

same difficulty. In the winter of 1883-1884, the need of a State organiza-

tion was strongly impressed upon me. Correspondence was begun with

a number of persons whose names were prominent in scientific work of

the State, and the majority of them favored such an organization. Among

these were Dr. David Starr Jordan, Dr. J. P. D. John, Professors John

M. Coulter, Stanley Coulter, I'hilip S. Baker, Daniel Kirkwood, Richard

Owen and Oliver P. Jenkins. There were others who discouraged it.

The subject was fresh in mind at the time of the meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science at Ami Arbor in 1881. There

opportunity was given to talk the subject over, and for the first time I

met Dr. John C. Brauner, who had just been appointed professor of

geology at Indiana University, and he strongly urged the formation of

such a society. Finally it was decided to call a meeting to organize an

Indiana Society. The Brookville Society of Natural History, as the most

active organization of its Ivind in the State, was asked to take the initia-

tive and call the first meeting. Accordingly that society appointed a com-

mittee for that purpose, consisting of Kev. David R. Moore, its president,

Di-. S. P. Stoddard and Amos W. Butler. The meeting was called for

Indianapolis on December 29, 1885. The plan was to have a series of

papers on the status of different branches of science in Indiana. The

meeting was held in the Marion County court house. The program in-

cluded the following papers :
•
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"Meteorology" Wm. H. Ragau
"Progress in the Study of Mammalogy in Indiana" Edgar R. Quick

"Sketch of the Work Accomplished for Natural and Physicial Science

in Indiana" Richard Owen
"Sketch of C. S. Raflnesque" D. S. Jordan

"Work Done in Icthyology in Indiana" D. S. Jordan

"Woi'k Done in Botany in Indiana" John M. Ooulter

"Work Done in Physics in Indiana" J. P. Naylor

"Work Done in Study of the Lower Invertebrates" O. P. Jenkins

"Present Condition of the Study of Indiana Herpetology" O. P. Hay
"The Study of Entomology in Indiana" P. S. Baker
"The Present Knowledge of Indiana Mineralogy" Maurice Thompson
"Work Done for Geology in Indiana" Ryland T. Brown
"Chemisti-y" R. B. Warder
"The Present Condition of Indiana Conchology" David R. Moore
"Indiana Statistics" J. B. Conner

"The Past and Present of Indiana Oi-nithohigy" Amos W. Butler

"Geography" J. T. Scovell

"Astronomy" I )Mvid Kirkwood

(Of these only Richard Owen and David Kirkwood were absent, and

their papers were read by others.)

Dr. J. P. D. Jolm was chosen president ])ro tern. Tlierc were about

forty iicrsons present, n'presentlng most of tlie educational institutions

of the State, and including most of the scientific workei's. Dr. David

St;irr Joi'dan was chosen first jiresideiit and .Vmos W. I5nller lli<' lirst sec-

retary. A constitution and by-laws wi're .-idopled. Since that lime regular

annual meetings have bei-n held. All but one. which was held at Lafay-

ette, have been held in Indian.iifoiis. and nntil recently spring meetings

at different ]ioints in tlie St;ite. The lirst one of these was .ipjiroiiriiiUMy

held at Brookville May l'(»-:2l', ISSf,.

The following persons are mentioned in minutes of Decen)ber 2!>. lS,Sr».

as lieing j)resent and taking jiart in tbe meeting:

J. P. D. John, Greencastle. J. P. Xaylor, Bloomington.

A. W. Butler. Brookville. <>. I'. Hay. Irvington.

O. P. Jenkins. GrwMicastle. *P. S. Baker, Greencastle.

J. C. Branner, Bloomington. *.Maurice Tliomi)son. Crawford.s-

S. P. Stoddard. M.D.. Brookville. ville.

*W. H. Ragan, Greencastle. J. I'>. Connei'. Indianapolis.

E. R. Quick, Brookville. *T. P.. Iledding. New Castle.

D. R. Moore, Brookville. *Ryland T. P.rown, Indianaiiolis.

D. S. Jordan, Bloomington. *R. B. Warder. Lafayette.

J. M. Coulter, Crawfordsville. J. T. Scovell, Terre Haute.

* Deceased.
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The following persons" names apitoar on the treasurer's book for that

meeting, and they were probably present

:

D. W. Dennis, Kiehmond.
*Joseph Moore, liichmond.

Stanley Coulter, Terre Haute.

B. W. Evermann. Bloom ington.

S. E. Meek. Bloomington.

C. H. Eigenmann. Bloomington.

*J. L. Campbell. Crawfordsville.

D. A. Owen, Franklin.

C. R. Dryer, Fort Wayne.
A. J. Phinney, M. D., Muncie.

C. A. Waldo, Terre Haute.

C. W. Hargitt, Moores Hill.

*W. P. Shannon, Greensburg.

*T. J. McAvoy, Indianapolis.

L. D. Waterman, M. D., Indi-

anapolis.

John Hurty, M. D., Indianapolis.

F. M. Webster. Lafayette.

*F. Stein, Indianapolis.

*Decea8ed.

Of about forty iiersons in attendance upon the first meeting, twelve

are present at this meeting.
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GREETINGS FROM INDIANA ASSOCIATIONS.

FROM THE INDIANA STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

By Geo. W. Benton.

Mr. President aucl Members of the Academy: In the absence of Dr.

Robert J. Aley, State Superintendent, and president-elect of the Indiana

State Teachers' Association, it has devolved upon me and is my great

privilege as retiring president to extend to you the greetings of the teach-

ers of the State, and to congratulate you upon the completion of the series

of notable meetings culminating in this anniversary.

It is peculiarly fitting that we do this in view^ of the importance of

each of these societies, and of the part which each has had, and is destined

to continue to perform in the life history of the State of Indiana.

The State Teachers' Association last December passed its fifty-fifth

milestone, and in its uninterrupted history of fifty-four years has marked

the successive stages of educational pi'ogress in the State, and has had an

increasing influence in establishing standards and in directing the current

of educational thought. Many of its officers and members have become

l)rominent in the educational work of the State and nation, and many of

them have enjoyed the privilege and honor of membership and active

participation in the affairs of the Academy.

No less prominent in its own sphere, through the years of its activity,

we recognize the imi)ortance of the great work which the Academy has

done for the State and for the nation, in the spreading of scientific knowl-

edge, in the encouragement of research, and in the inspiration of the

younger generation of science teachers to greater effort and increased

efficiencj'. We see in the Academy tlie most powerful agency in the solu-

tion of the great problem of fitting the highest development of scientific

thought into the general scheme of education for all the people; and we

confidently look forward to the achievements of the coming years of the

Academy, believing that its services to the State and to education will con-
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tiune to receive that recognition wliicli it lias so ridily deserved in tlie

past, and wliich we now so inadeiiuately express.

The teachers of Indiana wonld consider nie lacl-cin.ir in trutli and

courtesy, I am sure, slionld I fail to give expression to the deep pleasure

and pride which we feel in the great history of the Academy, and in the

exceptional capacity for usefulness with which it is so richly and gener-

ously endowed.

We greet you, and we bid you Godspeed

!

FKOM TIIK INDIANA MKIMCAL ASSOCIATION.

I'.v Dk. S. E. Eakp.

Mr. ( "liairni.-in : It surely is :i pU'asiirc :is well ms ,iii honor to Ik- chosen

to appear before yon for the Indi.iii;i .Mcdicii Association. 1 iiiii tiie cus-

todian of the g<xjd-will and hearty congr.itulations of the Indiana State

Medical Association, but it is not tlie casket that assumes any Importance;

it is the jewel I Itring you. Now. when we extend our greetings we desire

that they shall have a cultured apjilicition and not :( provincial one. Per-

haps an exi>lanation is in order.

One of your splendid memliers. I'rof. Stanley Coulter, recently deliv-

ered an address Ix'fore The Young IMiysicians" Club, of wliicb I am a mem-

ber—and I am a member by virtue of the fact tli.it .ill i)hysicians are

.voung, but some are yonnger than others and Trof. Coulter in his ad-

dress sai<l that culture is an instinctive appreciation of the very best, and

that ]>rovinciaIism is iiarroimcss. the antithesis of culture. And that

whenever he Iiad come in contact with ;i provincialist he luid two im-

I>ulses. first to laugli at him, and second to kill him. He had done the

first, hut so far he had been able to control himself and not do the second.

So we appreciate that everything concerning you is the very best, and

that it is the very best who can ai)preciate the best in you.

The Indiana State Medical Association has passed its golden anni-

versary by ten years, it has 2.<;!)0 members in good standing, and yet

Ihere are not more than twenty-five who are members of this splendid body

of yours. There ought to be more. There are men who are authorities in
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their line who should through this channel help themselves, help the asso-

ciation, help you and help the public by contributing what they possess.

We nnist learn that, taking all the departments ot science, "in union there

is strength."

Another important factor is this: For a time in scientitic medicine,

on account of the number of medical institutions in this State, the in-

terests were varied : but during the past year, for the tirst time in forty

years, there has not only been an amalgamation of scientific medical in-

terests, but there is complete unity. And now witli the medical college we

have here that is under the control of one of your best T'niversities, Indi-

ana University, with its opportunities and facilities, we take it you will

soon hear us rapjiing at your door, and we trust that the latch-string will

l)e out.

We fully appreciate, as we congratulate you and bring our greetings,

all that yon have done and are doing for scientific medicine, and that it

is valuable beyond price. Again 1 say. as 1 bring you our greetings, that

we congratulate you most heartily.

FltOM THIO INDIANA IIISTCnilCAL SOCIETY.

By J. P. Dunn.

I have been delegated by the Indiana Historical Society to extend its

greetings to the Academy of Science. This is therefore an historic gi'eet-

ing; just what a scientific greeting should be, I am not quite certain. In

the good old days that Dr. Coulter told about. I should think the proper

thing was. "Have something with me," Imt in the course of the great

progress that has been made in the last twenty years in the Piu'e Food

Deiiartment, I do not know whether that would be safe. I .Judge that

scientific peojtle l>elieve all the awful revelations that have Iteen made,

and that they are all on the water-wagon now.

There is one thing in which I think this society and th«' other learned

societies of the State should be at a unit. We have a centennial in IDKi.

Ihere has been some talk of having an e.vposition, but everybody knows

that the recent expositions have been failures, and it would I)e a failure
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in Indiana. But it has been suggested tliat instead of this we erect a

Ijennaneut memorial building devoted primarily to the preservation of

the history of Indiana. This is being done now through the State librarian

and the State museum, but we have not room enough. Mr. Blatehley has

not room enough to do his work, and I understand valuable gifts have had

to be refused on aocount of lack of room in that museum. There is also

scientific work being handled in the State House by Dr. Hurty and Dr.

Barnard, and we really need a Iniilding of this sort. These things ought

to have ample (piarters. I would like to see that centennial of 191G cele-

brated l)y an ample Imilding in which a museum and library could be

housed, in which there would be room for laboratories and other work of

the State, room for the Academy of Science, room for the Historical So-

ciety and all these other bodies.

I trust you will take that matter into consideration as you go out

from here. Keep it in mind, and when you talk to your Representatives

and Senators and people who have inlinence in the Legislature, lay it

before them, and thus help in a work which 1 believe is of very great im-

IK)rtance to the State of Indiana. Iintli scicntilic ally and historically. (Ap-

plause.)

FROM THE INDIANA I'.KAXCH OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL
SOCIETY.

By Prof. R. B. ^Ioore.

Mr. President: As represenlative of tli< Indiana branch of the Amer-

ican ClK'mical Society I extend congratulations to the Academy upon its

twenty-fifth amiiversary. It is needless to argue the use of such a society

in the State. It does a work wbicli none of llie nalioiial societies can do,

and it is needless also to state that this work has Ixjon done well. Con-

gratulations are especially in order, to those men who founded the Academy

and havv^ borne the burden of the work since that time.

I am also glad to see that the social life of the society is receiving

sufficient attention at this meeting. We have little opportunity to get to-

gether during the year: it is all the more impoi'tant therefore that the

social side of our mcH'ting should be emphasized.

The Indiana branch of the Anieritan Chemical Society extends to j'ou

congratulations and greetings. (Ap])lause.)
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FROM THE STATE I'lIYSlCS TEACHERS" ASSOCIATION.

By Prof. J. P. Naylor.

Mr. President ciml Members of the Academy : I stand in the rather

unfortunate position of Ijelonging to the Committee of Arrangements for

this meeting, and also representing one of the other societies. But I assure

you that I did not make the assignment. The fact is I was simply held

responsible for the presentation of the greetings of the State Physics

Teachers' Association and tried to get a good man who could present the

greeting in better words than I, although not in better spirit, I am sure.

As I look around over the faces of those present I see many members

of the Physics Teachers' Association who are also members of the Acad-

emy, and it may occur to someone to ask why the Physics Teachers' Asso-

ciation should exist at all. The work in any science is many sided, and

there are some things that can be done in the Indiana Academy and some

things that can not be done. We, the physics teachers of the State, need

to get together and compare notes. We want to know what the other man
is doing and how he does it. This sort of work can not well be done by

the Academy, for its province is rather along the line of investigation, and

besides its program is always crowded; therefore the State Physics

Teachers' Association.

Our association is, however, a sort of offspring of the Academy, and

we look to it as the mother society. And as good children we come back

at this time with our congratulations and hearty greetings, and hope for

the Academy that the next two and a half decades may be even better than

the past has been. We do not come like the Orientals, wishing that her

shadow may never grow less but that her bright light may be ever en-

larged, and that she may go on to larger accomplishments in the future.

I bring you greetings. (Applause.)
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FKOM INDIANA SOCIETY OF ENGINEEKS.

By Chas. Brossmann.

Mr. I'resideiit and Geutlemeii : I feel that is is an honor to address

your meeting, and am glad to speak a few words of greeting on behalf of

the Indiana Engineering Society.

On your program I notice tlie names i>f more than one engineer and

sul).iects relating to engineering win-k. I feel that the scientist and

engineer need no introduction, for they have ever worked either logetlier

or in se<iuence for the Itetterment of man and civilization.

On the vital (juestions relating to the physical development of our

vast industrial system the scicntisi has made tiie work of the engineer

possible.

The first step Itelongs to your work. You toolc tiie initiative and ad-

vanced radical though perhaps unappreciated theories, labored for years

to ]«-ovc them, and had to W(»rk and keep the courage of your convictions

to estaldish y<Mir ]>oint licyond question.

Your rcwai'd lias not usually come from a grateful iiuhljc. hut you

have the reward of a greater knowledge.

I wish to mention one or two ]ia]»ei's on your program, one "A List of

Algjv." A list of alg.-e means nothing to a coMimunity. imt wlien an entire

water system becomes i-iogged witli ("renotini.x. they cry for tiie scientist

to find the remedy.

The suii.ject. '•Tiie Problem of Sewage Disposal." does not ap]ie;il to a

city until tlie stencji is ajppai-ent. then succor fi'om scientist and engineer

is needed.

Most of the paiiers to be i-ead. loii<-li upon tlie betterment of the human

race, the conservation of its h«>alth. and the country's resources.

T<Hlay Dr. \'on Lendenfeld investigates the organs of flight of the best

flyers of the insect orders, Lepi(lo]itera. Ilymeiioiitera and Dii)tera. The

imblic hears and smiles.

Tomorrow the AVriglils tly foi- hours in the upper air. The public sees

and gasjis in wonder and aiiiazement.

.\iid so the scientist needs be the silent man. Carlyle says: "The

lioble silent men—scattered here and there—each in his dejiartmeut

—
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silently tliiuking—silently working, whom no morning newspaper makes

mention of—they are the salt of the earth. A country that has none, or

few of them, is in a bad way."

I am glad we have many in this country, and that this State is so

well represented in the "silent men"—although perhaps they will not be

so silent in the ensuing two days.

Gentlemen. I am pleased and honored in extending to you the greeting

and good wishes of a brother society which appreciates its debt to science.

The Indiana Society of Engineers greets you and wishes you a successful

meeting. i
i 1

FIJOM THE INDIANA ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE AND MATHE-
MATICS TEACHERS.

By W. AV. Hakt.

Mr. Chairman : As I have -sat here listening to the expressions of

greeting on this occasion, I had the great pleasure of hearing the other

gentlemen say the things I expected to say.

I feel that it is especially proper that our society should .join with

(he other organizations today in expressing their interest in your Academy.

In some respects, while not a child of the Academy, as is the Physics

Teachers' Association, yet we might call ourselves a younger brother.

Our interests are somewhat similar. We are interested in the sciences

and mathematics, and I think that on that account we can appreciate

better than others, possil)ly, the feeling of need which led to the organi-

zation of the Indiana Academy of Science twenty-five years ago. We are

all of us working in a Held in which we must look for sympathy, for en-

couragement, for inspiration, not to the public at large, because they fre-

quently misunderstand us, but to our colleagues and fellow-workers.

That, as I understand it, was one of the reasons for the organization of

this society.

Also many of our number are directly indejjted to some of you for

the instruction and inspiration that led them to take up their life work.

And we are all indebted to you for the standing you have given to scien-

tific pursuits in the country at large.
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So I bring to you today tlie most Tieiu-ty congrutulatioiis upon your

past history, and upon the glorious achievements of some of your num-

ber, and say that we wisli you abundant success for the future. (Ap-

plause.)

FROM THE INDIANA AUDUBON SOCIETY.

By William Watson Woollen.

Mr. President. Ladies and Gentlemen : The first Audubon Society

was organized in New York in 1880. Its purpose was "the protection of

American birds, not used for food, from destruction for mercantile pur-

poses." In 1889 it seemed to have accomplished the purpose for which it

was organized and the movement died out.

A subseiiucnt revival of the demand for birds for millinery purposes

U'd to u re-awakening of sentiment on the subject, and in .January, 1896,

a State Audubon Society was organized in Massachusetts and in October

of the same year one was organized in Pennsylvania. Such societies now

exist in all of the states, except perhaps a half dozen, the object of their

organization being the preservation of our birds which were fast being

exterminated. It was thought that the people must be educated as to the

worth of our birds, and these societies entered upon that work.

In April, 1898, principally through the instrumentality of the Indiana

Academy of Science, the Indiana Audubon Society was organized. I have

in my office the minutes of that meeting, at which I was present. In

looking over the minutes of that meeting I find the society was mainly

constituted of members of this Association. •

The work which has been accomplished by the Audubon Sncloties of

the country has Iteeii immense. I am not sure that I know of any other

organization which, with as little money, has accomplished so nuich good.

Its work for good has been of such a character as to attract the atten-

tion of the peoi)le of the country and csiiecially the Dei)artment of Agri-

culture at Washington. The annua! reports of that dei)artment have

taken account of these societies and commended them for the work which

they have accomplished. You all must be aware of the legislation that
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has been brought about through the influence of these societies, and es-

pecially the Lacey act passed by Congress for the protection and preser-

vation of our birds.

I am glad to say that there is not a State in the Union which does

not have its laws for the protection of our birds. In this State we have

not lagged. We have placed upon our statute books the ideal law for

that purpose, originally suggested by the American Ornithological

Association.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, allow me to suggest in conclusion, that

the membership roll of our Audubon Society contains but few names of

the members of this association. We have a membership of about one

hundred and fifty. Our first annual meetings under the provision of the

constitution were held at Indianapolis. We learned, to our regret, how-

ever, that in this great and beautiful city there were very few people

who were interested in this work. We changed our constitution. Since

then we have gone to Franklin, Richmond. Shelbyville, Fort Wayne, and

New Castle, where we have been received most cordially, and we hope we

have done good.

Now, we bring our greetings to you, with the hope for future success,

and that .you will renew your love for this, one of your offspring. I have

looked over the program arranged for this the twenty-fifth annual meet-

ing of the Academy with its sixty-nine numbers and the additional num-

bers which Mr. Butler has read, and I find there are but two num-

bers which have any reference to our birds. These are No. 45, "The

Mocking Bird in Indiana." and No. 47, "Observations in Woodpeckers."

Now, ladies and gentlemen, to my way of thinking, this is not as it should

be. I believe these other things which you have been writing and talking

about are important, but of all of them the one particular thing which is

of the greatest interest and value is the preservation of our birds. With-

out them you will have no occasion to talk about botany or any of the

other things about which you have been writing and talking. It is the

birds of our country to which we must look for its salvation. I thank you

for the opportunity to say a word for them.
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PLANS FOR THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

John S. Wright : Mr. Chairman, the coimuittee made arrangements

for several persons to speak of the plans for the Academy, with reference

to futnre expansion and development. Now, most of the points that I

had in mind have been covered very adeipiately by the speeches which

have been made at different times during the meetings, particularly last

night by Dr. John M. Coulter with reference to the social side of the Acad-

emy, making the members better act]uainted with each other. I feel sure

that the program connnitte*' will endeavor in planning the next meeting to

emphasize the social asjiect more and more. I'ossibly a smoker will serve

very well to this end. I do not supi»ose we would attemjit ,•) banquet of

as large proportions as the one we had l.ist night, as that would entail

too much effort.

I believ<> tlH> Academy will do well )o enlisi the intcresi of men who

are in industrial lines. Tlicre ai'c wiliiiu lliis State at the jircsent time

a great many men who arc in industrial lines. .Mi', llrossm.-inn. who rep-

resents the Knginrerinv' Socicly. relciTcd ]i,irticularly .\('slcrday morn-

ing to tlie inlerest that engineers and clieuiisls li;ive in scientilic work,

and that their work rests upon developments along (lu> lines of science.

These men in industrial lines may jiroperly In eiilisled in the Academy

interests, and I am certain we can thus enlai'gc liie nunibei' of those en-

gaging in the work of the .VcadcMuy.

I believe that is all 1 care lo s;iy. because other featni'es of tue Acad-

emy work will 1m' mentioned bv (hose who follow.

Dr. Stanley Coulter: Mr. CIi;iii-man. I lliink we are a nnil uimmi the

matter of the development of the social side of the .\cadeniy. It has oc-

curred to nie llial one way in which that uiight be brought about would

be to have tlH> Kx<'cutive Commiltee (onslitute itself a <'onuMittee of iuti-o-

duction at e.-nh session, and make it a regular part of the program to

introduce the new members to the older ones. I have fi'e(piently told

young men that liic only way for tlicni to broaden out was l).\- coming in

contact with these older members, and they h.ive come to the Academy

meetings, .stayed a day or two jind iia\c gone home without meeting a
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single one of them. We shonld eertainlj' have some t-ommittee tliat woni,!

see that the yonng members are properly introduced to those with longer

years of servite in the State.

Another matter which shonld be taken up by the Academy and the

Executive Committee is the length of time taken to print our reports. A
man who is doing a bit of scientific work which is worth publisliing, the

preparation of which involves much time and labor, must wait eleven

months for its appearance if he iiresents it to the Academy. A paper

that may be of value at the time of its presentation, may not be woi-th

nearly so much after a year has elapsed. You can not be sure that the

thing you say today is the thing you would say in the same form a year

from now. I think the Executive Commitree should take this matter up

in some definite way, and see that the proceedings are ready for distri-

bution in less than a year from the date of meeting.

Another thing, it seems to me, that we need is tliat our programs

should not be made up as they are now, in a comparatively haphazard

fashion. In the past we had some programs that were really capital, and

those who had these programs in charge would begin, say, in ]March or

April to send the various members letters, suggesting that it would be a

good time to arrange in their minds the subject they would pi'esent to the

Academy, and thus, long befoi-e the Academy meeting the Executive Com-

mittee had in hand a well organized program.

In conclusion, I suggest : a recognition of the social side, an im-

in'ovement iu the methods of getting out our reports, so that they may

be received very much more promptly than heretofore, and a return to

the old method of having the Executive Committee, made up of the Presi-

dent, Secretary and Program Committee, feel that a large part of their

work must he done before summer vacation if the meeting is to be a suc-

cess. The retpiest for my subject, under the i>resent practice, always

comes at a time when I am busier than at any other time of the year. As

a consequence I send in some title that sounds well, and does not take

nuicli [)reparation, and trust iu tlie main to the inspiration of the moment.

I am thoroughly in accord with Mr. Wright's suggestion that this or-

ganization is losing a very great element of strength in not liaving asso-

ciated with it more closely the industrial scientists of the Stat<'. (Ap-

plause.
)

[4—23003]
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Dr. H. E. Barnard (Indianapolis) : Mr. President and Members, I

cannot but feel that it is presumption for me, wbose name was enrolled

in tbe Academy but yesterday, to attempt to give advice to you who were

at Brookville, and who have guided the Academy from its infancy through

youth to manhood. But if there is a word I can say this morning it is

to the older members, whom I would urge to give of their wisdom and

advice to these young men, not only in lectures, but in heart-to-heart

tallvs and fraternity with them. I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Coul-

ter for his admira])le toast last evening. More fraternity and fewer

scientific papers I believe will be the key-note of the future of the society.

Some of the papers stand a ixwr chance of being api)reciated, because

they are not understood; but we all want to know the men who write the

papers, not for the iiapers. Iiut for themselves. One may gain quite as

much inspiration in the company of the worker in other fields as in asso-

ciation with his f<'ll(>ws, not in their papers, but in the social hour.

So I would urge more and more this fraternity among the members,

esi>ecially at the spring meetings. That first gathering at the swimming

pool has taken hold of me; it gives us a glimpse of an esprit de corps

that will carry the Academy far, and make an Academy that we will be

as proud of twenty-five years hence as we are today. (Applause.)

Trksidknt W. E. Sionk: Mr. Ciiairnian and .Members of the Academy,

IK'rhaps what I have to suggest will not permit of practical ai>i)lication,

and yet as I have been in attendance upon this meeeting I am impressed

with this thought about the Academy. It has become in a sense a child

of the State; it owes something to the State as an organization. It rep-

resents a body of men who certainly have a great deal of influence in

shaping the future of tlie State. Now. it occurs to me that the particular

thing which this Academy can do is in the direction of shaping public ap-

preciation of scientific methods and scientific spirit. You can not formu-

late that policy for immediate action, but I submit to you if it would not

be a very valuable thing if the public at large, tbe ])ress, business men and

public officials, had a better concejttion of what scientific methods and the

scientific .spirit stand for. How niuib we should be spared in the press

of the sensational talk of scientific atlaiimient; how nuich we should

economize in the administration of the :iffairs of city and state; how

much more it would mean to the private affairs of our citizens if there
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was a conception of the idea that knowledge is to be gained on all of

tlie common affairs of life which put into practice would result in effi-

ciency and in economy.

Now, that is a matter of slow growth—^luiblic education. We are

striving to bring people to a conception of that idea in all of our schools

and colleges, and here is a public body which should be recognized as

having influence and standing and weight in this State. What better

service could it render in the course of a quarter century than to have

promulgated steadily that notion of appreciation of scientific methods and

scientific spirit? It is worth more than papers. It is the ultimate ob-

ject of this Academy. It is the highest service it can render the State

as a matter of public welfare and public education.

Now, that is very intangible, I realize, but I think it is an end worth

thinking about. (Applause.)

Dr. C. L. Mees : It appears to me that the remarks I had prepared

upon being notified to speak have been stolen by those who have pre-

ceded me. It is an old Chinese saying that it is dangerous to stoop down

even to fasten your shoe strings in your neighbor's melon patch. So there

is very little left for me to say.

I certainly am thoroughly in accord with all that has been said this

morning, and by Dr. Coulter last evening, but there are one or two prac-

tical things which come to my mind now. Dr. Coulter referred to the fact

that we are in danger of dissipation. Owing to the fact that the number

of scientific workers in special lines in Indiana has increased very greatly

in the last two years, papers presented to the Academy have become more

and more technical in narrow specialties and the number capable of discus-

sing them or even following them as presented was necessarily small and in-

terest correspondingly flagged. This condition led to the formation of half

a dozen or more of scientific societies made up of men especially interested

along narrow lines of scientific research, commanding the interest and at-

tendance of those having common interest and drawing their attention

and membership from the Academy. Now the question is whether the

Academy cannot devise some plan by which the work of these various

societies could be co-ordinated and perhaps theix' meetings he arranged

to occur about the same time as the Academy meeting. If the program

of the Academy meeting could be somewhat shortened and the papers be
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made of more general interest, they would serve tbe purpose, as Dr. Stoue

has just intimated, of developing the scientitic spirit, and then let the

different societies meet and discuss the technical papers they may have

to offer, I merely offer this as a suggestion, and do not know whether it

would be practical.

There is another suggestion which possibly might be worked out. The

American Institute of Electrical Engineers has tried a somewhat similar

l)lan. that is. to ha^e scholars from the various colleges where more or

less graduate woi'k is 1 icing done, attend meetings, and thus give them an

enthusiasm whicli contact alone will bring, and iniblish their papers, if

worthy, and interest them in the work of the Academy later on.

These are some of the practical jioints that come to my mind in con-

nection with the future plans of this Academy. I believe the danger is

now that, unless the character of the activity of the society is somewhat

changed, we will become a sort of body which exists ujion paper and

in lists of memltership. rather than in active work.

.Mi{. W. A. roosiiAM. ( r.l(i(iming((iii I : I have l»ccn very nnicli inter-

ested in the statements during the l:ist two days of tin- early work of the

Academy—its early organization and membership, and in the large num-

ber of suggestions that have been made for the future of the Academy. 1

think most of these are good. II only nMuains to .idopt some <lefinite

plans by which these suggestions cnii be put into something tangil)le. I

do not know wlietlx-r such ]ilans c.in be worked out in the immediate

future or not.

It seems to me the aim of this Academy is first to encourage scientific

work among a goo<l many who without the Academy would not do any

such work. It does that to a certain extent. We have every year a long

list of papers from men who do not belong to other scientific societies, and

it is a good thing for them and a good thing for the State at large that

these papers should be jtrepared and printed.

The other aim of the Academy, and which I believe to be the main

one. is the bringing together of the scientific .men of the State—not neces-

sarily to hear the pajiers, as was very well said last night. I do not know

that I should put the i>apers in quite so insignificant a iilace as was indi-

cated, but we could well have the jtrograra the real excuse for meeting,

and make that the frame-work of the whole thing. But 1 think a gootl
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deal of the scientific benefit is lost or perhaps not realized, by having such

a large number of papers of such short duration. To my mind it takes

a man who is a good deal better than the average to prepare a paper

of five or ten minutes in length, that has anything in it, and if that is

all there is to the paper. I do not know that it is really worth while to

read it. I believe the wliole woi'k (if the Academy -could be much better

carried on if we did not try to crowd sixty or seventy pai)ers into one

short meeting.

With the great number of things that have come into life since this

Academy was organized, it is not possible for us to give two or three days

continuously to a meeting of this kind very often, and so we could not

have sixty or seventy papers. But if we could have papers that are long

enough to be beneficial, and put them into a shorter space of time, we

could then devote more time to the social element of the meeting. I do

'not believe we get much social benefit from the meeting, as it only happens

once a year. We come up here and meet a few men and go back home, and

in the course of a few months \Ae have forgotten who these men were and

where they came from and what sort of work they are particularly in-

terested in. I believe we should have meetings which would not be too

scientific very much oftener than once a year, which would serve to bring

the members of this Academy into closer touch with each other.

I would suggest that we have, if possible, some sort of Academy head-

quarters here in Indianapolis, and that once a month or once in two

months, or once a quarter, as may seem advisable, notices be sent out to

the members that there will be a meeting. Have not over one or two pa-

pers, that could be presented after a little dinner or lunch. I think this

would be well worth while.

I was very much interested yesterday in the statements of the Libra-

rian of the State, in regard to the new building that is proposed. If by

any possibility that building could lie obtained through appropriation from

the Legislature, a permanent he;!(l(|uaiters for the Indiana Academy could

lie secured, a most excellent place for carrying out some such idea. It

would give us a place for our library, and it seems to me it would be a

benefit to the Academy on every side. It would bring the whole scientific

body of the State of Indiana together often enough to get acquainted and

keep acquainted.

I believe that some sort of permanent head(piarters. more fre<iuent

meetings ;ind shorter meetings, would give ns tb.c best results in this State.
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Bennett, L. F.

Benton, G. W.
Bigney, A. J.

Bitting. Dr. A. W.
liitting. .Mrs. Katlierino (ioldiMi.

Bianciiard. W. M.

B.latcldey, W. S.

Bodine, D.

Brayton, Dr. A. W.
Breeze, F. J.

Bross, Ernest.

P.rossnian, C.

F.rown, D. C.

Bi-own, Hilton U.

Brnner. H. L.

Barrage. S.

Butler, A. W., and wife.

F.ruce. E. .M.

Carmen, E. K.. Miss.

Cogshall. W. A.

Conlter. J. M.

Coulter. Stanley.

Cox. W. C.

Cox. U. O.

Culbertson, Gleini.

Daniels, L. E.

Deam, C. C.

Dennis. D. W.
Dlllan, Miss F. E.

Dryer, C. K.

Dunn. J. P.

Earp. Dr. S. E.

Eigenniann, C. II.

Enders, II. E.

Evans, I'. X.

Evermann. I'.. W.
Felver, W. 1'.

Foley, A. L.

Francis, J. R.

Gabel. J. D.

Golden, M. J.

Gottlieb. F. W.
Greene, C. W.
Greene, F. C.

Hadley. A. N.

Ilankinson, 1'. L.

Hart, W. W.
Hathaway. A. S.

Ilofer, G. N.

Hole, A. D.

Hyde, Roscoe.

Johnson. A. G,
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Johnson. S.

Jordan, U. S.

Kenyon, A. M.

Kern, F. D.

King, R. M.

McBeth, W. A.

McBride, R. \V.

Mees, C. L.

Millis. W. A.

Moenkhaus, W. J.

Montgomery, H. T.

Moore, G. T.

Moore, R. B.

Morrison, E.

Mowrer, F. K.

Noe, Fletcher M.

Noyes, W. A.

Pohlman, A. G.

Potter, Dr. Theodore.

Ransom, J. H.

Rettger, L. J.

Smith, E. R.

Springer, Dr. A.

Stoddard, Dr. S. P.

Stoltz, Charles.

Stoltz, Charles. Jr.

Stone, W. E.

Stuart, M. H.

Swift, L. B.

Taylor, F. B.

Thomas, M. B.

Thompson, Willis S.

Transeau, E. N.

Turner, W. P.

Van Gorder, W. B.

Waterman, Dr. L. D.

Weems, M. L.

Williamson, E. B.

Woodhams, John W.
Woollen, W. W.
Wright, John S., and wife.

Young, J. P.

Zimmer, H. E.

Dr. a. L. Foley : It seems to me the Program Committee has shown

particularly good judgment in the program it has provided, and in no way

has that good judgment heen better shown than in the selection of the

Toastmaster for this evening.

There is no man in Indiana who has had more influence upon the

teachers of the State, upon the schools of the State ; there is no man who

has been closer to the hearts of his pupils. There is no man who has had

more to do with the development of science in Indiana than has Professor

David W. Dennis, of Earlham College, who will preside. (Applause.)

Prof. David W. Dennis : I am sure, ladies and gentlemen, that I

wish more than any of .vou possibly can that all of that was true.

In science we have many of us been very lately instructed by an em-

inent Hoosier that nothing at all is settled, and I came to the conclusion

this morning when recapitulation went overboard that perhaps it is so.

But the records of the Indiana Academy of Science would furnish many

exceptions to this rule. During these twenty-five years we have been

settling a considerable number of questions ; some of these have been

settled so effectually that they have never come up ag:iin. For instance,
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many years ago—so many that I have forgotten the exact date—Dr. Jor-

dan presented a discnssii.n on "Fishing all the way from the Amazon to

Greenland." and he said that the nnmlier of vertebra' in the fishes of the

same species always increases with the latitude in which the tish is

caught. He suggested that he knew no reason for it unless perhaps it is

that life expresses Itself in more vigorous terms at the pole than at the

equator. But Prof. T. C. Mendeidnill offered a theorj- that was received

with much applause, and that everyone thought was right. He said the

North always had more ])a<klK)ne than I he South, anyway. (Laughter).

So that is one cpiestion we have settled.

I remember also that twent.v-four years ago our bitanist presented to

us wliat he was jjleased to call a very imii'-rtant (|uesti(iii. Several others

have l)een presented that were more or less important, but this was

really important, and it was, in general terms, the development of life

from the Plasmodium to the <»ak. lie referred t<i the fact that nuish-

rooms— I tried to get his exact words, but we did not pul)lish in those

days, so this is as I remember it—that musiirooms "are degenerates, mere

driftwood east up l)y the waves of liiVs dcciii." Incidentally this idea

was illu.strated iiy another journey pai'allel to it. I'mni the .Vnneba by way

of the ascidian to man. In the discussinii wliich Inllnwed. our zoologist

ar<ise and s.-iid the ascidi.ms "are degenerates, mere driftwooil cast u\> by

the waves of life's ocean;" so tlie stains of the musbrooni and the

ascidian was settled.

We really took up some serious ipieslions. I icmemiter that Professor

\\';ildo in a wide discussion of matbem.-it ii-al (piestions. iiad a good deal to

say alinut paral)nlas, hy|)er]>iilas, asymtotes and other siniilai- things; Pro-

fessor Neff then followed with a jiajier dealing with tlie refinements of

organic chemistry, which lie ilinstr.-ited witli wliat aiipeared to be colored

chalk; all of us were Inst some of tlie time and some of us were lost all

the time for some hours. Tliis w.is fcdlowed by a glowing vision of crea-

tion from a darwinian standpoint. It was :in interesting occ;isi<)n ; we

all UHderstoo<l and took on .1 benevolent expi-essioii. P.nt the m;iny things

we used to teach that are discanU^l now wei'e useful in their day. Car-

lyle says somewhere that the jiresent time is "child and heir of all the

li.ist and itarent of all the future." and I conid not help thinking this

nioi-idng when Prof. Coulter was talking, that as one after another these

theories have been set aside, tliei-e h:is been a reason for the existence <if
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each one, ami it has failed into existence sctnietliinj; that is better tlian it

was itself. Our critieisni is constnictive.

I believe scientific men—or at least if you will make it a little broader

than that, the school-master today is the priest of today; and he is going

to be the priest of the future. There were some (piestions submitted to

the children of the schools in one of our cities; one of them was, "Where

is Heaven?" In the answers one of the pupils (it was a j^irl, so there

could not have been any malice in it) said that Heaven was said to be

above the clouds, hut she added that physical geography teaches that the

atmosphere is only about forty-Hve miles high, and that even a very few

miles up it is probably not possible for anylxidy to live, so Heaven could

nut be there at all. Whatever that child may have thoughl that was

wrong or inade(iuate about Heaven, it is clear that she believed the things

her teacher had taught her about the air. He. inste;id of her nunister

—

if siie had one—was her priest.

I happened to be present at the inception of this Society after Amos

Butler brought it to us. and of course it would be very easy to continue

these reminiscences; but that is nut what the cumuiittee asked me to dn.

and I do not intend to do it. I'.ut this Society has been a great help to me

and to all of us. not only in its meetings, but in the rambles we iiave had

over all parts of Indiana in our Spring meetings. We went out to Fort

Quiatanon and hunted beads the Indians had lo.st at the old trading i>ost

and were as ha])py when we found one as the Indians were sorry when

they lost it; we have gone over the whole State getting aciiuainted with

whatever of interest it had to offer. Even at the very first meeting down

at Brookville. the home of the Academy, we went swimming, and naturally

got acquainted with ourselves; saw ourselves in a sense in which others

did not very often see us. (Laughter). These social occasions have been

the best part to me. after all is said, of the meetings of the Academy from

the beginning until now.

I have the pleasant and easy task of introducing first a man who

needs no presentation to scientific men anywhere; a man who needs no

title, but whose titles are so numerous that there would not be time to

read them. He is an investigator and a teacher, was for a time the pre-

mier of Indiana teachers. He is an author to whom science owes much

and man owes more ; the man for whom the river Jordan was named.

(Laughter). Dr. David St.irr .lordan, President of Leland Stanford

University. (Applause.)
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Dr. David Starr Jordan: Mv. Toastmnster and President. Membei>

of the Academy, Ladies and Gentlemen : It is a pretty liard tiling to re-

spond, impromptu, to all that. I only hope there is some of it that is not

true. It is a very great pleasure to me to get back here, and yet that

pleasure is not unmixed with a certain kind of pain. I was just remark-

ing to Dr. Coulter that ni the "fierce democracy" of this Indiana Academy

"there was a Brutus once who would have brooked the eternal devil to

take his seat in Rome" as easily as he would have sat for dinner in a dress-

suit. But to see this "fierce democracy" in the brook at Brookville—it

gives me a certain sense of pain. (Laughter.) And speaking of Brutus

calls to my mind Marc Anthony, and I rememlier an occasion when a gen-

tleman was called ni»(>u to speak, and he had only one speech which he

said over and over, and just before going in he asked if anyone could give

him the address of Marc Anthony. A friend said. "You know Anthony's

style of life and the i)tH>ple he associated with; I shouhl think his address

would be at the same old place." (Laughter.)

I saw a statement not long ago by Henry Fairliold Osborn, liiat he

did not think it possible for an American University to produce a Darwin.

and the reasons he gave were that first, he—that is, the student nowa-

days—did not have to contend in iiis early life with SDUiething that was

distasteful to him, as Darwin did: second, scientific men do not have the

appreciation here that scientific men do in England ; and third, that the

scientific men of this country do not have the leisure to become such as

Darwin was. It does not seem to me that these reasons are very good.

I do not think, perhaps Darwin did Udt think, that any appreciable ])art

of his greatness was due to the work in the University which he said was

incretlibly dull, and which led him to feel that he would never read a

book on a certain subject afterwards. And as for appreciation in this

country, you have just heard how scientific men are appreciated in Indi-

ana, and it is even so everywhere we go. And so we have this kind of

treatment, in America, whereas Dai-win was named "gas" by his fellow-

students, because he confined himself more or less to chemical experi-

ments. And as for leisure. I know a great many scientific men of leisure

who have never made any pretense to being Darwins on that account. It

seems to me that Darwin was first made by heredity. There will never

be another: you cannot get a man ol high scientific rank and quality unless

heredity starts the thing. You have to get the right kind of stock. There

is no reason why the right kind of stock should not be found in Indiana,
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for there is such an amount of genius in this State that it spills over into

all the other States. California is full of it that has been borrowed from

Indiana, and so with the other States. The first thing, then, is heredity.

The second thing is to be "up against it." We read in history that Dar-

win went to see horse races and watched them very closely ; that he was

interested in the beetles of England and gathered beetles in season and

out of season. In other words, with all the scientific training a student

gets he should be brought right up against natxire; against the things that

do not lie if you listen to what they have to say. Then the third thing.

We read in the various historical sketches of Darwin that he "walked

with Henslow," a man with enthusiasm, and this enthusiasm was passed

from the teacher to him. I take it, then, that the making of a great man

of science rests on these three things, and I do not think the other things

have anything to do with it. I notice a man will do just as much when he

has not any time, as he will when he has all the time there is.

Now, I think we have these elements to a greater or less extent in our

modern Universities. Of course, heredity is not included, but the second

element, that of coming up against it, is more or less within the power of

every institution now. There was a time when institutions prided them-

selves that they did not let the students come up against any scien-

tific knowledge. There was a time when the University teacher—an A. B.

—was more interested in the song of the oriole than the students in his

classes. But the Universities have recognized that defect. Now, the

third element, "walking with Henslow." Jacques Loeb, of the University

of Chicago, told me awhile ago that he received a very enthusiastic letter

from a young man who said he wanted above all things to study the

origin of life, and that he wanted above all things to study under Loeb

and enjoy his fellowship. Then Loeb wrote back that, unfortunately, he

had decided to go to California, and the young man wrote back : "Will

you kindly turn my letter over to your successor?"

Now, to a large degree, young men are training themselves wrong.

Instead of "walking with Henslow," they are going where they are hired

for $200 to $500 a year. They are a bar to scientific research, for what

professor can teach his students to do a thing which he cannot do him-

self? You may remember in the last number of the Atlantic Monthly, an

article by Professor Showerman of the University of Wisconsin. The pro-

fessor had worked for some time on the prefixes in P, of Plautus, he was

then working on the suflixes in S, of Seneca, to be followed by the termi-
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•nations in T of Terence. The point I want to get at is tliat tliis is not

advanced worlv, and the student will not gain enthusiasm. I do not think

we ought to mistake for advanced study this vei-y elemental work, the

things that are of no conseiiueuce. and just so far as we allow our young

men to do this elementary work, so lar will we find them going out as

teachers without enthusiasm, and saying that it is impossilyle in this

country ever to see another DarxAin. (Applause.)

Mr. Dennis : The next speaker is a member of the Academy, and has

been for eighteen years. He came to us from the neighboring State of

Ohio, and we expect him this evening to bring the greetings of his native

State to the Academy. He is the gentleman who in his earlier scientific

career invented the torsion balance. At the present time his specialty is

fermentation.

Dr. Alfred Springer, of Cincinnati.

Dr. Ai,fred Springer: Mr. Toastmaster. Ladies and Gentlemen: It

certainly affords me gi-eat pleasure to be here with you this evening, and

no little gratification to be permitted to address a body of men, many of

whom have carved their names deeply in the i-ecords of scientific achieve-

iiifut. The achievements ol" tho.se of you who have remained at iionie have

l>ecume household wiu'ds, and the fame of those who have left the State

to spread such brightness as <mly science can convey, has loomed up con-

spicuously :miong iiiuny hriHiant lights. 'Iwciity yts'irs ago the American

Associati(tn for the Advancement of Science, in l<M)king over its list of

eligible c-uididales, selected from your menilu'rs T. ('. .Mendenhall as the

man worthy to i-ejn-csent it as President. ("liainiicii U>v tlx' v;ii"ious

sections of the American Association have freciuently been selected from

tlie Indiana Academy on account of the good work they have done. As

for the (Jeneral Secretary of the AmeiMcan Ass(M-iation, where could a

i»etter and more pojtular one be found than in our own Amos. W. liutlerV

He graced that ]iosition in 1S02, and ornlthologically speaking, he was a

"bird." (Laughter.) This year the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science has honored itself in selecting one of your past presi-

dents for its President. No one who knows Dr. David Starr Jordan doubts

but that he will add additional lustre to its .ilre.idy bright pages.

I'erinit me, as a delegate from the ( iucimiati Section of the .Vmerican

Chemical Society, to congratulale you on the tweiity-tive years of your

existence, :ind to besiK'.ik lor tlie future, if such .-i thing be possible,

greattM- siiccess than in the ji.-ist. (Applause.)
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Professor Dennis : The program committee wished a man to speak

for the small college, ami it has asked Professor Culbertson to do this.

He was President of this Academy hist year, and it is a fact that he has

beeu a member of the Indiana State Legislature. 1 cannot understand how

It came to pass, but will leave that for him to explain—it is true. If he

occupies six minutes' time, he has obtained for us through the Legislature

.$100 a minute every year for all of that time, and I think he will be en-

titled to at least that much. Prof. Glenn Culbertson, of Hanover College.

Professor Glenn Culbertson : Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentle-

men : I shall not attempt to explain how I came to the Legislature. I

enjoyed the experience very much, but I do not know that I shall care to

go through it again, so you had better be looking up another candidate

if you want the appropriation continued two years longer. I was very

much pleased to hear the expression this morning, but there really was not

very much difficulty in getting the appropriation. And I want to say this

in regard to that appropriation, that I did not do anything that was against

my conscience in attempting to get it. If I had not felt that there were

good papers presented to this Academy every year that ought to be pub-

lished in its report, I should not have worked for this $G00 additional

appropriation.

My subject is "The small college in its relation to the Academy of

Science." I think by going back twenty-live years in the history of the

Indiana Academy of Science, every college in the State would come in

that class. Since then, of course, some of them have moved forward into

a higher class. I have been :\ meml)er of the Academy for some fifteen or

sixteen years, and it has been a great pleasure to come up here year after

year to hear the papers read and the discussions entered into. They cer-

tainly have been an inspiration to me, and I t.nke it they have to every man

in a small institution in Indiana. We are spread out over a considerable

territory, and we have a great deal of work to do. Dr. Jordan says that

the more work a man has to do the more lie will do, but it is true that

if we have a great deal of work along different lines we do not have time

to put in special \^ork in preparing such papers as we have heard here year

after year; nevertheless we have all done our ])art. Of course, we of the

smaller colleges rather envy a good many of the teachers in larger insti-

tutions because of their ability and opportunity to pursue their work

along certain lines, lint there are compensations. We get a l>roader grasj)
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of things in a certain way, and we have certain relationships that are

very pleasant to ns. I will admit that with some of the papers, all I can

do is to look wise, bnt I have received a great henetit from a good many

of them, and have gone back home resolved to understand more fully these

things that are brought to our notice.

So far as the work of the small institutions of the State is concerned,

you have only to look at the program to see that the small institutions

have done their share in producing the scientific men that have been an

honor to Indiana. We are very proud of them today.

I want to thank you for listening to the words I have spoken, but I

think you can listen to better advantage to those Who are to follow me.

Professor Dennis: Mr. Milo H. Stuart, of the Manual Training

High School, has been requested by the committee to speak on the subject

of High Schools. He was principal of the High School at St. Paul before

coming here, and is certainly as well qualified to speak from that stand-

point as any member of the Academy.

Processor Milo H. Stuart : Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentle-

men : It is easy to see, in the splendid addresses to which we have been

listening, why the Academy has endeared itself to the people of Indiana.

I would be pleased to add other reminiscences if I could do so, but I am

too late a recruit to make any contribution along that line.

Coming from the High School field, I naturally think of the work of

the Academy from that standpoint. As we have heard these inspiring

addresses today I have been thinking how fine it would be if every science

teacher of the State of Indiana could have been induced to come to this

fount of inspiration. I believe he would hnvo gone hack to his classes

with fresh ardor.

^ye all remember when we left our Univei'siti«"s and got into original

work, how great a pleasure it was to feel that we had contributed just a

little to the volume of knowledge. The compensation that comes from

that kind of labor is certainly very great, and it seems to me if the teach-

ers of the State could come into touch with the people who are doing it,

they would feel their load a great deal lighter. I know they would take

back to their ))oys and girls insi)ir;ilion that wnuld fast make scientists out

of them.

This Academy of Science marks its twenty-fifth iiiilcstoiic today, and

its face is set toward the golden annivci s;iry. I ;iiii i-eininded of tlu' story
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of the Irishman who said he wished he Ivuew just tlie spot where he would

die. His brother aslied him what he wanted to l^uow that for, and he said

if he knew the exact spot, he would spend the rest of his life keeping

away from it. So I think the Indiana Academy of Science, through some

of its officials, must have discovered the spot where it might die, and

started in the opposite direction, and we are twenty-five years removed

from that place tonight.

That leads me (with apologies to Tennyson) to conclude by saying,

that

Scientists may come and scientists may go,

But the Academy goes on forever.

(Applause.)

I'KOFESSOE Dennis: Every word I said in introducing Dr. Jordan is

true of the next speaker ; every teacher in the state would forgive me for

saying that after Dr. Jordan left us he became our premier. There was,

however, one difference. Dr. Jordan, as President of the State University,

had for his rule a motto "Die Luft der Freiheit weht."

The students hardly knew what this meant but finally concluded it

was "No smoking in the buildings." Prof. Coulter succeeded Jordan and

the first day he smoked in the office. (He sometimes -smoked in those

days.) The students made a bonfire of their best hats:—they had had

but one rule and now they had none. Prof. John M. Coulter, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago.

Dk. John M. Coulter: Mr. Toastmaster and Friends: All these an-

cient and new members of the Academy, who have spoken, have about

exhausted the subjects, and I hardly know where to find myself. One

thing I had in mind when Dr. Jordan was suggesting that heredity perhaps

determined in the first place whether a man was going to do anything or

not, and that things that followed were more or less auxiliary. I remem-

ber to have heard Dr. Wiley some years ago raise the question why there

were so many scientific men in this State as well as men who had achieved

more or less distinction in other callings. He answered it then to his own

satisfaction. I have never seen it tested, but he concluded that the men

in Indiana who had made their mark In science or in any of the other pro-

fessions were the men whose early life had been spent in the most for-

bidding parts of the State from an agricultural point of view, and that

there was nothing to become interested in except education. Just how

.many scientific men were lined up in this roll-call, I do not know, but
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when this State is iiiial)le to imMluce aiiytliiiig else, it cau produce dis-

tiuguislied men.

I suppose a charter ineiiiber is expected to be more or less reminiscent,

and there are two or tliree things tliat the other speakers have left un-

mentioued.

In its early days, twenty-five years ago, this Academy meant a great

deal to those who were niemhers. and for two or three reasons. I thinli

Dr. Jordan and Amos lUitler. for example, will l)ear me out in this. In

the tirst place this State science was comparaiively new: it was new to

us. new to the State, and new to \hv country. We came together as a set

of young men who were interested in .-i new tiling with a sort of tine en-

thusiasm with resiiect to tlu' unj^nown tliat is found everywhei'c. In the

next ]ilait'. tlie insti'uction in science, \\ilii wliicli all of us were mori' or

less concerned, was just as new. It was excu newer, liecause in tliose days

the position of scienc(> in tiic coljcgcs wc represented w.-is more or less

doubtful and some of tlie tilings we taugld were often looked at askance.

The whole situation in Ihc matter of scientilic instruction was in its very

iiegimiings. This ;iiso gave us a line cnlinisiasm. ;i snrt of feeling of com-

radeship in a (;impaign. AVe felt liic need of CMUipanionsliiii. and we

lound it in tli" Academy. We would come here from our various colleges,

lull of enthusiasm, and talk over the prolilems. aiid this foi'uied ;i nucleus

of sentiment, an esprit du cor|is thai lirst develoiied among us, and which

has since develoix-d and given to tlie .Vcademy the jilact' it now occuiiies in

the Stjite. I think |ierli.ips ;i feature that sustained us. and that madi' as

nuich for the solidarity of this .\cademy as any othei'. was that one of our

first campaigns in the State was educational. S<'ienc*' was fighting foi' its

life, for a ])lace in the colleges. There was another associ.ation that met

at the same time in In<lianapolis. known as the "("nllege Association." and

one of the functions of the Academy was to lay jilans to assault that "Col-

lege Association." I remember distinctly one of the things we had to c(mi-

Itat. There was a tendency to antagonize the intellectual t.-istes of the

students in those days, and one of the old jirofessors s.aid he thougiit that

the very thing a student needed was the thing lie di Mked the most. If

he disliked mathematics, iiiiihc hiiii takt it : if he disliked Greek, make

him take it. That was one of the educational slog:ins .at that day,—every

student needs wh.it he dislikes. I iiave .in idea that no one thing could

have Iirought us closer togetlier in our coninninity of interest flian the

discussion of these educational (piestions.
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Bill today yon are threatened by a danger that we did not encvniiler.

Every interest brought us together; every impulse was to come here to

meet friends and associates. Now the tendency is rather the other way.

We are becoming more and more independent ; we are becoming more and

more narrow ; and we are in greater danger of worliing apart than ever

before in our history. Many fine men are growing up who have the very

smallest amount of interest in anything that is going on outside of their

own field, and as a consequence there is a tendency to segregation which

I feel to be a thing that must be combated.

There are two dangers I wish to call to your attention, two dangers

that reunions of this kind will help to correct. One of these is the matter

of personality, the kind of personality that can only be developed in con-

tact with men, that cannot be developed in connection with one'.s own

theories and one's own way of looking at things. It is the kind of per-

sonality that influences men and is sympathetic with them, aud can only

be obtained by knowing men, thus gaining a very much wider range than

is possible within the limits of one's own field. It seems to me that is one

of the striking features that ought to be thought of in connection with this

Academy. Frankly, I think that papers are relatively very unimportant

things. I never saw very much inspiration in papers. The inspiration

comes from association with men, and that is the thing to cultivate—this

opportunity to associate one with another.

The other thing we are in danger of losing sight of, and which this

Academy can correct, is the tendency to become narrow in our vision and

lose our perspective of the whole general field, not only of science but also,

of education. You will find that as scientific men become less and less

interested in other fields of work, as they grind their own grooves deeper

and deeper, they become less and less effective as teachers and less aud less

influential with their students. You will find men with broad outlook,

clear and wide vision, men with sympathy—and men can only get these

things by coming in contact with larger fields than their own—are the

men who win with students.

These two things we want in these days, men with sympathetic per-

sonality, with a broad view over science in general, with an appreciation

of the work of others, and with larger view of education as well. I hear

that the art of teaching is disappearing. It seems to me that the fine en-

thusiasm which a teacher must impart to his student, is in danger of dis-

[6—23003]
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appearing from our scieiititic laboratoiies, which ari' too nmcli in tlaii,iier

of becoming mere factories.

Your number is so small that you can really know one another and

can know the work that is being done by one another, and that is just

the sort of thing you need. You do not need to come here for training in

science; the Academy is no place for training, it is for association and per-

sonal inspiration. (Applause.)

I'rofessor Dennis: Toadies and (Jentlemen : Some years ago "plank-

ton" got into the reservoir of our waterworks at Itichmond, and we were

a unit that we could not get along with it there any longer, and when we

set out to procui'c a remedy we found that such a remedy had been worked

out by a member of this Academy, and this man is the one I will now call

on to sijeak. lie is a graduate of Wabash College. lie is the inventor of

a means of culture for (he nitrifying bacteria of the soil, which invention

lie did not patent, but gave to tlie .Vniericnn ]»eople. 'iliis iiuts us all under

obligations to him.

INIr. (Icorge '1'. .Moore, of the llotauical (lardens of St. Louis. (Ap-

plause.)

In Ills rcspmsc .Mr. .Moirre called attention in a hunmrons way, to some

of the advantages of scientific knowledge, and in conclusion presented the

greetings ;ind best wishes of the St. Louis Academy of Science and the

.Missouri I'.otanical (iarden.

I'Koi'EssoR Denms: .\ number of telegrams and letters bav(> been re-

ceived since the ad.joni'innent. and I will ask Prof. Butler to r(>ad them

now.

(The letter of Dr. ^Viley is appendetl as it was the basis for action in

the closing session on Saturday moi-ning).

W asiii.\(;to.\. D. C, Nov. 22, rJUO.

.Mr. .\. W. I'.utler. Indianapolis. Indiana.

Dear Mr. liutler— I have received from you and other members of the

Academy of Science, cordial invitati<ms to be present at the 25th anni-

versary meeting, November 25th-27th. 1001). Should I consult my personal

desires I would surely accept the invitation. Just at this time, however,

two extremely important cases are in i)reparati(m for trial before the

Tinited States courts. (1) the use of borax in foods, and (2) the use of

I>eroxides of nitrogen in bleached tlour. I am comi)elled to give every mo-

ment of my time to the prei).ii atioii for these cases, the first one of which

will be called in the fedei'al court in Peoria on the Sth of December. I
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therefore am constrained by reason of these public duties to decline the

invitation to be present at the meeting of the Academy of Science. I want

to say, however, just one word to the members of the Academy, and that

is a word of congratulation on the work which has been accomplished by

the Indiana Academy of Science in the (juarter of a century which has

passed.

I do not believe that any state association in the country of a sim-

ilar character has accomplished so much, nor has brought together a band

of men more devoted to research, more single in purpose and more enthu-

siastic in the pursuit of scientific truth. Many of the members of the Asso-

ciation have from time to time gone out into other parts of the country to

pursue their work in other States. Not one of them, I believe, has lost

his love for the Academy nr.r parted with his devotion to its cause and

welfare.

1 have been reading lately some of the early history of Indiana in its

political and literary development. I should like to suggest that some mem-
ber of the Society, before the data are scattered and while it is still pos-

sible to derive from the moutlis of living witnesses important facts, should

write the history of early scientific education in Indiana, beginning with

the work of the Owens at New Harmony, almost a hundred years ago, and

bringing it up to the era of the establishinent of the new science, say about

to 1875, or 1880. To write the work of scientific research of Indiana in

the last twenty-five years would be too much of an undertaking for any

one man, but the greatest interest would attach to a history of the scien-

tific development of Indiana from the time of its beginning, or a little after,

up to the date which I have mentioned above. I feel sure that there are

enthusiastic and industrious members of the Society who would undertake

to do this, either by collaboration or by helping some one who would vol-

untarily assume the burden of the work. Scientific men of Indiana whose

experience goes back of 1875 might contribute personal recollections of

scientific development which would prove of intense interest. The scien-

tific work of the early colleges of Indiana is worth the most careful study

and would make interesting chapters in the history of those days when
the study of science was not considered to be a requisite for a liberal edu-

cation as it is at the present time. The story of the work of such men as

R. T. Brown. E. T. Cox, Dr. Levette, John Coburn, and others of that class

would make most interesting contributions to a work of this description.

At the present time when there is so nnich interest in the early political

and literary history of the State it seems to me the scientific history should

not be neglected.

I had hoped to present and read some paper of a scientific character

at the meeting, but as this is not to be, I should like to present in lieu

thereof this suggestion, which I hope will be given due consideration, be-

cause if it can be carried out it will 1)0 historical as well as a scientific
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work which will prove of immeasurable interest in the near future, if not

at the present time.

Let me close with the hope that this meeting may be all its promoters

have intended it should be—a feast not only of science but of friendship

—

that it may result in the stronger cementation of the bonds which hold

the love of the loyal Hoosiers firmly to the State, and excite a pride in the

scientific work of Indiana which may rival that which so justly exists re-

specting its literary accomplishments.

Sincerely,

H. W. Wiley.

Pkofessor Dennis: The Connnittoe wishes to honor many more mem-

bers of the Academy by asking them to speak to you this evening, but on

account of the lateness of the hour we will have to restrict the number.

I will now call on our old comrade. Prof. W. A. Noyes, of the University

of Illinois.

Professor W. A. Noyes : Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentlemen

:

I have been resting very quietly and easily all the evening, not seeing my

name on the program, and not having the sligbtest hint that I would be

called upon. It is surely a very great pleasure to be here, and I would

like to say just a word about the old times when the Academy started. I

believe I was one of the charter members, and one of the things I remember

of that time was tlie discussion in regard to the name that we should

adopt. It was finally agreed, if I remember correctly on the recommenda-

tion of Dr. Jordan, that we should call it the Indiana Academy of Science,

not the Indiana Academy of Sciences. I tiilnk that in his mind and in

ours, as we selected tliat name, was the tliouglit that after all there should

be but one science, which is all-einliracing, and I feel that as one of the

ideals of the Academy it lias Im'ch of the greatest value to us. As we come

together in these meetings of the Indiana Academy, we feel that no mat-

ter how separated our lines of work may be, how different—so different

sometimes that we can understand but little of each other's language

—

yet after all we are simply working in different parts of one great whole

of scientific knowledge, and that it is our place to look at our part, our

field, as merely one jiart of the whole, all parts of which may in some way

or other touch our own. And this opportunity of seeing, of catching even

a little glimpse of this work that is so far removed, perhaps, from our own,

and the acquaintance of these men who are working in the different fields,

is, it seems to me, one of the features of greatest value in these friend-

ships and associations which we have made here in this Academy.
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Pkofessoe Dennis : We shall uow bear from Professor Charles W.

Greene, of the Uinversity of Missouri.

Prof. Charles W. Greene: Mv. Toastniaster : It seems rather un-

fortunate that a man such as I, of no ability as a speaker, should be

called upon, but I will do the best I can to express the feeling of enthvisi-

asm and encouragement this meeting has given me. It has been a great

pleasure to meet so many friends and to recall old times when the Aca-

demy first began, the time when at DePauw, through the genial personality

of Professor Jenkins, we began to catch the scientific spirit. I remember

my first meeting with the Academy was at Greencastle. We went out on

a field excursion and we younger men were brought into intimate con-

tact with the stimulating personal enthusiasm which always characterizes

Indiana scientists.

I think one of the features of this meeting has been the showing of

the great tolerance that has been developed in our scientific lines of

thought. Dr. Coulter showed us that this morning. It is certainly very-

encouraging to the physiologist to learn that in the life of the plant, in

its growth from the Plasmodium, it is not predestined to go through any

fixed and inflexible schedule of development. I felt at the time that prob-

ably the calm cold conservatism of morphology was yielding to the seduc-

tive charms of physiology as expressed in environment, that a new era in

botany was still possiblie to us. That was not the old botany but a

glimpse of the new.

Professor Dennis : Dr. Evermaim for a long time a member of the

Academy is with us and will tell us what members of the Academy are

doing in ^Vashington. He represents the Atlantic here as Dr. Jordan the

Pacific. He gave us last night an account of a fishing trip to the "Tiptop

of the United States" but he did not produce his "records or his instru-

ments" or even his fishes; he gave us only fish stories. Perhaps he has

the real article with him this evening. Dr. Barton Warren Evermann of

the U. S. Fish Commission.

Dr. Barton W. Evermann : Mr. Toastmaster and Amos Butler—or

the Indiana Academy—they mean the same thing. I have been looking at

this program ever since I came into the i-ooin, and I notice what my friend,

Dr. Coulter, also noticed, and mentioned in his remarks—the toast imme-

diately following my name, which I fear bears some relation to what I

have already said or what I mny say in this meeting. "Lord, Lord, how
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this world is given to lying!" But I am glad Dr. Coulter noticed this and

put in a disclaimer, thus relieving me to some extent of the suspicion that

my fish stories were the only ones in mind.

I would like to say a word regarding those of the Indiana Acade-

my who are now in Washington, and to tell you something of what they

are doing. I noticed, perhaps you noticed, in a recent magazine, a long

article on "The Plunderers of Washington." There were a dozen or more

of them, and I am glad to say to you that there was not among these

plunderers who were pictured in this article, any Washington member of

the Indiana Academy. We all escaped that distinction at least! I think

I can also say that no member of the Indiana Academy in Washington has

been seriously involved in the Cook-1'eary controver>5y. We have kept

clear of that, also. If there is anything the Indianian learned long ago, it

is to tjike care of himself and not to get into embarrassing situations need-

lessly. So in this case the members of the Indiana Academy have read the

very interesting article by George Kemian in the Outlook which proved

very conclusively that Dr. Cook did not have more than one-tenth of the

pemmican necessary to enable him and his dogs to reach the North Pole.

They took that for what it was worth., and waited for something further.

Then in another magazine some man frdui the West had the whole thing

figured out, showing that Kennan had Coitk's dogs continuing to eat

pemmican at the rate of a pound a day even after they were dead and the

Indiana Academy people in Washington hope Kennan may be able to ex-

plain why and how they did such an unusual thing.

Several of your friends in Washington are engaged in very interesting

work which has an important Ijearing ui>on matters in this State. Our

good friend, Dr. Wiley, the most distinguisiicd W.ishington momlK'r from

this State, is still coiitiiining his i»ure locid wm'k and trying to answer the

question "What is whisky V" Dr. Hay. a former Presi<leiil of the Academy,

and now in Washington, is trying to determine, no doubt for the benefit of

the Academy, the .-ige of the Cerato])s beds in Wyoiiiing. Idalio and Mon-

tana.

One matter tiiat I tiiiiik will lie of some interest to you here in the

Mississippi Valley, is that the liureau of Fisheries is establishing a bio-

logical station at Fairport, Iowa, in the interest of pearls and the pearl

button industry, a matter which will appeal to the ladies. There was es-

tablished some few years ago a small button factory at Davenport. A
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German came ovex- and saw the great numbers of mussels in the Mis-

sissippi River, and thought thej' miglit malce good buttons. He began ex-

perimenting and soon demonstrated that they were well adapted to this

purpose, and now more than fifty tliousand tons of these fresh-water mus-

sels are used annually. This is a greater quantity than natural produc-

tion can supply. The supply, of course, cannot keep up. Fifty thousand

tuns a year will soon use up the supply. The Bureau of Fisheries realized

the possibility of an early depletion of the supply of shells and arranged

with I'rofessors Lefevre and Curtis of the TTniversity of Missouri to ex-

periment and see if they could not develop a method for the artificial prop-

agation of fresh-water mussels ; and they have succeeded, so that the

propagation of fresli-water mussels will soon be an easy proposition. Con-

gress made an appropriation for a biological station in which these experi-

ments may l)e carried forward. We have acciuired sixty-five acres of land

at Fairport. and the construction work is now going on at that place. It

is the an)l>ition of those who are particularly interested in that station to

see there a station which will appeal to every biologist in the Mississippi

basin. We want t(j make it :i fresh-water biological station where any bi-

ologist of the Mississippi Valley or elsewhere may go and find the facili-

ties and material for the study of any fresh-water biological problem in

which he is Interested; and the Bureau of Fisheries not only hopes you

may avail yourselves of the advantage of the station when completed but

most cordially invites you to do so.

Again on behalf of the Washingtim ('(mtingeut I extend greetings to

the Indiana Academy of Science. I thank you.

Professor Dennis : I hope you will permit me to take another min-

ute. Reference has been made again and again to the large number of

splendid men who have gone out from this Academy. It would be equally

liroi)er to refer to the large numl>er of valuable nien who have come into

the Academy. Reference was made this morning by Mr. William Watson

Woollen to the fact that the Audubon Society was an offspring of this Aca-

demy. I am sure the mother of that Swietj* was necessity, and the father

of that Society as well as of this was Amos Butlei*. I ask now that the

Academy stand, and drink the health, in cold water, of Amos Butler, the

father of the Indiana Academy of Science. (A])plause.)
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MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH
ANNUAL MEETING

Indiana Academy of Science
CLAYPOOL HOTEL, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA,

Nov. 25, 20, 27, 1909.

Friday Morning, November 26, 1909.

Meeting callerl to order by the President, Dr. A. L. Foley.

Reading of tlie minutes dispensed with.

Dr. Foley: We will now have the minutes of the Executive session

of last evening.

Assistant Secretary Bigney : The Indiana Academy of Science

met in the Claypool Hotel at four p. m., November 25th. Eleven members

were present and several visiting members of the Academy.

Members present were: A. L. Foley, President; J. II. Ransom, Secre-

tary; A. J. Bigney, Assistant Secretary; Robert Hassler; John S. Wright;

Carl L. Mees; W. S. Blatchley; M. B. Thomas; C. II. Eigenmann; A. W.

Butler; D. S. Jordan.

A. L. Foley, President of the Academy, in the chair.

The report of the Committee on the 25th meeting, by A. W. Butler, as

printed on program, with several additional papers, was read.

G. W. Benton, J. S. Wright and J. W. Woodhams reported that all

plans for the banquet had been made.

Membership Committee made no report. Report of State Library

Committee was made by J. S. Wright. He stated that Ihe Proceedings of

the Academy were l>eing cared for in good order and that many volumes

had been bound.

No report from Conunittee on Weeds and Diseases.

No report from Directors of Biological Survey.
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No report from Comuiittee on Relations to tue State.

Committee on Distribution of Proceedings reported tlirougii J. S.

Wright. All work had been performetl.

Editorial Committee, by II. L. Brnner, reported work done as ordered.

Report of Secretary on non-resident list was taken up. On motion

it was decided to place only those members on the non-resident list who

had done work of marked credit to the Academy. The list was passed

on by the Executive Committee.

Deaths of Dr. Gray and W. II. Ragan reported. Cunnnittee on Reso-

lutions apiK)inted. consisting of (
'. I,. Mees. A. W. Butler and G. W. Benton.

Bills of expense were reported l)y \. W. Butler. They were referred

to Auditing Committee.

Foreign Exchange list ordered to be revised and printed in next re-

port.

Summer meeting to be passed on tomorrow.

Committee on Fellows also to consider a list of Honorary Fellows.

It was voted to place .$2.[).00 at the disposiil of the Secretary for his

otiichil duties.

Resolution from California Academy of Science read.

Dr. Jordan extended greeting from tlie California Academy of Science,

and thanks for books.

Committee of two on Fellows was ordered to be apixilnted by Academy.

Motion that the cli.-iinuen tif Gonnnlttees be retained, committees to

be tilled by clniirmen.

Auditing. Membership, I'rogr.-im and Nomin.-iting Committees not to

be covered by previous motion.

On motion (J. W. Benton was chosen as anotiier Assistant Secretary.

Adjourned.

J. II. RANSOM, Secretary.

A. J. BIGNEY, Assistant Secr(-tary.

(Report adopted as read.)

Dr. Foley: I will now call on .Mr. A. W. liutler to make a statement

in regard to this meeting of the Academy.

Mu. A. W. IUtler: Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Academy:

The program as printed, and which I supix)S(> the most of you have in
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your liaiuls, has on it a list of sixty-three ])ui)ers. There are six additional

pai)ers which have been added. One of these, a paper V)y Prof. M. B.

Thomas, was omitted from the original list. The additions are as fol-

lows :

"The Wood Lot," M. B. Thomas.

"The Nasal Muscles of Vertebrates," II. L. Kruner.

"Streamers that Show IJeversal of Cun-ature in the Corona of

IHm," J. A. Miller.

"On a New Complex Copper Cyanogen Compound," A. R. Middle-

ton.

"Determination of Eiidothermic Gases by Combustion," A. R.

Middleton.

"That Erroneous Hiawatha," A. B. Reagan.

This brings the number of papers up to sixty-nine.

At the conclusion of the business of the meeting there will be re-

sponses from other State societies, some six or eight in number.

The program as printed indicates a banquet this evening, to which

attention has been called, and the program for which will be announced

later.

The program for tomorrow morning is also printed here, including

four principal addresses, and suggestions as to plans for the Academy.

I want to say in behalf of the Committee on the Twenty-fifth Anni-

versary that we have been very muc'h gratified by the interest that has

been taken by the educational and scientific societies throughout the State.

The Indiana Medical Association, the Historical Society, the Teachers' As-

sociation, and a number of other associations have by formal resolution

recognized this twenty-fifth meeting, and several of them have appointed

delegates to attend the meeting.

I would also like to call attention to the fact that we have had a

\evy large number of congratulatory letters on the period we have ar-

rived at in the history of this Society, and there are three I would like to

call attention to. One is from one of the ex-Presidents whom we always

delighted to honor, Mr. T. C. Mendenhall. He is at present in Europe in

search of health, and as he cannot be present, sends his congratulations.

Also a letter from Professor Goss, of the University of Illinois, who had

expected to be present until he found that this date is the same as that

of the dedication of their new Phy.sics building, so he could not come.

Also one from Prof. Kingsley, of Tufts College, Mass. These three letters

ai'e particularly earnest and cordial in their wox'ds of greeting.
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We hope you will find everything arranged for your comfort and con-

venience, and beg to assure you that if anything has been overlooked or

if there is anything you do not like in connection with the arrangements,

we are sorry that such is the case. The Committee tried to do its best.

(Applause.)

Dr. Foley : 1 will now call for rei)orts from the different standing

committees.

Program Committee, Mr. W. J. Moenkhaus, chairman: (This report

included in the statement of Mr. Butler.)

Membership Committee:

(Moved and seconded that the Secretai-y east the ballot of the Academy

for the names read. Carried, and persons declared members upon sign-

ing of the Constitution and payment of dues.)

Treasurer's report. Mr. W. A. McBeth, Treasurer:

To the Indiana Academy of Science:

On hands, last report i?424 .39

Received dues and fees for 1900 95 50

$519 89

Expended as per I'eceipts and vouchers 118 67

Balance on hand $401 22

The papers and vouchers are ready for the Auditing Connuittee.

W. A. McBETH, Treasurer.

State Library Committee, .7. S. Wright, chairman: (Postponed until

later, when State Librarian Brown will make the report.)

Committee on Restriction of Weeds and Diseases : No report.

Directors of Bioligical Survey: No report.

Relations of Academy to the State : No i-eport.

Distributions of Proceedings, J. S. Wright, chairman:

Mr. Wright: There is no special reiiort to make. The Committee

has the work in hand. We are now engaged in compiling a domestic ex-

change list.

Committee on Election of Fellows : Passed.

Report of Advertising Committee: ( Inchidod in statement of Mr.

Butler.)
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Report of Editor:

Mr. H. L. Bkuneu : The Proceedings for I'.HJS were publislied in the

usual form. Each contributing autlior also received one hundred free re-

prints of his own article. (No reprints of abstracts were furnished.) The

financial part of my report is as follows

:

Balance in State Treasury from liMiS .$244 98

Appropriation for fiscal year 1909* GOO 00

Total $844 98

Cost of Proceedings for 1908 .$438 74

Cost of reprints for 1908 85 68

Total 524 42

Balance available foi- fiscal year 1010 $320 50

Appropriation for fiscal year 1910 1,200 00

Total available for printing the Proceedings of

1909 $1,520 56

I wish to call the attention of the members of the Academy to one or

two matters. First in regard to the editorial statement on the program.

We desire that papers be in the hands of the editor or secretary as early

as possible, in order that the Proceedings may be gotten out more promptly

than last year. Reprints will be furnished of all papers printed, excepting

abstracts, and these may be furnished, if request is made. Ttiese re-

prints are paid for by the State Printing Board.

I desire to ask for suggestions as to changing the style of binding and

improving the quality of the paper for the coming year.

I would also ask that e:!cli one sending a paper for publication should

give his address on the paper, so proof can be sent and the reprints

mailed. This is a very important thing and I hope it will not be over-

looked.

Dr. Foley: Does anyone have any suggestions to make?

Mr. J. S. Wright : I am sorry to occupy so much time on the floor

this morning, but I feel there is one thing that should be recognized, and

that is the fact of the service rendered the Indiana Academy of Science

by the past President, Mr. Glenn Culbertson. who succeeded in doubling

the amount of money availal'le for publishing. We now have $1,200 per

* The fiscal year 1909 becran Oct. 1, 1908. and closed Sept. 30. 1909.
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year, as af:;ainst .$<i(M» l)ff<n-e Mr. Ciill)Hrtsi)ii took this in hand. I tliinlc

this Academy owes him a debt of gratitude. (Apiilanse. i

Dr. Foley: I wish to sefoiid wliat Mr. Wrij^ht lias said. 1 also wish

to point out another fact, that formerly any money left reverted to the

State, while now it can lie carried over until the next year.

Are there any other suggestions?

Mk. M. P>. Thomas: It seems to me it wduld be best to improve the

quality of the paper and la-intinj;. and possibly of the illustrations, but that

this matter should be left to the Committee on Printing, of which Prof.

Kruiier is the chairman.

(Taken by consent.)

Mr. Wright: I move that the Academy extend a vote of thanks to

Mr. Culbertson for his unusual service.

(Seconded and carried.)

Report of Resolutions Committee : No report at this time.

Mr. G. W. Benton : I would like t<> suggest that the Academy is

under obligations to the press of the city for courtesies extended, in giv-

ing us colunni after c(dunm of space for advertising tiiis meeting. We

have been unusually ]irivileged in this regard, and I think it is proper and

courteous that we should recognize it in some definite way. 'I'iicrct'ore 1

Miove tlnit we extend a vote of thanks to the press of the city for courte-

sies extended to the Academy in ainionncing tliis Anniversary meeting.

(Seconded and carried.)

L)i{. St.\.ni,ev Corr.TER. (for tlie Meniliersiiiit ConnnittcH?) : It seems

to me it would be remarkably pleasant if we could mark this twenty-tifth

anniversiiry by a large increase in membership, and if you will see that

applicati(jns are in the bands <>f the committee some time during the fore-

noon, we will rejuirt on them at the afternoon sessi<m. so the neophytes

will have the feeling that they are full-fledged members.

After an anouncement by the Treasurer in regard to paynu-nt of dues;

and another by .Mr. P.enton regaiding tlie bancpiet tickets, etc.. Dr. Foley

called on Mr. D. C. lirown. the State Librarian, to rejiort in regaid to the

Academy and its relation to the State labrary.

Puor. D. ('. P.itowN : I am not a member ol tlie Academy of Science,

but as State Librarian I nnide an agreement with the Academy <jf Science

by which the State Librarian is to classify, catalog and shelve the docu-
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meats and reports l)el()iiginy to the Academy, making them subject to re-

moval hy any members of the Academy, and subject to reference by the

public. I am very greatly Interested In having the State Library the

center for reference of the entire State on every subject, and by the agree-

ment made with the connnittee of your Academy two years ago this work

has 'leen begun and Is progressing fairly well.

Tlie agreement was that the catalog department of the State Library

should, as fast as possible and as fast as funds would allow, proceed with

this work. I'll to the present time we have classified, cataloged, and

made analytical catalogs of 143 volumes of domestic reports and 9G for-

eign reports, making a total of 289 volumes. These have all been bound,

and there are about one hundred volume.-; at present ready to go to the

bindery, some foreign and some domestic. These volumes are systemat-

ically cataloged and at the jiresent time I have had them all bound alike

in good buckram, with a certiiin kind of Label on the back, with "Academy

of Science" at the to]) and the library call number at the bottom. Inside,

a label showing to wliom the book belongs, and that it can be borrowed

enl.v by tlie members, but used for reference by the general public. I am

not quite sure that it is advisable to bind all these books in exactly the

same way. but it makes them easily understood when ou the shelves.

Members can tell instantly that that book belongs to the Academy of

Science. A separate card list is also made in pencil and ink. and easily

accessible at any moment.

I fancy you all understand that the binding is paid for by the library,

with the understanding that If the Academy ever withdraws the books it

must paj' that amount, so the bills for binding are kept separate, and the

public has the use of the books. The Academy would also liave the right

to have the cards that are made showing the l)ooks properly cataloged.

Whether that will ever come. I do not know.

I am struggling as l>est I can for a State Library and Historical

Museum, in which all the valuable records and scientific reports of the

State can be ivept, and in making the argument for that I have said thai;

the Academy of Science would helji.

I do not know that 1 can make any further .statement about it, only to

have it known to you that the i*eports are cataloged now about as fast as

they come in. I liave one request to make—that we ma.v have a definite

and correct list of .vour foreign exchanges, .vour domestic exchanges, and
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your membership. I have had considerable trouble about that, but have

worked it out fairly well so far. The foreign exchanges are made through

the Smithsonian Institute at Washington. The files of the reports sent to

members are paid for by the Academy. The library pays for the others,

and tlirough the library they are distributed.

I am very anxious that the members come to the library, as their

coming there to use these reports will make it known to the public that

the reports are there and can be used.

I believe I hiive nothing further of interest, but I am very anxious to

see you in the library. (Applause.)

Dk. Foley : I am sure I voice the sentiments of the Academy when

I thank our Librarian for the efforts he has put forth in getting the

Academy library in gocid shape, available for use.

The program calls for greetings from the various other scientific so-

cieties after the addre.sses of tlie mnrning. I am informed, however,

that Mr. Rrossmann. representing the Indiana Engineering Society, is here

and caiiiint i-ciiiaiii, liiPi-cfdi'c 1 will call upon Mr. llrossmaini al liic present

time.

Mr. I>rossniaini's address will Ik' found in lull on page 44.

Dr. Foij:v : I might ask if there .'ir(^ any oilier representatives of

societies here that cannot rein.-iin during I lie jieiMod. If so. we will have

the greeting at this time.

There is just one other jioint tliat might he 1;iken up at this time.

,\\\i\ llial is the (]uesti(in of a summer meeting. Tlie (piestion was men-

tioned at the Executive Cr.nunittee meeting last evening, but was not

settled. Are there any suggestions as to whether we shall or shall not have

a sininner niet>ting? I think the Program C<innnittee would like to have

an expression from tlie Academy. It does nol wish to announce a meet-

ing unless S(.niel)(i(ly meets. On the olliei- h.ind. it does not wish to dis-

continue this meeting if it is the desire of any considerable number of

members to continue them. What is the wish of the Academy?

If no one has any suggestions. I will call on Dr. S. E. Earj). who feai-s

he may not l>e able to rem.'iin during the entire nutrning. 1o respond for

tlie Indian.-i .Medical Society.

I>i-. Enr]>'s remarks will be found in lull on jiage 40.

(Mr. 1'. N. Evans, Vice-President, in the chair.)
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Ms. Evans : We will now proceed with the regular order of busi-

ness, and will hear the President's Address by Dr. A. L. Foley, of Bloom-

iiigton.

Dr. Foley's address will be found on page 89.

Following the President's address

:

Mr. Evans : Evidently this chair should be occupied by a physicist

instead of a chemist, so I will vacate in favor of Dr. Foley. (Applause.)

Dr. Foley : It now gives nie great pleasure to introduce one who

needs no introduction, Dr. John M. Coulter, of Chicago University, who

will speak to us on "Recent Progress in Botany." (Applause.)

Dr. Coulter's address will be found on page 101.

Following Dr. Coulter's address

:

Dr. I'OLEY : You will note from the program that Dr. Harvey Wiley

was to have been here this morning to address us. I understand Dr.

Barnard has a letter from Dr. Wiley. We would be glad to hear from

Dr. Barnard.

Dr. H. E. Barnard : Mr. I'resident, I just this morning received a

comnuinication from Dr. Wiley, in which he said he was engaged in the

preparation of a very important case involving one of the basic principles

of the Pure Food Law. He said if he came on here for four days, he did

not know what would happen to the case, and that while he would be

with us in spirit and thought, it would be impossible for him to leave his

work in Washington to attend this convention. He sends to you his best

wishes and hopes for a successful meeting.

Dr. Foley : You will note from the program that we now have greet-

ings from several associations, scientihc and otherwise, who have sent

delegates to this association at this time. I will call first for the Indiana

Teachers' Association, through its President, Mr. Geo. W. Benton.

(See page 39.)

Dr. Foley : We will now hear from the Indiana Branch of the

American Chemical Society, through Mr. It. B. Moore.

(See page 42.)

Following the various society greetings the Academy adjourned until

2 :00 p. m.

[6—230031
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Saturday Morning, November 21 , 1909.

Meetiug called to order by President Foley.

(After asking the members who had not already done so to leave their

names at the desk, so that a complete list of those in attendance at this

meeting might be obtained, Dr. Foley calletl for the report of the Connnit-

tee on Resolutions, Mr. C. L. Mees, chairman.)

For this re] tort see page 24.

(Moved and carried that the report be adoi)ted.

)

Dr. Foley: It seems to me that the Academy is under great obliga-

tions to the Program Committee, especially to Mr. P.utler, and I think a

vote of thanks to this committee would be in order.

(Moved and carrie<l that a vote of thanks be extended to the Program

Committee, especially Mr. Putlcr, \'uv the great amount of work that has

been \m\ on the iirogr.-im.)

UEl'ORT OV NOMl.NATIN'O COM M ITTKK.

President, 1'. \. Evans. Lafayette.

Vice-1'resident. Chas. P. Dryer. Terrc Iliiulc.

Secretary, George W. Benton. lndianap(-lis.

Assistant Secretary. A. .]. P.igiicy. Moorcs Hill.

Treasurer, \V. J. Moeukhaus, Ph.omington.

Editor, II. L. P.runer, Indianapolis.

(Moved and carried tliat the reiKtrt be acceplcd and that the Secretary

cast the ballot of the Academy for these olfcers.

)

KKPOUT OF AVDniXG CO.VIMITTEK.

We have gone over the vouchers of tlie Treasurer, the I'rogram Com-

mittee, and the Editor's Report, and lind the sums have been done cor-

rectly.

W. J. .MOIO.XKIIAUS. Chairman.

(Moved and carrii'd that the rcpoi't ]»e ad(ii>ted. )

KKPoitT OF co.\i.\irrri:K on MKMiiKUsirii'.

Thirty-five julditional names rejioi'ted.

Aiiiilicanfs lor .Mciiiljcrsliip elected by vole of Academy, VM'.K

Thomas Piillings West Lafayette.

Earl (Jrimes Russellville.
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Eaii Rouse Glenn Brookville.

A. A. Bourke Edinburg.

Geo. Hall Ashley Iiidiannitolis.

James Persons Dinionds Washington, D. (

Guido Bell Indianapolis.

Florence Anna Gates Wabash.

Oscar AVilliam Silvey Bloomington.

James E. Weyant • • Indianapolis.

John W. Woodhams Indianapolis.

Melvin Knolen Davis Terre Haute.

E. Kate Carman Indianapolis.

Paul Anderson Grawfordsville.

Howard J. Banker Greencastle.

Charles Alexander Vallam Indianapolis.

Thad. S. McCulloch Crawfordsville.

Frank Karlston Mowrer Marion.

E. M. Deem Frankfort.

Milo H. Stuart Indianapolis.

Charles Ruby Moore West Lafayette.

L. R. Hesler Crawfordsville.

Martha Hunt Indianapolis.

Brenton L. Steele Bloomington.

Alfred Theodore Wianco Lafayette.

Walter W. Hart Indianapolis.

Ira C. Trueblood. Miss Greencastle.

Luther Cornelius Weeks West Lafayette.

Fermen L. Pickett Bloomington.

William Logan Woodburn Bloomington.

Roscoe Raymond Hyde Terre Haute.

Chas. M. Cunningham. Dr Indianapolis.

Mason L. Weems Valparaiso.

Edward N. Canis Indianaiwlis.

G. A. Osner Crawfordsville.

Frederick W. Gottlieli Morristown.

Geo. T. Moore St. Louis.

Samuel E. Earp Indianapolis.

J. H. Clark

Leslie C. Nanney Bedford.

Everett W. Owen Indianapolis.

Geo. Spitzer West Lafayette.

Geo. N. Hoffer West Lafayette.

Julius Wm. Sturmer West Lafayette.

Virges Wheeler Montmorenci.

Harry F. Dietz Indianapolis.

Chas. Brossman Indianapolis.
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A. D. Tliornbui-ii Indianapolis.

Chas. Stiltz. M. D South Bend.

Jacob P. Young Huntington.

J. M. Van Hook Bloomington.

Walter M. Baker Red Key.

Wm. Reynolds Butler Indianapolis.

W. H. Rankin Ithaca, New York.

Onier G. Boyer Lebanon.

W. M. Blanchard Greencastle.

(Moved and carried that the Secretary cast the ballot of the Academy

for these names, and that the persons be considered members after paying

fees and signing the Constitution.)

Dr. Foley : I should like to bring up a matter at this time which

was brought up yesterday, but we could not get an expression from the

Academy. That is, in regard to the Summer meetings. Does this Academy

want a Summer meeting? I think the Program Committee would like to

have an expression from the members.

Dr. Stanley Coulter: I want to say that in twenty-five years' mem-

bership I have foinid that the Summer meeting is equivalent to about three

\Vinter meetings in the way of uplift and encouragement. Of course, one

of the objections is that a good many members—mathematicians, chemists

and physicists—would not be specially interested in these Summer meet-

ings. I would very much regret to see the Summer meeting abolished.

If. however, it does not seem feasible, I presume it might be dropped. I

move that tlie Program Committee be instructed to proceed with plans for

the Summer meeting, and if in their judgment the signs are ni)t favorable

for a session, they be authorized to drop it.

W. A. AIcBeth : I want to second that motion. I remember with

great pleasure the Spring meetings. I made it a point to attend them reg-

ularly, and through the fact that we had Spring meetings I have visited

some very interesting points in Indiana which are hard to get to unless

you particularly go there. The town of New Harmony was one of these

places; it is full of historical associations. We went to Madis(^)n. to Bloom-

ington, to many of the caves, and to various other points throughout the

State where we would probably not have gone if it had not been for this

particular attraction. Now, my own way of thinking is that if we would

resolve to go to these Spring meetings they would be worth two of the

Winter meetings to those who go. I am heartily in favor of resuming the

Spring meetings.
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(At the suggestion of Mr. Butler a standing vote was taken, wbicn re-

sulted unanimously in favor of resuming the Spring meetings.)

Mr. Butler: :\Ir. Chairman. We have a telegram of greeting from

the Ohio Academy of Science, aaid I move that the Secretary be instructed

to telegraph the greetings of the Indiana Academy in return.

(Taken by consent.)

Mb. Butlbr: In reference to the letter from Dr. Harvey Wiley read

at the banquet last night, I move that a committee, consisting of Stanley

Coulter, Harvey W. Wiley and C. H. Eigenmann be appointed to see that

the suggestions in Dr. Wiley's letter in regard to obtaining some one to

prepare a history of early science in Indiana, are carried out.

( Seconded.

)

J. H. Ransom : I would like to amend that by adding Mr. A. W. But-

ler's name to that committee as a fourth member.

( Seconded.

)

Stanley Coulter : I suggest that Mr. Butler be the first member in-

stead of the fourth.

Mr. Butler : I think the punx»se of the committee is simply to study

the situation, and a smaller committee is better than a large one. The three

first chosen are the proper members and would be able to do the woi'k

better than a larger committee.

(Amendment put and carried; motion as amended carried.)

Mr. Butler: I move that the Treasurer and Secretary be directed

to notify all delinquent members that the constitutional rules against such

will be enforced, by order of the Academy.

(Seconded and carried.)

Mr. Butler: Another matter I think should be acted upon by the

Academy. The Editor this year has not put in any bill for expenses, and

the expense of editing the I'roceedings will prol>aI)ly l)e larger next year.

I move that an appropriation of .$25 be allowed the Editor for the ex-

penses of this year and the year coming.

(Seconded and carried.)

Mr. J. S. Wright : In view of the fact that the Academy has received

many favors from the Claypool Hotel in giving us this room without

charge, and a room for the section meetings, and other courtesies, I move
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that we extend a vote of tbauks to the management of tlie Claypool Hotel

for courtesies shown the Academy.

(Seconded and carried.)

Dr. Foley : We will now take up the program of the morning. The

first number is an address by Dr. B. W. Evermanu, of the U. S. Bureau of

Fisheries, on "Federal Control of International and Interstate Waters."

For Dr. Evermann's address see page 119.

Dr. Foley: The next paper is by Prof. Charles W. Greene, of the

University of Missouri, on "The Speed of Migration of Salmon in the

Columbia River."

An abstract of Professor Greene's address is given on page 125.

Dr. Foley : The last paper on the program, "Some Hoosier and

Academy Experiences," is by C. A. Waldo, of the Washington University,

St. Louis, but Mr. Waldo is not here. The first paper, "Methods and

Materials Used in Soil Testing." is by II. A. Huston, of Chicago. Mr.

Huston is not here, but his paper is, and it will take about fifteen minutes

to read it. It is contrary to precedent that a paper should be read by

anyone but the author. However, the Academy can change that, of course.

at will. What shall we do with this paper?

(Moved and carried that the pajK'r he read.)

For Professor Huston's achlrcss see i»age 111.

Dr. Foley : I am sure the members of the Academy would like to

hear from anyone who has any suggestions to offer. This completes the

list on the program, lint we will i»e glad to hear from anyone else.

If you will pardon me. I would like to make a suggestion or two, one

of which was made to me last evening.

Those of us who are meml)ers of tlie .Vmericau Association know that

when we register there, a numiier is given us corresi)onding to the name,

address and business of the memlu'r. So all we need to do to find any

man's pedigree is to refer to the number in the list, which is the registra-

tion list. Now, it seems to me that some .scheme like that might be an ad-

vantage in connection with this Academy, so that any member can find

out who the other man is. I know I am introduced to ]ieople a half-dozen

at a time, whom I cann()t placf and name a few minutes afterwards. A gi'eat

many people I find are like to me in that respect. We cannot associate

names and faces after having been introduced to three or four persons at

once. Perhaps some sf»rt of a scheme might be adopted to advantage.
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Another thing is that this meeting is the largest that we have ever

had during my connection witli the Academy, and the reason Is evident.

We have had men of national reputation to address us. I do not think

this large attendance comes from the fact that this is an anniversary meet-

ing, but from the fact that the program has l)een made worth while by

having men \'\'lio will draw people to the meeting.

You will note that the Stiite is now doing our printing; we do not

have to pay that ourselves, and you will note from the Treasurer's report

that we have some money and that we are going to get more money, and

we have nothing particular to do with this. Now, it seems to me that the

Program Conunittee might arrange to bring one or two speakers here each

year, speakers of national reputation, and spend some of this money for

their expenses. If we could have some such program as we have had this

year every year, with men like Dr. .Jordan, and Dr. Coulter and Dr. Wiley,

there is no question but what we would have a large attendance, and I

think our funds will justify that. I merely offer tliese as suggestions.

II. D. Bruneb: As editor of the I'roceedings I would urge the im]ior-

tance of getting the manuscripts in as soon as possible. The fact that the

Proceedings were late this year is due largely to the tardy reception of

the papers ])y the editor. If the members, will tuni over their papers

promptly, I will see that thoy get into the hands of the printer as early as

possible.

Dk. Foley: I want to second what Mr. Bruner has said. I was

Editor one year.

This completes the program, unless the Academy wishes to take up

some of the papers which are departmental. What is your will?

(Motion to adjourn.)
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[president's addkess.i

Recent Developments in Physical Science.

[Publication No. 34.]

By Akthxtr L. Foley.

On tliis—tlie tweiity-fil'tli—birtlulay of tlie Indiana Academy of Science,

it is meet tliat we survey the progress made and talce an inventory of

stock on hand. Where were we? Where are we?

Comparing physical science of today with physical science of twenty-

five years ago, I am forced to the conclusion that there has been a revo-

lution.

In the first place there has been a revolution in the methods of teach-

ing science. I would remind you that the physics laboratory of the Uni-

versity of Berlin was founded in ISG-'J. the Cavendish laboratory of Cam-

bridge in 1874. In 1871 Professor Trowbridge, of Harvard, was obliged

to borrow some electrical measuring instruments, as the university had none

of its own. It is not surprising, then, that a few years later—at the time

the Indiana Academy of Science was founded—there were in the I'nited

States very few physics laboratcnies worthy of the name. Physics teach-

ing in college and high school was chiefly from the text-book. Today a

college which would offer work in physics without a laboratory would be

considered a joke; and in order to be commissioned, a high school must

have a certain minimum of laboratory equipment and the physics teacher

must devote a part of his time to laboratory instruction.

In the second place there has been a complete cliange in the attitude

of men of affairs toward tlie physics professor and his students. No longer

do they consider us theoretical, and therefore impractical. No longer do

they look with distrust or contempt on laboratory methods and data. No

longer do they hold tliat apprenticeship and experience are sufficient for

their needs. Today the large industrial concerns are establishing labora-

tories of their own and employing in them the best trained men they can

command.

In the third place, there has been a revolution in some of our physical

theories. By the term revolution I do not mean a destructive upheaval
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in which the worlv of the past has been repudiated and destroyed and a

new order of things established. I mean that some of our ideas have

undergone such a complete and rapid change that what some might term

an evolution is really a revolution. Indeed, we have had two revolutionary

periods within the life of this Academy.

The first came in 1887 with the epoch-making researches of Heinrich

Hertz. Faraday had given us his theory of lines of force and the mathe-

maticians had attacked it. Young and Fresnel had given us the uudu-

latory theory of light and Laplace and Poisson had "befuddled us with

their objections." Ampere had given a theory of magnetism, but Poisson

and Weber had given two others. To explain an electric charge we could

resort to the one-fluid theory, the two-fluid theory, the potential theory,

the energy theory, the etlier-strain theory. Maxwell had written a treatise

on electricity which few could read and no one could fully understand. A
distinguished FrcncJi physicist snid he understood everything in Maxwell's

book except wliat was meant by a body charged with electricity. Max-

well had given us but a vague idea of electric dis])lacements and displace-

ment <nrr<'nts, because his ideas wen- Imund u]) in (Mpiations without ex-

jieriniental verification, or even illuslr.-ition.

TIk'u came Hertz's researches, which conlirnied the fundamental hy-

l)otheses of the Faraday-Maxwell theoi-y and "ainiexed to the domain of

electricity the territory of light i-nd radiant heat." '"Many thinkers," said

Lord Kelvin, "have helped to build u]) the ninettKnith century school of

plcinini. one ether for light, heat, electricity and magnetism; and Hertz's

electrical papers, given to the world in the last decade of the century, will

be a permanent monument of the s])lendid consummation now realized."

Some one has s;iid that Hertz en.thi-onccl Maxwell in evei'y chair of i>liysics

in Europe and America.

It ai)pears that many of the ancient pIii]oso])hers had a shadowy idea

of a medium in space which they personified and called "Aether." Ac-

cording to Heriod, Aether was the son of Erebus and Night and the bi'other

of Day. The Orpliic hynnis si>eak of .\ether as the soul of the world, the

animator of all things, the principle ol life. Tlie children of Aether and

Day were the objects about us. the lie.-ivens with iill their stars, tlie land,

the sea. Aether was the lightest and most active form of matter and Day

had the i>ower of converting it into heavier matter. Plato speaks of the

'Kelvin. Introduction to .Jones' translation of Hertz's "Electric Wave-s." Macpail^

Ian, 1893.
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Aether as being a form of matter far purer and lighter than air, so light

that its weight cannot be ascertain<'(l becansc distribnti'd through infinite

space.

During the ttfteeu years folidwing the publication of Hertz's researches

it is probable that greater homage was paid to Ether by modern physicists

than was ever given it by the ancients. The ether was appealed to from

every quarter. Light, radiant heat and electric waves were ether waves.

An electric charge was an ether strain. An electric current was a phe-

nomenon in the ether and not in the wire in which it api^eared to flow.

Magnetism and gravitation were phenomena of the ether. Matter itself

became an aggregation of ether vortices. Ether and motion were expected

to explain everything. .Such terms as natural philosophy and physics were

discarded by some of our text-book writers who adopted such titles as

"Matter, Ether and Motion" ; "Ether Physics" ; "Ether Dynamics" ; "The

Mechanics of the Ether." Physics was defined as the science of motion.

The classical mechanics of LaGrange was built on what were con-

sidered fundamental concepts—^mass, force, space and time. Hertz, in his

treatise on mechanics published in 1894, endeavored to eliminate force

and potential energy and reduce a universe to ether movement. Space

and time were not fundamental ideas, but as Kant had said, were sub-

.iective notions. We measure time by a change of space relation ; that is,

a movement of a star, of the earth, of a clock hand. "In a world void of

all kind of movement there would not be seen the slightest setiuence in

the internal state of substances. Hence the abolition of the relation of

substances to one another carries with it the annihilation of sequence and

of time." Thus everything was made to depend upon movement. The

equations of motion became the chief instruments of physical research,

and the criterion by which the results of experiments were interpreted.

Galileo lost his professorship because he dared to dispute the authority

of Aristotle. Daguerre was for a time placed in an asylum because he

said he could take a picture on a tin plate. Galvani was ridiculed by his

friends and dubbed "the frog's dancing master." Franklin's paper on

lightning conductors was considered foolish, and refused publication by the

Royal Society. Fifteen years ago it would have been almost as disastrous

for a physicist to question the authority of LaGrange or Maxwell. Not

only were the results of experiments subjected to mathematical analysis,

the direction of sciontirtc investigation was largely so determined. The
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question was first put to meclianics. If a positive answer was indicated

the question was put to nature and tlie research went on. If the equations

indicated a negative result the question was dropped and the research

abandoned.

Pliyslcs was an exact science. Other sciences were not exact sciences

because their theories and hypotheses could not be mathematically ex-

pressed—the relation between cause and effect was not expressible in

algebraical symbols. Physics was an exact science whose fundamental

principles had been discovered and its laws expressed by equations. All

that remained to be done was to make more accurate measurements of

physical quantities for use as coefflcients and exponents.

Let me quote from the 1894 catalogue and later catalogues of one of

the largest universities in the United States.

"While it is never safe to athrni that tiie future of i)hysical science

has no marvels in store. * * * j^ seems probable that most of the grand

underlying principles have been firmly established and that further ad-

vances are to be sought diiefly in the rigorous application of these princi-

ples to all the phenomena which come under our notice. * * * ^^

eminent scientist has remarked that the future truths of physical science

are to be looked for in the sixth place of decimals." The foregoing is a

verbatim quotation from the introductory statement preceding the list

of courses in physics offered at one of our great universities, written, I

think, in 1894. "Underlying principles firmly established," "Future truths

in sixth decimal phice," 1894. Then came the discovery of Roentgen rays.

1895; Becquerel rays, 189G; Zeeman effect, ]S9(t; radium, 1898; atomic

disintegration, the transformation of matter, the thermal effect of radio-

activity, and intra atomic energy, V.X):",. I am unable to locate the sixth

decimal idea in recent catalogues.

J. J. Thomson likens the discovery of Roentgen raj's to the discovery

of gold in a sparsely populated country. Workers come in large numbers

to seek the gold, many of them finding that "the country has other products,

other charms, perhaps even more valuable than the gold itself."

The chief value of Roentgen's discovery was not that it furnished us

a new kind of light for the investigation of dark places, but in the fact

that it led a host of workers to study vacuum tube discharges—the dis-

charge of electricity in gases and the effects of such discharges on matter

itself. 'I^he old dusty Crookes" tul»o was taken down from tlie far corner
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of the upper shelf and regarded with new interest. In a day it had ceased

to be a forgotten, though curious, plaything, and had become a powerful

instrument of research. It was before Roentgen's discovery that a well-

known professor said to me that he considered it foolish for one to spend

any part of his departmental appropriation for a vacuum ; that when he

paid out money he wanted something in return—not an empty space. And

yet this man was familiar with the work of Faraday and of Crookes, both

of whom with prophetic mind had foreseen and foretold. I^t me quote

from a lecture by Faraday on the significant subject "Radiant Matter."

^ "I may now notice a peculiar progression in physical propei'ties (of

matter) accompanying changes of form, and which is perhaps sufficient to

induce, in the inventive and sanguine philosopher, a considerable degree

of belief in the association of the radiant form with the others In the

set of changes I have mentioned.

"As we ascend from the solid to the fluid and gaseous states, physical

properties diminish in number and variety, each state losing some of those

which belong to the preceding state. * * * The varieties of density,

hardness, opacity, color, elasticity and form, which render the number of

solids and fluids almost infinite, are now supplied by a few slight varia-

tions in weight and some unimportant shades of color.

"To those, therefore, who admit the radiant form of matter, no difficulty

exists in the simplicity of the properties it possesses * * * _ They point

out the gi'eater exertions which nature makes at each step of the change

and think that, consistently, it ought to be greatest in the passage from

the gaseous to the radiant form." The lecture from which the foregoing

is a quotation was delivereil in ISIG, when Faraday was but twenty-four

years old.

Let me quote again, this time from a lecture by Sir William Crookes

delivered sixty years later, more than thirty years ago, on the same sub-

ject
—"Radiant Matter."

"In studying this fourth state of matter we seem at length to have

within our grasp and obedient to our control the little indivisible particles

which with good warrant are supposed to constitute the physical basis of

the universe. We have seen that in some of its properties radiant matter

is as material as this table, whilst in other properties it almost assumes

the character of radiant energy. We have actually touched the borderland

where matter and force seem to merge into one another, the shadowy realm

'Life and Letters of Faraday, Vol. 1, p. 308.
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between known aurl unknown, which for me has always had iieculiar

temptations. I ventnre to think that the greatest scientific problems of

the future will find their solution in this borderland, and even beyond

;

here, it seems to me, lie ultimate realities, subtle, fai'-reaching, wonderful."

The developments of the last few years have demonstrated that no

truer prophecy was ever uttered, and the propliet Crookes has lived to

witness and to take a part in its fulfillment.

The importance of the present rejuvenation of physical science does

not consist alone in the abundance of the harvest. There have been

abundant harvests in the past. Consider the decade which closed one

hundred years ago. In 170S linnilnrd boiled water by friction. In 1790

Davy melted ice by friction in a vacuum and Laplace published his work

on mechanics. In 1S()0 Yolta constructed the Voltaic pile, Nicholson and

Carlisle decomposed water. Davy discovered the properties of laugliing

gas, and Herschel discovered dark heat rays. In 1S<H Piazzi discovered

the first asteroid. Ritter the ciieniical rays, and Young the interference of

light. Ill 1S()2 Wedgewoixl and Davy made sun pictures by the action of

light on silver chloride, and Wollaston discovered dark lines in the sun's

spectrum. In isos Mains discovered jiolarization by reflection. Gay

Lu.ssac the combination of gases by multiple volumes, and Dalton the law

of multiple proportions.

So great was the exhilaration and satisfaction produced by these dis-

coveries that many scientists of that period appear to have become infected

with sometliing akin to the "si-vth decimal" delusion. "Electricity," wrote

the French scientist Haiiy, "enriched by the labor of so many distin-

guished physicists, seems to have reached tlie term when a science has no

more important steps before it, and only leaves to those who cultivate it

the hope of confirming the discoveries of their predecessors and of casting

a brighter light on the truths revealed." A statement which was almost

iiinnediately followed by the discoveries of Oersted, Ampere, Seebeck and

Faraday. A statement which has been followed by the telegraph, the tele-

phone, the dynamo, tlie motor, the electric light, the electric railway, the

IJoentgen rays, and the wireless telegraph and telephone.

If anyone today is disposed to criticise the men of science of other

times because of their limited view. tJieir complacent opinions and their

intolerance of all that did not agree with theories they considered estab-

lished, let him first read and jioiidi-r ov<'r wlial One sjjake about motes and

beams.
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The real signiflcance of recent developments; is in the fact that they

change—in a way revolutionize—some of our ideas of things. And here

let me say that proven facts and proposed theories sliould not be confused.

A theory is simply a working hypothesis, invented for the purpose of ex-

plaining facts, to be discarded when facts are discovered with which the

theory is not in harmony. A theory may explain many facts, it may be

generally accepted, it may have survived for generations and be false.

The phlogiston theory, the corpuscular theory are two examples. Shall

we say that the theory of the indestructibility of matter and of the con-

servation of energy are two others?

The usual chemistry text-book would have us believe in the inde-

structibility of matter because the chemist can change the form of matter

almost at will, and in all the chemical reactions there is no loss of weight.

In replying to this argument I wish to make three points.

First. The balance, notwithstanding the statement of text-books, com-

pares weights and not masses, and it is only because weight is assumed

to be proportional to mass that we say we determine mass by the balance.

What we really compare is the gravitational force which the earth exerts

on two masses, and we have no a priori right to assume that this gravita-

tional force is absolutely independent of the state or molecular arrange-

ment of the attracted body. Why, for instance should we expect an abso-

lutely uniform field of force about a crystal when that same crystal will,

if placed in a proper solution, continue to grow symmetrically, and perhaps

replace a broken-off corner before beginning its growth?

It is conceivable that there should be a loss of weight in chemical re-

actions and yet no destruction of matter. It is possible that mass and

weight are not strictly proportional. If J. J. Thomson were not disposed

to question the equation w = m . g lie would- not have experimented with a

pendulum of radium, and he would not now be experimenting with a pen-

dulum of uranium oxide.

In the second place there is an apparent change of weight in chemical

reactions as has been shown by several experimenters, notably by Landolt,'

who found a loss in forty-two out of fifty-four cases. The chemical reac-

tions were brought about in sealed glass tubes which generally weighed

less after the reactions than they weighed before. Later= it was found

that some of these losses might Ih- attributed to temperature and volume

1 H. Landolt. Preuss. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, Sitz. Ber. 8, pp. 2G6-298, 190G.

^Landolt. Preuss. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, Sitz. Ber. 96, pp. 354-387, 1908,
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changes. Whatever the testimony of the bahmce may have been, some

of the reactions must have been accompanied by a loss of weight, for it

has been proven by chemical means that such I'eactions are frequently

attended by the escape of something through the walls of the glass tubes.^

This loss is readily explained by the disintegration theory. If one wishes

to explain it by assuming the diffusion of ordinary gases through the glass

walls of the tube he must explain the fact that, in many cases, it was the

heavy and least volatile substances that escaped fastest.

In the third place the element of time has been overlooked. Matter

may be disintegrating, but at such a slow rate that in the limited time

over which experiments have been extended the balance has failed to de-

tect the change. As far as our experience goes the time of rotation of

the earth is constant; but we know that it cannot be absolutely constant.

The moon has slowed down until it takes a month to make one turn. To

Mu ephemeral insect almost everything would apiiear to be eternal. With

due respect for the balance and the wonderful work it has enabled chem-

ists to do, it must be admitted that it is, comparatively, a very crude in-

strument. Let me prove it.

Suppose we iix tlu' limit of sciisihility of the bahinci- :it one one-tlionsiuidtli

of a niiliigraii!. Our ixioks on chemistry tell us that 1 e v of uas, s;iy liydro-

geii, at oniinary pressure contains 4 X lO*'*' molecules. Tiie density of II being

8[)6X10-^ then 1 gm. of II would consist of (4X 10'») ^ (890 X l<» ^) molecules.

Taking 112 as the ratio of the molecular weights of radium and II, then 1 gm.

of radium wonhl consist of [(4X 10'»( -h (896X 10 ')] ^ 1 12 = 4 X lO^^ molecules.

Therefore .001 mgm. of radium wcmld consist of 4X1"'" moiecnles, and tiiis

would l)e tiie smallest possibh- iiiiminr tliat our most sensitive balance could (k--

tect. If the gram of radium were disintegrating and its molecules escaping at

the rate of a million per second it wonld require 4X 10'" seconds = 46:3,000 days

=11270 years for that gram of radium to lose in weight only tlie one-thousandtli

part of one milligram, all the wliilc its molecules trooping away at the rate of a

million per second.

The population of the earth is about 1,500 millions. The smallest

number of molecules a balance will detect is 4x10'", or about 20,000.000

times the population of the earth. We wonder if Mars is inhabited. If

a Martian were to come to the earth t(; make an experiment to determine

whether or not the earth is po])ulated and he had no better instrument

•C. Zenghelis. Zeittchr. Pbys. Chem.65, 3. pp.3ll-3J8, Jan. 5, 190*).
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"for the detectiou of the existence of :i mau" than is the balance for a

molecule, he would be obliged to go back and report the earth uninhabited.

In fact his instrument for the man test would need to be 26,600.000 times

as sensitive as the balance to give him even a hint of the probability of

an earth population.

Thomson says that the smallest quantity of uuelectrified matter ever

detected is probably neon, and this was discovered by the spectroscope—not

the balance. But the number of molecules of neon required to give a spec-

troscopic effect is about ten million million, or about 7,000 times the popu-

lation of the earth. It has been shown that the presence of a single

charged atom can be detected by electrical means. Thus the electroscope

is millions of millions of times as sensitive as the spectroscope, which is

itself in many cases far more sensitive than the balance. This explains,

in part, why radium was discovered by physicists, and why physicists

have been most active in all the work which has had to d<j with the theories

of electricity and matter. If chemists wish to compete with physicists in

this field of investigation they must adopt physical methods and apparatus

or devise some of their own which shall be far more sensitive than the

balance or spectroscope. Further, many of the great chemists of the world

need to awake to the fact that there is something doing and that they are

not doing it. Their indifference is surprising. Only three months ago one

of them expressed the following sentiments in a paper read before the

chemical section of the British Association. '* * * "Those who feel

that the electron is possibly" (note the possibly) "but a figment of the

imagination will remain satisfied with a symbolic system which has served

us so long and so well as a means of giving expression to facts which we

do not pretend to explain. * * * Until the credentials of the electron

are placed on a higher plane of practical politics, until they are placed on

a practical plane, we may well rest content with our present condition

and admit frankly that our knowledge is insufficient to enable us even to

venture on an explanation of valency." Think of it! We, the chemists,

"remain content" in this day when, as the Hon. A. .J. Balfour has said,

the attempt to unify j)liysical science and nature '-"excites feelings of the

most acute intellednal Lrrat ilication. The satisfaction it gives is almost

'Scientific American Supplement. 63, No. ITtil. P. 21 i, Oct. 2, 1909.

-"Reflections Suggested by the New Theory of Matter." Presidential Address, British

Association for tlie advancement of Science, 1901. Science. 20 No. n04, pi>. 257-266, Aug.

26, 1901.

[7—23003]
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aesthetic in its intensity and (luality. We feel tlie same sort of pleasnrable

shock as when from the crest of some melancholy pass we first see far

below the sudden glory of plain, river and mountain." "Rest content!"

No wonder the Noebel prize in chemistry was awarded to Rutherford, a

physicist.

As to the second principle, the conservation of energy, some have

had misgivings. It was Kelvin, I helieAe, who said that radium placed

the first question mark after this great principle. Many have refused to

believe in the electron and disintegration theories because they saw, or

thought they saw, in these theories a contradiction of the principle of

energy conservation. Personally I do not see that there are necessarily

any contradictions. But even if there were and we were therefore justi-

fied in rejecting the tlieoi-ies proposed to explain the facts, we certainly

should not be justified in rejcci in;; the facts themselves.

In this coiniectiou I am reminded of the story of a lawyer wliose client

was placed in jail for some very trivial offense. When the lawyer learned

llic nature of the diarge he said to his client : "".My friend, they <"iimot

put you in jail on such a charge as thai.'" "Yes. hut they have," replied

the prisoner. When, ouv physicist says thai radiiun cannot remain at a

liiglier temperature tlian its sni roundings and :-(mtinue t<> ra<liat«' heat,

as that would be contrary to the second law of thermodynamics, the answer

is. Yes, but it does. When he says that it cannot continue to radiate en-

ergy witliiiut i-cceiving energy from some other IkmIv. as tli.-it would be

contrary to the priiicijile of tiie conservation of energy, the answer is, Yes,

but it does it.

When some one says that Iielinm or (•.•u'Imhi dioxide cannot ajijiear in

sealed tulM'S which contained no trace of tlu'.se substances to begin with,

the answer is. Yes. but they do.

Let us suj)pose (hat we have a mass of guni>owder and that it is ])ossi-

ble to, and we do, cause it to explode, one grain at a time, <'ach grain firing

its neighbor as in the fuse of a firecracker. The temjieratin-e of the mas,s

of gunpowder will be higher than its surroundings, and it will give off

heat and other forms of energy and continue tf) do so as long as the pow-

der lasts. .\o one would think of calling this an <'xception to the law of

the conservation of cik I'gy or tiic second law of I hcnnodyniimics. The

source of the energy is the atomic potential energy of th<' ])owder itself.

Let us supi>ose that we Inne a sphere with frictionless surface rotat-

ing at an enormous s]ieed. Suppose that particles of matter are thrown
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off at frequent intervals. These particles, on account of tlieir liigli speed,

Iiave considerable potential energy. TIius the sphere continues to give

off energy without receiving any as long as any mass remains. The source

of the energy is the kinetic energy stored in the sphere at the outset, of

which energy we are conscious only when we have some method of detect-

ing and slowing down the projected particles.

Thus the energy radiated by radium might be stored within the ra-

dium atom as potential energy and liberated by a sort of atomic—or sub-

atomic—explosion. Or it might be stored as kinetic energy—of revolving

electrons—and liberated gradually as these electrons escape from their

orbits. It might be stored in both forms. In any case it is intra-atomic

energy because stoi-ed tvithin the atom itself and liberated only by atomic

change—disintegration. In neither case would there be a violation of the

principle of the conservation of energy or of the second law of thermo-

dynamics. Sooner or later all the energy will have been radiated. The

fact that the supply is destined to last so long is what appeals to us as

wonderful. And so it is. The world is full of wonderful things to anyone

who pauses long enough to think.

In this paper I ha^e endeavored to give a general notion of the trend

of thought and investigation in i^hysical science rather than an enumera-

tion and discussion of discoveries and theories. I might say. however,

that there are strong reasons for believing in the molecular structure of

electricity the electrical nature of matter, and the dependence of mass upon

velocity. The theories of radioactivity and disintegration of matter are

fairly well established. According to Ramsay; one of the most eminent

chemists in the world, "we are on the brink of discovering the synthesis

of atoms, which may lead to tlie discovery of the ordinary elements."

Perhaps the dream of the alchemist is about to be realized. Certain it is

that we are face to face with energies of which no on.e even dreamed a

few years ago. Whether we call this energj- intra-atomic, sub-atomic,

interelemental or some other name, we know certainly that it exists, and

that it exists in quantities far beyond the power of man's mind to com-

prehend. Man hopes some daj-, somewhere, somehow, to discover the

means of unlocking this infinite storehouse. If this discovery is ever

made, all the others which man has ever made will pale into insignificance

beside it.

Lodge says of the one-pound shot and the one-hundred-pound shot

which Galileo dropped from the top of the Leaning Tower, that "their
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simultaneous clang as they struck the ground together sounded the death

knell of the old system of philosophy and heralded the birth of the new."

The age of reverence for autluprity Imd jiassod away and the ilay of ex-

perimental investigation had dawned.

lu a sense the discoveries of the i)ast few years have resulted iu a

similar revolution. The revival of the experimental method has been

complete. Accepted theories arc being put to the test. What we have

long i-egarded as proven facts are being questioned and. iu many cases,

challenged. There is no field of investigation which has not been culti-

vated anew.

In closing I wish to quote from the presidential address of J. .J. Thom

son' befoi'e the British Association at its last meeting. "The new dis-

coveries made iu physics the last few years, and the ideas and potentiali-

ties suggested by them, have had an effect upon the workers in that sub-

ject akin to that produced in literature by the Renaissance. Enthusiasm

has been quickened and there is a hopeful, youthful, perhaps exuberant,

spirit abroad which leads men to make with confidence experiments which

would have been thought fantastic twenty years ago. It has quite dis-

pelled the i>essimistic feeling, not uncommon at that time, that all the

interesting things had been discovered, and all that was left was to alter

a decimal or two in some physical constant. There never was any justifi-

cation for this feeling, there never were any signs of an approach to linality

in science. The sum of knowledge is. at present at any rate, a diverging,

not a converging series. As we conijuer peak after peak we see regions

in front of us full of Inlcn'st and beauty, hut we do not see our goal, wr

do not see the hori/.on : in the distance tower still higher peaks, whi<-li will

yield lo those who ascend them still witler prospects, and deepen the feel-

ing, whose truth is emphasized by every advance in science, that 'Great

are the works of the I^ord.'
"

'Scientific Am. Sup. 63, Nos. 1757 and 1758, pp. 154, 155 and 174-176. Sept. 4 an<l Sept. 11,

1909.
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Recent Progress in Botany,

P.y John M. Coulter.

Mr. Cliairman and Members of the Academy: When I lace the Indiana

Academy of Science at its twenty-fifth anniversary. I feel more lilve spealv-

ing of old times than upon any technical subject. However, perhaps some

of these reminiscences may appear at the banquet tonight, and I will re-

strict myself .iust now to the program.

It is very hard for one who has not lived and worked through the

period covered by the history of this Academy to appreciate the changes

that have taken place in the science of botany. Those of you who have

come into the sub.iect during the last decade can hardly have a full ap-

preciation of what you have missed and of what rapid development has

taken place. At the time this Academy was being founded, almost all the

instruction and investigation in botany was in taxonomy or classificatiou,

and that was chiefly restricted to the classification of flowering plants.

I shall not weary you by recounting all of the important changes that have

taken place since that time, but I wish to point out a few things that have

impressed me.

The first impressive change is the tremendous development and differ-

entiation of the subject during the period coA^ered by the history of this

Academy. In the background we have still the old historic field of tax-

onomy, which is being cultivated with greater zeal than ever. But the

first change to note is the great development of the comparatively new

science of morphology. In these days morphology has come to mean the

structure and evolution of the plant kingdom as a whole, and its develop-

ment has been little short of marvelous. Perhaps the first change from

the old regime was brought about in this country by the appearance of

Bessey's Botany in 1880, and from that date began the development of

modern moi'phology in the United States.

In connection with the development of morphology there have grown

up various expressions of it that lia\e demanded special technique. The

first of these to appear was that which is known as cytology. In collect-

ing the facts in reference to the cell as a unit of structure, morphologists

soon discovered that something must be known about cell structure, and
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thus a very special technique has been developed aud is still developiug.

Cytology might be defined, therefore, as morphology at the limit of tecli-

nique.

Ill more recent years there has been another outgrowth from morphol-

ogy and still a part of it. For many years there had been what was recog-

nized to be a great rubbish heap of facts called anatomy. For example,

the classic "Comparative Anatomy of Phanerogams and Ferns," by De

Bary. contains a mass of facts, but they are inchoate. Many of them were

used in instruction, for in the early days of morphological instruction facts

were simply collec-ted without reference to their relationships. Presently,

as morphology began to develop ideas, it was felt that these anatomical

facts might mean something when organized ; but in the absence of such

organization they were largely abandoned in instruction. Recentl.v. how-

ever, there has been rescued from this rubbish heap the new subject of

vascular anatomy, which has become a tremendous instrument in the de-

veiopment of our knowledge of plant groui)s and of the evolution of vascu-

lar plants in particular. Thus vascular anatomy has greatly extended

morphology, which at first chiefly concerned itself with the reproductive

structures. It still remains for some one to organize in a similar way

the vegetative slructures outside of the vascular system, and then morphol-

ogy for the first time will liave its facts fairly in hand.

Inder the shadow of this morphological development there appeared

another growth known as pathology. The progress made in plant pathol-

ogy during the period covered by the life of this Academy is familiar to

many of its members. It began as morphology, but as it progressed it

became more and more clear that it would have to join itself to physiology,

and so pathology may be called a cross between morphology and physiology

in its recent d<'velopment.

Another great field that came in connection with this development

of morphology, even more recently, is paleobotany. Thei'e has been such

a subject ever since ])eople have uncovered ])lant remains and their im-

pressions in the rocks; but its method was to match fossil fragments

with living plants, so that identification was always uncertain. The tech-

ni(iue of today, however, has em.bled us to secure knowledge of structures,

and since vascular anatomy has been put upon a phylogeiK'tic basis we have

a key by which the relationships of these ancestral plants may be un-

locked.
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I can only mention tlie remarkable advance that has taken phice in

plant physiology, and also in the new subject of plant ecology. There

should be added plant breeding, which has not only its important scientific

aspects in connection with theories of heredity and the origin of species,

but has also such enormous practical applications that it is reaching out

into the needs of men.

This gives merely a glimpse of how the old science of botany, as it

really was when this x\cademy was founded, has branched out into its

present field of achievement. The student of twenty-five years ago who

had studied botany in our colleges and learned just enough about gross

morphology to be able to use Gray's "Manual" intelligently, and who re-

garded that to represent all there was in botany, would be astonished to

see the development of today.

Following this outline of the exiJansion of botany in general, I wish

to speak of three or four of the most notable advances made in my own

si^ecial region of morphology, and that is the morphology of vascular

plants. To me the most striking feature of moiiJhological progress dur-

ing the last twenty-five years has been the breaking down of the old bar-

rier set ui> between what were called cryptogams and phanerogams, the

barrier that sejiarated fern plants from seed plants. Not only was this

felt to be a solid barrier, but even in universities chairs of botany have

been distinguished on the basis of this division of plants. If there is any

place in the whole series of plants where there is no gap between gx'eat

groups it is this very place. I can call attention only to two conspicuous

facts that stand out in this connection. One is the di.scovery a few years

ago that certain gynmosperms (cycads) possess fern-like swimming sperms,

a feature that associates these seed plants very closely with ferns. The

second is the discovery during the present decade of the great paleozoic

group of fern-like seed plants. All are familiar with the fact that the

coal vegetation was thought to be largely a fern vegetation because the

preserved leaves looked like fern leaves; but it is now recognized that

all of these great frond groups of the coal vegetation were seed-bearing

plants. In fact, paleobotanists are sure now of only one family of paleo-

zoic ferns.

Another fact of equal interest is llic uncovering of the so-called meso-

zoic cycads. These have proved to be far removed from the other gymno-

sperms in their essential characters. We have a sort of national pride in
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the uncoveriug of this singular group, because the greatest deposits are

in this country. The work of Wielaud in revealing the rich deposits of

these plants in the Black Hills region and in sectioning the cones with

admirable skill and patience is well known. For the last five months

Wieland has been exploring southern ^lexlco. and has discovered a sec-

tion 2,C00 feet in tliickness that Fs packed with the remains of this pe-

culiar group, making it undoubtedly the greatest deix)sit of these i)lauts

in the world. They are regarded now as of great interest because the

liei-uliar structure of their cones has suggested the possibility that they

may be a group of gynmosperms that has given rise to angiosperms.

Perhaps another notable change that deserves mention is the practical

demonstration of the relationship between the two groups of angiosperms.

It was thought once that the monocotyledons were the more primitive

angiosperms. and that the dicotyledons were the more recent. We feel

assured now that the monocotyledons have been derived from dicotyledons,

for every monocotyledon starts with the vascular system of a dicotyledon :

and if there is anything true in the old theory of recapitulation, the rela

tionship of these two groups is evident.

Perhaps the most notable change in morphology is the change in men-

tal attitude, and particularly in reference to the construction of ](liy-

logenies. I remember that at the early meetings of this Academy we were

in the habit of constructing very complete and satisfactory phylogenies.

We were sure just how one plant group descended from another. That is

always easy when the facts are few; but now that facts are numerous,

no one is aide to construct a satisfactoi-y ]iliyl()g<'ny. No one imagines now

that any living group has descended from any other living group.

Another marked advance is the change of mental attitude in connec-

tion with morphological work, in which moriihology has clasped hands

with physiology. I can only indicate some of its results. It has destroyed

the old rigid categories. Botany was once largely an extensive system

of terminology. Now we have passed tr<im the days of terminology to

the days of knowledge, and terminology no longer masquerades as knowl-

edge. Not one of th<' old definitions iius stood the test of exi)er!mental

morphology. Kxperiiiieiit;il m<irp|i(iii);.cy has also helped to rid us of that

old, Calvinistie notion of iiredestination in jdant organs. Once it was

thought that every priniordinm was destined to be (»ne particular structure

iind nothing else, Now we know that a primordium may beconie almost
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nuythiii.t,' niidei' appropriate coiKlitious, and is not destined to 1)6 some

liartii-nlai- slrndiire.

One of tlic most interesting recent results of exj)erinienlal morjiliology

lias been that obtained in experimental worlc on heterospory. It has been

shown that it is possilile t:) develip iin'i^aspores from cells that ordinarily

develop microspores. It is such results that are playing fast and loose

with our old conceittions of rigidity of srrnctnre and function.

I can niei-ely mention Ihc ticld of plani ]iliysiology. If I speak ol' llic

< linngcs that ha\'<' taken iiIikc williin tli'' last Iweiily-five years, I miisl

sliow I he atmosi)h('re in wiiirli w r arc liviiii:: by assuring you liiat I am
not the one lo make sni-h a iM-escntaiion. In thr- old days one man (aught

all there was of botany, and probalily he taught all there was of science.

Today I have been compelled to ask a competent plant physiologist con-

cerning the notable changes. He lells me tliat there are two conspicuous

changes in the point of view, (hie is the gradual passing of the old vital-

istic idea, which implied that there wa.s some such thing as vital force that

explained most things. Now the facts are explained, not in terms of vital

force, but in terms of chemistry and physics. Another shifting point of

view is a change from the old idea that form and structure are the result

of some mysterious law of development, to the idea that form and struc-

ture are entirely exiiressions of the condititms under which growth has

been conducted.

The very new field of ecology at present is in the condition of these

other fields more than a decade ago. Young fields are largely .jokes to the

older ones; but there has been a change in ecology during the last few

.vears. It has passed from the stage of inchoate observation, in which in-

struction in ecology could not be differentiated with distinctness from a

holiday excursion, to methods of precision.

In conclusion, as one looks out over this great progress, he finds that

it is all really an inevitable evolution from the stimulus that was given

first by Hofmeister in 1898 to mor])holngy. and ten years later by Charles

Darwin to biology in general.

University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.
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Darwin Fifty Years After.

By Dr. David Starr Jordan.

Scieutific men, as a rule, do not pay much attention to birthdays;; l^nt

certain anniversaries liave been impressed upon our minds of late, and in

the last two years there have been many celebrations: The two hundredth

annivorsay of Linnaeus, and the one hundred and fiftieth of his great work,

"Systema Naturfe" ; the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Agassiz,

the greatest teacher of science; the one hundredth anniversay of the birth-

day of Charles Darwin, and the fifth anniversary of the publication of

"The Origin of Species," the greatest landmark of the history of the nine-

teenth centurj'. Twenty-flve years ago we note another landmark of im-

port to us. It was then that Amos Butler brought his Brookville academy

to Indianapolis, where its first meeting was held on December 29, 1885. As

I was just then elected president of Indiana University, the youngest of

all the college presidents—and the greenest—being, therefore, by some

preferred to the drier article, I was made president. With this came the

suggestion that two others who, like myself, had fought each year on the

bloody sands of the educational arena of Indiana—^.lohn Coulter and Har-

vey Wiley—would be my successors.

At that time the idea of evolution was in the air, the theory of descent,

that the forms now living were created, not by mysterious ix)wer, but by

the operation of natural selection and the survival of the fittest. It was

my fortune to have been brought up as a student of Agassiz, having heard

all his lectures on this subject, and inherited his prepossessions. It was

my own studies of animals which led me little by little to become an evo-

lutionist, and I have said that I went over to that view of the case about

as graciously and as willingly as a cat which a boy draws across the carpet

by its tail.

I remember it was out at Broad Ripple, just north of this city, where

Copeland and myself first definitely decided that we were converts to Dar-

winism. The little sand darter in the river is a sort of iierch, ))ut differs

from any otliers in having very few scales, and these very thin ones. We
testified to our faith by an article in which we said that these little animals

are derived from the scaly perches ; that we did not know whether it has
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lost its scales because it buries itself in the sand and does not need them,

or whether it buries itself in the sand because it has no scales and needs

protection, or whether burying itself in the sand there has come to be a

gradual selection of those whose scales are fewest and thinnest. Anyhow,

we were sure of its origin, and that it was descended from some of the

other forms of dwarf i)prch to that called the Johnny Darter.

Many men before Darwin hud taught the theory of descent, but Dar-

win gave the first rational exposition of how it came about by natural

processes. lie showed that adaptation is the natural result of the sur-

vival of the adajited in the struggle for existence. Variation is every-

where among animals and i)lants. No two animals or iilants arc ever

alike. There is everywhere a great wcaltli ot life—more ar<' li nii tliaii

can mature. :uid fliosi' survive and live who are able to tit themselves into

the scliemt' of lile. D:ii-\\iii did not l)e]ieve in evolution in vacuo, that is,

evolution wholly indepoudeiit of I'xici-ii.-il circumstances :ui(l conditions.

but this heresy that the laws of eMjIuticM, wiiich are simply llie way

things come about, can produce evolution and divergence without any ex-

cejit metaphysical causes, still has a large Ixidy of followers. It is. in my
judgnicnt. one of the liei'csies of the jiresent time.

in llie evolution of any specie-^ in (be rongli-.-ind-lumblc of life, we

have llicse four elements: \';ii-ial ion. liei-edily. selection and segregation.

\'ariation is the slarler. It is i!iI<'r\vo\en wiili the oiieralion of heredity.

The favorable variation sur\i\('s. ;ni(l the .inimMl or jilant jiossessing it

gives rise to the next gen<'ratioii. 'I'liis is select ion.

Tlie ojier.-il ion of isolation is this: A group becomes separated by som<'

barrier which tin' individual cm not cros^. I.illle by little the sjiecjes be-

come s<'parated into two or more species, one Jusl as well adapted as the

other. It is not often that ditfci-ences between species are differences in

adajitation. It is therefore not often tliat they are due to natural selec-

tion, '{'he linal difference, the final i)olishing i>v rounding off of the species

giving it its distinctive minor char.-ictei-. is due t() isolation. \ariaIiou

and heredity are inside the individual. The incidents of selection and

isolation are of (lie outside Wfii'Id. They are p.irt of the modifying con-

ditions of life. Willioiii (onlaci with llie onlsidc intlueni-es, in my be-

lief, there is no evolnl ion.

Darwin may be compared to :in explorer in a new coimlry. I'rom

some high jMiinl be m;ikes a ninp ol' the coiuitry. locating its salient f<>;i-
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tiires, its risers, lakes, peaks and cliffs. The detail must be worked out

by those who come after. In the case of Darwin the map remains sub-

stantially as it was. althou^'h many have worked at the various details

with Avhich the modern chart is tilling up. The discovery of the micro-

scope has enabled us to frame a rational theory of heredity and to undei'-

stand with some degree of certainty the physical basis of the functions

of inheritance. The morphology of animals has been very fruitfully studied

by many men. Many others have developed the history of past life on the

earth, and we would have to have a theory of evolution to account for

this, if Darwiji had not furnished one already.

The three men most famous since Danvin are these: Wagner, Weiss-

mann and Mendel. Mendel died before Darwin wrote and his work on the

"Heredity of Peas" was forgotten until after Darwin's time, but has be-

come a very important factor in our experimental studies of living forms

in relation to inheritance. Wagner was the first one to lay adequate stress

on the idea of isolation as a species-forming influence. His weakness was

that he rejected selection as an element, assigning to isolation the impos-

sible task of accounting for all the external phenomena in the origin of

species. To Weismann we owe more than to any one else our present

knowledge of heredity.

Theories of less importance are Elmer's orthogenesis, which has a

good deal behind it, and which we shall probably accept if some genius

will arise to tell us what it means. It rests on the fact that we have many

long series of animals which seem to have progressivel.v varied as time

went on.

The study of the mutations of the evening primrose by De Vries has

given many hints as to possibilities in plant breeding. I do not believe that

the theory that species are mainly or largely formed by sudden mutations

will survive the present generation of De Vries' followers, but the impulse

given to experimental study of plants will long continue.

More than thirty years ago I used these words in Indianapolis

:

"Darwin lies in Westminster Abbey, by the side of Isaac Newton, one

of the noble men of the past whose life had made his own life possible.

Of all who have written or spoken, by none has an unkind word been said.

His was a gentle, patient and reverent spirit, and by his death has not

only science, hiif our cuiicejif inn of ('hi'ist. boon advanci'd and ennobled."
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Methods and Materials Used in Soil Testing.

By H. a. Huston.

The consumption of connuercial plani foods in tlie I'nited States has

reached approximately 5,000,000 tons and the cost to tlie consumer is

nearly equal to the sum which we formerly paid for imported sugar, and

which became the slogan in the campaign to establish the beet sugar in-

dustry in America—$100,000,000.

The industry is established, but by no means stationary. It has in-

creased at least 50 i>er cent, during the past five years, a very high rate

considering the magnitude of the business.

In the manufacture and control of these products there is employed a

large number of chemists, and the Association of Official Agricultural

Chemists, now over a (piarter of a century old, was originally formed for

devising suitable methods of analysis for these products. Thirty-three

States have special laws for fertilizer inspection. The American Chemical

Society recently organized a Division of Fertilizer Chemists, and most of

our agricultural colleges and experiment .stations devote a considerable

amount of attention to the subject.

The farmer wants to know the facts about commercial plant foods and

all officialdom, from the bureau chiefs of the National Department of

Agriculture to the local speaker at the township farmers" institute, un-

dertakes to enlighten him.

In those sections of the country where fertilizers have been longest

used—along the Atlantic, the eastern gulf coast and the upper Ohio Val-

ley—the experiment stations and control officials appreciate the magnitude

and importance of the industry and understand its vital relation to crop

production. In marked contrast to this is the state of affairs in the greater

part of the great area drained by the Mississippi, where the most of our

maize, wheat and oats are produced. Here we find also the curious com-

bination of land rapidly increasing in money value and at the same time

declining in productiveness, while the cost of farm labor is increasing.

These circumstances cause the farmer to inquire how his crops may be

increased and whether commercial plant foods may be profitable in this

connection.
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Some thirty-five yeai's a.^o the winter wheat growers of the Ohio Val-

ley began to use fertilizers, nios^t of the material being the side products

of the pacl<ing houses, mainly bone meal. Very profitable results were

secured and the trade rapidly increased. In time acidulated goods were

introduced, often being mixtures of equal parts of acid phosphate and

bone. Later came the "complete" fertilizer, being ammonia 2, available

phosphoric acid 8, and potash 2 per cent. This is still the so-called basal

formula, that is, the one used as a starting point in calculating the trade

value (if goods with different formulas. Aixuit two-thirds of the fertilizer

used in that section consist of complete fertilizer; the use of bone and ani-

mouiated phosphate is declining and the use of mixtures of acid phosphate

and potash is rapidly increasing. Common applications for wheat are from

one to two hundred pounds per acre, and it is almost invariably applied

with a fertilizer attachment at the same time the seed is sown. The

efficiency of the fertilizer in securing a stand of clover, the seed of which

is sown before the wheat starts its si»ring growth, is a point to which the

farmers attach considerable iminirtanee and the increase in clover pro-

duction may in part account for the reduction in the amount of nitrogen

in the fertilizers now used as compared with that used at an earlier period.

The use of fertilizers gradually extend to other crops, but fully two

thirds of the fertilizer sold in the Ohio Valley are used on winter wheat.

The general tendency in composition has been to reduce the nitrogen and

increase the potash, while the phosphoric acid has remained practically

unchanged. Keady mixed brands are the rule, home mixing the rare

exception.

It is, however, unnecessary to state that much of this plant food

has been used in a most haphazard way and that both buyer and local

seller knew little about the composition of the goods sold or their fitness

for the crop or soil on which they were to be used.

The one thing which stood out very clearly was that they paid; that

by their use good crops of wheat could be secured where unprofitable

crops grew before ; and that a stand of clover or grass could be secured,

a suitable rotation of crops established and maintained, and that the cost

of the fertilizer was returned many fold in the increase of wheat grain

alone. Ten pounds of fertilizer costing from ten to fifteen cents produced

on the average an increase of a bus'iel of wheat. This condition exists

over inucli fif the winter wheat belt cxleuding from Kansas east and com-
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l)rlsing an area of probably 2(ii>,0(J<) square miles. Tbese facts have ex-

isted too long and cover loo much territory to be ascribed to local pecu-

larities of soil or season. The wheat grower iinows that fertilizers pay.

But as brands multiplied the question arose which is the more profitable,

and many made simple tests of different brands in which the popularity

of the local agent received more consideration than the amount and kind

of plant food in the goods: they obtained The confusing results tliat might

have been expected under these conditions. Better informed farmers ap-

plied to their ex]ieriiiieiil stations and agricultnrnl culleges for ;ii(I. and

in most cases were surprised lo he told eitiier that coiiiniercinl plaiil foods

did not pay or that they were unnecessary.

An examination of the records of field tests conducted by experiment

stations in the winter wheat section shows that many experiments have

been made, especially on wheat, and that most of them have been reportetl

unprofitable. This apparent coufiict Ijetweeu the results of practical and

scientific agriculture has to some extent prevented the extension of the

sale of plant food to territory where it was very much needed. One may

fairly inquire why the results of the experimental field tests differ so

widely from the results obtained in ordinary farm practice in the same

sections.

First, we may considei- certain things that are general in their nature.

Many experiments are reported where relatively heavy applications of

farm yard manure have been compared with applications of various brands

and quantities of fertilizers without any clear statement or apparent

knowledge of the composition of the latter. Such experiments are almost

invariably reported as showing that manure is more profitable than the

fertilizer, which is not strange in view of the fact that in the valuations

the full cost of the fertilizer is charged up, while to the manure is charged

only the cost of hauling. In such reports there is often a very clear inti-

mation that the result is quite in line with the preconceived notions of

the experimenter and that in discouraging the use of "expensive fertil-

izers" he is at least telling farmers what they like to hear even though

it confiicts with what they need to know.

The method of application of the plant food is in many cases respon-

sible for a considerable part of the difference observed between field prac-

tice and plot experiments. Application with the drill at the time of sow-

ing small grains, which is the common method, frequently gives profitable

[8—23003]
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results when tiie same auiouut and kind of fertilizer applied broadcast

is uiiprotitahle. and the same remark applies to light applications on maize.

One of the principal reasons for unproHtable results from plot tests

is found in failure to make a distinction between the fertilization of crops

producing high money values per acre, like truck and fruit, where the

whole plant food supply may be profitably secured from chemical manui-es.

and such crops as wheat, oats and maize, where the chemical fertilizers

must be used to supplement and balance the suiiiilies from the soil, farm

yard and legume field. The cost of full rations of commercial nitrogen

can only occasionally be recovered in the wheat crop and rarely if ever

in the case of oats and m.-iize. Double rations of phiisiihoric acid are often

profitable and from one-half t.> liill nilious of puiasli. In most of the

early plot experiments full rations were used, and sometimes the cost of

the fertilizer for m.iizc was greater than the total sum received for the

crop even when tlu' yields were goo<l.

Perhaps the contrast between tlie plot tests and the farm practice

can be shown better in the form of the amounts per acre and the fornuda.

In some of the wheat plot tests extending over twenty yeai-s the feitilizer

Is the equivalent of 5tX) i)ounds per acre of goods ha\ing formula of nitro-

gen 10 per cent., phosphoric aci<l ."> per cent, and p(»tash t» per cent.; at the

same time this series was started the common wheat fertilizer was 100 to

200 iKduids per acre of 2-.S-2. which has graihially changed to 2-H-ii; nitro-

gen Is sometimes Incn'ased to '.'> per cent. The maize series of plots re-

ceived the equivalent of l.iHMt i)oun<ls jier acre of .i goods li.-iving a formula

of nitrogen lL» ])er cent.. ]iliosi)lioric acid 4 per cent, and i)otash <» per cent.,

while farm i)ractlce on maize uses KM) to :',<n) pounds iK-r acre of goods

having little or no nitrogen and containing from ."> to 10 per cent. i)hos-

phorlc acid and 4 to 1<> jier cent, of potash. For clay soils a common

maize fertilizer Is ti-10-4, for loams (i-8-S and for black sandy soils 0-0-10,

while on the i»eat or nnick soils 1(H) jxainds per acre of muriate of potash

or its ecpiiv.-ilent in kaiuit arc coiiiinouly used. .V small .-imount of nitro-

gen is sometinies added, usually about 1 per cent.—rarely over 2.

The cost per acre of the m.iize fertilization would l)e about .$30 for

the plot work and from .<1 to .$4 iicr aci-e for the tV-rtilizers commonly used.

The cost per acre of the wlieat fertilization would be about .$1.5 for the

Iilot work and from .$1 to $?. per acre for the fertilizers connnonly used.

In general it may be said that the fertilizers used on wheat and maize

furnish about as nnuli i)hosphoric acid as the crop removes, rarely as
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much as one half ration of potash and never over one-fifth ration of nitro-

gen, while the plot experiments have undertaken to supply full rations for

a full crop, which is fully double an average crop.

The quantities of fertilizer used in the plot tests mentioned above

seem quite absurd to the American grain grower, yet they are very con-

serv'ative compared with another set inaugurated at about the same time

in which 2,000 pounds of acid phosphate, 600 pounds of sulphate of potash

and 600 pounds of sulphate of ammonia per acre were used, or with an

extensive set of orchard experiments in which the plans called for the

application of 40 pounds of muriate of potash with corresponding amounts

of nitrogen and phosphates to each two year old tree.

In the case of the plot experiments conducted for the purpose of de-

termining the value of the different plant foods, the excessive quantities

have often caused a profit to be shown for only the particular plant food

which was most deficient, while if more reasonable quantities had been

used each would have shown a profit. It is not unusual to find reports

of these experiments that recommend the use of a single plant food as all

that is necessary merel.v becaiise it was the one that chanced to give the

largest profit.

As compared with this line of plot experiments with full rations we

may, perhaps, devote a moment to results of plot experiments where

amounts and formulas generally used in farm practice were taken as a

basis.

On a typical worn clay wheat land an experiment was undertaken on

the basis of 300 pounds per acre of goods containing nitrogen 3 per cent,

available phosphoric acid 10 per cent and potash G per cent, each element

being omitted in turn in the usual way.

The following results were obtained

:

Fertilizers applied
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The uitrogeu in the fertilizer cost per acre $1 80

The phosphoric acid cost per acre 1 50

The potash cost per acre 1 10

The complete fertilizer cost [ler acre .'?4 40

The nitrogen increased the crop 4.7 bushels at a cost of $1.80, the

phosphoric acid increased it 2G.2 bushels at a cost of $1.50, while the pot-

ash increased it S.S bushels at a cost of $1.10. As wheat sold at 90 cents

per bushel it v\ill be seen at a glance that all the plant foods were used at

a profit, although, of course, we are not in a position to show that the

cojiibinatiirii is the one most profitable. Nor do we know that this was

the most profitable amount. We do know that it was very profitable even

neglecting the value of the increase in the straw and the very striking

eftect «m the clover which followed the wheat.

The experiment is a typical one for soils in the winter wheat belt,

and nmnerous others could be given showing results of just the same char-

acter and even nmi-e striking in profits.

The figures show how the lack of phosphoric acid limited the crop,

and they serve to e.xplain why bone gave such increases on these soils that

fin* nearly a generation it was considered the only profitable thing to use.

In MiKitlicr series at a ditferent place the amounts of the plant foods

were varied, but the seasmi was so unfavoraljle that the crop was limited

by other considtTMliMns than jilant fnod. tiie maximum crop being only

about V.\ Imsliels per acre and tliat of the unfcrlili/.ed pints being only

2 bushels.

In these experiments llie nitngen is suiiplied fr(ini IiIdihI. tiic i>hos-

phoric acid frnm jirecipitated calcium pIiosi)hate free from gypsum, and

the potash from nuiriate of potash, the purpose Iteingto use materials

exerting as little indirect effect :is possible.

This matter is too often overlooked in iilanning such experiments,

and for a considerable time the indirect effects may be so great as to mis-

lead one who does not take them into consideration. Thus the gypsum in

<ii(lJnai-y aiid pliospjiatc. aUKimting to ahniit onc-lliii'd of its weight and

Ihc si.diuiM in the nil rale, may e.icli icIcmsc sn much jiotash from zeoliti's

ill tlio soil that the pbit with niti-alc acid |)li()sphatf and potash may siiow

iiltlf if any increase over that with nitrate and acid piiospiiali'. < 'onipara-

tively few experiments exist which have been conducted long enougli and

in such a way as to shed much light on the extent to which the indirect

effects mask the direct effects.
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In such ciises one nlwnys turns to the adniirahle work at Uotluimsted

for help and the constantly increasing difference between the yields of

plots 11 and 13 Broadbalk Field seem to show that the indirect effects are

decreasing. The gypsum alone on plot 11 would theoretically release 90

pounds per acre of potash annually while the total annual application of

potash on plot lo is 100 pounds. The theoretical amount of potash that

could be released by the bases in the minerals used on the fully fertilized

plots at Rothanisted amounts to about 400 pounds of potash per acre an-

nually while the potash applied in sulphate amounts to 100 pounds. While

Director Hall has clearly pointed out the difference between the early

years and the later, too many wlio use Ilothamsted results to fortify their

arguments sinijily take the average for the whole period and neglect to

consider the results by de^-ades.

Especially when we wish to secure indication of soil needs as promjitly

as possible slKnild we take pains to use materials that will exert as little

indirect effect as possible. By using blood as a source of nitrogen and

gjlisum free precipitated phosphates as the source of phosphoric acid we

can remove most of these indirect effects and at the same time use ma-

terials easily secured and of high availability.

Another point that is never considered in planning the plot tests in

the section under consideration is the marked diff"erence in the fixing

power of soils fiir plant foods and the firmness with which they hold them.

This is roughly reiMgnized in providing for an excess of phosphoric acid

in connnercial fi.rnmlas but is seldom considered in plot tests.

The plot t"sts in niMst caso>; liave simply been copied from jilans m:ide

before the nitrogen g;;thering power of bacteria associated with legumes

was understood and sometimes altered because of the in.iurions effect of

the excessive nitrogen applications (.r too often abandoned altogether be-

cause the gi-owth of the institution demanded the land for other purposes.

The frequent changes in the staff' of workers has also interfered seriously

with both the conduct of the work and the interpretation of the results.

Tlie c(.nditions in the winter wheat section of the United States arp

such that lai-go cniiis must lie prodiictd in order to realize a suitalde re-

turn on the selling value of tiie land ;ind the money spent for farm laboi-.

Tlie small gi-ain crops are so related culturally with tlie clover croj) thit:

they ai'e alnmst necessary in a relation if we ex]iec| to utilize our nrist

\vi(lel\- distributed leiiunie as a source of nitrogen.
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The chemical industries supplying plant foods and the purchaser of

these products would both be greatly benefited by the inauguration at our

experiment stations in the grain growing section of experiments properly

planned to solve the question of the most profitable method of supplement-

ing the plant food resources of the farms.

Up to the present time it must be confessed that the purely empirical

methods of the fertilizer manufacturers have produced results that yield

the farmer better returns than anything derived from the experiments

started under the old system by the educational institutions in the grain

growing section, but these are far from being the best obtainable. Both

farmer and fertilizer manufacturer need the help of the educational insti-

tutions in the direction of securing facts relative to the most profitable

methods of utilizing plant foods in the production of our great cereal crops

—facts that will help and not discourage.

But such experiments must take into consideration

The kind of materials to use,

The avoidance of indirect effects,

The right methods of application,

The question of the most profitable amount, and fiually

The rational interpretation of the results obtained.

German Kali Works, Chicago, 111.
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Federal Control of International and Interstate

Waters.

Bv Barton W. Evermann.

Mr. rresideut. Members of the Academj'— I shall talk a very few min-

utes on this subject. The idea of federal control in matters pertaining to

fisheries and game is a recent one, and one of recent and gradual develop-

ment. I think perhaps the idea was first advanced in connection with the

control of migratory birds. Ornithologists and (.tliers interested in the

preservation of birds realized a number of years ago that the state laws

of the various states were inade<iuate for the control of migratory birds.

A bird today is in Louisiana or Alabama, tomorrow in Tennessee, next week

in Kentucky, then Indiana, then Michigan, and the game laws iu the

different states are different. In some ot these states there would be a

law adeiiuate for the protection of migratory birds as they went north

or south, but in the next state into which they went there would be no law,

so that migratory birds received very inade(iuate protection or no protec-

tion at all.

The first bill that was introduced into Congress that had any bearing

on this (piestion was introduced by George Shiras III, of Pittsburg. In

this bill he proposed that the Federal government should take over the con-

trol of the regulations for protecting migratory birds. A little later the idea

expanded and Mr. Shiras introduced a 1)111 in Congress providing for the

protection of migratory fishes. His attention had been called to the fact

that in the Atlantic coast States there is no law ade(iuate to protect the

shad and other migratory fishes. The dilHculty existed in all of the

streams where migratory fishes came, but particulnrly in those streams

which lie between two States and wliich are controlled by two or more

States. The Potomac River was taken as an illustration. The laws of

Virginia on one side and Maryland on the other w^ere never the same, and

at the same time it was legal to fish in one State and illegal iu the other.

The inevitable result was a series of evasions of the law by the fishermen

of these States.

The Columbia River is another illustration, perhaps the most serious

of all. There you have Montana, Idaho, Washington and Oregon, all eon-
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cenied in the Colninhi.-i Uivor. Idnlm .•uid .Mdiitniin .ire not seriously in-

terested in tlie SMlnion, Iml W.isliinuMnn .umI ( )r(';,^on -.wr Iditli vitidly in-

terested in the sahuon tislieries of tliat stream. I'.ut these two States

have never been able to agree n]inn cuncni-rent leiiislation which adequately

protects the fislieries, and things have gme ti'oui bad to worse. Two years

ago an effort was made by certain people interested to restrict the taking

of salmon in the upper ("olumltia l)y (aitting out the use of certain kinds

of ajilJaratus. 'Tills matter was i-eferrcd to the peojih' in Oregon, and at

the same (iiiic tJiosc who wcri' inlercstcd in tlic tislierit's in Hie upjir Co-

liiml)hi had a siinilai' (iiieslion snlimittei! to the peojile stoiijiing lishing

ill tlie lower river, and a vei-y curions result followed. The people said it

would be a good thing to restrict fishing in both parts of the river, so both

amendments carried, and the inevitable result followed that neither is

enforced, illustrating very dearly the impossibility of two or more States

agreeing upon adequate measures in questions of that kind.

Then the question came uji as to the cnntrol of the tisheries in inter-

national waters, '{"he question there has for many years been a serious

< ne, |)arti(ula]-ly on F-ake Krie. That lake has abutting on it f(Uir States

on this side of the line—Michigan, Ohio, rennsylvania and New York

—

and the province of Ontario on the other live political units that are all

interested in the lishei-ies of I> ike Erie, and ni twn having the same laws,

so that at one time it would be legal to fish .it .1 certain distance from the

shore and Avith certain apparatus off that nan-ow portion of I'ennsylvaida

which fronts on Lake Krie. and just beyond that narrow stri|i in Ohio or

New York it would be illegal, and there was c instant difhculty to keep

the fishermen of one State within the strip in which they had a right to

lisli ; and the regulations on oiii' side were in v'very case entirely different

from those on the ('anadi.an side, so that friction followed there. It was

impossible for the individual States to handle this question, and in that

way the (piestion of federal control c.inie n](.

In addition to these questions, and of more recent development per-

haps, has come the ipiestion of the desirability of federal control of inter-

state waters and other waters in the m.atter of puiilic health. We have a

g<X)d illustration of the necessity for this in the Potomac River. Wash-

ington City has sometimes suffered from an ejiidemic of typhoid fever,

and investigation has shown again and .again that the source of infection

was not in the District of Coluinbia. but was brought from some i)lace
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else; and carryiug the investigation still further it has been proved on

more than one occasion that Cumberland, Maryland, is responsible for at

least some of the typhoid epidemics at Washington. The waters of the

I'otomac become infected at Cumberland, many miles above Washington,

and the germs are carried from there and people infected. The District of

Columbia, of course, is al)S!)lutely powerless in the premises; it can do noth-

ing. The State of Maryland has done nothing, and the outlook is not en-

couraging. I do not believe Maryland will do anything to remedy the

difficulty. It affects not only the District of Columbia, but every town

])etween Cumberland and the District of Columbia, so that in that case

the matter of public health is concerned in Maryland, the District of Co-

lumbia and Virginia.

A little more than a year ago the United States and Great Britain

entered into a treaty providing for the appointment of an international

Fisheries Commission, with puwer to draw up regulations governing the

fisheries in international waters between the United States and Canada.

That treaty specified the waters—from Passamaquoddy Bay on the east

to Puget Sound on the west—taking in all of the Great Lakes except

Michigan. As I see it, the principal point, the principal necessity for that

treaty was to secure a set of miiform regulations for these waters. Un-

der it, fishing on one side, in Canada, and in Ohio, Pennsylvania or New

York, on the other, as far as Lake Erie is concerned would be the same.

There would not be the conflicts which now exist. It does not seem to

me that that treaty was necessary in order that the Federal government

might take control of the fisheries in these waters, and for some reasons

it would have been better if they could have brought about federal control

of fisheries in these waters without entering into a treaty between the

two countries. There may be some little risk in giving a foreign nation

a hand in determining what shall be the regulations in the waters ot

Ohio, of Michigan, Pennsylvania or New York, and make it impossible

for the United States to change the fisheries regulations on our side of

the line without the consent of another country. But that may be l;iid

aside as a matter of secondary importance.

One of the first men to become interested, to recognize the importance

of the question of federal control in these matters was George Shiras

III, a grandson of Chief Justice Shiras, an angler, sportsman and all-

round naturalist, who is very nmch interested in the preservation of game
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and migratory birds. He first become interested in the protection of mi-

gratory birds, then fishes, and then in tlie larger question of all animal

life in the streams which cannot receive adequate protection from indi-

vidual States, and from that he has taken up the question of pollution of

streams, and it has been shown by him and by others that the Federal

goveiTiment always had power to control interstate and international

waters in all matters of navigation and fisheries and public health, be-

cause these three questions are larger than the interests of individual po-

litical units. The Federal government has exercised that power in the

matter of navigation, but it has never exercised it in matters of fisheries

or public health—the iiollutiou of streams. But that it has that power and

can exercise it whenever it wishes to do so, and tliat it is perfectly con-

stitutional. I have no d<)n!)t in my mind, and I think the time is coming

soon when it will he ddiic In this day when the (piestion of ]>ublic health

is being agitated and considered so sericmsly, and when we understand

more fully than we ever did before the sources of disease epidemics, when

we realize more and more that the question is broader than the bound-

aries of a single State, it is clear that this question is a question which

must be handU'd i)y the Federal government and cannot be handled by

the individual States.

Ill the treaty between the Ignited States and Great Britain, as you

(biulitless know, President Jordan was ;ippi)inted connnissioner rejtresent-

ing the United States, and I'rof. Edward ]]. I'rince to represent Canada.

and these tAvo commissioners have gone over the boundary line from

St. .Johns to Vancouver, and at the end of last .May they submitted their

rei)oi"t to the i-espective governments, a i-cpoi't cnibracing a set of rec-

ommendations—.some sixty-six in number

—

wliidi they hoi)e will control

in a satisfactory way the fishing in international waters. That report will

be made pulilic doubtless, snuii al'tei- Congress meets. It will go to Con-

gress and to rai'lianient. where tiie necessary i>r()visions for enforcing

these regulations will be jirovided. As it now stands. Canada already has

the machinery wbieh is needed to enforce the regulations on her side

of tlie line. She has a very eiru-ieiit system of jiatrol. facilities and men

and means to enforce her lisheries regulations far l)etter than tiiey ar»'

enforced on this side of \\h\ line, particularly in I'nget Sound. Tiiere is

no such machinery on tiiis side of the line for enforcing any set of fish-

eries regulations, because tlie matter has been antl is now in tlie hands
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of the resiieotive States. Each State has its own machinery; but under

the terms of tlie treaty it would seem that the Federal goverument is

morally bound to provide the necessary machinery for doini? as well on this

side of the line as Canada is doing on the other.

Now. if it turns out, as we believe it will, that this is the beginning

of federal control in all of these large and important streams, then will

come federal control not only of international waters, but iuterestate

streams, and in all matters of pollution of any and all streams.

Mr. Shiras cites a number of cases: The State of Missouri vs. Chi-

cago Drainage Canal, in which the decision of the court showed that the

question is one larger than the State of Illinois and the State of Mis-

souri, and that the Federal government must take it up. A similar case,

Kansas City vs. The State of Colorado, the decision of the court pointed

to the same view. And there is every reason to believe that the Supreme

Court will uphold these decisions.

Bureau of Fisheries,

Washington, D. C.
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The Speed of Migeattng Salmon in the Cot.ttmbta River.

By Chas. W. Gkeene.

(Alvstract.)-

In the solution of this problem I devised a scheme whereby individual

fishes could be given individual tags that would render identificatlou ab-

solutely certain if the fish shonld be recaptured. This plan was nothing

more or less than the use of the conventional stock-marking aluminum

buttons. These buttons are light and cannot be torn apart and they carry

serial numbers on one face; on the other can be placed such special

marks as one may select.

On August 14. 1908. I marked fifty-nine fish at Sand Island, just with-

in the mouth of the Columbia River. These fish were liberated in the

river in the hope that some wnuld lie retaken, and thus we might glean

the story of their migration. The rish were marked by inserting num-

bered buttons through the caudal fin.

Seventeen of the fifty-nine fish liberated were retaken and reported

to me; sixteen buttons were also returned to me. The fish were retaken

along the river from a point four miles below where they were liberated

up to the Dalles of the Columbia, just below Celilo Falls, a total dis-

tance of two hundred and fourteen miles. Near the upper limit quite a

number of fish were taken and six of these had traveled a distance which,

when rated, gives an average individual speed of from six and one-third

to seven and one-half miles a day.

The following table is constructed to show the actual time from lib-

eration to recapture, the distance covered, the probable time consumed

in the straight-away run on a basis of the speed of number 76 (seven and

one-half miles), and the days unacconnted for. My view is that these un-

accounted days are chiefly spent in the lower estuary of the river in be-

coming acclimated to the fresh water.

1 This iuvestigation was undertaken in cooperation with the United States

r.ureaii of Fisheries. This abstract is published by the consent of and with the

approval of the U. S. Commissioner of Pish and Fisheries.
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Thought Stimulation : Under What Conditions Does It

Occur?

By Robert Hessi-er.

This is a subject of interest to nearly every one, but more especially

to educated persons, as I found in discussing it with several hundred in-

dividuals. In a general w^ay one may divide human beings into two

classes: the educated and the uneducated. The uneducated usually pay

but little attention to what is going on in the mind, what sirt of thoughts

they have, while on the other hand those who write or otherwise utilize

their thoughts may pay much attention to the subject. Indeed, the latter

may at times be worried because they can not think and cannot write, or

because they "run out of" thoughts and vainly "rack their brains" for new

ones. In the very beginning we nuist distinguish clearly between getting

new thoughts or new ideas and the ability to write them out. In other

words, to get the germ or plot of a story and then to write out the story

to best advantage are two widely different things.

The difference between these two classes of individuals is shown

very strongly in the nuitter of dreams. The ignorant pay considerable

attention to their dreams, but only from the standpoint of "What does it

mean?" They look upon a dream as an omen, while a writer may utilize

a dream as a idot for a story, the dream being of actual value to him.

Poets constantly tell alxmt their dreams and of having dreamed. Again,

we see this difference in attitude in the matter of the subconscious or

automatic action of the mind, especially at night. There may be a great

rush of thoughts. ^lany worry simply because they are unable to sleep

on account of the "curious thoughts," while a writer may jot down a

number of them and utilize them in his work.

The subject of thought stinuilation may be studied from different

standpoints, depending on the individual's occupation and training and

the object of his investigation. Thus, the psychologist may ajiproach it

from a standi)oint entirely difl'erent from that of the neurologist or of the

alienist, while the viewpoint of a story writer may differ fi-om all others.

My standpoint may quite naturally be said to be mainly that of a physi-

cian interested in a stud.v of chronic ill nealth as distinguished from ac-
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tual disease. Many of the sjiiiptoms occurring in chronic ill health relate

to disturbances in mental functioning, and hence must be given consid-

erable attention.

If a phj'sician desires to study normal individuals, that is. those who

are neither sick nor diseased, he must go after his material. And here

I might say that some, knowing my profession, have accused me of "talk-

ing shop." It is of course only thost? in search of a physician's services

who come to him—and this pa]ier may therefore he regarded as that of

a seeker after knowledge, that is, a plea for more data from these in

health. I hope that when it appears in the published proceedings some

at least will take sufficient interest in the matter to give me their experi-

ences and observations.

In regard to what I say here, it should be understood that this is

simply a short abstract of a longer abstract. If I were to bring together

all my data, and especially my case reports, they would make a large

volume.

Classification of Data. For the purpose of classification as well as

for convenience of study, I have divided my notes under several general

subheads, as follows

:

1. Simple observations on thought or mental stiniulatioii before my

days of medical schodling. such as any one not paying s^iecial attention

to the subject miglit make.

2. Early days of medical ))ractice. These notes are also rather simple,

for it should be understoxl tiiat in times past a medical student's atten-

tion was not called to the sul>.j<'(t of mental influences.

3. Notes gathered while working among the insane.

4. Travel notes while in Kuniie, among them many relating to the

environment of noted men and women, particula-'y of writers.

5. Notes, covering the last ten years, Itascd <in a systematic study

of people in ill health, as distinguished from those afflicted with well-

defined diseases. Tiie hulk of my notes relate to this class of individuals.

<;. Notes (.btaincd rmm iiidividnals wli.i m:iy lie regarded as healthy,

that is. not c<implainiiig <>\' symildins of ill licallli.

7. Keferen<-es to ib;- litcralure. a comparatively small amount of

data, cliictly iiicidcntal rerci«'ii<»'s riniiKl in bidgr.iphies. This phase of the

sultject lias lioen neglected, as it i-eipiirt^s access to extensive libraries.
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Kefereiices to cliihllKiod are here omitted; my work coiiferns adults

ouly. But we need (inly think of niirhtmare to realize how in-ot'oundly

the mind of the child is intlneneed at times. I shall go over these sub-

heads ex-y briefly, following the aliove olassifioation.

People. Some i;>eople. or minds, with whom we ciime in contact stim-

uhite us, just as there are those who depress us and many who do not

affect us at all.

Boor<s. These may also be i-lassitied ac(-ording as they d) or do not

set us to thinking: some books act as decided mental stimuli.

Drkams. Dreams may be ;•, source of mental stimulation to the in-

tellectual, who may get some new ideas and utilize them. The ignorant

dwell chiefly on the siguiticance of dreams as good or bad omens. One

can hardly realize what an important factor dreams are in the life of

some people. This tojiic will be considered a little more fully later on.

Food and Dkixk. These have more or less influence on our well

I)eing and our thinking. One need only think of what often occurs after

eating a late lobster salad or a welsh rarebit, when the thoughts are

usually anything but agreeable. There is an old saying. "Who drinks beer,

thinks beer" : and another, "One is wliat one eats."

Alcohol. Some know from personal exiierience whether alcohol

excites or depresses the mind ; certainly all have noticed the effects in

others, how some individuals become gi-eatl.v excited, with an active How

of words.

Tobacco sliould also lie mentioned. .Tust how nnicli truth there is in

the claim of snui<" men that They can think liest while smoking or chew-

ing is a (piestion.

Angek, Jealousy, KESENTiiEXJ'. or (iKti;F, etc.. may act as ]iowerfu!

stinuUi.

Fright and Danger should als i lie mentioned: there may be a great

rush of thouglits at what seems to be a critical moment.

Fever Fantasy. Those subject to colds and feverish conditi<ais may

have noti<-ed in themselves the aluioi'mal stinmlation of thought at such

times. The physician caniMit a\':.i(l iiniicing it. cs]iecially in those ilclirinus

(ju account of fever.

[9—23003]
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Druc; Stimulation. The most coiiiinon is that of oiniim or its nllva-

loids, coca hie comini,' perhaps next, llaslieesh effects I have not observed.

Not all persons are stimulated after the fashion of DeQuincey. Some

brains are stimulated but little or not at all. The same is true of alcohol.

The effect depends, moreover, largely on the dosage, varying from a more

or less transient stimulation to cnmplete stupor. It should be kept in

mind that to a large extent anodynes that depress, such as acetanilid. are

now used in place of opium.

Coffee. This is an active stimulant to some: many know that it will

keep them awake at night, as night nurses. Some persons say coffee

makes them dream. Literary workers may be actively stiuuilated by it.

their tlioughts Howiiig freely after its use.

Mania. .Vn iudividu:d (h'lirious in acute ni;inia is a sight never to

be forgotten. The delirium may continui" for days, even for weeks, until

the body is physically exhausted. Compared with this, the amount of

mental work an onlinary l)raiu worker does seems insignificant, and the

idea of nervous prostration from mental overwork is made to a])])ear

ridiculous.

Recurkent Mania. This recurs at intervals. de]tending (m the indi-

vidual, after days, weeks, months, or even yeais.

Altek.natio.x of .Mama axd .Mfi.anciioi.ia. In this there are pei'iods

when the mind is very active followed by periods of the oi)i)osite extreme.

One of my insane jciticnts during ii i)eriod of exaltation had Cacocthc-s

scrihetuJi, the mani.i to write, and wrote me his autobiography, it would

form a fair-sized book if put into print. lie wrote continuously.

did not even want to take time for m<-nls or to slee]> at night.

CiiKo.Mc .Ma.ma. In this condilion ni.iny individuals see visions and

hold imaginary conversations; at times the bi-;iin is very active.

Dementia. \{ times when there is some disease ])roducing fever

there may be .-i transient lighting up of the nient;il faculties in dements,

subsiding again with the subsidence of the lever. .V study of such cases

often sheds light on the mental processes in the normal, or sane.

EiMi.Ei'sv. Ei)ileiitics about the time ol ;iii on<-oming seizure may have

active ment;il stimulation: the f:ict that some see visions is well known.
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As a rule those contiiied in the hospitals for insane are (luite demented,

though there may be a transient mental improvement during or following

some acute disease.

One of my unique experiences was the obsevviition of the great mental

improvement following the injection of erysipelas antitoxin^ in an epileptic

who was greatly demented; this merital stimulation, however, was only

transient, sultsiding (m withholding the remedy, which proved too costly

for continued use; in time there was a comjtlete relapse.

Katatoma. T'nder this head I could write some lengthy accounts re-

lating to mental stimulation from the use of desiccated thyroids.- Indi-

viduals who had been practically dead, both physically and mentally, had

a veritable return to life under the use of thyroids.

Thyroid Medication ok Stimulation. The above experiments were

continued with different classes of patients to find out the limitations or

usefulness of the new drug. This was quickly found. ^ In a chronic

maniac it brought on acute maniac-al disturbance and had to be discon-

tinued. On the other hand, in individuals who were very dull and stupid

on account of myxedema^ all that was reiiuired to restore normal activity

was the use of this remedy.

Redreaming Dreams. A personal experience while still living among

the insane first directed my attention to dreams and the part they play

in daily life. My exi>erience in dreaming a dream over and over again

during an attack of sore throat seemed so odd to me that I looked up the

subject in the literature, and since then have (luestioned hundreds. I

found nothing in the literature, and until recently did not meet any indi-

viduals who had had a similar experience—for this reason I gave a brief

account in the PsychoJofjical Review for November, 1901. It may be

added that while I dream much, but few dreams, comparatively, stand

out vividly and are remembered next morning. An interesting study

would be to seek the causation of dreams, why at times one dreams much

and then again very little; likewise why certain periods of one's life

rather than others are picked out. so to speak, by dreams.

Disease Influence on Mental Stimulation and Dreams. Here be-

longs a number of notes on cases in which the stimulating influence was

^ Epilepsy and ErJ^sipelas. .Tournal Amer. Med. Assn., May 14, 1808.

-Thyroid Medication. Indiana Medical .Journal, June. 1890.
^ Notes on Thyroid Medication. Ind. Med. .Journal, L'eb., 1898.
* Myxedema. Indiana Medical Journal, June, 1904.
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iintir-ed. ns for instance in tonsillitis. wIhmi the mind lieconies very active.

Willi a iireat rnsii (if th'in,i;iits, hut witiiont a.liility to hold tluMii. After an

altaciv of a<nre illness tln're may lie a "deal' hi-ain" witli active thinkini,^

'I'iiis can lie explained hy assnmin.LC that the hrain was restivl while tiie

hod\' was sick, oi- that it was stimnl.itcd liy tlic disease or sickness, or hy

returniiiLT health, and now has a new set of thou.^dits.

Tniiercnlosis acts in many as a stinnilant. iirodncin.i,' especiall.v cheer-

fnlness and hopefulness, just the opposite from the next.

Acute Itysjieplic Attacks, as aftei- the proxcrhial jolister salad. Ihre

almost iiivariahly the thou.uhts antl the dreams are disaLrrt>ealiie. oppressive.

Often it is less a <iuestion of the kind of food than of conditions muler

which the food is eaten. In the case of the lohster salad, tlu- most favor-

aiiie condition under which it is likely to produce disa.trreeahle thon.^hts or

dreannnK is. in the opinion of some, a nudinixht lunch after attending a

theatei-.

Chronic Dysjiepsia. This to most of ns hrings up thoughts of ytes-

sinnsni. tlie effects thus standing ojiposite to those of tnlierculosis. As a

sujiiKised classical examjile. <'arl\le nnght he mentione<l.

Atmospiikkk. Tin: Aiu or I'i-acks. r>iterary jieojile speak of the inllu-

euce of ntmosjiiiere. hut this nniy not at all refer to air conditions. On

the other hand, physicians since the days of Hiiipocrates sjieak of the air

of places. From a stud.v ol the suhject one might almost coin<> to the con-

clusion that the locality, ilie enviroinnent. has as m\ich intluenee on

thought stimulation as on the jiroduction of ill health and disease.

\\'\H TiMKS. In my chi-onological account are some data i-elating to

a friend whose regiment was called into ramp on the lireaking out of the

Siianish-American War. The eveid was a gi-eat thought stimulant to him.

especially wiien lying awake at lught.

TuAVKi,. .Next in order comes a mass of data li.ased on a year's travel

in Murojie. Tlie value of travel as a stimnlanl to ijie ndnd is recogni/.ed hy

evei'yiiody. The following is taken from my notes relating to this period:

"One day. at lleidelherg. I dropped into an inn for a hite to eat. I

was going to sit down hefore a haig emjity tahle. when I was informed

that it was a Stanuntisch ; that meant I liad to take a seat elsewhere.

While eating my modest meal, there was a rusli of thoughts concerning

the iidlueiice of the Stanuntisch on the life of Cernian thinkers, especially
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c-ollege professnrs. wlio fre(|noiitly iiicct nbout such a table to excliaii.i,'e

ideas, or .tret new ones, oi' Ixilli. Tlien my thou.iilits went to En.i^land, to

its old corrcc houses and the inlliience on the I']ni,dish writers who met

there. Tiial in turn hroUL;ii( 1o llic mind the relative merits ot l)eer and

wine and coffee as aids lo tliouiriit stimulation, and this aiiain broufjht

up the thouLcht of the intlnenc<' of toltacco smoke, whether this at bottom

had anythini; to do with the matter, and that again brought me back to

America, to our news]iai)er otttccs. where reporters often work in dingy

(.tfices densely tilled with tobacco smoke and where many of the so-calletl

'l»ipe dreams" are concocted."

Health. Ill IIkalth. Ciikomc III IIkaliii. Diskash. During the last

ten years I have been occupied iuore especially with adults in chronic ill

health, as distinguished from real disease, and very naturally I have fol-

lowed the subject of thought stinmlation among this class. There is one

very practical aspect, one, however, that is largely neglected by the av-

erage practitioner of medicine: that is, long sleepless nights during which

the mind of a patient nuiy l)e thinking all sorts of thoughts, usually dis-

agreeable; if there is sleep there may be much disagreeable dreaming.

The physician who is able to give patients of this kind restful nights is

usually accomplishing something that his predecessors failed to do.

Individuals in chronic ill health often have very active minds and

react acutely to certain drugs, such as opium, alcohol, catfeine; similarly

to the salicylates, which are largely used iu counteracting infection and

inflammation. Many re.-ict acutely to the influence of travel. Thus while

travel at home may disagree, travel in a foreign country may be bene-

ficial. One can. of course, readily understand how in the case of literary

persons one country may be preferred to another. I'nt even connnon pe i-

l)le who do not lead nmch of a mental life may notice the intiuence of

travel, as when a farmer living in isolation comi)lains of active dreaming

or of restlessness at night after a trip to town. Among my case reports

are at least four in which there was active stinudation of the mind while

traveling on r.-iilways— in one case the tlioughts or ideas were used in

literary work. It may also be said that individuals with lively minds,

literary people generally, react acutely to their surroundings, or to intiu-

ences that scarcely iiroducc an effect on the .average man.

During the ])jist few years I have been trying in my jiractice to dis-

tinguisli between individuals wln) le.ad an active "Seelenlelien" and those
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who do not. In a general way I can divide my eases (wlietber active

minded or not) into four groups according to their ill health.

(a) CataiTh Victims, especially those subject to common colds and

sore throat accompanied by distiirbance in temperature, febrile condition,

with more or less "fever fantasy." when all sorts of thoughts rush through

the mind. If the individual is u writer and not too ill he may jot down

some of these thoughts and utilize them. In some a recumbent position

is an additional stimulating factor, and, indeed, people in health can

often think best when reclining. One of my friends explained it by saying:

"The pressure is eiiualized when lying down, there is less blood in the

feet and more in the brain."

Catjirrh victims may or may not be cheerfully excited—those in-

fected with tnberculosis may l>e very cheerful and hopeful, the opposite

of the next.

(b) Dyspeittics as we all know are usually pessimistic. One of my
friends bas s;iid: "I'.ew.-ire of tiie literary critic who h;is dysjiepsia or

an acute dysjieittic .ittack. for he will .see nothing to praise in your work

or effort; all is gloom to liim and mankind is going to the bow-wows."

The depressed ment.-il statt> m;iy not last long in an acute attaik. just as in

the case of tlie boy who has colic from eating green apples, who tiiinks

he is going to die. although he will be as well as usual the next day.

(c) So-called nenrast lienics. known also as neurotics, and "the nerv-

cms." As a rule this class reacts .icntely to environmental intluences, and

at niglit there may be insonniia with the mind actively at work. As to

actual work, individuals vary greatly. .Many have large thoughts but

I>rodn<'e little; some are simjily regarde<l as dreamers. What is com-

monly regai'ded as brain tire may really be motor tire; the brain is

active enough, but there is no desire or little inclination for jihysical ex-

ertion necessary to write out the thoughts— ,i nient.il ovcrstinmlation with

a motor paralysis, so to si>eak.

I have notes on one case, a m.in who wi'uld ordinarily he regarded as

a neurasthenic, who dreams much and gets new ideas in his dreams, jot-

ting them down in the dai-k at night, in l)etl. But frecpiently he finds in

the morning tli.it he Inis no notes, foi-. after a dream that he wants to

record, he dre;inis furtlici' tli;it he is recording it or has made .-in entry

on his scratch tablet, and tlien sleei)s on; all has l)een a dream. Sometimes

(m awakening he retains an indistinct idea of the dream which he wanted

to record.
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'Ihe inflneiR-e of euvironmeiit may be very marked in this f^rouj). as

already mentioned. Some men can do tlieir l)est worlv in tlie city. f>thers

in the country. I have a curious account of a writer who habitually ran

out of ideas and tlien Avent to the nearby lar^e city to spend a day, or

rather ni,u:lit. for lie would lie awake in the dark, in his room at some large

hotel, filling scratch tablets with all sorts of thtmghts or ideas that came

to him. It would be interesting to know whether there was any marked

change in blood pressure, whether he may not have belonged to the next

group.

I shall refrain from citing mni'e such cases, for to make reports val-

uable they should give a lot of details, or we may be wholly unable to

draw conclusions regarding possible causes. In a general way it may be

said that the more details in a case report the better.

(d) A group of cases that may be called cai'dio-vascular. in which

there are disturbances in the blood pressure. At times of a high blood

pressure there may be great mental activity. Brief mention may be

made of a few cases.

Mrs. a. Middle-aged woman with a persistently high blood pressure.

rarely under 200 nun, and often much above that, even to 2J50 mm. Com-

plains of the mind being very active, all sorts of "komische Gedanken"

passing through the lirain; but at times of unusually high pressure the

thoughts are anything but comical, the "(iedankenflucht" being the oppo-

site; she at times fears enacting a tragedy. When I add that my own

pressure runs from 100 to 110 mm. the significance of a pressure of 250

mm will be better understood.

Mrs. B. Elderly woman, gloomy and worrying thcnights both on ac-

count of ill health and possilde financial dilficulties. To distract her

mind, to change the trend of her thoughts, her relatives nightl.v took her

to a crowded revival meeting, but it was (luickly found that conditions

grew worse, and that the rush of thoughts seemed to prevent sleep alto-

gether. She came to me and I found a high blood pressure. Simple

medication ami remaining away from the meetings caused the high pres-

sure to disaiijiear witliin a week, and the mental disturbance to subside,

followed by .i i(lii]oso])liical state of mind with cessation of worry.

Neither of these two individuals is intellectual; they do not utilize

their thoughts.

Mrs. C. Middle-aged intellectual woman. Great rush of ideas at

times of occasional high blood pressure, especially at night, often prac-
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tically sleepless on this ;K-count. In the (l:iy time felt too fati.irned. tireil

out. to be inclined to exert herself pliysically, but the mind would iier-

haps be A-ery active. Often had "bright thoughts" at night and wanted to

get up and jot them down, for she was unable to recall them the next

morning, but her physician had told her not to do this, as it would ag-

gi'avate her insomnia. When she came to me, I promptly advised her to

jdt down her thoughts, that with a little practice she could (hi this in the

dark: at the same time I instituted measures to reduce the l)lood pressure

—and when the pressure went dnwn the autumatic action of the brain

ceased an<l sound sleep returned. How to Iiriiig down a high blood pres-

sure is a medical (luestion that n;>ed not be discussed here.

Mr. L). Middle aged man in whom a Icudency to increased blood

pressure gradually develojied. along with much dreaming at night ami

subconscious mental activity, the tlKJUghts coming at sucli times being

utilized in his work. I'i'oblems and matters awaiting solution would be

taken up and worked out at such times. This subconscious activity was

always orderly, entirely different from that of dreams, for in the latter

there were all sorts of incongruities and anachronisms. A change in

environment cause<l tlie high i»ressure t(» subside and with it the subcon-

scious mental activity. i/Ut the dreaming c<rntinue(l .-is tormcrly. .\(iw and

then there is a ]»eriod. or it may i>e but a single night, of automatic ac-

tivity, and tiie question is to find out the why and tiie wherefore of this

activity.

Mk. E. The most literary man in a small conunnnity : past middle age:

mind always at work. Came to \nv comiilaining ol symjitoms of ill health. I

susjiected cardiovascular distui'bance ;ind on e.\:imination found a high

blood iiressui'c. 1 at once iirojiosed ;i systematic ex;iminat ion. with health

s\ii»ervisioM. it\it to ix- lilerai'y d;ies not iiccess:ii-ily imjily tlu' jMissession

of good common sense, .-md instead of following m\' advice. gi\'en him at

length, he adopted an easier and simiiler course: he changed doctors. lie

went to a man wlio merely gave Jiini a little medicine. A short time ago

he died suddcidy of cerebral hemorrhage.'

Ordinary peojile when they liavt> a rush of 'liioughts at night nniy

simjilx' \\dn-\- bcc.-insc liicy .ii'c nol ,ible to slcc|i, whcrc.-is the bi':iin workci'

who utilizes his liioinihts nia\ wch-onie al lc;isl an occ-.isiona I such I'ush

' Tlicro is ;i [Kissilnlii \ ilini in lliis cii'^r ;iilcri<i-sclrrosis li.ul sd in. Iml I miii

incinort to liclicvc iIicTi- \v:is ikhh ,il llu lime !!< i-imo to me. II sliould Ur k<'])t in

mind that in tlii.s jiapcr I am t'Xflii(lin>; clilldrcn and tlic aged, as well :is tliosc

alllictpd with woll-doHncd diseases or pathologic proccssos.
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or tli()U,^lits, liet-anse it may fiiniish him material, data, plots, lie may

even seek to briii;; alxnit tliis (•(nnlitimi, (ir what is comiuonly called "iu-

spiratioii." lu this comiectiou 1 mi,i;Iit meiitiuu one case which may shed

some light. A middle-aj^ed literary woman had been complaininir of dis-

turbed heart action, marked especially by arrythmia. In order to correct

the dithculty, her physician prescribed digitalis in larger doses than is

tisnal. In a short time hei- mind became very active, with sleei)lessness at

night and with a great rush of thoughts. She then came to me and 1

promptly had her discontinue the digitalis, when the mental excitement

sul)side<l. The sni)posed lii-art disturbance itself was tivated by methods

other than drug treatment.

To what extent high blood iiressure is a factor in thought stimulation

in normal individuals 1 am unable to say. To study that will re(piire

"nuiterial." If, as earlier stated, the physician wants to study those in

liealth he must go to them, and seek out those whom he thinks suitaltle

foi- his work. Moreover, a iihysician never has that complete control over

his "materiar" as the biologist, lie can take up or leave off work at any

moment; the physician must get the consent of his patients. Even the

hospital i)liysician has a great advantage in this respect.

It would seem a natural and simple inference that the increased cir-

culation in the brain stimulates the cells, and thereby stimulates thought

—

aud then at once the (luestion arises, What brings on increasetl blood

pressure?

Borderland Casks. Just where the normal shades off into the ab-

normal or where "perfect health" changes into "ill health" is often ditti-

cult to determine. There is no norm, there are no standards; what agrees

with one may disagree with another. I will mention a few more factors

which in some individuals play a role in thought stimulation.

Music. The mind or imagination of some people is strongly excited

by music. When one ciatically studies cases he ma.v be able to make dis-

tinctions between the intiuence of grand opera and rag time music, and

whether the music is heard indoor or out of doors, as on a street corner

or in a park.

Theatkr. Attending a i>lay m.-iy bring on a lively "jilay of the im-

agination."

Churcii. a merchant once told me that he did his best business

thinking or i)lanning while apparently listening to a long sermon. And I
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know of a college student whose thoughts were most active while •'listen-

ing to a sermon." Such stimulation is known to but few, while the op-

posite, drowsiness, is known to nearly everybody. Perhaps the "constitu-

tion" has something to do with it. I have notes on a preacher who gets

his ideas for his next sermon a week ahead. If he fails to get them on

Sunday night he probably gets them at the time of the midweek prayer

meeting. Local option meetings also seem to excite some— is it the en-

thusiasm?

Storms. Among my case reports are some of individuals whose

minds were set agoing during the prevalence of a storm; if at night, there

was nnich restlessness and sleeplessness with ;i rush of thoughts. An in-

quiry into details often leads to curious results.

Wk.\tiikk Changes should also l>e mentioned. The state of the

weather is by many supposed to have .in intiuence. I should especially

like to hear from those who have made any observations alt)ng this line.

Books. Kooks. as a soiirce of thought stinmliitiou or of iusiiiration.

are generally clnssihed as good or liad. ancient or modern, new or old.

To the average reader a hook is siiajjly a biok. but those who utilize

their thoughts or bright ideiis mny lie al»le to make distinctions. Read-

ing between the lines, an iiidividn.-il with a vivid iiii.igiiiation may get

all sorts of new idcMS. he ni:iy irct mirc <iul of tbcui tlian tbc .-lutlior

put in.

Lec'TI KKs differ greatly in their stimulating influeme. To some an

occasional lecture may be helpful, while rejieated lectures may f.iil (o

stimulate, or one may say there is overstinuilation and the mind fails

to retain the impressions. We all know how the lectures of instructors

vary; some stinuilate the srndeuts. others do not.

Babbeb-Siioi' I .Ni-i^iK.NCKs. Oiic of Hiy old ii.itients. wlio lived at home

all the time, went once a week to tiie barber shop, and then c<»mplained

of insomnia with nuich dreaming at night. ( I'.ut t(» make the story more

complete it should lie Mdded tlint he was ;i chi-onii- consuniiitive .-ind that

much coughing accom]ianied the insonuiia and dieaming—s(ime might re-

gard this as a relationshiji of cause and effect.)

I recall a statement ir. a French reader. "Xothini; refreshes the mind

like having the hair dressed." A man is supi»osed to have made the re-

mark—I mention this here as a possible factor in mental stimulation in
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women, as they often spend nincli time in dressing the hair. I'erhaps that

statement is on a level with that of the poet who spoke aI)out "scratching

the head, thinking the flionghts wonld come." etc.

ExER( ISE may h'" an essential to a writer (jr sedentary thinker, as for

tlie man who writes all forenoon and puts in the afternoon walk-

ing, riding, rowing, gardening, etc. Here one wonld have to distinguish be-

tween properly working up ideas and getting new ones, between resting the

lirain by a different occuiiation and getting new^ thoughts while so occu-

pied; the new thoughts may perhaps come involuntarily while physically

employed.

Baths of various kinds seem to be a stimulant to some persons.

"Being ix IIai!Ness" is an important factor, as in the case of the

business man who could not tliink. could not i)lan, while on a vacation, but

the moment he returned to his dingy office his mind became very active.

One man of affairs told me he would rather wear out than rust out, mean-

ing that although he felt better physically while away from his old occu-

pation his mind was dull; he would rather not feel so well Imdily than

to have ennui and boredom.

SuBCONSCioT's Mental Activity.

Perhaps the most interesting phase of the whole subject is that of

so-called subconscious cerebration, with its various synonyms, such as

automatic cerebration, unconscious cerebration, etc. This form of mental

activity is to be clearly distinguished from conscious activity on the one

hand and from dreaming on the other; it is neither. Thus, while writing

these notes, an old patient to whom the (piestion was jiut gave me a good

illustration.

This woman is a clerk in a county treasurer's office (T am not nam-

ing the county). OrdinaiMly she doe--; not dream, or so lightly that few

of the dreams are recalled the next morning. She has what may be con-

sidered good health, but at times does complain of some min(tr ills. Twice

a year she works under gi-eat stress, at taxpaying time, when from early

morning till late .-it night she is at the office, taking in money and receipt-

ing for it. After .-i day or two of this hard work she continues the work

at night, "in her mind." to the exclusion »)f sound or refreshing sleep—the

mind automatically and in sjjile of all lier efforts to prevent going over and
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over the work of the (hiy. (Jii iiccomit of the Inss of sleep, etc. slie lie-

;riiis to suffer in he;!lth. :in(l feels sure that at times if there were a few-

more days of it she would brealc down. But she admits one advantage of

this automatic action of the mind or brain : I-]rrors are constantly oc-

curring, and when the books are I)alanced at night no one can account

for the various discrei>ancies. and, of course, there is worry. Now in her

"night work." during this automatic cerebration, she generally "sees" just

where the discrepancies are and the next morning is usually able to

make the corrections jiromptly.

She has s.ime well-defined ideas regarding causes, that is. of the con-

ditions under which such activity comes on. aii<l I shall consider her re-

marks later on in sunnniug up "causes" and "supposed causes."

Asked al)out dreams, -she said they occurred in the winter time, rarely

in the sunnner—the exceptions usually i)eing times of actual illness.

Another jiatient told me that as a boy in school he worked out his

mathematical i»roblems while in bed at night. After he left school this

form of mental activity laig<'ly disappeared and now only o<-casioiially

returns: he utilizes it in plamniig his business affairs.

I.xso.M.MA. After a waUefnl period at night, perhaps of an hour or

two. there m.iy gradually come repose, and then wlieii one is aliout to

fall aslee|>. subconscious mental activity may come on with a flow of

thoughts, perhaps valuable in one's work, 'riieii conies the conscious

thought. "If I don't .iot down these thoughts or ideas they will be lost:

if I do write, then tlie comjiosure to sleep will disappear and I w^ill

again be wakeful and sleepless. Shall I write or notV Shall I put the

thoughts on jiaper iw get the sleep?" While undecided, sleep may i-ome

on, there may even be a dreaming that the thoughts have Iteen wiilteii;

the mind is relieved and dee]> sleep follows. In the morning nothing is

remembered of the train of thoughts. If. however, they were written out.

then on awakeiung the wlndc occurrtMice likely comes vividly 1o nnnd.

or at least there are notes more or les.s clearly decii>herable. This may

also occur in the morning when one is about to tiu"n over for another miii.

and then this mental activity is confused with dreaming. Imt the coher-

ency of ideas enables us to distinguish.

Sleepless nights of active minded people who utilize their thoughts

are often due to tiie fact that they do not want to let go of the thoughts

that c<im< . 'i'liey lie awake, tliinking about them, or they will be ke|it
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awake by the very act of writiiiix tlieiii down. When the niiiul is relieved

and sleep is about to i-onu'. there may be another train of tlionght. and

this too must be disposed of. This may recur over and over, and as a re-

sult there is a sleepless night. Insomnia is usually considered the bane

of the brain worker, but ])erhaps after all it has its compensations.

Some individuals can distinguish very clearly between dreaming and

subconscious mental activit.v. Some who utilize their thoughts refer to

the latter as "insjtiratiou." and in their attemjits to bring on such a C(m-

dition have tried all sorts of experiments. In reading liiography one at

times comes across statements tliat seem to refer to this condition of mind,

as when Voltaire or Pope in the middle of the night called for his clerlv

or stenographer to take down a train of thought. This form of mental

activity occurs iu all kinds of persons, but as already mentioned is most

marked in l)rain workers. The question naturally arises. What is back

of it all? What produces this form of mental activity? By gathering a

large mass of data one may be able to arrive at some conclusions. One

can not solve the problem from a study of books, it must be studied in

living persons whom one can (lucstion about details and antecedents.

Here again niy own olist'rvotions have Iteen contineil nriiidy to tlmse

in ill health. To what extent automatic mental activity is a (piestion of

medicine and to wliat extent a problem in iisychology nniy largely de-

pend on the individual studied, as well as on the student—on his knowl-

edge and purpose. I'.ut we should not forget that the modern iisycliologisr

studies and investigates largely by tiie use of instruments, in his lab .ra-

tory.

To study the influence of blood pressure re(iuires tlie use of a sjiliyg-

mograph, and that means that the study of thought stinmlatinn due to the

changes iu blood pressure is beyond the man who makes but simple ob-

servations. The man not coiniected with a lal)oratory miglit. of course.

seek out a physician who makes lil 1 pressure tests and would interest

himself in the subject.

On the other hand, auto-observations of what is going on in one's

own mind are or can readily be made by any one who will take tlie

trouble to observe, no aiyjiaratus being reijuired. unless it be a watcjj or

clock to note the time of day oi' nii^ht and a fever thermometer in the

case of those who liave '•fever fantasy"—which may or may not Ije dis-

tinguishalile from the nuntnl activitv unaccomiiaiiied liy fever or dis-
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tiirbance in the temperature of the body. At tunes the mental stimuhi-

tion may be wholly out of proportion to the rise of temperature, and I

have had cases where there seemed to l)e a high temperature, judging by

the redness of the face and the complaints of the patient, and yet the ther-

mometer failed to reveal any elevation of temi)erature. One has to dis-

tinguish between "feeling feverish" and having a real fever, that is. an

actual elevation of temperature.

Just now a fad has si)read over the cnnntry which gives undue im-

portance to this form of mental activity in the treatment of ill health and

the cure of diseases. It would seem that there are two kinds of psycho-

therapists, the real .-ind the pseudo. Tlu' former limit tliemselves to so-

called neuroses and functional disturbances, while the latter ascribe sub-

(•((uscious mental activity to practically everything—except i)erhaps to the

healing of broken bones.

I have .ilready referred to the fact that some individuals make sharp

distinctions between dreaming and subconscious mental activity or sub-

conscious cerebration. I myself bclii-ve these are two different proces.ses

but one will have to give close attention to what is going on in the mind

to enable him to discrinnnate. As to the possible existence of a "subcon-

scious mind." as an entity, that is another (piestion. I'erbaps it is synony-

mous witli the "so\ii" of llic old pbilnsoplici's.

(JiESTio.Nl.No .\iioi r ItKi:.\.Ms. In (juestioning peoiile about dreams one

quickly learns to divide di-c.-imers into three classes.

There are those who "wonder what it means." who are <-onstantly

s[»eeulating on the significance <if a dream. Some will tell of having

heard some one telling of seeing a certain event in his dream and found

that very thing to have actually occurred :it tlie time and jdace

indicated in the dream. 'I'hey will tell of it in detail, if one list-

ens, and then ask. .Now Imw do you explain tli.it? I'ersonally. 1 have

never had such a dream, one in which I "saw in my dream" events or

incidents that actually liapiiened. either at tli<' in>^1ant tlie dream o<-cui-red

or the next <lay or next week, or at any time. Xcitbei- have I met a

single individual who had such a dream oi' "foresaw" an unusual event.

When we consider that out of thousands and thousands of dreams some

one may have noticed su<-h an incident, we nuist conclude that it was

sinii)ly a coincidence, as where during a thunderstorm at night a relative

or a friend ex]»osed to the storm "is seen." cither struck liy lightning or

being near the iilace where it did strike.
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X«i\v it Wduld stH'iii quUe u;itur;il for one wiitii aw.Mkt'iK'd by the i»eal

of tlimuler to think of his rohitive. and the sudden th(.n.i.'lit may l»e mis-

taken for a dream. Even if it were a veal dream and "came true" it

must still Ite regarded as a coincidence, as one instance out of thousands

of dreams the rest of wiiicli did not come true. We hear of the par-

ticular one. and as just remarked, at second hand, or even a number of

removes from the original source, to the ne.glect of all dreams that did

nut come true. At times we see a mention in the newspapers of dreams

that "came true."

A second class is composed of those who pay no attention whatever

to dreams, and also those whom one can not interest in the sul).iect at all.

who may even express disgust at the very idea of glvius; a dream a sec-

ond thought. This class is as unsatisfactory to the student as the other.

Those who do give some attention to dreams and may be made to

take additional interest when, their attention is called to the suliject form

a third class—the class I have in mind in this paper. They are compara-

tively few—but. as in other tliinjrs. to the few we owe our increase in

knowledge.

Out of the long list of factors and conditions enumerated in this

paper only a few. perhai)s only one or two. may play an iniiMirtant role

in the life of any one ]>erson; to him. however, they may be essential.

As an exami)le. we have the man who retpiires the <iuiet of the country,

or on the other hand, the man who recpiires the stimulation of city life.

In asking for data one can i)ut the question in several ways: In the

ease of those who have occasional periods when the mind is very active,

we can ask. "T'nder what conditions does this occur?" "What causes the

mind to Itecome thus active?" While in those whose nnnds are nearly

always active, but where there are occasional intervals of inactivity,

when a man savs. "I can't think." we may ask. "Why not?"

As an addendum may be mentioned several other factors that stim-

ulate the mind and bring on thoughts.

Trying It on the Audience—"for further inspiration." I recall how

Dr. Jordan used to do this before his classes in Evolution, as he himself

told us. I have often wondered how much inspiration he got from a

dull class.

An Assigned Task, as a factor, as where a member of the Academy

sends in his title, and as the time for the meeting approaches gradually
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"gets busy." knowing that his paper ninst be ready at a certain time

—

for instance, myself during tlic last lew days.

Finally may lie mentioned llic Animal Academy Meetings as a source

of stimulation and of insiiiratiou. esitecially to those of us who live in

isolation. This is a factor in thought stinudation not to be undervalued.
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Hygiene of Indoor Swimming Pools, with Sugciestions for

Practical Disinfection.

I'V SeVKRANCE BlRRAfiE.

The "Olo Swiiiunin" Holt'" of onr boyhood (hiys is duoiiK'd. The fa-

vorite spot ill pond nv stream to wliii li we used to i,'o after school for a

irood swim and ]ilay. wiili no Ihon.udit for tlie microbe in the water nor the

balhiii.i,' suit for our budies. is, for the bi-y of to(hay almost unknown, and

for the boy of the futui'c will be but au unrealizable dream. With the

advance of civilization these swimmiiijj; holes are l)eiii?j; rejilaced b.v pviblic

bath-houses, and to these, or to jiymnasiunis that are provided witli

swimniiiig tanks, the boys must go for their swim. The streams and

ponds have become ixilluted to such an extent that it is dangerous for

the boys to bathe therein. This is the result of the increase in population,

coupled with tlie great carelessness of individuals and coninuniities in the

disjiosal of wastes. This replacement of the natural swimming pool by

the indoor swimming ])ool may carry with it new unh.ygienic conditions,

and it is a discussion of these conditions and their elimination that forms

the purpose of this paper.

CONSTRUCTION ()!• INDOOR SWI.MMINO I'OOl.S.

One of the lirst re(iuirements in tlie sanitar.v construction of the indoor

swimming pool is that it must be so constructed that it may be easily

cleaned. To this end the surface of the lining material of the pool should

be very smooth, such a surface as is provided by glazed tiles so laid as

to avoid all cracks and crevices. At the angles formed by the meeting of

the sides and tloor of the jiool, curved tiling should be used, which would

give the same result in the border of the pool flooring as is obtained in

the angleless baseboard in uii-to-date hospitals and operating rooms. The

almost tuiiversal deposit of a slini.v sediment in these pools, even when

the water is comparatively clear, makes it necessary to provide for an

easy and complete cleaning. A concrete or cement lining, made as smooth

as it is possible to make it. furnishes a surface that is difflcult to keep

clean.

[10—23003]
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A swiniming pool lined with the irlazed tile referred to above is shown

in Fig. 1, I'urdne University .Memorial (iymnasiuni. 1IK)<».

In addition to the outlets for the water in the IiDttoni of the i»ool. it

is advisable to have, at the overflow point, a snfhc-ient n\nnl)er of outlets,

or a trough extending all around the pool, so that when a scum or dirt

collects on the surface of the water, the upper layers may be drawn off

without necessarily emi>tying the whole pool.

Fig. 2. Men's Swimming Bath, Lee<ls, England. (Lighted by sky-liglit only.)

By courtesy of "Modern Sanitation."'

The floor of the pool room should be so drained that water <Iripping

from bathers who have coiue out of the pool can not collect in puddles,

and, furthermore, such water shoiild drain, not back into the pool, but

into the overtlow waste pi])es.

TiTE ^Vater Sl'PplV.

The water supplied to the swlnnuing pool must be pure, and every

possible meaivs used to keep it sr) during and after its use by the bathers.

The nearest approach to an ideal water supi)ly for an indoor swinuning

pool would be the provision for a pure water to start with, and a continu-

ous change of water, during the use of the pool, the rate of this change

being governed by the number of bathers in the pool. In most cases this

is out of the ciuestion on account of the expense.

The water of these i)ools is not exposed to the many ptu-ifying fac-

tors that affect out-door waters. The ])ool is usnally located in tlie base-

ment or in liuildings the interior of which the direct rays of the sun

seldom reach. Thus one of the most important factors in the purirtcation

of natur.-il waters is ivmoved. It is true that the water does get some
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aeration wliih- tlie iiatliers are stirring: it uji. Imt l)ecanse of the con-

stant contaniiiiatiou at such times, this aeration cannot be conntcd npon

as very nuicli of a purifying factor. Duriufi tlie times when tlie i>o<j1

is not being used, when the water is stagnant, id purification is tak-

ing place. On the contrary-, bacteriological tests have shown that there

is an increase in the l)acterial content, particularly if the water has been

warmed ui> to a temperature of T.j degrees Fahr. or over. There is con-

siderable sedimentation during such times, lait if this sediment remains

in the Ixittom of the pool to Ite stirred up when the bathers ne.\t use the

water, this cannot be loiiked upon as purification.

The cold pluiiu'c at the Flcisrhmann i)aths. New Y<jrk City' has "enor-

mous windows of ))late glass facing south and the medicine of the sun

and the g'ory of the sky." (Fig. 0.) Comparing this elegant sunny

pool room witii tlic condition in our average basement swinnning pools.

Fig. 3. Women's Swinimiiig liaths. Leeds, Etiglaml. (Direct smili^lit rarely reaches

water.) By courtesy of ".Mo<lerii Sanitation.''

it makes the latter look dark and gloomy. The im)o1 room at the I'urdue

gymnasium is on the sctutli side of the building, and the windows are lai-ge

for a basement riM.iii. and yet even this does not get the necessary sun-

light for purposes of )nirification of the water.

At the swimnnng b.itlis at 1-eeds. England (Cookridge street ). tlu' sky-

light is used for ligliting tli«' i-oo-ns. but even liei-e the effect is none too bril-

liant. ( Figs. :; ;ind 4.
1'

' I.iuy Cliviliuid. Modern Sanitation, .Tan., 1908.

' Jlenry Cray. .Modern Sanitation. Oct.. fOOi).
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Por.r.iTiOiN OF Waikk by Batiikks.

A liacterioiogiciil study of the water ust'd liy a Itatlier at tlie \'ict(iria

Ratlis at Boim,' shows well the character and amount of pollution that

may take place in public baths. The test was made on a stolvcr (Heizer).

who was made to wash in a tub for three minutes, usinji no soaji. Before

the test, the bath water contained 24 l)acteria in a cubic centimeter, and

no BdciUuH coll. After the thi'ee minute washing, the l»ath water con-

tained 1,!)(m:» bacteria and 40 RiicUJitx culi in each cul)ic centimeter.

Bacteriological tests made by the writer on the water of the swinnning

pool in the new memorial gymnasiiun at Purdue T'niversity demonstrate!

the presence of 980 bacteria per cubic centimeter in the water of the |>ool

before being used l)y the bathers. After use by about thirty bathers, all

of whom were supposed to have taken a soap shower before entering the

pool, the bacterial content was 101>.'J(H) jier cubic centimeter. Tests were

made for BdcUlus coli. ;ind the results were consistently positive after the

pool had been used. The water innnediately after cleaning the pool and

refilling gave consistently negative results for lincilliis culi.

The available literature gave almost no (bita as to Iiacteriological

analyses of swinuning pool waters.-

DISEASE DANGERS IN SWIMMIN(! POOLS.

There are great chances for the dissemination of germ diseases through

indoor swimming i)uols. The results of the bacteriological tests given in

tiie pre<-eding paragraphs, which sliowed the constant i>resence of the

Bacillus coli in the water used by bathers, demonstrates tlie iiossibility

of intestinal diseases, particularly typhoid fever. \\'hi]e bathers do not

swallow the water intentionally, it is next to Impossible to avoid getting

some water into the nose and mouth, which would ultimately reach the

intestinal tract. One does not have to be sick or to have any symptoms

of typhoid fever to disseminate the germs of that disea.se. This is well

shown in the notorious case of "Typhoid Mary" in New York.^

Diseases of the respiratory trsict have an unusual chance to l)e spread

in the swimming pool. The bather with incipient tuberculosis, pneumonia

' Znr Flygieno (lev Hallonsch\vi;iinilia<lr. Dr. Seltcr. .\iis dem Ilysifnij^'lifH

Insf. (lor Univ. Bonn. Ituudschau. I)cc. ], 1908.

-Hesse. Dresden. Zeitsehrift f.Hyg. Bd. 2.5. Eden, Berlin. Arc-h. 1'. Uyg. Bd.

19. Koslik, Gratz. Diese Zeltschr. 1898, S. 361.
^ Whipple. Typhoid Fever.
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or tonsillitis, with his sputtering, coughing, snorting and spitting. ^YOuld

undoubtedly infect the water with the specific germs of those diseases.

Ordinary colds and sore throats following the plunge bath are frequently

laid to the effects of the bath, while in most cases such results are un-

doubtedly due to genu infection. One of the factors which lead the writer

to take up this subject was an epidemic of colds among tlie users of the

Purdue swimnung pool this fall.

Venereal diseases could be transmitted through the agency of the

swimming pool. One case of gonori'hoea could infect many eyes in a

crowded swimming pool.

It is practically impossible to compel the bathers to sul)mit to a com-

plete medical inspection and physical examination Ijefore they are allowed

to enter the jtool. and yet from many ix)ints of view this would be a most

desiraiile tiling.

The least that can be done for the protection of the bathers is to in-

sist that certain rtiles be strictly adhered to. For example, such rules as

the following arc posted ])romin<Mitly in the I'unlue gymnasium:

TAKK .\ Sit.M' SI1()\\1:K IIKFOKK E.XTKKIXU I'OOL.

All gymiiiisium iirivilcgcs will be denied jiersons affected

by any c(tidagious nr cdiiniiuiiicable disease.

All persons mist take a sii;ii> shower before entering the

pool.

All persons using the pool mist wear bathing suits or

trunks.

Of course facilities must be provided for the required showers, and

each person should jirovidc his own towel and soap.

In the Central liatlis. liradford. England, spe<-ial arrangements are

provided for washing the feet.' a most desirable thing as a i>rer(^iuisite

to the use of the pool. (See Fig. 7. t

PRACTIC.M. riKIFIC.XTION OK WATICR TN SWniMIX(i POOLS.

The amount and cli;iractcr of Ihc iiollution in swimming pool waters

point very clearly 1o the need of some iiractical process of purification. In

most cases it is too expensive to liave a continuous change of water, and

' Centralizod Piil)Iic r-aths. P.ci-tli.a II. Sniitli, Modern Sanifalimi. XovcmlxT.

1009.
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in some too expensive to cliiiuiie tlie water once or twice a weelc. At tlie

Central P.atlis. ISradtord. Eimland. the water is filtered. The exjiense of

pnmping the water and caring for the filter does not make the filti-ati(rn

process a particnlnrly economical one.

It occurred to the writer that some chemical, as copper snlphate or

chloride of lime, both of which are being used extensively in the pnrirtc-a-

tion of sewage and sewage polluted waters, might be used in the treatment

of swinnning pool waters with but small expense. Inipiiries in many di-

rections and a careful search in available literature resulted in but scant

information. A single reference' reported the use of a chemical, an "elec-

trolvtic fluid." by tlie medical otiicer of health of the metropolitan bnrongli

1'
in w iii.

'nn'i-n!....ii!i

Fig. 5. Plunge, East 23d St. Public Bath, New York City. (A fairly well lighted

indoor pool.) By courtesy of "Modern Sanitation."

of I'oplar. Mr. F. W. Alexander. This tluid is ol)tained liy the electrolysis

of a solution containing magnesium chloride, tlie result being a solution

of magnesium hypocjilorite. Treatment of water in swinnning baths by

this fluid was thought to be simple, economical and efficient, bacteriological

tests on water so treated giving sterile results.

Before finding this reference the writer had conducted a series of

tests on the water of the swimming pool at the Purdue gynmasium, using

chloride of lime.

Commercial chloride of lime (bleaching powder) is usually manufac-

tured by passing dry chlorine gas over freshly slaked lime, the chlorine

'Scientific American Snppl. No. 17(5."). Oct. :!0. 1000.
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])ose(l lar.^cly of cali-iuni liypoclilorilc. When adih-il 1o walt'r lliis liyjio-

chlorite dissolves, Icaviii.ii a residue of calciuiu hydrate and cak-iuiii ear-

boiiate. Both of these substances are entirely harmless factors in a bath

water. The oxidi/iuj; power of the connnercial chloride of lime is repre-

sented by about .'lij per cent of availal)le chlorine. It is nascent oxyijen

that is the jturifyini,' factor, not the chlorine.

The capacity of the Purdue swinnniuir ])ool is S,5.0(K) gallons, and tJSO

grams of tlie chloi-ide of lime were used at each dose. This would be ab:iut

the e<iuivalent of 2(i pounds to tlie niilliou gillons. I'.etore starting the

experiment with the cheniical, bacteriological analyses were nnide of the

water for a week, llic pool being emjitied twice. No attemitt was made to

kee]) track of llie nunibci' of bathers in the |inol.

The following table shows tlu' results of the analyses for the week

before using the chemical dosage. comi)ared with the results of the analyses

for the week while the dosage was LCoing (m. I>uring the latter week, that

is, while the taidi was l>eiiig dosed with the cbeinical, the water was not

changed at all.

The method of applying the chemical was to sprinkle it on the surfac«'

of the water in the pool. Tiiis was easily done with one trip aroimd the

edge, throwing the powder as one walked. The time occupied in this

process was less than two minutis.

Vo. of liiutirid

lhii(

.

iicr r. c li. Cnli.

.Monday. .November 1. pool Just filled .">•!<» .None

Evening, after use Cir.o Present

Tuesday a. m.. .Novemb(>r li 2().ti.1(» I'resenl

Evening, after use ;!7.<iO(> Present

Wednesday a. m.. .Novembei- .". 27,S()(> Preseid

Evening, after use (;(i.."(Mi Present

Taidv emptied.

Thursday a. m.. .just after tilling !•.".<> .None

Evening, after use .s..".(Mi Present

Friday a. m.. temiierature <.f water S.'i Eahr lOD.JdO Present

Evening, after use l(Mi.4(»(i Present

Saturday a. m.. Xovembei' f! Iis.ooo Present

Evening, after use 14(».fMi() Present
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Monday, Xdvember 15. pool freshly tilled TSO None

Evening;, after use 2^.100 Present

Pool dosed witli <>su grams chloride lime.

Tuesda.v. November !(!. a. m 'Hi None

Evening, after use 12,000 Present

Pool dosed with chloride of lime.

Wednesday a. m., November 17 14 None

Evening, after use (no sample).

Pool dosed with chloride of lime.

Thursday a. m., Xcjveniber IS, water had not been

changed as was nsuall.v done 1) None

Evening, after use (no sample).

Pool not dosed.

Friday a. m., Novend)er 10 11,200 Present

Evening, after use. . ^ 20,500 Present

Dosed with chloride of lime.

Saturday, November 20 18 None

Evening (no sample).

A study of the results shown on this table indicates that the effect of

the chloride of lime treatment is almost comjilete sterilization. The sam-

ples of water taken the morning after the water had been dosed in no case

showed more than 20 Inicteria per cubic centimeter. And what I believe

to be a ver.v important factor is that the general average of the bacteria

is lower, nuicii lower, than during the week when the chemical was not

used. The effect of stopping the dosage is prettil.y shown in the Frida.v

morning sample. November 10. The pool is used by the "coeds" and faculty

ladies on Thursda.v evenings, and it was inconvenient for the writer to

arrange to have the sample collected. No arrangement was made to have

the chemical applied.

StMSfARY AXD CONCIASIOXS.

There are certaiii dangers to health in the iudoor swimming pools.

The construction of llie pools, the enforcemeut or neglect of rules govern-

ing tiiose who use the pools, the proper altenlion 1o the water sujipl.s'. as

to its iiurity before use by llie liathei's and after use. all li.ive a direct

bearing on the exleut of these dangers.
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On acoouut of the exiiense it is iiractically iuipiissible to provide for

a continuous change of tlie water. Tlie tiltraticiu of tlie pool water after

use also involves some troulile and exiiense. The use of certain disin-

O OS

s o
c S

fectants would seem to lie more simple and economical. The writer would

criticise the li(|nid or fluid rlicmicals as being harder to apply to the pool
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water. They would Iiave to l)e tliorou^ihly stirred into the water. The

substance used by the writer, cldoride of lime, is sjirinkled on the surface

of the water, and it to a great e.xtent distrilmtes itself by sinking through

the water. The results of the Ijacteriological tests certainly indicate that

the substance has a very great purifying power.

Fig. 7. Facilities for foot-bath before entering plunge. Bradford, England.

By courtesy of "Modern Sanitation."

The Indoor swinnning r)(M>l is a valuable hygieuic factor in our public

baths and gynniasiums. It makes the bath attractive to many who would

otherwise look upon bathing as a bore. Anything which will tend to make

the boys and girls, youths and maidens, men and women bathe more fre-

quently is desirable. But the swimming pool has its dangers, and most of

these depend not upon the users of the pools alone, but much more on the

construction and management of them. Therefore we nuist look to the

builders and directors of our baths and gymnasiums for the satisfactory

hj-giene and sanitation of indoor swimming pools.
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The Problem of Sewage Purification in Indiana.

I'.y U. L. Sacke'it.

CONDITIONS.

As the ]p(i]ml.iti(!ii of a city increases, the fliffienlties of ol)t;uiiing a

sutlicieiit water suitply wliicii Is free from coutaniiuatiou by se\vage be-

comes iiK.re ami m ii-e dithciilt. It is now a well established fact that

sewage-coutamiiiated waters are to a considerable extent the cause of

Slimmer complaint and other bowel troubles, besides the more dangerous

disease, t.vphoid fever. The extensive death rate among children is in

some measure chargeable to impure water.

There are very few large cities that are able to obtain a ground water

of satisfactory (luality and quantity. AYe are therefore driven to the use of

surface water.

OB.JECT OF SEWAGE PURIFICATION.

Large volumes of sewage are discharged into the White, the Wabash

and Ohio rivers and their branches, also into Lake Michigan, by the cities

situated near them. In oi'der to maintain a stream in a comlition ap-

jiroaching normal purity, methods for the purification of sewage are ap-

plied, so that the resulting effluent discharged into a stream is purer. This

]turification is obtained by some meth(Kl of oxidation which will remove

the putrefactive material (.r iiighl.v organizetl food on which pathogenic

biicteria live.

Sewage purihcation is a relative matter, and al)solute i)urity of the

effluent is practically impossible and generally is unnecessary. The prob-

lem, then, is to adajtt availaltle means to the conditions in order to eco-

nomically defend the peojile against water-born diseases.

Dilution may be considered a process of purification, and therefore

the larger the volmne of pnre water available in a stream the lower the

percentage of purification required, f()r wherever there is running water

not alread.v ontaminated, oxygen is present and some purihcation takes

jilace; vegetation and sedimentation also assist.

The old theory th;il a stream would purify itself in ;i flow of ten miles

was a dangerous one. because it detiendcd distincth' on conditions.
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In iiiiiny iiistauees uo doubt tyi)lini(l has been carried thirty lulle.s by

a river, and tlien has caused a seri(.ns epidemic.

PROCESS OF m HIKICATIO.N.

While a certain auionnt of inirification talies place in a septic tanlv.

its office is rather that of changinir the organic matter from the c(mdition

of suspension to one of solution. Hence it is now more frequently called

a hydrolytic tank. It is, however, important in that it makes the succeed-

ing pi-ocesses of nitriticaticn easier and permits of nuK-h more rai)id treat-

ment tlian w<juld (Otherwise be possible.

The second step is one of sever.-il tyi)es of filtration. First, we might

place the slow sand hlter. which was usually some ."> or 4 feet deep; over

the surface sewage flowed either continuously or intermittently, tlie latter

being the more eflicient method.

A second form was the conla'-l filter, which was a tight tank tilled

M'ith l»roken slone. (oal i>v hard (linker. This tank was filled with sewage

from the bottom, and after a time was eni]ifie(l automatically.

The third and most snci-essful type of liltei- is formed of stone, about

one-half inch in diameter. Over tlic surface sewage is sjirayed or sjirinkled

lieriodically by automat ii- syjiiions.

After filtration there is still h'ft some organi<- matter, lait. if the

lU'ocess is successful, it does not cause putritication. It is (piite i)robable

that some bacteria pass thnaigh tiie filter and tiuis gain access to the

stream. Hence it has been ]»i'oposed that where a high degree of purifica-

tion is necessary tlie efljnenl from liie tillers should be stei-ilized.

IMKIIK ATIO.N IM.A.NTS IN IXDIA.NA.

Two or three taidcs wei-e installed in Indiana some ten years ago. and

a set of four small sand filters was at one time (about T.iuii) in oi)erafion

at Indiana Harbor, but has since Ik'cu abandoned.

The oldest plant still in oiieration is at the Eastern Indiana llosiiital

for the Insane near Ui<-hmond. It consists of a concrete tank and inter-

mittent sand filters. It treats the sewage (»f about 1.000 people and leaves

the stream into which the effluent flows in a very satisfactory condition.

It was built in 1'.m)1 .it an expense of .$!t.(MK>. The cost of operatifm has

been negligible.
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The second plant nf any size was Imilt at the Southern Iluspital near

Evansvllle. It was a chemical precipitation phint usinti lime or soda ash.

After precipitation in larj;e concrete tanks the sludi^e was pumped to a

press; the resultini; cake of organic matter was dumped into a cistern

made for the purjiose. The cost of the plant was uriiiinally $ls.()(M). and

the cost of operation alu.nt .$1,200 per year.

It was re|)laced in l'.H».") ]>y a three-step process which included tanks,

stone filters and tinally intermittent sand filters.

The conditions here required a hi.i;h degree of purilicatinn. The popu-

lation is approximately l.OOO. and the cost of operation is pr^ibahly less

than .*f;200 per year. The c(^st of rec(mstructing the ]ilant was .siii.iiiMi.

In lOOS the city of P.loomington ci nstructed a system of sanitary sew-

ers and installed a purification plant consisting v.l' a central concrete tank

and two series of stone filters, the latter l)eing sprinkling Hlters.

Angola, a city of about three thousand iiopulation. is now cunstruct-

ing a system of sewers and a sewage purification jilant consisting of sedi-

mentation tanks, stone filters for the first treatment and sand filters for

the final. The city will build a second plant next year. The cost of the

two iilants will be about $20,000. The cost of operation of these small

municip.il plants will be watched with interest, as it will determine in

sduie measure the details of future designs.

The city of Laporte, witii a population of 12,(MM) and rajiidly growing.

is com]ileting i>lans for a system of sewers and is providing for sewage

purification.

The city of Shelbyville is also (•(.nstructing a system of sanitary sew-

ers, and the entire town looks forward to sewage jiurilication at some time.

There is no (piestio)i but that the educational propaganda which the

State Board of Health has been i)ursuiug is bearing fruit. The state in-

stitutions themselves are with a few exceptions well provided with a good

water supply and sewage purification plants where they would otherwise

prove a danger to neighboring communities.

There can be no doubt Imt that this movement toward pure water will

have a measurable effect uiion the morliidify and mortality of the State.

Purdue I'niversity.

Lafayette, Ind.
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That Erroneous Hiawatha.

By Albert B. Reagan.

Hiawatha, hero of Longfellow's poem of the same name, is not recog-

nized as a hero god by the Chippewa Indians. Neither the name nor the

person designated occurs in the mythology of these people. Their god is

Meuibusha, and the only word approaching Hiawatha is Ket'-che-wah'-sah.

which means "afar off." Through the kindness of the Indian missionary

and court-agency interpreter here, Rev. Frank H. Pequette, who is himself

a Chippewa and has lived and preached in vai'ious parts of the Chippewa

country, I quote his own summing up of this subject

:

"When a white man asks an American who is the greatest man of his

country he answers, 'George Washington.' But I am here to declare that

Hiawatha is not the hero of my race. This personage is unknown to the

Chippewa Indian.

"The Indian lad sitting in the forest with his 1);)W and arrow, ol)serv-

ing the trees and the sky and the sand and the water of the Great Lakes

and the animals and the fishes, asks himself, 'Who made these'?' He cannot

answer the question himself, so he asks the old medicine man of his tribe.

'Menibusha,' answers the sage. 'Menibusha made the earth, sky, the sun,

moon and stars, and the wild things and the fishes, and he made you also,

my son.' So says the medicine man of the tribe. Menibusha also made

the land, the island-continental surface on which we now live. He is the

first brother of all mankind and now lives in the East.

"All the Indians before they became Christians (that is, all Chippe-

was) supposed that Menibusha was the Su])reme, the greatest man and god

of his nation. And when the first white man asked the Indian the ques-

tion who was their greatest personage the Indian replied, 'Menibusha.'

'Where does he live?' of course asked the white man. 'Ket'-che-wah'-sah,'

replied the Indian—meaning (that he was) afar off. The white man's

ears were not tuned to the Indian sounds used in pronunciation and he

caught it Hiawatha, which did not mean god, but 'afar off'; and one great

white fellow, Longfellow by name, wrote our legends with this unknown

Hiawatha. But this Hiawatha is not known to us Indians."

[11—23003]
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Medicinal Value of Eupatorium Pekfouatum.

By A. J. BiGNEY.

Eupatoriuni perfoliatnm, coiniiinnly kruiwii as thorougliwort, or boiieset.

is a well-known plant, yet its real medicinal value is not as well known

as it should be. This plant varies from two to four feet in height, blos-

soming in August and September, and is abundant in flat and swampy

lands. It seldom grows in hilly sections. Nature seems to have made

provision for the curing of the diseases prevalent in certain regions. In

swampy countries chills, malarial, intermittent, typhoid and other fevers

are common. Since boneset occurs in these localities and is particularly

valuable for curing such diseases it seems to substantiate the above state-

ment.

The blossoms, small branches and leaves are the parts generally used.

It has four medicinal properties—an emetic, a tonic, a light laxative and

a diaphoretic. As a diaphoretic it should be taken hot just before retiring.

This is specially helpful for colds and fevers. For restoring the powers

of the stomach it is better to take boneset cold.

For the diseases already mentioned boneset has been known and used

as a home remedy for a long time. In the so-called la gri]tpe it has not

been used very extensively so far as I can learn. Some prominent physi-

cians say it is almost a specific for it.

My experience in its use dates from the first appearance of la grippe

in this community, about 1889. As soon as the symptoms begin a teacupful

of the infusion of the boneset is taken just before retiring. This produces

some perspiration, strengthens the nerves, regulates the digestive organs,

thus giving the body an opportunity to increase the building up of the sys-

tem, and in this way the resisting power is sufticient to overcome the dis-

ease. Occasionally the next day some of the cold infusion may be taken,

always before meals, for, after eating, the emetic power may predominate.

The next night the hot solution should be taken. Usually this kind of

treatment will cure the disease without going to bed at all. This treat-

ment should be taken early in the development of the disease in order to

get the best results.
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The first time of taking it, it should not be very strong luitil a person

finds out its action on his stomach, for the emetic intlnence is exerted much

stronger in some persons than in others. If one can retain it, it matters

but little about the strength of it. It is made as ordinary tea.

I have thoroughly tested it in my own case when la grippe has been

making its invasion, and as a result I have never yet had a regular siege

of the disease. My own family has tried it time and again with splendid

results. Some people cannot take it at all because of its emetic effect. I

have given my neighbors the benefit of my experience. While its results

are always good, yet in some persons the results will not be as marked as

in others.

The students of Moores Hill College have been very willing to respond

to my desire to have them test it. Students have come into the class-

room with the symptoms strongly developed, and on being advised to take

this remedy have actually taken it that night. They would report that

the results were even better than they could have expected in so short

a time. They would not even have to stop work. Scores of reports could

be given, but I do not think it necessary. The best way will be to test

it for yourself. It can be secured from your druggist if it does not grow

in your locality. An extract of boneset is made, but I have had no ex-

perience with it.

I am pretty thoroughly convinced that nearly every case of la grippe

can be cured by this remedy if taken early in the development of the

disease.

Moores Hill College,

Moores Hill, Ind.
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RErRACTivE Index as a MeasUke of Dry Substance in

Saccharine Products.*

By A. Hugh Bryan.

Dry siibstaiK-e deternii nations are the most difficult determinations a

a chemist has to malie, and again one of the most important. In sugar

materials, containing many organic substances and also inorganic salts,

various reactions and changes are going on when the sample is heated in

the course of making a dry substance determination. Varying degrees of

heat also tend to decomi)ose these substances. Also, the length of time of

heating is a very important factor. The accepted method for sugar com-

pounds, where accurate results are desired, is the loss of weight at 70°

C. when heated in vacuum. It has been found at that temperature that

levulose shows little, if any, decomposition. Sugar chemists of Germany

modify that procedure by drying at 65° to 70° C. in the air until all vis-

ible water is gone, and then heat for from 2 to 4 hours at 105° C. in

vacuum, it being claimed that by first drying and then heating to 105° in

vacuum, no sugar is decomposed. It is a fact, however, that if one makes

two determinations of moisture on the same sample at different times,

it is more than lilvely that the results will not check. Differences of as

high as 0.5% have been noted, especially where the substance under exami-

nation is high in reducing sugars. It can hardly be expected to obtain a

method for determining moisture accurately without a direct determination

of this by drying. Such a procedure takes time, and at its best, so far,

gives onl.v approximate results.

The refractometer was first tried in sugar work by Strohmer (Zeit

Ruben Zuckerind.. Vol. 21. p. 2.5(>) in 1884 and again in 1886 by Muller

( Ibid. Vol. 37, p. 91 ) . They showing that the index depended on the

concentration of solution. The latter investigator gave a table for esti-

mating the dry substance of beet juices from the refractive index. Again

in 1901, Stolle published a table for the above. All of these used the old

forms of instruments. Tolman and Smith,^ using the beatable prism in-

strument, such as is used today, and pictured later in this paper, found

*Publishe(i by permission of the Secretary of Agriculture.

IJour. Amer. Chem. Soc. (1906), 28, 1476.
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that for equal concentrations, all sugars have about the same index of re-

fraction. Main^ published tables of water content from refractive index

in 1907, and called attention to the accuracy of this method, as compared

with the true dry substance. Since that time the literature has been full

of articles on this method, of determining the dry substance.

All authors, with but few exceptions, claim much for this method as a

quick one and yielding comparable results. They all agree that the re-

sults so obtained are nearer the true dry substance than by obtaining the

dry substance from the specific gravity. The substances dissolved along

with the sugar seemingly have a closer refractive index to sugar than

specific gravity.

Working on syrups of various origins. I obtained the following aver-

age figures.- The method for true dry substance was loss of weight in

vacuum at 70° C. The table of Frinsen Geerligs, and also his corrections

for temperat)ire were used. These are given later in this paper.

IN CASE OF ^rAPLK SYKUP.

Thirteen samples were examined. In only one case was the refracto-

meter dry substance higher than the true, and in all others the true dry

substance was higher. This difference ranged from 0.20% to 1..34% with

an average of 0.r)0%.

WITH TANK SYRUP.

Ten samples were examined. In three cases the refractonieter dry

substance was higher than the true by 0.16%, 0..'i4%, 0.02%. The other

cases range fn im <».li4% to 0.0n%, or an average difference on the whoU'

of 0.29%.

HONEYS.

Twentj'-four sjiuiples were examined. In 2 cases the refractonieter

dry substance was higher than the true by 0,21% and 0,91%, In all the

rest it was lower by from 1.15% to 2.52%, with an average of 1.45%,

This is the greatest difference noted. One of three causes or all may ac-

count for this large difference. ( 1 ) The actual dry substance may not be

right, viz., this protluct may not give up all of its water at 70° in vacuum,

or, (2) the dextrin of the honey may change the refractive index of the

'Inter, Sugar J, (1907), .9, 481,

2Note, Soo ,T(Hir, Amor. Clicin. Soc, (\W)K).30, 144X, for a provio\is p.apor on tlii.s subjoct

by the author.
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wliole, or, (3) tlio values given in the table for dry substance from refract-

ive index may not be right.

COMMERCIAL GLUCOSE.

The two samples examined show the refractive index dry substance

higher by 0.27% than the real dry substance. The closeness of these read-

ings would tend to disprove the second cause for honey.

CAXE MOLASSES.

Seventeen samples >\ere examined. In 3 cases the refractometer dry

substance was higher than the true by 0.1G%, 0.39%, and 0.59%. In all

the rest it was lower l)y from 0.38% to 1.53%. The average difference

was 0.79%.

BEET MOLASSES.

Fifteen samples were examhicd. In all cases the true dry substance

was higher than the refractometer. The difference varied from 0.38%

to 1.83%, with an average of 1.08%. AVhen the original substance was di-

luted one-half with water, and a reading made on this, the dry substance

obtained was doubled. The results showed 5 cases where the refractive

index dry substance was higher than the true by from 0.25% to 0.53%.

In all other cases, the true was the highest by from 0.39% to 1.62%, with an

average of 0.36%. It is seen then by dilution, the average difference be-

tween the true dry substance and refractometer has dropped from 1.08%

to 0.36%. The results then are nearer the true dry substance. This

comes about by being able to get a clearer field and thereby a closer read-

ing.

However, later work has shown that this dilution with water, even

though it has brought the dry substance by refractometer nearer the true

dry substance, intniduces a serious errcr. When water is added to

molasses there is a contraction in volume.

This contraction has been taken into account in the consti'uction of

specific gravity and refractometer table for pure sugars so that solutions

of the latter, whether mixed with water or a sugar syrup, will give the

correct percentage of solids either by specific gravity or refractive index.

The impurities, however, wlii'-h accompany sugars in solution in mo-

lasses, have not only a different specific gravity than sugar, but also a
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flifferent contraction co-efficient, so that the solution dihited with water

shows a different specific gravity or refractive index than that calculated

from tables for pure sugars.

To reduce these variations of contraction to the minimum, a concen-

trated pure sugar solution is u.sed as a dilutant. Results obtained with

some cane molasses samples show the error that is introduced by the water

dilution and also the effect of the sugar dilution.

Sample No.
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Suiniuarizing the average results, we find that the refrac-toineter dry

substance is higher tlian the true.

Per Cent.

The difference in case of maple syrup 0.50

The difference in ease of cane syrup 0.29

The difference in case of honeys 1 .45

The difference in case of glucose 0.27

The difference in case of cane molasses 0.79

The difference in case of beet molasses 1.08

The difference in case of beet molasses (half) 0.36

With the exception of the honeys and possibly cane molasses, also

beet molasses undiluted, the differences are well within the error of deter-

mination of water by actu.il drying. By half dilution, the beet molasses

is brought within the limits, and \\here dilution with sugar solution trietl

this difference would bo cut down considerably. Cane molasses, showing

0.79%, might be considered within the limits, as a true moisture ccmteut

on this material is a difficult task. Honeys are. then, the only ones whose

difference is large, but it is hoped that with the work now being carrietl

on, the reason for this diftei-ence will Ite obtained and a method for pro-

cedure be established for this grade of substance. However, there is one

thing to be said in regard to the refractometer, that it is possible to ob-

tain duplicate results that are identical, and different investigators should

obtain identical results, which is a condition that does not exist with the

other metliods for dry substance determination in use now. The refracto-

meter method has the advantage of being quiclv and not losing accuracy

by speed, and then only small imrtions are necessary for a determination.

The method of making a dry substance determination is substantially

this: The instrument (Fig. 1) is placed so that the light falls on the mir-

ror (R) and this i.^ turned on its axis to reflect the light up through the

prism (B) and (A). The source of light can be daylight, but a better

one is a 32 or higher candle power lamp. The tubular (D) is connected

by rubber tubing to the source of water supply of constant temperature

and the other tubular (E) has a rubber overflow connection. The ther-

mometer is placed in its socket. The optical parts of the instrument are

turned forward on the stand (a). By turning the catch (V) the prism

B is swung open on ((') from prism (A) and a few drops of the solution

to be examined is placed on the prism (A). Enough of the solution should

be added so that on closing the prism (B) on (A) a part of the liquid is

forced out. The o])tical i)arts are brought back into their original place.
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The arm carr\ iiiL,' the ina.miilyiiii,' ,L,'lass (L) sbonid he down to the

1.3 end of the scale. Then by looking: tIir<Mi.i,di the eyepiece (F). focusing

the cross-hairs into plain view, the arm (L) is moved until a bright color

appears in the lower half of the held. r>y Uiruing the milled screw (M)

F ].

of the comi>ensator the line of color is ui:i(h' in ire distind ; viz.. th»M'e is

sharpness of lino dixidiiiLC the light and ihc dai'k Hehl. I'.y moving the

arm fai'ther this line is hiMiigbt up to a p ijnl wliri*- it coincides with tlic

inlersccfion of (he cross-liaii-s. .\l this point. Ilic index of i-<'fraclion is
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read on the scale (J). At the same time the temperature is read ou the

thermometer.

The instrument should be tested first with water and its accuracy es-

tablished thereby : Ref. Ind. of water at 20° being 1.3330. The substance

to be examined should be at about the same temperature at which the

readings are to be made. Therefore waiting a few minutes after applying

the liquid to the prism, it could be considered that this is at the same

temperature.

Tables have been prepared for converting the refractometer read-

ings to dry substance or per cent, of moisture. To some of these i^re-

vious reference has been made. Hugh Main, in the International Sugar

Journal of 1907, Vol. 9. page 481, gives a table covering this. The readings

are to be made at 20° C. Geerligs has published a table also for dry

substance from the refractive inde.x. The temperature of the reading is

28° C. and he has also prei)ared a tal)le for corrertidus fur other teni-

lieratures than 28°. These are now given :
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Geerlig's Tabic fur Dry Suhstdiicc in SiKjar-Hoiisc I'roducts hii Abbe
licfractoincter, at 28° C.

(Intern. Sugar J., 10, 69-70.)
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Table of Corrections for the Temperature.

Temperature

of the

Prisms

in^C.

Dry Substance.

5 10 15 20 25 30 ! 40 50 60 70 ' 80 90

Subtract.

0.53
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C*0NDUCT1VITY OF CeRTAIN SaLTS IN EtHYL AmINE.

By Edward G. Mahin.

The (•(iiulnct ivitics oi' silver iiitrntc, lithiiiui i-liluridc .-iiid ;nniiiiiiijiiiii

chloride in ethyl aiiiine were ine.-isured liy Sliimi.' whu slmwed tinit llic

molecular conductivities change with dilutinu in an unexiiected niainiei'.

In the case of silver nitrate the nmlerular cimductivity decreases with

dilution until ¥=75.15, this being the highest dilution used. The mole-

cular ciiuductivity of lithium chloride increases with dilution until

V=().S(J7, then decreases until V=21.08, after which it appaivntly slightly

increases. The molecular conductivity of annuonium chloride decreases

with dilution until y=18.24, after which it increases. These facts would

not seem remarkable were it not fen* the concluding words of the author's

paper. After summarizing the results of his experimental work, he says:

"From the standpoint of the theory of electrolytic dissociation the

electrical behavior of solutions in prinuu-y and secondary amines and

in amides, so far as such solutions have been studied, is inexplicable.

The facts that for one and the same solute the c;>nductivities of solutions

may not only be very large or very small, but may increase or decrease

with dilution, or attain maximum or minimum values depending upon

the specific nature of the solvent, suggest that the role of the solvent in

the process of the transmission of an electric current through a solution

is. in all probability, a very active rather tlian an indifferent one, and

does pot materially differ from that of the solute. In such event, the

prevalent conception of 'molecular conductivity" becomes not only mean-

ingless, but misleading."

In arriving at the conclusions here indicated it would seem that the

author has overlooked certain facts which may not only serve to explain

the apparent departure from the dilution laws, but which wouhl make

this departure seem inevitable. It has long been known that the aliphntic

amines are strongly basic substances, forming simple salts analogous to

the ammonium salts, as well as complex mi'tallic salts which are an i-

logous to those where hydrogen of the ammonium radicle is substituted

by a metal. Indeed, this salt formation is to be expected since the ali-

»J. Phys. CIi., tJ, 5.^7.
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phatic primary amines are members of J\ series of mono-substituted am-

monias, of which the basicity is greater than that of the mother substance.

Kohler^ isolated a salt having the composition represented by the

formula CjHsNHo.HgCl. Miiller- investigated double salts of ethyl amine

with palladium, Jorgeusen^ those with platinum, Carson and Norton*

those with uraniimi, Bailey with vanadium, Bonnefoi'^ with lithium

chloride, and Hoffman and Marburg' with mercuric chloride. In most

cases more than one salt was produced by varying the proportions of

ethyl amine and the simple salt used. Hoffman and Marburg isolated and

studied the compounds C,H,NH,.IIgCL, (aH^NHJ.HgCl^ and C.H.NH.HgCl.

Bonnefoi found that by leading the vapor of ethyl amine over dry lithium

chloride various double salts were produced, the proportion of the con-

stituents depending upon the temiierature. The following compounds

were formed under the conditions indicated

:

Temp. Formula. Heat of Formation, Calories.

70° C2HoXH2.Lia -f 138:34

58°-70° (C2H5XH2)2 .LiCI + 24817

Ord. to 58° (C2H5NH2)3 .LiCI + 35387

It seems jtrobable, in the light of these facts, that at still lower tem-

peratures other c(,nipounds will be present, having a still higher ratio

of ethyl amine to the original salt ; this should l)e particularly true with

regard to solutions in liipiid, anliydrous ethyl amine. In other words, we

are here dealing with an application of the mass law, where the tem-

perature and mass fif the reacting substances are to be considered in the

attempt to solve the problem regarding the compositicm of the resulting

compound. We should expect that any solution would contain several

compounds of the constituents, having a certain average composition which

would depend ui»on (he temperature and degree of dilution.

Shinn' test<Ml. in an approxiniate but not (piantitative manner, the ac-

tion of ethyl aniiiic upnn 14 silts, cmceniiiiir whicli tlie following r^sum6

Is here given

:

'Ber., 11, 2323.
2 Ann., 86, 366.
3 J. pr. Ch.. (2) S3. 517.
< Am. Ch. J., 10, 220.

'^.T. Ch. Soc. J,.'i, en.H.

«C. r., JZ9, 1257.

'.\nn., .?fl.T. 101.

* I.iOr. cit.
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NH4CI. . . Very soluble with evolution of ammonia.

LiCl Soluble.

FeCls Slightly soluble.

SnCh Insoluble, unchanged.

C0CI2 . . . . Reacts withevolutionof heat, forming greenish yellowprecipitate.

PbBrs .... Reacts, forming white precipitate which afterward redissolves.

KI Insoluble, unchanged.

Cdl2 Reacts, forming white, insoluble precipitate.

AgCN . . . .Slightly soluble.

Hg(CN)2. .Sliglitly soluble.

AgNOs . . .Soluble with evolution of much heat.

NaNOa . . .Insoluble, unchanged.

Pb(N03)2.. Reacts, forming white, insoluble precipitate.

It is thus seen that, in all cases where the salt dissolves appreciably,

there is evidence of chemical action, either through the evolution of heat

or the formation of a precipitate, (U- both. lu the case of ammonium

chloride the well known action of evolution of ammonia was observed.

There is, therefore, every reason for expecting that complex salts will be

formed in every case excepting the last, where no doubt ethyl amine

hydrochloride is produced, as Shinn has pointed out. If this be true, the

question still remains as to whether the reaction is complete as soon as

the salt is all in solution, so that henceforth all physical properties

will he those of a solution in ethyl amine of a definite double or complex

salt, changing with dilution only with respect to the degree of ionization.

With the investigations of Ilofmann and Marburg and of Bonnefoi in

mind, the answer to this question would certainly he negative. We should

expect that the ratio of ethyl amine to simple salt combined with it would

not only change with lowering of temperature, but that it would increase

with decreasing concentration, because as dilution progresses the ratio

of amine to salt in solution Increases. If the conductivity of the complex

salt is much less than that of the simple salt the change in molecular

conductivity with change in concentration would be the resultant of two

influences, 1. e., change in ionization and change in complexity of the

ions. The migration velocity of a complex cation containing one or more

molecules of ethyl amine could not be very high, and it is not likely that

such a compound would possess a very high degree of ionization. This

fact would then result in a more or less gradual tendency toward falling

off in the molecular conductivity with increasing dilution, since we are

actually dealing not only with more complex compounds, whose ioniza-

[12-23003]
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tion is jn'obahly loss than tliat oC the siiiii)lor ones, but also with more com-

plex ions, wliose velocity is i)r(il)a])Iy loss lliaii that of the simpler ones.

If, however, the ionizjitioii resuUiiijx from diliitiou ])roceeds at a j,'reater

rate than does the change in complexity, increase in molecular conductiv-

ity would then be the rule. This actually happens for a certain range in

the case of lithium chloride, then later the increasing complexity of the

ions ])erha])S gains the ascendancy and molecular conductivity decreases

with further dilution. The effect of dilution up<^n molecular conductivity

will necessarily be somewhat complicated, if the preceding reasoning is

con-ect, involving at least the following changes: (a) Increase in mole-

cular complexity, through increase in the active mass of ethyl amine,

(1() change (probably dorroaso) in ioii'rjiilion <-()iistiiiit l)ecause of increas-

ing cdmiiioxity. (<) im roaso in idiiizalicn of any one form, since at any

dilutiiin a consiiloi'ablo numltor of difforont (-((mplexes are probably jtres-

ent. and (dl probable decrease in migratinu volocit.v on account of in-

creasing complexity of the ions.

This would seem to be merely another special case of the influence

of solvate formation ujion conductivity, and such influences have long been

known. 'IMio formation of hydrates, for oxamiilo. has a very marked

effect n|ion tho conductivity and ujxtn tbo iowi'ring of freezing point and

vajpor prossiii'o of a(iuoous solutions.

in the case of solutions of annnonium chloride in ethyl amine it is

by no means certain that the entire amount of salt is converted at onco

into otiiyl amino Jiydrochloi-ide wlion i)rought into a solution of any con-

centration. We should certainly expect that ecpiiliitrium will result when

a certain amount of annnonium chloride remains as such in the solution,

this .Mmonnt liocoming smaller as dilution jprocoeds. The molecular con-

ductivity will then depend upon (a I tho i-atio of ethyl amine h.vdro-

chloride to .•unnionium chloride, (b) llio I'olativo ionization constants of

the two c(]nipoun<ls ;in(l (c) the relative niii,'r;ition velocities of tho t\v i

(or more) cations involved.

'IMie theory of oloclrolytic dissoci.it ion h.-is proven of so great value

to jphysical clieinistry and lias piloted the way to so many valuable in-

vestigations that one cannot fail to realize its imjtortance. This does not

mean that its imperfections should lie ignored or that there should be any

cessation in the search for facts which will tost it to the oxtrenio. T.ut

so many supposed objections have Ix'on urged against if thai, on closer
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investigation, liave been found to entirely conform to tlie tlieory or to

require only minor modifications, tliat we liesitate to accept sucli a sweep-

ing statement as that contained in Sliinn's paper. The facts cited do not

necessarily conflict with the theory—indeed, they would seem to point to

the truth of the theory. What is needed is more experimental evidence

covering these points.

Purdue University,

Lafayette. Ind.
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A Study of the Chemical Composition of Butter Fat,

AND Its Relation to the Composition of Butter,

By O. F. Hunziker and George Spitzer.

SUMMARY OF AUTHENTIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE COMPOSITION
OF BUTTER FAT.

Milk fat or butter fat consists of triglycerides of fatty acids. The

fatty acids of butter fat are monobasic and have the general formula

CnH2n + 1 CO OH, except oleic acid, which is a non-saturated acid be-

longing to the acrylic series with the general formula CnH2n-l CO OH.

The triglycerides of butter fat do not exist as glycerides of one fatty acid,

but as a mixture of several acid radicals combined with glycerin. Glyc-

erin is a triatomic alcohol, C3H5(OH)3. Theoretically, therefore, the milk

fat could contain triglycerides of the fatty acids present, that is, there

could be tributyrin. triolein, tristearin. etc. In reality no such combination

exists. Just in what order the triglycerides are present has not been

definitely established. The acids present in butter fat are butyric, caproic,

caprylic, capric, lauric, myristic, palmitic, oleic and stearic.

BelP holds that butter fat consists of mixed glycerides, glycerides in

the molecule of which the glycerol is combined with three different acid

radicals forming a compound having the following composition :

l'OC4H70
C.3H.J OC16H31O

loCisHssO

This theory is supported l»y the fact that the glycerol forms triacid

compounds and not compounds of one acid, which theoretically could be

possible. If the glycerol formed monoacid compounds, butter fat would

contain glyceryl tributyrates, caproates, stearates, etc.

SOLUBILITY OF BUTTER FATS IN ALCOHOL.

If butter fat is dissolved in alcohol, from 1.1 to 8.3 per cent of the

fat goes into solution, the solubility dei»ending on the temperature of the

alcohol. If tributyrin existed in butter fat. all of the tributyrin would

' The Chemistry of Foods, Vol. 11, page 44.
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go into solution.^ Analyses of the portion soluble in alcohol show that

this is not the case. Tables I and II give the value of the constants as de-

termined for the portion soluble in cold alcohol, the portion not soluble

in cold alcohol, but soluble hi hot aleohi)l. and the puvtidii not soluble in

either hot or cold alcohol.

Tadle I.
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The saponification of a neniia :ai yields a perfectly (iefinite com-

jioimd. This sajxinification takes place nc<i imHiil; t<i tlie Idllowini; reac-

tion for an ester witii three iiKileciilcs ni' acid conihiued witii tlie radical

of a trihydric alcohol

:

CsHJ R2+ 3KOn= (',H.i(OH)3+K(Hi'+R2 + r{3)

LR:;

The molecular weight of the triglyceride is calculated as f.illows:

Determine the per cent of KOII re<iuired to saponify the fat. and divide

the molecular weight of ;>(KOH) by the per cent thus obtained, or mul-

tiply the saponification e([uivalent by three.

Tims, from the figures in Table VII the sapmiitication e<piivalent of

the portion soluble in alcohol was found to be 21G.5. This nuiltiplied by

3 is 649.5. This equals the molecular weight of the triglyceride.

The saponiflcatiou equivalent of the portion not soluble in alcohol

was found to be 2(J0.0 ; this multiplied by 3 equals the molecular weight.

782.7. The molecular weight of butyrin C^HsCQH,©), is 302, while the

molecular weight of the triglycerides of the soft portion is 649.5.

The fact that only 1 per cent of the butter fat was dissolved in cold

alcohol shows clearly the absence of tributyrin, otherwise the per cent

of alcohol-soluble fat would be higher. The soft itortion must, therefore,

be made up of mixed glycerides of the acids found in butter fat, the acids

having a low melting point and a low molecular weight predominating.

FRACTIONAL SEPARATION OR CRYSTALLIZATION OF BUTTER
FATS.

The same condition jtresents itself if Itutter fat is subjected to frac-

tional sei)arati(»n. When butter fat is exjKJsed to a temperature below the

melting point of the harder glycerides, the softer glycerides .separate frojn

the harder glycerides. When this process is repeated by lowering the

tenqierature after each separation, a separation can be effected whereby

the constants differ widely from the original mixed glycerides.^ Table III

shows the variation of ihe constants of the fats thus separated. The but-

ter used in tliis exiieriment was inndc in .March.

' Itichmond I'air.v ("lirmist ry. pni
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Table III.

Coinitositiuii of I'oitinn.s of the Butter Fat Obtained hi/ Fractional

Separation.
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Tahle IV.

('())iii)(jslti()ii of l'())ti(jn-s of tlic linttcr Fat Ohtdiiicd hy Fractional

Separation.
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soluble acids have a very low melting point. Therefore, even a slight in-

crease in the per cent of soluble acids must cause a lowering of the melt-

ing point.

Tables V~A and V-B show a comparison of the iodine number of the

soft and hard portions of the glycerides and of the insoluble acids derived

from the glycerides. The iodine number of the soft and hard portions of

the insoluble acids is higher than that of the corresponding portions of

the glycerides of the butter fat. This is natural. The soluble acids and

glycerin have been i-emoved frf.ni the glycerides. raising the i>er cent, of

the remaining cDiistiliuMits of the ins i!iil)!c .-iclds nbuve tliat in tlie glyc-

erides.

Taiu.k V-A.

loilinc Xo. of Soft (iiid Ihird /'oifioiif< of Butter Fat.
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CONCERNING THE SOLUBLE FATTY ACIDS.

Table VI shows the per cent of sohil)le fatty acids and glycerin in

the soft and hard portions of bntter fat. The soft portion contained 2.00

per cent more soluble acids and .50 per cent more glycerin than the

hard portion, as obtained from data in Table IV.

Table VI.

Per Cent of Soluble Acids and Glucerin in Soft and Hard Portions.
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This is the per cent of glycerin combined with the sohible acids of the

hard portion.

The difference between the per cent of glycerin combined with the

per cent of soluble acids of the soft portion and the per cent of glycerin

combined with the per cent soluble acids of the hard portion, then, is

2.14—1.61=:.53%. This agrees closely with the difference of the glycerin

between hard and soft portions as shown by analyses. (See Table VI.)

The per cent of glycerin combined with the insoluble acids is nearly

the same in both soft and hard portions, because the per cent of in-

soluble acids in the soft and hard portions differs very little. Also the

variation in the composition of the insoluble acids would not materially

affect the molecular weight. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that

nearly the same per cent of glycerin is combined with the insoluble acids

of both the soft and the hard portions.
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RELATION OF COMPOSITION OF BUTTER FAT SOLUBLE AND IN-

SOLUBLE IN ALCOHOL TO COMPOSITION OF SOFT AND
HARD PORTIONS OF FAT OBTAINED BY FRAC-

TIONAL SEPARATION.

A comparison of the constants of the soft and hard portions with the

constants of the fats soluble and insoluble in alcohol shows a close relation.

The results are summarized in Table VII.

Table VII.

Showing the Variation of the Constants of the Soluble and Insoluble Por-

tions in Alcohol, Also of the Soft and Hard Portions of But-

ter Fat Taken for the Experiment.
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On the other hand, the iodine numlier is lowest in the fat soluble in

alcohol and highest in the fat of the soft portion.

The flj^ures in the above table show the intlueuce of the constants ou

the melting point of butter fat. The portion of fat insoluble in alcohol

and the original fat from which the above portion was taken show a de-

cidedly higher icxline number than the portion .soluble in alcohol. If the

melting point depended solely on the iodine number, the melting point of

the fat insolulile in .-ilcohol and of the original butter fat would be dis-

tinctly lower than the melting point of the portion soluble in alcohol.

Table VII shows that this is not the case. The melting point of tlie por-

tion insoluble in alcohol and of the original butter fat is a great deal

higher (19.1° C. and l(i.6° C, respectively, higher) than the melting p<iint of

the fat soluble in alcohol. The only factor to which this fact can be attrib-

uted is the high Reichert-Meissl No. in the case of the fat soluble in

alcohol, as compared with the low Reichert-Meissl No. of the fat insoluble

in alcohol and of the original butter fat. These results make it perfectly

clear that the softness or hardness (melting point) of l)utter fat is de-

pendent to a great degree on the per cent of soluble fatty acids present.

This table further shows, as stated in the previous chapters, that

butter fat is a mixture of triglycerides of different fatty acids. The soft

portion is the result of mechauical separation at different temperatures.

It, therefore, contains more giyceridcs combined with acids of low melting

l)oints including oleic and soluble a<ids. Furthermore, the fat soluble in

;i]co]iol rei»res(nts glycerides of acids soluiilc in aicoliol. Since it is kii iwn

that some of the glycerides of the S(»lui»lo acids are solultle in alcohol,

we can assume that some of the molecules in butter fat are made up of the

glyci'i-idcs containing a laiger iir<iiiortiou of the soluble acids than others.

CONDITIONS .VFFKCTINO THE rOMPOSITION OF BI'rrER FAT.

The composition of butter fat varies witli the season of the year. A
series of analyses of laitter fat of butter made during each of the twelve

months of the year. yielde<l the results summarized in Table YIII.

The results in Table VIII show that the Reichert-Meissl number was

lowest in October, increasing steadily until it reache<l its ma.xinuim in

March. After .Mar<-h it drojijied abruptly. Jiolding about its own till .Inly,

tlicn 1;ikiiig a second drop and declining slightly towai'd October.
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Table VI 11.

Effect of the Season of Year on the Composition of Butter Fat.
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fodders, etc, wlien fed in excess, tend to decrease the per cent of olein,

while linseed meal, gluten feeds, succulent pasture grasses, etc., are con-

ducive of raising the per cent of oleln.

The volatile fatty acids do not seem to be appreciably affected by

the feed the cows receive. They are Influenced, however, by the period

of lactation as shown in Tables IX and X.'

Table IX.

Sliorrinp the Effect of the Period of Lactation on the Milk Fats.

Time.
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Table X.

Slwiring Effect of the Period of Lactation on the Milk Fats.
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RELATION OF COMPOSITION OF BUTTER FAT TO COMPOSITION
OF P.U1TER.

During late siiriii.i; and early ^^unniier. at a time when, as shown above,

the Reiehert-Meissl number and tlie Iodine number are high and the melt-

ing jioint is low. tiie Itutter-mal^er experiences usuall.v cousideral>le ditii-

enlt.v in manufacturiiii,' butler with a reasimably low moisture eoirtent. 'I'liis

eoineidence has suggested t<> flu' writi-rs tliat there may be a UKire ov less

intimate relation betweii the melting jxiint of tlie imtter tats and llieir

l)ower t<» absorlt watei- during the [iroeess of l)utl-'i'-mak'ing. A series o!'

expei-iments was. therefore. (ombKlrd Iiearing on tills point, 'flic results

are shown in Table XI.

Tahle XI.

I'cr Cent of Moistiirr li< luintil hi/ Sofl iiinl l/iinJ J'lils CliKiiiid Hcjxtntlchi.

Per Cent Wafer.

Soft Fats Hard fats

Per Cent

Increase

of Soft

Uver Hard

March butter. 43.84 24.76 77.02

May butter

.

50.62 24.78 104.28

Average. 47.23 24.77
i

90.65

Tal)le XI covers experiments in wliich soft ar.d hard portions of but-

ler fat (butter fat with a low and a high melting |iolnt i were separated

from one another by fractional crystallization of i\\v. fats and by ])ressure.

The soft and hard portions were churned sejiarately luider identical con-

ditions, a<lding the same amount of water- to each churning and churning

at the sanw temi)erat ure.

Twelve separate churnings were made each, the March butter and

the May butter. In the March butter tlio per cent increase of the mois-

ture of the soft fats over tJiat of the liai-d fats was 77.02. In the .May but-

ter the per cent in<-rease of the moisture of the soft fats over that of the

hard fats was 104.2^. These figiu-es unmistakably s1k»w that tiie soft fats

are capable of taking up a great deal more moisture than the hai-d fats.

They, therefore, can leave little doubt that the material Inci'c.ise In the
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moisture content of bntter made in early summer is due to tlie increase in

the soft fats it contains.

The moisture-retaining property of the fats is largely dependent on

their melting point. The lower the melting point, the greater is their

power to mix .with and retain water. Since the glycerides of the oleic

and soluble fatty acids have a low melting point, it is reasonable that

any increase in the per cent of these glycerides tends to increase the

water-retaining properties of the butter.

Dairy Department,

Purdue Experiment Station.
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On a New Complex Copper Cyanogen Compound.

By a. R. Middleton.

( Prel i in i n aly Note.

)

When a cold concentrated solution of KCN is added to a cold con-

centrated solution of cupric chloride or sulphate, but not nitrate, greenish

brown cupric cyanide is precipitated; the precipitate dissolves on fur-

ther addition of KCN with formation of a claret red to violet red com-

pound, much resembling potassium permanganate solution. Further addi-

tion of KCN destroys the color, with precipitation of white cuprous cyan-

ide (presumably), which then dissolves in excess of KCN. First addition

of concentrated cupric salt solution, or the solid salt, to concentrated

KCN solution produces a brilliant violet color, instantly destroyed by fur-

ther addition and quickly disappearing on standing. Further additions

of copper salt give the red compound, provided the solution is kept nearly

at 0° ; otherwise cyanogen is evolved and the red compound is not formed.

If the solutions are too concentrated or too dilute, the red compound is

not formed. Solutions about one-half saturated appear to give the com-

pound most readily and in largest amount.

Search through the available literature has revealed no reference to

such a compound. It is quite unstable, decomposing to a brown solution

on standing in a warm room over night; is instantly decomposed by

strong and weak acids and bases and by pyridine ; soluble in alcohol, but

insoluble in chloroform, ether, benzene, toluene and carbon tetrachloride.

Attempts to crystallize out the compound are in progress, and at the time

of writing appear promising. The method pursued is as follows: Solid

•CUCI2.2H2O was added in small amounts to KCN solution about one-half

saturated, witli constant shaking in ice water. After the red color reached

a maximum, the solution was filtered, three volumes of 9.j% alcohol added

and placed in the icebox in an exhausted desiccator. After 24 hours white

opalescent scales separated, which, after washing with alcohol and ether

and drying, present a metallic appearance somewhat resembling tinfoil.

These contain copper and may be cuprous cyanide. The solution retained

its red color unchanged and it is hoped that the compound can be crystal-

lized out in form suitable for analysis.

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.
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Determination of Endothermic Gases by Combustion.

By a. K. Middleton.

Eudotlienuic gases such as ethylene and acetylene, even when mixed

with surticient air t<) form an explcjsive mixture, may be accurately and

safely determined hy (•()mi)usti«in in a gas ])iiiette provided the following

conditions are observed : ( 1 ) Presence of a considerable excess of oxygen;

(2) admixture witli an exotherndc gas; (.'V) slow admission of the com-

bustible gases to the combustion pipette; (4) application of heat from

behnv on the entering combustible gases; (5) reduced pressure. These

conditions are secured by using a Winkler-Dennis gas combustion pipette,

the platinum spiral being ])laced as near the juncture of the capillary

with the pipette as possible without endangering the glass; mixing the

endothernnc gases witli one lo two volumes of ])ure hydrogen; and slowly

leading this mixture iiito oxygen instead of the reverse as is usually done

in combustion of the methane and hydrogen of illuminating gas.

The combustion is carried out as follows: Tlie hydrogen used as a

diluent is generated in a Ilempel hydrogen pipette frcmi zinc free fnmi

carbon ; the requisite quantity is drawn into a burette, measured and

transferred to a mercury pipette ; a measured volume of acetylene or

ethylene is then driven over into the hydrogen and the gases thus nnxed

drawn back into the burette. About 10 ce. more than the theoretical

amount of oxygen required for the combustion is measured and trans-

ferred to the combustion pipette. The burette containing the nnxed com-

bustible gases over mercury is connected with the pipette and the level

bulb of the latter so placed that the oxygen in the pipette is under a re-

duced pressure of one or two centimeters of mercury. The current is then

turned on and the resistance so adjusted that the spiral is maintained at

a bright red heat. The pinch-cock on the rubber connection of the burette

with the capillary arm of the pipette is opened; the expansion of the

oxygen by the heat from the spiral approximately balances the reduced

pressure and little or no gas enters the pipette on opening the piuch-eoclv.

The screw pinch-cock on the connecting tube of the burette and its level-

ing tube is then slightly opened and so adjusted that the flow of gas into

the pipette is about 2 cc. per minute. After proper adjustment is effected
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the apparatus requires no further attention until the combustion is ended.

If the inflow of combustible gases much exceeds the rate prescribed,

a series of small explosions is likely to occur at the juncture of the capil-

lary side-arm with the pipette, traces of carbon deposition are evident and

the results are slightly low.

Some analyses of acetylene and explosive mixtures of acetylene with

air are appended

:
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Methods in Solid Analytics.

Bv Arthur S. Hathaway.

Define the "vector" [A, k; )ii] as the carrier of the point (/, </, 2) = -P, to the

point {x 4- h, y -f- ^-j 2-)-'») ^ Q) ^mtl show that tiie distance and direction cosines

of the displacement PQ are given by functions of the vector called its tenmr and

luiit, T{h, k, m] = l{h' + ^-^ + "*~ ) = ", r[/(, /.-, m] — [/(/«, kin, //)/«].

Interpret the sura [h, k, in] -\- [//, //, ///] = [h -j- I/, h -f //, //* -{- «/] as a

resultant displacement, PQ -\- QR^^PB,and the product »[/(, A, //(] = [/(/(, «A-,«wi|,

as a repetition of the displacement.

Define the linear functions of Q— [>',)/, z] as the "scalars" or '"vectors" whose

values or components are linear homogeneous functions of the components of q,

such as ax -\- by -\- cz, etc. Hence, for a linear function Fq, F(q -\- r) = Fq -\- Fr,

nFq = F{nq).

Hence, for a bi-linear function Fqr, F{aq -f- «'<7^, br -{- f/r^) = uhFqr -\-

ah'Fqr' + a'hFq'r-\-a'h'Fq'r'.

A special scalar and vector bilinear function of q ^^ [r, y, ,-], q'= [.r', )/, 2']

are defined.

Sqq'= xx'i- yy'-^ zz'=Sq'q.

Vqq^^= \_y/— zy^, zx^— x/, xy'— yx'] =:— Vq^q-

If 6 be the angle between the displacements q, q' , these functions are inter-

preted as,

Sqq'=Tq .Tq'. cosO. TVqq'=Tq . Tq' . sinG; and Vqq' is a displace-

ment perpendicular to both q and q', in the same sense as the axis OZ is per-

pendicular to OX and OY, i. e., on one side or the other of the plane XOY.

The use of this material is illustrated in the following examples:

A = (2, 3,— 1), £= (3, 5, 1), C= (8. 5, 2), D=.{5, 7, 11).

1. Find the lengths and direction cosines of AB, AC, AD.

Ans. TAB= 3, UAB = [h f , |], etc.

2. Find cos^^C. Ans. SUABUAC=^^-
3. Find area of ABC and volume of ABCD.

Ans. \ TVABAC= i 185, ^ SADVABAC= — 13.

4. Find the cosine of the diedral angle C— AB— D.

Ans. SUVABACUVABAD
~^

37 V 10

5. Find the sine of the angle between AD and the plane ABC.

Ans. SUADUVABAC= -^z:^
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(i. Fiii<l tlif iirojei-tion <il A I! mi ('I> iiiid tlie distanc*.' lietwetn tlieiii.

19 78

Ans. SABJ'('I>= , SMK'VABCI)— —-—

.

l/"yT ]/48'.

7. Find the equation of the line AB.

X — -J V — 3 z 4 1

Ans. AP=tAB,ur = ' = (-t).
1

-1 -1

8. Find tlie ecination of the phine ABC
Ans. SAPVABA('= I'x + !».v — l<!z — 41 = O.

(a) The distanoe from this plane to (/', /, t') is SAPTVABAC, or

(2.r"+9/—l 02^—41)
,

1 185

9. The vector whose tensor and components are tlie moments of AB about

C'and about axes tlirough <' parallel to OA'. O)', OZ, is V('AAB = {'1, 9,-10].

10. The work done by CI) in makiiiir tlie displacement AB is SABCI)=: 19.

Rose Polytechnic Institute,

Terre Haute, Ind.
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Motion of N Bodies.

Bv Arthir S. Hathaway.

Tlie relative motion of n bodies, in any oi'iler of space, and subject to any

law of lutitiial action, is ^iven by

(1) 'cj> = i,-

where f is a matrix whieb transforms » determining points of a reference space

of order n — 1 into tlie positions of tbe // ])odies, and tt is a self-conjugate

matrix, depending solely ujion tbe ratios of tbe mutual reactions to the corres-

ponding mutual distances.

The matrix (j> is of order ii — 1, if tbe motion of tbe bodies is within tbe

reference sj)ace, and <p'', tbe conjugate of (p, annuls every direction of tbe refer-

ence space exterior to tbe space of tbe moving l)odies. If the space which con-

tains the moving bodies be greater than /( — I'st order the matrix ^ must be of

tile same order, l)Ut must annul all directions outside of tbe reference sfiace.

Tbe reduced equations of motion are,

(2) (V'+W) V'-^ (V'-AV)=-2 (i-./.;r-7r^.),

where i/' =r </»'(j!), a function of the mutual distances, and W is a skew conjugate

matrix, whose elements are to be found from the quadratic equations be-

tween them in (2), and thence substituted in the remaining equations of (2) and

in (3), giving a certain number of reduced equations of second and third order.

Another equatioi? which is linear in tbe elements of W enables us to find

the reduced equations in third and fourtli orders,

(4) Dt (
i/'— I/'- — ^'/') = ^'i' f 'K + Wtt— ttW.

Rose Polytechnic Institute,

Terre Haute, Ind.
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Direct Reading Accelerometers.

By C. R. Moore.

Every person is more or less familiar with the subject of acceleration

or deceleration—changes of velocity—whether or not the laws governint:

the same or the mathematical expressions therefor are understood. Such

everyday occuirenees as passengers swaying to and fro partially suspended

from street car straps, the hurry up that accompanies one's movements as

he tries to reach the car door just as the motorman stops the car, are

examples which prove this. Changes in the rates of motion are essential

to all forms of transpdrtation, and the more rapidly a car or train can be

brought up to speed (nr stopped) the shorter will be the time required be-

tween two points \Ahen a given number of stops must be made. Kaihvay

trains, street and interurban cars are therefore started and stopped as

quickly as is consistent with reasonable comfort, in response to the demand

of the traveling public for last time.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss brietly the laws of motion,

and to describe a new device for measuring the rate of change of velocity,

showing results of tests recently conducted in the Electrical Laboratories

at I'urdue University.

The author realizes at the outset that the subject of acceleration

measurement is an old one and is rather reluctant to lay claim before this

body of scientists that w^hat is offered herein is new. However as far as

his knowledge goes this device Inis not been used previous to this time.

The scheme is brought to your attention for whiitever consideration it may

merit.

Before discussing accelerometers in detail, a brief study of just what

is meant by acceleration and deceleration may be of value.

In Fig. 1 curve "D" shows distances plotted against time, the dis-

tances being taken as ordinates and the time as the abscissio. The car is

to be thought of as moving from a certain point "O," distances "d" being

measured from that point at the end of the any time "td." It will be noted

that during the first few time units after the car starts the distance passed

through each successive unit is greater than that passed through during

the [ireceding unit of time, i. e. the rate of motion is increasing. At the
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end of a certain time, however. e<]ual increments of time show equal in-

crements of distance. The curve then Itecomes straight because the rate

of motion has become constant.

Velocity or the average rate of motion is defined as the space passed

over divided by the time required for passage. The average velocity

through any point then may l>e found by dividing small increments of

distance by the corresponding incremenls of time. By taking these in-

crements suthciently small we may make the average velocity ap]jr(iach

the true instantaneims velocity through any given point, as closely as we

please. At the limit <ir when the incremcTits become zero these velocities

are equal.

Near the point "P" on the distance curves shown in Figs. 1 and L' are

drawn snnill triangles having for their vertical components small distances

•'dd" and for their horizontal components the corresponding increments

of time "dt." Frcnn the above definition the average velocity for the

space passed over designated bv the small triangle will be v=—

.

(It

By taking this triangle very small the average velocity may be made

to very closely apjiroximate the instantaneous velocity at the jtoint "B."

It is also to be noted that the ratio , is the expression for the tau-
(It

gent of the angle included between the line "•dt" :md that jiortion of the

curve which completes the triangle. Values i)roportional to "v" may

therefore be found at any point on the distance curve by drawing a tan-

gent line at that point and finding the tangent of the angle between this

line and the horizontal. Blotting these values multiplied by a constant

gives the velocity curves "V" (See Figs. 1 and 2). From this curve we are

able to determine the velocity of the car at any time "t."

By scanning curve "V" we note that the velocities for different

time values until that time is reached where the distance curve became

a straight line. At this point the tangent values become constant and

the velocity curve becomes horizontal.

Just as velocitj' may be determined by dividing space passed over by

the time require<l. so may the acceleration be determined by dividing the

velocity change by the time required to make the change. The statements

relative to average and instantaneous velocity also hold for average and

dv
instantaneous values of acceleration. We mav therefore write a=—

(It
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as the general expression for acceleration when derived from the velocity-

time curve. As before, this expression denotes tangent values so that the

acceleration curve may be obtained from the velocity curve in the same

manner as the velocity curve was obtained from the distance curve. It is

interesting to note that the acceleration curve reaches the X-axis at the

same time the velocity curve bec(nnes horizontal and at the same time

tlie distance curve beccimes straight. Tliis is shown mathematically as

follows

:

dd dv d^d
V = -;— a =^ -^ := -—^7 ^= (t lor v = a constant,

dt (it dt2

or the value of "v" can be variable only so hmg as the distance time

curve is not straight, and unless "v" is a variable the second derivative of

the distance cure will be zero.

Physicists learned early that weight could not be taken as a standard

of force on account of the variation of gravity with location on the earth's

surface. Knowing however that force was required to change the velocity

of a botly it developed that when the amount of substance—mass—in a

given bodv was known ini= ) the force neede<l to give it a definite

change in velocity in a given time was a definite function of these two

quantities. The familiar expression for this is. Force = mass x accelera-

tion.

The eciuation is valuable to scientists and engineers alike. Using

unit mass and unit acceleration, the scientist finds thereby a unit force

which is constant. (The equation of the ijendulum gives him the acceler-

ation due to gravity at any point so that mass may be easily determined.)

Knowing the masses involved in a given car or machine, the engineer is

able to predetermine the torque necessary at the motor shaft to bring the

same up to speed in a given time. This information is valuable for pur-

poses of design.

After the apparatus has been assembled it is sometimes necessary to

determine their performance. The mass being known it remains to meas-

ure the acceleration to see if the motors meet the requirements.

This measurement of acceleration has been attempted in many ways.

.\ few of the more important schemes will now be considered. Accelerom-

eters employing a freely moving mass of some sort have been most used.

Dr. Sheldon's device is of this type, using a suspended weight carrying a

pointer at the bottom (fastened thereto by rods) which plays over a scale.

[14—23003]
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Tlie mass being free to moA'e is sensitive to clianges of velocity and tlie

scale may be calibrated to read acceleration directly. The calibration is

fairly simple and tbe device is not difiicnlt to constrnct.

Anotlier device working on tbe same principle consists of a "U" tube

partially filled witb mercury so placed tbat its plane is parallel to the

motion of tbe car. It is oI)vious tbat changes of velocity will cause the

mercury to rise in one side of the tube and to fall in tbe other. Tbe more

quickly these changes occur tbe greater will be the difference between the

heights of the mercury in tbe two portions of tbe tube. The tube may

therefore be calibrated to read acceleration directly.

Again the accelerometer takes the form of a slightly inclined track

upon which rolls a ball. This track is made to extend in both directions

and has a short level portion at tbe middle. Changes of velocity cause the

ball to move one way or tbe other along the track. This device is difficult

to read and is not very accurate.

All of these accelerometers are confined to biirizontal motions and if

the track be other than level corrections nuist !»!> made therefor. This in-

volves a great deal <>r Inbiii- and expense sd tiiat while the devices are

simple in them.selves their use is ciMiiplicated. It is next to impossible

to make them self-recording.

Another apparatus for reading accclcr.itinn c(.nsists of two magneti-

cally actuated markers so arranged that d<)ts may lie iiinde liy each of thein

on a sheet of pai)er moved at a uniform rate of moti m. Tbe magnet of

one of these pointers has its circuit closed through battery at regular time

intervals by a clock. 'i"be otbcr pointer has its magnet operated on a

circuit which is dosed Ibrougb batlcry a dclinilc nmnbcr of times per revo-

lution of the car wheel. From tiir rccui-d made by these i)ointers the ac-

celeration at any lime may be dcicrmincd. This a])i»aratus also involves

a great deal of labor and expense and is seldom used.

The accelerometer whi<li is tbe subject (»f this paper depends for its

operation entirely ui)iin electrical iilienomena and is independent of its

own location, motion ov i)osition. It will therefore read acceleration ver-

tically or at any angle as well as in the horizontal direction. No cor-

rections are necessai-y and it may easily be made self-recording. It is

not difficult to calibrate* and is permanent.

The circuit as originally c<tnceived is sliown in Fig. 3 in which "B"

is an electric condenser, '•('" an ordinnry high grade direct current volt-
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meter (with the extra resistance removed) aud "A" is a direct current

magneto generator having permanent magnet fields.

The equation of the condenser is Q=EC ; where Q is the quantity of

electricity in Coulombs (ampere seconds), E is the voltage impressed, and

C is the capacity in farads of the condenser. Studying this equation we

find that if E is increased uniformly the quantity of charge Q on the con-

denser plates will also increase uniformly. Since Q is increasing uni-

formly with respect to time, the infiow of current is at a constant rate.

i e i = -T"^- Likewise a constantly decreasing E will give a constant'
at

outflow of current. However, as soon as E reaches a fixed value all cur-

rent flow in the circuit ceases since it is one iiroperty of the electric coiir-

denser to arrest the flow of direct curront. (The terms "inflow" and

"outflow" refer to those condenser phites tluit are directly connected to

the instrument terminal. Of course as mucli current flows on to (uie set

of plates as flows off of the other plates, the current in the line having a

definite direction during an increase of voltage and the opposite direction

during a decrease of voltage.) The magnitiide of these currents are shown

by the direct current instrament which consists merely of a coil swinging

in a uniform magnetic field. So long then .is tiie voltage is changing uni-

formly the instrument will read a co)ist:int value returning to zero only

when E ceases changing. It follows that if E dofs not change uniformly

the instiiiment will not read a constant value liut that its indications

will be proportional to the instantaneous rate of change of the voltage.

ITie direct current magneto is so designed that its voltage is directly pro-

portional to its speed, so that changes of voltage at its terminals can only

occur as a result of changes in speed. Therefore the instrument reads

the rate of change of speed, i. e. acceleration wlietlier jiositive or negative.

In a preceding paragraph it was implied that an electric condenser

allows no current to pass when the voltage E has reached a fixed value.

This would be a fact if an ideal condenser could be made, i)ut it is a well

known fact that there is always some leakage even in the best conden.sers.

This means that the dielectric has a definite value of resistance which

varies with different conditions aud substances, and according to Ohm's

]?
law the leakage current will lie l = ,^. This state of ;iffairs renders our

ideal circuit incorrect for any speed above zero because the instrument

gets a small current in a definite direction th;it is practicjilly pro))orti(Mi;il
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to speed, and even if the voltages were eonstaut—acceleration zero—the

instrument could not return to its zero position.

The circuit must therefore be modified to compensate for this small

leakage current, as is shown in Fig. 4. A second direct current magneto

(or another commutator on the original machine) is arranged so that it

can feed current through a high resistance to another coil fin the moving

element of the instrument. This second coil is wound over the first and

works in the same magnetic field. The current is passed through it in such

a direction that the torque produced thereby opposes the torque of the

original coil. By adjusting the high resistance these torques may be made

equal and the instrument will read zero for any constant value of voltage

within reasonable limits. This allows the charging currents to actuate

the instrument entirely independent of the leakage current and condensers

of reasonable cost may be employed.

In Fig. 4 the second generator is shown at A„ the high resistance at

R, and the second coil on the moving element of the instrument has its

terminals shown at T, and T,. These terminals are also shown in the

separate sketch of the instnmient C. It will be noted that the pair of

magnetos are shown belted to a car axle. When this is done changes in

the rate of motion of the car will produce changes in the voltages of the

magnetos so that the instrument may be calibrated to read accelerations

in terms of feet per second per second, as well as in terms of revolutions

per second per second.

Figures 5 to 11 show the results obtained recently from tests on this

type of accelerometer. Three curves (Figs. 5, G and 7) show positive ac-

celeration, and three (Figs. 8, 9 and 10) show negative acceleration.

The experimental apparatus with which these results were obtained

was made up as follows : the direct current machine in the condenser cur-

cuit was a separately excited generator of about 500 watts capacity having

a normal speed of 1.800 R. P. M. The fields were excited from storage

battery, about 140 milamperes being used. At 1.800 R. P. M. this excita-

tion gave about 50 volts at the terminals. Since the field was constant

and no appreciable current was taken from the armature the voltage re-

mained directly proportional to the speed. The condensers had a combined

capacity of about 65 mici-o-farads and were of the ordinary paper type.

The instrument used was home made and very imperfect. Its moving

element was very heavy, its frictional error large and the damping effect
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poor. Its calibration curves are shown in Fig. 11. These imperfections

account for the variation in its calibration constant as will be stated later.

The resistance circuit contained a three-volt, 1,800 R. P. M. magneto (perma-

nent fields) directly connected to the motor shaft, as was the generator in

the condenser circuit. The resistance employed was of the ordinary box

type.

Acceleration was obtained by impressing suddenly a fixed voltage on

the driving motor and reading values of speed and the accelerometer every

two seconds. Deceleration was obtained by opening the motor switch and

reading speed and the accelerometer every two seconds. Tlie speed read-

ings were secured by attaching a voltmeter to the three-volt magneto.

Some of the readings thus taken are shown in Figs. 5 to 10 which are

self-explanatory.

Scanning these curves brings out their similarity to the mathematical

curves on Figs. 1 and 2.

Calibration is effected by drawing tangents at various iJoints on the

speed time curve and dividing the accelerometer reading at this point by

the value of the tangent of the angle between this line and the horizontal.

This quotient should be constant. Now by noting actual voltage and the

corresponding speed the number of volts per revolution may be obtained.

Our tangent value indicates volts change in a given time "f which may
now be reduced to revolutions change in the same time. If the gener-

ators be belted to a car axle the wheels of which have a known diameter

this revolution change may be reduced to the corresponding change of

linear velocity in the given time "t."

For the tests herein described, however, the instrument .scale was

arbitrarily drawn and, with the particular circuit .set up. each small di-

vision corresponds to an acceleration of 0.33 revolutions per second per

second. If it had been used on an interurban car having 24" wheels its

scale would indicate 0.817 feet per second per second per small division.

This value could be reduced to a workable figure by using a larger con-

denser, a higher voltage and a more sensitive voltmeter.

These calibration values varied from 15 to 25 revolutions per second

per second per small scale division on account of imperfections in the in-

struments and the small readings made necessary by having insufficient

capacity.
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Alnmst ;in.v (•(Hideii-er when suddenly disduirged If allowed to stand a

few minutes will exi)eiiencc a rise in potential at its terminals. This rise is

due to what is known as the residual charge. This phenomenon is explained

as follows : When a condenser is charged its dielectric is strained and being

non-homogeneous the strains are unequal. (By strain is meant the actual

compression of the plates.) When discharged these strains are relieved but

they do n it decrease at the same rate, so that some parts of the dielectric

become strained in the opposite sense and balance those parts which are

slower in acting. The condenseer is then apparently discharged, but after

standing a while these strains tend to diminish and usually there is a re-

sultant strain set up. This resultant strain is due to the fact that while

the forces wei'e (iriginally Italanced at the end of the first discharge, yet

the distances are unequal and in nonhomogeneous materials stress is sel-

dom proportional to strain.

The condenser may now be discharged again and after a time may

show still another rise of potential. In the apparatus herein described

tliis effect is entirely negligible, for the reas(m that the condenser xo never

chai-ged or discharged suddenly, some few seconds being required to com-

plete the action.

In all condensers there is alsj some absorption, but with good eon-

densei'S used at the voltages proposed for this apparatus this effect is also

quite negligible, and we may with certainty say that for a given voltage

change at any part of the ]>i)tential range equal (luantities of electricity

pass through the instrument.

With an instrument giving a uniform scale therefore we have an ap-

paratus which will shov,' e<iual increments of readings for equal rates of

change of velocit,v, i. e. a direct reading accelerometer.

Fig. 12 shows the apparatus as assembled for use in railway work.

The double connnutator nmgneto is here shown belted directly to the car

axle. It is obvious that the readings of the instrument are unaffected by

grades or side tiltings of the car.

The apparatus may be made self-recording by employing a recording

instrument instead of an indicating one, as shown in Fig. 13. These re-

corders may be obtained in the market and are veiy sensitive and reli-

able. The record is made by ])l;icing a pen on the end of the voltmeter

pointer, the whole being pulU'd down u|nin a sheet of paper moving at a

uniform rate of motion by means of a small magnet whose circuit is
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closed through battery by a clock. The record is thus made automatically

and needs no correction.

The accelerometer may lie made self-contained and is easily trans-

ferred from one car to another.

Fijr. i:^

Before closing, the author wishes to exi)r('.ss his appreciation of the

efforts of Messrs. F. C. Weaver. G. T. Shoemaker aud E. E. Thomas, mem-

bers of the present Senior Electrical Class at Purdue University, whose

kindly assistance made this paper possible.

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.
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Some Notes on the Strength of Concrete Building

Blocks.

By H. H. ScoFiELU.

The concrete Imildiiiij; I)l()ck industry is rapidly assuniinj; an important

position and is now establislied on a firm basis among the other industries

supplying building materials.

Reinforced concrete is now very largely used and seems to be the

l)est form of concrete used for floors, beams and cokunns, but the concrete

blocic seems to be the form of concrete most adaptable for use in the

walls of residences and other buildings.

The industry has grown so rapidly in the past few years that stand-

ard specifications for their manufacture and use have been adopted by

the National Association of Cement Users and by many cities of the

United States. The need for proper specifications was brought al)out

mainly on account of the large number of inferior bloclis placed on the

market by irresponsible manufacturers. The causes for this are various,

such as : a desire for higher profits brought about by using inferior in-

gredients; ignorance as to the best methods of using the materials at

hand, careless workmanship and improper treatment as to storage, etc.

The specification for crushing strength as called for by most specifi-

cations is so high that it can be filled only by the best methods and the

best material, and although it is many times more than a block will ever

be called upon to stand in actual use in a wall, yet it insures a block

which is strong, dense and thereby water-proof, with elean-cut, smootli

edges, and a block wliieh will endure fur ages.

The following are some items which enter into the making of good

concrete blocks

:

In the selection of a cement, a maker has two alternatives, lie must

eitlier use a first-class, standard brand of known excellence, or he may

use the competitive brands on the market, thereby getting lower prices. In

the latter case, he should have each shipment sampled and tested by a re-

liable testing laboratory.

An unsound cement may not show up till the block is in the wall or

for years after, but it is practically inevitable that the block will finally

[15—23003]
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crack and tlisiiitegrate. Some ceiueut companies take proper precautions

in the treatment of raw materials and storage of the finished product,

such that very rarely does an unsound cement leave their mill. Other

companies, in the rush of business, do not properly mix and grind their

raw material and finished cement, and do not store the cement long

enough for the hydration of the free lime present. These are conditions

that tend to place more or less unsound cement on the market. The future

of the concrete block manifestly depends to a great extent upon the use

of a sound cement.

For maximum strength in concTete, the cement must be finely ground,

but fine grinding is expensive and consequently this part of the manu-

facture is often slighted. The cement should also be slow setting, as a

cement that reaches its initial set in two or three hours will be stronger

at the end of seven days or a month than a quicker setting cement that

reaches its initial set in forty or fifty minutes.

The cement to be used in concrete blocks should* in all cases pass

the specifications of the American vSociety for Testing Materials.

Too frequently the reason for poor concrete is ascrit-ed to pi)(,r cement,

and no thought is given the other materials entering in. namely; sand,

gravel or broken stone. The selection and pro]iortioning of the aggregate

for the best concrete- is very imjuirtant in the building lylock industry. It

is well known that the i)roi)ortions of cement, sand and stone whicii will

give the densest mixture of concrete will also give the highest strength.

It is also recognized that a rich, dense mi.vture of concrete is the most

nearly wateri>roof that concrete alone can be made. So that for a strong,

water-proof block, it is important that the cement and aggregate be prop-

erly proportioned. This may be done by actual trial mixtures to deter-

mine the densest concrete. An aggregate containing coarse stones and

sand has greater density than sand alone and consequently is better for

use in concrete blocks.

According to Wm. B. Fuller, an eminent authority on concrete, the

most nearly perfect gradation of sizes of particles in an aggregate may

best be known by the process of mechanical analysis and subsequent re-

proportioning. In case the business warrants it, samples of the gravel

should be submitted to a reliable testing laboratory for mechanical analy-

sis to determine the proper proi)o|*ti(nis.
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A dirty gravel or one that contains inipnrities sliould he washed. This

will not only improve the strength of the concrete, hut will make a more

uniform and desirahle color for the finished hlock.

It is now agreed that cement hardens l>y a process of crystallization

of the active elements. Water must be present for the crystallizing to go

on. Therefore it is necessary that the proper amount of water be used

in mixing the concrete. This, by some authorities, is from 8 to 18 per

cent. Also it is necessary that after moulding, the block must not be

allowed to dry out, as no subse<iuent addition of water will give per-

fect crystallization. Some makers cure their blocks in a steam bath, there-

by insuring constant moisture. The economical value of steaming con-

crete blocks is a subject for experiment as yet. Most specifications limit

the time after making at which blocks may be used iu the wall, so that the

increased speed of hardening by the steam process is not so important.

The specification for crushing strength of concrete blocks, in most

cases, is 1,000 pounds per square inch of gross area, no allowance being

made for the hollow spaces. The block must reach this strength in 28 or

oO days after making.

The city of Indianapolis has recently adopted specifications for con-

crete building blocks, and the results of the first series of tests for the

block makers of that city by the Laboratory for Testing Materials of Pur-

due University, indicate a chance for improvement.

Of 75 tests of blocks, supposed to have been made under the specifica-

tions, only 28 per cent, passed the specification for crushing strength, and

the average age of these was 41 days instead of 30. Similar results have

no doubt been found in all cities which have adopted a building block

ordinance. However, under the influence of these somewhat rigorous

specifications, it is to be expected that the quality of the product on the

market will greatly improve. This in itself will strengthen the industry

for those makers who are content to manufacture good blocks at a rea-

sonable profit.

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.
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POLAEIZATION OP CaDMIUM CeLLS.

By R. K. Kamsfv

While working on another problem (Pliys. Rev. Vol. IG, p. 10.5) it

was noted that the E. M. F. of a eadiuiuiu cell was greatly decreased and

at times apparently reversed after a considerable quantity of electricity

had passed through it.

To investigate the cause of this phenomenon the experiments de-

scribed below were undertaken. Work of a similar nature has been car-

ried out by F. E. Smith (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lon., Series A, Vol. 207,

p. .393) ; by S. .J. Barnett (Phys. Rev. Vol. 18, p. 104, 1904), and by P. I.

Wold (Phys. Rev., Vol. 27, p. 132, 1909). However, in their experiments

the time of polarization was comparatively small, the attention of the

investigators being directed to the initial polarization or to the rate of

recovery. In my work 1 have attempted to find the cause of this polariza-

tion.

Cells were constructed of the H type and according to the accepted

formula for cadmium cells. The chemicals used were C. P. chemicals of

commerce. With ordinary care a cell ccmld be obtained whose E. M. F.

did not differ more than .001 volt from the standai'd value. Measurements

of E. M. F. were made by means of a potentiometer. At times where

rapid measurements were desirable and great accuracy was not necessary

a voltmeter was used, the readings being corrected for the internal re-

sistance of the cell. Current was measured with a milliameter and time

was measured with a watch. At first it was thought that the polarization

was a surface effect, that a relation existed between the area of the sur-

face of the electrode and tlie quantity of electricity required to polarize

a cell to some standard amount. Cells were made with electrodes of vari-

ous diameters. The current was noted at stated intervals, so that the

total quantity could be caluclated. This was found to differ in different

cells, but it appeared to depend more upon the past histox-y of the cell

than upon the electrode surface e.xposed.

It was found that after a cell has been polarized once and has re-

gained its normal E. M. F. again it required less quantity of electricity

to polarize it than it did during the first run. A cell with three legs was
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made. Two of the legs were filled with ineicnry and the third was fiUe<l

with cadniiuin amalgam. Connection was made to the amalgam terminal

and to one of the mercury terminals and current passed until the cells

were polarized. Measurements were made by means of the potentiometer,

and it was found that the E. M. F. between the unpolarized mercury ter-

minal and the cadmium terminal was normal, while the polarized mercury

terminal gave a very small value, showing the polarization to be at the

mercury terminal. Measurements were made between polarizetl cells and

unpolarized cells by connecting the two cells together by means of a

siphon filled with cadmium sulphate solution. In every case it was found

that the polarized mercury terminal gave low values, while the polarized

cadmium terminal gave normal values when connected to unpolarized mer-

cury terminals, never deviating more than could be explained by concen-

tration and temperature effects.

A cell (5) was short circuited for sume days and jjart of the mercury

was removed with a ]iipette, washed and filtered through a pinhole and

made the mercury terminal of a new cell (G) from which the mercurous

sulpluite was omitted. The E. M. F. was measured from time to time

and the I'ecovery noted. The following table gives the results.
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something in the mercury which can not be washed or filtered out. But

is removed by mercurous sulphate. The mercury from cell (6) was taken

out and placed in a tube and sparked by a large electric machine. Cad-

mium lines were very distinct in the spectrum. Thus it would seem that

polarization is caused by cadmium being deposited in the mercury and

that the recovery is due to the removal of the cadmium by the mercurous

sulphate.

Indiana University,

Bloomington, Ind.
;
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An Investigation of a Point Discharge in a Magnetic

Field.

By Oscae William Silvey.

Since the announcement of the magnetic deflection of the electric arc

and of the path of the particles of a vacuum tube discharge, there has

been some investigation of the electric discharge in a magnetic field at

atmospheric pressure.

Among the first of these investigations was that of Precht.^ who found

that when a spark passed transverse to the lines of force in a magnetic

field, between a point anode and a blunt cathode, there was a deviation

of the path of the spark, especially from the middle portion of the spark

gap to the cathode, the spark increased in brightness, and there was a

decrease in the fall of potential between the electrodes. Also, if the elec-

trodes were separated farther until a brush discharge existed between

them, the stream showed a deflection, the potential between the points

decreased, and the brush often changed into a spark discharge, when the

electro-magnets producing the field were excited. In case of the glow dis-

charge, where there existed a small brush at the anode and a bright spot

on the cathode, with the intervening space dark, the spot moved up or

down according to the electrodynamic laws, when the field was mag-

netized first in one direction and then in the other.

In case a point cathode was used with a blunt anode, the spark was

deflected and the potential raised, when the magnet was excited the spark

discharge being often changed to a brush.

^H. E. Schaeffer has recently studied the effect of the magnetic field

on the spark discharge of an induction coil in each of the following tyiies

of spark

:

"1. The spark obtained when neither capacity nor self-induction had

l>een introduced into the secondary circuit of the induction coil.

"2. The spark obtained when a capacity of O.<)0,5 to 0.012 microfarads

had been introduced into the secondary circuit.

1 .T. Precht, Wied. Annalen (66-4, pp. 676, 697), 1898.
= H. E. Schaofifer, Astro-Physical Journal (28, pp. 121-149), Sept., 1908.
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"3. The spark obtained when a capacity of .0005 to .012 M. F. and

a self-induction of 0.003 henrys has been introduced into the secondary

circuit."

In this study it was found that "when tlie magnetic field was parallel

to the spark length, the first tj^e of spark presented two sheets of vapor

in the form of spirals. In a field at right angles to the spark length this

vapor is in the form of two semicircular sheets, one being on each side

of the spark gap in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic

field.

"In the second type of spark (if the capacity did not exceed .002 M. F.)

and in the third type brilliant spiral threads in a parallel field and bril-

liant circular threads in a transverse field took the place of the spiral and

circular sheets respectively. In the first and second types of spark the

bundle of threads across the gap could not be deflected by a magnetic

field of 12,000 gausses. In the third type the metallic vapor and the

threads across the gai» were deflected in a very strong field and in a man-

ner analogous to that of the circular and spiral threads. Reversing the

direction of the magnetic field, or that of the current through the primary

of the induction coil, changes the position of the sheets and of their ends.

Decreasing the current through the primary or lengthening the spark ga])

suHiciently, causes one sheet or one set of threads to disappear."

The different parts of the deflected spark were analj'zed by the spec-

troscope, and it was found that the "Circular sheet of the first type of

spark gave a spectrum of nitrogen bands, while the central threads

showed that of the metallic lines and the air lines. The second type gave

the same spectrum of bright air lines, and fainter metallic lines, for both

circular threads and central threads. The third type showed the same

spectrum (air lines) for all metals used as electrodes. The spectrum of

the circular threads showed the arc lines in addition to the air lines."

By means of a rotating mirror, the v<^lncity of the circular threads of

p
the spark was determined, and from this a value for _ calculated.

M
Prof. A. L. Foley' passed transversely through a long tulie which

served as a i)inhole camera an electric discharge and observed tliat wlien

a i)li(it<igrai>hic jdate was ])laced at the (.i)poslte end of the tube from the

liinhole. the plate after exposure showed a shadow picture of a strea n

^ Not yet piiltlisliofl.
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t)etvveen the points which were used as electrodes. The picture of this

stream was surrounded by interference or diffraction fringes, in some ways

resembling the fringes aljout the solid points themselves.

The principal oljject of the present investigation was to study the

effect of a magnetic field upon this stream and to study the character of

the particles composing it.

The apparatus used was that constructed by Prof. Foley and Mr.

Haseman for the investigation of interference fringes alxnit a point dis-

charge, air streams, and vapor streams. It consisted of a wooden tube

G.87 meters long (Fig. 1). One part 20.3x20..3x230 cm. was made to tele-

scope over another part ir>.2xir).2x4r»7 cm. This provided a means of sepa-

rating the two parts for adjusting the iwints and magnets. Another iiartion

(E.. Figs. 1 and .'! ) containing a plate holder (F) was made to tit over

the end. The tube was painted a dead black inside, and at intervals

screens (Fig. !)) were placed throughout the tube so that no light

would be retlected fnmi the sides. An opening was made in the

lower side of the tube beneath the ix)ints and through this opening

a magnet was introduced so that the lines of force were per-

pendicular to the direction of the line of dischai'ge. During

the latter part of the experiment a similar oiiening was cut in the

top of the tube and a second magnet placed above the first one so that like

poles faced each other. Figs. 4. 5, 6 and 8, show the successive attempts

to increase the field strength. The end of the tube (C) was closed by a

cap which shut out all light except from a pin hole, as shown by Fig. 2.

A circular disc with holes of various sizes provided a means of regulating

the amount of light. A is a !)0" arc lamp, the crater of which is f(K-ussed

on the pin hole by the lens B.

Light was shut out of the tnbe by placing a piece of black card board

in front of the pin hole. When a photograph was to be taken, if the dis-

charge was a silent or brush, the slide (S) was drawn from over the

plate, and after the tube had come to rest, the card I)oard was removed

until the plate was sufficiently exposed. In case of the spark discharge

which fogged the plate if exposed too long, the card board was first re-

moved and the exposure made l)y withdrawing the slide.

The points first used were made of sharply pointed brass pins 0.61

nun. in diameter and 3 cm. long. In the latter part of the experiment

the brass pins were replaced by steel millinery needles 0.70 mm. in
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diameter aud 5.2 oui. long. They were soldered into the ends of brass

rods 0.5 cm. in diameter. The rods were placed in glass tubes and held

tirni by sealing wax at the two ends of the tubes. The points were charged

by means of a four-mica-plate Wagner static machine (the Leyden .iars

had been removed), which was run by an electric motor with a rheostat

in circuit for regulating the speed. The rods extended through the sides

of the camera as shown by (P) Fig. 1, so that the points were near its

axis. The points were about 15.5 mm. apart for the first three series

of photographs and about 17 mm. apart for the last four series.

For the first series of photographs the magnet extended through the

lower side of the tube directly below the points and was placed so that

the tops of the pole pieces were about 0.5 cm. below the points. When

the separable pole pieces, Fig. 7. were used they were covei'ed with a layer

of sealing wax about 3 mm. thick on all sides except the one facing the

magnet cores, to prevent sparks passing to the magnet from the points.

As a preparation for the experiment the simpler part of Precht's work

was repeated (i. e., apparatus was set up containing one point and one

blunt electrode in the same position shown by the points in Fig. G). The

detiection of spark, brush and glow discharge were easily observed in a

semi-darkened room when a transverse field was produced by exciting the

magnets. Some cases were observed in which the discharge was trans-

formed from one type into another, but no measurements were made of

the potential, nor determination made of the signs of the charge on the

points to see if they accorded with the results given by Precht.

The magnets and points were then i)laced in the tube as described and

photographic i-ecords made of the discharge. The silent discharge was

first studied. To produce the magnetic field a permanent horseshoe mag-

net was first used, and although it was strong enough to blow out the arc

of an arc lamp, the photographs taken showed no deflection of the stream.

It was then replaced by an electro-magnet. Fig. 5, later imle pieces. Fig.

7, were placed as shown in Fig. 6, and finally two electro-magnets placed

in opposition. Fig. S. in attempts to produce a field sufliciently strong to

defiect the stream. The magnets were weak compared with those used

by Precht and H. E. Schaeffer. The field measured only about 1.000

gausses as used in Figs. 5 and G. and only about 1..500 gausses as used in

Fig. 8. None of the photographs taken of the silent discharge showed any

deflection when the magnets were excited.
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Seven series of photographs were then taken.

A—Is a visible spark discharge.

B—Is a Brush discharge (a violent stream extended about 0.8 cm.

from the positive point. The negative point showed only a

bright speck).

C—The glow or silent discharge. (Nothing was visible between the

points in the darkened tube. Each point showed a bright

speck.)

D—Spark discharge representing the highest speed of Wie machine

and highest potential between the i)oints.

E—Spark discharge, representing the lowest speed of the machine at

which a visil>le spark passed between the points. A lower

speed would have caused the spark to change to brush.

F—Silent discharge, same as C.

G—Silent discharge, same as C. Deflected by a .stream of air issu-

ing from below the points.

The different series in decreasing order of their potential as repre-

sented by the relative speed of the machine are D, A. E, B (C, F or G).

Series A. B and C were taken with magnet and pole i>ieces as representetl

in Fig. (5. The magnetic field strength was about 1.000 lines per s<i. cm.

in the region of the points. The points were 15.7 mm. apart. Series

D, E and F were taken with the magnets as shown in Fig. 8. The mag-

netic field .strength in the neighi>orhood of the points was about 1.500 lines

Iter sq. cm.

The six numbers of each series. A. B. C, D, E and F, were taken in

succession as rapidly as possible, it requiring 20 or .30 minutes to complete

the series. In the photograph the longer stream is the one from the posi-

tive terminal and the shorter one the stream from the negative electrode.

If the positive stream is from right to left it is designated as "first direc-

tion," if from left to right, as "second direction." Nos. 1. 2 and .'{ then

show current in the "first direction," while Nos. 4, 5 and (> show current

in the "second direction." If the magnets wore excited so that tlic direc-

tion of the lines of f«)rce were from the front to the back of the i)iiotograph

(i. e., after correcting for the reversal in direction caused by printing

from the plate), tiie direction <tf niiignetisin is designated as "i\rst direc-

tion," and those with the lines of force from back to front of the page are

designated as maguetized in the "second directi(m."
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Following then this plan, Nos. 1 and 4 show the current when the

magnets are not excited. Nos. 2 and 5 show the current in a tield of the

"first direction," and Nos. 3 and 6 show it in a tield of the "second direc-

tion." It may be observed from the photographs that the streams in series

A, B, D and E are deflected as if they were flexible conductors bearing a

current, in so far as dix'ection of deflection is concerned, thus indicating

that the stream is one of charged particles.

But some characteristics of the photographed stream are hard to ex-

plain on the theory that the air is ionized and that tlie stream consists of

charged particles. The glow discharge and the negative stream in all

cases show no deflection in a field of 1,500 gausses. Also the stream goes

in a straight line after leaving the point instead of following a curved path

to the opposite electrode, and there seems to be no connection or joining

of the negative and positive streams. In some ways it acts as the air and

vapor streams investigated by Professor Foley and Mr. Haseman. In

case of the silent discharge, where the machine was run at its lowest possi-

ble speed and the potential was the lowest, the stream retains the same size

as far as it can be traced. In series B there is not much change in the

width of the stream. Series E shows the stream growing broader as the

distance increases from the electrode. Series A shows a still greater

broadening and D an even greater dispersion. The greater pressure in

the stream no doubt accompanies the greater potential difference, and

therefore accompanies the gi'eater dispersion of the stream, as was shown

to be true in case of air and vapor streams by Professor Foley and Mr.

Ilaseman. Series E and B show a greater deflection than any other series,

and since B was the highest potential brush discharge and E the lowest

potential sparli discharge which could be obtained without a transforma-

tion of the type of discharge, these few photographs indicate that the great-

est magnetic deflection is i)roduced when the discharge is on the verge of

changing from one type into the other. Enough photographs were not

talven to verify this, however.

It will be observed in Nos. 1 and 4 of the series E that the stream

does not' always pass along a line directly between the points, even when

the discharge takes place outside a magnetic field. In the observations

made such cases were in a minority, the discharge as a rule passing di-

rectly between the points or nearly so. The cause of its deviation in these

few cases was not learned.
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Also, very often when adjusting the speed to obtain photographs for

series B and E the discharge would change from one type to the other

when the magnets were excited. Precht found that this was the case,

I>ut these observations can hardly be compared with his. since point elec-

trodes were used in this case, while he used one point and one blunt elec-

trode. In all cases observed where a change occurred, if a brush dis-

charge in a uonmagiietic field passed above or below a line directly be-

tween the points as shown by the spark discharge E, 1 and 4, and the mag-

nets were excited to deflect the stream In such a way as to make the path

of discharge shorter, it changed to a spark discharge. Or if a spark dis-

charge iiassed directly l)etween the points and was detleeted it changed

to a brush. In all oltserved cases (i)ossibly 25 or 30) the transformation

could l)e exjilaiiicd l)y tlie change of distance.

'I'lie series (J shows the effect of an air current on the path of dis-

( hargc. The air current was led into the camera through the bottom side

liy means of a glass tiiln' 12.2." cm. in diameter so that the mouth of the

glass tube was '2.'2 cm. l)elow the points, and tlowed at the rate of about

l.l!0(> c. c. i)er second. Xos. 1 and .'{ show the discharge without the air

cnri'cnl. and .\(.s. '2 and 4 show (leliectidii by the air current. It <llffers

from the detiection jiroduccd by the magnetic held in that the greater de-

ilection here is with the negative stream. This indicates that the pressure

is not as great in the negative stream as in tiie positive, which agrees with

the wnrk of 'S. .\rrlienins. wiio measured tlie toi-sion produced by a sus-

pended wire ci'Mss with points bent .-it rigid angles to i»oint in the same

direitidn and l<.uiid tliat the tia-sion jirnduced by the negatively charged

wire was less tli in tlie imsitively cliarged wire, which was more clearly

shiiwn tlie jnwcr tlie imtential. ( .Note It was intended to show a photo-

gi-apli with ciinciit in second direction, detiected by an air current. G 4,

which should liave shown this, shows ;i current in llie same direction as

(J li. wiiicli was due 1i> a reversal of polarity of tlie machine. The error

was iKit ob^crxcil until the aiii>aratns was tirn down.)

Series II shows pliotogi-ajilis of the iioints when the poles of the ma-

chine wei'c jilaced close enough lor a spark to p;iss between them." It was

found liiat wlicii a spark jtassed between the poles of the machine there

was a violet stream (linislii between the points, 'i'liis violet stream did

not usually jiass dii'eitly tr..ni one point to tlie other. Itut was cui'ved with

' S. .\rrli('iiiiis (Aiinat. I'liys. Clirin. u:;. iip. ."'.o.") :;i:;i. IS'.iT.
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the two ends connected to the needles, not always at the points. When

the magnets were excited there was no deflection observed in a field of

1,500 gausses. The photograi)hs taken show nothing between the points.

Before putting on the cap containing the plate to take the photographs

in series D a pencil drawing was made of the general form of each spark

as seen from the end of the tube. Fig. 10 is a blue-print taken from these

drawings, which shows that the direction of the spark as it leaves the

electrode has the same direction as the photographed stream.

The width of the streams was measured in the proximity of the point

with a micrometer microscope, and it was found that the width was inde-

pendent of the potential between the points. The measurement was made

between the outer edges of the central dark band. It will also be noticed

in series D that the negative strtam is almost as ])lain and almost as kmg

.•IS the positive stream.

The photographs of series E show plainly the interference fringes as

desci'ibed by Professor Foley. Although no siiecial jiaiiis were taken to

show these fringes in any of the work, one or two can l»e seen on each

photograph.

STTMMARY OF REStT/rS.

1. The positive stream between the points for a spark or brush dis-

charge was deflected by a magnetic field as low as 1.000 gausses, tiie direc-

tion of deflection being in accordance with electro-dynamic laws.

2. The stream for glow discharge and the negative stream in any case

were not deflected by a held of 1..500 gausses.

3. The direction of the photographed stream for a spark discharge

as it leaves the point is the same as the visible direction of the spark.

4. The size of the stream at the points is independent of the potential

between the points.

5. The stream was deflected Ity an air current, the negative l)eing de-

flected more than the positive.

6. The stream for the higli iioteutial spark increased in width as the

distance from the point increased, while the stream for the glow discharge

retained its original size as far as it could be traced.

7. Some of the data indicate tllTit the stream i)hotographed is one

of the ionized air i)articles, the stream as a whole having an index of re-

fraction different from tliat of the surrounding air, due to its ])ressure.

[16—23003]
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If this is the case, however, the silent discharge stream and the negative

stream should have been deflected also. This might possil)ly be done with

a sti'onger field. Also, the stream, if it consists of charged particles, should

terminate on the opposite electrode, which is very seldom the case.

The above investigation was suggested by Professor Arthur I.. Foley

of Indiana University. I wish to thank him and Professor R. R. Ramsey

for their helpful suggestions during the course of the investigation.

Physics Laboratory of Indiana University.

Bloomington. Ind.
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The Tenacity of Gelatine.

[Publication No. 35.]

By Akthuk L. Foley.

Some years ago tlie autlior called attention to the fact that the co-

hesive forces of gelatine must be considerably greater than those of glass

in order that a single drop of gelatine In drying and contracting on a glass

plate may pull a ring or disk of glass from the plate.^ The forces here

exhibited are apparently greater than shown in the common, though not

well known, process of producing chipped glass by flowing a pane of glass

with gelatine and allowing the gelatine to dry. Inasmuch as the author

could not find in any of the literature at hand any recorded values of the

tensile strength of gelatine, he refjuested one of his students to attempt

to determine its value. Several plans were tried, the one giving the best

results being as follows

:

Gelatine threads were drawn out between the ends of small wooden

sticks (about the size of a match) after dipping one end of each in melteil

gelatine. The diameter of a thread was varied by varying the size and

temperature of the gelatine drop, the thickness of the fluid, the length

of the thread and the time spent in drawing it. To the other end of the

wooden sticks there had been attached previously small wire hooks for

suspending the upper end of the threads and for attaching a small cloth

sack to the lower end. Into this sack dust shot were slowly run until the

thread broke. The cross-section of the thread was then measwred at the

point of break.

When the section of a thread was regular its cross-sction was cal-

culated from the diameters measured by a micrometer microscope. Threads

of irregular cross-section were placed under a microscope with a camera

lucida attachment and a tracing made of the perimeter. The area of the

tracing was measured with a planimeter and the area of the section of

the thread itself calculated from the known magnifying power of the

microscope and attachment.

When glass threads are drawn they are usually almost cylindrical.

Gelatine threads also are probably approximately cylindrical at the time

^ Note on the Molecular Forces in Gelatine. Science, Vol. 23, p. 790, May 18,

1906.
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of drawing, but they are not so after hardening and drying. The cross-

section usually becomes quite irregular. This indicates a condition of

internal strain which acts to lower the In'eaking strength of the thread.

Coarse threads would be subject to greater strains than fine threads, and

therefore we should expect them to show a smaller tensile strength than

the fine threads. This is in accord with the results of experiment as

shown by the data of Table I.

TABLE I.

Cross Section in
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tained by drawing out glass threads and determining tlieir tensile strength

by the method already described. That the increase in the case of glass

threads was due in

part only to the "skin
*

effect" was indicated

by the fact that

the tensile strength

m e a s u r e ments for

threads of different
•'*""'

sizes were made more

nearly uniform by

care fully annealing

the threads. This was

done by hanging the

threads in a verti-

cal iron tube with a

small weight at-

tached to the lower

end of each thread

to keep it straight.

The entire tube was

then brought to a

temperature slightly

below the melting

point of glass and

maintained at that

temperature for one

houi-, after which it was allowed to cool slowly in the asbestos jacket sur-

rounding it.

An attempt was made to anneal the gelatine threads by hanging them

in a moist atmosphere in an enameling oven. Various oven temperatures

were tried with little permanent effect on the threads. The author in-

clines to the view that the "skin effect" does not account for the larger

values of the tensile strength shown by the finer gelatine threads, but that

it is due chietly to the cause already suggested—the greater uniformity in

the finer threads.
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The highest value of the tensile strength obtained for glass threads

was 3.652 kilograms per square centimeter, while the maximum for gela-

tine threads was 3,305 kilograms per square centimeter. It is evident that

these values cannot represent the true values or the relative values of the

tenacity of glass and gelatine. It may be that the internal strains set up

in the gelatine threads were such that the tensile strengths as determined

in this experiment were always too low. Or it may be that the "skin

effect" in glass threads gave values far beyond the tenacity of glass in a

plate. Further experiments along this line are in progress.

The strength of the gelatine threads was found to increase for a few

hours after drawing, and then to decrease—especially when the thread was

exposed for a day or

t w o to a dry atmos-

phere. Impurities tend-

ed to weaken the

threads, Curve A of

Fig. 2 showing the ten-

sile strength of threads

(•r (inliiiMry glue. Curve

1> tliose of gelatine con-

taining six per cent of

potassium chloi-ate, and

Curve C those of sup-

po.sedly pure gelatine,

(ielatine containing six

|)er cent of iwtassiuni

alum gave a curve sim-

ilar to Curve B; that

is, the tensile strengtli

of the gelatine was di-

minished by the salt.

Still it must be greater

than the tenacity of the

glass, for in chipping

glass about six per cent

of some easily crystal-

Hzable salt is mixed with the glue in order to produce the peculiar fern-
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like forms which give chipped glass its decorative effect. Evidently there

are forces involved here other than cohesion and adhesion, as these terms

are commonly used.

Most of the experimental work of this investigation was done Iiy Mr.

Elmer J. Han*el, now of the high school of St. Paul. IVSinn.

Phypics Laboratory of Indiana University.

Bloomington. Ind
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Effect of Certain Dissolved Salts Upon the Cohesion of

Water.

By Edwin Morrison.

Cohesion is defined as "that force wliieh holds niolecnles of the same

kind together." This foree is very manifest in all solids, giving rise to

such properties as hardness, brittleness. malleability, ductility, tensile

strength, etc. Although not so apparent,

all liquids manifest the same kind of an

attractive force betvi^een molecules. Sur-

face tension and the phenomenon of capil-

larity are due in a measure to cohesion

of the molecules. That molecules of water

are held together by meaus of cohesion

can be demonstrated by bringing a clean,

horizontal disk of glass in contact with i's-i-

the surface of water and then adding sufficient force to pull the disk away

from the water. In case the surface of the disk is wet when it comes

away from the water we know that the force applied has separated two

films of water, each equal in area to that of the disk.

Probably Gay-Lussac first ex)>erimented upon this force and estab-

lished the commonly accepted data of 520.875 dynes per square cm. Gay-

Lussac used a glass disk suitported by three guy cords as shown in Fig. 1.

The author designed and constructed a piece of apparatus for measur-

ing cohesion of water and other liquids and reported the same to the Iowa

Academy of Science in 1004. This apparatus consists of a round glass disk

10.GS9S cm. in diameter mounted upon an accurately constructed cone 10.5

cm. high, with an eyelet in the ajiex for suspending the cone from the hook

of a specific gravity balance. A cut of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.

In 1905 the author carefully worked out and reported to the Iowa

Academy of Science the value of the cohesion of water as follows:
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Data.—Diameter of tiie glass disk.

1 Measurement in.<;(;2 cm.

2 Measurement ... 10.G9S cm.

3 Measurement 10 . 727 cm.

4 Measurement 10 . 094 cm.

5 Measurement 10.645 cm.

6 Measurement 10.674 cm.

7 Measurement 10 . 702 cm.

Average 10.6898 cm.

Fig. 2.

Test No. 1.—The number of grams to separate the disk from water

at 4° C.

Trial 1 48.725

Trial 2 48.730

Trial 3 48 . 725

Trial 4 48.733

Average 48.728
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Test No. 2.—Tlic nmnher (if srams to separate the disk from water

at 7° C.

Trial ] 48.710

Trial 2 48.715

Trial 3 48.725

Trial 4 48.730

Average 48 . 720

Test No. 3.—The number of grams to separate the disk from water

at 7° C.

Trial 1 48.630

Trial 2 48.640

Trial 3 48.655

Trial 4 48.675

Average 48.G50

The diameter of the disk being 10.(>8!»8 cm., the radius being 5.3449

cm., the area is 89.7200 square cm. In the first test given above it required

0.5431 g. to separate one square cm. of water. In the second 0.54.30 g.

and in the third 0.5421 g. The average of the three tests is 0.5427 g. per

square cm., which is equal to 531.84G dynes per square cm.

In comparing these results with those of Gay-Lussac we find that he

used a disk which was 11.86 cm. in diameter, and that it required 49.40 g.

to separate the disk from water, or 526.875 dynes per square cm.

At this point it may be well to state the precautions taken in the ex-

periment. First, in order to insure that the water used was chemically

pure, ordinary laboratory distilled water was redistilled in Jena glass

vessels in the presence of sulphuric acid and potassium dichromate. Sec-

ond, the disk was thoroughly cleansed by washing in a solution of po-

tassium dichromate and sulphuric acid ; then in alcohol ; then the disk

was dried in a current of air and washed again in redistilled water. Third,

a delicate laboratory balance with a rider weight was used in the experi-

ment.

At the time the above data on the cohesion of water was worked out

it was suggested that certain dissolved salts have a marked effect upon

the cohesion of water. It is the purpose now to note some of these effects.

A number of solutions of certain salts in distilled water have been

tested by means of the same glass disk as used in the cohesion of water

experiment. The first solution tested was that of sodium chloride. Six
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solutions were ])reiiared by dissolving each of the following number of

grams of salt in 2(MJ <c. of distilled water : 7.S2 g., ]5.<;4 g., :;n.2.S g.. 40.92 g.,

62.56 g., 72 g. (saturated solution i.

Six solutions each of copper sul|>hate and sugar were pre|)ared in the

same way us in the case of sodium cldoride, and each solution was tested

for the number of grams to separate the li(|uid films.

The results for the eighteen different soliitions are tabulated as fol-

lows:

First.—The nuniiter of grams to separate the disk from the solutions

when 7.S2 g. of each of the tlirec materials were dissolved in 200 cc. of

water.

rj, . . Sodium
Chloride.

1
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Fourth.—The number of grams to separate the disk from the solutions

when 4(J.92 g. of each of the three materials were dissolved in 200 ec. of

water.

Trial.
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Conclusions.—First, the above data seem to indicate tliat within cer-

tain limits the cohesion of water with dissolved salts in it is a function

of the concentra-

tion.

Second, as far

as tested all di-

lute solutions of

salts in water ren-

der the cohesion

of the solution

less than that of

pure water.

Third, so far as

tested the dilute

strongly basic

salts i)roduce a

greater decrease

in the cohesion of

7!t,l ifJ^t

Fisr. :{.

62.«, 71,0

the solution from that of pure water than the nonbasic salts.

Fourth, it is also noted that befiire the point of saturation is reached

in the strongly basic solutions, increaseil concentration does not produce

increased cohesion.

Tests are in progress with various other salts than the ones referred

to above. Also tests ai'e in progress in which other solvents than water

are being used.

Earlham College.

Richmond. Ind.
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Some Features of Delta Formation.

By Charles R. Dryer.

Ill August and September, 1902, the writer spent some weeks among

the western Finger lalces in Livingston and Ontario counties, New York.

Along tlie shores of Hemlock Lake his attention was attracted by many re-

cently formed deltas which seemed to present unusual features. Each

delta was a semi-circular pile of fine shale shingle symmetrically arranged

around the mouth of a little gully formed by a wet weather stream. The

level toi> stood about two feet above the lake surface and was bounded by

a bank of shale which sloped downward about three feet in six to a mud
line under water. The wash of waves had cut at the top of the slope a

vertical cliff six inches high. The land side was bounded by a very steep

bank of stratified shale, a por-

tion of the general lake shore,

which is almost everywhere pre-

cipitous. From the month of

the gully a groove a foot wide

and six inches deep extendeil

straight out half way or mure

across the top of the delta, but

in no case reached the water's

edge. Along the sides of the

groove lay sticks of wood and

fragments of shale of relatively

large size. One medium sized

delta measured thirty-one feet

by twenty-six in diameter. No

camera was at hand, but sketches were made from which a rough model

was constructed and photographed. (Fig. 1.)

The interpretation of the phenomena seemed plain. These deltas were

built during an exceptionally violent storm which filled the gully with a

rushing torrent and raised the level of the lake. The force of the stream

was abruptly checked at lake level and its load was deposited in the form

of a fan-like delta. Toward the last of the storm the stream striking the

Fig. 1. Model of Torrential Delta in
Shale Gravel.
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flat top of the delta dug out the groove for a few feet, hut was deflected

upward and spread out into a thin sheet before reaching the edge. This

interpretation was confirmed by the records of rainfall and lake level kept

by the Rochester water works at the foot of the lake, which is the source

of public supply for that city. These records are as follows

:

Dale.
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the chief problem. Why do not deltas occur on all of the hundreds of

streams that score the valley sides? Why did one stream a mile or two

long build a delta a few rods in area while a much longer stream near by

Fig. 2. Briggs Delta. A. Prom below. B. From above.

built none? The answer seems to be that such features have no prolonged

history, but owe their e.xistence to a single local and brief accident of

drainage which did not affect neighboring streams,

[17—23003]
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' he l!irjj:esi dclt:! (if this class observed in the rejiioii, at Bristol Sitrin!j;s

on the west side of the Canandai.tina lake valley, was Imilt in the Naples-

Middlesex glaeial lake at one nearly static or slowly subsiding level. The

toil, about one-half by one-quarter of a mile in area, is smooth and gently

sloping forward from the 1.2W) to the 1,100-foot level. The surface ma-

terial is very coarse, containing rounded cobbles up to six inches in diam-

eter, often with little admixture of finer sediment. This delta was built

by a stream from the Bristol valley, which during the process must have

drained a loaded ice lobe and not a lake.

Such simple, tlat-topped. steep-sided deltas, resembling the bastion of

a fort or an abutment ftrepared by a daring engineer from which to sprmg

Fig. i. Naples Delta. Two Upper Levels. A kettiehole in the woods.

the arch of a bridge, are formed rapidly by strong or torrential streams

and are composed of relatively coarse materials. From their striking and

characteristic fonii and position the.v may be called hrachrt deltas.

(iarlinghouse delta, a few miles south of Naples, does not project like

a bastion from the face of the valley wall but fills a niche a mile deep

and half a mile wide, the walls of which rise sharply 500 feet above its

surface. The niche now receives two or three insignificant brooks, but one

of them comes from a gap in the wall which opens northward to the ui)])er

Honeoye valley. This gap probably once transmitted a strong stream from

the ice front but a few miles distant. This delta may be the only one <if

its kind, and if so, belongs in a class by itself—that of vichc deltas.
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Compound deltas Imilt nt several different levels are numerous in the

Finger lake region, ("oy ({Icn delta near Ithaca, a fine specimen of the

type, rises from the Cayuga valley to a height of 700 feet like a giant stair-

case of seven steep, convex risers and as many flat treads, each of which

has been evenly bisected by the stream. Such deltas are formed in waters

the level of which is alternately standing and falling, the upper step being

the oldest. They may be distinguished as step deltas.

The delta above Naples rises 400 feet and has a basal periphery of

more than two miles. (Fig. .'>). Seven levels are distinguishable, of which

the upper three are the most conspicuous. The greater part of its mass

Fig. 4. Pitted Surface of Morainal Delta.

was brought by a stream which flowed out of the Honeoye valley from the

west and was the outlet of the glacial Honeoye Lake. Streams which flow

out of lakes cannot, as a rule, have sufficient load to build large deltas,

and the question at once arises, how could the outlet of a lake build one

in this case? Its construction was not a matter of a brief period but con-

tinued through the whole life history of the Naples-Middlesex glacial lake,

into which the stream emptied. The presence of this delta is evidence,

so far as It goes, that during that period no lake existed in the Honeoye

valley. The area of the land which could have been drained to this delta

is insignificant, and we are apparently forced to the conclusion that it was

built by drainage from a drift-loadetl ice mass. This inference is sustained
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by the occurrence upon the highest level of a shari) kettle hole 300 feet in

diameter and 25 feet dee]), marking the place where a detached ice block

stranded and melted.

The occurrence of kettle holes in deltas is not uncommon.^ A remark-

able case of this kind has been described by the writer where an area of

ten acres of delta surface is thickly pitted with small kettles.- (Fig. 4.)

This delta is the joint product of a land stream and a valley glacier which

contributed ice blocks and an undetermined portion of the permanent ma-

terial. There are probably many intermediate forms between such a

iiioniiinil (l( ltd and one due wliolly to stream work.

Fig. 5. Outer Face of Morainal Delta. Fan in front of notch.

When lake waters are withdrawn thi' biset-tiou of a delta may result in

the formation of an alluvial fan in front of it. This gives a characteristic

coniiiiiijitioii (if notched delta ami fun. (Fig. 5). The fan of Mill Creek at

the f(K>t of lloiieoye Lake is a mile in diameter, and is responsible for the

existence of the lake, to which it acts as a dam. The fan of Canadice out-

let bears a similar relation to Hemlock Lake, which, however, is too deep

to owe its existence wholly to that cause.

Deltas occasionally take the form of long, narrow ridges upon one or

both sides of a stream, resembling the natural levees in "the goosefoot"

' F.iirchild, .Tournal ol Geology, Vol. 6, p. 589.

2 Bulletin Geological Society of America, Vol. 15, p. 457.
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of the Mississippi. Normally the point where a tributary valley joins a

larger one is marked by a notch in the wall of the latter, but in some cases

a bisected spur appears instead. The delta of Canadlce outlet, mentioned

above, furnishes a good example. A delta at Lake Warren level, near

East Bloomfield, what is left of It, has the form of a single narrow tongue

more than a half mile long. Such lateral deposits of a stream may be

called levee deltas.

Hanging deltas have been the chief guides to geologists in mapi)ing

the outline of temporary glacial lakes, but they are worthy of more careful

study as simple and well displayed specimens of constructional shore

forms.^

State Normal School,

Terre Haute, Ind.

' Nearly all the features mentioned in this paper may be found upon the Way-
land, Naples, Honeoye and Canandaigua sheets of the Topographic Map of United
States.
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A Physiographic Survey of an Area Near Terre Haute,

Indiana.

By Chas. R. Dryer and Melvin K. Davis.

The Survey.—In the summer of 1909 the senior author of this paper,

in despair of living long enough to receive any help from the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey or from the State of Indiana, resolved to try what might

be done by his own students toward a serviceable topographic survey of

the area around Terre Haute. Four young men and two young women

were ambitious enough to undertake the work. For a base map the atlas

of Vigo county was used and found to be very poor, in fact a disgrace to

the surveyor, the draughtsman, the printer and the whole community con-

cerned. We simply made the best of it. The profiles of thi'ee railroad lines

traversing the region were obtained, and other base lines and points were

determined with a surveyor's level. Most of the topographic work was

done with the hand level and staff. It was found possible to require that

no discrepancy between different lines of levels should exceed one foot.

Highways and divides were followed and section and other cross-country

lines were run wherever necessary. About two days a week for six weeks

were spent in the field, and the result was found to be worth while. While

surveying was being done the location of particular features was noted

in order that no time would be lost when their special study should come.

The map drawn by the junior author of this paper from the data thus se-

cured has pi'oved adequate for the purpose in view.

Gcueral Description.—The area surveyed is immediately west of Terre

Haute and comprises about 25 square miles in Sugar Creek township,

Vigo county, Indiana. It is bounded on the east by the Wabash river

and includes a portion of its flood plain. West of the Wabash bluffs, here

eighty to one hundred feet high, the area consists of an originally smooth

upland of glacial drift 540 to 560 feet above sea level, which has been sub-

maturely dissected by the branches of Sugar creek. The remnants of the

original surface have been reduced to the scrap-tin outline characteristic

of the leaves of the pin oak. The larger valleys are flat bottomed and

contain alluvial filling to a deplh of 40 or more feet. The drilling of a

well at Vandalia mine No. 81, section 24, showed the deposit to be 40 feet
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deep. The slopes of valley sides are generally steep and the ravines of

the ultimate tributaries are exceedingly narrow and sharp. The depth of

the glacial drift is generally from 40 to GO feet, and the streams only here

and there touch bed rock.

Many beds of recent conglomerate appear along west Little Sugar

creek. The i)rincipal valleys are preglacial, with a base level determined

by the level of the preglacial Wabash, which was 60 or 70 feet lower than

the present river. These valleys were filled with drift which the post-

glacial streams have scai'cely half removed. The drainage has developed

by headward erosion into an intricate, dendritic system of insequent

branches which penetrate to nearly every acre of the area. Judging from

the position of large trees there is reason to l)elieve that the lines of drain-

age were well defined before vegetation sprang up.

Strafif/raphjj.—The underlying bed rocks of the area are the shales

of the coal measures with several workable seams of coal, the uppermost

of which outcrops along the foot of the Wabash bluffs. The shales above

the coal form about one-half the height of the bluffs. The upper half

consists of glacial drift. Intercalated with the shales are several thin

strata of limestone, two of w'hich exercise ;i notable influence u]»on the

toix>graphy. Below the 500-foot level a tough, flinty limestone four or five

feet thick has resisted river erosion to such an extent as to form a terrace

between the Wabash flood plain and bluff, in some places 500 feet wide

and 20 feet above the plain. We call it the flinty limestone. A similar-

but less silicious limestone lies about thirty feet higher. In section 31

the waters of the Sugar creek system iiave cut a gap in these strata and

reach the Wabash at gi'ade.

The glacial drift belongs to the llliiioiaii drift sheet of Leverett and

lies just outside the border of the Shelbyville moraine. The mass of it

consists of a tough boulder clay, weathering on exposed faces into roughly

hexagonal colunnis and containing numerous striated and faceted boulders

of moderate size. Large boulders are rare. In some places the till is one-

half fine gravel. There are occasional thin partings of sand. In a rail-

road cut about one mile to the north of the area surveyed buried logs of

wood up to nine inches in diameter are numerous along a level horizon,

but no difference can be discovered between the overlying and the under-

lying till. In the south bluff of Sugar creek beds of laminated silt are

intercalated in the till and point to the occurrence of an interglacial in-

terval of notal»Ie extent. The upper four or five feet of drift often con-
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sist of a deep red. pehhleless ;iiid structureless loam, the origin of which

Is an unsolved problem. The red loam, even nj)on moderate slopes, gullies

rapidly and has greatly facilitated the dissection of the region.

The Wabash I'Jaiii. two miles in width, presents the usual tloud plain

features of levees and bayous. At one i)oiut. S. W. \ of S. E. \ of sec-

tion 8, shale outcrops in the midst of the alluvium. Before the valley was

tilled this was an island in the river with deep water all around it. The

valley tilling in some places is SO feet deep, and consists of sand and gravel

carried into the valley by water and floating ice. At a railroad gravel pit

in section 36 twenty-tive feet of tine gravel is exposed, with an occasional

stratum containing enough clay to resist rain wash and cause the forma-

tion of earth pillars two or three feet high. A terrace of coarse, roughly

stratified gravel formerly occupied an area about one mile by one-half

opposite the city of Terre Haute and was an island at high water. The

town of West Terre Haute stands ujion the southern half of it. The north-

ern half has been entirely removed by the railroad companies and exca-

vated to the level of low water in the river. The remaining surface is

from 15 to 25 feet above the plain.

The Stiijar Creek lh<iiini!,e Si/steiii presents several peculiar features

and furnishes some of the most interesting problems of the area. The

small tributaries of the Wabash are usually of the parallel tyi)e, not com-

bining into systems, the main streams tlowiug nearly at right angles to

the Wabash. The Sugar creek system is fan-shaped, consisting of four

principal sti'eams which converge southward and eastward to a junction

and pass out through a single gap uixm the Wabash plain. East Little

Sugar creek flows southward seven miles i)arallel with the Wabash river

and about one mile west of the bluff. In sections 25 and 2(i a nameless

stream flows about one mile eastward, turns northwai'd one-half mile and

again eastward, both bends being right angles. This seems to be due to

harder material in the stream's course.

Sugar Creek Lake.—At the western border of the area surveyed the

valley of Sugar creek widens nhrujitly from less than one-half mile to about

a mile. Two miles below it narrows abrui)tly and flows for a mile through

a gorge twenty to fort.v rods wide. The expansion and the narrows pre-

sent each its own but related problem.

The expanded portion of the valley, about one mile by two, is bounded

on the south by a buulder clay bluff sixty feet high: on the north by lower
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and gentler slopes and is invaded near the east end by a flat spur project-

ing like a dam from the north side nearly to the bluff on the south. Near

the south end of the dam the stream has cut a narrow gap thirty feet deep.

The lower ten feet exposed in the gap is shale with a thin cap of flinty

limestone. The upper twenty feet of the dam is glacial clay with the ex-

ception of a little poorly stratified gravel and sand at the south end of the

dam near the creek. These features present on their face the charac-

teristics of a drift-dammed lake drained by the down cutting of its outlet.

The supposed lake bottom is underlaid, so far as discoverable, by six feet

of alluvium on top of the flinty limestone. The flat-topped dam appears

to be a terrace and is accordant in level with other terrace fragments in

the valley of West Little Sugar creek above. In the south bluff the

boulder clay is interrupted for a few rmls by ten feet of finely laminated

lacustrine .silts, the bottom of which is at about the same level as the ter-

race tops.

Various hypotheses may be entertained; (1) The expansion of the

valley is due to the lateral corrasion and shifting of the preglacial stream

over the surface of the resistent flinty limestone. The whole valley was

filled with glacial clay. The interglacial stream had a temporary base

level fifty feet higher than at jiresent and cleaned out the filling down to

the terrace level (510 feet above the sea). During this i)roce.ss a tribu-

tary stream from the south cut a valley out of the boulder clay down to

the terrace level, wiiich w:is afterward tilled with silt. I5y a lowering of

tlie base level in the Wabash the stream was enabled to cut down the dam

and to clear out the valley to the present level, draining the lake and leav-

ing fragments of the valley filling as terraces.

(2) The preglacial and interglacial course of the stream was north-

eastward into the valley of East Little Sugar Creek. A readvance of the

ice left a till dam across the former course and llie portion of the present

valley through the narrows is entirely postglacial. The complete se^iuence

of events is not so clear as could be wished.

(.'}) The resistance of the two limestone strata which outcroj* along

the Wabasji bluff and over a belt alxtut two miles wide, west of the bluff,

may account for the southward course of East Little Sugar Creek, for

the narrows of the lower end of the valley and for the single gap in the

biutf through which the watei-s of the system escape to the Wabash j)lain.

Hcriod of Rarinc ('iittiin/.—The valley slopes of the ultimate tribu-
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taries are so steep and the ravines are so narrow and sharp as to prevent

cnltivation and they are in most places forested. The frequent occurrence

of large trees, one hundred to two hundred years old. in the bottom of the

ravines, indicates that the present rate of downward corrasion is very

slow, and that possibly the dissection of the region in the drift area was

mostly accomplished during the period of ice melting and the succeeding

period of bare ground, before the surface was covered with vegetation.

Culture.—The alluvial lands in the vallej's are chiefly occupied by corn

fields. The broken upland areas between the ravines are inconvenient for

farming but many of the small fields produce good corn, oats and hay.

especially hay. The only way by which cuts, fills, and bridges can be

avoided in road building is to run the roads on the uarrow divides between

the heads of ravines. Coal mines are numerous. Along the front of the

Wabash bluffs shale and coal are accessible near the surface and foui*

large brick and tile factories have been established. The new industries

have multiplied the population of West Terre Haute by five in ten years,

and have caused three considerable villages to spring up from nothing in

the same time.

State Normal School,

Terre Haute, Ind.
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Collecting Area of the Waters of the Hot Springs, Hot

Springs, Arkansas.^

By A. H. Purdue.

Introduction.—The conclusions in this paper were reached in the course

of field work on the structure and stratigraphy of the area about Hot

Springs during the summer of 1909. The paper is written with the as-

tion is made partly because geologists in general have come to think of

most of the ground water as having such origin, and partly because the

sumption that the waters of the hot springs are meteoric. This assump-

recent studies of Mr. Walter Harvey Weed upon the waters of these springs

clearly indicate that they are meteoric-

Topograpliy of the Highlands of Arkansas.—The highlands of Arkan-

sas and the eastern i)art of Oklahoma are divided into a northern and a

southern part, separated by the valley of the Arkansas River. The north-

ern division consists of the Boston Mountains, which are a dissected pla-

teau, reaching the height of somewhat more than 2,200 feet above sea level,

and a much lower area to the north of them. The southern division con-

sists of the Ouachita Mountains, which cover an area about 60 miles in

width. These mountains consist of ridges, the direction of which is in the

main east and west and some of which surpass 2.000 feet in height.

Topography of the Area About the Hot Springs.—The toiwgraphy in

the vicinity of the, hot springs is indicated by the accompanying relief

map (Fig. 1). The springs (indicated by the cross) emerge from the

western end of Hot Springs Mountain, which is known as Indian Moun-

tain east of West Branch of Gulpha Creek. Immediately north of Hot

Springs Mountain is North IMountain, which continues west of Hot Springs

Creek as West Mountain. Three miles west of the springs West Mountain

swings around in a horseshoe curve and extends northeastward, and is

known as Sugarloaf Mountain. Hot Springs Creek, a considerable stream,

flowing southward, carries off the overflow from the hot springs and the

drainage of a portion of the valley just south of Sugarloaf Mountain.

^ By permission of the Chief Geologist, U. S. Geol. Surv.
'' The hot siH-ings of Arkansas. Senate Document No. 282, p. 90, Washington.

D. C, 1902. Prepared under the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior.
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This valley is from a mile to a mile and a quarter in width. About

two miles northeast of the hot springs, where West Branch of Gulpha

Creek cuts through North Mountain, is a limited area with an elevation

of about 620 feet. The greater part of the surface, however, stands above

the 700-foot contour, and the highest liills exceed 800 feet. The highest

elevation at which any of the sjirings emerge is about 040 feet.

Fij,'. 1. l^-li.-f .Map of tln' Hot Si.rin-s A n-a

Stratif/raphif of the Area About the Hot Spriiif/s.—Tlic surface rocks

about the hot springs are shown in the following section :'

^ With the exception of the Stanley shale and the Hot S|>rinKf< sandstone, these

names were first applied to the formations as they apiM.ir in .Montjjrnmery County,

.Vrkansas.
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Carboniferous

—

Stanley shale 3,500 feet.

Hot Springs sandstone 100 "

Age unknown

—

Arkansas novaculite 380 "

Missouri Mountain slate 50 "

Ordovician

—

Polk Creek shale 210 "

Bigfork chert 570 "

The Bigfork chert is in layers from two to twelve inches thick.

Throughout a good portion of the formation it consists almost entirely of

chert, but in parts the layers are separated by thin beds of shale, and in

other parts shale is the main (;onstituent. The chert is very brittle and

intensely fractured from the folding it has suffered.

The Polk Creek shale overlies the Bigfork chei't, and is a very black,

somewhat silicious shale, though soft enough from its graphitic nature to

soil the fingers in handling. The upper part contains a few thin silicious

beds, but the lower part is wholly shale.

The Missouri Mountain slate as it occurs in the vicinity of the hot

sjiriiigs is a red to brown or yellow shale, depending upon the stage of

weathering. Further west in the Ouachita area it is a true slate.

The Arkansas novaculite as it is exposed in the city of the hot springs

consists of three parts : A lower, massive one 275 feet thick, made up of

heavy beds of much fractured novaculite. It is from this part of the for-

mation that the Arkan.sas abrasives are secured. This is followed by

fifty-five feet of very black clay shale, weathering in places to light gray;

and this by fifty feet of what appears to be rotten, porous novaculite.

The section of the novaculite formation over the Ouachita area varies

greatly with the locality.

The Hot Springs sandstone^ is a gray, quartzitic sandstone in beds

from three to eight feet thick. The basal ten feet or more is conglomeratic.

It is from this formation that most of the hot springs issue, which fact,

however, is accidental and consequently not significant.

The Stanley shale is composed mainly of black to green clay shale,

though a large per cent of it consists (if rather soft, greenish sandstone.

This shale skirts Hot Springs and West Mountains. While a large part

•" Tliis name has not been used before in .\rkansas.
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of the city of Hot Springs stands on this formation, only the waters of

tliose springs that issue at the lowest levels move through it.

Structure and Rocks of the Hiyhhind Area.—The general structure of

the highland area is that of a broad syneline with its trough in the Ar-

kansas Valley. The rocks of the Boston Mountains and the area to their

north lie for the most ijart horizontal, but in the south half of the Boston

Mountains they dip perceptibly to the south, passing in the Arkansas Val-

ley under several thousand feet of younger rocks.

The general structure of the Ouachita area is that of an antielinorlum

dipping southward under the mesozoic and tertiary rocks, and northward

Iieneath the Ai-kaiisas Valley. The rocks for the most part are intensely

folded, to whicli. witii erosion, is due the narrow valleys and parallel

ridges of the area. The hot s]irings are located in the eastern part of

this area.

'i"he folds in the main have an east-west direction. l)Ut at Hot Springs

and for some distance to the west tiieir direction is Hurt iieast-southwest.

The individual folds are as a rule not continuous for great distances, but

are short and overlap each other laterally. Thrust faults, approximately

parallel to the strike .-ind of m;niy iiundred feet disiilacement. are com-

nvHi in the Ouachita .Mountains and the Arkansas Valley.

Structure of tlu Ana Aliout the Hot Siirinf/s.—Like the remainrler of

the Ouachita region, the area abiiul the hot spiMugs is intensely folded.

The folds are closely compressed ;ind are all (iverturned to the south. As

a result the dips are to the noi-th. Sime of these are as low as 15 de-

grees, and they seldom exceed r.(» degrees, 'i'liis iiie;iiis that at the points

of greatest overturning tlie rock layers lie liter.illy upside down, .iiid in

folding have descriiied an arc of H;." d<'grees.

Po.s-siltilifii s of (lroini(l-\V(it( r I'lninnic.— W'liile the altitude of the

lioston Moinitains is sutticient to give the ground-water enough head for

it t<i emerge at the height and distance of tiie hot s]irings. tlie intervening

structure makes siicii impossiiile. The closely comi>ressed folds, ovei'lap-

j»ing, and faulting of tlie Ouachita are;i are sui-li as to iirevent tlie unin-

terrupted movement of ground-water excejit for sjiort dist.inces. Likewise

the stratigrajihy. structure and topography to the south of the hot springs

eliminate that area ;is a possible souice of the water; and the same is

true of the highlands of central and eastern Kentucky. Teiniessee and

Alabam.i and the intervening area.
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The Collecting Area.—It follows from the above that the collecting

area must be in the near vicinity of the springs, and a study of the

topography, stratigraphy and structure thereabout locates it with reason-

able certainty. A glance at the section (Fig. 2) from Sugarloaf Mountain

southeastward through Hot Springs Mountain will indicate the collecting

area. The surface of the overturned, anticlinal valley between Sugar-

loaf and North Mountains is higher than the level of emergence of the

springs. The rock.^ outcropping over the area are the Bigfork chert and

the Polk Creek shale, the former occupying most of the area.

The considerable thickness of the Bigfork chert, its much fractured

nature and the thin layers of which it is composed, all combine to make

it a water-l>earing formation of unusual importance. The greater num-

ber of the line springs in the Ouachita area between Hot Springs and the

western border of the state come from this horizon. In many places this

formation occurs in anticlinal valleys with its highly indinal beds trun-

cated, affording the most favorable condition for tlie intake of water. A

glance at figure 2 will show that these conditions obtain in the area be-

tween North Mountain and Sugarloaf Mountain. In addition to the favor-

able structure for the reception of water there is the stratigraphic condi-

tion for its retention brought about by the overlying I'olk Creek shale. As

a consequence of the topography, structure and stratigrai)hy the water is

collected in the basin shown in the map (Fig. 1). <-on(lucted through the

Bigfork chert lieneatli the North Mountain syiiclinc. and iMses in the Hot

Springs anticline, at the western end ol wliic li it emerges in the hot springs.

Including several of very weak tlow. there are said to be seventy-two of

these spi'ings. and they are conlined to a narrow strip about a (|uarter of a

mile long.

The e.xact location of the s|>riiigs is attributable to tiie southwestern

lilunge of the Hot Springs anticline, and as has been stated by Mr. Walter

Harvey Weed' probably to fracturing and i)ossible slight faulting in the

process of folding, as shown in figure '.\.

While not relevant to the title of the pai>er. it might be added that

the considerable number of dikes in tli(> inunediate vicinity of the hot

springs, the largt> number (eigliiy are known) only a few miles to the

south on and neai' the Ouachita itiver. ,nid the ai'eas of igneous rock at

I'otasii Sulplnir Spring. .Magnet ( Ove and other i)laces. force the sugges-

• Loo. cit.
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tion upon one that the waters of the springs owe their temperature to

passing over hot I'oclvS or the vapor from such in some part of their under-

ground course." The fact that these are practically' the only hot springs

within the Ouachita area, though there are scores of cold springs issuing

from the same formations and under practically the same geologic rela-

tions, gives this suggestion great weight ; but inasmuch as some of the

springs are said to be unusually radio-active, there is the alternative sug-

gestion that atomic decompiisitii n in igneous rocks (which may have lost

their magmatic heat) is tlie source of the high temperature of the water.

Fayetteville, Ark.

^ Dr. J. C. Branner has already called attention to this as the probable source of the heat.

See Geol. Surv. of Aik., Report on Mineral Waters, pp. 9 and 10.

' Recently a spring, said to have a temperature of 98° to 100° F., has been discovered

issuing from the Arkansas novaculitc in the bed of the Caddo River, at Caddo Gap, Mont-

gomery County.
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Where Do the Lance Creek ("Ceratops") Beds Belong,

IN THE Cretaceous or in the Tertiary?

By Oliver P. Hay.
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HisTouu'Ai. Resume.

Ever since the beijiuiiing of our knowledge of the geology of the West-

ern plains and the Rocky Mountains there have existed contentions I'e-

garding the various deposits to which the names Laramie and Fort Union

have been applied. These contentions have concerned the grouping of the

various beds, the geological horizons to which the deposits of different

basins and of different levels should be referred, and the members to

which the names Laramie and Fort Union respectively should be re-

stricted. Up to about the year 1896 certain deposits in the Judith River

i)asin and others in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico were

all regarded as the prcxlucts of a single geological epoch and were all

called Laramie. Althovtgh as early as 1860, or even earlier, some geolo-

gists, especially Dr. F. V. Hayden and I'rofessor Leo Lescpiereux, basing

their opinion on the fossil plants, held that all or the greater part of the

deposits in (piestion Ijelonged to the Tertiary, the prevailing opinion up to

1896 was that the Laramie, taking the term in its widest sense, was the

uppermost portion of the Cretaceous. It may be said, however, that Pro-

fessor Cope in his great work "The Vertebrata of the Tertiary Forma-

tions of the West" referred the Laramie, as well as the overlying Puerco
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(including what is now known as the Torrejon). to the "Post-Cretaceous,"

a group holding a position between the Cretaceous and the Tertiary. He

had previously assigned the Puerco to the Eocene. However, in 1887

(Amer. Naturalist, xxi. pp. 446. 450) he transferred this "Post-Cretacic

System" to what he called the Mesozoic realm. In the year 1896 Messrs.

S. F. Emmons, Whitman Cross and G. H. Eldridge published their "Geol-

ogy of the Denver Basin," in which the previously so-called Laramie in

the region of Denver, Colorado, was shown to consist of three distinct for-

mations. The name Laramie was by them restricted to the lowest mem-

ber of these, the succeeding formations being called respectively the Arapa-

hoe and the Denver. The last two had, however, already been recognized,

named and published by Eldridge and Cross as early as 1888.

Although the autluirs of the Geology of the Denver Basin referred to

the Upper Cretaceous the three formations mentioned, AVhitman Cross

(op. cit.. J). 206, seq.) makes a strong argument in favor of including the

ArapaiidC and the Denver in the Tertiary. His plea was based especially

on tiie existence of a great stratigrapliical i)reak between the lower and

the middle of the three formations and on the evidence furnished by the

fossil plants. Certain dei)osits in .Middle Park. Colorado; others near

Canyon. Colorado; others in the Ilnerfano basin; certain ones along the

Animas lliver; still others in New Mexico, i»eneatli the Puerco; and the

so-called "Ceratops" beds of Wyoming were all provisionally correlated

with cue or other of the formations in the Denver basin.

It is interesting, therefore, to observe that about 1887 and 1888, while

Cope was endeavoring to raise the boundary between the Mesozoic and the

Cenozoic to a position above wliat is in)w known as the Torrejon, Cross

was trying to depress it to the iiarting between the Arapahoe and the for-

mation below it.

It was thought l)y Cros^ tliat tlie beds of tiie Juditli River valley might

be the equivalent of the Arapalioe i)e(ls; l)ut it has since been conclusively

shown by Stanton and Hatcher that, instead of being younger than the

deposits called by Cross the Lariimic. tlie .Tuditli beds are older than the

Fox Hills, older tlian the upper part of the Pierre.

Within the past two years the discussion of the subjects named above

has again broken into llanie and a nunilicr of i)apers liave appeared, all

presenting most instructive facts and suggestions, but very diverse con-
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elusions.' Whether the iinme Laramie shall be restricted to the lower of

the three divisions found in the Denver basin and its equivalents else-

where, as proix)sed by Cross and Eldridge, Knowlton and Peale ; or to

one or both of the upper divisions, as advocated by Veatch ; or retained

to designate all the formations between the Fox Hills and the Fort Union

;

or wholly abandoned, is yet to be settled ; and with this I have nothing to

do. It is the purpose of the present paper to show that those deposits that

lie above the Fox Hills and are known to contain remains of dinosaurs;

more specifically the Laramie, as understood by Cross and Eldridge ; the

Arapahoe and the Denver of Colorado ; the Lance Creek, or '•('eratops,"

beds of Converse County, Wyoming; the Hell Creek beds of Montana;

and the beds underlying the Puerco in New Mexico, ought not to be re-

ferred to the Tertiary, but to be retained in the Upper Cretaceous.

2. Necessity for Accurate Correlation of the Primary Divisions of

THE Geological Column in the Different Continents.

It appears to the writer that it is a matter of great importance that

the primary divisions of geological time, the ages and the periods, and the

corresponding systems of rocks of all parts of the world should as far as

possible coincide. By this is meant that geologists should not (to employ

an illustration) include in the Lower Cretaceous any deposits of one con-

tinent that were being formed synchronously with Jurassic deposits of

another continent. Nor ought they to include in the Tertiary of America

any formations that are the time equivalents of European Cretaceous for-

mations. It may be a matter of great difficulty to attain agi'eement in

some cases, but it ought to be resolutely striven after. And in this con-

nection the writer indorses full.v the quotation made by Mr. Cross (I'roc.

Wash. Acad. Sci., xi, p. 46) from Dr. C. A. White's address. It may be

added that modification of the primary divisions ought to be made by in-

ternational bodies of geologists and i)aleontologists.

The reasons why the in'imary divisions of geological history should be

fixed as accurately as possible, even though arltitrarily, seem to he sini])le

enough. Geology is the history of the development of the earth and its

1 Veatch, A. C, Anier. .Tour. Sci. (4), xxiv, 1907, pp. 18-22.

Cross, Whitman, Proc. Washington Acad. Sci., xi, 1909, pp. 27-4."

Knowlton, V. H., Washington Acad. Sci., xi, 1909, pp, 179-288.

Stanton. T. W., Washington Acad. Sci.. xi. 1909, pp. 239-25):^.

T'cale, A. C, .Vmei-. .lour. Sci. (4), xxviii, pp. 45 58.
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inliabitnnts. For sufficient reasons we divide tliis history into principal

and subordinate portions, each having its own characteristics. Each con-

tinent has had its own course of development, i)hysical and biological, this

course sometimes agi-eeing only in a general way with that of other conti-

nents, being perhaps ahead of them or behind them, possibly sometimes

only different. In order to compare and describe contemporary conditions

in different lands there must be a few fixed dates from which to reclvon

the march of time and progress. These dates are found in the limits be-

tween the primary divisions, as that between the Silurian and the De-

vonian (»r that between the Cretaceous and the Tei-tiary. In a similar

way we orient the history of even a savage people with reference to such

dates as the founding of Rome and the birth of ("hrist.

'A. The Pki.mauv Divisions of Geological Time Abe Not Usually Indi-

cated BY Great Unconformities.

inasmuch as those geologists and paleontologists who favor the refer-

ence of the Arai»ahoe and the Denver beds of Color.-Hlo. the Lance Creek

beds of Wyoming and the Hell Creek beds of Montana to the Eocene, give

as their principal reason theref<»r the existence. of a great unconformity

l>etween the Arapahoe and the formation imiuediatcly below it. while there

appears to be no similar unconformity below the Fort Union, it may be

worth while to examine the ade(iuacy of the reason. I believe that it is

fallacious.

It is j)ossible that, as Chamberlin and Salisbury suggest in their gen-

eral work on geology (Geology, iii. p. V.)'2). there is a natural basis for the

larger divisions of geological history: that this basis is to l)e foiuid in

the profounder changes in the earth's ci-ust ; jiud that this basis is of

world-wide application. This suggestion may lie .•icceplcd :is valuable

without its arousing the expectation that a great stratigraphical break

will be discovered everywlu're betwetn each gre:it rock system and its

]>redecessor and its successor. As a matter of fact, as geological history

is n(»w understood and now dividetl. such bre.aks .are n(»t connuonly foun<l.

I will (juote from (Jeikie's Text-book of (Jcology. ed. 4. l'.)U:!, p. lOSl :

Though no geologist now admits the abrui)t lines of division which

were at one time believed to mark oft" the limits of geological systems and

to bear witness to the great terrestial revolutions by which these systems

were supposed to have been terminated, nevertheless the inHuence of the

ideas which gave life to these banished beliefs is by no means extinct.
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On page 9S1 tbe author quoted, in speaking of tlie Old Red Sandstone,

says

:

* * * in innumerable sections wiiere tlie lowest strata of the sys-

tem are found graduating downward into the top of the Ludlow group;

and where its highest beds are seen to pass up into the base of the Car-

boniferous system.

On page 982 one reads as follows

:

The rocks termed Lower Devonian may partly represent some of the

later phases of Silurian life. On the other hand, the upper parts of the

Devonian system might in several respects be claimed as fairly belonging

to the Carboniferous system above.

As to the relation of the Lower Cai'boniferous to the Devonian, Geikie

(Text-book. p. 1014) says:

Both in Europe and America it may be seen passing down conform-

ably into the Devonian and the Old Red Sandstone. So insensible indeed

is the gradation in many consecutive sections where the two systems join

each other that no sharp line can be drawn between them. The strati-

graphical passage is likewise frequently associated with a corresponding

conmiingling of organic remains.

Chamberlin and Salisbury (Geology, ii, p. 499) tell us that the transi-

tion from the Devonian to the Mississippian seems to have been accom-

plished without notable deformative movement. Also (p. 518) it is stated

that the Devonian fauna passed by graduation into the Mississippian.

There exists in many places the same doubt regarding the boundary

line between the Carboniferous and the Permian. Geikie (Text-boolc, p.

1064) states tliat in the Midlands and the west of England no satisfactory

line can be drawn between the two systems; (p. 1065) that the fiora of

the older Permian rocks presents many points of resemblance to that of

the Carboniferous; (p. 1063) that in North America no good line of sub-

division exists between Permian and Carboniferous; so certain deposits

are called Permo-Carboniferous; (p. 1077) that in Russia the Permian

attains an enormous development, the horizontal strata nearly lying con-

formably on the Carboniferous.

Of the Permian of North America Chamberlin and Salisbury write

(Geology, ii, p. 620) :

The upper Barren Measures are commonly separated from the Penn-

sylvanian on the basis of the plant species rather than because of any
stratigraphic break at their base.
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The Artinskian of Russia is placed iu the Permian by Lapparent and

Geikie, but iu the Carboniferous by Tschernyschew, a distinguished Rus-

sian geologist.

Similar difficulties are encountered in various parts of the world by

geologists when they attempt to draw the line between the Paleozoic and

the Mesozoic systems. Chauiberlin and Salisbury (Geologj% ii, p. 031)

have this to say:

The Permian system of Europe seems to be more closely allied, strati-

graphically, with the Trias than with the Carboniferous, and while the

same is true of the western part of America, the opposite is true for the

eastern pai"t.

We have the statement of Geikie (Text-book, p. 1084) that in some

regions, as in England, no very satisfactory line of demarcation can al-

ways be drawn between Permian and Triassic rocks.

Nor are geologists free from embarrassments when they endeavor to

classify the Mesozoic and the Tertiary formations. The Rhsetic is ar-

ranged by Geikie iri tlie Triassic, by Lapparent in the Jurassic. Clark and

liibbins express doubt regarding the position of the two lower divisions of

the Potomac formation of tlie eastern United States. They refer them

provisionally to tlie .Jurassic; the other two divisions are unhesitatingly

placed in tlie Lower Cretaceous. According to Chamberlin and Salisbury,

the fossils of tlic Trinity division of the Coin.iiicheaii system have raised

the question of its reference to tlie .Jurassic. An indefinite number of

similar cases could be cited.

The illustriitions presented show tliat the great divisions of geological

record are not even commonly sei)arated liy jihysical breaks, great or

small. It would be quite as easy to show that important unconformities

occur witiiin tlie limits of systems of rocks. A few cases only need be

cited. The following is quoted from Geikie (Text-book, p. 1007) :

The Old Red Sandstone of Britain, according to the author's re-

searches, consists of two suMivisions, the lower of which passes down
conformably into the Upper Silurian deposits, the upper shading off in

the same manner into the base of the Carboniferous system, while they are

separated from each other by an unconformability. * * * [Jn Scot-

land] it consists of two well-marked groups of strata, separated from each

other by a strong unconformability and a complete break in the succes-

sion of organic remains.
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Geikie states further (jt. 114(!) tliat a considerable stratigrapliieal ami

paleoiitologieal break is to l)e remarked at tlie Hue l>etweeu tlie I'ortlandiaii

and the Purbeekian. ('haml)erlin and Salisimry ( (icolo.^y. ii. p. i".','.)) tell

us that the close of the Paleozoic was marked by much more considerable

geographic changes than the close of any period since the Algonkian.

The statement is qualitied l)y the remark that these changes may be said

to have been in progress during the Permian rather than to have occurred

at its close.

4. The Principal Divisions of Geological History Are Based on Fossil

Organisms.

It may therefore be c(mtideiitly attirmed that the primary divisions

of geological history, as this histcu'y is now understood, are not based on

unconformities and deformations, great or small, between the successive

formations, but they are based on the history of the plants and animals

whose remains have l)ecome entoml)ed in the rocks. I will here quote

from Lapparent (TVaite de (ieologie, cd. 5. p. 717) :

II resulte de ces diverses considerations que les seules ressources de la

stratigraphie, si pi-^cieuses et si indispeusables qu'elles puissent etre, sont

insuftisantes pour Tetablissement des grandes divisions de la geologie. II

faut done recourir a quel<iu"argument d'une portee plus generale. Cet

argument, nous allons le trouver dans la cf.nsideration des faunes et des

tlores fossiles.

It must not be supposed that the writer wishes to underestimate the

value to the geologist of changes in the materials that constitute suc-

cessive beds, of defonnations of surfaces, or of unconformities, erosioual

and angular. All these indicate the physical changes that the earth was

undergoing and mark the subordinate and more or less local divisions of

geological history. Naturally the geologist in the field searches for such

interruptions in the course of deposition and, following a bent very ba-

nian, he may come to attach somewhat undue imiwrtance to them. In

any case, however, final recourse must be had to the fossils enclosed in

the rocks. Fossils are. to use a figure, the sands that, from the hour-

glass of the universe, have in an uninterrui)ted stream dropped into the

successive strata to mark the passage of time. Local interruptions of

sedimentation enable us to note the changes undergone by the organisms

that then existed ; but whether there were breaks in deposition or not, the
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evolution of the organisms went steadily on. The smaller divisions of

time are marked by the less important changes that the animals and plants

suffered; while the primary divisions are signalized by the profounder

modifications of the living beings. These primary divisions are often in-

dicated by such phrases as the age of mollnsks, the age of fishes, and the

age of mammals. As there were no universal cataclysms that character-

ized the terminations of the ages and the eras, so there were no sudden

changes in the nature of the animals and the plants. The boundaries be-

tween the successive ages and the successive eras must therefore be more

or less arbitrarily drawn. If one era is characterized by numerous

l)Owerful reptiles and a few inconspicuous mammals, while the next era

presents mammals as the dominant animals, the reptiles as decadent, we

must draw the line to suit onr convenience and to express best the facts

;

but in the eiid it will be drawn more or less arbitrarily.

To appreciate the futility of seeking for great unconformities between

the rock systems one has only to consider the relations of the Upper

Cretaceous to the Tertiary in Europe. Lyell regarded the Thanet sands

and certain 0(iuivaleuts in France and Uelgium as the base of the Eocene.

Between this and the Upper Cretaceous there appeared to be one of the

profoundest breaks in geological history. Lyell says that the interval be-

tween the Upper Cretaceous and the Eocene must have been greater than

that between the Eocene and the present. More recent investigations

have shown that even in the north of Europe there are deposits of no great

thickness that partly fill tiie gap between the two systems; while it is al-

most filled in the south of that country.

The conclusion applicable to the question being considered which I

reach is that the magnitude of the break below the Arapahoe formation

in the Denver basin has little or nothing to do with the determinatiim of

the boundary line between the Mesozoic and the Cenozoic. The ixtsition

of this line is to be settled through the study of the organic remains found

below and above the unconformity and the comparison of these witii the

fossils fomid at corresponding levels in regions geologically better under-

stood. If the ensemble of the organisms found in the Arapahoe, the Den-

ver, the Lance Creek and the Hell Creek beds, is essentially of Upper Cre-

taceous nature, on comparison with accepted standards, those beds belong

to the Mesozoic. not to the Cenozoic, notwitiistiinding the great uncon-

formity.
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As has already been said and is well known, the base of the Eocene

was established just below the Thanetian of England and its continental

equivalents; and this line of separation of the Ceni)Z<>ic from the Mesozoic

has been recognized by practically all geologists since Lyell's time. Con-

sidering the great gap between the two systems, as known in Europe at

that time, the separation did not appear to be at all an arbitrary one. In

his "Text-book of Geology," edition of 1896, Geikie placed the Montian in

the Eocene, but in the edition of 1903 this formation is restored to the

Upper Cretaceous. Lapparent, too, draws the line above the Montian.

Nor does this manner of division appear to arouse objections on the part

of the paleontologists.

If, therefore, American geologists and paleontologists wish to have the

boundary line between the Mesozoic and the Cenozoic of their country

coincide with that of Europe, the type continent of the base of the Eocene,

it will be necessary, unless there are compelling reasons for the contrary,

to make the base of our Eocene the equivalent of the Thanetian of Europe.

I believe that geologists and paleontologists generally will give assent to

this pi'oposition.

It is well understood that in the determination of the level of any

geological formation not all kinds of fossils are of equal value; some are

indeed of little value. It is agreed that the marine animals record most

accurately the progress of geological time, because of their abundance,

their wide distril)ntion. the slow and steady changes which they undergo

during geological periods, and the facility with which they become en-

tombed in accumulating sediments. Furthermore, of marine species the

pelagic forms are of greater value, because their remains are dropped in-

discriminately into deposits of all kinds, thus enabling geologists to cor-

relate formations widely separated and composed of very different ma-

terials. Terrestrial animals are of less value. They are subject to rapid

and extreme changes in their environment through changes in climate and

through sudden migrations. They suffer accordingly rapid modifications

in their structure or sudden extinction. They are also less likely to be

preserved in the rocks. Every shell in an oyster bed may be preserved,

while from a million horses but a single tooth may escape destruction.

In an interesting address at the meeting of the British Association at

Montreal, in 1884, Blanford gave it as his opinion that determinations of
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f?eol()gic*al age Imsefl on terrestrial and freshwater faunas and fldras only

are extremely likely to be inforrect.

Unfortunately for us. the deposits in \vhi<li we are now esitecially in-

terested contain few or no marine organisms, but abundant freshwater

and terrestrial animals and luimerous plants. We must therefore reach

our conclusions by somewhat indirect methods and must be on our guard

against errors. Still more unfortunately for us, the paleozoologists and

the paleobotanists have not attained the same results from their studies.

5. The Value of Pl.\xts as Indices of GEOLOfiicAi. Dates.

I trust that the paleobotanists will not charge me with trying to dis-

parage their science when I proceed to show that, in the present case at

least, their results are less to be deiiendcd on than th ise obtained by the

paleozoologists. Without doubt, the iiJaiiTs have as interesting, as trust-

worthy, and as valuable a story to tell, when rightly decipliered. as do the

animals. It seems, however, that in sumc cases, other than tlie one before

us, the significance of fossil plants has n:)t been rightly omprehended. In

Blanford's address, cited above, he mentions two impitrtant cases in wliidi

the determination of the age of certain formations h.-ive conti-adicted those

made from the marine animals. One case is found in the (Jondwana

system of India, whei-e. as Pdanford sa.vs. "we have a Ithjctic flora over-

lying a Jurassic flora and a Trlassic fauna above both." Again he states

that "in Australia we find a Jurassic flora associated with a Carboniferous

marine fauna and overlain by a Permian freshwater fauna."

The following is quoted from Lapparent (Traitr-, p. TIS) :

A plus d'une reprise. I'Stude des tiores terrestres a paru dtmner des

indications contradictoires avec celles des faunt^s marines; et en derniere

analyse la (|uestion a tou.jours etc trancliTe (>n faveur do ces dernieres.

Geikie makes the following oliscrvation :

Certainl.v a mnnber of instances are known where an older tyi)e <»f

marine fauna is associated with a younger type of flora.

One reason why plants, at least those of the northern hemisphere,

which have existed since the beginning of the Upper Cretaceous, seem to

be of onl.v secondary value in correlating formations is found in their

apparently extreme consorvatism. While the sjiet-ies have changed, the

genera have changed little. As an illusti'ation of this, one may take th«'

list of i)lants published by Doctor Knowlton (Wash. Acad. Sci., xi, ](M)t).
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but which includes the Lance Creek and Hell Creek beds and their sup-

posed equivalents. One might almost imagine it to be a list of plants

found in a recently investigated corner of the world on the latitude of

Louisiana. On page 225 it is stated that a number of species are yet liv-

ing, while others are so obviously close to living species as to be separated

with difficulty. Such inert organisms, subject also to all the vicissitudes

of life on the land, can hardly be regarded as good indicators of the pas-

sage of time. Since that epoch the genera, families, and even orders of

warm-blooded vertebrates have almost completely changed.

The opinion held by some distinguished geologists and paleontologists

that the so-called Laramie beds, or all of these except the lowest, belong

to the Tertiary appears to have rested until recently, at least, mostly on

the statements of Professor Leo Lesquereux, the paleontologist of the

Hayden Survey. He and Dr. Hayden at first regarded these deposits as

belonging to the Miocene, i)ut later as belonging to the lowermost Eocene.

Passing over Lesquereux's earlier writings I refer to one of his latest

utterances on the subject, found in the eighth volume of the monographs

of the Geological Survey of the Territories, part three, published in 1883.

On page 109 Lesquereux makes this statement

:

The tlora of the I^aramie group lias a relation, remarkably defined,

with that of Sezanne.

Now, the flora of Sezanne, a town in France, comes from beds that

belong to the Thanetian, at the very base of the Lower Eocene. I^es-

quereux's statement is followed by a table of the species which he sup-

posed had been found in the Laramie at various localities. The beds at

some of these localities are now known to be somewhat older than any

Laramie, those at one or two localities a little younger than Laramie. In

the table is a column in which are checked off the species of Laramie

plants that Lesquereux believed to be identical with or closely related to

species found at Sezanne; in another column the species that he supposed

were found also in the Oligocene of EurojDe; in a third column those that

he believed to occur also in European Miocene deposits. Naturally, one

would expect, in view of Lesquereux's statement quoted above, that the

identical and closely related species of the Sezanne column would out-

number those of the Miocene column. On the contrary, only three species

were regarded by him as identical with S§zaune species, while twenty-
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seven species are recorded as ideutical with European Miocene species.

If we count in each case the plants that were supposed to be closely re-

lated to the European species, but not identical, we find twenty-five in the

Sezanne column and thirty three in the Miocene column. Addinfj the

identical and the related species in each case it is seen that there are in

the Suzanne column twenty-eight species, sixty in the Miocene column.

Therefore, it becomes difficult to understand how Professor Lesquereux

derived his conclusion from his premises. What his table really proved

was that the Laramie deposits belonsr to the Miocene. Had Cope and

other paleontologists examined the table itself, instead of accepting the

author's statement regarding it. they would either have distrusted the evi-

dence from the plants more than they did or would have concluded that

the dinosaurs ranged up into the Miocene.

It is not to be supi>osed that all paleobotanists accepted Les<iuereux's

views. These views were strongly dppnsed, especially by Newberry, as

cjirly as 1.S74 and as late as 1889. The following is (pioted from New-

berry (Trans. N. Y.. Acad. Sci., ix. 1889. p. 28) :

If Prof. Cope had not accepted Mr. Lesquereux's conclusion in regard

to the age of the deposit [at Black Buttes], and had recognized the fact

that there are no Tertiary plants in the true Laramie, he would have seen

that there is no discrepancy between the testimcmy of the plant and animal

remains.

It is to be taken into consideration here that Newberry believed that

the Laramie was directly overlain by the Fort Union. The latter beds

have usually been regarded as Itelonging to the Eocene. However, the fol-

lowing may be <iU(ttod from Lester F. Ward, who had studied especially

collections of jdants from the Fort Union deposits (Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer..

i, 1890, p. 531) :

In fact, the material from the Fort Union formation which is still in

my hands iiK-lines me to believe tliat there would really be. as I then stated,

no inccmsistency in assigning to the Fort Union an age as ancient as tlie

dosing period of the Cretaceous system.

(!. The Compu<:teness of Record of Animal Life as Compared With

That of Plant Life.

There is. in the present state of knowledge, a great contrast between

the incompleteness of the plant record above the Fox Hills formation and

the fullness of the animal record. Plants are abundant throughout the
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series that has heeu called Ivaramie and in the Fort ITniini. Again, they

are found In the Green River beds, in the White River beds, and in the

deposits at Florissant. Colorado. Otherwise, the record is mostly missing.

On the other hand, the history of the vertebrates is quite full. Between

the Fox Hills and the present time there are known i)rol)ably nearly twenty

distinct faunas and it has been found possible to correlate these in most

eases closely with European faunas. With such a series at connnand, the

extremes of which differ enormously, while the mean terms sometimes

grade into their successors, at other times differ greatly from the next

comers, the paleontologist need not go far astray in determining the proper

level of each fossil-bearing deposit. It may be remarked that when the

paleobotanist refers the (ireen River beds to the Oligocene, while the ver-

tebrate paleontologists put them at the bottom of the middle Eocene, a

serious dislocation of views is indicated.

7. The Beginning of the Eocene in Eukope and Amekic.v.

When one comes to correlate formations in America with th(jse of

distant countries great difficulties are likely to be experienced. Interrup-

tions in stratification are not likely to occur at the same time in America

and Europe and Asia. On account of differences in the character of the

deposited materials, the climate, the interposition of l)arriers, and other

features of environment, the contained organisms must differ to a greater

or less extent. In the case of the beds ab-mt which exists our dispute,

they are neither of marine origin nor in c(jntact with strata of purely

marine origin. Hence they cannot be compared directly with either the

typical uppermost Cretaceous deposits of Europe, the Danian, nor with

the Thanetian. the lowermost Eurf)pean Eocene. The Lance Creek beds,

the Hell Creek beds, and others related to them have been produced

mostly through the action of fresh waters and they contain remains of land

plants, freshwater mollusks and fishes, reptiles inhabiting the water and

the land, and a few terrestrial mammals. In such a situation we must

have recourse to indirect means of correlation.

In the vicinity of Rheims. France, in deposits belonging to the Thane-

tian, there has been found a considerable number of genera and species

of extinct mammals, together with some birds, reptiles, and fishes. The

mammals have been studied and described by Lemoine. On the strength

of this fauna these Cernaysian beds were correlated with the Puerco at a

[19—23003]
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time wlien this term was applied to l^eds wnx separated and l^nown as

Puerco and Torrejon. There is thus furnished a means of lieginniug a

correlation of our land and freshwater Tertiary deposits with those of

Europe ; but we need ever to keep in mind the possibilities of error.

I believe that any one who maj' carefully compare the Cernaysian

fauna with the fauuas of our Puerco and Torrejon must conclude that the

Cernaysian corresponds more closely with that of our Torrejon than with

that of the older Puerco. I find that Osborn had reached this conclusion

in 1900 (Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., xiii, pp. 9, 10) ; and in his latest matter

on the subject lie correlates the Torrejon with the Thanetian, or Cernay-

sian (Bull. 301, U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 34). Indeed, it seems not improbable

that the Cernaysian is a little more recent even than our Torrejon.

It has been demonstrated that at least a part of the Fort Union for-

mation is the equivalent of the Torrejon. Hence, wherever the latter is

put the Fort Union or some pai't of it must go. The base of the Tertiary

being drawn in Europe at the bottom of the Thanetian, there appears to

be no good reason why in our counti'y it should not be drawn above the

I'uerco, possibly al)ove the Torrejon and the Fort Union. Certainly, when

geologists and vertelu'ate paleontologists have consented to include the

Puei'co and the Torrejon in the Eocene they have lowered the base of the

latter fofniiition to its extreme level. To include now in the Eocene the

"Ceratops" beds, the Hell Creek beds, the Arapahoe and the Denver,

would be to add to it some hundreds of feet of deposits which, in the

opinion of vertebrate paleontologists, contains a considerably older fauna

than that occurring in the Cernaysian beds, and which with equal confi-

dence the invertebrate paleontologists refer to the Cretaceous.

S. Ri:i_\Tio.\siiir ok Fai.na of Lance Crki;k Epoch to Those of Puerco

AND Tobre.)on.

Inasmuch as those geologists and iiakMbotunists who favor the trans-

ference of a large part of the Laramie (as formerly understood) to the

Tertiary insist that the fauna of the Lance Creek and the Hell Creek beds

is more closely related to that of the Puerco and that of the Torrejon than

to any Cretaceous fauna, this question must be considered. With regard

to the relationships of the mammals of the Lance Creek beds to those of

the Puerco and Torrejon extremely diverse views have been expressed.

Marsh (Amer. Jour. Sci., xliii, 1892, pp. 2.">0. 2.'51) says that the mammals

of the Lance Creek deposits
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are not transitional between the Mesozoic and Tertiary forms, but their

affinities are with the former beyond a doubt ; thus indicating a great

fauna] brealj. * * * a^^j ^i^q great breali is between this horizon

[the Peurco] and the Ceratops beds of the Laramie. * * * It is safe

to say that the faunal break as now l^nown between the Laramie and the

lower Wasatch [Puerco] is far more profound than would be the case if

the entire Jurassic and the Cretaceous below the Laramie were wanting.

Cope (Amer. Naturalist, xxvi, 1892. p. 762), quoting from Marsh the

words "the more the two [Laramie and Puerco] are compared the stronger

the contrast between", adds

:

It is true that no Ungulata have yet been found in the Laramie, while

they abound in the Puerco, but we cannot be sure that they will not yet be

found ; the probabilities are that they existed during the Laramie and
that it is due to accident that they have not been obtained. But the Multi-

tuberculata of the two faunae are much alike.

Osborn (Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., v., 1893, p. 311) writes:

This Laramie fauna is widely separated from the Upper Jurassic, and
is more nearly parallel with the basal Eocene forms of the Puerco and the

Cernaysian of France. * * * These conclusions are directly the re-

verse of those expressed by Marsh in his three papers upon this fauna.

Cross (Geology of the Denver Basin, p. 220) concludes that this differ-

ence of opinion depriA'es the mammalian remains of much of their value

in the present discussion.

To the present writer Marsh's opinion seems to be erroneous. Geo-

logically, of course, the Jurassic mammals are much farther removed

from those of the Lance Creek beds than the latter are from those of the

Puerco, Torrejon, and Fort Union. The same remark may justly be made

regarding the stage of development attained by the Jurassic mammals.

Systematically considered, the case is different; and the solution of the

problem depends on the systematic relationships of the Jurassic mammals
to those of the Lance Creek beds and of the latter to the mammals of the

Puerco and Torrejon. If it shall result that all, or nearly all, of the Lance

Creek mammals belonged to the Marsupialia and the Monotremata, then

Marsh's opinion will be in great measure justified. If, on the other hand,

it shall be shown hereafter that a large number of the Lance Creek mam-

mals were placentals and the near-by ancestors of the Puerco and Torre-

jon faunas the break between the former and the latter will not be a pro-

found one ; nevertheless more important than formerly supposed by Os-

born.
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It must be understood that our knowledge of the mammals of the

Lance Creek and related formations is of a very unsatisfactory kind.

With few exceptions, all that is known of these animals has been derived

from their teeth, not found in place in the jaws, but scattered singly

through the rocks. Better known are the Jurassic mammals, for of these

many jaws have been secured. Recently considerable light has been

thrown on the marsupials of the Lance Creek and Fort Union formations

through the discovei*y of the skull and some parts of the skeleton of

Ptilodus (Gldley. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xxxvi, p. 611). The other genera

await elucidation. Osborn's statement of the situation may be accepted

(Evolution of the mammalian molars, 1907, p. 95) :

It is possible that, besides Marsupials, we find here Insectivores,

primitive Carnivores, and the ancestors of ancient Ungulates ; but it is ob-

vious that the determination of relationships from such isolated materials

is a very difficult and hazardous matter.

Notwithstanding this appreciation of the situation. Professor Osborn

has ventured (op. cit., pp. 12. 22, 115) to refer his Trituberculata, Marsh's

Pantotheria. to the infraclass Placentalia. No adverse criticism can be

made <ni this jirdcedure. in case its tentative character is understood.

Now. wliile tiiis uncertainty reigns regarding the systematic relation-

shijis of the mammals of the Lance Creek and rel.-ited deposits, the case is

different as soon as attention is given t<> the luaimimls <>{' i]i(> I'nerco, Tor-

rejon, and Fort Union. Some of them ln'tray by their tooth succession

and other characters that they are true iilaccntals. Many of them may be

referred with contldence t<> orders and families that continued long after-

wards, some of them i»robal)ly to the jiresent day.

That a considerable gap existed between the iiiaiiiiiials of the Lance

Creek formation and those of the I'uerco and Torrejon is evident from the

state of development of the teeth. Osborn, speaking of the teeth of the

Upper Cretaceous mammals [Lance Creek] says (Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat.

Hist., v., 1S93, p. 321) that in lume of the molars hitherto described and

in none of his collection of about 4(X) teeth and some jaws was there any

trace of the hypocoue, or posterior internal tubercle. Nor was any hypo-

cone recognized in the genera described by him in 1898 (Bull. Amer. Mus.,

Nat. Hist., X. p. 171). Undoubtedly, however, the hypocone is sometimes

present in a rather rudimentary condition, as I have observed in teeth

shown me by Mr. Gidley. of the U. S. National Mu.seum. Nevertheless.
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the teeth of ;ill the mammals of the Lauce Creek stage, except those of

the Allotheria. are triangular, showing that the possessors were either in-

sectivorous or flesh-eating In their habits.

On the other hand, there are several genera of Puerco mammals that

possess a well developed hypocone and internal clngulum. In some cases,

where the hyi^ocone had no great development, the hinder internal part of

the tooth had swollen so as to reduce much the gap between the successive

teeth and produce a broad triturating surface. In PoJi/mastodon, which

must have been a vegetarian, an extensive triturating surface was secured

in another way. It presents a great advance over the teeth of any of the

Lance Creek Allotheria. If it is considered how slowly changes in tooth

structure had advanced during the Mesozoic era we must conclude either

that a considerable interval had elapsed between the Lance Creek epoch

and that of the Puerco or that the animals of the latter were not de-

scendants of the former.

There are important differences between the mammals of the Lance

Creek beds and those of the Puerco as regards the size attained. Most of

the former are of insignificant jiroportions, resemljling in this respect those

of the Jurassic ; while many of those of the Puerco are large. Further-

more, there was in the manunals of the Puerco a far greater variety of

form, structure, and systematic relationships than among those of the

Lance Creek mammals. Of the latter, there have been described about

twenty-five genera and about forty-five species, most of them by Marsh.

Osborn has regarded himself as justified in reducing these to about ten

genera, these representing a very few families. From the Puerco Matthew

(Bull. 361, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1909, p. 91) recognizes twenty-nine species,

belonging to eighteen genera and nine families. To what extent this in-

creased diversification of the mammalian life of the Puerco is due to im-

migration we can not now tell ; but it does not seem to be necessary to

assume that it was due to invasion of mammals from some other region.

For, in view of the interval between the two formations that is indicated

by the plants and reptiles, it is possible that the Puerco mammals are the

direct descendants of those of the Lance Creek epoch.

In case there was no serious interruption in deposition between the

Lance Creek beds and the Puerco and Fort Union, one might expect to

find close relationships between the reptiles of the two levels. Crocodiles

are not abundant in either and, so far as known, no species passes from
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the one formation to the other. Cliampsosaurus, belonging to another

order, is found in the beds of the Lance Creek region and at Hell Creek

and also in the Puerco ; but probably no species is common to the lower

and the upper levels. This genus, like Ptilodiis, senes to show that,

though there may have been a considerable interval between the Lance

Creek and the Puerco, it was not an enormous one. The dinosaurs, which

were such a conspicuous feature of the Lance Creek epoch, appear to have

disappeared completely before the time of the Puerco and Fort Union.

Of turtles, some families passed from the one formation to the other, but

probably no species. A pleurodire, representing a large group of turtles

found now mostly south of the equator, was present in the "Laramie" of

New Mexico; but no member of the group is known to have existed in

North America after that time. Certain other genera of turtles (Adocus,

Eubaena, Thescclus, Basilemys, Helopanoplia) are not known to have

passed from the Lance Creek level into that of the Puerco and Fort Union

;

and other genera (Alamosemys, Hoplochelys, Conchochclys, Amyda?) ap-

pear to have had their beginning in the Puerco. It may further be said

that, while turtles were very abundant in the Lance Creek epoch, they

appear to have been very rare in the Fort Union, though of mure fre<iuent

occurrence in the Puerco.

As regards the mollusks I lind this statement made by Doctor Stanton

(Wash. Acad. Sci., xi, p. 2()4), where he is si)eaking of a Fort Union local-

ity in Montana

:

The Unios are all of simple type and do not include any of the pecu-

liarly sculptured forms like those of Hell Creek, Converse County, and

Black Buttes.

The plants, conservative as they are, testify even more strongly than

do the animals to a considerable interval between the Lance Creek epoch

and the Fort Union. According to Doctor Kno\ylton (Wash. Acad. Sci.,

xi, p. 221), out of 84 identified species found in the Lance Creek epoch

("Lower Fort Union") OS occur in the Fort Union. Hence K! species.

nearly 20 per cent, .iitpear to have failed to roach the higher beds. It is

to be noted here that about .'iOO plants are known from the Fort Union

and only about liOO from the Lance Creek beds. For a group of organisms

that even then contained a considerable numlier of species yet existing,

or very close to forms yet existing, the loss of a fifth of their forces, at

a time when there ai»pears to have been little change of climate, indicates

the lapse of an important interval.
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The base of the Eocene is usually regarded as contaiuing a small per

cent of the marine mollusks yet living; the beginning of the Miocene,

about 17 per cent of yet existing species; and the beginning of the Pliocene

about 3G per cent. If now plants have changed in species during the lapse

of geological time with about the rapidity that marine mollusks have

changed, the Fort Union beds ought to be arranged in the Lower Miocene.

This would harmonize quite well \\ ith the idea that the Green River beds

belong to the Oligocene.

9. Relationship of Lance Creek Fauna to That of the Judith River

Epoch.

Having demonstrated, as I think I have, that there was, between the

time of the deposition of the Lance Creek beds and those known as Puerco

and Fort Union, a nearly complete change in the fauna and a considerable

change in the flora, I will endeavor to show that the fauna of the former

beds is closely related to that of the Judith River, a formation now^ recog-

nized as being well down in the LTpper Cretaceous and separated from the

lowermost Laramie by about 1.000 feet of marine Cretaceous strata

(Stanton, Wash. Acad. Sci., xi, p. 256). This close relationship of the two

faunas has been recognized, it may be truthfully said, by all paleontolo-

gists who have given attention to the subject. For a long time it misled

geologists and paleontologists into the conclusion that all the deposits in

question belonged to a single epoch. Mr. J. B. Hatcher, who had collected

extensively both in the Judith River region and in the Lance Creek beds,

and who had studied closely the vertebrates of both regions, writes (Bull.

U. S. Geol. Surv., 257, p. 101) :

When considered in its entirety, the vertebrate fauna of these beds

[Judith River] is remarkably similar to. though distinctly more primitive

than, that of the Laramie [Lance Creek beds]. Almost or quite all of the

types of vertebrates are present, though, as a rule, they are represented

by smaller and more primitive forms.

Doctor T. W. Stanton, paleontologist of the U. S. Geological Survey,

wlio examined in company with Professor Hatcher the Judith River basin,

and who has given especial attention to the invertebrate fauna, records in

the same bulletin (p. 121) his opinion:

When full collections are compared it will usually be easy to distin-

guish between Judith River and Laramie from the brackish-water fossils

alone, but if the collections are meager and fragmentary it may not be
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practicable to do so. * * * Takeu as a whole, the fresh-water faunas

of the Judith River and the Laramie are somewhat more distinct than the

brackish-water faunas of the same formations, and with fairly complete

collections it should not be very difficult to distinguish them in the labora-

tory.

When we come to compare the vertebrates of the Judith River beds

with those of the Lance Creek deposits it becomes necessary practically

to ignore the manunals, inasmuch as only two species of these have up to

this time been discovered in the Judith River. These are Ptilodus pri-

mwvii-^ and Borodon matutinus, both descril)ed by Lambe from the Belly

River beds of British America. The former of these fossils is related to

S[)ecies of the same genus foiuid in the Lance Creelv beds and in the Tor-

rejon, the latter genus is of undetermined relationship.

Fishes.—Beginning with the fishes, there have been described from

the Judith River beds eight species. In the Lance Creek beds, C(mverse

Cfiunty. Wyoming. Professor AVilliston (Science, xvi, 1902, j). 052) found

materials which he refers to two of these species (Mifhdaphus Jnpartitus,

Lcpisostciis occidoitaUs). One of these fishes. Mj/lcdaplius hipartitus,

seems to i)e a i-a.v. The rays are jilniost wIkpIIv inhaliitants of salt water;

hence the jyersistence of this Judith River freshwater form is somewhat

remarkaitle. A supposed sturgeon, Acipciiscr nWrrtfii.^is. found by Lambe

in the Belly River l)eds, occurs, according; to Williston. in the Lance Creek

beds. From the I'.elly River beds Mr. Lambe descrilwd a remarkable

si)ecies of fish which he called />//>//;/of///.s. Hatcher states that similar

jaws are cimuiion both in the Judith River beds of Montana and in the

deposits of Converse County, Wyoming. From the Hell Creek beds of

Wyoming Mr. Barnum Brown has rei>orted the discovery of another spe-

cies of the same genus.

Tailed Amphihians.—Of the taileil ami»hibians, at all times rare fos-

sils, Cope described from the Judith River region four si)ecies. all meml)ers

of the genus ^cupherpeton. Lambe believes that he has found one of these

in the Belly River beds, a fact that shows the somewhat extended distri-

bution of the genus at that epoch. Williston found one of the species in

the Lance Creek beds and Brown reported a species from the Hell Creek

deposits. While it is true that these fishes and amphibians are mostly

represented by fragmentary remains, these remains are usually character-

i.stic and capable of accurate com|»arison. That Miiledaphus should reaji-

pear after an interval allowing the deposition of LOGO feet of marine
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strata and probably some liiiiidreds of feet of fresbwater strata, is re-

markable euongb ; but tbat it sbould reappear in company witb its old

companions, tlie rare Uiitlnjod us and tScfiplicrpetoii, not to mention tbe more

bigbly developed fauna yet to be discussed, is very striking. Had tbere

occurred at both levels only some pebbles of three peculiar forms or com-

positions, instead of the three genera, the conclusion would have been in-

evitable that there was some particular connection between the two for-

mations.

Cliamjjsosuiiriis. Crocodiles.—Coming next to the reptiles, it may first

be noted that species of Ghampsosauius occur in the Judith River beds,

in the Lance Creek beds, in those of the Hell Creek region, and in the

Puerco. It is probable that the si>ecies vary from one formation to the

other. The same statement can probably be made regarding the croco-

diles. These genera, common to all three of the formations under discus-

sion, may be left out of consideration; although it must not be overlooked

that none the less they aid in binding together the foi'mations in which

they are found. As to the crocodiles, it may be mentioned that Williston

recognized, in teeth and scutes found in the Lauce Creek beds. Leidy's

Crocodylus humilis, originally described from the Judith River region.

From the Judith River beds of Alberta liumbe described LeUlyosxichus

canadensis. Mr. C. W. Gilmore will soon describe a second species of the

genus, collected last summer in the Lance Creek beds of Converse County,

Wyoming.

Turtles.—As regards the turtles, certain genera have already been

mentioned as appearing not to pass the line between the Lance Creelv for-

mation and the Puerco and Fort Union. My study of the fossil turtles in-

dicates that the species of these animals rarely pass from one epoch to

another. If they have ever done so they passed from the .Judith River

into the Lance Creek epoch. There are five or six species of .Tndith River

turtles which are represented in the Lance Creek and Hell Creek beds by

turtles of identical or very closely related species. Most of these are

marked by such peculiar sculpture that they are easily recognized and

some of them likewise are represented by excellent materials. I shall take

the pains to give some details.

('o)upscniys? obscura Leidy was originally described from beds

probably belonging to the Lance Creek epoch and found at Long Lake,

N. Dakota. Not much of it is known, but the sculpture is distinctive.
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It was iucluded by Cope in bis list of Juditb River vertebrates. Barnuni

Brovv^n found what appears to be the same species in tbe Hell Creek beds.

Compsemys vicia Leidy was described from tbe beds of Long Lake.

Its sculpture is characteristic, resembling small, closely placed, pustules,

that cover all parts of the shell, and appearing in no other turtles. It is

fragmentary, but very common in tbe I^ance Creek beds. Barnum Brown

has collected it in the Hell Creek deposits. Cope included it in his list

of Judith River vertebrates. He also found it in Colorado, in deposits

that belong to either tbe Arapahoe or the Denver. I am able to say that

the same genus is represented by an undescribed species in the Fort Union.

A.'il>klcr('tc.s fovcatus (Leidy) was described from tbe Judith River

basin. Leidy bad other specimens from Long Lake, N. Dakota. There

are many fragments of tbe species in a collection made in tbe Judith Basin

for Cope by Charles Sternberg. A ne;irly complete carapace was found in

the Belly River beds l)y Lambe. Fragments indistinguishable from the

tyiJe were secured by P.arnum Brown in the Hell Creek region. The cara-

pace is ornamented by a characteristic pitting.

Axpidcictcs bcccJicri Hay lias for ifs type a specimen in Yale Uni-

versity which lacks little more tlian the head and a i)art of the neck. Mr.

Hatcher collected in tbe Juditb River beds two <iuite complete cara])aces

wliich I have examined, withfiui being alile to distinguish tbeni from tbe

type of A. becchcri.

Adocus IhirohitK.s Cope is a turtle thai is not well known, but

fragments of wbat apiiear to be the same sjiecies arc imt nnconnnon. Tbe

sculpturing is peculiar. The type was found in CJolorado, in iirol)ably tbe

Arapahoe formation. Cope included it among tbe vertebrates of tbe Juditb

basin, and Lambe n'ported it from Belly River de]K)sits in Alberta. Bar-

num Brown found in the Hell Creek beds wbat seems to be the same

species.

The genus HiisiUunjs is represented by turtles of large size and an ex-

traordinary form of sculpture. The tyjio li. rarioUi.sd (Coi)e) has as its

type a large part of the plastron and considerable parts of the carapace.

This type was found in the Judith River basin. Members of the Canadian

Geological Survey found good specimens of the species in the Belly River

beds in British America. A second s])ecies of tbe genus has been dis-

covered in beds of the Lance Creek epoch, in Custer County, Montana.

Tile type is .-i comj.lete shell. Had only fragments been found tli.-it did not
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include distinctive parts, tliis specimen would have been regarded as be-

longing to B. variolosa. A species not certainly identified occurs in the

Hell Creek beds. During the past season an undescribed, closely related

species was discovered in the Lance Creek deposits in Converse County.

Wyoming, by a member of the U. S. Geological Survey. Nothing re-

sembling these turtles has ever beeu found in beds above those equivalent

to the Lance Creek deposits. Indeed, all those turtles of the Upper Cre-

taceous which had the carapace and plastron sculptured in various ways,

appear to have become extinct before the beginning of the Tertiary. Not

long after the opening of the Tertiary, in the Wasatch, there came in the

Emydldfe and the Testudinidae, and these developed other styles of orna-

mentation of the shell.

Figures of all the species of turtles named above are to be found in the

present writer's "Fossil Turtles of North America."

Dinosmos.—Both in the Judith River beds and in those of the Lance

Creek epoch the most abundant and the most conspicuous reptiles are the

dinosaurs. Five families of these, belonging to four superfamilies and to

two suborders, are represented in the Judith River epoch, and each of these

families reappears in the Lance Creek epoch. Furthermore, many of the

genera are common to the two formations and it is believed that the same

is true of a considerable number of species. From the Judith River beds

Cope described eight species of carnivorous dinosaurs that seem to come

under the genus Druptosaurus. Mr. Hatcher (Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,

257, p. 86) mentions the occurrence of two of these, called by him Dcinodon

dxplanattis and D. hazcnianus, in the Lance Creek beds. Another car-

nivorous dinosaur, Dcinodon ho7-ridtis, was originally described from the

Judith River beds. Hatcher (loc. cit., p. 83, AuMi/sodon mirandus) be-

lieved that it was found likewise in the Lance Creek beds. Another,

Zapsalis ahradens, is thought (p. 84) to occur in both formations. The

great carnivoi'ous dinosaur described by Osborn, Tijrainiosannis rex. may

be a descendant of Marsh's Ornithomimus graudis, of the Eagle formation,

older still than the Judith beds.

In the herbivorous order Orthopoda are placed the remarkable rep-

tiles called the Stegosauria. Two species, Troodoii fonnosiis and Palceo-

scincus costat us. are mentioned by Hatcher (loc. cit., pp. S3, 88) as being

represented in the Lance Creek deposits by numerous teeth of size and

pattern similar to the types, which were described from the Judith River
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formation. In addition to these, Barnnm Brown lias described from the

Hell Creelv beds a large stegosaur, Ankylosaunts mugiiireiitrii^. the type

of a new family. We can not doubt that some day a closelj^ related form

will be discovered in the Judith River beds ; and indeed, its immediate

ancestor may be Lambe's Stcrcoccphalus ttiius. from the Belly River de-

posits.

The large herbivorous dinosaurs, the HadrosauridiTe. which were ac-

customed to walk about on their hinder limbs only, are, accoi'ding to

Cope's identifications, represented in the Judith River formation by about

nine species. The Lance Creek and the Hell Creek beds furnish three or

four species of the family, most of which are referred to the genus Hadro-

.satirns, or Trachodon. Whether or not there are species common to the

two formations cannot now be deliuitely determined; but certainly their

relationships are very close.

Of all the dinosaurs that are found in the formations in which our

interest is now centered the Cerato]isia have received the most careful

study. What the present state of knowledge is with regard to these re-

markable reptiles, may be learned from Hatcher's monograph of the

group, completed .-ind edited liy 1 >r. Lull ( .Mon. i;>. V . S. Geol. Surv.).

Unfortunately much needs yet to be learned about them, especially about

those of the Judith River forms. .\i)iirii.\imately nine sjjecies are known

from the Judith Rivei' d('iM>sits ol' .Mnntaiia and Britisii America; and

about fifteen sjiecies are credited to the Lance Creek beds, of Wyoming,

and to the Arai)ahoe .-iiid tlie Denver, of Colorado. Hatcher and Lull con-

clude that those of the Judith e])ocii are somewiiat nini-c jirimitive than

those of the beds higher up. being simicwliat smaller, with a less comi>letely

developed nuchal frill, with the nas;il hoi'n relatively larger and the

supraorbital Ina'ns relatively smaller than in the yomiger forms. H is,

however, to lie noted tluit tlic na^al Ir.i-n of i'( raU)i>s, of the Judith River

epoch, is not yet certainly known. For the most i)art the genera are

based on the characters mentioned ahuve. 'I'liey may have the importance

assigned to them, but they do not indicate radical differences. Such differ-

ences might easily have arisen during an interval of moderate duration.

There can be no doubt that the Ceratopsia of the higher beds were derived

directly from those of the lower.

The possibility may be fully granted that further investigations may
prove that few or no species of vertebrates continued from the Judith
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River epoch to that which witnessed the deposition of the Lance Creek and

Hell Creek beds. Nevertheless, nothing can impair the force of the evi-

dence that many species included among the fishes, the tailed amphibians,

the turtles, the crocodiles, the champsosaurians, and the carnivorous and

herbivorous dinosaurs are represented in both formations by closely re-

lated forms. The remarkable thing about the matter is that the faunas of

the two formations, separated by so great a thickness of strata, should be

so similar. We must conclude that deposition went on rapidly in that in-

terval, so that it may not have been so long as otherwise might appear.

There could hardly have been movements of the land in that region that

produced any considerable changes of climate. During the Bearpaw epoch

the sea probably quietly invaded a part of the territory that had previously

been occupied by the Judith River animals ; but around the l)order of this

invading sea the turtles, the crocodiles, and the many genera of the dino-

saurs continued their existence and their evolution undisturbed until that

sea retired. And doubtless had all those animals in that region been

destroyed there was an extensive territory, nearly the whole of North

America as far as the Atlantic, that harbored similar forms, from which

territory new I'ecruits could swarm in. As far away as New -Jersey there

were living herbivorous and carnivorous dinosaurs not greatly different

from those of the Judith River beds. This appears to be true, that what-

ever happened to the plants between the time of the Judith River and the

Lance Creek I)eds, nothing of serious importance happened to the animals.

By those who insist on elevating the deposits of the Lance Creek

epoch into the Tertiary, a persistent effort has been made to minimize or

nullify the significance of the presence of dinosaurs. As long ago as 1880

Heer wrote thus (Arctic Flora, vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 7) :

Der Agathamnas von Black Buttes beweist daher keineswegs, dass

dort eine^ Tertiar-Flora zu gleicher Zeit mit einer Kreide-Fauna gelebt

habe, wie Prof. Cope dies behauptet, denn ein einzelnes Thiw macht so

wenig eine Fauna aus, als eine Pflanzenart eine Flora. Wir konnen daher
Hrn. King nicht beistlmmen, wenn er, mit Cope und Marsh, die Laramie-
Gruppe zur Kreide brlngt.

Mr. Cross and Dr. Knowlton have argued that the dinosaurs might

have continued on into the Eocene, and in fact did so. As to the verte-

brate paleontologists, it is not probable that any of them would have as-

serted that this was impossible and some of them have granted the possi-

bility. In holding that the dinosaur beds belong to the Mesozoic, they
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have reasoned that, inasmuch as these animals are characteristic of the

Mesozoic and are not known to occur in the Tertiary of any other region,

they probably did not exist during any part of the Tertiary of this coun-

try. And certainly, there is a mass of confirmatory evidence for this con-

clusion. The plants have appeared to furnish evidence against it ; but,

in view of the discrepancy between Lesquereux's conclusion and his prem-

ises, it seems that the paleozoologists were .iustified in their conservatism.

Mr. Cross writes (Mon. I'. S. Geol. Surv., xxvii, p. 251) :

If the dinosaurs of the Ceralops fauna did actually live in the Laramie

epoch of Colorado they survived a great orographic movement and its ac-

companying climatic changes, and continued through the Arapahoe and

Denver epochs so little modified that Professor INIarsh has not detected

any changes corresponding to the stratigraphic time divisions.

Since this was written it has been found that the Judith River beds,

which contain so many dinosaurs, were deposited long before the time of

the Laramie. We thus have proof that these dinosaurs and many other

forms of vertebrates survived, without important changes, the orographic

movement mentioned by Mr. Cross. It seems probable, therefore, that this

movement was not so \Aidely extended and so long continued as has been

supposed. Why the dinosaurs died out finally we do not know, any more

than we know why numerous other vigorous races of animals have per-

ished from the earth. That the causes were not local is shown by the

fact that in Europe likewise they became extinct just before the appearance

of the Cernaysian fauna. It may be regarded as very reprehensible in

them that they thus permitted themselves to perish before the Eocene

came on, but we are compelled to believe the record.

In the preceding pages I have endeavored to show that the deposits

of the Lance Creek epoch are well separated from those of the Fort Union,

as indicated by both the faiina and the flora. In case a biological break is

required between the Cretaceous and the Tertiary such a break seems to

be present here. The stratigraphical break appears to be less conspicuous

;

yet unconformities are not absent and the character of the deposits appears

to be such that there is seldom dithculty in separating the one formation

from the other. Nevertheless, it seems that accurate correlation demands

that the line between the Mesozoic and the Cenozoic in that region ought

to be drawn at least above the Puerco and probably through or above both

the Torrejon and the Fort Union. The exact position of the parting must

be settled after further investigations.
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10. Conclusions.

1. The answer that the writer would give to the question at the head

of this paper is that the Lance Creek beds belong to the Upper Cretaceous.

2. In the Upper Cretaceous ought to be included also the Puerco and

not improbably also the Torrejon and the Fort Union.

3. In case of a conflict between the evidence furnished by the flora

and the fauna of the Lance Creek beds and those of the Fort Union re-

spectively, the evidence obtained from the faunas is to he preferred, as

being part of a more complete and better understood history. I'resent

knowledge regarding plants seems to indicate that they were precocious,

having reached something like their present stage of development long

before the mammals attained anything like their present stage of differ-

entiation. There are also indications that the floras of the western world

were, during the Cretaceous, consideral)]y in advance of those of Europe.

4. Even if it were conceded that the Fort Union belongs to the Ter-

tiary, and that the fauna and flora of the Lance Creek epoch are more

closely related to those of the Fort rnion tliui they are to those of the

Judith Hiver, it does not follow that the Lance Creek epoch must be in-

cluded in the Tertiary. A quarter before midnight on Monday is much

nearer to Tuesday than it is to the previous si.x o'clock; nevertheless, it

is not yet Tuesday.

U. S. National Museum,
Washington, D. C.
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Paleontology and the Recapitulation Theory,

By E. R. Cumings.

I.

Ill reply to a severe crituuie of the recapitiilntiou theory, or biogenetic

hnv. by llurst (30), Bather remarks tliat "If the embryologists had not

forestalled tlieni. tlie paleontologists would have had to invent the theory

of re;'a])itulatioii." (1) This may lie considered as a fair sample of the

general attitude of paleontologists of the Hyatt school, to which Bather

belongs, toward the recapitulation theory.

Even the more conservative paleontologists, while inclined to use the

theory ckiii (jntno sails, recognize the weight of evidence that Hyatt and

his coworkers in the realm of paleobiology, have brought together, as is

evidenced by the following quotation from Zittel (05) : "Nevertheless

embyrcnic types arc not entirely wanting among invertebrates. The Pale-

ozoic Belinurid:c are bewilderingly like the larvae of the living Liinulus.

The peutacrinoid larva of Aiitcdon is nearer many fossil criuoids than the

full grown animal Among pelecypods the stages of early youth

of oysters and I'ectinidiie may be compared with Paleozoic Aviculid;e.

Among brachi;.pods. according to Beecher. the stages which living Tere-

!)ratulid.c pass through in the development of their arm-skeleton correspond

with a uuinber of fossil genera. Tlie beautiful researches of Hyatt, \A'iir-

tenburger and Branco, have shown that all Ammonites and Ceratites pass

through a gonlatite stage, and that the inner whorls of an Ammonite con-

stantly resemble, in form, ornament and suture line the adult condition of

some previously existing genus or other."

In violent contrast with this full acceptance, or this guarded ac-

ceptance of the theory on the part of the paleontologists, is the position of

a C(jnsiderable school of emln-yologists and zoologists. Perhaps no one

has put the case against the theory more baldly and forcibly than Mont-

gomery in his recent bo(.k on "An Analysis of Racial Descent" (42). He
says : "The method is wrong in principle, to cr.mpare an adult stage of

one organism with an immature stage of another." And again: "There-

f(n-e we can only conclude that the embryogeny does not furnish any re-

capitulation of the phylogeny, not even ;i reca])itulation marred at occa-

[20—230031
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sional points by secondary changes. . . . An analysis of the stages

during the life of one individual can in no way present a knowledge of its

ancestry, and the method of comparing non-correspondent stages of two

species is wrong in principle." Equally sweeping is the statement of

Hurst (30) : '"The ontogeny is not an epitome of the phylogeny, is not

even a modified or 'falsified' epitome, is not a record, either perfect or im-

perfect of past history, is not a recapitulation of evolution."

It would seem as though two statements could not be more flatly con-

tradictory than these of Hurst and Montgomery, and that of Bather quoted

above. Nevertheless I venture to make the seemingly paradoxical asser-

tion that Ijoth ])arties to the controversy may be right, for the sinqile rea-

son that they are talking alimit <iuite different things. This has been

nowhere better e.vpressed than ])y (Jrab.iu (25). He says: "It has been

the general custom to test the validity of the recapitulation theory by the

embryolngical method; i. e.. the comparaljleness of the changes which the

individual undergoes dtiring its embryonic ])eri()d to the adults of more

primitive tj"pes. I'sually tlie comparison has been witli the adults of ex-

isting types, since in most cases these alone were available for compari-

son. It is no wonder, then, that such comparisons have led t(j innumei*-

able errors, if not absurdities, which have placed the recapitulation theory

in an evil light and awakened in the minds of many serious investigators

doubts as to the validity of the deductions based upon this doctrine. When,

however, the entire life hisitunj of tiie individual is considered, instead of

o/i/// the embryonic period, and when the successive stages of epembryonic

development are compared with the adult ciiaracters of related types, in

inuuediately preceding geologic periods, it will Ix' found that the funda-

mental principle of recapitulation is sound, and that the individuals do

repeat in their own epcmhnjonic development the ciiaracters of their own

imme<liate ancestors." (Italics mine, i

It is as a matter of fact true tliat the Hyatt sdiool of paleontologists

have based their phylogenies on epembryonic rather than embryonic stages

-—stages beginning with the nejiiiaiic or infantile—since in tlie nature of

the case the true embryonic stages are siarcely ever accessilile to the stu-

dent of fossils. It is no less true that the severest critics of the theory

of recapitulation have rested tlieir case largely on the real or supposed

lack of correspondence between tlie < inhrntDiic stages and the adult stages

of assumed ancestors, or upon certain n /iriari ctmsideratioiis Iniving to
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do with the hiws of development and inheritance. To the former class

belong such critics as Von Baer, and to the latter class such as Hatschek.

II is, Hurst, Montgomery and others.

In making this statement I am aware that paleontologists sometimes

compare true embryonic stages with adult stages of pre-existing types.

As examples of this we might cite the comparison of the larval stage of

Antedon with adult Paleozoic crinoids, as mentioned by Zittel ; and the

classic attempt of Beecher to reconstruct the ancestor of the Brachiopoda

by a comparison of the phylembryonic stages of a representative series of

genera of recent and fossil brachiopods. Nevertheless by far the greater

number of comparisons that have been instituted by paleontologists have

been between epembryonic stages of individuals and adult stages of older

forms. Such comparisons are those of Hyatt, Branco, Karpinsky, Wiirten-

burger, Buckman, Neumayr. Smith, Beecher. Clarke and others among the

Cephalopoda ; of Beecher and Schuchert, Raymond, Greene and Cumings

among the Brachiopoda ; of Jackson among the Pelecypoda ; of Grabau

and Burnett Smith among the Gastropoda ; of Lang and Cumings among

the Bryozoa ; of Ruedemann among the graptolites ; and of Beecher,

Girty, Lang and others among the corals. To many of these researches I

shall refer later.

I am also not unmindful of the fact that many of those who are not

primarily paleontologists recognize the fact that development does not

terminate with the completion of the embryonic stages, and that recapitu-

lation may be legitimately looked for in epembryonic as well as embryonic

stages, or that it may be sought in epembryonic stages, even though masked

or falsified in embryonic stages. It is true, of course, that some speak of

a comparison of ontogeny and phylogeny when, judging by the context,

they mean a comparison between cmbryogeiiy and phylogeny. There arises

here a question of definition : does the biogenetic law mean that the

ontogeny is a recapitulation of the phylogeny, or does it mean that the

embryogeny is a recapitulation of the phylogeny? If we take the general

consensus of opinion we shall find for the former definition, and if we

take the words of Haeckel, whose statement of the law is the one usually

quoted, we shall again find for the former definition. I believe that, as

a matter of fact, no one would maintain that the second definition is cor-

rect, however much he might forget in his studies to take the epembryonic

stages into consideration.
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Nor would I create the impression that the embryologists and zoolo-

gists have utterly deserted the paleontologists in their support of the re-

capitulation theory. Several recent papei's give considerable aid and com-

fort to those of us who still believe in recapitulation. I shall introduce

here the conclusions of three of these workers, more particitlarly because

it will afford me an opportunity to correct what I hold to l)e another error

of those who oppose the theory.

One of the most interesting pieces of evidence that has recently been

adduced in favor of the idea that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny is to

be found in a paper by Griggs on "Juvenile Kelps" (2S). It is not my

purpose, however, to discuss the very interesting evidence which he has

recorded, but rather to quote his remarks on the views of His and Morgan,

and his general conclusions. His maintains that the reason why ontogeny

seems to recapitulate phylogeny is because the stages in development are,

as Griggs paraphrases it, "only the i)hysiologically necessary steps for the

formation of the adult body from its earliest stage, wliicli in most cases

is the egg." With the ideas of Morgan as expressed in liis valuable book

on "Evolution and Adaptation" we are all familiar. He iiolds that or-

ganisms repeat in their development, not adult stages, imt only embryonic

stages of their ancestors. To this idea lie lias given the name of "repe-

tition."

On this ]toint of the recai)itula1ion of embryonic conditions (iriggs

makes the following pertinent statements: "In the toothless animals, the

whale and the bird, the development of teeth in the jaws is entirely un-

necessary * * * if may even be said to liinder the attainment of the

adult conditi(m. The same is true of the mannnalian gill slits and of

most structures Mhich have in the past attracted attention in <'onnecti(ni

with the recajiitulation theory. As the ancestral period when such struc-

tures were fully develojied in the adult becomes more and more remote,

the tendency to inherit them becomes less and less, because of the cumu-

lative impulses given to the heritage by the nearer ancestors. Conse-

quently they are successively less and less developed. Any gradual loss

of inheritance can. in the nature of the case, take place only from the

mature condition backward toward the beginning of the life (^ycle; other-

wise we should have adult structures with no ontogenetic history. There-

fore we can understand why it is that in many cases only the embryonic

stages of ancestral history persist in the ontogeny." In a foot note he

says: "The cutting off of end stages in the development of organs has
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given rise to tlie idea that tlie adult stages are 'pushed back into the

embi'yo.' Such a misconception easily arose from the loose language in

which the facts have often been expressed. Thus the embryogeny will be

gradually shortened by the omission of more and more of the superfluous

ancestral stages ; and it will tend finally to retain only such stages as

are necessary to the attainment of the adult form." Morgan and His, he

maintains, have confused morphology and physiology. "The recapitula-

tion theory has nothing to do with physiology ; it is purely a matter of

morphology."

In conclusion Griggs says: "Taking all the evidence into considera-

tion, it seems to the writer that we are bound to conclude that though

organisms are subject to adaptations at any stage of their life cycles and

may gradually cut out superfluous stages, yet, except as some such ten-

dency has operated to change the heritage, the development of the indi-

vidual does recapitulate the history of the race * * * recapitulation

must take phice if there is any force which tends to make offspring like

parent, if heredity is of any importance in moulding the forms of organ-

isms. On the other hand, if there is any variability of transmutation of

individuals in stages other than the adult end stages of the life cycles,

the recapitulation cannot be perfect, but must be marred at every stage

where secondary change has taken place." I shall return later to some

of the points raised by Griggs in the above statements.

Another eminent worker. Dr. Eigenmann, says at the close of a paper

on the eyes of the blind vertebrates of North America (20) : "We have

seen in the preceding pages that the foundations of the eye [of Amhlijop-

sis] are normally laid, but that the superstructure instead of continuing

the plan with new material, completes it out of the material provided for

the foundations, and that in fact not even all of this (lens) matei'ial en-

ters into the structure of the adult eye. The development of the founda-

tions of the eye is phylogenic, the stages beyond the foundations are di-

rect."

The third writer, Dr. Zeleny (04), in his paper on "Compensatory

Regulation." in a discussion of the development and regeneration of the

opercula in serpulids, says that the morphologic series is so complete as

to make sufficient ground for the conclusion that the opercula arose in

the course of phylogeny as modified branchia. The ontogenetic series, he

says, corrcfii)0)i(1s very closely icitli the prubahlc pliylogenetic series.

Speaking of the regeneratory development he says : "The course of re-
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generatory development is characterized by great condensation and direct-

ness of the development. There is no trace of the branchial stage, and

the development of the two rows of processes of the terminal cup does

not follow the ontogenetic order."

His final conclusion is as follows: "The data furnished, therefore,

by the opercula of the serpulids give a fairly close agreement between

the ontogenetic stages and the probaI)le phylogenetic ones as determined

by the usual criteria. The regeneratory development, however, follows a

course which may be modified by the character of the operation that

leads to the regeneration." By the "usual criteria" he means morphology,

etc., so that he cannot be accused of the circulus vitiosus.

Those who wish to review the detailed evidence given in the above

papers, bearing on the theory of recapitulation, will, of course, consult

the original papers. My main reason for (pioting them is, as stated above,

because of their bearing on what seem to me to be grave errors in the

reasoning of His. Morgan and Mdutgomery and others who have adopted

similar views. The error seems to me to be, as pointed out by Griggs, in

the confusion of mori)hology .-uid physiology. The adult characters that

are supposed to be recapitulated in the ontogeny, as well as the characters

in ontogeny that are supposed to rei>resent them, are luoriihological

characters solely. It matters not what new function they may have come

to serve, nor by what physiologic process they have come to make their

appearance in the recapitulating organism. The confusicm arising from

this source colors all the argument of Montgomery, in which he endeav-

ors to prove that new specific characters must have some i-cpresentation

in the ovum—a view which we must certainly agree with- and that there-

fore "the whole row" of cells from the ovum to the adult must be differ-

ent. We grant that "The whole row" is (Iin'ci'cnt in some way, physiolog-

ically different, different in its play of energies; hut it may conceivably

be morphologically identical uj) to the very point where the new

character is added. It is just as easy to conceive that the energy,

or whatever we choose to call it. that is at a certain stage in develoj)-

ment to produce a certain rib or spine or color-band on the shell of a

gastropod, may be handed through the row of cells reaching up to the

given stage, without producing a single recognizable morphologic change

in the row, as compared with the individual that is not to possess the new

character, as it is to conceive the opposite. The argument for the one

view is just as certainly a priori as the argument for the other view. It
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is also perfectly conceivable that the morphology of the imlivklual cells

in the row might differ after the acquisition of the new character (in so

far as this assumption is required by recent cytological studies), and yet

not a single organ or part of the organism be different up to the stage in

ontogeny when the new character appears. Unless, therefore, a change in

the energies of the cells incvituhly necc^sitalcs a change in the morphology

of all the cells or of all the organs which they compose, the argument of

Montgomery proves nothing.

As to the argument of His and others, that the supposedly ances-

tral stages are merely the physiologically necessary stages in the develop-

ment of the individual : it again, as Griggs points out, confuses mor-

phology with physiology, and is open to the further objection that it is

directly opposed to the facts. Why, for example, should the condition of

perfect blindness, with complete loss of all the essential structures of

the eye, be attainable only by the round-about way of tirst developing the

foundations of a normal eye? Why should a serpulid be able to regenerate

a perfect operculum in a manner entirely different from, and even opposed

to the ontogenesis of the organ, if there is any physiologically necessary

way in which that particular individual or that particular organ must

develop? The thing that makes it necessary for development to take a

certain course in a given individual is the fact that the development has

taken- that same course in the ancest(n's. This species of coercion may,

to be sure, be relaxed, and the devel()i)ment take some other course, but

it is usually relaxed with extreme slowness, and after many generations

have passed.

If inheritance were perfect, the individual would take exactly the

same course in development as its ancestors. That it does not do this

in all cases is, as Griggs points out, a more remarkable fact than that in

other cases it should follow the ancestral mode of development so closely.

Griggs explains the loss of inheritance as due to a progressive condensa-

tion of the ontogeny by the "omission of more and more of the super-

fluous ancestral stages." This is the well-known law of acceleration or

tachygenesis. Like most embryologists, however, he misconceives the law,

as shown by the foot-note quoted above. Embryologists are especially

prone to limit the law of acceleration in development to the skipping or

omission of steps, and the consequent shortening of development. This is

not in Iveeping with the views of Hyatt, who first definitely formulated

the law ; and, as all paleobiologists know, it is not in keeping with the
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fiicts. Hyatt ( .>!
) says : "All moditications and variations in pnijiressive

series tend to appear first in the adolescent or adnlt stages of growth,

and then to be inherited in successive descendants at earlier stages ac-

cording to the law of acceleration, until they either become embryonic or

are crowded out of the organization and replaced in the development by

characters of later origin." A mnre concise statement of the law is as

follows: "The substages of development in ontogeny are the hearei's of

distal cliai'acters in inverse jjroportirn and of iir.ixinial characters in

direct i)roporti(m to their removal in time and i)nsiti'.in from the proto-

conch, or last embryonic stage" (.31 I.

According to the definitions just quoted, aci-eler.-ition involves nnf

only the omission of characters, in some cases (and this is the only sort

of acceleration that most emiiryolngists seem to recognize), l)nt it involves

alsu condensatiim witiiouf omi.-sion. by crnwding nmi-e int i a given \n)V-

tion of the onfLgony. oi- .-igain liy "felescoiting" of characters, as Graban

(25) calls it. so that char.-icters that originally appeared in succession,

come to appear simultaneously. In other words acceleration may be by

cUminution, by condensation, without change in the order of .-ipiicarance of

characters, or. third, liy tclcH(<n>'uuj. The latter is condensation with

change in the order of appearance, or as cnninionly exjiressed. unequal

acceleration. If is jjrobable that palc'ibii.ldgists have erred in giving too

nuicli emi)hasis to the i)rinciple of earlier inlieritancp. Involved in the

law, just as embryologists and mor]thoIogists have erred in entirely neg-

lecting tills phase of inheritance. As conceived liy tiie p.-ileoltiologist, the

law of acceleration is .mu explanati<tn of i-ec;ipitnl:i1ion. as well as an ex-

planati(m of the failure to recaiiitnl.ite.

Another factor in iidici'lfance has been given the name of ret.-irdation

by Cope (15). liy the operation of this factor, characters that appear

late in the ontogeny may disajipear in descendants because development

tci-niinates before the given character is reached. In this way. it is con-

ceived, the ontogeny may be shortened and simi)lilied, and many ances-

tral characters lost entirely. The result of the continued operation of

retardation would lie retrogression. That is. the given foi'ui. if if con-

tinued to repeat the remoter ancestral stages in the early part of its

ontogeny, and continued at the same time to drop off the later ancestral

stages, by failing to i)roceed far ennugh in its deveioimuMit, would ulti-

mately come to resend)Ie the reunite rather than the nearer ancestors.

Manifestly the retarded forms do not recapitulate the lost characters, so
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that here, also, as in the omission of cliaraetei-s in tlie earlier stages of

ontogeny, the heritage is incomplete.

Of the ooniplications of inheritance that arise from larval adapta-

tions, intra-uterine adaptations, and special adaptations arising in later

Jife, I shall not speak. All of these have been repeatedly discussed (see

for example Smith 57). and are well understood. Against all of these

the paleohiologist must be on his guard. All of these factors tend to make

the parallelism between ontogeny and phylogeny inexact, as long ago

pointed out by Cope (15). Yet in spite of the operation of these factors,

the eases in which there is clear evidence of recapitulation are so numer-

ous, and so well known to the paleohiologist, that were it not for the

continually reiterated statements of certain embryologists that there is

no such thing as recapitulation, I should hesitate to again point them

out. I shall now take up the evidence according to the groups of or-

ganisms in which it has been ascertained; and I once more remind the

reader that most of this evidence applies to the epembryonic and not to

the embryonic stages.

II.

Cephalopoda.—The only existing representative of the great group

of Tetrabranchiata, the class to which nearly all of the fossil cephalopods

belong, is the Nautilus. The genus Xautilus is a striking example of the

persistence of a primitive type. It belongs to the more primitive branch

of the tetrabranchs, from which, according to all the evidence, the marvel-

ously complex ammonifies, on the one hand, and the modern naked cepha-

lopods are descended. Nautilus is the only tetrabranch of which the

entire ontogeny, including the embryonic stages, is known.

This lack, however, in the case of the fossil genera is not as serious

as might be supposed, for the reason that even in these ancient forms all

of the growth stages from the latest embryonic (phylembryonic) stage to

the adult are preserved in every complete individual shell. An inspection

of the Mautihis shell makes this at once apparent, for the earlier stages

of the shell are surrounded and protected by the later, and no part of

the shell is lost or resorbed. In the straight and loosely coiled .shells

only, such for example as Orthoceras, Cyrtoceras, etc., is the case different

;

and even here, barring injury, or the dehiscence of the earlier chambers,

every post-embryonic stage is preserved. From a study, therefore, of a

single shell, we are able to make out perfectly all of the epembryonic de-
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velopment iu that part of the organism that was most vitally affected bj

the environment, and which mnst therefore indicate most perfectly the

lines along which the evolution proceeded.

If the initial portion of the shell of Nautilus be examined, it will ho

found to be charactei'ized by a scar or cicatrix. In the same region of

the shells of ammonites and some Nautiloidea (OrtJioceras) , instead of this

cicatrix, there is jiresent a minute, bulbous or bag-like shell, attached to

the apex of the shell proper. If in the case of Ortlioceras^, as shown by

Hyatt (31), this bulb, or protoconch be broken away, there is exposed a

scar (cicatrix) precisely similar to that of Nautilus. The initial shell or

protoconch is therefore substantially the same in all of the Tetrabranch-

iata, and is supposed to point to a "septa-less and chaniberless form simi-

lar to the protoconch" as the common ancestor of these two great divisions

of the Tetrabranchiata ; and possibly, as Hyatt suggests of the Cephalo-

poda, Pteropoda and Gastropoda (31). The protoconch represents the

latest of the true embryimic stages, namely the phylemln\vo.

Succeeding this early stage are the stages of the shell jiroper.^ In

Nantilus the early nepionic portion of the shell, which includes the forma-

tion of the first three septa, is only slightly curved (cyrtoceraform). Up

to the stage of the formation of the second septum, the shell is in fact

nearly straight (orthorceraforni). The first sojitum has an apically di-

rected caecum, and the second septum an apically directed closed tube,

the closed ai)ical end of which fits into the caecum of the first septum.

This tube is the Ijcgimiing of the sii)huncle. Since the tube fits closely into

the caecum, the two together form a continuous tube, iu which the apical

end or bottom of the siphuncular tube fonns a partiticm or septum, so

that as Hyatt jmints out, the resemblance "of this early stage to the adult

structures of Diphragmaccras becomes perfectly clear." (31)

In the later nepionic stages (i. e., after the formation of the third

septum) the shell is rather sharply bent (the gyroceran curve), so that

near the close of the first volution the whorl is brought back into contact

with the apex of the conch. This manner of growth results in leaving

an empty space or umhilical perforation between the two halves of the

first volution. In the ancient coiled Nautiloidea there appears at the be-

ginning of this (neanic) stage, when the whorls come into contact, a de-

' Thfi stages from this point on .irc termed by Hj'att (31), and following him
by practically all paleobiologists at the present time, the nepionic, neanic, ephehic

and perontic stages ; meaning respectively, the infantile, youthful, mature and old

age stages of growth.
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pressiou or groove in the dorsum of the whorl, where it rests against the

venter of the preceding whorh This is the im,pressecl zone. In the mod-

ern Nantihis, however, this furrow or impressed zone begins in the early

nepionic stage, before the tolwrls have come into contact. This occurs

also in the nautilian shells of the Carboniferous, Jurassic, Cretaceous and

Tertiary.

Of this truly remarkable feature of cephalopod development, Hyatt

says: "When one ascends in the same genetic series to the more special-

ized nautilian involved shells this purely acquired character becomes,

through the action of tachygenesis, forced back, appearing as a rule in

the nepionic stage before the whorls touch. It is therefore, in these forms

entirely independent of the mechanical cause, the pressure of one whorl

upon another, which first originated it. One need only add that this

configuration of the dorsum is never found in the adults of any ancient

and normally uncoiled shells, so far as I know, nor so far as have been

figured." (31)

Without reviewing any of the further interesting details of the on-

togeny of NatUilus, enough has been said to make it evident that if there

is any truth in i-ecapitulation, the development of l^autilus would indicate

(disi'egarding the protoconchal characters) an ancestral line that con-

tained, first straight or slightly arched, then loosely coiled, and finally

closely coiled shells, and that the earliest of these possessed a septate

siphuncle. That the geological series of shells indicates the same thing

every paleontologist knows perfectly well. The development of 'Kauiilns

also affords one of the most perfect illustrations of the law of tachygene-

sis, in the earlier inheritance of the impressed zone, known in the whole

animal kingdom.

One further illustration, from the Cephalopoda, of the parallelism of

ontogeny and phylogeuy must suffice. This illustration is drawn from the

genus Placenticeras, one of the complex Ammonites of the Cretaceous. The

development of this genus has been beautifully worked out by Professor

J. P. Smith (58). The species P. paciflcum conies from the Chico forma-

tion of the Upper Cretaceous. The following account applies to the de-

velopment of this species and is drawn from the paper by Smith, cited

above.

The earliest shelled stage was probably passed before the animal was

hatched. This is the protoconch or ])hylembryo. It is a smooth, oval,

bulbous body, similar to that of all the later ammonites. It probably rep-
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leseiits an "adaptive form, due to life in tlie egg, and does not represent

any ancient juicestral genus, for none of tlie early cephalopoda were

i^haped like this."

"With the formation of the lirst septum, the young aunnonite has taken

its place among the chambered cephalopods, and has become, for the time

being, a nautiloid, although it is not possible .... to correlate it

with any special genus The first septum .... is nau-

tilian in character, but the siphuucle begins inside the protoconch with

a sii)lional knob, or caecum, and the protoconch itself is calcareous. These

are two characters that the nautiloids even to this day, have never yet ac-

quired We have in this stage ammonite characters pushed

back by une<iual acceleration [telescoping], until they occur contempo-

i-aneously with more remote ancestral characters."

There is no sign of an umbilical perforation as in the Nautilus, de-

scribed above, a fact which again shows tlie degree of acceleration of

these ammonites.

With the second septum (lie ammouile characters are assumed. The

shell at this stage is "distinctly goniatitic," but also possesses characters,

introduced by acceleration, that belong to later genera. The evidence

indicating the goniatitic as well as later stages to be mentioned, is mainly

the character of the suture lines. "At about five-eighths of a coil ....
tlie larva has reached a stage correlative with the goniatites of the Upper

Carboniferous." This stage is quickly passed, and the goniatitic char-

acters are lost and characters transitional to tlic ammonite stage make

their ajipearance. "At one and one-twelfth coils the shell is transitional

from the glypiiioceran stage to what resembles closely the genus Nannites

of the Trias." In regard to this stage Smith says: "If it had not been

said that this was a minute shell taken out of an older individual, any

paleontologist would refer it without hesitation to the Glyphioceratidie,

and probably to .... i'lomniiiites, of the Lower Carboniferous."

This stage lasts about oiie-hiilC revolution.

In the neanic stage, at one and seven-twelfths coils, the shell re-

sembles very s-ti-ongly (Jijinhitcs. or some related genus of the Lower Ju-

rassic. The first signs of shell sculi)ture occur in this stage. In the

next stage the sculj»ture becomes stronger, and the shell assumes a de-

cidedly aegoceran apiienrance. From two up to two and one-quarter coils,

the shell resemldes in most respects the stock to which I'erisptiinvfes be-

longs, and this is accordingly called the peris])hinctes stage. During this
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stage the sides of the shell become more tlatteued, and the abdominal

shoulders scinarer, the varices frequent, and strong intermediate ribs ap-

pear on the sides and abdomen.

In the next (Cosmoceras) stage "the ribs no longer cross the abdo-

men, but end in tubercles on the abdominal shoulders, forming well de-

fined shoulder keels, with a furrow between them." Near the beginning

of the fourth coil the ribs are reduced to mere faint undulations and fine

sickle-shaped striae on the sides of the umbilicus, while the external tu-

bercles become almost obsolete, forming mere notches on the continuous

abdominal keels. Specific characters begin to appear here. This may be

taken as the beginning of the HopUtes stage. The septa have not reached

the complete development of the genus.

The umbilical knots begin at this stage, and growing stronger, become

a characteristic feature of the adult Flacenticeras. "Placenticeras pacifi-

cum at this stage is wholly unlike P. califoriiicum, with which it is asso-

ciated, being much more compressed and discoidal, with narrow abdo-

men, flatter sides, much less distinct sculpture, and narrower umbilicus,

although in the earlier adolescent periods both species are very much

alike." The shell passes from t'lis stage by gradual changes into the adult

Flacc7iticeras.

Professor Smith's conclusions are of especial interest. He says: "The

development of Placeittdceras shows that it is possible, in spite of dog-

niatit assertions to the contrary, to decipher the race history of an animal

in its individual ontogeny."^

' For further illustrations of recapitulation among the Cephalopoda, the .stu-

dent should consult the following papers : Branco, W., Beitriige zur Entwicklungs-
gcschichte der fossilen Cephalopoden, Paleontographk-a, vols, xxvi, xxvii, 1879, '80.

Buckman, S. S., Monograph of the Inferior Oolite Ammonites, PaleontograpMcal
Societii, 1887-'96. Hyatt, A., Paralellism of the individual and the order among
tetrabranchiate Mollusks, Mem. Dos. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. i, 1866 ; Fossil cephalo-

pods of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.^ vol. iii, 1872 ;

Genesis of the Arictidae, Smithsonian Contr. to Knowl., vol. xxvi, 1889 ; Phylogeny
of an acquired characteristic, Prnc. Am. Phil. Soc, vol. xxxii ; Cephalopoda, in

Te.vt Book of Paleontology by Zittel (Eastman trans.), 1899. Hyatt, A., and Smith,

.T. P., Triassic cephalopod genera of North America, TJ. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper
No. 40, 1905. Karpinsky, A., Ueber die Ammoneien der .Vrtinsk-Stufe, Mein. Acad.

Sci. Imp. St. Petershiirg, vol. xxxvii. No. 2, 1889. Neumayr, M., Die Ammoniten
der Kreide und die Systematik der .\mmonitiden, Zeitschr. der Dcntch. Geol. Oes.,

1875 ; Ueber unvermittelt auftreteude Cephalopodentypen im Jura Mittel-Europas,

Jahrh. d. K. K. Oeol. Reichs. Wien, vol. xxviii, 1878. Smith, .7. P., The development
of Glyphioceras and the phylogeny of the Glyphioceratidte, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci.,

(3) Oeol., vol. i, 1897 ; The Development of Lytoceras and Phylloceras, Ibid.,

1898 ; Larval stages of Schloenbachia, Jour. Morphology, vol. xvi. 1899 ; The Car-

boniferous Ammonoids of .Vmerica, Monog. U. S. G. S., No. xlii, 190.3. Wiirtenburger.

R., Studien iiber die Stammgeschichte der Ammoniten, Leipzic, 1880.
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Pelecypoda.—The classic memoir of Jaclison (32) on the phylogeuy

of the Pelecypoda brings together numerous illustrations of recapitula-

tion among the members of this class of animals. Jackson's conclusions

are well-known, and I shall therefore review them very briefly.

From a study of a large number of genera representing widely diver-

gent members of the Pelecypoda, Jackson concludes that there is present

throughout the group an embryonic shell, which he calls the "prodisso-

conch" (a term correlative with the term protoconch of the Cephalopoda

and Gastropoda), and which is a simple bivalved, equivalve shell. At this

(phylembryouic) stage of development there are two adductor muscles,

even in genera in which the adult have only one adductor. That is, tlie

prodissoconch is dimyarian even thougli the adult animal may be mono-

myarian. In the Aviculid;ie and their allies (Ostira, Aviciila, I'cniu, Pec-

ten, Plica tula, Anomia) the prodissoconch very closely resembles in form

the primitive genus Nucicla. The anatomical characters of the prodisso-

conch also bear out this resemblance. It is therefore inferred that some

such tyjie as \ucula is the primitive ancestor of the Aviculidie, and pos-

sibly of the Pelecyi)oda. The paleontological and anatomical evidence

supports this conclusion.

We have here, then, in the Avicuiidiu and their allies, a grouit of

mouomyarians, some of them, as Ostrca, Plicatula, and Anomia, of very

aberrant form, the representation in the ontogeny of a dimyarian stage,

which, from all the evidence, actually characterized the adults of the

ancestors of the group. Whether or not Nucula is the actual ancestor of

this group of pelecypoda. it is quite certain that the earliest pelecypods

were of the same general form as the i)rodissoconch, and that they were

dimyarian.

In the same paper Jackson has shown in a masterly manner that

the ostreaform shape of the shell, which characterizes many more or less

widely separated genera of pelecypods, is due to "the mechanical con-

ditions of direct cemented fixation." These ostreaform sliells are very

variously derived, and should, if there is anything in the theory of re-

capitulation, each show in the young stages, before the valves have be-

cou\e fi.xed, the distinctive adult characters of its particular ancestor. In

this case we are relieved from the danger of arguing in a circle by the

fact that the genetic relations of most of the forms are fairly well known

froii' lines of evidence other tlian the ontogeny. The following specific

cases cited by Jackson are of especial interest.
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Mulleria lohata. a member of the TJuioiiidse. "is so remarkably like an

oj-ster (in the adult) that It has been called the fresh-water oyster. In

the mouomyariau adult .... the shell is rough and irregular with

a dcej) attached and tlattish free valve, and a specimen in the Museum of

Cojiiiiarative Zoology is indistinguishable in shape from forms commonly

found in Ostrca vlrriiuiuna. .... The young shell of Mulleria

. ... is Anodon-shaped, equivalvular and dimyarian as described by

authors."

Hinnites is another genus which has the ostreaform adult. "In the

young it is free and pectiniform, but in the adult .... so close

is the likeness to an oyster that in the synnnomy of the genus it has been

named Ostrea and Ostracitcs." In Hinnites cortc.Hi of the Tertiary, In

the neanic stage, the right valve is purely pectiniform. "It has the well-

developed ears, deep byssal sinus, and an evenly plicated shell which at

this stage is nearly or quite equivalvular." With the period of attach-

ment a most marked change in the valves takes place and the adult be-

comes deeply concave (in the right attached valve) and highly ostrea-

form. The byssal notch is filled up and "completely wiped out of exist-

ence."

In genera such as Ostrea and PJicattua, where fixation takes place

at the close of the prodissoconch stage, the succeeding stages give very

little indication of the ancestry, owing to the extensive modification of the

shell as soon as fixation takes place. According to Ball Ostrea is derived

from the Pteriidje.

Sponclylus is another genus in which cementation has caused exten-

sive modification of the valves in the adult. Fixation takes place at the

close of the uepionic period. Therefore this genus may be expected to

afford some evidence of recapitulation. The first nepionic stage of Spon-

(Ijjliis is decidedly pectiniform. It has a long hinge-line and a deep byssal

sinus. After fixation, in the first stages of irregular growth, the byssal

notch is soldered over, and eradicated in a manner similar to Hinmtes.

Another illustration of recapitulation among the Pelecypoda is the

case of Pecten itself. Of this genus Jackson says: "In the development

of the modern Pecten we find in the first stages of dissoconch growth a

form of shell .... presenting characters which make it referable

in ancestral origin to Rhomhopteria. a member of the true Aviculidse, later

succeeded by a growth .... bearing marked features referable in

origin to an ancestral genus Ptrriiiopecten Still later a stage
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exists .... which is referable in its inlierited form to Avlvulopcc-

ten, aud finally the true Pcctcii features characteristic of the adult ....
are established. The geological sequence of these several groups is iu the

order indicated by the deA-elopment of Pcctcii. We have, therefore, a

clear case of the ontogeny of an individual illustrating the phylogeny of

the group."

Gastropoda.—For studies of the Gastropoda in wliich growth stages

have especially been taken into consideration we are indebted chietiy to

Grabau (22. 2?., 24, 25) aud I^.urnett Smith ( .IH, 54. 55, 5(i). My illustra-

tions of recapitulation among the members of this class will be drawn,

therefore, from the writings of these two authors.

It is commonly known that the ai)ical whorl of the gastropod shell

may differ materially from the succeeding itortions of the shell (conch),

being smooth aud without ornament in cases where the conch is highly

scnli)tured. or in some forms, as Acimica and Vrciiiiliila. being cDiled, al-

though the adult shell is patelliform aud non-coiled. To this apical whorl

the name "protocoiK h" has come to ))(' aiiiilied, a name which, as we have

already seen, is also applied to the embryonic shell of the Cei)luilopoda.

Grabau (22) has suggested the use of the name "protorteconch" in place

of protoconcli for llic initial slicll of the gastropods.

The i)rotoconcli of the existing (iastrojxjda is more variable than

that of the ('eiihal(»i)oda, as would be expected from the highly sjiecialized

nature of most of the extant rei)re«entativi's of the class. In most cases

there is no definite line of demarkalion between the jirotoconcb aud the

conch, but in a few cases, as in Fusus. etc., the "end of the protoconcli is

strongly marked by the existence of a pronounced varix and an abrui)t

change of ornamentation." (22) "The early whorls of the i)r(ttoconch

. . . . are smooth rounded coils of the t.ype found in adult Natica.

. . . . In the majority of cases the initial whorl is minute, while the

succeeding ones enlarge gradually and regularly. In smiic types the in-

itial whorl is large aud swollen. ... This type of jirotoconch has

been termed 'bulbous' by Dall (19). The natlcoid form of protoconcli

is in general umbilicated. and it is prol»able that at least the earlier ;ior-

tiou of the protoconcli is umbilicated in the majority of gastropods.

"From the characters of the initial whorls of the protoconch we may

argue that the radicle of the coiled gatropods must have been a naticoid

type with a well-marked umbilicus. Such a type is found in Straparollina

remota Billings, one of the earliest coiled gastropods of the Etcheminian
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or Lower Cambrian of the Atlantic border province of North America.

That it is not the most primitive type of gastropod is suggested by the con-

sideration that tlie earliest stage .... of the protoconch is not

coiled, but rather cap-shaped like modern Patelhi. Such primitive types

are found in Lower Cambrian species which have variously been referred

to Platijccras, ScrneUa, or SlciiotJiccd. owing to the want of sufficient

characteristics to define their exact relations." (22.)

From the above it appears that the early protoconch stages indicate

an ancestor of the simple, smooth shelled, umbilicated type exemplified by

Htraparollhia, and that this is actually the only type of coiled gastropod

characteristic of the basal Cambrian. It is also likely from paleontolog-

ical evidence tliat the very earliest type of gastropod possessed a conical

or cornucopia-shaped shell of the Scenella type.^ Such an ancestry is,

according to Grabau, suggested by the cap-shaped earliest stage of the

protoconch.^

One of the most completely worked-out cases of recapitulation among

Gastropoda that has come to my knowledge is that of the races of Atlileta

pctrosa Con. and its allies. The phylogeny of this group of gastropods

has been very fully studied by Burnett Smith (.54), from whose paper

the following account is drawn.

^ Sardeson (50) suggests that the gastropod aoccstur was an "asyuuiu'tvical

long conical shell" of the pteropod type. He may be right, but even so, I do not

see that his conclusion would in the least invalidate the conclusions of (Grabau in

regard to the phylogenetic significance of the protoconch, although Sardeson seems

to think so. Grabau says very plainly that the coiled shell is probably not the

most primitive type of shell, and he points out the fast (quoted above) that the

initial portion of the protoconch is cap-shaped and may indicate some such remote

ancestor as the Cambrian forms referred to the genera Platyceras, Stenotheca, and
Scenella. Whether this patelliform ancestor was in turn derived from a long

conical shell, or whether on the other hand the coiled type of shell was derived

directly from the "long conical" shell without the mediation of a patelliform

ancestor, does not materially affect the conclusions that at a very remote time

a coiled gastropod radicle was established from which practically all modern
gastropods were derived. To mj' mind the conclusion that the ultimate ancestor

of the Gastropoda was a "long conical" shell is by no means established.

= Burnett Smith (5.5) concludes from a study of the Tertiary species of the

genus Athleta that "we can say for this restricted normal group at least that the

apex is not only a variable feature, but the most variable feature which the shells

furnish." In a footnote he says "The author is thoroughly convinced that the

features of the apex must be used in classification with great caution." The varia-

tions which he cites in this and other papers (54, 55, 56) seem to be chiefly in

the size of the protoconch, and the degree to which acceleration has caused conchal

characters to appear in the later protoconshal stages. His caution, however, in

regard to the classificatory value of the protoconch, should put students of the

gastropods on their guard against a too free use of this portion of the shell in the

establishing of genera.

[21—23003]
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The species under couskleratiuii occur in the Gulf Eocene, extending

nearly throughout it. They have heretofore been referred to the genus

Volutiliflics. but are placed by Smith (5")) in the genus Athlctii. Smith

states that the material at his disposal was very complete, and enabled

him to study large series of individuals, very carefully collected with ref-

erence to horizon. The stratigraphy of the formations from which they

came is alst> well luiderstood. Tiiese favorable conditions of study, it may

be remarked, are especially iuijtortant in the present connection, because

they enal>led Smith to trace out the evcdution of the forms practically

continuously from zone to zone, without being chiefly dependent on onto-

geny for indications of their relationships. Another fortunate circum-

stance is the fact that this author is disposed to use the evidence from

ontogeny with the utmost discretion, everywhere checking it by an :'.p-

peal to the mori)hological and geological series.

In the forms under consideration, the first two or three whorls are

smooth and rounded, constituting the smooth or iirotoconchal stage. "The

first ornamental feature to appear on the smooth, rounded whorl is the

transverse rib. that is. a slight elevation of the whorl which runs across it

from suture to suture. These early ril)s are invariably curved slightly,

and each (me is simide and uniform from suture to suture. The curved

rib.s persist as a rule for al)out a nuarter or a half of a whorl, or even

for a much less space The curved ril) stage .... has

been found in every species and race dealt with in this i»aper. The curved

ribs, after al)out one-third of a whorl, change abruptly into the straight

ribs of wliat has Iteen designated the cancellated stage."

"The cancellated condition is f(umd more or less well developed in

all the different races. In the primitive races it may persist as a con-

stant feature to tlie end of the iiidividuMrs life; but in most forms it

covers only a few whorls and is more variable than the prcM-eding curved

rib stage." The end of the cancellated stage is much less definite than

the beginning. It is followed by the "spiny stage." In this stage the

shoulder tubercle is sliarji and spine-like. Other tubercles have disap-

l)eared. and this jiortion of the shell is therefore no longer cancellate<I.

Succeeding the sjilny stage, there may be a senile stage.

In the base of the Eocene at Matthew's Landing. Alabama, occurs a

species. Athlcta liumpMis. which from its iirimitive characters, and its po-

sition at the base of the Eocene. Smith regards as tlie ancestor of the

races and species which he deals with in his pajter. This form i)resents
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no stages later than the cancellated stage. There is also very little in-

dividual variation. Associated with A. limoijsix is the species A. ruyatUH.

In its earlier stages this si)ecies very closely resembles A. limopsis. but

"differs radically .... from that form with the progress of its

ontogeny." In its later whorls it pre.seuts evidence, though not extreme,

of senility. It has no spiny stage.

The next species A. i)rtrosa, represents an assemblage of races con-

nected by many intergrading forms. These races range upward from the

Nanfalia beds to the Jackson beds of the Eocene. Several of them are

senile races, and in the adult strikingly different from the ancestral form,

A. lunoi)sis. Smith says, however, that the young of all the races "are

remarkably uniform and constant. The early whorls indicate clearly that

they are all descended from a cancelated ancestor, and bear a strong re-

semblance .... to the characters of A. limopsis." Some of the

senile races of pctrosa are profoundly modified in the adult, as for ex-

ample, the Hatchetigbee race, derived from the main stock through the

Bell's Landing and Wood's Bluff races. Yet their derivation from the

main stock is shown by intermediate forms, and the young of the terminal

races greatly resemble the ancestral form. In the .Jackson race, which is

the terminal member of the main stock, the last tsvo whorls are spiny,

and the last whorl shows some senile characters at its close. "This race

shows a regular and even ontogeny." Acceleration has carried the curved

rib stage back to the beginning of the third whorl, whereas in the an-

cestral A. lii)ioi)sis this stage begins near the close of the fourth whorl.

Smith has graphically expressed the main developmental and jihylo-

genetic changes in the following diagram

:
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A—Smooth stage.

B—Curved rib stage.

C—Cancellated stage.

D— Spiny stage.

E—Senile stage.

I—Individual variation.

The at-celeration of the Jackson race is beautifully brought out in

this diagram, and as its correlative, the recapitulation in the earlier onto-

geny of the later races, of the adult characters of the ancestral race. The

individual variations may wcur on any part of the shell, but usually fol-

low stage C
Bravhiopoihi.—Among the members of this class there is a wealth of

illustrations of recapitulation. I can only select a few cases that have

been worked out in s-ueh a way that the relationships of the forms are in-

dicated by the morphological and geological series as well as by the on-

togeny. The jtioneer student of the correlation of ontogeny and phylogeny

among the brachiopods was Beedicr. whose refined researches in ]taleo-

biology liave never been excelled and rarely eipialed.

The developing brachioiiod. in the later embryonic stages, secretes in

the mantle on opposite sides of tiie Ixidy two shell plates, which b,y perij)Ii-

eral growth ultimately meet at the edges and form the initial shelly

investment of the animal. This initial shell to which Heecher has given

the name "protegnluiii" (f. i is of very siinplc fdi'iii, consisting substan-

tially of two conve.x plates of semicircular plan, gaping at the ])osterlor

straight edges. Through this gaji between the two valves tin- pedicle

(organ of attachment ) iiro.jects. .\t tirsi the jiedicle occupies the full

width of the valves, but subse<iuent i)erij)heral growth of the shell with-

• For additional studios of the gastropoda from llic rtcvcloprncntal slmidpoint

sec the following: Kokcn, E,, Ueber der (iastropodcn vom Cainliriiim his zur Trias.,

Jahih. fiir Alincial. Geol. u. Pal., I.S.SO, Beil. I'.d. vi. Linden, (inifcn M. von,

Die Entwicklung der Skulptur und dor Zoiclnning liri dm (Jcliausschnec-ken dos

Meeres, Zcitschr. Wisti. Xool., vol. Ixi, 1S!»(;. (Jrabsm, .\. W., Studies of Gastro-

poda II, Fulgiu- and S.vcotypus, Am. .\rt^, vol. x.K.Kvii, 1903 : I'hylogen.v of Fusus and
its allies, Umitlifiottinn MixcrU. Coll., vol. xliv, 1004: Studies of (iastropoda III

on Orthogenetic variiitioii. \ni. \<it.. vol. xli, 1007. Smith, Burnett, I'hylogeny

of the species of Fulgiir with remarks on an abnormal specimen of Fulgur canal-

iculatum and sexual dimorpliism in Fulgur carica, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Fhila., vol.

liv, 1002; Senility among (lastropods, /'roc. Acad. \at. Sci. Phila., vol. Ivii, 1005;
Phylogeny of the races of Vohitilitlies petrosus. Proc. Acad. Xat. Sci. Pliiia., March,
1000; A new sjjecies C'f .Vlhkta and a note on the morphology of Athleta petrosa,

Proc. .\cad. \at. Sci. Phila.. May, 1007; .\ contribution to the morphology of

Pyrula, Proc. .\cnd. Sat. Sci. I'liita.. May, 1007.
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out correspondiufj; enlarsemeut of the pedicle, leaves the hitter restricted

to a notch (delthyriiim) in tlie ixisterior margins of tlie A'alves, providing

the peripheral growth is about eipial on all anterior and lateral radii.

If the shell growth is greater in the anterior direction, the shell becomes

pointed, the pedicle (posterior) end remaining of about the original

width. If the shell growth Is mainly in the lateral directions, the shell

becomes wide, with a long straight hinge, of which the pedicle opening

forms a very small i)roportion. Whatever may he the later growth of the

shell, all the earlier stages are preserved, except in cases where the beaks

are injured or resorbed by tlie encroachment of the pedicle in adult and

senile stages. The growth of the shell is entirely by additions at the mar-

gins or on the inner surface. It follows that the protegulum may in ex-

ceptionally well preserved material be seen intact at the beaks of the

adult shell. It is often seen at the apices of young shells.

Searching for the phylogenetic significance of the protegulum. Beecher

((j) ascertained that certain of the earliest known brachiopods approxi-

mate very closely in form to the protegulum, and he selected the genus

Faterina (Ipltidea) as the radicle of the class. It has since been shown

that Ptitcrina is not the most primitive known brachiopod.' It is still

true, however, that the most pi-imitive brachiopods known are of the

same general form and type as Putcruia, in fact they approximate more

closely, if anything, than that genus, to the form of the protegulum. It

may be very safely concluded, therefore, from the geological evidence,

that the primitive l!rachio])od was actually of the type indicated by the

protegulum.

Beecher says of Putcriiia : "In mature specimens, all lines of growth,

from the nucleal shell to the margin, are unvaryingly parallel and con-

centric, terminating abruptly at the cardinal line. In other words, no

changes occur in the outlines or proportions of the shell during growth,

through the nepionic and neanic stages ui) to and including the com-

pleted ephebic condition. The resemblance ol this form to the protegulum

of other brachiopods is very marked and significant, as it represents a

mature type having only the connnon embryonal features of other genera."

Among the Brachiopoda, as among the Pelecypoda there are a number

of forms in which the condition of very close fixation or of burrowing has

MValcott (G2) seems to reserve this distinction for his genus liiisiella. Pater-

ina is by him raade a subgenus of the genus Micromitra. Those forms are all

placed in the suporfamily RiisleUacen.
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given rise to extremely aberrant types. One of the most extreme of these

types is the genus ProhoscidcUa. The adults of this genus bear a very

marked resemblance to the Pelecypod genus [siKraniiiin. In the early

neanie stages Prohoftcidclhi resembles an ordinary Prod net iix. from which

genus the type is known to have descended. Orhicvloidca is a genus

originating in the Ordovician. and extending through the Mesozoic. The

first stage is paterina-like. the second resembles Oholclhi. the third is like

Schizoeraiiia. and adult growth brings in the characters of OrhicuJoidea.

The geological order of these genera is the same as the ontogenetic order

of Orhiculoidca.

Of Orhk-nloidcd and its allies Beecher (7) says: "The early stages

of Paleozoic Orhiculoidca have straight hinge-lines and marginal beaks,

and in the adult stages of the shell the beaks are usually subcentral and

the growth boloperipheral. This adult discinoid form, which originated

and was acqulrtHl. through the conditions of tixaticm of the animals, has

been accelerated in the re<ent Discinisca so that it appears in a free-swim-

ming larval stage. Thus a character acquired in adolescent and adult

stages in a Paleozoic species, through the mechiinical conditions of growth,

appears by acceleration in the larval stages of later forms before the as-

suiupti<in of the coiidit ion of lixation which tii-st produced this character."

Ill the higher genera of the Terebratellida'. the ontogeny recapitulates

the jibylogeny with remarkalile lidelity, as pointed out by Beecher (7).

This example has become classic, so that it is scarcely necessary to re-

peat the details. I shall give P.eecher's conclusions in his own words.

He says: "In each line of progression [the austr.al and boreal sulifami-

liesl in the Terebratellida'. the acceleration of the period of i-epi'»'<l'i'"tiiiii.

by the intluence of environment, threw off genera which do not go through

the complete series of metamoriihoses. but are otherwise fully adult and

even may show reversioiial tendencies due to old age; so that nearly

every stage passed through by the higher genera has a lixed representa-

tive in a lower genus. Moreover the lower g»*nera are not merely e<iuiva-

lent to or in exact iiarallelism with, the early stages of the higher, but

they express a jiermanent type of structure, as far as these genera are

concerne<l. and after reaching maturity do ikjI show a tendency to at-

tain higher i)hases of development, but thicken the slicll and cardinal

process, absorb the di'ltidial jilates. aii<l tr^liiiiit all the evidences of

senllitv."
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Raymonrt (4(;) li.-.s puiiited (lut a muulier of interest iii^Lj; eases of reca-

pitulation. TLie very conuuon and \vell-lcni)\vn Devonian Spirifer, S. mu-

croiiatiis. has the cardinal extremities in the adult very acute (mucro-

nate). sometimes, indeed, drawn out into needle-like points; while the

numljer of plications may l)e thirty or more. In the neanic stage these

transversely elongated spirifers pass through forms corresponding to the

adults of certain Niagara species. The adult of .s'. r//.s/>//.s. corresponds

very closely in shape, number of plications, and shell index with these

young si)ecimens of K. inucroiiiitiiK.

Shinier and Grabau (."il) have shown that in the upper part of the

Hamilton series of Thedford. Ontario, there occurs a variety of >Spirifcr

mucronatus. whicli though not mucronate at all in the adult, is "extremely

mucronate" in the neanic stage. At this stage also there is evidence of

the median plication of the sinus, another charactertistic of the adult of

the normal .S'. niitcroiidtKx. In the adult of the Thedford variety this

median plication has disappeared. The geological and morphological evi-

dence of the derivation of this form of .s'. iiiKcroiiatiix is complete.

I have pointed out an exactly similar case in the variety sciicr of

Pldtj/strophia aciitilirata (l(j). This variety occurs in the upiter part

of the Whitewater division of the Richmond series of Indiana and Ohio.

I'ldtjlstropliiii (icHtilirdtd. as is well known, is very nuicronate in the

adult, resembling in its general outline. Hpirifcr mucrouutUK. It was in

fact at first referred to the genus DcUhtiris (Siiirifcr). The normal form

is shown by an unusually closely graded series of intermediate forms to

be descended from P. Uiticostd, and it repeats the adult characters of the

latter very faithfully in its late neanic stage, becoming always more mu-

cronate as development proceeds. The upper Whitewater form. var.

sencx, fre(iuently has entirely lost, in the adult stages, the acute angula-

tion of the cardinal extremities, so that the lateral and cardinal edges

make a right, or nearly a right angle. In the young (neanic) stages of

P. sciicr. however, the shell is decidedly mucronate. so that these young

shells exactly resemble the normal Platifstropliki dcvtilirdtd of the lower

Whitewater and Liberty formati(jns. /-*. sciicr. it may be remarked, is a

well defined form, and its derivation from P. acutUirdta is beyond ques-

tion, since it is connected with the latter by every gradation.

Another interesting case of recapitulation among the brachiopods has

been worked out with great care by ]Mr. F. C. Greene (27). In this case

also no pains was spared to a.scertain the relationships of the various
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forms by traciii.t; them contiiuiously from zone to zone, and by n comparison

of the morjihologleal characters of the adults. The gronp studied by

Greene is tliat of Clionctcs uraiiulifcr. frnm tlie Upper Carboniferous roclvs

of Kansas. Here the forms frvan tlie liiglier zones repeat in tlieir onto-

geny the characters of forms from the lo\\er zcmes with great tidelity. The

very young stages also recall very forcibly the si>ecies of Clionctcs from

the Devonian, (lioxctcs grdindifcr is also very interesting from tlie fact

that the lirst hinge-spines appear very much earlier in the ontogeny than

is the case in the Devonian species studied by Raymond (4()), therefore

showing a considerable degree of acceleration of this cliaracter (Uu'ing

the interval from the Devonian to tlie r])per Carboniferous.

Other interesting cases of recapitulation among brachiopods have

been pointed out by Beecher and Schudiert (12) in the development of

the brachial ap])aratus in niclasniii and Zi/'jospiru.^

TrUohiiu.—Studies of the early stages of the development of trilo-

bites have been published ])y P.arrande Ct. 4». Walcott (59. 60. 01). Beecher

(8, 0). Matthew (3!). 40. 41) and others, but for indication of the corre-

lation of the ontogeny and the phylogeny in this class we are almost en-

tirely indebted to Beecher. In liis jiajicrs on "Larval Stages of Trilo-

bites" (S). and a "Xatnral Classification of the Trilol»ites" (9), he has

not only pointed out the rcuiarkalilc way in which characters are re-

capitulated in this class, iiut has also proposed what is probably to be re-

garded as the most perfect e.xample of a phylogenetic classification of a

group of organisms, in existence.

The earliest (leveloi»niental stage of trilobitcs that has ever been found

(barring supposed trilobite eggs) is the larval stage or "iirotas])is,'" as it

is called by Beecher (8). The protaspis is a minute body of ovate or dis-

coid shape, and about a millimeter in length. This larval stage has

1 For artdit idiial cxiuiiplcs of rcfiipitiilat ion ainon^' the liracliioixxls see the

following: Heoclicr, (,'. K., Studies in lOvolution (a series of eolleeted papers),

Scribners, 1901. Beecher, C. E., and Clarlte, .1. M., The Development of some

Silurian Brachiopoda. Mem. .V. V. Siate Mux.. No. I, 1889. Beecher, C. E., and

Sjhuchert, C, Development of the shell and l)rachial supports in Dielasma and

Z.VKOSpira, Pror. liiol. Soc. WasMnoton, vol. viii. 189S. Cumings. E. U., The

morphogenesis of Platystrophia ; .V study of the Evolution of a I'aleozoic Brach-

iopod. Am. Jour. Sci., vol. xv, 190.". Uaymond, P. E., The deveiopmental change

in some common Devonian brachiopods. Am. Jour. 8ci., vol. xvii, 1904. fJreene,

P. C, The development of the Carboniferous brachiopod Chonetes granulifer. Owen,

Jour. Geo}., vol. xvi, 1908. Buckman, S. S., Homeomorphy among .lurassic

Brachiopoda. I'rnc. Coitesuold ^at. Field Clul), vol. xii, 1001.
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been seen in a sufticiently representative series of genera to nialce it rea-

sonably certain that it is tlie conunon larval type among the trilobites.

It is pretty well established that the eye of crustaceans has migrated

from the A-entral to the dorsal surface of the cephalon. At an interme-

diate stage in this process the eyes would appear on the margins of the

cei»hal()n. If this has been the history of the eye. the mnst ](rimitive

larvae should show no evidence of eyes on the dorsal surface, and since

the eye is on the inner margin of the free cheek, there shnuld be n:) evi-

dence of the free cheek. This is exactly the case in the youngest larvae

of PtiichopaiUt, t<i)J<-ii()plcnnt and Liostrucus, "which are the most primi-

tive genera whose jirotaspis is known. The eye-line is present in the

later larval and adolescent stages of these genera, and persists to the

adult condition. In ,S(i<) it has been pushed forward to the eurlie.st prota.s-

pis, and is also found in the two known larval stages of Triart]iriix. >SV/o

retains the eye-line throughout life, but in Tr'nirlhnts the adult has \\'^

traces of it, and none of the higher and later genera studied has an eye-

line at any stage of develoi)ment." This character according to Matthews,

is characteristic of the Cambrian triloliites. In its phylogenesis In later

trilobites it disappears first from the adult stages, and is tinally lost

from the entire ontogeny. The eyes appear on the margin of the cephalon

in the last larval stage of Ptychoparia, Solenopleura, Liostraciix, »S'«o, and

'ri'utrthnt><. In the later genera the eyes are present "in all the protaspis

stages, and persist to the mature, av ephebic condition, moving in from

the margin to near the sides of the glabella."

According to Beecher (S) "A number of genera present adult char-

acters which agree closely with some of the larval features [of later

genera]. The main features of the cephalon in the simple protaspis forms

of Solenopleura. Li</.'<tniciis. ;iud Ptiichoparia are retained to maturity in

such genera as Caraii.s'm and AconfJiciis. which have the glabella expanded

in front, joining and foi'ming the anterior margin. They are also without

eyes or eye-line. Cfeiioccphaltis retains the archaic glabella to maturity,

and likewise shows eye-lines and the beginnings of the free cheeks (larval

Sao). Conocoryphe and Ptychoparia are still further advanced in having

the glabella rounded in front, ai\d terminated within the mai'gin (larva of

Triarthrus). These facts and others of a similar nature show that there

are characters appearing in the adults of later and higher genera, which

successively make their appearance in the protaspis stage, sometimes to

the exclusion or modification of structures present in the most lU'imitive
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larvae. Thus the larvae of Dahnaintcs aucl I'roctus. with their prominent

eyes, and glabella distinctly terminated and rounded in front, have char-

acters which do not appear in the larval stages of ancient genera, but

which may appear in their adult stages. Evidently such modifications

have been acquired by the acti<in of the law of earlier inheritance or

tachygenesis."

Bnjozoa.—My studies (IT. IS) were the first to show that there is in

the bryozoan colony a definite recapitulation of ancestral characters, and

that in this particular the colony behaves as an individual. This same

fact was very clearly pointed out by Kuedemann (47) two years eirlier

in the (iraptolites. and I take jileasure in (pioting his very explicit state-

ment. He says : "Furthermore the fact that the theca? within rlie sauie

colony show .i gradati(;n from phylogenetically older to younger forms.

and theref()re analogous to the organ of a growing individual. i)ass

through ancestral stages, as. e. g.. do the septa of a ceithalopod shell,

demnnstrates how closely the zooids of this colony were united into one

organism, and that practically llicy were mori' the organs of an individ-

ual than the component of a colony If the graptolites so

closely .approached the morphologic value of an individual, it may be e.x-

pected that, like an individual, the wlinle colony has its ontogeny .-ind re-

passed ancestnd stages."

My studies, referred to .-iliovc. bmught cut the fact that the ln-yczoan

colony begins as a minute hemisplierical Icidy. the "protce^ium" which is

the earliest exoskeletal stage of the first individual of the colony. This

l)rotoecium (basal disc) is very conspicimus in the Cyclist. imat.-i. and also

in the ancient Cryjitostoniata (as shown in l'(ii(st( lla].' It can not be

definitely as.serted that the proto'cium corresiMjuds to any ancestral bryo-

zoan. but the marktnl resemi)l;ince of the zotecia of some of the ancient

Stomutuponi of the Ordovician to the lu-uto'cium is at least very sug-

gestive.

The ancestrula. or first cipaipletc individual of the cobmy. has long

been known to nresent iharacfers nmr" similar to those of ancestral forms

' I first iist'fl thp term protcecium as the designation of the first individual of

the colony, and in this sense it would l)e exactly eqiiivaUnt to the term an estrula

of Jullien. In a later paper (18) I restricted the term to the basal disc (of

Barrois) which is the calicified wall of the metamorphosed and histolyzed embryo

in its earliest sedentary stage. Out of this basal disc the first normal individual

arises by a process stirctly analogous to budding. In this sense, therefore, the

term protoecium is exactly corn latlve with the frms prottgulura. protoconch,

prodissoconch, et:-.
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thiui the cliarncters of the ejiheljastic zooeeia (see Nitsche 44. and I'erjiceus

4.j). I liave succeeded in tinding evidence (IS) that this is true to a no-

table extent in the ancient Foicstrlla. where the tubuhir aucestrula bears

a strilving resemblance to the simple tubular ephebastic zocecia of the

Cyclostomata. from which group there is every i-eason to believe the

Crji^tostomata are descended.

It is also pointed out by Nitsche and Pergens (loc. cit.) that the

earlier budding habit of the colony is similar to ancestral tyiies. In my
own studies I was able to show that the early budding habit is very uni-

form in the most di\erse tji)es of Bryozoa. and that it corresponds to the

budding habit that prevails throughout the astogeny of the reptant sto-

matoporas.

In Fenc-stcllu my studies indicate that the earlier individuals (nepi-

astic) of the colony are very different from the adult (ephebastic) indi-

viduals and are strikingly similar to the ephebastic individuals of certain

Cyclostomata that aie on morphological grounds, as pointed out by Ulrich

(63), probal)ly ancestral. And again, the early neanastic zooecia of the

Devonian fenestellas studied are almost exac-tly like to the ephebastic

zooecia of the fenestellas of the Niagara series. Uni)ublished studies in-

dicate that in the Fenestellas of the Upper Carl)oniferous the neanastic

stage is more abbreviated, and that tlie adult type of zocecia follows more

closely upon the nepionic tyi)e.

Dr. Lang of the British Museum has puldished very interesting studies

of the Stomatoporas and Eleids of the Mesozoic (35. 30. 37). and has come

indei>endentl.v to exactly the same conclusions as the writer in regard to

the development of the colony, and the relations of astogeny and phylo-

geny among the Bryozoa. He says (35). "The development of the colony

is comitarable with and follows the same laws as the development of the

individual." And again: "Among Jurassic forms of Stoniatopora and

ProJjoscina it has been found that when any given character, such, for

instance, as the ratio of the length of the zocecium to its breadth, is fol-

lowed from the first zooecium to the last, that it has a progressive develop-

ment, or anagenesis, reaches a maximum, or acme, and often may be seen

to have a retrogressive develojjment. or katagenesis. in the ultimate

branches of the zoarium."

Lang has paid especial attention to the manner of branching in Juras-

sic stomatoporas. The nearly universal method of branching in the Juras-

sic members of this group is by dichotomy. This according to Lang may
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be by one or other of three types as follows : In type I the two zo(jeoia are

separate throuixhout their entire length, only tonchinfi' at tlieir bases. In

type II they are contijindns tlirnni,'liiiiit tlieir lenicth. and in the interme-

diate tyjje thvy are contiguons for jfart of their lent^th. To a large extent

correlated witli these types of diclu-toniy is the ani^le of divergence of the

l)ranches.

In all the Jurassic stoniatoporas and in a few proboscinas the lirst

dicliotniuy is according to type I. and at a very wide angle (180°). The

second dichotomy, in the majority of cases, is also according to type I,

with an angle of 120°. The ne.xt is commonly only 90°, the next G0°, and

the next 45°. all according to type I. "In primitive' [Jurassic] forms the

branching never gets beyond tyije I with a small angle. In the majority

of forms, however, .sooner or later the intermediate tyiic nf itranching comes

in. and in a great many forms tliis ty]>e is tlie hnnl one. In a few cases of

StoiiKitnjior)!. and in all I'n/hosciiKi. tyi)e 11 is .-it some time or other

reached, and remains the ultinuite foi-m of branching of the zoariuni. This

setpience namely. T.vpe I—Intermediate type—Type II. is invai'iably

f(.lIowed." (85).

In primitive rrolifjscinii (a genus derived from Stomutoitont) the Hrst

dichotomies are .-'ccording to lype 1. "In the tyiiical forms of J'rohosciini

the early stages li.ive been so cundcnsed according to the law of accelera-

ti;!n (Tachygciiesis I. that tiie lirst djchotdmy is furmed on type II.

. . . . In the in re advanced ty[tes of Prohosciini .... the ar-

rangement of i)eristoines is irregular from the first." This is the typical

arrangement f^r I'cniiccti. a derived gemis of wliicli slduKildponi and

I'rohosciiiii are the first two terms. It is worthy of notice that while in

the Jurassic forms of Sfatudhiiiiini type II is not very common, it is ex-

tremely comiiinii in the ('retacc(.us forms.'

(Iraptolitcs.—The beautiful researches of Kuedemaim in this gr )U]i

have shown us. as )>ointed out ab:)ve. that the graptolit*' colony closely

approaches the nnirphnlogic value of an individual, and that, like the in-

dividual, it i)resents definite ontogenetic (astogenetic) stages. Kuedemaim

(47) ai)plies to the colonial development the terminology proposed by

' For stiirtics in the /oarial dovolopmcnt of Bryozoa soo f'uminss. Iv U.. Thi"

dovplopment of some Paloozoic Bryozoa. Am. Jour. 8ci., vol. xvii. 1!)04 : Dovflop-
mont of Fonostolla. Am. .four. .SV;., vol xx, 190.5. Lang, ^^'. !•.. Tlic .lurassic

forms of tho 'goncra* Stoniatopora and Proboscina, Oeol. Maff., Dec. v, vol. i. 1!)04 :

The Kcjjtant Elcid Polyzoa. (Ifol. Mar/. Dec. v. vol. iii, 1906; .Stomatoi)ora !iii1 iipia.

Ilaimc. and its n-lalid I-iassic forms, Geol. Mag., Dec. v. vol. ii. 190.").
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Hyatt (31). In a later paper, however, he ai)proves tlie teriniiioloj^y iii-

trofluced by me. and proitoses to call the developuient of the colony the

astogeny (48).

The embryonic stage of the graiitolltes is represented by the initial

l)ortion of the sicula (first zooid), according to Kuedemann ; and Holm

(29) asserts that the more pointed end of the sicula "correspcmds to the

original chitinoiis covering of the free zooid germ or embryo." This in-

itial part of the sicula, according to Kuedemann. holds a position similar

to the protoeonch of the cephalopod shell.

In part I of his splendid monograph of the Graptolites (48) of New

York, at page 530, Ruedemann says: "It has been pointed out in a former

publication that not only did there exist in the graptolites ontogenetic

growth stages in the development of the individual zooids

hut the rJiabtloKoiiic.s in toto and in their ixiit.s. tJiv hninclir^. serin niso to

pass ttiiont/lt sta<jes irtiicti simtiest plinlonenetiealli/ jireeedinii furnis."

Of the various ways in which these astogenetic stages express them-

selves, Ruedemann mentions the following : "The original direction of

growth of the branc lies of the I )ichograptida' has been in the approximate

continuation of the sicula, i. e.. an ascending ei-ect position as long as

the rhabdosomes were sessile, on the ground. These became i)endant when

the graptolites attached themselves in a suspended position to seaweeds,

as numerous hydroids do today. To restore to the zooids their original

. . . . erect i)osition, the branches began now to recurve ....
[becoming prf)gressively horizontal, i-etiexed. reclined and recumbentl

. . . . We tind now in. the majority of the Dichograptidte with the

above cited growth directions of the branches, that the latter still retain

their original dependent direction, in the jiroxinial parts in some species

. . . . while in others by the law of acceleration, the dependent proxi-

mal direction has already changed into a horizontal one .... the

change in direction becoming progressively more abrupt as the final direc-

tion of the branches becomes reclined .... or recuml)ent

The branches pass hence, in their development, through different directions

representing ontogenetic stages that repeat stations in their phylogenetic

development." ( 48.

)

An analogous fact is found in the character of the thecie. "A com-

parison of the form of the thec;e of the youngest dichograptid genera

. . . . with that of the older and presumably phylogenetically preced-
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iug genera .... sbows that in general the dkler genera have the

more tnbnhir. simpler thectie. with the less proteetetl apertnral margins. It

is, hence, api)arent that the stolonal or earlier thec;e of the rhabdosomes

represent indeed the older types of thecal form." (4.s.

)

Other Classes.—The case of the larva of Aiitvihm h;is already been

referred to. As pointed out by Bather (1), the stem ossicles of the larval

Antcdon are of a complex and specialized type, and in a general way re-

semble the stem ossicles of the Bourgueticrinida' of the Upper Cretaceous.

It is held by Bather that the structures of the adult ancestors have been

pushed back by acceleration to the larval stages of the existing Antcdon.

Recapitulation is also shown in the anal plate of Antcdon. The anal

plate appears between two of the radials and on the same level with them.

Subsecpiently it is lifted out from between the radials, and the latter close

beneath it. Still later the anal plate is resorbed entirely. That this is the

recapitnl.-ition of an .-idult ch.-ii'acter and not of a larval cluiracter, as con-

tended by Ilurst, is shown by the fact that the oldest crinoids do not possess

the anal plate at all. It .-iiipears from paleontological evidence that this

plate first aiijieared above the level of the r.adials, th.-it it gradually sank

down between the two jtosterior radials. and that at a far later period

(at about the close of the Paleozoic) it gradually i)assed upward again as

it does in Antcdon. and event u;illy disappeni'cd.

Jackson has shown that tbeic is good evidence of recajtitulation among

the fossil echinoids (.'{;{). In most regions of the echinoid the develop-

ment is ol)scui'ed i)y the more or less extensive resiirjjt ion. i)ut the jilates

of the corona may show by their jMisition and nund»er, the course of devel-

opment. .Tackson holds that the introduction of colunuis of jtlates, both

interami)ul;ici-al. and ambul.icral. in .]f( lonitcs. etc.. indicates the stages of

growth through which the indiviilual has passed in its develoi)ment. He

shows that two colunms of .-imbulaci-al plates "may be accepted as the

usual characteristic of the whole cl.-iss. which finds its representative in

the majority of the adults, in nearly all young, and in the adult of the

simplest nnd oldest known type, Botluiocidaris."

Interambulacral areas originate ventr.illy in a single ])late. Only one

gentis is known, however, that has a single row of plates in the adult,

namely Bothriocidans. This is the simplest known and "pei-haps the

simplest conceivable echinoid."
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In Goniocidaris the interambulaci'al plates of the adult are approx-

imately hexagonal in form instead of pentagonal. "The relative form

of the plates in yonng Goiiiociditris is almost exactly the same as in the

primitive type, Bothriociduris."

"The early stage in which we find a single interambulacral plate, to-

gether with two ambulacral plates, in each area is so important that it

is desirable to give it a name, the protechinus stage. The protechinus is

an early stage in developing Echini, belonging to the phylembryonic period,

in which the essential features of the echinoid structure are first evinced.

. . . . This protechinoid stage of Echinoderms is comparable as a stage

in growth to a similar stage which is expressed in the protegulum of

brachiopods. the protoconch of cephalous mollusks, the prodissoconch of

pelecypods. and the i)rotaspis of trilobites." (.S3.)

Miss Smith (Mrs. Alexander Shannon) has shown very conclusively

the exact resemblance (if the form of the young Prtitremitcfi conoidcus to

the adult Codastcr (52). In Coda.strr the conical form. n;irrowest at the

base and enlarging upward, is maintained throughout life. In PentrcmitCK

only the early stages of growth have this form, while the adult is broadest

at the base and narrowest at the top.

This evidence from development would, according to the theory of

recapitulation, indicate that Codastcr stands in an ancestral relation to

Pcntrcniitcs. and it is therefore of importance to the theory that Bather

(2) from other evidence has indeitendently reached the same conclusion

as Miss Smith in regard to the relationship of the two forms.*

Among corals Beecher (5) has worked out the development of PIcu-

rodiciijuiH h'iificiil(ii-c and concludes that the first neanic stage, in the

manner of growth and the structure of the corallum. is very suggestive of

Aulopont, and should be given considerable significance." Girty (21) comes

to the same conclusion from a study of Fa coxites forhcm, etc.

Bernard (14) has shown that the coral colony in similar fashion to

the bryozoan colony and the graptolite colony behaves as an individual.

In another paper (13) he has recognized as the first growth stage of the

1 Bather's concluisicii was published in 1900, and Miss Smith's paper iu 1906.

The latter, however, was not aware of Bather's views as to the relationships of

these two forms, so that the conclusions of the two workers, arrived at Indepen-

dently and from different lines of evidence are all the more important and convinc-

ing. Bath(>r gays in a review of Miss Smith's papei* that he considers Pentremites
as the "extreme link in the series Coilaster—Phaeno.^cMsma—Cryptoschisma—Oroph-
ocrinus— PcntrcmitUlea—Pentrciiiites."
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coral skeleton the ]n-iitotbeka." or I);i>al cu]) of the first iuflividual of the

colony.

'

Laufj; (MS) lias written a very sn^u'.wstive paper on growth stages of

British species of corals, in v.'hich he points out the fact that the onto-

genetic stages are repeated iu each rejuvenescence (branching?), and sug-

gests that we have here an exani]ile of localized stages in development

(see .Jackson 34). It may be rema)-ked at this point that Kuedemann has

also detected localized stages in graptolites (47, 48), and Lang in Bryozoa

(.3(j). Lang also, in the iiajier on corals, concludes that there is recajiitu-

lation in the (-(tral genera studied l)y him. of ancestral characters, and he

gives a table illustrating this.-

Suiniiiar!/.—I'aJenntologists almost miiversally accept the theory of re-

capitulation. Its cliief critics have been embryologists. The reason for

the difference in attitude is probably to be sought in the fact that the

former ordinarily comiiare epenibryonic stages with adult characters of

geologically older species, while the latter too often compare embryonic

stages with the adult stages of existing species. It is also to be noted

that in recaiiitulation we have to do with niDrphnlogical ;ind not witli

physiological characters, and that the i-ow of cells from the egg to the adult

may be mori)hologicaliy the same in two organisms, while l>eing at the

.same time physiologically different. Intil it can be shown that two organ-

isms moi'plKtIogically diffcrt'iit in tlie :idult must of luH-essity lie morpho-

logically different at all stages, the arginiicnl of .Montgomei'y. llnrst and

others proves nothing.

'The term jirototlida was proposod sinuiltanoously (.Tanuary, l!>(»4i by Ber-

nard and myself for the earliest skeletal structure of the coral colony. We have
used it, however, in a slightly different sense. Bernard applies it not only to the
first individual of the colony, but also to the basal plates or cups of later indi-

viduals. I intended to restrict it to the basal cup of the first individual. The
references are as follows : Bernard, II. M., The prototheka of the Madreporaria.
with special reference to tlie genera Calostylis, Linrts.. and Moshya, Quelch. Ann.
Mag. Xat. Hist., Ser. 7, vol. xiii, .Tan. 1904. Cumings, E. K., The development of

some Paleozoi? liryozoa, Am. .four. S^cL, vol. xvii, .Ian.. 1004 (footnote, p. 74 1.

- This so-called rejuvenescence in corals appears to be a species of l)udding, in

which the bud is directly superimposed upon the parent. It is fission occurring in

a horizontal plane, as suggested l)y Bernard (14), and the new skeleton Is in

direct continuity with the old. Tliis is the same idea exactly as that advanced
by Ulrlch some years ago (0.3) to account for the diaphragms of the Bryozoa
Trepostomata. In the case of the Trepostomata the zooe?ium is frequently oper-

culate (ex. Cntlopora). and there is good evidence that the bud grows u]) through
the operculum hence leaving it behind as the floor of the new individual.
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In the Cephalopoda. PelecyiJoda, Gastropoda. Braehiopoda, Trilobita.

Bryozoa, Graptolites, Echinodernis aud Corals, examples are pointed out

in which there is clear and nnniistakalile evidence ol' recapitulation. In

most of these cases it is the epombryonic and not the embryonic stages

that are the basis of comparison.

Paleontologlcal Laboratory,

Indiana University.

Bloomington, Indiana.
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The Tippecanoe an Infantile Drainage System.

By Wm. a. McBeth.

Streams first come into existenoe on a recently emerged or nncoverecl

land surface, with enough rainfall to leave a surplus for runoff after the

requirements for soil saturation and evaporation have been met. An up-

lift of part of the sea bottom, the drainage of a lake or the melting of an

ice sheet may produce the new surface on which the streams begin their

cycle of existence and work.

Most of the streams of northern Indiana are in the youthful stage.

They came into being with the recession of the North American Ice Sheet

from that part of the State. If parts of the region retained areas of

marsh, pond or lake, the location of streams in such areas would be de-

layed until outlets could be made by the intrenchment of channels by out-

flowing waters to such depth that the impounded waters would be drained

off, when stream lines would be laid out on such newly uncovered lands.

The Tippecanoe river between the abrupt bend on the northeast corner

of Pulaski County and Monticello in White County, with its tributaries,

furnishes a fine example of extremely young drainage. This section of the

river evidently traverses the bed of a former temporary lake which was

held in by a moraine at Monticello. Evidence of this lake remains in the

sand ridges, some of which seem to be beaches and others dunes numerous

in the region. The sudden change in the width and depth of the river val-

ley above Monticello also is significant of such a condition. The valley at

Monticello is almost exactly 100 feet deep, and from one-fourth to one-

half mile wide, and at Buffalo ten miles north of Monticello the channel

is about 2.5 feet deep and is without floodplain or bluffs. In brief, the

channel is just cut deep and wide enough barely to carry the flood waters.

The trusses of the highway bridges crossing the river in Pulaski County

can be seen miles away across the level prairie. The bridge floor at Wina-

mac is level with the streets of the town. The river has a steep slope

through this part of its course, the fall from Winamae to Monticello being

not less than 100 feet in thirty miles.

The tributaries to the main stream in this region are examples of still

younger drainage. In following the road from Monticello to Buffalo the

way is over level country, except that where streams making their way
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vrest to the river are crossed, the road descends ten or fifteen feet to the

bridge crossing the stream, then rises by the same distance to the level

plain again.
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The Drainage of Pulaski and White Counties, Indiana.

Persons going to Ileadlee. Pulaski or Winamac (see niiip) often turn

east a short distance north of Monticello and going about three miles thej-
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turn north again, following the range line road. (Between K. 2 and R. :i

W. ) This road is nuu-h ni;)re level. The streams crossed in small valleys

on the west or river road have n i valleys where erossed by the range line

road. Formerly they existed as broad sloughs or strips of marsh land.

and where crossed stretches of corduroy road were used to enal)le teams

and A-ehicles to cross without miring. Scarcely the beginning of a channel

could be discovered threading its way through the lowest part of the marsh

or slough. The drainage was by over wash or sheet streams spi'eading out

many rods in width and slowly creeping away to the river. Within the last

mile or two of their course the channel became gradually deeper and wider

and the stream si)ed freely down a steeper slope into the river. These

sheet streams are good examples of the primary drainage or runoff. They*

were interrupted frequently by ixaids and broader widths of marsh, keejiing

large areas so wet as to make cultivation impossible—the land furnishing

a poor quality of pasturage.

Within the last few years man has done by machinery what nature

has not done and could not do in thousands of years. Starting at the head

of the sloughs fifteen to twenty miles from the river steam dredges have

been used to dig channels for these over wash waters and pra<-tically every

slough on both sides of the river in all this region has been furnished a

channel ample for its drainage.

Pike Creek. Keen's Creek, the Carnahan Ditch, the Ackerman Ditch

and Indian Creek on the east side of the river, and the Monon Creeks,

Honey Creek and others on the west side, furnish examples of infant

drainage aged by the aid of man in i)usliing forward the work the waters

were so tardily doing.
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A Paired Entoplastron in Trionyx and its Significance.

By H. H. Lane.

There is no order of reptiles more distiiiftly circumsfribed tiian tlie

Testudinata. Even the fossil remains cast little if any light upon their

affinities. That they are a highly specialized group need not be argued.

Any point, therefore, which gives an indication of what may be considered

to have been a primitive condition in the order, is of extreme interest and

value.

Moreover, there has been much discussion as to the relative rank of

the various suborders and families comprised in this order. A grortp

concerning which there is much diversity of opinion is that now generally

regarded as constituting a suborder, the Trionychia. Some have seen in

their so-called "soft-shelled" condition, evidence of extreme specialization,

and have therefore assigned them to a very high position in the order.

Thus, Gadow (Cam. Nat. Hist., vol. viii, p. 406) asserts that "It is not

open to nuich doubt that the characteristic features of the Trionychoidea

are not primitive but secondary. This is indicated by the whole structure

and behavior of the carapace and plastron. The softening of the whole

shell, the loss of the horny shields, the reduction of the claws, are the

direct and almost unavoidable results of life in muddy waters." Other

authorities take exactly the opposite view, and from the same facts reach

the conclusion that "the Trionychidte stand nearest to the general struc-

tural plan of the Reptilia" (Adolph Th. Stoffert. Structure and Develop-

ment of the Shell of Emyda ceylonensis. Gray).

On account of this difference of opinion the writer has undertaken a

study of the embryonic development of Trionyx with the view, first, of

determining, if possible, the relative position of the Trionychia among the

Testudinata, and, second, if it should prove to be a comparatively general-

ized type, to secure some hint as to the reptilian form from which the

chelonian ancestry may have been derived. I present in this paper only

one phase of the evidence furnished by the plastron, relative to the first of

these two problems, although my material sheds some light upon both.

* (Contribution No. .5, from the Department of Zoology and Embryology, State

University of Oklahoma.)
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No other terrestrial or freshwater tortoises possess so simple jind per-

haps so primitive a type of plastron as that found in the Trionychia. In

the adult 'rrioiiii.v (Aspidoiicctcs) spin if cr. the plastron ( Fi,ir. 1) is com-

posed of nine elements, four paired and one unpaired, separated to a

greater or less extent at first l>y three, and later sometimes I»y onl.v two.

large fontanelles. Different autlmrs have projiosed different theories rela-

tive to the homologies of these plastral hones, and along with these theories

there has arisen a complex terminology. Each author has sought to give

permanenc.v to his own hypothesis b.v assigning to the plastral elements

names Indicative of his view. Thus tiie uniiaired element is designated by

G. St. Ililaire. Owen, Ruetimeyer. and others, who regard the i)lastron as

the homologue of the anuiiote sternum, as the "ento-sternal" ; I'arker calls

it the "inter-thoracic i)late" ; while Iluxle.v gives it the nonconunittal

name of "ento-plastron." in which he is followed hy most later writers.

The four paired elements of the plastron have not fared any better. Thus,

O. St. Ililaire, Owen .-ual Kuetimeyer designate them as "eijisternal."

"h.vosternal." "h.vpostcrnal." and "xii)histernal." i-espcctivel.v ; I'arker. as

usual, has his own set of terms, and calls them "iiraethor.-icic." "jtost-

thoracic." "praeainlominal." j'.iid "abdominar' plates; while Iluxle.v gives

them the names of "epiplast ron." 'liyoplastron." •'hypolasti-on." and "xiphi-

plastron." In tiie present state of our knowle<lge it is best, jierhajjs. to

use Iluxle.v's leruis. since \]\i'y commit one to no special theor.v regarding

the homologies of the eleuH'uts to which they apjily.

Anions the various attem]>ts that have iieen made to honiologize tiie

jilastral plates willi certain skeh'tal elements of other anmiotes, one of

the earliest was tliat of ("uvier (Kegne animal, Les Reptiles, p, 10), who

identities them with the sternum of the I-acei-tilia and higher vertebrates.

a. St. Ililaire ( I*liiloso]ihie .•in;itonii(|ue. vol. i. )>. li«i) makes a detailed

comparison between the several parts of the iilastron and the osseous

pieces of the avian sternum. Cams (Von den rr-'i'eilen des Knochen- und

Schalengeruestes, isi'S), jiiid Peters ( ( (bservaliones ad Anatouiiam ("helo-

nioruni, Herolini, is.'JS). maintain that it is only partially etiuivalent to the

sternum. Owen (On the development and homologies of the carapace and

l)lastron of the ("helonian Reptiles. I'hil. Trans. London, 1S41)), advances

the idea that rhe paired iilates correspond to haennipoiihyses of the ribs.

Uathke (T'eber die Entwickt-lung der Schildkrciten. Rraunschweig, IS-IS),

holds the idastron to be wholl.v dermal in origin and hence a structure not

to be honndogized with the endoskeletal elements of other groujis. Man.v
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of the more recent antliorities. hes^innins with W. K. Parker (Structure

and development of the shoulder girdle and sternum in the vertebrata,

Loudon. 1808), and Huxley (The Elements of Comparative Anatomy, Lon-

don. 1S64). consider the epiplastra and the entoplastron to be the homo-

logues of the clavicles and interclavicle respectively, of other reptiles.

In form the entoplastron is quite as variable among the Testudlnata

generally, as are the paired elements associated with it. It is perhaps

most frequently T-shaped or roughly triangular, with the apex of the tri-

angle directed caudad. In Ti-ioin/.r. however, it has an entirely different

configuration, being in the form of a wide Y with the apex or point di-

rected cephalad (Fig. 1).

Tlie other elements of the plastrcm have outlines and relationships

characteristic of the family and can be easily identitied by reference to the

figure (Fig. 1), wherein the epii)lastra (epi) are shown immediately

cephalad of the entoplastron (ento). while the hyoplastra (hyo). hypu-

plastra (hy[)o). and xiphiplastra (xipli). lie caudad to that element in the

order given.

In a Trionyx embryo with a carapace length of 14 mm., the elements

of the plastron are all definitely laid down (Fig. 2). The nuchal plate

of the carapace is a well marked and clearly defined dermal bone

having as yet no connection with a vertebra. The ribs are fnll.^-

laid down in cartilage, but there are no traces of costal plates, and

neurals. likewise, are not present. The plastral elements are not only

all present but they are also all iniircd. They are not preformed in carti-

lage but consist entirely of ossificatiosis within the dermis. In shape and

size they are clearly defined. As shown in the figure (Fig. 2) they form a

series of five pairs of more or less rod-like structures, which are not in

contact with one another, as is the case in the adult (Fig. 1). but on the

contrary they are separated by comi)aratively large spaces in which tlie

tissue of the dermis is clearly mesenchymatous and shows no trace of ossi-

fication. The position of the five pairs in two longitudinal rows and their

absolutely similar origin as entirely dermal ossittcations make it certain

that, whatever their homology to structures in other forms may be, they

must all be interpreted as serial homologues of each other. While it is

agreed tliat the hyoplastra. hypoplastra. and xiphiplastra are the homo-

logues of the abdominal ribs found in the Crocodile and Ilhynchocephalia,

the epiplastra and entoplastron are pretty generally regarded as represent-

ing the clavicles and interclavicle of other reptiles.
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Fig. 2

EXPLANATION OF THE FICl'KES.

Figure 1 shows the form and arrangement of the plastral elements (reduced in

size) of an adult TrU,nyx spinifer, epi., epiplastron ; ento., eiitoplastron ; hyo.,

hyoplustron ; hypo., hi/poplasiriin : xiph., xiphiplastron.

Figure 2 is a graphic r( production, niasiiiified tpn linn's. of the i)lastra! elements in

embryo Trinnyx xpinifrr with a carapace length of 14 mm. nmh.. iinihiliiiix ;

ent., paired en topia fit rn.
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Accepting merely for the niomeiit the correctness of this homology. It

is interesting to note how very rarely a paired iuterclavide has been found

in reptiles. So far as I have been al)le to discover I'arker is the only one

heretofore to report such an observation, and in his monograph on the

structure and development of the shoulder girdle and sternum, cited

above, describes the interclavicle of Aiipiiis as developing from paired ele-

ments and says

:

"Above the (Janoid Fishes, this is the only instance I can give at

present of the primordial symmetry of the interclavicle ; l»ut a cai'eful

study of the development of this bone in embryo lizards would, very prob-

ably, show it to be not at all rare" (p. DO).

pjxamining the question of the homologies of the plastral elements a

little more closely, however, one is led to doubt Iluxley and Parker's iden-

tification of the epiplastra and entoplastron as clavicles and interclavicle

respectively. In all other reptiles so far as known the clavicle is laid down,

at least partially, in cartilage and in close connection with the other ele-

ments of the shoulder girdle. Even in the mammals, while its origin is

still a matter for further investigation, it is definitely established that a

portion at least of the clavicle is preformed in cartilage. In Trionyx, as

in other of the Testudinata. the epiplastra. on the contrary, develop en-

tirely without connection with the shoulder girdle, entirely outside the

muscular layer of the body wall and within the nuich thickened dermis.

They, in company with all the other plastral elements, are wholly without

a cartilaginous preformation, and develop as direct ossifications in the

dermal mesenchyme. Without further evidence it is very difficult to ac-

cept the view that the epiplastra are the testudinate homologues of the

clavicles and the same arguments hold in regard to the identification of

the entoplastron with the interclavicle. As is shown in this paper, the

entoplastron in Trioniix is at first a pair of elements, so that there is noth-

ing to prevent the interpretation of the entii'e series of plastral bones as

the homologues of the so-called abdominal ribs so well known in Sphenodon

and the Crocodilia.

Recurring to the (piestion of the relative rank of the Trionychia among

the Testudinata. the paired conditi(m of the entoplastron. as it exists in

this embryo (Fig. 2, ent) is especially important and instructive. As

Rathke first pointed out, the entoplastron is wanting in Sphargis, perhaps

on the whole the most specialized of all the Testudinata. It is reported

by Stannius ( Ilandbuch der Anatomic der Wirbeltiere, 1S54) as absent
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also in Staurtitypus. while L. A.sassiz (Contribiitious to the Nat. Hist, of

the U. S. A., vol. I, )). 2(;7) states that it disappears in old specimens of

other Cinosteruida^ With these exceptions the entoplastron occnrs as a

single median bone in all known species of tnrtles and tortoises both liv-

ing and fossil, save where in some of the latter the fragments are too

meagre to permit its presence or absence being positively determined. It

is therefore phylogenetically a very old element in the testudinate skeleton,

and was ]»robably. in some form or other, a direct inheritance from the

more generalized reptilian stock from which this order arose.

It follows, therefore, that we have in the paired entoplastron of the

embryo 7'y/o////.r. a very i>rimitive character, so primitive, indeed, that it

occnrs nowhere in the adult of any known species of Testudinata either

living or fossil. It is therefore an indication that Trio)n/.r is to be re-

garded as more iiriu'itive th.-ni any other known genus of the order. Were

this the only evidence of primitiveness known to occur in Trioriifx, one

would not, perhaps, be .iustitied in making so broad an assertion. But a

considerable amount of corrol)or;itive evidence is also at hand. Thus in

'/'riijiij/.r, the atlas is temnos])ondylous, i. e.. its three constituent parts,

the neural arch, the centrinu, an<l the intercentrum, are not ankylosed but

remain Inoscly connccled, there is no od )ntni(l process on the second ver-

te])ra, the first centrum being freely m;>vai)le on the second; the pubic

.-ind ischiadic symphyses are broad and are coiuiected with each other by

a Inngitudinal cnrtihigiiuius l)an(l. wbicii is rejilaced in other testudinates.

except ('licldiic, by a broad completely ossified jilate ((iadow). In the

young of all tortoises, but in the adult only in the Chelonida' and Trl-

onycliida'. the plastral )ilates are separated l>y large fontanelles (Fig. 1. f).

And tinally. as reported I)y Wiedersheim ( Vergl. Anat. der Wirbelthiere,

T). Antlage. 1!M»iil teeth rudiuHMits also occur in the embryo of Trioini.r and

iioirlicrc r/.s-c (tiiioini llic Trsl iiiliiiiiln. I have not been able so far to cor-

rol)orate this observalidu. hut it is certainly, if correct, a most imiiortant

argument in favor of the view herein set forth.
^

This c(Mi<-lusi(in I'egarding the Trionychia is not invalidated by certain

secondary specializations, such as the flatness of the body and the webbed

feet, all clearly adai)tations to an acpiatic habitat. However, these adapta-

tions do show that 'I'riaini.r is in no sense directly ancestral to the other

Testudinata ; the Trionychia are to be regarded -iis an early offshoot of the

main stem, which has retained certain of its i)riinitive characters.

State University of Oklahdiiia.

Xonnaii. Okl.ihdma.
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Notes on Parasites Pound in Frogs in the Vicinity of

St. Paul, Minn.

By H. L. OsDORN.

(Abstract.)

Our knowledge of the parasites of even the commonest animals is very

incomplete. Examinations of all the organs and at all seasons of the year

and extended over a period of several years have never been made excei)t,

possibly, for a few of the domesticated animals where the information

possessed an evident and immediate utilitarian bearing. Such studies of a .

number of common and abundant animals are much to be desired. If a

body of such information were available it would be of great service to

students of the trematodes and very likely make it possible to complete

many life histories, only fragments of which are known at the present

time. The present paper is a tirst step in an attempt to do this with refer-

ence to the common frogs in the neighborhood of St. Paul. Twenty-one

frogs were examined in .Tune, seven in September and nine in November.

These numbers are found to be too small for anything but a preliminary

survey of the ground and larger numbers will be examined next year.

The walls of the ccelom, ijarticularly in the dorsal iind anterior regions,

are infected by nearly mature encysted individuals of VJhiostoiintiti tiiar-

ginatum, Rud. This form has been reported hitherto only from tisli and

flsh-eating birds. The pericardial cavity, especially in frogs during June,

was found to contain oval cysts, sometimes grouped in masses, each cyst

containing a distome so immature that its generic athnities cannot be de-

termined from the data furnished by a study of its structure. It may

turn (lut to be a missing early stage of some trematode whose later stages

are already known. The urinary bladder in a considerable fraction of the

frogs examined harbors a species much like, if it is not identical \^'ith,

the Gor</o(lcd(i aftciiiKitd which Stafford has described from a similar loca-

tion in the frogs of Canada. A member of the AmphistomidiP occurs occa-

sionally in the urinary bladder but is more characteristically a parasite

of the rectum, where it is found at all seasons. In one instance (UphaJo-

(loninuiK was found in the rectum and small intestines. In a few cases a
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cestode was found in the small intestine, also In the coelomic cavity be-

side the small intestines and in cysts on the surface of the liver. The

lungs contain Distomum lanceolatum in a large percentage of cases and a

nematode also in many instances.

Hamline University,

St. Paul, Minn.
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The Mocking-bird at Moores Hill, Ind.

By a. J. BiGNEY.

The purpose of this brief artiele is to show liow this l)ird acts on eu-

teriuy a new coiiiiiuuiity, and to fjive evidence of its enlavLrint: tield of

activity.

In Mr. Butler's catalogue of the Birds of Indiana ' in 1S!>7. they were

reported in twelve counties in small numbers. In recent years they are

migrating in large numbers into the counties of southern Indiana. In

1905. about April 1st. the first moclcing-liird was seen in the outskirts of

Moores Hill. It was rather shy, but made its whereabouts known by its

incessant singing, not only in the daytime, but also during most of the

night. Such singing had never been heard by our citizens. It continued

this behavior for about ten days, then left the community. The next sea-

son a pair returned to the same place and the air was again filled with

their nuisic. Their usual imitation of the notes of other birds was a

marked characteristic. This season they nested in the honeysuckle vine

alongside a neighbor's house. They remained until late in the fall and

then migrated southward. During this season one other pair was seen

about two miles fr(mi town.

The following season several pairs were seen in and about town. The

last two seasons the numbers have gradually increased, so that now they

constitute one of our regular bird inhabitants.

The question naturally cctmes up, why have they begun their raiiid

advance into the north during the past few years'? I can not answer this

question. I have heard that a kind of ant is troubling them in their nest-

ing and so they migrate to get rid of them. If any positive information

can be given, I should be glad to know of it.

Moores Hill College,

Moores Hill, Ind.

1 Amos W. Butler. Tlie Birds of Indiana. Twenty-second .\nniial Report of

the Department of (Jeology and Natural Resources of Indiana, 1897.

[23-230031
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Observations on Woodpeckers.

P.Y John T. Camphelf,.

Ill yi;iy. iss;;. I was surveyinjjj to hiiilil a level' aloiij; the oast side

of tlie Wabash Kiver in I'arlve ('omity, IiRliaua. fnmi the uniutli of Bic

Raecoon Creelv southward to within a mile of the south boundary of the

county—twelve miles loni.'. Near tln' south end of this levee was a wide

bottom, in which I had surveyed before it was cleared. Joseph J. Daniels,

of liockville. Indiana, boufiht this land, cut out the saw tinil)er and dead-

ened the remainder. In the sin-in.^ of l^sil. these deadened trees had de-

cayed enoufih for the woodpeckers to b ire holes for their nests. There

were easily one thousand such trees on this seven hundred acres. Each

tree had from three to twenty woodpecker holes. 'I'lir marks of the

great flood of iss:'), in February, were very plain and could be recoj^nized

several years later. Of all those, iirobably ten thousand holes, not one

was below the 11 1 mark of the water of iss;!. On the east side of the

bottom the ground was very low. which made the Hood marks about twenty

feet above ground. The flood was twenty-eight feet ab ivc summer low

water. Out west, near the river, the bottt'in was high, and the llnod marks

only about eight feet above the ground. Some of the holes were witliiii two

feet, but above the flood mark. Tli<' next year many holes were made be-

low the flood mark, but whether they were k"pt alitive the top of the ne.xt

and smaller Hood. 1 did not tliiiik to notice. 1 ran the level over the land

to grade it for assessment, and had a goid op|iortunity to observe the

holes. What is the e.xidanationV

Lafavette. liid.
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Observations on Cerebeal Localization.

By James Kollin Slonaker.

Ever since Ilitzii;' in ISTO sent a voltaic current tlir(in.i;li the brain of

a wounded soldier and noticed a certain movement of tlie eyes, numerons

investii^atc.rs have been imsy fnrtlierinti; our kno\\iedj;;e of cerebral locali-

zation.

Fritsch and Ilitzig followed this discovery with many experiments on

the cerebral hemispheres of the dog and noticed that stimulation of certain

areas produced definite muscular movements on the opposite side of the

body.

These experiments started many otlier investigators, among whom

may be mentioned PYrrier,- Munk,' Ilorsley and Schafer/ Heidenhain.' and

Beevor and Ilcn-sley.'' The i-esults of these and many later investigations

have formed the basis of an exact cortical localization in the brain of man.

Numerous surgical operations and pathological observations have added

to our fund of knowledge, so that now the cortical areas governing certain

movements in man are quite definitely known. However, each new case

will further prove and assist in making the localized areas in man more

definite. With this in view I present the following data which I have

gathered from the subject

:

3Ir. Ralph It. Laxton of Atlaiita. Ga., met with an accident which

fractured the skull near the median line in the Rolandic region. A por-

tion of the bone was removed to relieve the pressure on the brain. As life

was despaired of no metal plate wa.s introduced, but the scalp simply

closed over. The wound healed and the subject finally recovered. The

external condition of the wound after recovery is that there is a more or

less circular depression about one and a half inches across, due to the

1 Hitzig, Reicliei't ii. Du Bois-Reymond's Arcliiv., 1870.

- Ferrier, The Functions of the Brain, London, 18S6.
' Munk, Die Fuuctionon dcr Grosshirnrindo, Berlin, 1877-1880.
* Horsley and Schafer, On the Functions of the Marginal Convolution, Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society, Xo. L'.".!, March, 1884. Horsley, British Medical

.Journal, Vol. II, 1884.

''Heidenhain, I'fliiger's Archiv f. Physiologie, 1881.
' Beevor and Ilcrsley, A Record of the Results Obtained by Electrical Excitation

of the so-called Motor Cortex and Internal Capsule in an Orang-Outang (Simia

satyrus), Phil. Trans. Royal Soc, Vol. 181, B, 1890.
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absence of bone. This depression lies as shown hi Figures 1 and 2. These

fisnres are sliadi)\v.iirn])hs representing tlie side and back views respectively.

A'arions muscular troubles arose, in-

dicating a disturbance of the motor

region of the brain. A line drawn

( utw ard. downward and forward at

an angle of 71. H degrees with the me-

dian line and starting from a point

one-half inch, or about one centimeter,

lieliijid a point midway between the

gla])ella and the inion, will approxi-

mately follow the central fissure'. ".

^^'ith such a line constructed one can

unite accurately sketch in the outline

of the brain and its i)rincipal fis-

sures. Such :i sketcii is shown in Fig-

lu'e 3.

Fig. 1. Shadowgraph .showing location
of depression as seen from side.

From this it is readily seen th:it

the depression mostly affects the

anterior central gyrus. Also by

consulting Fig. '2 it is observed that

the depression is situated almost

wholly on the left side, jiassing

over (mly about a ipiarter of an

inch onto the right side.

The schemes representing the lo-

calized areas in man are i»ased on

tiie results of observations <m the

monkey, on human pathological

data and on e.\]>eriments on man.
Fig. 2. yiiadowgrapli showintr position
of depression as seen from behind.

IIovv Mr. Laxton's injury confirms our present knowledge of cerebral local-

ization in man is shown in tlic following history of tlic case, a part of wliich I

give in his own words:

"At the time of the injury, Nov. 25, 1892, I was 22\ years of age and

weighed about 145 pounds. My height was al)out 5 feet il Indies. At present

I weigh 100 pounds and measure 5 feet 10 inches while .standing on my left

leg, and 5 feet i) inches on my right.

' Deaver's Anatomy, Vol. II, p. .^08.

* Reid. The Principal Fissures and Convolutions of tlie Ccrel)rnni, Lancet, 1SS4.
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"In perhaps sixty seconds from the time of the blow I was conscious

again, but I do not remember any sensation in my right leg at the time,

except that it was very cold. I did, however, observe the progress of

paralysis in the right arm. This began in the fingers and extended gradu-

ally up the arm. For some time after I was operated uiion I was nnaltle

to find the way to my month with a glass of water. This paralysis was.

I think, due to extravasation of blood, which was gradually absorbed

later, as I have for more than twelve years been doing a good deal of

work with the pen

and some with the

telegraph key. I

think I may safely

say that I have en-

tirely recovered the

use of the arm. At

times, however, I

feel the character-

istic dull sensation

in the muscles of

the right side of

the body up to the

shoulder, and even

in the upper arm

itself. Then, again,

the sensation is

hardly apparent

above the waist

line, all of which

tends to show that

the area of depres-

sion is not sharply

defined."

The left arm was broken I>y the accident so he was unable to use it.

but he states that it was not affected by the paralysis.

It would l>e interesting in this connection to know if the change in

barometric pressure has any intlnence on the location of this dull sensa-

tion. Accurate observations in this respect are lacking. The only informa-

tion Mr. Laxton can give on this point is as follows: "As regards baro-

Fig:. 3. Showing depression in relation to fissures

of the brain.
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metric effects, I have not been able to form any definite idea, though I

liave lived for ten months of the past year in southern Mississippi, where

my (ithce was just seven feet above the level of the (iulf of Mexico. I be-

lieve, however, that if the humidity of tlie atmcspliere and the general

condition of my system were exactly the same in both localities, I would

find a difference between the sea level and a point three or four thousand

feet above it. I have not had an (iiijtortnnity to make observatinis in

higher altitudes, ])ut know that I am capable of more physical exertinn

in the mountains of western North Carolina than in the low country. I

was on liOnki.ut .Mountain a few weeks ago. making the tri]) up the incline

railway, but was not able to notice any change in feeling due to the rapid

rise, of something like ime thousand feet, from the city of Chattanooga to

the ti.p of the iiuunt.-iin. .lust prior to a sudden change from dry to wet

weather, I am aitt to suffer fnsm ])ains in the right leg, which I suppose

are akin to I'heum.atism. As soon as i»reci]iit;ition begins the pains cease.

This ]iain is most marked in the right hi]! Joint."

In regard to stature, as has already Iteen stated, he stands one inch

higiier on 111" left foot than on the riglit. The right leg also measures one

incii less in circiunfereiice lh:in the left, butli in the thigh and the calf

region. The muscles of the right leg. esiiecially in th(> I'egion of the calf,

are less tii'ui than those of the left. These conditions did not prevail be-

fore the accident. Thei'e is also a difference in the develoimient of the

two sides of the cliesl. which condition existed to a certain extent before

the accident.

('(tncerning the resulting dislui'baiices. .Mr. Laxton says:

"There is a certain dehcienc.x of sensation in the right leg and ab-

normal retle.x action occurs. There is also an app.irent deficiency of syno-

vial fluid. Tliere is almost an entire lack of contr<»l of the toes of I he

right font, imrticnlarly the big toe (see Figs, 4 and .">l. There is conse-

(piently a lack of balance in walking somewhat related to that observed in

people who have lost one leg and use ;in artificial one. There are times

when I feel foi* a few minutes as if the paralysis were entirely gone, but

1 have to be extremely careful not to feel too sure of myself and to follow

the plan of not attemittiug a full length stej) with the right foot. The

sensory iiar.ilysis extends very slightly to the bottom of the left foot."

(Fig. 4.)

"I am just now exiierieiiciug consider.Mble loc;d ii'iMtation, the .scalp

even becoming, at times, sore on the outside. There are times when the
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Fig. 4. Chart illustrating the positions of affected areas. Df, dull feeling; Vs

very slight; S, slight; Vm, very marked; Mx, maximum.

(359)
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uuder side of the scalp, the point of adhesion, has a feeling very similar

to that of a vaccination scar just before the scab is ready to come off.

Sometimes when I run my hand through my hair. I feel a slight tremor in

the nerves of the calf of the right leg. The most sensitive part wliich

gives rise to the tremor is the anterior edge of the depression."

^....

fm

J 7>l

FifT. 5. Chart showing: the position of affected areas in the right Ictr and foot Vs,

very slight; S, slight; Vm, very marked; Mx, maximum. The arrows on the

bottom of the foot indicate a continued but increasing disturbance.

In regard to the mental effect. .Mr. I.axton says:

"There is no doubt that such an injury, so long as mechanical pressure

continues, has at least a retle.x bearing ujion the mind itself, so that one

suffering fn.m it does not always feel like applying \vh:it he knows directly

to the work in band. If yen will wear a iiri<-k fastened to .vonr head con-
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tinually for a term of years, or undertake a journey of indefinite length on

foot throngli a tunnel not (luite high enough to stand upright in, you will

get an idea of the feeling."

In Figs. 4 and 5 I have indicated the location of the areas affected as

described to me by Mr. Laxton. These areas range from a "dull sensation"

to "very marked" and "maximum." It is interesting to note that the dis-

turbance becomes more and more marked toward the feet. That while

there is a great disturbance in all the tf)es of the right foot, this distvu'b-

ance increases from the little toe and the center of the bottom of the foot

to the hallux, where it is maximum.

One observes, also, that with the exception of a small area on the

bottom of the left foot, which is very slightly affected, the disturbed areas

lie wholly on the right side of the body. This we would naturally exjiect,

as the greater part of the depression is on the left side of the median line

of the skull. Since the depression extends slightly across to the right of

the median line, we would expect some disturbance on the left side of the

body. The slight disturbance on the bottom of the left foot would indicate

that the portion of the brain close to the median line controls the center

of the foot. We would ex])ect a greater disturbance in the corresponding

part of the right foot, because the corresponding area of the brain lies

more nearly under the center of the depression.

We may, I think, reasonably infer that the region of greatest dis-

tur])ance is controlled by that part of the brain lying under the center of

the depression. Therefore the motor area controlling the movements of

the great toe would lie about the center of the depression, and that of the

small toes and the center of the bottom of the foot, in chjse proximity.

As we have already concluded that the cortical area controlling the center

of the bottom of the foot lies adjacent to the median longitudinal fissiire,

that for the small toes would l>e farther removed from this region than the

center for the great toe. I think we may also conclude that the parts less

and less affected are controlled liy jiortions of the ]»rain lying nearer and

nearer the margin of the depression. The movement of the hair near the

anterior margin producing a tremor in the calf of the right leg. would in-

dicate that the motor center for this region is at this jioint.

Since all the muscles of a given region, i. e., thigh or calf of leg. are

not equally affected, (me may infer that different muscles of the same re-

gion may have somewhat widely separated centers of control in the cortex,
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or that some of these centers may he iiuire deeply seated than others, and

for this reason less affected.

From the foregomg, I think the following condnsions can be drawn:

1. If we have made no mistake in locating the central fissure with

reference to the area of depression, this area lies mainly over the anterior

central gyrus of the left side and extends very sliglitly across the median

longitudinal fissure to the corresponding gyrus of the right side.

2. The area controlling the center of the sole of each foot lies in the

anterior central gyrus at the margin of the median longitudinal fissure.

3. The area controlling the hallux lies a little mure lateral, perhaps

one-half inch, from the margin of the median longitudinal fissure.

4. The area controlling the other toes is in close proximity to that

of the great toe. It may be anterior, posterior or more lateral from that

of the great toe. Since the region controlling the muscles of the calf lies

anterior, it is very probable that it is more laterally situated. This ac-

cords with the results of Beever and Ilorsley.

5. The areas controlling the nmscles of the calf on the outside and on

the inside of the leg, the thigh, rump and scapular regions are located in

the oi-der named at greater and greater distances fi-om the center of de-

pression. I have no doubt that the scapular region (i>ossil)ly some others,

also) is only indirectly affected.

(i. Though the data are not ((uite sutlicient to indicate accurately the

position of the motor centers involved, it is very probable that they are

arranged laterally along the anterior central gyrus from the median longi-

tudinal fissure in the I'ollnwing oi-der : a. Center of sole of foot. b.

Center for great toe. c. Small toes. d. Calf nmscles on lateral surface

of leg. e. Calf muscles on mesial side (if leg. f. Thigh nmscles. g.

Kumii nmscles. h. Scajiular nuiscles. With the exception of the first-

named area this arrangement agrees with the results of other investiga-

tions.

Lclan<l Slaiifdid .Iniiioi' Iniversity,

Calilornia.
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The Development op Insect Galls as Illustrated by the

Genus Amphtboltps.

Mel T. Cook.

The study of the (leveh)iiineiit of insect galls involves more complicat-

ing factors than most problems of evolution, since the host plant is forced

to give both nourishment and protection to its enemy. The result of this

enforced action is the formation of a structure which is normal for the

parasite and pathological for the host. The histology of these gall struc-

tures presents some very interesting (luestions involving the point of stimu-

lation, the character of the stimulation and the evolutionary lines along

which the various species of galls have developed. For some time we have

recognized that the point of stinuilation is in the meristomatic tissues, and

that in most cases the stimulation is not due to a glandular secretion from

the parent insect.^ However, there appears to be al)undant evidence that

in most cases the stimulation comes from the larva, but whether mechani-

cal or chemical, or both, or the former in some species and the latter in

others, is a practically untouched problem.

In 1902 the writer- advanced the opinion that "the morphological

character of the gall depends upon the genus of the insect producing it,

rather than upon the plant upon which it is produced, i. e.. galls produced

by insects of a particular genus show great similarity of structure, even

though on plants widely separated ; while galls on a particular genus of

plants and produced by insects of different genera show great difference."

Further studies along this line have convinced the writer of the correct-

ness of this view, and have also led to efforts to work out a system of

classification based on the histological character of the galls which would

be correlated with the classification of the insects. However, the comple-

tion of such a series of studies is largely dependent upon a more satis-

factory linowledge of the taxonomic relations.

While it is true that the histological characters of the galls depend

upon the insects rather than upon the host plants, it is also true that we

find certain characters common to all groups. The first step in the forma-

lAdler & Straton. Oak Galls aud Gall Flies. 1894.
- Galls and Insects Producing Them. Ohio Naturalist, H :7, p. 270. 1907,
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tion of a gall is (1) the excitation of growth and cell division, (2) the

failure of the cells of the affected part to differentiate into the character-

istic tissues of that part, and (3) the differentiation into characteristic

tissues of the gall. We also recognize certain similar lines of develop-

ment in what we now consider well-defined genera. The explanation of

the similarities and differences in these lines of development will depend

largely upon future work in both taxonomy and histology.

It is the purpose of this paper to call attention to certain points above

referred to in connection with the genus AinphihoUps. The taxonomy of

the in.sects of this genera have been very thoroughly studied and carefully

described and arranged by Mr. Wm. Kentenmuller.- The writer has also

studied the histology of several of the galls.

The genus Amiiliiholips belongs to the family C'ynii)ide:e. is <iuite dis-

tinct, and stands higli in the line of development. As previously stated,

the galls originate as a result of stinmlation of meristomatic tissue, re-

sulting in growth and cell divisicm. This is followed Ity a differentiation

of tills iiia.'<s of cells into the tissues cliaracteristic of the galls, lu the

cynipidous galls we iiave tiie four <listin<t tissue zones which have been

referred to by many writers, vi/, : (1» the ej.idermal Z(»ne. or outside

layer of cells, (2» the parcncliym.i zone, whidi may lie (piite thi<k. either

dense or loose, and in wliich may be found til)rous tissue radiating from

the center of the gall. Ci) the protective zone, composed of sclereuchyma

tissue and varying in tiiiikness in different species of galls. (4) the nutri-

tive zone of parenchyma cells, rich in protoplasm and immediately sui*-

rounding the larval chamber. The galls belonging to this genus have the

four well-defined zones, but witli variation in the parenchyma and pro-

tective zones l)y whidi they may be subdivided into tiie following groups:

Gkoip a.

Aiiii>hil»)liii.s confliicns. Harris.

caroIUiieuKix. P.assett.

"
Ionfjicoriii\.

tifiiniinatd. Asbmead.

" The Species of .\mphil)olips and their Galls. Bulletin of the .Vmerican Mu-
seum of Natural History. Vol. XXVI, Art. VI, pp. 47-66. 1900.
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Group B.

Aiiiiiliil'olips iintuis, O. S.

UicifoJiw, Bassett.

CoeJehs, O. S.

citriformis, Ashmead.

mchinoccra, "

cincrca, "

coold, Gillette.

tinctoria, Ashmead.

Group C.

• Division a.

Aiiipliiboli])^ spiiiosa. Ashnie;ul.

lllohuluK. Beiiteniiiiiller.

J>irisioii h.

Aiiipliiholips mihiHiximis. Harris.

rdcciiiiiriit. Ashmead.

lUrlsioii c.

Aiiiiiliibolips iiiiiiiiis. Walsh.

(iniiicxi, Bassett.

fiiiit/iiiosd. Ashmead.

)t(tlii>(ri. Bassett.

trizoiiiitd, Ashmead.

The writer has iirevictusly made studies of the histolojiy of .1. <-(>ii-

ftucns. A. iiiuniH, A. Hicifoliir. A. inihiliixxnis, ami ^1. i)rutnin. Taking A.

conffuciis as a tyiie of the groni) A. we tind the parenchyma zone very

thick and composed of cells which when mature have the character of a

mass of colored cotton, and among which may be found fihro-vascular

bundles. The parenchyma cells, when examined under the microscope,

are found to be unicellular, hmg and threadlike. The i)rotective zone is

comparatively thin. The nutritive zone is prominent only in the young

galls. The writer has not had an opportunity to examine the other three

species of this group, but from the taxonomic discussion, they appear to

coincide very closely with A. coiifliiciis.

In group B the writer has studied .i. inaiiisi. A. ilirifolirr and A. coe-

lehs, which, judging from Beutenmuller's description, are cpiite t.vpical of

the group. In these galls the parenchyma zone is characterized by large

intercellular spaces. A part of the parenchyma cells remain attached to
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the epidermal zone, another part to the protective zone and some to the

well-defined fibro-vaseular bundles which radiate from the central body

to the outer part of the gall. These fibro-vascular bundles are in general

much better developed than in the galls of groui* A. The protective zone

is suljject to considerable variation in the different species ; it is quite

prominent in .1. iiianis and practically absent in .1. coclcbs. The nutritive

zone, as in the first group, is prominent (inly wiien the gall is y(mng.

In group C the writer has studied A. inihiliijcniiis and A. pniiiiis.

This group may be readily divided into three sub-groups as indicated

above. The sjiecies of sub-group (a) because of the inner radiating and

spongy substance, api)ear to be intermediate between group B a^d the other

sjiecies of grou]) ('. The species of sub-group (b) are more succulent than

the species of sui)-grouii (c).

My studies of A. iiiiliHiiKiiiii.'< demonsti'ate a thick parenchyma zone of

large succulent cells and very small Hbro-vascular bundles which were

most numerous near the surface of the gall. The ]irotec-tive zone consisted

of a few layers of thin-walled cells. The nutritive zone was ])rominent in

the young galls .-nid persisted (|u;te laic

My studies of .1. ihiiiiiis dcuioiistralcd a very thick parenchyma zone,

much firmei' and drier than in .1. iiiihiliixiniis, and in which were very few

small, fibro-vascular itundles. The protective zone was entirely absent.

The nutritive zone well developed in the young galls.

In genei-al it will be noted that in tiiis genus we have (1) the galls

originating and <leveloiping in the normal manner which resiilts in the

formation of the four zones; (
l'

) the variation in the iiarenchyma and

pi'otective zones, which enables the above division and sub-divisions; (8)

that group .\ may be considered the must highly developed and sub-group

c of grou]> (' the lowest. The significance of this line of development can-

not be determinecl initil we know more about otliei' geiiei'a of gall-makers

and their galls. However, :i study of the known geographical distribution

of the species of this genus is 'interesting in connection with this study.

In grou]) A. AHiphihaliit^ cdii/liK ns is very widely distrii»uted over Canada,

the Eastern States south to (ieorgia, and west to (Colorado, while the other

three species have much moi-e limited ranges, two and possibly all

three within the range of the tirst. In group I', we find that .1. imniis

ranges from Canada and the Eastern States west to Iowa and south to

>'orth Carolina; .4, cooki ha.s almost the same range; A. ilicifoliw, A,
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coclchs and .4. tiiicloria are included within the above ranj^e ; antl 1.

citrlfvnnis. A. iticldiioccra and 1. cincicn are reported from Florida. In

group C, we find A. iiiihlliix'iniis very widely distributed from New York

west to Illinois and south to Peuusylvauia. .-1. pniinis from New England

west to Colorado and south to Georgia; A. sp///o.s«, .4. raccmaria in Flor-

ida, A. fuUginosa in Florida aud Georgia. A. (/lohiiliis in New' Jersey, .4.

gaincsi in Texas, A. pahiicri in Mexico, and .4. triazoiKita in Arizona.

Delaware College.

Newark, Del.
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Apparatus for Illustrating Boyle's Law.

By F. M. Andrews.

Tlie jipparatus shown in Figure 1 illustrates not only Boyle's or Mari-

otte's Law, but also a combination of attendant phenomena which I shall

describe presently : Figure 1 is about one-fourth the true size of the ap-

paratus. It consists of an ordinary iron ring-stand E, by means of which

the various glass tubes A, B, C, and D, are held in the proper position by

means of clamps at F. At the base is situated a Woulfe bottle G, with

which A, B, C, D, and E' communicate. The bottle G is about one-third

filled with a concentrated aqueous solution of eosin. This solution is

readily visible and on account of its intense red color is also seen at a con-

siderable distance in the transparent glass tubes A. B, and C. Such an

eosin solution has the additional advantage of being rather permanent in

color, for in two years the solution I had used did not change perceptibly,

and only a slight reddish brown precipitate was visible. It is also quite

resistant in the i)resence of HCl, and even by the use of strong HCl a

heavy precipitate results which is almost as red for a time as the original

solution. Tlie glass tubes A, B, and C extend below the surface of the

eosin solution, while D merely projects through the rubber cork II. The

connection of all the glass tubes A, B, C. D, E', and L are made air-tight by

means of the rubber corks H, and the latter are .held flrndy in place by

copper wires to prevent their l)eing blown out of tlie pressure generated in

I and G. By means of the glass tube E' the large glass bottle I is con-

nected with G, and another glass tube connects I with the water-tap, air-

pump or other contrivance for generating pressure. If the apparatus is

connected as shown in the figure to water mains carrying a high pressui'e,

and if then we open the valve O, the water will be forced into I. This will

of course cause compression of the air in I, as well as pressure in propor-

tion to the amount of water allowed to enter. Since G is connected witli

I by E', the same pressure will be generated in G as in I. As A, B, and C

project below the surface of the eosin solution, and if the valves K and K'

are closed and the water continues to enter I, in a few seconds the volume

of air in the tube C, which is sealed at the top. will be comi)ressed one-

half its former volume by the eosin solution rising one-half the inside

[24—230031
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length of the tuhe when the pressure in G equals one atmosphere. This

illustrates Boyle's Law by showing that the volume of gas in C varied in-

versely as the pressure brought tn bear uin>n It. The same i)rinciple would

be shown in A and B under similar circumstances if K and K' of the tubes

"Sr yi', which are fastened to A and B l»y means of rubber tubing held by

copper fire and sealing-wax. remained closed.

Again, when the air in A, B, and (' is compressed one-half its volume

by a pressure of one atmosphere, this will be shown by the manometer

which the tube D forms. This tube has each of its two arms Hlled to a

height of forty centimeters with mercury. The total height of the two

columns is therefore equivalent to more than an atmosphere. When the

pressure in G is zero, then the tw(t (•dlnmiis of mercury X and Y are etpial

in height. When, however, the i»ressure in (J is ecpial to one atmosphere,

then the cohnnn X will sink and column Y will rise till the difference of

their heights is Ki cm. Since, in estimating accurately Ihe height of a

mercury column both pressure .and temperature nuist lie citnsidered. this

may be done by the usual fornnda.

When it is desired to again reduce the pressure in (i to zero and allow

the water in I to escajie. this may be done by closing O, opening 1*, and

either K or K', or both. Unless I is interposed between O and G, water

could not for obvious re.-isons be used. Air could, of course, be forced di-

rectly into G.

The apparatus can also be used to show that the height to which a

liquid will rise in a tube is independent of its diameter. If we open O
then, as mentioned above, the jiressure developed in I and (i will cause the

eosin solution to rise with ease in A and B if K and K' are left open.

When the eosin solution has risen to S, or to any other height in B, whose

internal diameter is three millimeters, then if we notice A, disregarding

the small effect of capillarity in B, the column (if li(iuid will stand at ex-

actly the same height in A, whose internal diameter is one cm., as in B.

If, finally, both A and B are rapidly filled with the eosin solution by

quickly and strongly generating p.ressure in G, then it will be seen by

carefully timed observations that the liquid in A will rise to an equilibrium

of the pressure in G somewhat more quickly than the same equilibrium

will be attained by the liquid in B, due to the greater friction produced by
the smaller tube B. For the same reason if the pressure is rapidly re-

duced to zero by opening P. the eosin soluticni in B will require a slightly

longer time to fall from a point, as S, and reach the level of the li(iuid

in G, than would be required by the same height of a column in A,

State University, Bloomington, Ind.
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Some Monstrosities in Plants,

Bv F. M. Andrews.

In the pruceediugs of the Indiana Academy of Science for 1905. pages

187 and 188, I have mentioned some interesting variations which I noticed

in TriUiuni. Since that time I have lieen favored by the annonncement

of some additional monstrosities sliowu in Trillium by Prof. John M. Hol-

ziuger' of Winona, Minnesota, in a ])uper which he has been good enough

eo send me.

It occasionally happens that interesting monstrosities or variations,

occur in other plants. Such variations, although very connnon, are never-

theless often of great importance.

One of the most common folear variations occurs in clover, .-ind these

I have found more or less abundantly, especially in 'I'rifoliiiiii itnilciinc.

De Vries- states that he rarely observed clover individuals with more than

one ijuaternate leaf. I have observed from time to time some specimens of

clover which had one leaf of four leaflets, and in one instance found two

specimens of clover, each of which had in addition to ten regular leaves of

three leatlets, seven (7) other leaves, each one of which had four (-t)

leaflets. One of these (]uaternate leaves was beginning to form a leaf hav-

ing tive (.")) leatlets by the splitting i)rocess. Again another plant of

clover near this one having seven (piaternate leaves, had in addition to

the ternate leaves, one with five leaflets. Another specimen of clover had

ten leaves of five leaflets each, in addition to several ternate ones. One

of these leaves with five leaflets shows the origin of the supernumerary

leaflets by the splitting process, as De Vries describes on page 342 of his

"Species and Varieties. Their Origin by Mutaticm." 1905.

Another specimen of clover had in addition to the usual ternate ones,

one leaf having six leaflets, and another plant of clover, one leaf having

seven leaflets. These plants all grew close together in a yard and were

the only ones thereabouts which showed, in the many other specimens of

clover present, any of the above mentioned deviations.

1 .Tohn M. Holzinger, Plant World. 4: .Tuly, 1901.

- Species and Varieties. Their origin by mutation, 1905, p. 340.
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I have also noted rteviatious in the Buekeye tree where six and some-

times nine leaves occurred instead of five. Some plants, as the common

blackberry, have at times flatteHed stems, and some have two periods of

bloominii in the same year, as the Weigelas and other plants.

Apparent deviations or monstrosities may sometimes be due to an in-

jury, and therefore in deciding such points care is necessary.

State University,

Bloomington. Ind.
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A List of Alg^.

(Chiefly from Monroe County, Indiana.)

By F. M. Andrews.

The list of AlgiG given tit the end of this paper includes about one

hundred and seventy-five forms, most of which are from Monroe County.

Indiana. Some few species of these A\gte are from the Eagle Lake and

Turkey Lake in the northern part of Indiana, while a few others have been

obtained from other sources. The collection of these forms has extendetl

over a period of several years, for a continuous effort to obtain the forms

here mentioned was not made except in the case of the Alg;e found in the

water works of this city in 189U. At this time some of the forms of Al-

g;Te then to be found in the city water works of Bloomington were collected

by Dr. George .J. I'eirce. now of the Leland Stanford Junior University.

Mr. A. C. Life, and myself. A title of the work done by us conjointly ap-

peared in the proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science for 189G, on

page I'US. entitled : "A Microscopic Examinjition of Certain Drinking

Waters."

In this work not only the forms at the surface and edges of the reser-

voir were obtained, but also those to be found at different deiiths in the

water. On account of the lack of more elaborate instruments and means

for doing this, we hit upon a very simple but sufficiently effective plan.

This was done by securing a bottle of the proper size and shape, fitted with

a stopiier. to a heavy cord. The stopper also was attached to a cord.

After rowing out into the reservoir, the water of which varied from fifteen

to thirty feet in depth, this weighted bottle was lowered to the desired

depth by one string and the stopper partly removed by the other string.

After the bottle had filled with water, as could be told by the rising of

bubbles, the stopper was allowed to slide back in place, thus reclosiug the

bottle. To prevent the stopper from being pulled out of the bottle

and thus rendering it impossible to replace it before raising the bottle

from the water, a string of the proper length was tied around the neck of

the bottle and to the stopper. To be sure that the glass stopper would

settle back into the bottle after filling, I found a band of rubber fastened

around tlie neck of the bottle and the stopper to be effective in accomplish-
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ing this end. It is always best to close the vessel used in such experiments

to prevent the entrance of Algie not at the depth at which it is desired to

take the samples or to keep some in the bottle from being lost in raising

the bottle to the surface. In this way it is easily possible to obtain speci-

mens that are fl(jating from any part of the body of water. By this method,

too, it was shown that numerous forms of Algje were distributed all through

this body of water. The living ones were found in greater abundance at

or near the surface, as would be expected, but they were also found in the

deeper water as well. In some places the number of forms was often very

small, but in order to make a study of the greater number from such a

locality the following method was used: A suitable quantity of water

was obtained in the above descril>ed way from the desired location, and

this allowed to tilter thnmgh a small surface. A funnel, the lower end of

whose tube was closed with closely woven cloth, served quite well, and in

this way enough forms would be obtained for a convenient study. Such

concentration of forms, we may term it. also brings about a great saving

of time in looking for forms that would otherwise be found only after much

searching, and at tiie same time was more representative for any given

depth.

The effectiveness with which various of the .Mg;e forms could be re-

moved by means of sand was jitteiuiited. Tiiis will vary with the kind

of sand empiiyed. 'i'lu' kind of sand iiere enqiloyed was vei'y line, wiiite

sand, especially emjiloyed for the micrnscdpic exaniin.-ition of water. Tlu'

following are some of the results:

Twenty-five ccm. of water fr(»m the bottom of the I'eservoir. in Hve

cm. of this sand, required seven nunutes to tilter.

One thousand ccm. of water from the surface of the reservoir recpiired

forty-three minutes to liltcr. Ilirougli a closely woven cloth tied over the

end of a very small glass tube. A considerable depth of very fine, clear

sand is necessary to entirely remove all of the smaller Alga^ forms from

the water, for I found after oidy t weiity-li\c ccm. of the water from tliis

reservoir had been filtered through five ccm. of tine sand, a considerable

number of some forms came through. In one instance, in t;i]t water, com-

ing from this same source, some small forms came through four cm. of this

fine, white sand, which to filter twenty ccm. it required one hour and twen-

ty-five minutes.

In another case only eighty-five niiiiutes was require<l to lilter twenty-

five ccm. of this w.itei' through tour cm. of sand, due in this case to the less
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(luantlty of sediment and forms than in the instance wiiere (me hour and

twenty-flve minutes was reijuired for tiltratiou. Some permanent slides

were prepared in ISOC. and part of these I still have, which show some of

the various Algjv forms obtained by the method above referred to. These

slides were prepared by making a mounting tluid of the following sub-

stances :

Alcohol. 1)5% 1<» ci-ui-

Glycerin -iO

Dlsiilled water oO "

Acetic acid, r.% 30 "

Specimens mounted in this mixture sh<mld be sealed with balsam.

The slide should be thoroughly cleansed and dry before ringing the cover-

glass with balsam. The only danger from the loss of specimens so mounted

is from the lial)ility of the balsam to crack and allow the liquid under the

cover-glass to evaporate. For this reason they had better have the balsam

covered with a layer of dammar-lac or shellac, and be noticed from time

to time and not kept in too warm a place.

Dilute glycerin seems also to be a good medium for mounting Algje.

One specimen of Pandorina has been preserved and mounted in it fifteen

years and is still apparently as green and as perfect as the day it was

mounted. Camphor water' and glycerin also seem to give good results

from the standpoint of preservation.

Other forms of the Alga> of this list not found in the water works

reservoir have been observed at different times and recorded as found.

It is not supposed that this list of Alg;e here given is by any means com-

plete, but gives an idea of a few out of an enormous numl)er of forms that

must be widely distributed. A good many of the forms here mentioned

have been found by Mr. A. B. Williamson, one of the students in the Botany

Department, and reported tt) me for the following list.

A list of the growing forms of plants in any locality is best made and

more complete when extended over a series of years, so as to include those

individuals which for various reasons or changes of conditions do not ap-

pear during one season.

' Stokes—Analytical Kp.vs to tho Genera and Species of the Fresh-water Algse,

p. 20.
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A LI 1ST OF ALG.l^.

(Jht'dcapsa polydermatica. Syiiedra Aciis.

aeriigiuosa. " pulchella.

eoracina. Fraijilavia t-apucina.

rupestris. Acliautlies Ilnugarira.

sausuma.

(ild'otricliia pismi).

" uataiis.

('nlotlu'ix icracilis.

'roIypDllirix (listnrta.

tenuis.

Kiviihiria Dura.

echimilata.

Sc.vtoueiua tulypotlirifhoiJles.

" niyoclu'iius.

" iiatans.

Sir(isi|ilinM |iluviuatus.

I lapalosipihiM Icuuissiiiuis.

vcrrucdsuui.

spliaM-icuni.

cnunuuuc.

.\iial):i'ua iuaciiualis.

Cucruueis phu-eutula.
( "hrncoccus turgitlus.

foberens. Eunotia gracilis.

pectinalis.

Sjiirulina .Tenneri.

^^'11 ''•-^^-
Ami.Uura uvalis.

Epithemia turgida.

gibba.

Gyrosigina attt'nualuni.

Spirogyra jugalis.

nitida.

crassa.

(lociniina.

sctiroruiis.

gracilis,

fuscd-atra.

conuuuuis.

(luiiiina.

longata.

.\.,s1,,c prunilnnnc. Zygucnia IciospcniMHu.

iusiguc.

aui'MiaJiuu.

Zygdgdiiiuni (iccussaluui.

•Mdugcdtia (livarccata.

.\i/,sciiia siguididca.

cdustricta. ]Mesocai'])us uuuuuuldidos.

aciculari.s. " I'cciirvus.

i-dl.nslus.

Coccduciii-i Jauccdlatuui.
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Stanra strum arctiscoii.

innticuiu.

(U'Jectiun.

iiK-isuin.

altfrnaiis.

crytocenuu.

aracline.

m-acile.

vestituiii.

" liirsutuni.

sp iii.uiiosiiiii.

luteolniu.

Pediastium lloryaiiuiii.

isertnsuni.

tetras.

Siirastnini spimihisiim.

Ccelasl rum mlcropornm.
" (•aml)rienin.

Scenedesmns obtusns.

dimorplius.

caiulatns.

acutiis.

Paiuloriiia mnrnm.

Endorina stagnalis.

Vcilvdx .i^lobator.

Si)h;erella ( Clilamydocoecns)

plnvialis.

riothrix snbtilis.

" muralis.

Goniiim pectorale.

Cladopliora glomerata.

fracta.

crisiiata.

(Edogonium crassum.

sexaugiilare.

obtruncatum.

t'outiccjla.

P.nlbocbiiete intermedia.

Colocha'te irre.tiularis.

sohita.

scntata.

Drapariialdla glomerata

Stigeocloniiim namim.

< "yliudrospermum macrospermuiu.

Cyliudrocapsa geminelbi.

Alerismoptedia glauca.

" convolnta.

Oscillaria cbalybea.

omenta,

tenuis,

snbfnsca.

natans.

antliaria.

limosa.

percursa.

priueeps.

Froelicbii.

" brovis.

Xavieiila viridis.

" spha^ropbcra.

serians.

" alpina.

Cymb.elhi hmceobita.

Meridiem oiroulare.

Diatoma elongatnm.
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Melosira nrenaria.

" variaiis.

Goiui)honeiiia geuiinatum,

constrictum.

I.icnioriihora Mabellata.

Taitellaria reiicstrata.

tiocculosa.

I'leurocarims iiiirahilis.

Cosinariuiii olisoh'tum.

sexaiijiiilare.

jil()l)i)suin.

" orhieulatnin.

" fucuiiiis.

sviborbiculare.

heimstuni.

" miasillus.

Closteriuiii acerosum.

fucumis.

KliroiilH>r,i;ii.

acutuiii.

attenuatiuii.

Leihloiiiii.

Ilyalotlieca dissi liens.

Desniidium Swiii't/.ii.

Mesota'Hinin I'.r.ninii.

Sjiirotaiiia coiiilciisnta.

Docidinni crcimlatiim.

(•(iiiDjitnin.

iiodosmn.

'retiin'imirus r.rt'hissoiiii.

Xantliiiliuni .inii.'itnin.

Artlirodcsnms convci'^ciis.

State Fiiiversity. ISlooiiiiimtnii.

Enastruiii crassum.

enneatniiii.

didelta.

" ausatniu.

Micrasterias radiosa.

liapillifera.

truucata.

("lia'toplKira irisit'onnis.

ele.i^ans.

tnl)erul(>sa.

Pleu !•()(•( •ecus viridis.

I );i<-t.vl<ic(.ccus hicaudatus.

Hoti'.vococcus I5ra>inii.

Ilydrodictycai ntriiulaliiiii.

( 'oiirerva Hoccosa.

fui,Mcissiiiia.

atiinis.

" vul.L^aris.

( 'hiamyddiiioiias jiliiviale.

tinyeiis.

1 )icty(isi)lia'riuin renifoi'iiie.

Tetraspnra ••ylindriia.

Inltrica.

Rapliidiiiiii |i()lyin<ii'])lniiu.

" eonvolnl 11111.

\'aiiclieria sessilis.

ueiniiiata.

terrestris.

" sericea.

" Dillwyiiii.

I'.otridium ^'raiiulatiiiii.

r>ati'a<-li(is]peniiiiin inniiilildriiie

Ind.
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Additions to Indiana State Flora, No. 4.

By Chas. C. Deam.

I offer the followiii.^ as additimis to the Indiana State tlora. The

determinations have been chei-ked )»y recoj^nized anthorities. and s|)e('i-

mens are deposited in my herbarium:

Aiidropuf/oii xcdiKiriiis. var. litloralis (Nash) Ilitdi.

Lake County, cm sand dunes near Indiana Harbor.

I'aulciim tciinessecnse Ashe.

Madison County, on dry, wooded bank of White Kiver, about two

miles north of Andersim.

Bromus altissiiniis I'ursh.

Allen County, on alluvial bank of the St. Mary's Kiver, about

one-quarter mile south of Ft. Wayne.

BroDiiis invaiiu.s (Shear) riitchc.

Wells County, in Jackson Township.

Varex cancscciis. v.-ir. iVt.sjviictit Fernald.

Steuben County, on low border of (iraveyard Lake.

Carer Jaxicuhnis Schwein.

Johnson County, in dry woods about two miles southeast of Mor-

gantown.

Curcx siccuta Dewey.

Steuben County, in dry soil in clearins; one-quarter mile north of

Clear Lake.

Carer stclliilata. var. aii(/iixtata Carey.

Steuben County, on low, sandy border on west side of Graveyard

Lake.

Ccltis oceiileiitalis. var. cras.sifolia (Lam.) Gray.

Allen County, on bank of St. Mary's liiver one-half mile south of

Ft. Wayne.

T]ia1i<-tniiii rcroJutiiiii DC.

Fountain County, on wooded alluvial creek liank near Veeders-

burir.
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TrifoUmn duhium Sibth.

Kosciusko County. Well established iu yards of cottages on nurtli

bank of Lake Wawasee.

Sdiiiciiht cdiKitloisis L.

Allen, Blackford. Clark. Madison. Marion. Morgan. Wabash, and

Wells counties.

HiiiiicKid (jrciidriii I'icknell.

Dekalb. Fduntain. .Madison ;ind Xolde cimnties.

('(•)tli(ihni1lnis (icciflciitalis, var. inihcscciis Uaf.

Clai-k Cdimly. <iii St:ite Kesei-valion.

Voiioiii'i illiiinciisis (Jlcasoli.

Steuben ("(HiiUy. in prairie oiic-qiiarter niilo east of Clear Lake.

Clear Lake.

Sdliilniii) iinic(ii. v:ir. scttlnclla ( T. iV: C.) Cray.

Wells County, in di-y day snil in clearing nn east side of lakes in

.Facksoii Tow iisliip.

IiidiaiL-ipolis. Indiana.
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Right and Wrong Conceptions of Plant Rusts.

P>Y J. C. Arthur.

The iihint rusts have been known both popuhirly and scientifically

from the earliest times. Their study took the usual course of development

of all cryptogamic plants up to the time that DeBary demonstrated that

l)leomorphism existed in many species in a more strikiniL? manner than

known in other fungi. He showed that most if not all members of the

genus JEcidium as recognized at the time were only stages in the life cycle

of species of Piiccinia and Uroini/ces, and other investigators soon followed

with similar demonstrations for such genera as RoestcUa, Pcridcrmiuiu.

and Cwoma. It was in 18Gr> that he announced, with experimental proof,

that one stage of a rust, as the .l-JcidiKni. often grows on a liost wholly

different from that on which the final stage grows, such rusts being called

hetercecious.

Heteroecism, which was thus established by DeBary and confirmed

by his contemporaries, was not generally accepted by mycologists for a

score or more of years. That the .IJcidiiini poculiformc of the barberry

leaf, with its conspicuous cups filled with chains of verrucose spores, could

not give rise to other similar cups on the Ijarberry, but only to the pow-

dery and echinulate spores of the red rust on wheat stems, as unlike the

former as a caterpillar is unlike the pupa into which it is transformed,

was such a strikingly new idea in botany, that when once it did find gen-

eral credence, and was extended to many other species by culture work,

it assumed undue prominence. This result was accelerated by the rather

recent discovery of races, or so-called physiological species. When the

well known Puccinki f/rdiiiiiiis. which has great economic importance by

producing a destructive disease of cereals and grasses, became also one

of the best illustrations of the division of a species into physiological

strains or races, more or less well established, in some cases amount-

ing to possible species, it assumed in the minds of many mycologists a

typical position in reference to other rusts. It became common to speak

of rusts as agreeing with Pucclnia (/raininis in their life cycles and spore

structures, or in showing a certain amount of deviation from it. This

attitude has caused considerable distortion in the conception usually held
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of the rusts, even by the foremost students of the order. It affects sys-

tematic work adversely, keeps the termluology iu an antiquated and ambig-

uous form, and makes it difficult to institute legitimate comparisons be-

tween different genera, species, or spore structures.

One of the wrong conceptions, wrong when viewed in the light of

present knowledge, is to make the genus Puccinia include all species that

possess a two-celled, pedicelled and free teliospore (excepting those with

teliospore imbedded in gelatinous matrix, separated under Gi/ninospor-

angium), irrespective of the other morphological characters, or of the

complexity of the life cycle, and furthermore, as part of the same concep-

tion, to make the genus Vromiiccx: include all species that possess the same

kind of teliospore. only one-celled instead of two-celled. The writer be-

lieves that the length and n.-ifure of the life cycle, which Is a more unvary-

ing character in the rusts than the one or two-celled teliospore (recall

the Uromi/ces-Pticciinn species on AUiiim, Sida. and some other liosts),

should be accepted as a ciiaracter for genera, as it is now (piite generally

accepted for species. Recognizing this as a valid generic character, and

taken in connection with other characters, the genus Puccinia can be sep-

arated into four genera (i. e., Dicccoma, AUodiis. Jiiilhiria, Dasi/i^uord).

and the genus Uroun/ccx jilso into four (i.e.. Nij/rcdo, IJrotnycopsis, Klc-

bahnia, Tclospora). If other characters, as well as the life cycle, mostly

now generally ignored, are taken into account, Puccinia Pruni-xpiuoKW and

its allies should form a genus {TranzRchelia) near to Ravenclia, on ac-

count of the adherent iH'dicels of the teliospores and peculiar structure

of the urediniospores; Uromijces rosicola, on account of its evident spore

structure, will go into a genus (Anieris) near to PInaf/midimn, but with

a more limited life cycle; Uromyces Terebintlii, and its allies, on account

of the remarkably distinctive characters of both urediniospores and telio-

spores, will fdini a gemis .somewhere between Ravenclia and Tranzschelia,

while the similar (Jromiiccs effu.Wft, with a still more restricted life cycle,

will go into another genus {Discoftponi ). And in like manner quite a num-

ber of other species now commonly included under l'iicciiii<i ;ind (h-onnjccs

could projterly be separated and distributed to other genera, with much

improvement in the nomenclature and great clarification of the systematic

affinities. Other genera beside Puccinia and VrompccH could also be shown

to be overburdened with sjtecies whose life cycle, or morphological struc-

ture, or both, entitle them to a different place in the systematic arrange-
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iiient, if the extent of the life cycle and characters other than those per-

taining to the teliospore were called into account.

The third epoch in the study of plant rusts (the second one being

ushered in by DeBary's demonstration of hetercecism and the first epoch

preceding that time), may be considered to have started with the study

of the nucleus and its behavior. This was begun by the work of Sappin-

Trouffy and of Poirault and Kaciborski some fifteen years ago, and ably

continued by Blackman, Christman, Ilolden and Harper, Olive and others.

The nuclear history in the I'usts is still in a very incomplete state, and

part of what has been gone over needs further substantiation. Enough

has been demonstrated, however, to modify profoundly our ideas of the

significance of the different spore forms, the relation of the spore struc-

tures, and the possibility of sexuality.

AVhile it may be interesting to review the present knowledge of nu-

clear changes in the rusts and show the bearing on taxonomy, it will

suffice for the present purpose to bring up briefly a few points. It has

been rather clearly shown that the rusts possess well marked antithetic

alternation of generations. The gametophytic generation has uninucleated

mycelium, and gives rise to two kinds of spores, basidiospores and pycnio-

spores, both uninucleated, and these are the only truly asexual spores

formed in the life cycle. The sporophytic generation begins shortly after

the pycnia matui'e, being inaugurated by a sexual fusion of cells. This

act introduces the binucleated condition. In many species of rusts only one

spore form (teliospore) is produced in the sporophytic generation. In

other species there is an initial spore form (jpciospore), and usually a

repeating form, in addition to the teliospore. All spores of this genera-

tion are binucleated. In the gametophytic generation all species behave

essentially the same. It is in what follows during the sporophytic genera-

tion that the great diversity of the rusts is shown.

If the first binucleated spores arising after sexual cell fusion are

teliospores, no other spore forms in this generation are produced, and the

life cycle is a brief one. But if the first binucleated spores are formed in

vhat has been called an a?cidiun], cteoma, or primary uredo, they are

essentially of the same physiological nature, whatever form they may take.

Any such sorus may be called an ajcium, and the spores seciospores, this

being an extension in the previous application of the terms to cover the

primary uredo. Possibly new terms would be less liable to introduce am-

[25—230031
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bigiiity ill .subsequent discussions, but in this paper .-eciji will be under-

stood to be the initial spore structures following the pycnia, when these

structures are not telia. Such a-cia are of varying complexity, the simplest

being of the uredo-type with spores borne on pedicels and no peridium,

intermediate forms being of the c\-eoma-type. with spores in chains and no

peridium, and the most highly developed being of the a'cidimn-type with

a well-formed peridium. There is a wide difference in complexity of

structure between the lowest uredo-type of :ecia (c. (>., those of the so-

called Chriisonui.ru alhida) and the highest ;ecidium-type {c. r/., those of

/Ecklium pocuJifonne belonging to Purciiiia i/nniibiiis) . liut whatever the

degree of complexity they are all strictly comjiarable in their relation to

the life cycle of the different species to which they belong.

In most genera having species with initial a-cia more rapid and

extensive dissemination is brought about b.v means of repeating spores,

often called summer spores. A few genera, like (Itniuioxpoinniiiitm and

Calyptosixtid. have no rei)eating spoics in i)resv'nt known species. The

repeating spore structures are either isomorphic with the aecia, and are

known as secondary a'cia and secondary uredinia. or they are hetero-

morphic, and are known simply as uredinia. In either case the re])eating

spores arise from an infection by initial a'ciospores, and are not immedi-

afely i)receded by ])ycnia. Keiicatiiig spores are binudeated, but do not

arise from fusing uniiuK-leated hyiili.i-. ;is (lie initial leciospores do, for

the mycelium on which Ihey are seated is already binuclcated, having

been derived from a liinucleatcd spoi'c.

The accomitanying chart enumcnitcs (li<' best understood genera ol'

the rusts, arr.Miigcd in such a w;iy as to siiow llie essential features in

the life history of the species. It emliraces about three-fourths of all

genera of the Uredinales recogni/,rd at the ]»resent time. Th(> chief value

of the chart is to ciiipliasi/.i- the need of talcing into account tiic full life

cycle in order to conipaic or to contrast genera. It will be seen that

many genera, jiossibly a third ot all known, have no :i'i-ia oi" r<'i)eating

spores, but the formation ol Iclia follows inniiediatcly upon the maturity

of the pycnia. In the genera with a-cia increasing comj)lexity of develoj)-

ment is shown by the i»res<'nc<' of heleromorphic reix'ating sjioi-es. cu])U-

late jecia with catenulate .-eciosporcs. and heter(pcisni while <-omiiar;itive

simplicity of development is shown by isomoi-]ibic re]ieatiiig sjiores. ca'omate

fBcia with pedicel led teciospores, and autoecism.
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repeating spore

heteromorphif

'^cia cupulate—withcateiiulate sp()res<

'~.*cia csomate—with cateiuilate spores <

repeating spores

isomorphic

Pycnia<

DIAGRAM

Showing life history of 59 best known fjenera of rusts.

Coleosporium

Melampsoropsis

Piicciniastrum

Melampsoridium

Melampsorella

tCalyptospora

Cronartium

tOymnosporangiuni

Nigredo

Dica!oma

Tranzschelia

Eriosporangium

Neoravenelia

Phragmopyxis

Phragmidium

'-^ Melampsora

r Cystlngophora

-.aecia cupulate—with catenulate spores <; .,
LIromycopsis

1^ Allodus

C Earlea

Gymnoconia

Xenodochus

*Pucciniostele

Raven elia

Pileolaria

Uropyxis

Prospodium

Triphragmium

with pedicellate spores<N Trachyspora

Spirechina

acia eaeomate.

with catenulate spores

^telia

Gallowaya

Necium

*Trichopsora

*Chrysomyxa

*Barclayella

Chacon ia

Cionothrix

Alveolaria

BKodromus

*Didymopsora

Dietelia

Endophyllum

Pucciniosira

Dendroecia

Discospora

Macalpinia

Polythelis

Calliospora

Nephlyctis

Ameris

Nyssopsora

Polioma

Telospora

Dasyspora

Kuehneola

Argotelium

Bullaria

Klebahnia

>hetercecious

heter. and ant.

heter. and aut.

*Not represented in North America.

tRepeating spores unknown.
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It is evidently a right conception, in view of tlie foregoing statement,

to regai'd Puccinia graminis (a better name is Dicwoma poculiformc) as

a representative of tlie highest development of rusts. But to regard it as

typical of all rusts, or even of all rusts having ;ecia, is clearly asking too

much of an illustration, and likely to involve grave misconceptions of

structure and relative values. If the most essential features of the rusts

were to be illustrated by the smallest permissible number of examples of

common and well known species. I should splpr-t rolytliclis Thalictri {Puc-

cinia TJialictri) for the forms without .-ecia, Kiicliiicola alhida (often called

VhrysoDiiixa albiiht) for the forms with an-la ;uid isnmorphic repeating

spores, and Dicaoina poculifonitc (Puccinia (jrainini.s) for the highly de-

veloped forms with ;vcia and heteromorphic re])eating spores.

A wrong conception, wliidi is doing much harm to tlie taxonomic study

of the rusts, is the view that leciospores and urediniospores are of the

nature of conidia, that is, asexual spores, comparable to the conidia so

abundantly produced by many ascomycetous fungi. Cytological studies

show, however, that in the rusts the only truly asexual spores, other than

the basidiospores, are the pycniospores, «nd to these only can the term

conidia be applied with approximate accuracy. The sexual process begins

by the fusion of uninucleated liyphal cells, which inunediately, or almost

immediately, develop some kind of binucleated spore-structure. If only

<ine kind of binucleated spore is produced by the species, it is properly

called a teliospore. Such a teliospore lias two nuclei in each cell, derived

by a short succession of divisions from the two nuclei of the fusing cells.

These two spore nuclei fuse into one luicleus prior to germination of the

teliospore. thus completing tlie sexual process. If mort' than one kind of

binucleated siwre is produced, the initial kind may be called an jcciospore,

whatever the mori)hological structure in wliicli it is formed. It has

arisen as the consequence of se.xual cell fusion, just as in the preceding

case, and has the i>hysiol()gical character of greatly stimulated growth

associated with sexuality. This initial teciospore gives rise to a binucle-

ated niyci'lium, which in turn generally jiroduces binucleated rcju-iiting

spores of the same or of a different form, and so on, until ttnally a telio-

spore is produced in which nuclear fusion takes place, as in the first

instance mentioned. The sexual process in this chiss of rusts extends

from the cell fusion at the base of the iiecia through all the succession of

hyphal cells and repeating spores to the fusion of nuclei in the mature

teliospore.
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All rusts at present known fall into one of these two classes : the

sporophytic generation gives rise either to a single spore-form, or else to

initial and final spore-forms, with usually intermediate repeating forms.

Whether one or more than one spore-form arises between the cell fusion

and final nuclear fusion, constitrting the sexual period, all such spores, of

whatever morphological structure, are of a sexual nature, the initial form

(whether of the aecidinm-type, cjeoma-type, primary uredo-tyiie, or when

none of these is produced, the teleuto-type) being the one which most

clearly shows the stimulus of fertilization.

The above facts, especially when taken in connection with the highly

differentiated structures associated with the initial and repeating spores,

often being quite equal or superior to those of the teliospores, show every

reason that may be based upon morphology and development for consider-

ing the initial and repeating spores as practically of equal taxonomic

rank with the teliospores. To illustrate, a genus founded upon a repeat-

ing stage, like the genus of imperfectly known fern rusts, Milcsia, should

be as valid as if founded on the telia. This genus has recently been re-

christened Miles'ma on the ground that the original name, given in 1870,

is invalid because it was only applied to the uredinia and not to the telia.

Again, now illustrating with a specific name, the heteroecious rust which

was first specifically called poculifoi-me was described in its fecial stage

under JEcidium, and accoi'ding to the preceding argument on the impor-

tance of the initial spores, this name having priority, although not at the

time made to include the telia, should be used, whatever genus name be

considered the best, as c. ff.. Dicwoma pociiliforme or Pitcciiila pocaliformis,

not Puccinia graminis.

From the foregoing it will be seen that for purposes of taxonomy

names applied to the pycnia (spermogonia) may properly be ignored, on

the ground that they apply to asexual or conidial structures, but that

names applied to fecia and uredinia {JEckJium, Cwovia, Peridcnuiiun,

Vredo, and other such forms) should have the same standing as names

applied to telia (teleutospore stage).

I have tried to show that the main features in the life cycle of all

rusts exhibit essential uniformity, there being two large groups, one with

a single form of spore (teliospore) in the sporophytic generation, and the

other with additional initial and (usually) i-epeating spores, and that the

great diversity lies in the details of their structural development. It is
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(lifBcult to give a clear aud concise account of tlie general features of tlie

rusts on account of tlie inadequate and ambiguous terminology at present

in use. It appears to be unquestionably establislied tbat tlie spore struc-

tures of the rusts are not to be liomologized with those of the Ascomycetes,

and that taxoiiomic jiractice in the rusts should not be influenced by what

is correct or expedient in the Astomycetes or other fungi with strongly

marked conidial and sexual forms, lint be based ujion tin- unique char-

acters of their own development.

Right conceptions of the rusts, according to (lie writer's i)osition. are

those based upon th<' full life histories of the species, taking into account all

the present known facts, and wrong concei)tions are based upon partial

life histories, and on ideas derived from otlicr fungi and formerly supposed

to apply to the rusts but now known to be inapplicable and misleading.

Purdue rniversity,

Lafayette, Indiana.
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The Effect of Pkesekvatives on the Development of

Penicili^ium.

Bv Kathkiune Golden Bitting.

Ill exaiiiiiiiiii,' ke(clini) for tlu' oi-Lcaiiisiiis iircscnt. it was noted that the

liypiiie of moulds in preserved ivetdui]) were swollen and distorted. In

many of the hrands of ketchup, the mould present was the common hlue

mould, I'ciiiciU'ntni. As this m:)uld is apparently onmivorous in Iiahit,

thriving;; and fruitinji on many media, has been used in many physiolo,s,'i('al

investigati(ms to determine the nutritive value of many compounds, si"'>ws

nirmally in liipiid media, and fi-nits iririiinlly in a saturated atmosphere,

is rejiulnr in its germinative power, and. so far as known, constant in

form, it was selected to determine the effect of sodium benzoate. used in

varying (piantities, on its structure and develoimient. The media used in

the experiments were tomato l)oulllon. tomato gelatin, and tomato pulp,

and were selected because the tom.-ito juice and pulp are present in ketchup,

and also I)ecause they do not alter the toxic properties of the agents used

toward the fungus. Afterwards the condiments used in ketchup were

tested and also the ordinary food preservatives, though not so extensively

as the sodium benzonte. In these latter experiments tomato b juillon was

the only medium used.

The 1) aiillon was made liy adding t a can of t'inntoes an ecpial vul-

nme of water, billing for about half an hour, and then filtering. The

nitrate is clear, and a good medium for gi'owth. It has an acidity of ap-

proximately :2"/o c.-ilculated as citric acid. For the tomato gelatin, 10% of

gelatji was added to the ti.mato b millon, cleare\] witli egg. ami hltered.

The tomato l>ulp was obtained from a fai tory, and was made fr.un wh tie

t imatoes. To tliese media the s idium benzoate was added in the v.irious

amounts used in factory practice. Before sterilizing the media, calon-

ilered pajier was tied closely over the cotton plug to prevent the distilla-

tion of the benzoate. After sterilization and cooling, the media were

inoculated with sjim-es from a vigorously growing culture of the mould.

During development, the cultures were kept at room tem])erature, unless

otherwise stated. The method of culture was by moist chambers and flasks

for the b luillon and gelatin, and I'etri dishes for the pulp. The moist
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chambers had a few drops of the culture medium i)lnced in the ])nttom,

so as to keep the vapor tension unaltered.

The cultures were examined at regular intervals, as indicated in the

tables, those in the flasks having specimens taken for examination with

the miscroscope. The points noted were the swelling of the sjtores pre-

ceding germination, the length of hypli.c and the earliest ajipearance of

conidiophores, for the cultures in the moist chambers. For all other cul-

tures a hand lens was used to determine the first appearance of germina-

tion. The appearance of the conidia was shown by the blue color, and the

maturing by the change in color from the lilue to green, and then to olive.

The volume of mycelium and conidia was noted to determine the extent

of development.

I'EMciixuM (Jrow.n in To.mato Boi illox 5U0 cc. 70° F.

Per Cent

Sod. Benz.
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Penicillium Grown in 10% Tomato Gelatin. 100 cc. 70° F.

Per Cent

Sod. Benz
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The effect of the antiseptic ou the development of the mould grown

in the moist chambers was not so pronounced as when a larger »iuantity

of solution was used. Neither was the effect always uniform ; sometimes

the spores in the i% and the i% solutions merely swelled, but no develop-

ment of hypha? occurred ; in others short tubes developed from some of

the spores, while still other spores showed no changes whatever.

To test the effect of the larger quantity of solution, inoculations were

made into Hasks containing KM) and 500 cc, respectively, of the solutions.

The results indicated that the effect of the antiseptic fin the mould de-

velopment was greater when grown in tlie larger (piantity of the solution.

PEXicir.LirM Grown ix Tomato PriJ*. in Petri Dishes. Or»° F.

Per Cent

Sod. Benz.
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The experiments were repeated inany times ami sliow slijilit varia-

lioiis. but the results as shown in the tables given are fairly representative.

BENZOIC ACID IX CliAXBEUKIES.

The occurrence of benzoic acid in cranberries has l>een cited so often,

and in a manner that is often misleading, figures obtained liy Lafar' on

the low-bush cranl>erry, Vaccinium Vitis Idfica. being given f(jr the common

cranl>erries, Vitcciniiim mdciocnittoii and Vacciniiini O.iiicoccuh. Vac. Vith

Idaea is a common fori]] in ]jirnii<\ growing wild. ;iinl also in this I'luintry

in Nova Scotia, and tliougb it is imported into the Unite<l States, it is not

the form which is used to any extent as compared with Vac. macrorttrjHui.

the large cranberry and Vac. Oxycoccus, the small cranberry. The amonnt

of benzoic acid in V. Vitis-ldnra. as (luoted by Lafar. varies from .<j4-.8G

grams per liter.

Testimony- given before the conmnttee on interstate and foreign com-

merce of the House of Representatives on the pure food bills in February,

1900, gave the amount occurring in_ raw cranberries as 3%. and that half

of this was volatilized in the cooking. It was not stated which of the two

American species was used for the determination. These figures have not

been verified, so far as loiown to tlie writer, though diligent search has

been made in many chcmicnl and fncid Journals.

There is uMdonl)tedly an antiseptic present in cranberries, a fact known

to any one who has made either cranberry jelly or sauce, as these can be

kept without spoiling for a long time, even when exposed to the germs in

the air.

Experiments were made to determine the effect of growth in cran-

berry juice on the development of the organism used in the previous ex-

periments.

The cranberries selected were the small oval ones, said to contain

the largest amount of the antiseptic and were tested in three ways :

1. 2r)0 grams were ciaisliiMl in a innrtar. tlit'ii co\ered with 2W cc.

water, ami allowed to stand for 12 hours, after which tlie juice was

filtered.

2. 200 grams placed in an open vessel in the sterilizer and steamed

until the cranberries were soft, after which they were crushed in a mortar.

> Lafar, F.. Technical Mycology, Vol. I, p. 117, 1898.
- The Canner and Dried Fruit Packer, Vol. XXVI, No. 8.
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had 200 cc. water added, then stood for 12 hours, after which the juice

was filtered.

3. This was simihir to 2. but the vessel was covered closely duriug

the steaming.

For the experiments. 50 cc. of the filtrate from each set were placed

in flasks. They were inoculated with the mould without any previous

sterilization. Tlie following tal>le shows the time required for. and the

effect on. develoi»ment

:

Penicillitm Grown' in Cranberry Juice.

Medium.
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air at times. Sometimes the cultures become infected with yeast, which

will develop iu a normal manner, seemingly not affected as is the mould.

The antiseptic in the cranlierries was weakened by the cooking, and it

made little difference whether the vessel in which they were cooked was

open or closed, development occurring iu the same time in both. It is

probable that the contained acid would evaporate to a greater extent if

the cooking had been done on a stove, as they are cooked ordinarily, in-

stead of in the enclosed .sterilizer. It is also probable that some of the

antiseptic property is due to the astringent present, which is said to be

destroyed in the cooking', and which gives the raw cranberry its unpleasant

taste. This is further borne out by the fact that the effect produced on

the mould is different from that produced by the benzoate. used either as

a salt or acid.

In nearly all the experiments with other media, in which sodium ben-

zoate was used, in the les.ser amounts, the organisms though delayed in

germination, and at first forming an abnormal development, apparently

became accustomed to their environment, and later developed fairly nor-

^ mally. which is different from the result in the cranberry juice, iu the lat-

ter the restrictive effect persisted.

CONDIMENTS.

The condiments used were tliose which are used iu keti-liup—salt.

sugar, celery, cinnamon, cloves, garlic, ginger, mace, mustard, paprika,

black, white, and red pepper, and vinegar. Along with these acetic acid

and alcohol were also tested. With The exception of the cinnamon and

cloves, the other spices showed slight antiseptic properties, so are not re-

ported. They were tested iu the form of infusions, made according to the

method of the U. S. pharmacopoeia-, also as acetic acid and oil extracts.

The ordinai'y table salt and sugar were used. The quantities of the ccm-

diments used in the report were determined after a series of experiments

had been made to locate their point of inhiliitinu.

' Willis. C. R., Practical Flora, p. 174, 1894.
- U. S. Dispensatory, 19th od., p. GUI.
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The tables show the germinative i)o\ver and also the gross effect in

development. The moist chamber cultures .irave closer results on the ger-

mination and the earlier effects on growth, but were not as satisfactory

as the flask cultures in showing the general effect on development. In

the flasks the amount of development, the method of formation, and the

color in maturing could be seen to better advantage.

The 5% salt had a retarding effect, and also induced an abnormal de-

velopment, the growth being confined to a small amount of curled surface

mycelium not spreading normally over the surface, and some submerged

colonies. The sugar caused a delayed, stunted development, sometimes

the growth in the 50% consisting of a scanty, submerged mycelium. In

lesser amounts than 25% a thin surface mycelium forms, with a thick

layer of spores. The cinnamon and cloves in the 5% solutions were stimu-

lating, while stronger solutions retarded the development, the cloves being

stronger in action than the cinnamon. In the 5% solution of alcohol in

the moist iliainl)ers the conidia became swollen as they do previous to

germination. I)ut no further development took place. In the flask cultures

the action of the alcohol was weaker, the conidia germinating and forming

small colonics, which was ]pi'(.l)alily due {<> flic evaporation of the alculiol.

causing the solution to become weaker on standing. The i% acetic acid re-

tarded growfli, and caused the mycelium to wrinkle. In all the flask cul-

tures witli the exception <>\' tlic alcohnl tlic ctfcct of the condiment of cor-

responding per cent, was stmngcr (lian ir, the innist cliambers.

rKi:si;R\ATi\i;s.

The jtreserva lives are those which have l)een used in foods, and used

in api»roximateIy the s.ime aninunts. Tlie I'csults show that they have a

retarding effect on tlic (Icvclupmeiil df llic mould, even when in small

amounts, and fliat most of them hi'coiiic inliiiiitivc when the aiiniuuls are

inci'eased. the increase nut exceeding Hie aiiimnits wliich liave l)eeii used in

foods.
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The results indicate the acid to be stronger in its effect than the cor-

responding salt, though Peiiicillium is a plant which grows luxuriantly on

acid fruits. The sodium sulphite bleached the solutions, J% being a pale

straw color. The copper sulphate solutions were also changed in color,

the i% solution was a decided green.

In all cases microscopic examination was made of material from the

flask cultures, and indicated more conclusively than the gross appearance

the effect on the development. Submerged colonies have been used for

the reports in the table, as they are more uniform. The surface colonies

have the characteristics of the submerged in tlieir earlier growth, but as

development proceeds and the hy])h;B grow away from the medium, the

characteristics may change, sometimes more nearly approaching the }ior-

mal, or they may develop diaractt'rs more pronounced than the submerged.

In a few instances, only sul)merged colonies, and in tlie raw cranberry

and cinnamon solutions only sm-face colonies, develojKMl. In making meas-

urcuKMits the geniiiii.ited spores were used. .Mud only the average sizes;

the extreme in size was avoided, as not giving a fair estimate of the effect

of the i)reservative. Wliei-e only one measurement is given, it indicates

that the spores were fairly unironii: wJicrc two lue.-isurements are given,

tiie spores showed such stron.g variation that an average was taken of the

smaller and also of the larger instead of taking the average of the two

sets. Tlie hy])]i:i' were measured Imt varied so iiiucji that it was thought

a better estimate coiild be obtained from tlie iiliotogr.-iiiiis.

Microscopic -Vpi'kauance of Penicillium (Iuown in Phesekvative

Solutions.
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Microscopic Appearance of Penicillium—Continued.
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Microscopic Appearance of Penicillium—Continued.
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(iEHMIXATIOX FROM I'UESKUVATI VK MATERIAL.

To (letennine if there were a periuauent deleterimis effect produced

on the phiut tlirnugh the toxic effect of the cheiiiicils. inoculations were

made from two weelvs' old cultures into tomato biiuillon. The result is

shown in the table

:

Germination of Penicillium CIrown in Preservative Solutions

14 Days.

Preservative.

Control

Sodium benz. 1-10%

.

" 1-5%.
" 1^2%.

Benzoic acid, 1-10%,.

" 1-5%.
" 1-2%

.

Borax, 1-10%

.

" 1-5%.

1-2%.

Boricaeid, 1-10%.
" 1-5%.
" 1-2%.

Sod. salicylate, 1-10%.
• " 1-5%.,
" " 1-2%.,

Salicylic acid, 1-10% . ,

.

1-5%
, . ,

1-2%, , . .

Sod. sulphite, 1-10%, . . ,

1-5%...

1-2%...

Saccharin, 1-10%.

1-5%.

1-2%.

Copper sulphate, 1-10%.

1-5%.

1-2%.

Number

Days to

Germinate.

Stage of DevelopiLcnt in 5 Uay^.

Surface covered, green.

Surface covered, green.

Thin ring, having blue dots.

Surface nearly covered, green.

Small surface colonies, blue

.

Surface covered, green.

One surface colony, green.

Surface covered, green.

" nearly covered, green in center.

Few submerged colonies.

Surface covered, green.

Colonies on surface, green.

Surface covered,
"

Surface covered, green

Colonies on surface, green.

Surface covered,
"
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The gennination and subsequent (le\('l()])nient indicate that tlie pre-

servative affected tlie conidia deleteriously. as some wei'e retarded, while

the conidia from the sohitions showiiii; tlie strongest effects on the previous

development, did not germinate, except from the i% boric acid solution

which formed a few sul)merged colonies, no surface development taking

place. Lafar' states that the waterproof character of the conidial walls

has a value in i)reventing the entrance of poisons to the protoplasm, but

in the c-ases noted it is either dissolved l».v the chemicals or powerless to

prevent their passage, for the residts indicate that they exercised a de-

cided toxic effect on the protoplasm.

ST'MMARY.

Salt and sugar injiu'c tlie plant liy jireveiiting normal action of the

prot«)itlasm tluungh plasmolysis.

Alcoiiol hai-deiis the jirotoplasm and walls and jirevents development.

Cranberry juice, both raw and conJiCMl. retards develoiunent and causes

shrinkage, tliDUgli not liaving tla- appearance of the shrinkage due to plas-

molysis.

All lit tJH' oilier clicinicals Icslcd acted ;is jkiIs ins on the iirotoitlasm.

retarding development aiitl causing alinui'inal swelling and disiu'ganiza-

tion of varying degrees of intensily on butli ilie pKitoplasni and cell mem-

brane.

I.a layette, liid.

i:\l'LA.\ATI()X Ol" IMI()'I'()(;K.\PHS.

Tlie iihotiigraplis li:ive the same ni;ignilicat ion. x.'Jlin. so tiiat compari-

sons may be made as to the elfecl of the ]ireserv!itives. 'Plie sp<'cimens

were submerged colonies in all cases except the raw cranberr.\" and cinna-

mon, anil 111 submei'ged cnionies develnpcd in these solutinns. The eii-

deaviir was to liave all of the same age. but this was impnssihle. as some

develojied much more rapidly than others, and in those which were slow

in developing it was imitossible to determine the changes which the conidia

may have been undergoing before the develoiiment had .attained the colony

stage. The submerged colonies wei-e used as si-nii as they nnide their

appearance. In some of the specimens that sli iw little or n > swelling the

disorgani/.atinii can be seen in the collaiiseil ends of the liyplia' and the

floating fragments of protoplasm.

'Lafar, V., T'jclinical Mycology. Vol. II. Part 1. p. 40.
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1. Tontrol - conirliophore and hyphiP. 2. Mycelium, grown in tomato pulp.

3. Hyphff from ketchup preserved with
sodium lienzoate. The label jjave

amount as I-IO?;.

4. Mycelium from 5'. salt solution.
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". ^1 >'•. limn f mill .'lO Miliar sulutioii

\h
1 1^ i

'n /"S.

pliie from lOv. clove solution.
8. Myceliuiij ii-iu. iv . .n „.a .m ;,'rain.)
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CO ^-^^k^A^
0. Mycelium from 1-5^; acetic acid solu- 10. Conidia from 9.(5',, alcoliol solution,

tion.

11. Mj'celium and enlarged conidium 12. Mycelium swollen and disorganized
from l-5ri sodiam benzoate. from l-5^f benzoic acid solution.
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13. Colony from raw rraiilxTry solution. 14. Mycelium with disorganized hyphal
ends from cooked (open) cranberry

solution.

15. Mj'celiuni witli swollen conidia I'roiii IG. .Mycelium from 1-5^ borax solution,
cooked (closed) cranberry solution.
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17. Mycelium from 1-5 , lioric acid so- 18. :Myceliniu from l-Sc, sodium salicylate

lutioii. solution.

19. Germinated conidia and hyphae from 20. Mycelium from l-5n sodium sulphite

l-S'Tc salicylic acid solution. solution.
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21. Myeeliuru from 1-5^ saec-li;iiiii snlution. 22. Mycelium from l-5v< copper sulphate
solution.

Zi. Mycelium with disorfranizpd hyplial H. .Mycclnmi with (iis(,r<raiii/i(l liyphii'
ends from 1-5^; sodium formate. from 1-5^. formic acid.
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Further Notes on Timothy Rust.

By Frank D. Kern.

At the last meeting of the Academy, November 27, 1908, the writer

presented a short paper on "The Rust of Timothy,"^ in which the history

of its occurrence in tliis country was discussed and its distribution at tliat

time was given. Tlie reniarlv was made, although not incorporated in the

paper, that this rust had not yet Iteen reported from Indiana but that it

was becoming more general in its distribution and might be expected here

sooner or later. Since this jtrediction has come true within the year it is

considered worthy of ment»e>ji at^Jiis time. A collection consisting only

of summer spores (urediniospores) was made in October, 1900, near Co-

lumbus, Indiana.^ Last year the fungus was known in states both east

and west of Indiana, so that while this report does not extend the range

geographically, it is nevertheless of especial interest since it is the first

definite information we have of its advent into the State. A second col-

lection made in November at the same locality shows also a few winter

spores (teliospores). It is of further interest to note tliat where the rust

was found it was low ground with unusually rich soil. The place was

originally a wet swamp but is now tile-drained. None was found on the

high land adjoining. Low regions furnish more moisture in the atmos-

phere surrounding tlie plants, especially at nights, and this means better

conditions for the germination of the spores.

In the paper read last year it was said that this rust was seemingly

increasing in its distribution. The season of 1909 has proved the correct-

ness of this prediction. A specimen was collected in September, 1909, in

Maine by Dr. J. C. Arthur. This is the first collection that the writer has

seen from the New England states. Last year Wisconsin was the most

western state which had reported the rust. This year it has been found

as far west as Minnesota, according to a report recently received from

an official of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

^ Only an abstract of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the Academy
for 1908, p. 85, but it was published in full in Torreya, a .Journal of the Torrey
Botanical Clul). Vol. 9, pp. .3-5, -Tan., 1909.

- This collection was made by Mr. C. G. Hunter, on his farm near Columbus,
and communicated by him to the writer.

[27—23003]
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The present known range is from Maine west to Minnesota, south to

West Virginia and Indiana. Collections from the following states have

heen examined hy the writer and are represented by specimens in the

herbarium of Dr. J. C. Arthur at Purdue University, where the writer

has carried on the major ])art of his studies. The collectors' names are

included in parentheses.

Delaware {Juclson )

.

Indiana {Himtcr).

Maine {ArtMir).

Michigan {Arthur, Kcni).

New York (Webber, Ixcddid,-. IJdt/crlDii, Sloiiv).

Ontario (Arthvr, Dcanicss).

Pennsylvania ( Hiimntine )

.

West Virginia (tSlicldoii).

Wisconsin (Daris).

During the year no additional facts have been brought out which

throw any light on the specific standing of the timothy rust. The writei"

is still of the opinion that it is not ciitiflcd to spcvilic r;inl< and would in-

clude it under I'licciiiia povuJifortniH (.laccj.) Wetlst. (I'ticciuia (/rumiitis

Pers. ) The statement made last year could, perhaps, be somewhat modi-

lied. IlatJicr thiin calling it a race, physiological species or form species,

it might bo better to consider it a variety or subspecies since it does, as

l»reviously pointed out. possess some slight morphological differences from

the typical foi-m. ]i;nti( iilarly in the smaller recial cups .ind the more deli-

cate uredinial mycelium.

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.
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The Woodlot for Central Indiana.

By E. C. Pegg and M. B. Thomas.

INTRODUCTION.

The purpose of this paper is to show as accurately as possible with the

information at liand the conditions of central Indiana woodlots and to

make suggestions for their improvement and perpetuation.

A SHORT HISTORY OF INDIANA'S FORESTS.

Early explorers of Indiana found a wilderness of giant trees. Upon

the tops of hills and higher ground were such trees as beech, hickory, oak,

hard maple, walnut, ash and tulip ; in the richer lowlands were the elms,

buckeye, basswood and soft maples; and tall sycamores and overhanging

willows lined the banks of the streams. It was not uncommon to find

trees nearly two hundred feet in height and twenty to twenty-five feet in

circumference. Everywhere smaller trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants

struggled for their requisite amounts of sunlight. A spongy mass of forest

litter made a floor that held rainfall and fed the innumerable springs,

which in their turn supplied the streams and rivers with a constant and

uniform volume. Such was the unbroken forest.

Clearing.—It was soon discovered that Indiana's soil was well adapted

to agriculture. The early settlers began the work of forest destruction by

clearing their homesteads for agricultural purposes. Regular log-rollings

were held at which tree after tree was cut down, piled in log heaps and

burned. Such work at that time was justifiable because timber was very

plentiful and because the ground thus cleared was necessary to furnish

a living for the ever increasing population.

Lumhering.—For this reason much of the laud was cleared. Official

records, which begin in 1870, show an acreage of 7,189,.334 acres in tim-

bered lands. In 1880 only 4,335,000 acres were left. As Indiana became

more thickly settled, better houses, cities, roads, railroads and factories

were being built, each ref]uiring a certain amount of timber for construc-

tion. And in additional ways the consumption steadily increased. The

towns and cities afforded market places, the roads and railroads a means

of transportation for lumber. Thus began the other chief influence in
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forest destruction. By ISOO over 2,500.000 acres more were cleared, of

which Tij.OOO acres became waste land. The timber supply of the East

was falling, the demand increasing. Then Indiana ranked fifth with the

states of the Union in the total output of lumber. In 1907 she ranked

t^-enty-seventh

.

At the pre.sent time there are probably les.s than a million acres of

woodland in the State. This fact shows us the truth of the prophecy made

twenty-five years ago that "At the present rate of consumption the forests

of the State must soon cease to be commercially important." Very little

now remains of the once seemingly inexhaustible supply of valuable tim-

ber, such as oak, walnut and yellow poplar.

Fovmatioi) uiid Evolution of the Woodlot.—It is with this small re-

nuiinder. esi)ecially that portion which lies in the central part of the State,

that this ]>aper deals. Formerly the farmer removed only the timber on

the land he actually needed for agricultural pursuits. (Gradually, as his

needs increased, he extended the boundaries of his fields. The trees which

he removed more than furnished him with firewood and other necessary

timber. lint when a market was o])eiied ui» the owners began to cut the

still vast forests for purely financial reasons. These became more and

more exhausted until now very few acres of virgin timber, and compara-

tively few of any kind, remain. The farmer is at present apparently sat-

itfied with his acreage of cultivated land, good timber is too scarce for

extensive clearing or sale, and he is willing that a small portion of his

farm should remain covered with a nioi-e or less depleted forest in order

to provide wood for general pur|»oses alxjut the farm. These are the chief

reasons for the presence of a woodlot today. Some timber was left be-

cause it was dithcult to reach. Other tracts were left because of the pas-

turage they afforded in the grass which sprang u]) when the dense forest

cover was ])artially removed. So, for one reason or another, or purely

by accident, certainly not from choice, the woodlot of today occupies the

position it does, oftentimes on the best land of the farm.

Present Contlitioiis.—To get an idea of the present condition of these

woodlots one need only travel a few niih's in tiie country. In the distance

he can see trees in a seemingly unbroken line. Closer examination, how-

ever, shows them to be in small, scattered patches ten to thirty acres in

extent. After the best trees had been cut out and sold, the custom of cut-

ting trees for special uses, such as handle stock and spoke material, led
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to the removal of the next best. All the most valuable species, black wal-

nut, yellow poplar, white ash and the best oaks, have been cut away, leav-

ing only a few maples, beech, ironwood, buckeye and the like. Many of

these are crooked, defective and otherwise undesirable. At no time has

any care been exercised to protect the undergrowth of young seedlings.

The floor also presents a very different appearance from what it once did.

A dense bluegrass sod has taken the place of the undergrowth and rich

forest litter destroyed by constant pasturage. A heavy growth of grass is

in itself an enemy of trees, for it not only makes reproduction harder but

also smothers the roots of those already growing and robs the soil of mois-

ture so essential to good tree development.

Some may ask what it matters if the conditions are thus. Are not

the farmers in better circumstances now than they were forty years ago,

yes, even ten years ago? Financially they are, but with wise and proper

management of their woodlots they could realize still larger profits from

their farms.

THE WOODLOT.

There are many reasons why woodlots are valuable. They furnish

timber for all farm needs, protect buildings and crops, shelter live stock

and materially help in preventing erosion and in ornamenting the country.

Firewood.—Firewood comes first in the list of timber used for farm

purposes. The early methods of using wood in a fireplace were wasteful.

The introduction of stoves resulted in a great saving of fuel. But fuel

production was not the only purpose served by the forest. Now lack of

timber and the cost of getting crooked and knotty trees cut into firewood

have compelled the use of a substitute. Most farmers would be glad to

have again a plentiful supply of cheap fuel.

Posts.—The setting of 1,000,000.000 (estimated) fence posts per year

shows us another very important use for timber. According to the last

census 8,715,061 of these posts were produced from the regular logging

camps of the country. The use of these posts as supports for woven wire

fence is very economical when compared to the former practice of building

rail fences, many of which were of black walnut, the most valuable timber

Indiana ever produced. Their gradual displacement by wire or picket

fences is a great step towards forest preservation.
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General Farm Uses.—^Theu there are other innumerable general uses

about the farm for poles, boards and lumber. After all these needs are

satisfied there should remain some timber (logs and railroad ties) for

market.

Climatic Influences.—The influence of woodlots on the climate makes

their presence desirable. A great deal has been written about forests as

a factor in rainfall, but it has never been satisfactorily proved that they

increase the total amount. It is known, however, that about twenty-eight

per cent, less of the annual rainfall is evapoi'ated within the woods than

outside of them, and that the mean annual temperature of forest soil is

about twenty-one degrees lower than that of cultivated fields. In summer

this cool soil tempers the air above, and by starting currents from the ad-

joining fields lowers their temperature. Besides, woodlots, if situated

in favorable positions, check strong winds, in this way protecting farm

buildings and preventing fruit trees and crops from being blown down.

Shelter.—A woodlot is invaluable for the shelter it affords to live

stock in both summer and winter. Less food is required to maintain the

body warmth of animals when they are well protected from the cold win-

ter winds. Therefore the use of grain in fattening stock is much econo-

mized. The cool shade offered by a small portion fenced off from the best

part of the woodlot prevents fattening animals from losing flesh during

the hot weather.

Aesthetic.—But these uses are not all. Every one knows that a good

strip of timber greatly increases the value of a farm, for by this means

not only the beauty of individual farms but also that of the entire com-

munity is increased as much, if not more, than by more expensive improve-

ments. For no other reason Ihan this each farmer should strive to main-

tain a well managed woodlot.

Water Supply.—Forests at the head waters of streams regulate their

flow. As has been said before, the amount of evaporation within the forest

is much less than that outside because the loose litter offers little capil-

larity to the water content of the soil and also permits of a more rapid

absorption of heavy rainfall. The water is then given out to the springs

and streams in an almost constant supply.

Erosion.—The problem of erosion is a very perplexing one, especially

in a rolling country. The unlimited removal of forests has left but little

resistance to the flowing away of i-ainfall, for everywhere the soil is more
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or less hard and compact. Water speedily runs over the surface, carrying

soil and debris, which it deposits in the beds of streams. Places which

wash badly are exceedingly common and cause the loss of much tillable

land.

THE MODEL WOODLOT.

After a review of the reasons for maintaining woodlots it is well to

consider the organization of a model woodlot.

Numher of Trees.—It should contain the number of trees consistent

with the most rapid development of the best timber. Trees should stand

close enough in youth to stimulate growth in height and to produce long,

clear trunks. As the stand approaches maturity more and more space is

required for each tree until at last probably only one hundred and fifty to

two hundred trees of the original three or four thousand remain per acre.

Thinning is brought about naturally by the struggle for supremacy.

Distribution and ^oil Cover.—Trees should be evenly distributed over

the entire area, always close enough together to prevent many direct rays

of the sun from reaching the ground in summer, since the large openings

give grass, a very dangerous enemy of forests, a chance to grow. The ideal

soil is loose, porous, rich in vegetable mould and is covered with a thick

mat of leaves and leaf humus to the exclusion of all grass and light-de-

manding weeds.

Forest Cover.—The trees which should be found in a woodlot depend

upon two factors— (1) the economic value and (2) silvical charactei-istics.

Such trees as black walnut, black cherry, ash, oak, maple and poplar have

the greatest economic values. The other factor has to do principally with

the soil, moisture and light requirements. For example, sugar maple re-

quires rich upland soil and very little sunlight for its best development,

while sycamore will grow on any wet soil if it has plenty of light. Thus

we shall find in a model woodlot the species best suited to the soil, water

supply and the uses to which the timber is to be subjected. In no case

should there be any worthless species.

ReprocUiGtion.—In order to maintain the desired acreage of our timber

producing area some efficient method of reproduction is necessary. This

is usually found in the presence of large and mature seed-bearing trees,

which scatter their fruits over long distances until they find lodgment in

places suitable for germination. Another method of reproduction is by
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stump sprouts or coiipice growth. However, the size and quality of the

timber protUiced in tills way is much inferior to that formed from seed-

lings. For r]uick reproduction, advantage of this sprouting tendency should

be taken in trees like the oak, basswood, catalpa and hickory.

HOW TO REACH THE MODEL.

The next point to demand our attention is how to bring the existing

woodlots into model conditions. The examination of this problem may

be conveniently considered under three heads: (1) Protection. (2) Gen-

eral Improvement Cuttings, and (3) Improvement of Type Stands.

PROTECTION.

The necessity for protection arises from the loss occasicmed by graz-

ing, tii'e, insects, fungi, wind and careless work in the woods.

(IniziiH/.—Grazing injures a forest in two ways—by browsing and by

trampling. Domestic animals browse sprouts and young seedlings, break

off shoots and buds and gnaw the Itark of trees, r.y the destruction of

herbage the sharp hoofs of sheej) cause loose soil to become looser and

stiff soil to become more comi>act. Cattle and horses are much less harm-

ful than sheep al>out tramjiling. altlioiigh tiuMr hoofs frequently tear away

small rootlets. This disturbance of the soil and soil cover seriously inter-

feres with its water supply. In general the results of grazing make it

imperative to exclude all stock from the woodlot.

Fire.—Fire is another great enemy of forests. The leaf litter and

humus, young growth up<m which the future supply depends, and mature

trees are all affected. A single fire does not usually seriously injure older

trees I»ut a series of fires either i)urns them up c(»mpletely or leaves them

in such a weakened ccmdition that they are blown down by wind or at-

tacked by insects and fungi, and tlicn furnish a source of infection for

other trees. But in this thickly settled region fires are easily liandled,

for they can readily he seen and extingiiislud.

Insects.—The following conclusions regarding insect injury have been

drawn from a careful investigation of the existing conditions throughout

the state:*

(1) Insects causing the death of the tree:

(a) Found in extensive numbers and causing serious injury, as fol-

lows: Bark I)eetles (m oaks, hickories and locust.

Report of State Board of Forest y, 1907.
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(b) Found In limited numbers and causing secondary injury as fol-

lows : Bark beetles on walnut, cherry, liackberry, elm, mul-

berry and ash ; bark-boring grubs on oak and chestnut.

(2) Insects not causing the inuuediate death of the tree:

(a) Found doing serious damage to timber as follows: Carpenter

worm on oak ; wood borers on hickory ;
powder post borers

on hickory.

(b) Injury to foliage: Nearly all species of trees found affected

by one or more of the following forms, of which all except

the cottony maple scale cause little damage : Leaf eaters,

leaf miners, leaf rollers, saw flies, scale insects and gall flies.

The bark and wood borers can usually be detected by pits or deposits

of fine sawdust around the holes. About the only remedy is to remove

the infected trees at such times as will prevent the hatching of the larvae.

Damage due to leaf insects is usually so slight that it may practically be

disregarded.

Fungi.—Fungi attack trees in several ways. Some kill the roots,

others grow upward from the ground into the trees and change the sound

wood of the trunks to a useless, rotten mass or leave only a hollow shell.

The spores of others come in contact with every part of the tree as they

float about through the air. These spores find a very suitable place foe

germination if they fall on wounds. By removing infected trees and de-

stroying old logs fungous diseases may be fairly well controlled.

Wind.—Wind-blown timber frequently exists in open or improtected

stands and in moist places where root systems are shallow. Trees weak-

ened by fire, fungous and insect attacks are easily broken oft". Of course

the mature trees may be partially or wholly utilized. The greatest dam-

age is done to those for which there is no immediate use.

Woodlots which have been unprotected from the time they were com-

paratively small usually have their own windbreaks made by the develop-

ment of numerous side branches. A strip a few rods wide along exposed

margins of woods should always be kept as dense as possible. The de-

velopment of brush and undergrowth should be encouraged. Unless there

are others to take their places no trees should be cut in this protective area

Should it be necessary to plant a windbreak it is best to employ two

species, one a rapid grower to provide early protection, the other of slower

growth to make a permanent and more efficient shield. Carolina poplar,
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black walnut and catalpa are types of the first class, and any of the ever-

greens types of the second class. The spacing should be about four feer

in rows six feet apart. At least half of the trees should be removed when

they begin to crowd badly. When a good protection has been well estab-

lished trees may be removed anywhere within the grove with practically

no danger of windfall.

Work in Woods.-—Another important thing to keep in mind is care

while working in the woods. The object of management is to have new

trees of the most desirable species to replace as soon as possible those

which are removed. Therefore it is necessary to protect young growth.

Care should be taken in felling trees not to injure others nor crush young

seedlings. Brush should be piled in places where danger to timber from

fire is i-educed to a minimum.

IMPROVEMENT.

The second part of our examination, general improvement cuttings,

deals with defective and infected trees, ti'ee weeds and a general plan

for harvesting.

Defective and Infected Trees.—Many woodlots contain stag-headed or

entirely dead trees which are rapidly decreasing in value. They spoil the

beauty of a grove as well as furnish a convenient place for beetles and

fungi to live and propagate. 'I'licy should be removed innnediately.

Tree IFccf/.s-.—Tree weeds are another waste of our resovu'ces. A

tree weed occupies space in a timber stand but has comparatively little

value. Ironwood. water I)eecli. dogwood, s<-i'ub oak, pawjiaw and sassa-

fras are examples. It is advisable to remove these as well as the dead,

dying and infected trees at once iniless by so doing large spaces are oi)ened

up in the forest cover which will not close before grass has a chance to

start.

Mature Cuttiiifi.—One more general rule of improvement is in regard

to cutting. Usually only such trees as have passed their maturity or the

point where the amount of wood formed each year begins to decrease should

be cut. And no more wood should be removed than is actually grown. Thus,

if a woodlot is producing five cords of wood annually, it is better to cut

five or only four cords than six. If a method like this is used and care

taken to keep the ground fully stocked with thrifty young trees the wood-

lot may be kept up indefinitely.
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Coppice.—In cutting the following suggestions should be kept in mind:

Stumps should be cut low in order that the sprouts may become inde-

pendent of the old root system as soon as possible; they should be cut

smooth and slanting or have the sharp edges removed so as to prevent

water from collecting on them, for in such cases they are apt to rot and

infect the sprouts; care should be taken not to tear the bark from the

stump since this often prevents buds from developing at the root collar

;

the sprout should be cut when the sap is down, early spring or late fall,

for when cut in midsummer frosts are apt to kill the new sprouts which

start up, before their growth is completed and their wood hardened.

MATURE OPEN STANDS.

Character.—Most woodlots are remnants of the original hardwood

forest. The valuable straight grained and easy splitting trees have been

cut for lumber or firewood. Those which remain have i-eceived no at-

tention. They are mature, crooked, knotty or badly diseased and grow

in clumps or are scattered over the lot. Few are of any value. Almost

all these timbered tracts have been used for pastvire, and as a result of

constant grazing the ground is covered with a thick, heavy bluegrass

sod to the exclusion of desirable young growth. If any reproduction does

occur it is very irregular and is composed mostly of weed species.

Treatment.—The treatment of such stands depends upon the degree

to which it has deteriorated, its location and the owner's need for timber.

If it is on land better suited for agriculture and the farmer is more in

need of fields than timber, probably the best thing to do would be to re-

move the timber completely and cultivate.

But if the lot is to be rejuvenated, the first step to take is to exclude

all live stock. Should it be necessary to keep some of the woodland for

pasture the thriftiest portions should be fenced off and most of the trees

removed from the remainder. More timber and more grass can be pro-

duced separately than together. The next step is to remove tree weeds

and other trees whose value is decreasing. The remainder will furnish

seed. In order that the seeds may have the best possible conditions for ger-

mination the sod should be broken up by means of a bull-tongue plow or

disc harrow. A rank growth of briars and weeds will probably spring up

as soon as the sod is removed, but these make a very good protection under

which the young seedlings ai-e to develop. Soon the new growth kills out
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the weeds and briars and rapidly establishes a good sta.nd. Should other

species than those present be desired it is necessary to plant them. As

soon as reproduction is well under way the mature trees may be cut.

Still it is a wise plan to leave some of them for seed and to furnish timber

while the new crop is growing.

IKKEGULAR, UNEVEN-AGED STANDS.

Character.—It is from the irregular, uneven-aged stands that we ex-

pect the earliest good results. These are parts of the original forest re-

tained in almost virgin condition. Some are dense, others more or less

open. In them the soil is almost ideal, but not so with the forest. Fun-

gous and insect hosts, old logs in various stages of decay, ai'e scattered

over the ground. Many of the trees are mature but in very poor condi-

tion. Some, however, are large and have long, smooth trunks and com-

pact crowns. Increase in heigiit has jiractically ceased and diameter

growth is very slow. A young growtli of various species, many of which

are undesiraltle, tills up small openings made by fallen trees. On the

whole the forest caiiital is slowly but surely decreasing, for the amount

of timber produced nnniially is more than offset by dealli and deloriora-

tion of the overmature trees.

I initrorcrnciit.—The first nMiuircmcDt for tlic iin])rov(iiu'ii( of (his type

is the same as for iiKituri' ojien s(;inds; (hat is, tiie removal of tree weeds

and the si)ecies undesirable for other reasons. The next process, thinning,

is brought about naturally by shading. Trees which are crowded while

young try to get their crowns into siudiglit. and consequently produce long,

slender stems. If, after a sufficient height has been reached, space Is

given for increased root and ft^liage development, an increase in wood pro-

duction occurs. This increase takes place in diameter growth, since there

is no longer any Incentive for height growth. The purpose of artificial

thinning is, then, to accelerate diameter growth as much as possible, to

substitute for nature's wasteful struggle a systematic removal of weaker

and inferior trees, leaving as many of the good ones as can dovi'lop with-

out retardation for a given period.

Thinning.—This process requires considerable judgincnt and experi-

ence, for special attenti(m is given to the trees wliich arc to remain rather

than to those which are to be cut. Of course the most valualtle and rai)id

growing species take precedence over others. The following list will serve

as a guide, although it is by no means invariable

:
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Species specially favored : oak. hickory, ash, black walnut.

Species of less value: yellow poplai", butternut, basswood, maple, elm,

beech.

Species usually removed: ironwood, Cottonwood, sassafras, water

beech, etc.

The character of the tree is more important than the species. Tall,

straight trees with well developed, thrifty top are left in preference to

those which are spindling, weak-toi)ped, crooked or unsound. In a group

of equally good trees it is often best to remove one or more, for by so

doing the remaining trees will produce more wood than all of them had

they been left undisturbed. Trees with their crowns entirely exposed to

sunlight are seldom removed unless a number of thrifty ones will be as-

sisted. Those completely overtopped by others have ceased to be a factor

in the growth of the stand and may be cut whenever their wood will pay

for their removal. Another class of trees are those which receive sun-

light from above but which have their sides shaded. It is in this class,

where the struggle for existence is most severe and where the greatest

economy of energy can be brought about, that most thinning is done. It

is better to make light thinnings, never more than a tifth of the stand at

a time, than to remove too many at once, for this opens up large patches

of ground which dry out on exposure to sun and wind and furnish an ex-

cellent opportunity for the growth of grass and undesirable brush. It is

not safe to say that this species must be removed to make room for that

or that three sprouts must be cut from a group of six. All the improve-

ment thinnings must be made upon the judgment of the operator.

In the woods which contain large open spaces here and there trees

should be planted as in mature open stands. In any case growth of young

trees and shrubs should not be hindered but rather encouraged on a strip

at least two rods wide. A windbreak should be planted if necessary.

YOUNG STANDS.

Character.—The third type of woodlots is the young stand. The

ground, seeded by the trees left after all merchantable timber was cut,

has become covered with second growth trees four to twelve inches in

diameter and twenty to fifty feet in height. Many of them are straight

and thrifty, but many more are gradually being suppressed and are dying.

Trees in little groups here and there which started from seed the same

year are so evenly matched in size that growth is temporarily arrested.
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Care.—The seed trees which determined the composition of tlie young

stand are becoming useless through decay and other defects. Often there

are grape vines, old flre-scarred snags and other material \Aith which the

lot could well dispense. These should be removed. At the same time a

thinning could profitably be made if the stand is too thick. The aims and

results of thinning have already been discussed.

PI.ANTING.

Under this subject the main points of planting and growing woodlots

are mentioned for the benefit of those who wish to have more timber than

can grow on the land already forested.

Location.—In general not less than one-eighth of a farm's total area

should be in woodland. Some have more than this amount, but many

others have practically not a single acre in woods. As has been said be-

fore, the woodlots existing at present have little, if any, relation to farm

buildings. A little corner cut off by a stream or railroad, or land other-

wise unfit for agriculture because of steepness, roclis, etc., furnish a i)lace

to plant a woodlot. It would be well if these so-called waste portions

were so situated that timber growing on them could form a windbreak.

This idea of protection sliould always cnmo into consideration when pre-

paring to plant.

Species.—Whatever the opinions of individual nurserymen may be

regarding the species to plant, there will never be found trees better suited

to any region than those which are natural to its soil. For central In-

diana we recognize wiiilc n;ik. rcil n;\k and burr ttak. ash, walnut, liickory,

sugar maple, black cherry and elm as ty\)e!^ for lumber ; and osage orange,

black locust, coffee tree, catalpa. etc.. as types best suited for the produc-

tion of posts, poles and ties. Careful exaniiiiati<in of the soil should also

be made, and only such species which will develop best under the existing

conditions should be planted. These two i)oints were l»rought out fully

under tlie topic "Forest Cover" in "The Model Woodlot."

Preparation of the Ground.—The ground should be plowed, harrowed

and worked into as good condition as for any agricultural crop in order

to secure the best results. However, it is not necessary to prepare it so

carefully. Planting lias frequently been done with good results on burned

over woodland according to the third method described below under

"Planting." But trees growing on well prepared ground have as much
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advantage over those on imprepared as has corn under the same con-

ditions.

Where to Procure Seedluigs.—The farmer may grow his own trees

from seed, procure wild seedlings or purchase from a nursery. Wherever

possible wild seedlings are much cheaper. They are weaker than nursery

grown stock, and should be transplanted to a nursery for one or two years

before being planted in the field.

Care of Trees Before Field Planting.—Ti'ees should be planted with

as little exposure of their roots as possible, for the root hairs, upon which

the tree depends for taking in its food supply, will dry out and shrivel

up when exposed to dry atmosphere for even a few minutes. Some of

the broad-leaved species can withstand this drying out if they receive

proper treatment afterwards. The best way to prevent this is by "pud-

dling." A "puddle" is a mixture of earth and water about as thick as

cream. It may be mixed in buckets, tubs or barrels and drawn along

where trees are being dug up so they can be plunged into it immediately,

or, if the seedlings have been received from a nursery, as soon as they are

unpacked. If planting is to talvc place at once the trees may be carried

to the field in the "puddle." But if some time is to elaljse before plant-

ing they should be "heeled in" as they are "puddled." For "heeling in" :

Dig a trench deep enough to l)ury the roots and part of the stem.

The trench should run east and west, with its south bank at a slope of

about thirty degrees to the surface of the ground. A layer of trees should

be placed in the trench on its sloping side, the tops toward the south. The

roots and stems should be covered with fresh earth dug from a second

trench, in which a layer of trees is put and covered in the same way. The

digging of parallel trenches is rejieated and layers of trees put in until

all have been "heeled in."

Thuc for PJantinij.—The best time for planting is just before growth

begins in the spring. At such a time the seedlings are apt to receive the

least injury. In general the frost should be out of the ground. Frost is

one of the chief dangers of fall transplanting, for the young trees are

often heaved out of the ground as it freezes. It is also best to choose a

wet or cloudy day for transplanting.

Methods.—After everything has been made ready for planting the

ground should be marked out in rows four, six or eight feet apart, depend-

ing on the species, character of the soil and length of time cultivation is
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to continue. The methods of planting are very simple. The best perhaps

requires two men. One carries a bucket of "puddled" seedlings. The

other carries a spade which he sets full length in the ground. He then

pushes the handle forward, sticks a seedling, which the first man hands

him, in behind the blade, withdraws the spade and then steps firmly with

both feet on the ground around the tree. Another rapid method which

often succeeds is to plow a furrow, lay the trees against the side of it,

cover with a hoe and tramp firmly. The remainder of the furrow may be

filled by means of a cultivator. A third way is to dig a hole with a grub

hoe or mattock. This method is used only on unprepared ground. The

size of the hole dejiends upon the size and character of the root system.

Fine dirt is then tlirown in next to the roots and the hole filled up, the

earth being fii-mly tramped as before. All trees should be planted deep

enough so that when the ground settles they are covered to the same depth

they were itefore being IransplantiMl.

Ciiltirafioii.—One of the great troubles with the plantings already

m.ulc in central Indiana is that they have not received sufficient care.

They have been jilowed or IkhhI a few times and then left to take care of

themselves. The methdds and aims of cultivation in the state reservation

are given in the following:

"The cultivation given the young tn-es growing in the regularly

I)lanted fields was of two forms, plowing in the same manner that corn

is cultivated and by hoeing. In some fields the trees were plowed and

hoed, while in others they were simply lioed without plowing. They were

given two comi»lete cultivations. One jdan seems to be as successful as

the other. The aim sought by the cultivation was to keep down wee<^ls and

other wild forms of growth that might overcome the young trees. In tlie

fields where tin- s(.il around llie young trees was kept loose and free from

weeds for a siioi't distance from the ti-ees (eight to twelve Inches) by

hoeing, and tlie otlier loj-nis of growtli perniitfed to stand around them,

the young trees seemed to do the best. The only reasonable ojiinion that

can be given for this fact is that the other gr(»wth formed a nnilch over

the soil and prevented evaporation and also a forest condition of shade

and protection which resulted in good to the trees, and by keejdng a clear

oi)ening around them iirevented them from any smothering out, as will

occur where the weeds and other growths are i>ermitted to grow up close

around tlu'ni. The young frees in such fields are larger and have better
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boles formed than those growing in the fields where more complete culti-

vation was performed. Those growing in the more open fields and where

the most complete cultivation as to keeping the soil cleaned of all forms

of outside growth seemed to grow more bushy and to cease growing earlier

in the summer than the others. The only reasonable opinion to be given

for this fact is that they were more exposed to the heat of the sun, nothing

formed a covering to the soil to prevent evaporation and the trees were

deprived of any sort of shade protection. No forest influence was thrown

around them

It must not be inferred from the discussion of the cultivation here

given that no cultivation is needed. The young trees must be given culti-

vation necessary to protect them from weeds and other wild forms of

growth immediately around them The trees at the reservation

are given the cultivation that can be perfoi-med with the means supplied,

and no more. If more means were provided they would be cultivated

more and better results might accrue."

It can be seen that the Board of Forestry recognizes the fact that

they are not caring for the young trees in the liest possible manner. A

crop of weeds is not the best way to prevent evaporation from the soil.

The maintenance of a dust mulch by cultivation will do this and will not

use food material stored in the soil. A disc harrow or a five-toothed cul-

tivator run through between the rows after each rain during the summer

will keep up the dust mulch and keep down the weeds. In other words,

a forest crop should be carM for just as a corn crop, except that the

period of cultivation is longer, sometimes three or four years.

Thiniiiiir/.—The maxinuun number of trees per acre at maturity is

about two hundred. It has already been shown why thinning is bene-

ficial, so only this remains to be said : a few years after the plantation

has become well established the process of thinning should begin. The

weakest and poorest trees and those crowding better ones should be re-

moved here and there to make room for their more vigorous neighbors.

Gradually this process should continue, the material being utilized, imtil

at maturity the woodlot has the requisite number of good trees and also

has pi'ovided for a permanent supjtly.

:
28—230081
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DOES A WOODLOT PAY?

The question naturally arises. Is a woodlot a paying proposition?

If it is not, why are the most progressive farmers taking such an interest

in forest planting and forest management? Timber is a necessity. In

earlier times it was not so valuable, so the land was cleared. The rem-

nants of the old forest may easily be improved at odd times. The cost

is much reduced if the farmer does his own work. So it is with planted

woodlots, especially if wild seedlings are used. Besides, the price of tim-

ber is advancing as the supply is diminishing. This alone encourages

planting.

The following extract from a letter shows that with a little care a

woodlot can be made to pay

:

"I have logs enough cut now to make from forty to fifty thousand

feet of lumber. These logs I cut li-om a ten-acre grove that was <mly a

brush patch thirteen years ago. In :i(l(lition to the logs the grove has

supplied plenty of wood for from two to four st:)ves. and some for sale,

besides posts and poles, all of wliidi came fr..iii the thinnings. There are

still enough trees on the laud to make a good grove." The present gen-

erati(»n may not reap the prolits but the next one will.

Sl'MMARV.

The following conclusions have liccu drawn fioiu this sludy:

1. The present wooillot'^. only the rciuuants of the early forests, are

in very bad conditioi'.

2. Well-ordered woodlots are valuable linancially, cliuiatically and

aesthetically.

3. Old w<M!dlot> may be improved aud uew ones planted successfully.

4. Woodlots uiust be |irott'i-icd and well cared for in order to secure

the best results.

5. A woodlot is a paying investment.

The one thing lacking is universiil interest.

Wabash College.

Crawfordsville. lud.
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How to Transplant Forest Trees, Cir. 61.
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No. 4. The usual evidence of neglect of the woodlot. Pasturing has destroyed the

young growth. The mature trees not needed for seeding should be cut. The

fallen timber should be taken out and saved. Unless the stand is thick-

ened, the young growth will be low branched and worthless.
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Recent Work in Wood Physics.

By William KENDPacK Hatt.

(Abstract.)^

The new series timber tests of the Forest Service, whicli constitutes

the most important recent series of experiments, was begnn in 1902 under

the direction of Mr. GifEord Pinchot, Forestei', Forest Service, United

States Department of Agriculture. About 44,000 test pieces have been

tested.

These timber tests are divided into two parts: Class (a). Tests on

market products of actual size, in which characteristic defects occur, such

as stringers, vehicle parts, railroad ties, of interest and value to engineers

and manufacturers. These correspond to tests on riveted joints or built-

up structures in metal testing. Class (b) includes so-called "scientific"

tests of small, perfect specimens with uniform moisture content, represent-

ing material collected from the forest, in which the strength is related to

the physical structure and position in the tree. These tests are of espe-

cial value to the botanists and foresters and aid the solution of silvicultural

pi-oblems.

A summary of results obtained to date will be presented.

INFLUENCE OF CONDITIONS OF TESTS UPON RESULTS.

(In these studies small, perfect specimens are used).

1. Speed of Test.—The strength of wood varies significantly with

the speed at which stress is applied, increasing more rapidly as the

speed increases. Tests are standardized for speed- on the basis of fiber

strain per unit of time; and experimental factors obtained to adjust

strength values from one speed to another. The adopted standards of

fiber strain are as follows, expressed in inches per inch per minute

:

Large beans 0007

Small beams 0015

Compression parallel to grain, small pieces 003

Compression parallel to grain, large pieces 0015

' Abstracted from paper by the author, read before the Copenhagen Congress of

the International Society for 1'esting Materials.
- See Proceeding's .\merican Society for Testing Materials, Vol. 8, 1908, page

.541. "The Effect of the Speed of Testing upon the Strength of Wood and the

Standardization of Tests for Speed," by H. D. Tiemann.
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strength of wet or green wood is nuicli more sensitive to changes of

speed than is tlry wood. At the speed adopted for otficial tests a change

in speed of 50% may ordinarily be allowed without causing a variation in

strength of over 2%.

2. Tcmperuturc.—Since wood is a more or less plastic substance it is

sensitive to changes of temperature. Tiemann's'' experiments show that

soaking certain species in water at normal temperature does not affect

their strength. It appears, however, tliat warm water has a marked weak-

ening effect. The extreme condition is when wood is made pliable by boil-

ing. Some woods are no doubt more sensitive than others to the effect of

temperatui'c (if tlie water in wliicli they are immersed. In recent tests

made in winter weather on red oak (Quercus Rubra) ties at Purdue Uui-

versity, ties taken from the temperature of the storehouse (about 25° F.)

were from ! to 17 i)er cent stronger tlian (hose tested at the temperature

of the laboratory (al»out 70° F.). Probably this marked difference in

strength is tt» be found only in case of green or wet wood. The rupture

woik is not affected to the degree of the ultimate strength. Hickory seems

specially sensitive to change of temperature. It is concluded that the

ordinary temperature variations of the air of a laboratory are not im-

portant. Iml tli.il \\\(\ temperature of the storeliouse may render it neces-

sary to warm the wood. In fact, the effect of a given factor on the

strength of timber, or difference of strength of two species, may at times

be entirely masked by variatinns of temperature of timlter at the time

of test.

?,. Moisture.—Tlie eltVct of ninistni'e on tiie strength of wood has

been thoroughly investigated liy TicinMnn.' His material was small test

jiieces uniform in moisture content throughout the cross-section; and he

determined the distinct "fiber satiu'ation"' point, above which increased

moisture content did not affect the strengtli (if tinil»er and below which

there was an increase of strength. Previous experiments, yielding a con-

tinuous moisture strength law, were apparently made with "case-hardened

material."

^ Bulletin 70. Forest Service, 1006. "Effect of Moisture on the Strength and
Stiffness of Wood," by FI. D. Tiemann.

* Bulletin 70. Forest Service. 1906. "Effect of Moisture on the Strength and
Stiffness fo Wood," by H. D. Tiemann.

Circular 108, Forest Service, 1907. "The Strength of Wood as Influenced by
Moisture," by FT. D. Tiemann.
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RELATION OF TESTS.

The relation between the strength nuder various kinds of tests, such

as shear, bending, etc., and compression parallel to the grain, have not

been determined jet by an analysis of the data. It is doubtful if any

one test can be used to predict the strength of the material under other

forms of tests when conditiuus vary with respect to previous heat treat-

ment, moisture, drying or preservative treatment. For instance, brittle-

ness induced by overheating is evident in impact tests, but this will not

necessarily be evident from the compression test parallel to the grain.

An investigation of the effect of speed of test is a part of the general

study of behavior of wood under three conditions of loading

:

(a) Dead or constant load.

(b) Ordinary static test with increasing load.

(c) Impact test.

(a) Dead load tests exhibit the plasticity of wood. Nearly all defor-

mations Increase with duration of load, but the deformed beams subse-

quently tested show no loss of ultimate strength. Deflection brought about

by humid atmosphere is not recovered by subsequent drying. The ques-

tion is often asked : "What per cent of the load, as determined by the

ordinary static test, will break a beam if left on indefinitely?" This has

no answer.

(c) Under impact loading, wood will submit to greater elastic defor-

mation than under the ordinary static tests. Impact bending tests show

elastic deformation largely in excess of those experienced under static

load. The impact test is made under increasing height of drop." The order

of resistance of air dry woods at the ultimate failure strength, so far

obtained is as follows

:

Hickory, Longleaf Pine, Douglas Fir, Loblolly Pine, Chestnut, Spruce,

Yellow Poplar, Western Yellow Pine, Western Hemlock, Sugar Pine, and

Coast Redwood.

(d) Abrasion Test. The abrasion test is under study." Wood is

worn by sand-paper in the Dorrey Machine.

= Circular 38, Revised, Forest Service. "Instructions to Engineers In Timber

Tests," by W. K. Hatt.
8 See American S. for T. M., Vol. 7, 1907. "P. U. Impact Testing Mash.," by

W. K. Hatt.
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INFLUENCE OF TKEATMENT PREVIOUS TO TEST.

(a) Drying iu Hot Air, Steam, Saturated Steam, etc. A research is

under wny to investigate the safe limits and the most advantageous con-

ditions for the commercial processes of drying wood. The immediate

strength after drying is of oeurse xisually greater because of the les-

sened moisture content. It is now apparent, however, that all processes

of drying wood, even air-drying, are attended with weakening of struc-

ture, so that when the dried wood is resoaked there is a loss in strength

of 10%, and generally more. The drying of white ash (Fraxinus amer-

icana,), for instance, at 145° F. in either dry air or exhausted steam, or

in superheated steam at 312°, caused no significant loss in strength in the

air dry condition, but the resoaked wood was considerably weaker than

the green wood. Under 20 to 80 pounds of steam applied during 1 to 4

hours, pine and ash suffer but little loss in static strength after the moist-

ure from the steam is removed by air drying. At higher steam pressures

(above 50 lbs.) large and iiermanent losses result. An e<iual amount of

dry heat is less injurious to wood tlian moist air or saturated vapor, when-

ever the temperature exceeds 212° F. The hygroscopicity of the wood in

the air-dry condition is reduced by the ju'ocess of drying in steam, dry-

air or saturated steam. .Microsco])ic study shows that the cell walls split

open because of the shrinkage of these walls when they begin to dry out.

The results from the Drying-Strength Study are not sufficiently ad-

vanced to allow C(iin]i]c(e conclusions.

(b) Trcatiiiciit irith Pn'scn-afirci^. Tests at the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition' established the safe limit of steaming for seasoned loblolly

pine to be ."iO lbs. ai)plied for 4 b(»ui-s, oi- 20 llis. apiiiied for (i Jiours. liur-

nettized loblolly pine ties exhibited some degree of brittleness under im-

pact test. Creosote ni)peared to act upon the strength in the same way as

water. It retards the seasoning of timber, witli lieneficial results to its

physical condition. I'resent evidence points to steaming, or effect of heat

in preliminary seasoning, as the oidy dangerous element of the treating

process. 'I'iie jiroper limils of heat should be determined for different

species of timber.

In tlie case of l)ridge timbers, of coniferous species, of large size, in-

complete evidence indicates that the desired penetration of creosote can

' Circular .sn. Forest S^orvicc. E.\pcrimonts on the Strength of Treated Tim-
bor." hy W. K. Hatt.
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only be obtained by cylinder processes that reduce the strength of the

timber. The unit stresses used in the design of creosote structures should,

therefore, in these cases, be decreased below standards established for

natural wood.

ITNIT STRESSES FOR DESIGN.

The relation of strength of large sticks, involving defects, to small

and perfect pieces, taken from the parent beam, is reported in Circular

115, Forest Service. The strength of large and small sizes is not a ques-

tion of geometrical magnitude, but of the existence of defects in the large

sticks such as knots, shakes, checks and the presence of inferior growth.

Study has been given to the failure of large beams under longitudinal

shear. It is apparent that, in the case of large beams of seasoned timber,

the failure is due to longitudinal shear rather than to bending. In green

beams, also, this form of failure is frequent. Therefore, shearing stresses

should be taken account of in the design. The result of later tests confirm

the early results that the strength of large pieces is not increased by sub-

sequent seasoning, except in case of select grades. In other words, unit

stresses for design should usually be based upon strength of green timber.

NEW SPECIES AND SI'BSTITUTES.

The eucalypts of California and the South have been tested. They

are among the strongest of our woods. The quality of the various species

differs greatly, varying In kiln dry state from 2.5.000 pounds per sq. in.

to 13,000 pounds per sij. in. in modulus of rupture. Tests have been com-

pleted on tan-bark oak, which formerly was left stripped of its bark in

the woods.

GENERAL STUDIES OF SPECIES.

Tests of red gum are completed.** Tests of various species of hickory

collected from various site conditions have been made and the report com-

pleted. These latter tests established relations between rate of growth

and strength, locality and strength, and species and strength. It appears

that the most fundamental factor governing the strength of wood of any

species is the specific gravity, or, in the conifers per cent of summer wood.

s Bulletin No. .58, Foro&t Servicp. "The Red Gum," Ijy Alfred K. Chittenden.
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Technical Problems.—The study of track fastenings, including common

and screw spikes, and tie plates, and the relation of these to the strength

of ties is in progress. Laboratory tests are supplemented by service tests

in tracks of railroads under operation.

TECHNIQUE OF TESTS AND THE ORGANIZATION OF THE LABORATORY WORK.

The methods and records and organization are now well developed.

The results of experience for the past six years are contained in Circular

38, (Revised), entitled "Instruction to Engineers in Timber Tests." Re-

cently a department of microscopic examination of wood has been added to

study manner of failures in the tissues, changes in structure resulting from

heat treatment, location of preservative fluids and allied problems.

Purdue University.

Lafayette, Ind.
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FoKEST Conditions in Indiana.

By Stanley Coultek.

Certain economic statements may serve as a suggestive introduction

to this study of Forest conditions in Indiana. Some of these will be more

fully elaborated later in the paper, others need no comment since their

mere statement is sufficient to call attention to existing conditions.

A reference to the Census report of ISSO will show that at that time

Indiana ranked sixth in the list of lumber producing states. In IOCS it

ranked twenty-seventh.^ Not only had it fallen to this low position in the

list of lumber itroducing states, but the cut of 1!)0S was very decidedly less

than that of 1907. AVliile some part of this latter loss may be attributed

to the reduced demand for lumber in 1907, all of it cannot be so referred.

As a matter of fact the cut made represented all of the high grade timber

upon which lumbermen could lay their hands.

While certain regions of the state, notably in the southern counties,

still appear to be heavily timbered, an examination shows that practically

all forms of high value have been cut from them. They have been swept

clean of their yellow poplar, white oak. black walnut, and cherry and are

made up almost entirely of wliat may be regarded from an economic

standpoint as second grade or inferior forms. It is these inferior forms

that are furnishing the future forest, if indeed there is any promise of a

future forest. The splendid forests of the past,^ splendid not only in ex-

tent but in the quality of the timber they yielded, have disappeared and

the foi'ests that remain are infinitely inferior to them both in extent and

quality. Present conditions indicate a still further deterioration unless

prompt remedial measures are taken.

A rather careful examination of the existing areas, supplemented by

the opinion of lumber buyers, leads to the conclusion that few extensive

areas in the state will Show a stumpage of desirable forms exceeding

2,500 feet board measure. jNIy own judgment is that the average stumpage

1 Forest Products No. 2. Lumber, Lath and Shingles, 1908. Bureau of the

Census, issued November 15, 1909, p. 8.

2 Stanley Coulter. The Forest Trees of Indiana, Trans. Ind. Hort. Soc, 1S91,

p. 8. A. W. Butler. Indiana : A Century of Changes in the Aspects of Nature,

Proc. Ind. Acad, of Sci., 1895, pp. 32, 33.
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is below this figure. In order to reacli tliis estimate it lias been necessary

to incliide beech, elm, and sycamore, si>ecies which for various reasons are

not to be classed with white oak, yellow poplar and black walnut. Indeed

the eager search for beech and elm is a fairly conclusive evidence of the

paucity of forms of higher quality in the forests of the state. Of course

there exists here and there throughout the state small tracts showing a

heavy stumpage of high grade species, but such areas are the exceptions

that prove the rule.

A constantly increasing number of wond-working plants are shutting

down because of inability to secure the needed raw material. The radius

marking the limit from which this raw material can be drawn is very

definitely limited by freight charges. I have received a statement, which

may be considered as official, that fifty per cent, of the veneer plants of

the state are shut down because they are unable to secure logs suitable for

their work. What is true of the veneer industry is true in varying degree

of other wood-working industries. This means, miless checked, loss of

employment to hundreds or even thousands of men. and either a removal

of capital to other states or its absolute loss. Th(> reduction in the number

of wood-working plants in the state within the last decade has been start-

lingly large and can ciiily be explained l)y the rajiidly waning supply of

suitable raw material.

While the data in my hands are not yet complete. I have records of

over five hundred thousand (500.000) acres of waste land in the state.

This waste land, located in a very great measure in the southern i)ortion of

the state, is the result in almost every instance of destructive lumbering.

Concerning this conclusion there can be no doubt. We have knowledge of

former forestal conditions, and in many cases the history of the cuttings

of specific tracts. These waste hands lie open and are absolutely waste;

they are not used in agi'iciilture or liorticnltuic and have wasted to such an

extent that they are c(tinitletely abandoned. They yield revenue neither

to the owner nor the state. The indications are that the amount of de-

forested land abandoned by the owners is conslantly inci-easing. The sur-

est, indeed the absolutely unmistakable sign of a decadent state fi'om an

economical standpoint, is a constant increase in the area of abandoned

lands.

To counteract the conditions indicated in the i)i-eceding i)aragrai)hs,

tree planting has been undertaken in the state on a fairly large scale within
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the past few years. These plantings have been made by individuals and by

corporations. The tree plantations run up into the hundreds and the num-

ber of trees into the hundreds of thousands. A careful inspection of sixty-

nine of these plantings, embracing two hundred fourteen thousand (214,-

000) trees was made in 190S-09 by Messrs. U. C. A.llen and H. C. Kennedy.

The plantations examined covered the state with the exception of the

soi'theastern counties and represented practically every type of soil and

drainage conditions. Supplementing their records by my own observations

and those of Secretary C. C. Deam of the State Board of Forestry, I am
led to the conclusion that afforestation operations in the state have been,

in a large measure at least, unsatisfactory. While there are occasional

instances of successful and apparently profitable ti'ee culture in the state,

it is very certain that, taken as a whole, the results are not of such char-

acter as to give promise of any relief from present conditions in the im-

mediate future. The plantings have been chiefly catalpa and black locust.

Only in exceptional cases, and then rather as the result of chance than a

definite purpose have other species been tried. A very few small plantings

of black walnut and white ash practically represent the attempt in growing

trees of high grade.

The reasons for these unsatisfactory results are not far to seek. They

may be grouped under three categories

:

1. Ignorance of the silvieal qualities of the species.

2. Poor seed or seedlings which were not of the species desired.

3. Ignorance of the cultural requirements for securing rapid and

healthy development.

Apparently in many of the plantations no question as to the fitness

of the soil, or drainage, or exposure entered. In another large series of

catalpa plantings the larger number of the trees were not the hardy ca-

talpa (speciosa) but C. Mgnonioides or some hybrid. In more than one-

half of the cases absolutely no attention was given after the planting, to

cultivation, to pruning or to coppicing. A study of the conditions in these

plantations is sufficient proof that afforestation operations will not be suc-

cessful in Indiana until a much fuller knowledge of the silvieal qualities

and requirements of the species selected becomes common property.

Bad as the existing conditions are, the case is far from hopeless. The

aggregate timbered area of the state is still large and while the stumpage

is not heavy nor the quality all that could be desired, yet these areas

[29—230031
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furuisli not only the hope but the assurance of the future, if, aiitl oiili/ if,

they are intelligently nuina.^ed. All of the timber lands in the state, with

the exception of the State Forest Reservation, is held by private owners.

As a rule these holdings are relatively small and our forests may be con-

sidered as made up of a large number of wood lots. It is a fact that can-

not be too often repeated or over emphasized, that it is a much more cer-

tain and a nnich cheaper process to maintain and improve an existing

stand of timber than to produce a new one by planting. Not only is It

much surer and cheai)er, but it is also much more rapid.

The problem of the future of the forests of Indiana is merely the

problem of securing the proper handling and care of the wood lots and

small timbered areas held by individual owners. If such areas are wisely

bandied and conservatively lumbered there is no reason why they should

not for years yield a steady and increasing income and at the same time

show a marked increase in quality and value. In other words the problem

of the future timber supjily in the state is very largely n problem of edu-

cation. Owners of timbered tracts must be brought to a realization of the

value of such holdings and trained in methods of management which will

secure the results indicated. It must i>e shnwn also that such methods of

management are iirofitaiile. for unless this can be done ni» method, how-

ever theoretically desirable it ma.v be shown to be, will ever come into

general use. The real jieril lies in the fact that this process of education

is a very slow one and that existing tiiiilK'r areas may lie greatl.v reduced

in value or completely destroyed before a knowledge of the better methods

has become connnon iiroperty. An examination of a number of such tracts

covering many counties of the state indicates fairly well what may be con-

sidered the average condition of the forests of Indiana today.

Almost without exception these timbered areas are used as pasture

land, and have, in most instances, been so heavily overpastured as to prac-

tically destroy all pros|)ects of the regeneration of the forest after the re-

moval of the iiresent trees. An examination of seventeen such wood lot

pasture tracts during the jiasl season which were distriliuted through

twelve counties of the state, revealed the fact that in not a single one

could an.v .voung seedlings ov health.v, well fV.rmed sai>lings be found. Any

system of management under such conditions is jierfectly useless. I'nless

the condition of the wood lot areas is imjiroved and the regeneration of

the forests itrovided for by an abundant and vigorous growth of seedlings,

the end of our forests is not far distant.
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In most instances the withdrawal of the tract from pasturage will be

sufficient to permit an immediate springing up of sufficient seedlings to

care for the future of the tract. This withdrawal from pasturage should

be absolute until such time as the young growth is beyond danger from

browsing animals. After that time light grazing may not be aijurious, al-

though if grazing is permitted at all, there is the constant temptation to

overgraze.

The effect of this overgrazing is very easily demonstrated by simply

enclosing a tract which contains no seedlings, thus protecting it from cat-

tle. Almost invariably a dense and abundant undergrowth representing

many species of tree forms will spring up and in a few years will have

provided a stand sufficiently dense to allow improvement cuttings and thin-

nings, leading to the formation of a new forest.

In the State Reserve a large acreage was burned over the year before

the State took possession of the tract. At the present time, some eight

years after the fire, the tract wliich was burned over is densely covered

with a growth of vigorous and liealthy young trees, with valuable species

represented in such large numbers as to give certain i)romise of a fine even-

aged stand after the cleaning and thinning cuttings have I)een made. The

area wa.? regenerated from adjoining seed trees. No treatment of any kind

was given the tract; it was simply freed from pasturage.

In the hill regions of the southern counties, and especially in local-

ities where the hills faced the Ohio river, the forests were removed many

years ago. For years such tracts were left unfenced and during those

years the land wasted through erosion and no seedlings obtained a foot-

hold. At a later period when laws forbidding stock running at large were

passed and when wire fencing came into general use, these denuded hills

were quickly covered with a dense growth of vigorous young trees. No

planting had been done, the soil had received no treatment, but the tract

as in the former case was freed from pasturage. Such instances could be

multiplied almost indefinitely and from them can be drawn a conclusion of

high economic value, namely, that very many of the denuded areas of the

state could be afforested by the simple process of relieving them from the

burden of pasturage. It is safe to say that 90% or more of the timber

areas of the state are so heavily over-pastured as to preclude any possibil-

ity of their future improvement or growth. Until the owners of these small

forest tracts realize the utter destructiveness of over-pasturage but little
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can be done to improve forest conditions in the state. That these state-

ments are not exaggerated is a matter of fairly easy demonstration by any

person who will go through an average forest in his vicinity and make a

close examination for the young trees which stand as a prophecy of the

future- forest. In almost every instance they will be found to occur in such

small numbers as to indicate a constantly waning forest. Indeed, in very

many cases not a single seedling or sapling of a desirable species can be

found.

A further examination of these areas within our state shows that in

by far too many eases they have suffered damage by fire. In very many

instances these fires have spread into the timber tract from the right of

way of railroads or from meadow fires which have been started for the

purpose of cleaning and have escaped control. However they may have

originated, their effect upon the forest has been two-fold. First, in a ser-

ious damage to the mature trees and second, in practically obliterating

all the young growth whitli may have become established. As a result

of the action of such tires, not only is the young growth killed but the soil

is placed in such condition as to preclude a future growth for several years.

The damage by forest fires in the state during the past year, which was

by no means an exceptional one, amounted at a conservative estimate to

at least i?100.000. A very large part of this loss could have been avoided

by exercising ordinarj- care. Very much more of it could have been pre-

vented by the rigorous application of the laws fixing the responsibility for

the occurrence and spread of forest fires.

The value of these wood lots as they stand might also be very greatly

improved in many cases if improvement cuttings of various kinds were

undertaken. Almost all of them need "cleanings" in order to remove from

them various undesirable forms. It must be remembered, however, that

such cleanings must not be too vigorously undertaken lest too great an

amount of soil be exposed to the action of the sun and the wind. Sudden

changes in ecologic conditions are particularly fatal to young tree growth.

Where the undergrowth or undesirable forms are at all dense, probably

not to exceed 25% should be removed at any one time and the ground

should not be cut over again in less than four or five years. In these clean-

ings the object should be to remove all forms the absence of which would

improve the forest and give the trees left standing an opportunity for a

more perfect development. In this cleaning should ultimately be removed
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all trees, which, eveu if allowed to reach full maturity, would never have

an economic value. It should also include all trees that are dead or dy-

ing, since such trees are not only deteriorating in value but also serve as

centei'S from which various diseases destructive to the forest may spread,

and because in addition they furnish natural breeding places for many

species of harmful insects. When such dead or dying trees are infested

with fungus diseases or injurious insects, they should be completely burned.

The cleaning should also include all trees which are over-mature or for

any cause are losing value. Trees which are undesirable in shape or from

other causes do not promise to make a satisfactory growth should also

be included in the cleaning. Special attention should be paid to seed bear-

ing trees of undesirable species. These should be removed whenever found

in order to prevent their seedlings from occupying the ground at the

expense of the more desirable forms.

As has been suggested, these operations must not be carried on too

vigorously since the young seedlings, which are to make the future forest,

require shelter from the wind and from the sun during their earlier years

and if the removal of these undesirable forms is made too completely at a

single operation the object in view will be defeated. By the application of

such methods not only may the condition of the wood lot be constantly

improved so that in the end it will contain a vigorous and healthy growth

of valuable forms, but at the same time much material which may be

utilized for fuel and for other purposes will have been removed from the

area. In almost every instance, if care is taken, these cleaning cuttings

will more than pay for the expense required to make them. It is a con-

servative statement to say that over one-half of the existing wood lots in

the state would be very greatly improved in value and in productive capac-

ity by a series of judicious cleanings.

In addition to these cleaning cuttings, in certain regions "thinnings"

seem to be required. Two trees of a valuable species may stand so close

together that if both were allowed to remain, neither would develop into

a good tree. One of them should be cut away. In almost every wood lot

also, there are to be found clumps of trees which stand so close together

that they have developed thin, weak stems instead of stout and sturdy

trunks. Enough of these should be cut out to insure a healthy and vigorous

growth on the part of the trees that remain. The thinnings differ from

the cleanings in that, while the cleaning removes undesirable and injur-
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ious forms only, the process of tliinuiug removes desirable forms where

they are wrongly placed in order that the trees left standing may have a

better chance. There is scarcely a wood lot in the state in which manifold

instances of the value which would result from careful thinning cannot be

found.

The existing wood lots can be still further maintained in good condi-

tion by a more careful use of the material which is cut from them. There

is a constant tendency to cut such trees as will work up most easily, what-

ever may be the purpose for which they are to be used. Good straight

white oak of sufficient size to have a high value for lumber is cut for fire

wood, or rails, or posts, when a score of other species which have no lum-

ber value might serve these purposes as well if not better. In the same

way large numbers of vigorous and straight young saplings are cut down

for hoops, for poles, or for other of the manifold uses of the farm. Such

wastefulness under present conditions is little short of criminal. The

wockIs of high value should be allowed to come to their full size and devel-

opment and the ordinary uses of the farm supplied from inferior timbers

which are of less value and of less general usefulness.

Great care shoidd also lie taken in working up the tops of the trees

cut in such a way as to utilize them as far as possible. Not only does

such utilization reduce the nund)er of trees that are cut from the tract,

but it at the same time protects it from damage by fire, since the dry tops

of trees burn fiercely and ai-e always a great peril in case of fire. An

examination of an ordinarj' cutting whether for wood or lumber or clear-

ing will show that scarcely 50% of the tree is utilized.

It is very difficult to form any estimate of the amount of the present

timl)er stand of tlic stati'. As contrasted with the pa.st the avei'age amount

per acre has been very largelj' reduced. As examination of the sources of

supply of wood manufacturing plants will show that a large proportion of

the more valuable timl)ers which they use in their work are secured from

without the boundaries of the state. As an illustration, information de-

rived from certain veneering comi>anies of the State may be given.

The Indiana Veneer and Lumber Company uses in its operation oak

and principally white oak. Most of this is derived from the states be-

tween Ohio and .Missimri. but nut above 25% of it is secured from In-

diana.
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The Evausville Veneer Company c-uts gum. poplar, white oak, red oak,

sycamore and beech. They purchase these woods in Tennessee. Kentucky,

and Mississippi, getting none from Indiana.

The Goshen Veneer Company uses bass wood, maple, ash, elm, syca-

more, beech, poplar, oak and walnut. The oak they buy in Illinois and

Kentucky; the poplar south of the Ohio river. As nearly as they can esti-

mate, 60% of the material which they use comes from Indiana.

The Hoosier Veneer Comi)any uses white oak A'ery largely, with some

red oak. About 'ATi% of this material comes fron) the south and about G5%

from Indiana.

Showers Brothers Company. P.loomington, cut only those woods that

are native to the southern part of the state. They include in their work

the different varieties of oak. poplar, beech, maple, sycamore, elm, ash,

and hard gum with occasional logs of walnut and cherry. The last two

are taken from southern Indiana. A direct quotation from the letter of

their secretary is extremely suggestive. "There is yet quite a quantity

of timber in this section of Indiana. It is. however, becoming very much

scattered. The visible supply of veneering timber in Indiana is rapidly

diminishing. In my opinion icithin four or five j/cars it iriii he necessary

for the larger mills to drair froi>i out of the state a hircic part of their logs.

The quality of southern Indiana logs, principally the oak varieties, is the

best in the country for veneering purposes. The texture of the grain and

of the figure being far superior for cabinet purposes to the southern varie-

ties. We use in our veneering mill alone about 35.000 feet log measure of

timber per week. It is my opinion that further development of the ve-

neering industry will do more to save the diminishing supply of timber in

this state than any other one thing, as in working timber into veneer an

enormous saving in waste is effected."

The Diamond Veneer Company uses only (juartered oak in its opera-

tions, buying flitches from the saw mills and not buying logs. The com-

pany estimates that about 90% of its stoclv comes from Indiana mills, but

has no knowledge as to the sources of supply of the mills.

The Putnam Oak Veneer Company uses practically any of the native

woods of Indiana. The woods principally used are white, burr, and red

oak, ash. hickory, bass wood, soft elm, poplar, walnut, black gum and beech.

"Probably 20% of the wood, sucli as gum. Cottonwood, poplar, red and

wliite oak. comes from our native forests, the balance comes from the
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south, where the timber is better as to size and cheaper as to pric-e than

our own timber. In my judgment we do not furnish over 40% of the lum-

ber consumed in the state, the Ijalance comes from the south. As is a

well known fact, Indiana oak is the finest grade^ of oak that was ever

grown in this continent. It is beyond the power of any living man to pro-

duce the wonderful forests of oak. poplar, ash, and walnut that once cov-

ered this state of ours. We gather our supply from all over the state.

Fifteen to twenty-five years ago we were able to buy bunches of oak tim-

ber in from 75.000 to 100,000 feet lots, but now we pick up a tree here and

there where possible. The condition has been reached that the state is

swept practically clean of all its native oak."

Mr. Howard I. Young, Secretary of the National Veneer Association,

estimates that there is in the neighborhood of ninety million feet of oak

veneer manufactured in Indiana annually. This output is classified broad-

ly into two parts, quartered oak veneer amounting to about sixty-eight

million feet, and rotary cut oak veneer, amounting to twenty-two million

feet. While much of the oak material is secured from Indiana, Ohio, and

Illinois, a very material quantity of oak logs are shipped from the south-

ern states to fill the demand for this class of material.

These extracts indicate that for many years selective cutting has been

practised and in fact has been inci'easing as the years have passed. Tim-

ber area after timber area has been swept clean of its black walnut, its

yellow poplar. Its white oak, its cherrj-, and other trees of high grade and

large size. As a result the forests that are left are composed of less de-

sirable forms, and it is these less desirable forms that are furnishing the

forest of the future in so far as any such future Is to be hoped for. It is

very evident from this statement of facts that if the high reputation of

Indiana timbers is to be maintained and that if Indiana continues to be

able to provide material for its own wood manufacturing industries, some

close attention is demanded along the lines of the regeneration of existing

wood tracts with desirable species. This may mean planting in certain

open places, but even in spite of the considerable expense involved in such

a process, the results reached would far exceed in value the cost incurred.

While the experimental period at the State Forest Reserve has as yet

been too brief to furnish data for authoritative conclusions, the indica-

tions all point to the fact that high grade trees such as yellow poplar,

Mack walnut, and ash will grow as rapidly as the catalpa and black locust.
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Not only are the indications that they will grow as rapidly, but also

that they will maintain themselves in a healthy state, in good form and be

relatively free from insect attack and fungus disease. While it is true

that the oaks which are at present in very high demand will not make

such rapid growth, it has been found that they will make a sure and

healthy growth and that in all probability a natural regeneration of the

existing wood tracts with our native oaks and other high grade timbers

would be easily within the range of possibility, were it not for over-

pasturage, damage by fire and destructive lumbering.

All of this means that in the use of the wood lot or small timber

tract the owner should have constantly in mind its perpetuation in tmim-

paired value. No tree should be cut unless there is evidence that its place

will be quickly taken by another equally desirable form and this evidence

is always at hand in the presence of an abundant young growth. If such

a young growth is not present, cutting cannot be done without diminish-

ing the value of the stand. In every case the owner should regard a stand

of timber as an investment from which he should derive a constant rev-

enue, while at the same time the investment remains unimpaired. The

scarcity of high grade timber, the eagerness with which it is sought and

the relatively high stumpage values all combine to tempt the owner to such

an impairment of his investment, but a yielding to the temptation is an

indication of poor business judgment.

It may be necessary in many instances to reinforce the relatively slow

process of natural seed regeneration. This may be done cheaply and effi-

ciently in many ways, which are self-suggestive, yet which will bear I'e-

statement. The weeds and brush may be cut away from the immediate

neighborhood of the "mother seed tree" in order that the seeds may come

in closer contact with tlic ground when they fall, thus greatly increasing

their chances of successful germination. If the soil is hard and compact

it may be broken with a hoe or plow so as to furnish a more satisfactory

seed bed. In some cases where the litter of leaves is quite deep it may be

advisable to rake it off in order to expose the mineral soil and even in ex-

treme instances to burn it oft", although burning over a tract to reinforce

natural seed regeneration is an extremely doubtful process in unskilled

hands. The methods suggested do not cover wide areas and are the ordi-

nary methods used in the management of other crops. Whatever form

they may take the result sought is the same, an increase in the number of

seeds germinating by improving the character of the seed bed.
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It is very obvious from this resiime of conditions that unless the own-

ers of existing wood lots attack the problem in an intelligent way the time

is not far removed when practically all of the material used in our wood

manufacturing plants will have to be shipped in from other states.

The conclusion to be drawn from the statements in the above para-

graphs are all but obvious. Practically all of our forests are in private

hands and it is very evident that the timber problem in Indiana is to be

solved by private forestry. The obstacles to in-ivate forestry are summar-

ized by Trcadwell Cleveland. Jr..' as fire risk, ill-devised taxation and

cheap stumpage. The first two of these he suggests are "artificial obsta-

cles" which may be removed by suitable state legislation. Concerning the

third, Mr. Cleveland says: "Cheap stumpage is the chief material obsta-

cle to the wide extension of private forestry. Forestry involves an in-

vestment in growing timber. If the investment is to show a satisfactory

profit, the product must not sell too cheap. As long as the product sells

cheap, expenditures will not be made to produce it. and the lumberman

will continue to be the nomad and the speculator which past conditions

have inevitably made him. In order to hold out inducements tn private

enteri)rise, forestry must ofl'pr a reas(mal)le margin of profit above the

cost of growing the timber.

•This obstacle to forestry is being steadily removed by the depletio;;

of the virgin forests and the consequent rise in stumpage prices. Already

the scarcity of supi)lies has resulted in a niunber of cases in the holding

of tracts for more than a single crop."

It is evident that if the timber supply of the state be maintained there

must be cooperation between the state and private owners. Just what

form state laws for the enciuragement of forestry should take is not

perfectly clear. It is evident, however, that legislation should develop out

of state conditions and until the resources of cooperation have been ex-

hausted, definite legislation should not be enacted. An examination of

State laws encouraging forosti'y shows that they may be grouped under

two general heads. First, those which seek to stimulate tree planting by

bounties or tax exemptions; second, those establishing Forest Commis-

sions and. in late years. State Foresters charged with duties suggested by

the conditions in the state creating these offices. The laws under the first

group have been, almost without exception, ineffective and in very many

' Status of Foifstiy in the Tnited States. Forest Service Circular 167. pp. 2.3-24.
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cases have been repealed and in a considerable number of other cases de-

clared unconstitutional. Such laws "have had some slight educational

value, but they have led neither to the planting nor to the preservation of

forests."*

Laws falling under the second group, on the contrary, seem to have

greatly advanced the cause of forestry. This has been done mainly by

gathering information, cooperating with private land owners and giving

advice concerning the care of private holdings and tree plantings. In many

states, state forests have been established and these have in every in-

stance proved of high value. To quote directly from Mr. Cleveland.^

"These State forests represent a line of state action which has been pre-

eminently successful. New York leads the list in State forest area (1,611,-

817 acres), followed by Pennsylvania (863,000), and Wisconsin (253,573

acres.) The smaller attempts of Minnesota, Michigan, Connecticut, Mas-

sachusetts, New Jersey. Indiana, etc., are all important. The State forests

speak for themselves. First, they furnish object lessons of great value;

second, they form the nucleus of what some day must be the principal

center of state forest work. It is a fundamentally sound policy for the

State to own land, especially laud which does not offer the conditions

necessary for prosperous settlement."

Under existing conditions in our own state, the most important and

immediate duty is an extension of knowledge concerning the significance

of existing timbered areas in their relation to the future of the forests and

of the wood working industries; of their value as investments; of meth-

ods of management and utilization which will secure the maximum revenue

without deterioration of the stand ; of the importance of reinforcing nat-

ural seed regeneration and of a more general practice of wisely considered

afforestation methods. The most casual inspection of the present timbered

areas would prove sufficient to convince the most skeptical of the impor-

tance of intelligent and persistent effort along the lines indicated. If, in

addition, we consider the large area of land at present utterly unproduc-

tive, areas which are increasing in extent each year, some wisely planned

and judiciously applied remedial measures seem absolutely imperative.

The Academy of Science could do much as a body and through the efforts

of its members to aid in this work. The problem is sufficiently acute to

4 and 5 gtatus of Forestry in the United States. Forest Service Circular 167, Sep-

tember, 1909, p. 21.
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indicate that tlie time for destructive criticisms of present attempts for

its solution lias passed, and that the time has arrived for cooperation in

this work. If this cannot be given, the criticism should at least be con-

structive. In eight years of service on the State Board of Forestry, It

has been my privilege to hear many sharp criticisms of its personnel and

its work, but in all that time there has come neither to the board nor to

any individual member of it a single suggestion as to how either might be

improved.

It may be assumed without argument that a complete invoice of the

present stand, as to amount, composition and distribution is absolutely ne-

cessary in order to secure I'esults which are even approximately satisfac-

tory. As a matter of fact, it has been demonstrated that with the present

sources of information and with the present limitations as to the functions

of the State Board of Forestry the collection of such data is absolutely im-

possible. Yet, it is evident that such a census of our foi'ests and such knowl-

edge of their composition and distribution are conditions precedent to any

successful work looking to the maintenance of our timber supply. It is

at this point that the state should cooperate with the National Forest

Service. In many states, such a forest census has been or is being taken,

the Forest Service detailing experts for the work and the state paying the

expenses of the survey. Such cooperation gives the most complete, the

most accurate and the most easily comparable results in the shortest time

and at the least expense. If such cooperative work is impossible, then the

Board of Forestry should as i-apidly as its means will permit, collect and

organize information covering these points. The slightest consideration

of the future of the forests and of the wood-working industries of the

state will show that the results of such a census would prove of the high-

est importance, not only in determining the policy of the state but in em-

phasizing the significance and value of existing timbered areas.

There is need also of nuu-li more exact and indeed of much additional

knowledge in relation to the selection of species for planting in the differ-

ent soil, drainage and exposure conditions of the state. There is need

also of equally exact knowledge concerning the silvical qualities of these

species, the most economical methods of propagation, their spacing in

plantings, their cultivation and care and above all their rate of growth

under variant conditions. The securing of such data is a matter of years

of continuous experimentation and this work the state is properly under-
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taking ou the State Reserve. There is necessity, Iiowever, tliat tlie fact

slioulcl be Ijept in mind that results sufficiently definite to prove of general

application can only be secured as the results of large series of experiments

continued through many years. In order, however, that such v^^ork may

reach its highest value there should be close cooperation with individual

land owners throughout the state. Cooperative experimental plats should

be found in every part of the state. The seedlings should be furnished

from the state reservation and should be planted and cultivated under

regulations prescribed by the State Board of Forestry. Regular reports

should be made by the owners to the Board and regular inspections of

such plantings should be made by its Secretary. The conclusions result-

ing from observations covering a wide range of conditions and involving

varying degrees of care and attention would evidently be of much greater

value than those possible under present methods.

There is cause for congratulation in the fact that the state realizing

the gravity of the problem confronting it is taking steps to avert the dis-

aster whicli our rapidly waning timber supply seems to indicate. Caution

in such matters is of course wise, but it should not be forgotten that as a

rule a Fabian policy is ineffective in acute cases. There is every reason

for confidence, however, in believing that no backward steps will be fallen

and that as the years pass the development of a wise forest management

on the part of individual land owners, will under the guidance of the

state be far more rapid than in the past. There is reason for hope also in

the general observance of Arbor Day for it gives assurance that the next

generation will have a fuller knowledge and a truer appi-eciation of the

value of our forests than their parents ever possessed.

Summarizing; the present forestry conditions in Indiana being as

stated, three great lines of work suggest themselves as immediately neces-

sary if the timber supply of the state is maintained

:

1. An educational propaganda emphasizing the importance of correct

forest methods, the value and potentiality of existing wood lots, and of the

importance of reclaiming. waste lands by tree planting.

2. A census of the present timber stand, its composition and its dis-

tribution.

3. Cooperative experimental work on the part of the state and indi-

vidual land owners, for the determination of suitable species for afCores^

tation, their silvical qualities and their rate of growth.
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Quite apart from any sentiment, no more acute problem nor one

which directly affects more business and individual interests confronts

the state. Others may be of greater magnitude, but certainly no other

one touches so intimately such wide and varied interests.

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.
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and M. S. Markle 223
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A Method by which Cover Glasses may be used on Golgi Slides. D. W.

Dennis 135

A Tropical Reptile near Richmond. D. W. Dennis 137

Further Notes, on Timothy Rust. A. G. Johnson 203
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Fields. Oscar William Silvey 247
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taries. Harry M. Clem 335

Determination of the Ratio of Specific Heats of Dry Air. E. K. Chap-

man 289
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Indiana. F. C. Greene 269
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AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS
AND PAPERS OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

[Approved March 11, 1895.]

Whereas. The ludiaua Academy of Science, a chartered scientific

association, has embodied in its constitution a provision that it w^ill, upon

the request of tlie Governor, or of tlie several departments of the State

government, through the Governor, and through its council as an advisory

board, assist in the direction and execution of any investigation within its

province, without pecuniary gain to the Academy, provided only that the

necessary expenses of such investigation are borne by the State; and,

Whereas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the sev-

eral papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial and eco-

nomic value, and should be preserved in permanent form ; and.

Whereas, The Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the

General Assembly to encourage by all suitable means intellectual, scientific

and agricultural improvement; therefore.

Section 1. Be it enacted l>ij tlie General Assemhli/ of the State of

Indiana, That hereafter the annual reports of the meetings of the Indiana

Academy of Science, beginning with the report for the year 1894, including

all papers of scientific or economic value, presented at such meetings, after

they shall have been edited and prepared for publication as hereinafter

l)rovided, shall be published by and under the direction of the Commission-

ers of Public Printing and Binding.

Sec. 2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for publication with-

out expense to the State, by a corps of editors to be selected and appointed

I)y the Indiana Academy of Science, who shall not, by reason of such serv-

ice, have any claim against the State for comi>ensation. The form, style

of binding, paper, typography and manner and extent of illustration of

such reports shall be determined by the editors, subject to the approval of

the Commissioners of Public Printing and Stationery. Not less than 1,500

nor more than 3.fi00 copies of each of said reports shall be published, the

size of the edition within said limits to be determined by the concurrent

action of the editors and the Connnissionj'rs of Puldic Printing and Station-
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ery: Provideil, That not to exceed six liunclred dollars ($G0O) shall be

expended for such publication in any <Mie year, and not to extend beyond

1896 : Provided, That no suras shall be deemed to be appropriated for the

year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume of said re-

ports shall be placed in the custody of the State Librarian, who shall

furnish one copy thereof to each public library in the State, one copy to

each university, college or normal school in the State, one copy to each

high school in the State having a library, which shall make application

therefor, and one copy to such other institutions, societies or persons as

may be designated by the Academy through its editors or its council. The

remaining three hundred copies shall be turned over to the Academy to be

disposed of as it may determine. In order to provide for the preservation

of the same it shall be the duty of the Custodian of the State House to

provide and place at the disposal of the Academy one of the unoccupied

rooms of the State House, to be designated as the office of the Academy

of Science, wherein sjiid copies of said reports belonging to the Academy,

together with the original manuscripts, drawings, etc., thereof can be safely

Icept, and he shall also eipiip the same with the necessary shelving and

furniture.

Sec. 4. An emergency is hereby declared to exist for the immediate

taking effect of this act. and it shall therefore take effect and l)e in force

from and after its i)assage.

APPROPRIATION FOR 1910-1911.

Till' appropriatioji for the publication of tlic jiroceedings of the Acad-

emy during the years 1910 and 1911 was increased by the legislature in the

Oeneral Aitiirojjriation bill, approved March 9. 1909. That ])ortion of the

law fixing the amount of tiie appropriation for the Acadi'my is herewith

givon in full :

For the Academy of Science: For the )trintiiig of tiie proctH'dings of

the Indiana Academy of Science, twelve hundred dollars: Proridrd, That

any unexpended balance' in 1909 shall be available in V.MO. and that any

unexpended balance in 1910 shall be available in 1911.



AX APT FDK TIIK ]'riO'n^( TTOX OF P.TIJDS. TIIETK NESTS AND
EG(iS.

Sec. <;0l'. Wli(K'\X'r kills, ir.-ips or has iu his possessidii any wild Iiii'd.

cr whoever sells or offers the same for sale, or whoever destroys the nest

or eggs of any wild bird, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and

upon convicrion thereof shall be fined not less than ten dollars nor ni n-<

than twenty-tive dollars: Proridcil, That the provisions of this section

shall not apply to the following named game birds: The Anatidie. com-

monly called swans, geese, brant, river and sea duck ; the Kallidae, com-

monly callL^d rails, co(jts, mud-hens, gallinules; the Eimicolae, commoidy

called shore birds, surt birds, plover, snipe, woodcock, sandpipers, tattlers

and curl'T'w ; the Gallinae, commonly called wild turkeys, grouse, prairie

chickens, quails and pheasants; nor to English or Eiirojiean house spar-

rows, crows, hawks or other birds of prey. Nor shall this sectitm apply to

persons taking birds, their nests or eggs, f(n' scientific purposes, undi-r per-

mit, as i)rovided in the next section.

Sec. 603. Permits may be granted by the Commissioner of Fisheries

and Game to any properly accredited person, permitting the h(»lder there )f

to coll<'ct l)irds. theii' nests or eggs for strictly scientific jjur,) ;?es. In

order to obtain such permit the applicant for the same must present t>

such Connuissiouer written testimonials from two well-kn iwn s -ientific m^n

certifying to the good character and fitness of such applicint to be en-

trusted with such privilege, and pay to such Commissioner (me dollar

therefor and file with him a properly executed bond in the sum of two

hundred dollai's, ])ayal)le to the State of Indiana, conditioned that he will

obey the terms of such permit, and signed by at least two responsiJjle citi-

zens of the State as sureties. The bond ma.v be forfeited, and the permit

revoked upon i)roof to the satisfaction of such Commii-sioner that th'.>

holder of sncli ]it'i-init has killed any liird or taken the nest (jr eggs of any

bird for any other purpose t'.ian that named in this section.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This associatioa shall be called the Indiana Academy of

Science.

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific nesearch and

the diffusion of knowledi^e concerning the various departments of science,

to promote Intercourse behveen men engaged in scientific work, espocially

in Indiana ; to assist by investigation and discussion in developing and

making known the material, educational and other resources and riches

of the State; to arrange and prejjai-e for publication such reports of inves-

tigation and discussions as may further the aims and objects of the Acad-

emy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, The State has undertaken the public-ation of such proceed-

ings, the Academy will, upon request of the Governor, or of one of the sev-

eral departments of the State, through the Governor, act through its coun-

cil as an advisory body in the direction and execution of any investigation

within its province as stated. The necessary expenses incurred in the pros-

ecution of such investigation are to be borne by the State; no pecuniary

gain is to come to the Academy for its advice or direction of such inves-

tigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State

shall become a public document.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall be lionorary fellows, fel-

lows, non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work, or

in original research in any department of science, shall be eligible to active

membership. Active members may be annual or life members. Annual

members may be elected at any meeting of the Academy; they shall sign

the constitution, pay an admission fee of two dollars and thereafter an

annual fee of one dollar. Any j)erson who shall at one time contribute
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fifty (lullars to the funds of this Academy may be elected a life member of

the Academy, free of assessment. Non-resident members may be elected

from those who have been active members but who have removed from the

State. In any case, a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect

to membership. Applications for membership in any of the foregoing

classes shall be referred to a committee on application for membership,

who shall consider such application and report to the Academy before the

election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientific work, who

have recognized standing as scientific men, and who have been members

of the Academy at least one year, may be recommended for nomination for

election as fellows by three fellows or members personally acquainted with

fheir woi-k and character. Of members so nominated a number not exceed-

ing five in one year may. on reconmieudatlon of the Executive Committee,

be elected as fellows. At the meeting at which this is adopted, the mem-

bers of the Executive Connuittee for 18!l4 and fifteen others shall be elected

fellows, and those now honorary members shall become honorary fellows.

Honorary fi'lldws may lie cltMlcd on account of si)ecial i)rominence in

science, on the written reconnnendation of two members of the Academy.

In any case a three-fourths vote of the meuibers present shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. The ofiicers of tiiis Academy shall be cho.sen by ballot at

the annual meeting, and shall hold ofliice one year. They shall consist of a

President. Vice-rrcsidicnt. Secretary, Assistant Secretary. Press Secretary

and Treasurer, who sIimII jierform the duties usually itcrtaining to their

respective ortices and in inlditidii. with llic ex-i)resid<'nrs (if tlie Acjidemy.

shall constitute an Executive Committee. The President sliall. at each an-

nual meeting, ajipoint two members to be a committee, which shall prei»are

the programs and have charge of the arrangements for all meetings for

one year.

Sec. 2. The animal meeting of this Academy shall be held in the city

of Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year, iniless

otherwise oidrrcd iiy the Executive Committee. There shall also be a sum-

mer meeting a I smli time and place as may be decided upon by the Ex-

ecutive Committee. Other meetings may be called at the discretion of the

Executive Committee. The past Presidents, together with the officers and
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Executive Coniniittoe. shall coiistitnte the founcil of the Aradeiiiy. and

represent it in the transaction of any necessary business not especially jiro-

vided for in this constitution, in the interim between ^leneral nieetinj^s.

Skc. 3. This c(iiistituti(in may he altered or amended at any annual

meeting by a three-fouiths majority of the attending members of at least

one year's standing. Xo (|nestion of amendment shall he decided on the

day of its ]iresentatiou.

BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special department of science shall be assigned to

a curator, whose duty it shall be. with the assistanc*' of the other members

interested in the same department, to endeavor to advance knowledge in

that particular department. Kacli curator shall report at such time and

place as the Academy shall direct. These rejiorts shall include a brief sum-

mary of the progress of the department during the y«'ar jireceding the

presentation of the report.

2. The President shall deliver a ituhlic address on the njorning of one

of the days of the meeting at the exjii ration of his term of office.

3. The Press Secretary shall attend to the securing of proper news-

pai^er reports of the meetings and assist the Secretary.

4. No special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice

of the same having been sent to the address of each meml)er at least fifteen

days before such meeting.

5. A'o bill against tlie Academy shall be i>aid witlmnt an order signe<l

by the President and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two

years, having been aiuiually notified of their arrearage by the Treasurer,

shall have their names stricken from the roll.

7. Ten members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business.
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MEMBERS.

FELLOWS.

t ".A. Alibott *1908 Fargo, N. D.

R. J, Aley 1898 Orono, Me.

J. C. Arthur 1894 Lafayette.

H. E. Barnard 1910 Indianapolis.

J. W. Beede 1906 Bloomington.

George W. Benton 1896 Indianapolis.

A. J. Bigney 1897 Moores Hill.

Katherine Cloldon Bitting 1895 Lafayette.

W. S. Blatchley 1893 Indianapolis.

Donaldson Bodine 1899 Crawfordsville.

F. .1. Breeze 1910 Lafayette.

H. L. Bruner 1899 Indianapolis.

Severance Burrage 1898 Lafayette.

A. W. Butler 1893 Indianapolis.

W. A. Cogshall 1906 Bloomington.

tMel. T. Cook 1902 Newark, Del.

tJohn M. Coulter 1893 Chicago, 111.

Stanley Coulter 1893 Lafayette.

U. O. Cox 1908 Terre Haute.

Glenn Culbertson 1899 Hanover.

E. R. Cuinings 1906 Bloomington.

S. C. Davidson 1908 Bloomington.

C. C. De:un 1910 Indianapolis.

D. \V. Dennis 1895 Richmond.

C. R. Dryer 1897 Terre Haute.

C. H. Eigenmann 1893 Bloomington.

Percy Norton Evans 1901 West Lafayette.

A. L. Foley 1897 Bloomington.

M. J. Golden 1899 Lafayette.

tW. F. M. Goss 1893 Urbana, 111.

Thomas Gray (Died Dec. 19, 1908). . . . 1893 Terre Haute.

•Date of election.

tNon-resident.
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A. S. Hathaway *1S95 Terre Haute.

W. K. Hatt 1902 Lafayette.

Robert Hessler 1899 Logansport.

J. N. Hurty 1910 Indianapolis.

tH. A. Huston 1893 Baltimore, Md.

Edwin S. Johonnott 1904 Terre Haute.

Robert E. Lyons 1896 Bloomington.

W. A. McBeth 1904 Terre Haute.

tV. F. Marsters 1893 Santiago, Chili.

C. L. Mees 1894 Terre Haute.

tJ. A. Miller 1904 Swarthmore.

W. J. Moenkhaus 1901 Bloomington.

Richard B. Moore 1910 Indianapolis.

D. M. Mottier 1893 Bloomington.

J. P. Naylor 1903 Greencastle.

tW. A. Noyes 1893 Urbana, 111.

RoUa R. Ramsey 1906 Bloomington.

J. H. Ransom 1902 Lafayette.

L. J. Rettger 1896 Terre Haute.

David Rothrock 1906 Bloomington.

J. T. Scovell 1894 Terre Haute.

Albert Smith 1908 Lafayette.

tAlex Smith 1893 Chicago, 111.

W. E. Stone 1893 Lafayette.

fJoseph Swain 1898 Swarthmore, Pa.

M. B. Thomas 1893 Crawfordsville.

tC. A. Waldo 1893 St. Louis, Mo.

tF. M. Webster 1894 Washington, D. C.

Jacob Westlund 1904 Lafayette.

tH. W. Wiley 1895 Washington, D. C.

W. W. Woollen 1908 Indianapolis.

John S. Wright 1894 Indianapolis.

*Date of election.

fNon-resident.

NON-RESIDENT MEMBERS.

George H. Ashley Washington, D. C.

J. C. Branner Stanford, University, Cal.

[2—26988]
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M. A. Brannon Grand Forks, X. D.

D. H. Campbell Stanford University, Cal.

H. W. Clark Washington, D. C.

H. B. Dorner Urbana, HI.

A. Wilmer Duff Worcester, Mass.

B. W. Everman Washington, D. C.

W. A. Fiske Los Angeles, Cal.

C. W. Garrett Pittsburg, Pa.

Charles H. Gilbert Stanford University, Cal.

C. W. Greene Columbia, Mo.

C. W. Hargit Syracuse, X. Y.

O. P. Hay Washington. D. C.

Edward Hughes Stockton. Cal.

O. P. Jenkins Stanford I'liivcrsity, Cal.

C. T. Knipp Urbana, 111.

D. S. Jordan Stanford University, Cal.

J. S. Kingslcy Tufts College, Mass.

D. T. McDougal 'I'ucson, Arizona.

L. B. McMullen Valley City, X. D.

T. C. Mendenhall Worcester, Mass.

J. F. Xewsoni . . Stanford, University, Cal

A. H. Purdue.. Fayettesvillc. Ark.

A. B. Reagan Orr, Minn.

J. R. Slonaker. .

.

Stanford University, Cal.

Alfred Springer Cincinnati. Ohio.

Robert B. Warder (Deceased) Washington, D. C.

Ernest Walker Fayettesvillc, .\rk.

G. W. Wilson Favette, la.

ACTIVE MEMBERS.

C. E. Agnew Delphi.

L. E. Allison West Lafayette.

H. W. Anderson Ladoga.

Paul Anderson Crawfordsville.

H. F. Bain San Francisco, Cal.

Walter D. Baker Indianapolis.

Walter M. Baker Rcdkey.
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Edward Hugh Bangs Indianapolis.

Howard J. Banker Greencastle.

H. H. Barcus Indianapolis.

W. H. Bates West Lafayette.

Guido Bell Indianapolis.

Ray Bellamy Aloores Hill.

Lee F. Bennett Valparaiso.

Thomas Billings West Lafayette.

Harry Eldridge Bishop Indianapolis.

Lester Black Bloomington.

William X. Blanchard Greencastle.

Charles S. Bond Richmond.

A. A. Bourke Edinburg.

Omar C. Boyer Lebanon.

H. C. Brandon Daleville.

Chas. Brossmann Indianapolis.

E. M. Bruce Terre Haute.

Wm. R. Butler Indianapolis.

Edward X. Canis Indianapolis.

E. Kate Carman Indianapolis.

Lewis Clinton Carson Detroit, Mich.

Herman S. Chamberlain (Deceased) Indianapolis.

E. J. Chansler Bicknell.

A. G. W. Childs Kokomo.

C. D. Christie Cincinnati, O.

J. H. Clark Connersville.

Otto O. Clayton Portland.

H. M. Clem Chicago, 111.

Charles Clickner Silverwood, R. D. Xo. L
Charles A. Coffey Petersburg.

William Clifford Cox Columbus.

J. A. Cragwall Crawfordsville.

M. E. Crowell Franklin.

Chas. M. Cunningham Indianapolis.

Lorenzo E. Daniels Laporte.

E. H. Davis West Lafayette.

Melvin K. Davis Terre Haute.

Charles C. Deam Indianapolis.
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E. M. Deem Frankfort.

Harry F. Dietz Indianapolis.

James P. Dimonds Indianapolis.

Martha Doan Westfield.

J. P. Dolan Syracuse.

David A. Drew Bloomington.

Hans Duden Indianapolis.

Arthur E. Dunn Logansport.

Herbert A. Dunn Logansport.

M. L. (Durbin) Ellis, Mrs Bloomington.

J. B. Dutchcr Bloomington.

Samuel E. Earp Indianapolis.

A. A. Eberly Nowata, Okla.

C. R. Eckler Indianapolis.

Max Mapes Ellis Bloomington.

H. E. Enders West Lafayette.

Samuel G. Evans Evansville.

William P. Felver Logansport.

C. J. Fink Crawfordsvillc.

M. L. Fisher West Lafayette.

Mary A. Fitch Lafayette.

A. S. Fraley Linden.

Cieorgo M. Frier West Lafayette.

1". 1). Fuller West Lafayette.

.Vustin Funk Jeflfcrsonville.

John D. Gabel North Madison.

Je.sse J. Galloway Bloomington.

Andrew W. Gamble Logansport.

H. O. Garman Indianapolis.

J. B. (iarner Crawfordsvillc.

Florence A. Gates Toledo, O.

Robert G. Gillum Terre Haute.

E. R. Glenn Brookville.

Frederic W. Gottlieb Morristown.

Vernon Gould Rochester.

Frank Cook Greene. Xcw .Mbany.

Earl Grimes Russellville.

vValter L. Hahn (Died May 31, 1911) Springfield, S. D.
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C. F. Harding West Lafayette.

Mary T. Harman Bloomington.

Walter W. Hart Indianapolis.

Victor Hendricks St. Louis, Mo.

L. R. Hessler Crawfordsville.

John P. Hetherington Logansport.

C. E. Hiatt Philadelphia, Pa.

John E. Higdon ndianapolis.

Frank R. Higgins Terre Haute.

S. Bella Hilands Madison.

John J. Hildebrandt Logansport.

Geo. N. Hoffer Lafayette.

G. E. HofTman Logansport.

Allen D. Hole Richmond.

Lucius M. Hubbard South Bend.

Martha Hunt Indianapolis.

O. F. Hunziker West Lafayette.

Roscoe R. Hyde Terre Haute.

Harry M. Ibison Marion.

J. Isenberger Louisville, Ky.

C. F. Jackson Durham, N. H.

D. E. Jackson St. Louis, Mo.

A. G. Johnson Lafayette.

H. E. Johnson Greenfield.

A. T. Jones West Lafayette.

W. J. Jones, Jr West Lafayette.

O. L. Kelso Terre Haute.

A. M. Kenyon West Lafayette.

Frank D. Kern Lafayette.

L. V. Ludy West Lafayette.

R. W. McBride Indianapolis.

Richard C. McCloskey Chicago, 111.

T. S. McCulloch Crawfordsville.

N. E. Mclndoo

Edward G. Mahin West Lafayette.

James E. ^lanchester Minneapolis, Minn.

Wilfred H. ^Slanwaring New York City.

M. S. Markle Richmond
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William Edgar iNIason Borden.

Clark Mick Indianapolis.

A. R. Middleton West Lafayette.

G. Rudolph Miller Indianapolis.

F. A. Miller Indianapolis.

Chas. R. Moore West Lafayette.

Geo. T. :Moore St. Louis, :Mo.

Richard Bishop Moore Indianapolis.

Herbert Morrison Indianapolis.

Frank K. Mowrer Marion.

F. W. Muncie Crawfordsville.

Fred Mutchler Bowling Green, Ky.

Leslie C. Nanney Bedford.

Charles E. Xewlin Indianapolis.

J. A. Xieuwland Xotre Dame.

Clayton R. Orton West Lafayet t(>.

G. A. Osner Crawfordsville.

D. A. Owen Franklin.

Everett W. Owen Indianapolis.

Ferman L. Pickett Bloomington.

RoUo J. Pierce Richmond.

Ralph B. Polk Greenwood.

James A. Price Ft. Wayne.

W.H.Rankin Ithaca, X.Y.

C. A. Reddick Crawfordsville.

C. J. Reilly Syracuse.

Allen J. Reynolds . .

George L. Roberts Lafayette.

J. Schramm St. Louis, Mo.

E. A. Schultzc Laurel.

Will Scott Bloomington.

Charles Wm. Shannon Brazil.

Fred Sillery Indianapolis.

Oscar W. Silvey West Lafayette.

Charles M. Smith Lafayette.

C. Piper Smith Logan, Utah.

Essie Alma Smith Shannon Bloomington.

E. R. Smith Indianapolis.
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Geo. iSpitzer Lafayette.

Brenton L. Steele Pulliiiaii, Wash.

Chas. Stoltz Soutli Bi'iid.

J. M. Stoddard

Milo H. Stuart Indianaiwlis.

Julius W. Sturmer Lafayette.

J. C. Taylor Logansport.

Albert W. Thompson Owensville.

A. D. Thorburn Indianapolis.

Iro C. Trueblood (Miss) Grcencastle.

William M. Tucker Osgood.

W. P. Turner West Lafayette.

Chas. A. Vallance Indianapolis.

J. M. Van Hook Bloomington.

W. B. Van Gorder Lyons.

H. S. Voorhees Ft. Wayne.

Frank B. Wade Indianapolis.

Luther C. Weeks W'est Lafayette.

Mason L. Weems Valparaiso.

Daniel T. Weir Indianapolis.

James E. Weyant Indianapolis.

Virges Wheeler Montmorenci.

A. E. White Counersville.

Alfred T. Wiancko Lafayette.

Kenneth P. Williams Bloomington.

William L. Woodburn Evanston, 111.

John W. Woodhams Indianapolis.

Herbert Milton W'ooUen Indianapolis.

J. F. Woolsey Cleveland, O.

G. A. Young West Lafayette.

Jacob P. Young , Huntington.

L. E. Young West Lafayette.

W. J. Young Washington, D. C.

Lucy Youse Terre Haute.

W. A. Zehring , West Lafayette.

Charles Zelenj' Urbana, 111.

Fellows, resident 51

Non-resident 12

Members, active 197

Members, non-resident 30

Total 290
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MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-SIXTH
ANNUAL MEETING

INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

CLAYPOOL HOTEL, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

November 24, 25, 1910.

The Imliaiia Academy of Science met at the Clayi)Ool Hotel, November

24-25, 1910.

The Executive Committee held its regular meeting at 8 :00 p. m.. No-

vember 24. The following members were pi-esent : P. N. Evans, Presi-

dent ; C. R. Diyer, A. J. Bigney, J. S. Wright, A. W. Butler, W. S. Blateh-

ley, George W. Benton, Robert Hessler, and W. J. Moenkhaus.

On proposal of the treasurer, W. J. Moenkhaus, the following resolu-

tion was adopted

:

Resolved, That all accounts of the members of the Academy \^e

regarded as paid up to and including the year for which their most

recent receipt has been issued.

The State Library Committee, of which A. W. Butler was chairman,

reported that the State Librarian was taking special interest in the publi-

cations coming to the Academy.

The general interests of the Academy were then discussed at some

length.

The regular session of the Academy was held at 9:rM> a. m. Friday,

November 25, Professor P. N. Evans presiding.

The Program Connnittee rei»oi-ted their work completed as given in

the printed program.

The Committee on Distril)ution of the Proceedings reported that their

work had been perforimcd under the direction of the State Librarian. Dr.

Demarchus C. Brown.
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The editor, H. L. Bruuer. made the following report through the

Secretary:

Work performed

—

Cost of regular edition .?1.070 27

Free repi iuts 188 55

Total $1,253 82

The Treasurer rcpin-ted as follows:

Balance from 100!) $401 22

Receipts from dues, 1910 104 00

Total $505 22

Expetiditun-s during 1000 as per vouchors 271 58

Halauce. ?ash on hand Novenilier 25. liMd $323 64

W. J. MoKNKHAis. Treasurer.

Audited and ai)proved.

L. J. Retiger,

F. J. Breeze.

Auditing Cnuuuittce.

Tiie I'resiiK'Ui tiicn .ippnintcd llie standing <(pMi)iiittees.

After the (ompletidu of lliis Inisiness, Professor P. N. Evans, as Presi-

dent of the Academy, n'ad liis address on "The Place of Research in the

Undergraduate Schools." Dr. Demarchus C. Brown was called upon to

speak concerning tlie Imoks that come to the Academy tlimugh his office.

He called attention to flin'o jioints:

1. 'I'liat two consignments of hooks had IxM'n liound. one of 118

volumes and one of 110 volumes.

2. '["hat he now had .'iOO volumes ready for the I)indery.

'.',. Thai the list of domestic e.xciianges was vci\v inconiiilete, and

that there were now 114 foreign exchanges on the list. This list was

also incomplete.

He asked that a special connnittee in In(]iana))oIis l)e ajipointed to

quickly decide all (piestions relative to the publications. This work was

referred to the Committee on State lahraiy.

The reading of the regular papers in general session was then

taken up.



After Dr. llesslor's imiicr on "I'lniits nnd .M.ni."" lir prt'scnti'd ine

following resolution, wliiili was Mdopted:

Resolved. That llie Indiana Academy of Siieuci" hereby endorses

the estnhlishinent of a National I )4'iiartnient of rnblic Ileallh. such as

is advocated by the Owens bill.

Papers were read until noon.

At 2:00 p. m. the Academy went into business session. M. B. Thomas,

as chairman of the :\Iem!>ership ("ommittee, reported the following persons

for membership

:

Kenneth P. Williams.

William M. Tucker.

Jesse J. Galloway.

Herbert Morrison.

Ray Bellamy.

Charles M. Smith.

George M. Frier.

F. D. Fuller.

Mary A. Fitch.

Clayton R. Orton.

H. H. Barcus.

M. S. Markle.

J. A. Price.

Harry M. Ibison.

David A. Drew.

They were elected.

The following persons were elected fellows:

F. J. Breeze.

C. C. Deam.

J. N. Hurty.

N. E. Barnard.

R. B. Moore.

The Auditing Connnittee reported the books of the Treasurer correct.

The Academy was then divided into the following sections for com-

pleting the reading of the papers

:

A. Zoology, Geology and Geography,

B. Botany.

C. Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry.
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At 8:00 p. ui. the ('(unraittee on Xoniinnt inn (if Offleors. A. W. Untie"

ehiiinnan, rei)()rted as follows:

I'resklent—Charles It. Dryer.

Vlce-PresidtMit—David W. Dennis.

Secretary—Andrew .1. I'.iiiney.

Assistant Secretary—E. A. Williamson.

Press Secretary—Milo H. Stnarl.

Treasnrer—W. J. ^loenkhaus.

They were elected as read.

Ou motion of Stanley (dnUer. it was (U'cided that it is the st'nse of

this Academy that heit^after the nomination for vice-presidents shall not

carry with it the promotion to the otlice of president.

President P. N. Evans then asked Professor Stanley Coulter to intro-

dn<*' the speaker of the evening. Dr. D. T. MacDougal, of the Desert Labo-

ratory. Tucson. Arizona.

Dr. Mac Dongals suhject was "Desert Days and Desert Ways." It

was fully illustrated with numerous lantern slides. This lecture was one

of great worth ti> eveiy person present, and it was greatly enjoyed and

appnuiated.
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SPRING MEETING.

NASIIVIIJ.i:, I'.KOWX COIXTY, MAY l'(l-l.'1, JUIU.

The spring iiieethii; of the Aciideiiiy was held in lli'own Cuuiity on the

above date. The program. ;is ])lannied. was carried out successfully and

members who were al)le to attend reported a pleasant time. The Indian-

apolis Southern Kailroad gave u:s a special ear from Indianapolis at 7 :20

Friday morning, May 20th. We arrived at Helmsburg at S :o5, where we

were joined by members of the Academy who came from Bloomington.

The party was met by Joshua Bond, liveryman, with two hacks, and

without delay, some riding and some walking, set out for Waltman's and

Freeman's orchards and the Bear Wallow. A lunch of ham sandwiches

and butteruiilk was served here, and after a rest the route was followed

down the ridge i)ito the valley and along the road which follows Grease

('reek, into Nashville, where v, e arrived at 2:45, tired but happy. We
left Helmsburg in mud and mist, but the day gradually brightened until

by the time we left Bear Wallow the sun was shining brightly.

The rest of the afternoon was .spent in viewing historic and inter-

esting sights in and about Nashville. Dinner at 5 :30 at Pittmau's Inn was

followed by two hours of social chat upon the broad piazzas of this

sanatorium. At 7:45 three additional members arrived, including Mr.

Blatchley, who was unable to be present during the day and who was

booked for the principal address of the evening.

The public meeting was held in the court house at Nashville. In the

absence of Piiesident I*. N. Evans and of Vice-President C. R. Dryer, past

I'resident D. W. Dennis, of Earlham, was asked to preside. Professor

Dennis spoke of the work of the members of the Academy for the State

and of the interest which the people should take in the Academy. He

introduced Dr. Eigenmann, who spoke briefly on his South American

fishing experiences. Following Dr. Eigenmann, Mr. Blatchley was intro-

duced and gave his lecture on the "Indiana of Nature," illustrated by many

charts showing the geological growth of the State. This address was

enjoyed by the audience, which comfortably filled the court room.
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Saturday nioniin;: the jiarty separatwl into i^roiiiis. Some of tliein

ri'tunu'd on tlii' early trains, ntliers returned at noon, and still others

stayed until the followin:; day. visitini,' Weed Patch hill and other jioints

of interest. The day started out r.jthtn- Threatening. Imt it ;.'radually

cleared. Altotcethex'. c-onsiderinc: the time of year, the weather was quite

favornhle and the roads unusually gt)od. The following nienihers of the

Academy were present:

W. S. Blatchley.

Douaklsou Bodine,

G. W. Benton.

E. R. Cuniings,

(i. W. Childs.

Charles ('. Deam.

David AV. Dennis.

C. H. Eigenmaini.

Arthur E. Foley.

K. S. Ferry.

G. M. Frier.

W. C. Goble.

Roscoe R. Hyde.

William A. McB^-th.

Robert W. ilcHride.

R. R. Ramsey.

Charles Stoltz.

.T. M. Van Hook.

W. F. VantJorder.

J. S. Wri-ht.

Georgk W. Bextox. Secretary.
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PROGRAM OF THE
TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING

INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
CLAYPOOL MOTEL, INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA,

November 25, 1910.

P. N. Evans, I'resideiit. ("iiakles It. Dkyek, Vice-President.

George W. Benton, Secretary. A. J. Bignev, Assistant Secretary.

W. J. MoENKHAus, Treasurer. H. L. Bruner, Editor.

Friday, November 25.

!):00 A. M., (Jcucntl Mccthuj.

Business.

I'resident's Address.

Plants and Man—Weeds and Disease, 20 minutes Kobert llessler

An Outline Iteview of Indiana Municipal Water Sni)i»lii's,

5 minutes Charles Bmssniaii

A New Building for the Department of Practical Mechan-

ics at Purdue Lhiiverslty, 10 minutes M. J. Golden

Features of Subterranean Drainage in the Bloonilngton

Quadrangle. 30 minutes .7. W. Becde

The Shi-Shi Cig, 3 minutes Albert B. Reagan

Notes ou the Shaker Church of the Indians, r, minutes. .. .Albert B. Pveagan

The Wreck of the "Suthern," 5 minutes Albert B. Reagan

The Bois Fort Indian Reservation in Minnesota, 8 minutes

Albert B. Reagan

Conservation Prol>lwns in Indiana, 12 minutes Frederick J. Breeze

2:00 P. M., Sectional Meetim/.s.

ZOOLOGY, GEOLOGY' AND GEOGRAPHY'.

Geology of Croy's Creek. Clay Co., Ind., 10 minutes C. W. Shannon

The Properties and Reactions of Thrombin. 10 minutes L. J. Rettger
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Soim- < 'oiigloiuerate Beds of Ptist Glacinl Origin, 5 min-

utes Glenn Culbertson

Tlie Nature and Origin of the Fisli Fauna of the Phiteau

of British Guiana, 15 minutes C. II. Eigenmann

A I'liysiographic vSurvoy of tlie Terre Haute Area—Re-

ports of Progress, 10 minutes Charles R. Dryer

'i'lie Work Done by Normal Brook in Thirteen Years, 20

niiiuites Charles R. Dryer and Melvin K. Davis

Paleolithic, Neolithic, Copper and Iron Ages of Shelby Co.,

Ind.. 10 minutes F. W. Gottlieb

The Effects of Ice in Lakes Upon the Shore Lines of the

Same, 3 minutes Albert B. Reagan

A New Bed of Trilobites. ."i minutes A. J. Bigney

The Fauna of the Brazil Limestone. F. C. Greene

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS AND CIIKMISTRY.

The I'repai'ation of Ether, 5 minutes P. N. Evans

The Temjierature Coeliicient of the Surface Tension of

Water. 15 minutes Arthur L. Foley

Laplace's Theory of Capi'birity, 10 minutes Arthur L. Foley

A Ih'rivation of Poisson's Eciuation. 10 minutes Kenneth P. Williams

The \alue at I^ow Temper.-itures of the S]iecific Heats of a

Gas C. M. Smith

Gase<ms FenmMitation in Sweetened Condensed .Milk, -10

minutes O. F. Ilnnziker

Investigations Concerning the Reichert-Meissl No. and the

Relations of Butter Fat Constants in Butter Analysis. .George Spitzer

A ( "(invenient Laboratory Device, 5 minutes J. P. Naylor

BOTANY.

Some Anomalies in the Gametophyte of Dryopteris stipu-

laris, ,5 minutes Caroline A. Bl.-icU

Tiu- Flora of Eastern Nova Scotia. 10 minutes Stanley Coulter

The Weed Problem in Indiana. 10 minutes. Stanley Coulter

'J'lie Ileteroecious Rusts with Aeda on Euj)liorbia Mary A. Fitch

An E.xample of Persistent Life. 2 minutes D. A. Owen

Indiana Fungi, 5 minutes J. M. Van Plook

Steccherinum sei>tentrionale (Fr.) Banker in Indiana. 10

minutes Howard J. Banker
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The Water Balance of Desert Plants, 15 minutes D. F. MacDougal

Disease Resistance in Varieties of Potatoes C. R. Orton

The Laboratory Method of Determining the Fungicidal

Value of Spraying Mixtures, 10 minutes L. R. Hessler

The Black Knot of Plum, 10 minutes H. L. Rees

Additions to the Indiana Flora, 3 minutes Charles C. Deam

An Ecological Survey of the Lower Whitewater Gorge. 15

minutes M. S. Markle and L. C. Petry

Report of Work on Corn Pollination II, 3 minutes M. L. Fisher

8:00 p. m.. Address, illustrated by stereopticon, by Dr. D. T. MacDougal,

of the Desert Laboratory, Tucson, Arizona.

[3—2G988:)
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Pkesident's Address.

By Percy Norton Evans.

THE PLAGE OF RESEARCH IN UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS.

The aim of this Academy is the encouragement of research along sci-

entific lines by establishing and maintaining intercourse among those en-

gaged therein, thus stimulating them by a consciousness of companionship

in productive intellectual activity. In a small society, embracing in its

scope all the sciences, one does not expect in these days of specialization

to find others engaged in just the same field of investigation as himself;

it is thrnugli inspiration rather than information that the investigator

profits by these meetings.

It is now hardly necessary to emphasize, even to tlie non-scientific pub-

lic, the importance of scientific research ; to it mankind owes in a large

measure not only his material prosperity, comforts, and conveniences, which

is sufl^ciently obvious, but, what is even more important, his intellectual

freedom. The changes that have taken place within the last century in

our physical environment, with the innumerable applications of science

to useful purposes, are no more profound than our intellectual advance

and the growing pervasiveness of the scientific spirit in all lines of thought,

and in the endeavor for human betterment, physcial, social and moral.

Our increasingly extensive and effective philanthropies, our giant strides

in sanitary administration, and the tottering barriers between the sects

of Christendom, are very tangible evidences of the spirit that is not satis-

fied with precedent or authority, but craves certainty as to the facts, and

reasonable explanations for them, as well as aims at the application of all

knowledge to the uses of man.

The membership of this Academy happily includes scientific workers

in many fields. Some apply the results of research to the needs of the State

in developing its resources and protecting its citizens against the injuries

inflicted by ignorance and fraud; others make science the servant of in-

dustry and commerce; others, again, are active in applying it to the

preserving and restoring of the health of our bodies. A large part of our
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membership, however, is made np of those whose ohier oceiipation is

teaching.

While it has not alwaj's been the case, it is probably true at present

that the most valuable contributions to human knowledge are made by

those engaged in this profession of teaching. This is not surprising, for

the nature of his calling demands that the teacher to be effective must

ever continue to be a student, and the thorough study of any subject

reveals the limits of our knowledge in that field and tempts the man of

active intellect to the task of extending those boundaries; there is surely

no keener pleasure than the learning by one's own search some truth, how-

ever inconspicuous, not previously known.

Not only does teaching tend to stinuilate research, it also gives it

balance by preventing the too exclusive attention to the comparativelj'

narrow fiold under intensive cultivation ; the necessity of presenting well-

ordere<l information covering the broader subject, and the oral statement

of original theories and conclusions, must have a broadening and clari-

fying influence on the intellectual activity of the invt'stigator.

As teaching is a help to research, still more is research a vitalizer of

teaching, particularly of the teaching appropriate for graduate students;

indeed, the work of research is at least as important as that of instruction

where advanced students are concerned, and the university should be a

source of knowledge, where those desiring to devote themselves to the

same high quest may be stimulated by the example and companionship of

productive scholars.

The leading European nations have api)arently realized more clearly

than we the value of scientific research, and have provided more adequate

rewards and )nore favorable environment for the investigator, with the

ifsult that the ratio of intellectual to material prosperity is higher there

tli.-m here. Within the past generation, however, we have become more

awake to these matters, and have deterjnined In our strenuous way to make

research "hum." The awakening has unquestionably been beneficial on

the whole, but we hav*'. it seems to me, failed to grasp certain fundamental

distinctions between the needs of graduate and of undergraduate stu-

dents ; the hum of research has been allowed to drown the cries of the

injured in many an undt>rgraduate school, where teaching is sacrificed to

research, and where too early siwcialization is encouraged and even

forced upon the student.
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We aVo not as yet in lliis coiiiitry jiroducins oul' pi'oppr share of

sclidlai's (if vlic lirst rank, 'i'ln' reasons for this are many, inelnding hasty

preiiaration, [jreniatnrc siirciali/.al inn, iii^nilicicnt rewards, and nnfax'or-

able environlnent.

As to preparation, thoSe of lis wiio eonteniplate acailenne eareei's are

usually iin-Ailling to invest sullicient eapital of time and money ; we ex-

j)iect to complete onr scholastic education if uninterrupted at about twenty-

five years cf age and then enter u])on an active career in which there is

little time or opportunity for ]-esearcli or even very serious or int«'nsiv<'

study, for the sake of the immediate pecuniary reward; in Eurojie.

several more y^ars are spent in subordinate ])ositions as investigators, on

a senn-ind<'pendent basis both scholastically and financially. The Euro-

jiean makes a larger investment and reaps a lander ultimate reward, not

( nly in money but stili more in the considoration accorded to intellectual

eminence.

Concerning too early specialization and its sli;d!ow results. I shall

speak later; let it sufllcr here to say ihat. for example, he is a jtoor

chemist who is only a chemist.

The rewards at i)res(nt offered foi' iinrc scientific woi-k in this country

.ire insnlflcient to attract the mosi viiroi'ous. capaiile and amliitious men:

not only, iior chiefly, are the financial returns here less than in ICurojie.

in si)ite of our higher cost of living, liut the palilic resjiect for intellectual

distinction is far in!eri(ir in this countiy. on account of our conuuei'cialism

and our aciciitanc e of wealth as our standard evid?nc" of merit.

The ciivironment, to(>. is less favoi-able to the highest scientific work

in that the numhers of those engaged therein .are so few, and the national

characterisiic of h;iste rather than thoroughness [lervades our activit.v.

The value of real s<ientitic attainment is still hut dindy recognized by the

industrial world: ( henusts are employed like clerks, without graduate

training, and work likt day lalxirers. hut for less i)a.v. at routine analysis,

with neither the tr.iining nor the o])portunity to att.ack the larger prob-

lems in a fundamental scientitic way. Such chenusts are not on the same

]ilane as the higher chemists in the German manufacturing industries, who

have supervision of the works ;is well as the laboratories. One result.

then, of this lack of demand for highly trained men is the small number

pursuing research in our universities, so that even our best qualified pro-

fessors have a nx're handful of research students, and many of these can
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he induced to culitimif their liigher e(hi(-ati(>ii only i)y f'elhiwships sufficient

to pay their livini: expenses : if such aids were discontinued the numbers

of our graduate students would l>e even less favorably impressive than at

present, thon^di in time the largei' investment of those remaining would re-

sult in the lar.L^er s.-ilarii-s that would have t(. be paid to the men more

difhcult to find.

The keener <-oniiietili<>ii in all walks of life in Europe has some advan-

tages—only the thoroughly trained can hope for success, lience the desire

for the most complete preparation. We consider ourselves fortunate in

being protected against foreign competition, and in being able in conse-

<|uen<e (o make an «'(|ua!ly good living with k-ss effort; but are we really

to be congratulated on our lower intellectual standard of living and on

our dependence \\\un\ imported tliought and iulelh'ctual products?

Another n-su.lt of the liinit<'d scale ciii wiiicli scientific investigation is

being conducted, and our "high standard of living." is thai it is not worth

while for home mainifacturers to supply reiined >)r uuusnal scitMititic nni-

tiMiaJ ; if an .\merican investigator needs, for instance, a special chemical,

he must w.iii two uv thi'c;' nmntlis for its ini|ini lation. while his l-iUrojiean

colleague '-ould ulitain the same in as iiiaiiN da.\s or evt n hours, or, if

hiaiiufaiturcd hvi'c. two or lltree times the lorcign price must be jiaid. The

American artisan is iiioi'e hi^'hly paid than iii> i-airopean in'other. but not

so the nior" ciiiincni iiMcllect iial v.drkcr.

.XaturaHy ihc realization of ihc \aliie >\' iiiti'Ucctiial things is found

first amoiii;- tln.se rmcaged in the work t.f education, and om lai'ger and

better endowt d c(il!eges ba\(' within the last half century shown their

aiipreciation oi' product i\e schoh.rsliip ;iiid ha\c dc\'elop<'d graduate schools

to compare iiKac favorably with the Ihirojican universities, so that it is

no longer necessar.\' foi- our students to go abroad for the inspiraticjii of

working with men who ai'e ext4'nding the boundaries of human knowledge.

Once started, ilie fasciii;iti<in of research insures its continuani'e iis long as

a favoi-able environment exists.

The institutions that have been able by th<ar large means to adequately

maintain graduate departments l:a\e lieen so amply ri'warded by their

enlianced presrige, that many othei-s, without sutRcient means, have at-

trnipte<l to do the same thing: tlie result has been imjiaired undergraduate

instruction with a nmre or less successful imitation of gi'aduate work.

A graduate school should re(ogMi/,e as its most important possession

the productive scholarship of its faculty, making the institution a center
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of new knowledge, iuul all other matters should he arranged with a view

to enconrage and stimulate scientitic investigation. A very moderate

amount of class instruction and other duties should be demanded of the

members of the faculty, and students should be sutRcieutly mature and

earnest to work without compulsion and with little direction under the

guidance and inspiration of the men who are doing real original work.

The case of the undergraduate school is fundamentally different. I

believe that the prominence given to research in many undergraduate

schools is a positive injury to the student; his instructors are chosen oti

account of their ability or promise as investigators instead of their quali-

fications as teachers, and even the student himself is encouraged or forced

to undertake so-called research with entirely inadequate training, both

as regards breadth and depth. Tlii' undergra<luate years should be em-

ployed in acquiring a well balanced knowledge of the fundamentals of the

student's specialty, and an acquaintance with the elements of many allied

sub.iects, together with a working grasp of such tools as modern languages,

to make professional literature accessible at first hand, and mathematics,

for the mental training and grasp of the quantitative and statistical treat-

ment of all studies, and every undergraduate student should give such

attention to history, literature and economics as to make him an intelligent

citizen and man of culture.

Only when this has been in a measure acconq)lished—and in looking

back to our own college days we realize that a mere begimiing had been

made when we graduated—is the student in a position to profitably under-

fake research, with a proi)er ajipreciation of what he is doing and how to

do it, so that it is really research for him and he is not merely a pair

of hands under the direction of another's brain. The effectiveness of a

scientific investigator is generally proportional to the thoroughness of his

preparation ; too many attempt to discover new truths before they have

grasped those already discovered by others.

In many institutions one of the requirements for graduation is called

a thesis, and such a tradition is difficult to dislodge, but I think the

name is unfortunately pretentious and is apt to mislead the student into

thinking himself more advanced than the facts justify; it savors of the

same spirit that induces the high school to ape the college in so many ways.

in its [>ernicious fraternities and even in having a "baccalaureate" service—

-

doubtless to celebrate the fact that the bovs about to graduate are still
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uuiiuirrifd : siuli iinwholesoiue syniptouis are usually most runsplLaiuus

in institutions with the least merit. The preparation of an undergraduate

thesis may be a valuable item in the course if it is not so administered as

to waste the student's time, narrow his mind, and swell his head. I

believe its most valuable feature is its compelling him to go to original

sources for information, namely, library work. Too many students gradu-

ate without this experience and with a knowledge of books limited to the

prescribed texts emjiloyed in the (•(i\irse. To choose a subject of real in-

terest t') the !-tuden1 and <>l" suitably narn.w scniic. and to tiiul out by

systematic .«earch in the scientific .journals all that is known about it. and

then to write an essay in which the inforniatiou is carefully arranged and

well presented, is a task wt-il worth tlic performance.

It is entirely laudaltlc for every institution to aim at ever higher

goals: not. however, by raising the entrance requirenwMits beyond the reach

of its natural constituents to meet. <'ven at the dictation of some self-

aiijiointed board demanding iniiformity undi-r diverse conditions, and not by

changing the object of its training—there would not be any necessary gain

1() the connnuiiity at hirgc siioiild a school of pharmacy gradually become

a theological seminary or even a mi'dical college; a school of iiliarnia<y

is just as necessary as either of the others.

It is perfectly n.ilui'al for any te.icher or group of teaihers to aspire

to more advanced gra<U s of work, but this should not be undertaki-n

unh'ss the more elementary and fundamental work is ade(|uately caicd for.

We are suffei'ing from ton uhkIi anibilion of Hijs kind: loo many trade

schools atteni|it to be technical colleges, and too many colleges attemi)t to

be universities, ai the expense of tln-ir elhciency in their original eciually

important tield. Let us imagine that evei-y grade school gradually intro-

duced more and more work of the high school, and that every high school

gradually became a cnllege. and that every college gave nion' and more of

its energies to graduate ^tud'Mits! Or let us imagine tii;it <'vei'y iiislitulion

giving grannnar school instruction attem|)ted also to provide training

through the high school, college and university curri<uluni 1 What a ridicu-

lous and inefficient educational syNteni must result. Roughly speaking, for

every thous.and gi'ade schonls we need about a Innidred high schools, ten

colleges and technical schools, and one ur.iibiate universily.

l''orl uhaU ly liiere is a super^isjoii ilial |ire\cnls the I I'ansfornial ion of

grade schools into high sdioels. an<i separatt's ilie work of the two as soon
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as nuiiihers of pupils justify llio ste]); it is a pity that there is no authority

witli ])o\v(>r ((> insure siinilni- cliicicni y ou (lie ]i;irt (if mi(l('i-y:ra(hiate and

j^raduate colleges and universities.

We are failing to appreciate the distinction l)etw(en undergraduate

and graduate work. In most ways there is little more in connnon between

these than between that of the high school and of the college, and the uni-

versity is injured in the atteni])! to make it a .small part of a large college.

Efforts have been made in this country to have universities unhampered

by undergraduate departments; inifortunately, however, the counti'y has

declared itself not yet ready for such a btgiciil and much to be desired

arrangement.

The chief function of the undergraduate school is to give instruction

in such a way as to insui-e mental development. For those few who are

to proceed to graduate work, the soundness, breadth and depth of the

foundation will largely determine the safety and usefulness of the su])er-

structure of siiecialization to be erected later. The first qualification for

ineml)ership in the teaching staff of an undergraduate school should be

teaching ability together with a thorougli knowledge of the subject to be

taught.

This teaching ability is largely a natural gift, and if of a high order

is not connnon. Let us recognize it, use it, and reward it as an asset of the

Iiighest value. It can not be created by the study of pedagogy any more

than logical thinking liy the study of logic; it is founded on the intuitiini

of symj>athy. Teaching is the keenest pleasure to some, the hardest

drudgery to others; the student readily distinguishes the two. I would

not, however, imply that even tlie best teacher can work elfectively with th"

undergraduate who struggles to ef^^cajie education or who is unwilling to

malve any effort for it because his interests are non-intellectual ; such stu-

dit'nts have no proper i)lace in an institution of higher learning, and we

expend too large a part of our energy in forcing such material through to

graduation. The fashionableness of going to college is by no means an

uinnixed blessing. Why d(H's not some enterprising individual start a

college with luxurious dormitories and means of recreation and dissipa-

ti(m, where work shall be optional and house parties continuous? Enor-

mous fees could !)e charged, professional athletes employed, a suitable de-

gree conferred after fonr years, and the working colleges protected from

.\dung men not desiring education?
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Thoutrli tlip chief function of au luulergraduate institution is instruc-

tion, and its faculty sliould he eliosen with this in view, every such teacher,

to attain his highest etticiency. should engage in some Ivind of research, that

is. getting new information at first lumd. This can not fail to have a vital-

izing effect on his teaching, kceiiing clear the distinction l)etween fact and

theory, and maintaining his instruction abreast of the times.

There is widesjiread (luestioning of the value of much that is published

as scientitic research, and it is easy to criticize the .spirit that piles up

undigested data or adds to the number of cjiemical compounds for the

sake of having something to pulilish ; it is imjioNsible to say. however, that

any such information is and will contiiuu' to be valueless. I am less inter-

ested in discrediting sucli work ])ecause it now receives liigher recognition

from the undist-riniinating in the educational world than it deserves, than

in asking for recognition for a kind of laitor, just as truly research, that

now n'ceives too scant ei"edit from the public and from those responsible

for the distribution of rewards to cnlleg(> te;ichers. I refer to what may be

called jiedagogical research—the Labor involved in imjiroving and <<instantly

rejuvenating the instructional work. Any course that r<Mnains unchanged

for many years is i»robably in need of repairs, but desirable changes usually

involve much labor on llic part of the instructor. The teacher whose heart

is in his t4'acbiiig ;ind who carries the usual overload of duties is likely

to l)e kei>t busy a. just such work. ;ind have no time left for tiie more con-

ventional kinds oi" research; but his students will profit by his labors. The

administrative ollicer wiio directly or indirectly puts jiressure upon :i

Ciillege teacher to neglect bis teaching is seriously injuring the college; yet

this is by no means unconunon, intentionally or otherwise.

Research, of wb.atever kind, is largely a matter of insi»iralion. and can

not be forced: as ]trotitably might a jtoet be urged to become a painter as

a scholar be pressed to undertake inve;^tigations foreign to his inspiration.

Left to hims<>ir the investigator will do what b«' is most interested in and

therefore" likely to do most fruitfully; to attemjit to force a teacher whose

instincts are for pedagogical research to other kinds of investigation is

likely to S]Kiil a good teacher and niak<> a mediocre investigator. The

method of forcing conunoidy jiracticed is the indirect but very effectual one

of recognition of imblished research by jn'omotion and increased remunera-

tion. wbil<> dcvotiiin to teachiui,' and pedagogical research receive no such

rewards.
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Let ns recall mir own undcrjiradiiate experiences. Did we not in many

cases get most stimulation and make most progress under teachers unknown

in the professional journals? It is to be expected, indeed, that the teaclier

whose chief pride and interest are in his teaching, and whose chief reward

is the advancement of his students, should be of more real value to those

students, than the investigator whose hours of reflection are devoted to the

problems of his research, and to whom the instruction of classes is inci-

dental if not, as in many cases, an unwelcome interruption. Gifts of an

equally high order for instruction and for investigation are not usually

found in the same individual; let each gi\e his main effort to what he

can do best; let the investigator woric with mature students and the teacher

with the immature, and let the distributors of rewards make no invidious

distinctions in the recognition of the two equally necessary and meritorious

services.

While it is eminently desirable that a teacher should be also an in-

vestigator, in every faculty, some members have more pronounced ability

than others in this direction, and it is proper that such .should receive

si)ecial considieration as to other demands upon their time and attention

in order to enliance their productiveness by favorable conditions. To the

others, whose bent is less marked in the direction of research, should be

assigned the duties of administration and the committee work, with, if

necessary, the high school commencement addresses. Neither should the

more general business of the college be regarded as of any less Viilue or

importance than research, or less worthy of reward. To be sure it has not

the same advertising value, but an institution of learning should be above

adopting the motto "quick returns and small profits."' The most enduring

good accrues to the students, and therefore to the college, from inspired

teaching and wise and careful administration.

It is the part of wisdom to provide as favorable conditions as circum-

stances will permit fcr tlie encouragement of research.

Several factors more or less obvious enter into this favorable environ-

ment and influence the productiveness of the investigator, but the real deter-

mining factor is in the man himself: lie must have ideas, enthusiasm, and

industry; he may even be a crank; he uuist have an accurate memory to

retain the results of extensive reading, and as much as any one can proti<

by good health, to withstand the strain of concentrated and continuous

effort; he must l>e aljsolutely honest with himself and the professional
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world. If he has the necessary qualities it is very unfortunate if his cir-

'cunistances do not inerniit their most fruitful activity: if he has not, let him

;Berve his institution in other ways for which he is better fitted—ways of

eciual importance. Few men can spend several hours daily with classes,

several more in adnnnistrativf work, one or two more in committees, and

iliave any vitality left either for research or professional growth.

The greatest need of most successful college teachers is more time to

think. The evil effects of the prevalent rush become .aiiiiarent only very

•slowly—in the course of years— in a gradually failing effectiveness for lack

of mental nourishment. No oiu- can use a few minutes now and then,

snatched frnm the mere nrgi-nt duties of the moment, to do or even tliink

real research; ideas {\(> Udt come on demand, interruptions are oft.'U fatal

to insi)iration. exiiei'imenlal woi'k often must lie contiinious to lead to

results; investigation lliat is worth while is not a routine operation to hs'

started and stirjijied by a gong; there nnist be mental growtli as ;i back-

ground. It would probabl\- be economical in the long run if the real

t( achei-invv'st igalor could b-e assnrcti of iniintcrmiiled privacy for half of

.every day.

In addition to time for thought, reading, exiierimentation and writing,

liic teacher of science needs sjiace and material iMiuii»ment. There is a

temjitation to spend money most freely in ways that lead to the most tan-

gible results, and w<adil-be benefactors may cause serious enibarrassme it

by jiroviding buildings without e<|uipment or cud iwme it : Idessed lie liie

liber.al contributoi's to the 'geueral fund." nu'aniiig e(iuipnient ;ind, most

imjiortant of all. comiieteiil men.

In the providing of suitable buildings with limiled means, ( ircuiiistanccs

must decide how nincli can lie devoted to what may be called lu.xni'ies and

quality as against necessities and (|uantjly: it is certainly desirable to have

buildings as beautiful as i»ossible, but n<pt at the exi»en.se of ade(iuate size

.ind e(|ui]imeid.

r>ooks ai-e too often a crying need; they cost so nuich and they show so

little; and yet without them research is impossilile. Tlu' most serious lack

is nsu.ally that of conqilete liles of th" scieniilic .jonrii:ils, which can )icr('r

be imrclias' d on a nnu aicuuinl;d ini; aliowancc of .-i hundred dollai'S .a yeai-.

The value of the libi-ary lirddl \r. tlie student can iiardly be o\ ei'estimateil.

but to develop Ibis pli'idx' of books and an ailra<-tive jilace U)V reading them

are almost indisjien.s.able. How welcome to the business manager of maiiy
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a college in straiteiu'd circuiiistiinces wmild be the professor who "did not

read books but wrote them."

Turning now to tlie quest ion of assistance, from the purely business

standi)oint a man should not he required to do what a cheaper man can

do as well ; the problem, however, is by no means solved by so stating it.

The profitable use of assistants is a far from simple matter; their duties

should be so assigned and supervised that their time may be spent to the

advantage of the department and also to their own obvious profit. The

men available have usually recently graduated and should realize that the

salary is not the chief reward for their services, but that the time spent

as an assistant in a well conducted dt^partment is valuable as a period of

education and necessarily precedes any more advanced position in the col-

lege or university world. The assistant should welcome all such experience,

even if some drudgery is inchuk'd, as give him an insight into the teacliing

of his subject and the management of departmental business, such as the

handling and ordering of supplies, the administration of classes, and the

keeping of systematic records. To really review and extend his knowledge

of the fundamentals of his subject so as to meet the needs of students en-

titled to his help is no slight task, but the assistant should use his utmost

efforts towards progress in more advanced study and in i-esearch if his

preparation is adequate. The assistant who shows the right qualities will

not long fail to receive recognition and promotion ; in the teacher's pro-

fession "everything comes to him as can wait" as far as he has the qualifi-

cations. Given the natural ability, industry and personality, thorough prep-

aration will compel success ; an assistant's position in a large and efficient

department in association with successful men is better preparation for

ultimate success in college or university work than the better paid positions

in high schools open to men of equal training.

Those having charge of assistants should see to it that there is oppor-

tunity and encouragement for proper growth. It is through such assist-

ants that the older teachers may hope to accomplish research, in doing

which both are equally benefited. It is, however, something of a deception

to call such assistants' positions "fellowships" if the duties of the depart-

ment occupy any considerable part of the time.

It is certainly desirable that Ihe more experienced teacher should

delegate to assistants such of his work as can be properly done by them;

it is very undesirable that he should cease to have direct and constant con-
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tact with tliL^ work of students; the clirectioii and development of courses

should remain actually in his hands and the work of assistants be under

constant scrutinj-. When it becomes impossible for a course to continue

actually under the direct management of a senior instructor it should be

placed in charge of a qualified associate whose responsibility will be the

incentive for his best work; tlie plan followed in some universities of

having courses nominally in the hands of those for whom it is impossible

to actually direct the work, w^hicli is really done by junior men, is essen-

tially unfair to the latter in withholding from them the credit to which

they are entitled, not conducive to the best results in that it fails to provide

the incentive for devoted effort on the part of those actually planning and

administering the work, and an imposition on the college and the public,

who believe the courses to be really administered by the more widely known

teacher. Many a student has been disappointed in finding that he has little

or no contact with the man advertised as having the work in charge.

In growing institutions it is the usual cxi)orience of the teacher that

other duties encroach more and more upon his instruction and research, the

latter being first sacrifir-ed. Some of these are indispensable, such as the

keeping of accurate records of students' work, and as institution and de-

partment grow there is some unavoidable increase in the machiuei'y for

handling studeTits ; the red tape and machinery should be i-ecognized as a

necessary evil—a means not an end—and kept at a minimum; if the choice

were imposed between good teaching with no records and good records

with no teaching, the election would be sinijilc. There may be a conflict of

opinion on this subject, however, between the •ngineer of the beautiful

machine and the poor laborer whose energies are consumed in feeding it

with reports. I believe that we devote too large a part of our attention to

the lazy and incompetent, to the detriment of the more energetic and able

students on account of the stiiiggle for the prestige accorded to numbers,

which we may also charge with the use of colleges as lounging places for

the sport and the inlollectual dead-beat. It is surely unfortunate if a

teacher has to spend his time- in keeping elaborate I'ecords of and forcing

Ihe loafers instead of stimulating and satisfying the gifted.

The question of salary has an intimate bearing upon the efliciency of

college teachers, and it Is generally admitted that they are underpaid. The

cost of living varies so widely in different college towns that a salary

adequate in one would be entirely insufficient in another, so that it is
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iiujios.sible to name a suitable figure. As a geueral priuciyle, however, it

may be accepted tliat the remuneration sliould be euougli to attract men of

energy and ability and make possible their best work. It is not desirable that

teachers should vie with the commercial classes in display or in expensive

amusements, and men of intellectual strength would not wish to; it is

projier that they should receive enough to permit comfort without anxiety,

membership in scientili.c societies and the attendance upon their meetings,

books and other professional tools, and also travel, society, and the enjoy-

ment of music and art, for the sake of their own broad development and

consequent influence in society as well as with their students. The man

who never sees anything but his home and his place of business is certain

to be narrow. Many young men ruin their professional prospects by mar-

rying on a very small income even before their education is complete; it is

no evidence of a lack of sentiment for a man to postpone marriage until he

is in a position to properly maintain a family. Further, it is surely the

cause or the result of a second rate qualification as a college teacher to

attempt to carry on another business with no bearing upon his profes-

sional pursuits for the sake of the increased income. Scarcely less valu-

able is the semi-professional routine of tutoring, commercial analj'sis, and

even the preparation of uninspired text-books, for the same reason. These

things do not give the best prv?paration for and naturally do not lead to the

highest university positions, though they do bring immediate financial

reward ; better far devote the time to some research if there is any in the

teacher, and qualify for advancement in the college or university world. In

education as in business, both the teacher and the institution may expect

to get what has been paid for; if the teacher gives less than his best

efforts he may look for less than a full reward, and the institution that

seeks bargains in teachers will probably get something cheap—and nasty;

if first rate results are to be achieved the price of first rate ability must be

paid, allowing for a long and expensive preparation.

The bearing of this upon the question of research is evident; to culti-

vate the vitality of the intellect it must be free—free from anxieties as to

the necessities of life, free to proceed in broad and deep channels, with all

the incentives of intercourse with things intellectual and asthetic.

The story is told of a college teacher who was conspicuous at prayer

meetings, tliat it was his custom in closing a lengthy petition covering a

large amount of detail to say, "And now, O Lord, to recapitulate," and so on.
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Permit me, then, in conclusion to summarize the points I have tried to

present. In undergraduate schools research has a very important place as a

stimulator and vitalizer of the teaching ; it is, however, a secondary calling

and should not be allowed to interfere with the main function of the

teacher, namely instruction. The selection of men for such positions should

be based primarily on their qualifications as teachers, and research should

not be undertaken ujitil a broad and deep foundation has been laid. The

value of research, however, makes it most important that men capable of

doing it should be helped in their efforts by the most favorable environ-

ment possible.
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'PiANTS AND Max: Weeds and Diseases.

By IvOBERT Hessler.

Indiana niaj' be divided topographically into tliree parts—the southern

hilly, the central rolling, and the northern part flat and wet. With the

exception of the northwest, the whole State was originally densely covered

witli forests. The wet lands are being drained more and more and the land

lirought under cultivation. The soil is rich and produces heavy crops. It is

surprising to learn that along the Kankakee tirst year crops require prac-

tically no cultivation, because tliere are no weeds. The next year a few

come in; many are found by the third year, and after that farming becomes

mainly a contest against weeds.

Bringing the land, whether densely forested or marshy prairie, into

cultivation means displacing the native flora b.y foreign plants. These

latter are of two kinds—those brought in imrposely, cultivated i)lants of all

kinds, and those brought in unintentionally, mainly weeds. Today most of

our worst weeds are foreigners tliat have come from all parts of the world,

especially from Europe, where for ages weeds have been fought and where

certain ones have developed resisting qualities. Weeds are introduced in

imported seed and also largely in hay and straw, used in crating. In waste

places about cities where trasli is thrown one may expect to find "new

weeds." Some are also brought in by the railroads, the seed lodging on

cars and falling off. Some are brought down by rivers.

When man cuts down the forests, plows the prairies and drains the

marshes, he is disturbing the "balance of nature," and animals and plants

move about to find new, suitable homes. Animals, of course, move about

very freely ; if their homes are destroyed they seek new ones; every botanist

knows that plants do the same. That is, seed is carried about and germi-

nates here and there; if conditions are favorable the plant may thrive,

become re-established. If conditions are unfavorable it may perish very

quickly, or it may persist for a year or two. Tlius at present some of our

native plants may be seen in localities where they had not been seen the

year before or where they had not been seen for many years. I have a

immber of notes of such "moving about" plants.

[4^20988]
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When the old style rail fences were still common, many plants found a

home along them ; they jierished under wire fence conditions. Some species

may flourish for several years in wet meadows until a dry season destroys

them. On the other hand, dry soil plants may flourish until a wet season

drowns them out. Some will grow in ungrazed pastur»>s. A number of

other factors might be mentioned, but it will perhaps be seen from the

above why some plants are constantly on the move. Some people, like

plants and animals, ai'e also constantly on the move. We need only think of

the frontiersman who feels crowded When a neighbor moves within a mi!"

of him. But this type has almost disappeared.

For a number of years I have l)een going along tlie railways and rivers

looking for new arrivals. It is surprising to note the number of new weeds

that have come in and are still coming. The railways in many respects

furnish ideal situations. Here and tlicrc llie riglit of way is level, alternat-

ing with steep, dry and gravelly embankments and wet ditches, occasionally

there is a little pond: all these furnish a variety of habitats for different

species. One destructive factor, however, must ln' considered—the amiual

weed cutting, as re<juired by law. This means that many phmts cannot

thrive; they are cut off about see<l time. ( I'.y the way, in my observations

tiie railways alone obs<'rve the State weed cutting laws; it is practically

neglected by road sup<'r visors.) In the Troceedings (Academy of Science)

for 1893 I i)ublislu'd a list of thirty-five immigrants, of which at least half

a dozen subsequently became common weeds, to be found throughout the

<(innty.

When I made a toi?r through the West, in VMo, I was surpri-sed to note

how free the Yellowstone Park is from (.'ur common weeds; I saw only one

or two; evidently they are just beginning to come in. On the other hand,

in traveling through tiie W^est, I saw a number of plants that I had pre-

viously found as adventive plants along the railways here at home. I felt

like greeting Ilieni as old ac(|iiaintances. I saw many plants that I felt

sure would come to Indiana in the course of time; in fact, as those who

keep track of plants well know, new ones are appearing from year to year.

One year at Longclifl; (the Northern Indiana Hospital for Insane) we

had a large field of Crimson Clover, the s<'ed having been obtained from a

seedsman. In passing it one day I noticed a number of strange weeds and

I at once came to the conclusion that this Crimson Clover had been im-

ported from KnrojK'. .\ few years later, while in (Germany, I saw these
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same weeds in fields, and I then coiiclnded that that seed had been im-

ported from Germany. Moreover, while traveling through ditferent coun-

tries in Europe I saw a number of weeds that I instantly recognized,

because I had seen them at liome as immigrants. There were many that I

expected would come to Indiana in time—and they are coming; new ones

appear every year. TJiis summer, for instance, I found a little composite

plant (Galinsoga parviflora)—it has no common name—about Longcliff. I

had seen the plant about Berlin ; the Gei-man botanies stated that it had

been introduced from western South America. I have been wondering

whether the plants at Longcliff had come from Germany or direct from

western South America. It v/ould be interesting to know the facts.

Several years ago I had as a patient an old farmer who came to an

adjoining county when the country was first settled. He gave me many

facts regarding early conditions ; how the dense forest had to be cut down

and clearings made; how the small truck patch required very little atten-

tion because there were no weeds, but in time weeds gradually came in

and tiien the farmer had to fight weeds just as now in the Kankakee region.

He also told of the coming in of pests and parasites of all kinds, including

vats and mice, lice on animals, and blights and rusts on plants. He remem-

bered when the peach blight first came, proving very destructive to peach

trees. Unfortunately I kept no record of dates. I have often regretted

that I did not make memoranda because these are matters for which we

must rely more and more on what is already recorded in the books.

I live on a four-acre lot at the edge of town. In front of the house

there is the lawn; in the rear along the river there is pasture; on one side

there is the garden and on the other the orchard. Then there is the bam
lot and also a neglected bit of land. (Tliere are also two little plots, one for

wild flowers and another for plants grown from seed brought from foreign

countries.) There is a variety of habitats for plants and it is interesting to

note how some flourish in one situation and some in another. The move-

ment of plants is. of course, constantly interfered with by cultivation and

weeding, notably in the garden and on the lawn. Some weeds are very

resistent; in the barn lot, in spite of one or two cuttings every year, the

Jimson. weed and the Spiny Amaranth continue to grow; every year there

are two or three j)lan1s. In the pasture again there is a small patch of

Canada Thistles. Tliis iilot has been cut down and plants hoed down two

or three times every year for the past eight years, and still the thistles
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weeding. Practically all the weeds on the place are foreigners.

I just referred to a neglected bit of laud, to an idle plot of ground.

This at first, eight years ago, was covered with Blue grass and grazed.

The innnber of plants that have come in since is something remarkable.

Equally i-vniarkable is the absence of common weeds; they seem not to get

a start in the dense ct)vering of Blue grass. Barnlot weeds are never found

in that patch, nor .some of the common garden weeds. Among the plants

to appear were a number of trees and shrubs. T'nfortunately, three years

ago, a cow got in and many of the jdants were killed off, but the way the

slirul)by an<l woody plants sjiring up would indicate that in a short time

there will lie a f(U-est and light-loving plants will be wholly crowded out.

It is interesting to noti' how in the South, old e.xhausted cotton land

when left to nature grows u]! in iiiiie forests. Old I'Mcld Pine, but the wood

has so little substance that a tree, when cut, will wholly fade away in the

course of a yeai*. It («'rtain]y takes a long time for exhausted soil to regain

its strenglli and for trees wortli whih' to ag.iin get a foothold.

Besides tramiiing along railways in search of new arrivals. I fre-

(luently take slr(,lls aliout n<'glected parts of the city to see whether any new

weeds hav come in and what changes have taken jilace among those

already present. One day last sununer I started out from the heart of the

city where tlier*' is no vegetation, no grass and no trees, because stret'ts

and sidewalks are exerywhere pa\"ed. I went along one of the neglecte<l

streets which is either deep in dust or in nuid. This street has practically

no trees at all. .Mong the gutters were found growing a number of weeds,

liraclic.illy all foi-eign ones, that seem aide to resist the dense clouds of

dust that arc dcixisilcd on thrui. The pl;ints aie white with dust, or

rather grayish, almost r<'sciiil)ling desert iilants. I jiassed several waste

lots covered with weed.-;, nearly all of Kuro|iean origin. I linally reached

Siianty Town, where weeds flourish among the human habitations. The

jjcojile tln'!nselv4'S. like the weeds, were of the neglected kind. A little

farther on I canH" to the railway shop, with its large roundhouse, where

an immense amount of dense black smoke arises. Now, since our prevail-

ing winds ar«' from the southwest and west, the smoke, of course, blows off

in the opi»osile direction. I was surprised to see that all the trees to the

east in line with tiie smoke were dead, a number of dead trunks w«'re still

st.nnding. When I lirst came here, fourteen vears ago, there were a uum-
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I)('f of trees in (lint iiciiiliborlKuxl. The lilack siiKikc killed them off. I was

rt'iuiiided of the hills alxiiit I'itlslnirii. whieh. as sdiiie of you may have seen,

are denuded oT trees on account of the smoke. The same thing is seen

about some of the western smelters, where vegetation may be Ivilled for

miles, and poisonous deposits, especially of arsenic and cojip^'r, cover vegeta-

tion for a still greater area.

From the roundhouse I walked along the Wabash river, still looking

for iilaiits. The river is sluillow and lias a limestone bottom. Once or

twice a year there is higii water and that means to wash out everything

loose before it. Seed brouglit down may lodge along the banlcs, especially

at the tiood lines. ;ind e\-ery now and then new i)]ants may be found. Sonu'

may grow near tine water, but the next tiood is very apt to wasli them out.

There are no gravel banks and some plants characteristic of otlier places

ai-e absent, as, for instance, plants found along the White Water river,

where I used to collect, sucli as Saponaria officinalis, Polanisia graveolens

and Cuphea viscosissima. The former, however, is to be seen more and

more frerpienlly above high water mark; the second, Polanisia graveolens.

is occasionally seen; Iml I have not seen Cuphea at all..

Leaving the river I went west along the Wabash railway. This at

first runs on a high till with gra\i'lly sides, later beconung level and ]irairie-

like. Here in the course of time I have found a number of adventive

plants, both European weeds ;uid western species, the latter as a rule lasting

only a season or two and then disiippearing. Lower down I crossed the

river on the railway lu-idge and followed up the Vandalia track northward.

Tills runs over a deep fill. At one place the steep embankment was cov-

ered with cinders. I was imniedintely reminded of the cinder and lava

slopes of Vesuvius. I was not at all sur[)rised to see only ;i single iilant

growing among the cinders, the sheep sorrel. At once my trip u[i the

Vesuvius came vividly to mind. 1 had gonc^ up on liorseliack with three

companions and a guide. At tirst we passed thnmgh towns and highly

cultivated fields, but we gradually left these behind and came to a deserr

region of black cinders and lava, going upward all the time. Finally al'

vegetation disappeared, liie l;ist iilaiit to disa]>pear being shee]) sor-

rel. On the descent I made a cojh'ctinn nf jilants, beginning with the

lirst one to i-c-aiipear. Itumcx'. Next came a shrubby Sparlium. (Iradually

1 Wliotbor tlK' species is neclnsellii or scutaliis I <lu not l<uo\v. .My Italian

botany, moreover. sj)ealvs of a variety undi-r the last species that grows anioug vol-

canic scoriiE.
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other plants appeared, inelutliu!.' a wild fig. Still further down came a

small patch (one cannot say a field) of Lupines; probably that is the only

cultivated plant that is able to thrive in the cinders. Next came a small

vineyard and the cottage of a family. These people, like the plants on the

slopes of the volcano, are in constant danger of being overwhelmed. Small

plants are, of coui'se, in danger on account of clouds of cinder dust, the

wind at times being terrific.

All this came to mind vividly while standing at the cinder covered

railway embankment. Then I mentally retraced my steps down to the

river and to the plants that lead a precarious existence and are constantly

threatened by high water. Then I thought of the people who live on the

river front and especially on the little island, who, once or twice a year,

are in danger of floods. Occasionally some must be rescued in boats.

These, too, are reckless; prudent jieople likely would not be found under

such surroundings. We all know how large cities with a river front are

infested, by a class of people known as "river rats," a highly undesirable

class; human weeds, so to speak. When botanixing, we are fivquently

asked, What is the plant good for? One may also ask. What are weeds go-.xl

for? Shall we also ask. What are some human weeds good for?

Continuing. I retraced my steps to the railway shops and the smoke. I

recalled the sad-eyed women and sickIy-l(M)king childn'u who exist in that

atmosphere. The men, of course, are employed in the shops and 1 won

dered how long they are able to hold out. It is well known that the city

"takes ii out" of strong and mliust men— they soon fail. Large industrial

<ities have little use for a man after the age of about forty or forty-five.

.\ow I knew that smoky air about the shops killed the trees and that only a

few weeds were able to grow, ar.d I woiider;^(l liovi- long human life itself is

able to endure under such conditions. Trees being fixed to the soil, live and

die //( situ: human beings are not fixed to the soil and so when they fall

sick they r.;«'nerally remove to another neighborhood. If they are unable,

on account of sickness, to i)ay the house rent, they are evicted and others

move in. People removing from j-.n unsanitary environment may regain

health and perhaps again beconn self-suiiporting. but only too often they

continue to fail and many die iireinaturtly and the children l)(H?ome public

charges. Who is to be blamed for iiremature deaths?

I further retraced my steps to Shanty Town. I recalled how the news-

jiajK'rs had frc(|ti<'iit accounts of the j)revalence of ty))hoid fever in that
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section, how shallow wells were infected. The water from the wells Is used

because it is clear. People prefer clear, sparkling water to muddy hydrant

water, although the sparkling water may be veritable poison. Where does

the blame for typhoid fever restV

Still i-etracing my steps, I came to the neglected street with its weeds

and with its corresponding class of people, going on to the heart of the city,

with its lack of trees and full of sickly people. Then I compared or con-

trasted the West End of town with the Kast End. The West End is the

home of working people, while the East End is occupied mostly by trades-

men and the well-to-do. \ow our prevalent winds, as already mentioned,

are from the west, and that means Uiat the people in the West End get air

from the woods and fields, while those in the P]ast End get the smoke and

dust from the shops and from the heart of the city. This maj- explain why

the East End Wind has such an evil reputation, and why towns having the

"West End" itroperly located are more desirable as ijlaces of residence.

These remarks will be better understood when we consider that people, like

herbaceous iilant,s,, l»ut unlike trees, are more or less constantly moving

about. .Some plants come and go, they are seen one year and then dis-

appear, perhaps to re-appear later; these finding the habitat favorable may
remain permanently. Common weeds find conditions favorable almost any-

where and flourish, especially in neglected places. Shall we say that human

weeds also thrive almost anywhex'e, and shall we say that people who are

well-to-do and able to move do move out if they And that the "West End"

has not been properly located?

The subject may be considered a little further. Several years ago a

patient with whom I had often discussed things like the above told me about

meeting an old friend who had just returned from the Saskatchewan. The

man gave a glowing account of the large crops of wheat, and the large

potatoes, beets and turnips, all growing without weeds ; he told how healthy

the people were, they did not even have the common ailments; he ascribed

it all to the "wonderful climate." Climate nothing! my friend exclaimed;

weeds and ills and diseases are absent because they have not as yet been

brought in. They will all come in time; just wait a few years.

I might again refer to my old patient who had told me of early Indi-

ana conditions and the coming in of weeds and pests and parasites of all

kinds. He had also told me how healthy the first settlers were until

malaria came in; then nearly everybody became sick. Life now assumed a
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serious nsiiect and there was muc-li sickness nntil wet places weif drained

and cliills and fever, that is malaria, hecanie less and less prevalent; today

malaria is a comparatively rare disease. At first, too. all the minor ills

wert' al)sent. I'eople did not even suffer from cough and colds. He told

me how he used to go barefoot until the ground was covered with ice and

snow and how he could wade through water that was cold enough to form

ice and never "catch a cold". But he noticed that in time ailments and

diseases came in. He referred to some affections as "new-fangled dis-

eases".

When I called his attention to the analogy between weeds and diseases

he readily uuderstdod. Before this was puinrtd oui to him, however, he had

expressed his belief that the race was degenerating. Referring to his long-

lived family with many In-others and sisters, he said that all lived to old

age. he himself being now in the eighties. He made the contrast between

liimself and his grandchildren, esiiecially tlios*' living in the large city; he

regarded tlH-m as "weaklings", reiiniring the attention of the i)hysician more

or le.ss constantly. Aftei- 1 had iminted out tlie analogy JK'tween plants and

n)an and weeds and diseases, he readily saw that his grandchildren were

"weaklings" because they were living undei- an entirely different, an unsan-

itary, environment. The origin:il Indiana iiiliabit.ints, tlie Indians, wen

healthy simply l)ecause not exposed to the cause of ill health and disease.

I'eople who are housed u]) in town are living hosts for the propagation of

diseases, just as plants in hothouses, whicii i-ecpiiie constant attention to

keep down diseases.

Moreover, tin" man himself was a living illustration of these changes.

for he came to me on account of liis own ill health, which he thouglit his

home physician did not understand. He said the connnon country doctor is

good enough for connnon country diseases, but "these heiv new-fangled dis-

eases need men who have studied more". He referred to his own ill health

as a "new-fangled disease", while as a matter of fact it was a very connnon

ailment, one of the "diseases of civilization." nothing more than connnon

catarrh. One did not have to seek far for the caust> of his complaint.

Intil a y»'ar ago he always lived on the farm, very seldom coming to town;

then he rented out his farm and removed to a small town, and now occupied

a seat on the cracker barrel, that is. he si»ent much time loafing at the

village store. Some of these stoi'4's are so dirty that they have re<iuired

repeated notices from Ihe State Food Inspector. .\ir conditions are esp«>-
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cially bad. In a short time he began to react. He had catarrh and cough.

On account of Iiis cougli be was inclined to bo in the oi)en air less and less

and to house himself more and more, the very things he ought not to do.

When I pointed out these things he ))romptly changed his mode of lif*:' and

the reaction ceased. He was again "healthy".

It is undoubtedly true that all now common weeds and pests and para-

sites and diseases were restricted at one time to certain localities, from

whence they have spread until they have I)ecome cosmopolitan. There are

many data regarding first ai)pearances. In our annual Proceedings, for

instance, are a number of records for the first appearance of new plants

and new animals, new in the sense of not having l»een found here before.

The appearance of new disea.ses in the Wtate is of course recorded in the

medical journals, but imperfectly. The subject of the coming in of new

pests and parasites and diseases is an iini)ortant one and cannot be dis-

missed with a few brief paragraphs. I should like to give at least one

illustration relating to the connnon potato.

The potato was cart'ied from South America to Europe .-ibout tiie

middle of the sixteenth century, and subsequently brought to our country,

and now goes under the name of tiie Irish potato. Those of middle age can

recall how, until in the seventies, the Colorado iiotato beetle was never seen

in our potato fields. How this beetle came to us is an interesting story.

On the dry western plains there grows a species of spiny Solanum

(S. rostratum). a near relativi> of the jtotato ( S. tuberosum). This plant

has a parasitt'. the lieetle now commonly known as the i)otato bug. The

plant grows very sparingly and that means that the beetle also occurs

sparingly. A little reasoning will show why. If tlie bugs became abun-

dant and would completely consume their food plant tlien they themselves

would perish for want of food. On the desert the i)lants are far apart and

many escape the attacks of the l)ugs and ripen seed, or if a single bug

reaches a ])];nit it will not injure it enough to destroy it.

Now when the connnon ))Otat<j began its w<'stward march it gradually

reached the home of this beetle. The beetle found the new species more

acceptable than tlie old and. since plants were close together, life conditions

became easy and the ]iotato lieetle, now called the potato liug. at once in-

creased enormously and traveled from one field to ;inother, and in a short

tinu- overran the wlmlo Tnilcd Slat«'s. 1 was surprised when in Germany

to see the potato liclds free from the potato )jugs ; autliorlties there are on
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the lookout: they are keeping it out as our (jwn autljorities at present are

keeping out rholera, the plague, yellow fever, etc. It need scarcely be said

that between the pot.ato plant and the potato bug there exists the relation-

ship of host and disease. The potato bug in its destrucive action on the

plant may be considered the disease ; it will destroy the plant just as the

potato-rot destroys it. Before the cause of the potato-rot was recognized

it was looked upon as a visitation, just as many of the human diseases

were looked upon.

This fall the newsjiapers contained an occasional item regarding the

spread of the potato-rot or potato disease. Just now the disease seems to

be prevalent in some parts of Europe, destroying outright large potato fields

in the course of a few days. Such an epidemic is a great calamity; it has

been such in times past. It seems to be only a matter of time mitil the

disease will reach our State. This disease seems to be at home originally in

South America on the wild i>lants. but plants were few and far apart.

When the potato is grown in masses this fungus dis<'ase naturally spreads

very rapidly from one itlant to another and from one field to another.

But it was noticed that after an epidemic a few plants survived. By

taking these survivors and cultivating them a more and more resistant

strain has been produced. One can thus speak of disease proof potatoes,

just as we can speak of disease proof individuals, for instance, the negroes

on the west coast of Africa, who are constantly exposed to malaria and are

quite immune.

In the life of every individual there are ))eriods that stand out. We

need only think of such statements as "Before I went to college", or

"Before I got married". Similar periods or landmarks stand out in the

life of a community, as "B<^fore we had paved streets" or "Before we had

filtered water". We can likewise speak regarding the introduction of

weeds and pests and parasities and diseases, as the days "before tlu'

potato bug".

Perhaps in tracing analogies one might mention the coming to our

country of such diseases as Infiuenza and Asiatic Cholera. In earlier

years, when the country was thinly settled, many escaped, and. on account

of poor traveling facilities, diseases traveled slowly. Influenza has trav-

eled more rapidly each time it apjieared and attacked a greater number of

people, because they are now living (loser togetluT. Then- are regions

today, especially islands in the ocean, where some of our common diseases

have not yet been introduced-
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Our couutry \v;is originally in possession of the Indians; European

immigrants gradually displaced them. The early comers found a wilder-

ness; they cut down forests and cultivated the land. They thrived exceed-

ingly and built ui> towns and cities. Immigrants in large numbers have

continued to come, but those who come today find all the land occupied.

The poor immigrant no longer can or does settle in the country ; he goes to

the crowded cities where there is a demand for labor. Many of the present

immigrants come from the open country ; they are used to open air life, as

their ancestors liad always been. There has been little or no weeding out

such as we find among people whose ancestors lived under city conditions.

As a consequence, when these innnigrants crowd into our cities—and of

necessity they crowd into what are called slums rather than go to clean

f)ortions—they soon fail. Why is it that the children of the stolid immi-

grants are called neurotic?

Immigrants massed in cities need a change of environment. Country

people thrive best under country conditions; many are wholly uuadapted to

<-ity life with its many-sided contact with ill health and disease. Most

innnigrants are from country districts. No wonder the old farmer referred

to his grandchildren as "weaklings", and believed that the race is degen-

erating, and no wonder physicians find children with all sorts of abnormal-

ities and defects and that many are neurotic. Children, like plants, need

room to grow ; if massed together they, like plants, become stunted—in the

end it is, of course, a survival of the fittest.

This brings up the very practical question. Why do we allow slums to

exist? Why do we allow people to live under slum conditions? European

cities are driving out their slums, but we have scarcely made any effort.

I referi-ed to a plot of ground that is "going back to nature". Perhaps

we can find analogies among men. In the first place, there are situations

where we scarcely expect to find certain people. For instance, people who

normally live in the slums are not to be found among the better class.

What do we mean by "the better class"? Do we not find a cou.stant

shifting about, some drop out. some rise and enter it? The old saying,

From shirt sleeve to shirt sleeve, is very expressive. Very often, how-

ever, the dropping out is due to ill health.

Civilization, like farming and gardening, means a constant interference

with nature. It is man against nature. When man gets back to nature

old-time conditions never return, man again beconios strong and robust. We
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itary life the race would a.^ain become stron;,' and healthy and prolitic. just

•.\H soil left to natnre returns to its former condition.

I referre<l to the fact that many of our idanls are constantly on the

move. AYe see this <'.\em|iliHed a.iiain in man. Some iieo])h' are mnvinu; all

the time, one mi^^ht almost come to the conclusion that the old-time home

is disai)i)earini;. I'eojile will move from one house into another, from one

street to anotiiei'. from our town to another, altcrujitinu jierliaps lietween

town and country and from one end of tiie (otudry to Ihe other. One

Wonders why iieoi)le move so nnidi. ( Mie imjiorlant cause in my observation

is oh account i>\' ill liealth. Man\' move into anotlier hnns:c oi' into .-innther

t()wn in the liojie of having better health. When they do hud a couiicnial

place they are apt to stay, just as ])lants and animals stay.

It i.> interestintr to study tlie movcmeni of iio|iula( ion. of towns as a

whoie or of ceiMain streets or of certain buildings in the heart of the city,

say a lart;e siore or ollice or banl<. "Ollice boys" are Imth from city and

country; m.-niy country l>nys go to (lie cit\' to "try city lil'eV- Some succeed

jiut many tail. We liea.r of tiie succ<'s<es lint we usually do not hear of the

failures, althcm^li tli^re m:iy he only one sncccssfid man to ;i Imndred or

several hundred failures. I am reuunded of the rcmai'U ol' an old mer-

chant : "'riK- new lioy who cannot stand the work of swcejting out the

store and I'unning errands is not apt to make a good liusiui ss man", me.nu-

ing in liiis case a storekeeper. The men h;int knew this as a fact, he did

not .'ittempt ti>e.\pl;iin it. I olfered him this explanation:

'J'he new boy wlicn put to swcejiing may or may not react to dust

intluenees. if be re.-iets tbei-e will be more or less (ompliiinl of ill health

•and in time lie will drop out : if he does no) react he may gr.-iduaUy advance

and in time bi'come a Imsiness man. Tlie merchant whose name .aiipears in

the cit\' directoi'y year after \('ar may be I'egarded ;\s .-in imnnnie. ;is .an

individual able to live undei' unsaintary city conditions. 'I"be directory does

not meidion tiie numerous f.iilnres. 'i'lu' successfid business man in the

city nnist lie regarded as the sur\ival of the fittest. He does not move

about: lie remains li.xed because be is able to bear the unsanitary environ-

ment. Tills moving about is, of course, seen at its best in large inanu-

l"Mctnring estal>lishments. wliere then- is a constant intlux of "new hands"'.

Looking <iver the books on diseases of ip|;ints, one is surprised at tlu!

anah.gy betw<'eii jilanl diseases and human diseases. One finds jilant
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pathologists using tlio lialiios of tlic hiiiiinn i)ntlioIogist and the physician.

They sppalv of "epidemics" and "endemics" anions ])Iants—tliosf> terms

etyinologioally refer to people, meaning "npon Ihe i)eopIe'' and "among the

peo]>le". It seems rather incongrnons to use such terms for diseases upon

ol- among plants. Itnt it is facts, not words, that scientists are after.

Then there occur sneh names as chlorosis, icterus, atrophy, necrosis, and

even cancer and consumption.

Plants are afflicted with diseases due to bacteria, to fungi (even to

higher, tlowei'ing, plants), to animal and vegetable parasites of all kinds,

to mites and worms, just as human beings. But, perhaps needless to sa.v,

the species ;ire different. Although some of the cmnmon names current

among physicians are used, yet the scientific names are wholly different.

Another thing that imiu'esses one on going through the books on plant

pathology is the importance attached to cleanliness, as cleanliness about

the orchard, destroying dead branches and leaves and keeping tlK" ground

and trunk clean, the necessity for spraying and fumigating, measures thar

physicians long ago learned but which the peo]ile are slow t(^ adopt. Thav

cities need as careful attention as orchards seems to be known to but few

of the people. The old farmer nuist be told why his orchard does not

flourish, wh.v trees are sickl.v and ultimalel.v die just as many a com-

munit.v inust be told wh.v its ])eople are sickly and why there is race

suicide.

One da.v while botanizing T came across a held thickly overgrown with

Iron Weed and A'ervain. At one end it w.-is wet and swamjiy, with pools

of water. The farmer, who was iilowing, overtook me. We engaged in con-

versation. I asked !iim v>ii.v he rdlowed those weeds to gr(m'. "The cows

like weeds; they brush off mosquitoes and tlies." He thought this sufficient

reason for allowing weeds to grow. I pointed out how flies breed in his

manure pile and that by giving a little attention the number of flies could

be greatly reduced; th;it mosquitoes breed in wet places, as at the end of

the field, and that with a little drainage the mosipiito pest could be pre-

vented; that with dies and mos(juivoes .absent there would be no need for

the vteeds ; with fewer files the co^^•s wasted less energy in switching them

and would give more milk ; and in the absence of blood-sucking mosquitoes

woidd gain in fiesh. In the absence of weeds there would not be a con-

stant cloud of seed l)lowirg on to liis cnltivated fields and on to those of

his neighbors.
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He listeued ineredulur.sly nnd when I liually told him how a certain

luosquito transmitted malaria, he said, "Now do you really believe all

that?" His own belief was that it was all nonsense.

What is the use of atteraptiiig to teach the old farmer? I thought.

Perhaps if the school teacher told these things to the farmer's boys it

would have some effect. They might see the need for cleaning up every-

where.

It is perhaps unnecessary to refer to the experienced florist or horti-

culturist whose knowledge enables him to tell from a plant's appearance

that it is sickly and needs certain treatment, otherwise it will perish ; or

to the physician whose knowledge enables him to quickly recognize certain

conditions in man and the need for a change.

Now resurveying the field, one conies to the conclusion that weeds and

diseases and ill health exist mainly because we neglect to pay attention to

cleanliness. When an epidemic threatens a large city then everybody gets

busy and cleans up. There should be constant not i^eriodical cleaning up.

We should not allow the existence of waste places where weeds grow

which will re-seed the whole country about. No matter how free from

weeds a farmer or gardener may keep his own ground, seed are constantly

brought in from the surrounding country. It takes a combined effort to

fight weeds. As matters stand, farming and gardening are largely a war-

fare against weeds. The same is true in regard to communities and dis-

eases. No matter how careful one individual may be the seed of disease

constantly comes to him from those who are sicii and diseased. He meets

peoide on the street who c()me fr<jm neglected homes, from the slums

where disease and ill health are endemic and from where diseases are

carried to all parts of the city. By the way, nearly all the patent medi-

cine testimonials we .see in the newspapers are signed by people living in

such localities.

We can look at the snb.ject in aiinlher liglit. .Many plants adapt them-

selves to their environment. Sensitive ones are readily killed off under

conditions where weeds continue to flourish, ju.st as many human beings

are killed off or driven out where conditions are unsanitary. But w('

know to what extent some human beings can live under slum conditions;

some must be regarded as human weeds, such as the Juke and Ishmael

families. Like <niiiinon weeds, Ihey nrc undesirable. Cleaning up drives
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out the sluuis ; moreover, slum children, if removed, in time may become

desirable citizens.

Why is it that "human weeds" are given such an undue amount of

attention, asylums are erected for them where they have the best of at-

tention, where they live on to old age? Why must a man wait until he

becomes insane or a pauper oi' a criminal before being housed under

sanitary surroundings 7'^

Why does ill health flourish so widely? Why are there so many

quack remedies, as those advertised in newspapers? The newspapers of

some small towns are overcrowded with nostrums for common ill health.

Where should the attempt to make a change begin?

One day I was telling a teacher that in Germany children are taken

out into the country on certain afternoons to study nature, the valleys

and streams and underlying rocks, the plants and animals; that boys

make collections of plants and bugs, etc. Perhaps later when as adults

they go out into the country they really "see" something. He admitted

that that was all very nice but that it required the teacher himwif to

know what to {xjint out.

He mentioned that some of our teachers had the pupils to study news-

papers. But that occurs only in isolated instances ; when we investigate

we find that the editorial page only is read and studied.

Now the editorial page of large city newspapers as a rule is the

only page free from offensive advertisements and reading matter, of ac-

counts of murders and all sorts of things that do not elevate mankind.

Likely the back of the editorial page is full of murder news and crude

pictures of the murderer, his victim and the j daces where the deed was

committed ; or the page is full of quack advertisements, of medical pariahs

who claim to cure what no conscientious physician can cure ; or of de-

ceptive patent medicine ad^'ertisements for ills that no physician can

cure, because they are a reaction to an unsanitary environment.

Now it wculd be a good thing for schools to study the newspapers,

all their pages and all the papers, the high toned ones that leave com-

paratively little to be desired and the other kind called yellow. The re-

1 This is not to be considered a criticism of our benevolent institutions ; they

are doing a good worlc, one in harmony with the spirit of the age. It took a long

time to reach a high plane. Our leveling should be upward. As matters stand, the

amount of attention given charitable institutions is wholly out of proportion to what
is given worthy people not in institutions.
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Intiuuship of cause aiul effect should lie traced. Do p.ewsiiapers supply

wants?

Is it reasonable to believe that the avei-age newspaper publisher tie-

liberateiy prefers to iiublish horrible murder accounts, nauseating and

lying advertisements of all kinds, whi'-h he does not want his children to

read? The editor himself has very little voice in the matter; he writes

the high-toned editorials. It is the managing editor who must look for

financial returns for the owner or rallier lor the imblishing company; Iv^

gi\es the people what they want.

llie matter of clean newspapers, clean cities and clean farms goes

back to the comnninity—tliere is room for the sch<H)l teacher.

Every large city has a number of newspapers; scmie appeal to a cer-

tain class of readers only and go to certain sections of the city, some to

the fine h(»mes, some to the slums; otliers apiieal to all sorts of readers.

Small communities may have only a single paper. By comparing the

newsi)aiiers of small cities one can get a comparative idea of city condi-

tions. Quacks and ch.irlatans and jialent nied/<ii<' men do not thrive in

clean communities.

The patent medicine men in their newspaper advertisements are

still loud in their praise ol our "valn.i])le nativ<' medicinal plants." They

evidently try to keep u]) the old-time belief that there is a plant for tlie

cure of every disease.

In sti-olling aixiut ihe c.iunli'y willi a bnt.-iny can, one frc<|uently meets

people who isk. What are the plants good for? Many have an e.xaggerated

idea nf the importance; of plants, especially of connnon weeds, in medi-

cine. I'sually one does not attempt to e.xiilain. It may be said that as a

rule plants play a very sliglit nile in medicine today, only a few are used

and then mainly to inodiiy symi)ti)ms, less and less in the light of "curing

diseases." I'erhaps one can make distinctions between i)lants and thei'"

use, in this wise: IMants of least v.ilue, used to modif.v symiitoms, are

those that can lie gathered readily, or whicli grow naturally as weeds, or

which can be cultivated in gardens. Secondly, plants that must be hniked

for away from the liannts of ni.in. One ni;iy say of tiiese that if tlie indi-

vidual in ill health will go uid seek tliem out, using them under simitle

life conditions, likely he will i'(-gain health, as shown for instance in a

little story by O. Il.'in-y, where the umtc s<';irc!i fur llic i-are [ilant in flic

mountains brought bai U licalili.
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.Tnsr iiv)\v we hear much ahoul school si'i'deiihii;, haviui: the children

altend to a small plot of ground. We can readily see how a child may

learu much I'egarding plant life, how the soil must he prepared, the seed

planted at the right time, food aiid moisture sui^plied, and enemies of the

plant held in cheek, weeds and animals of all kinds. The school boy

learns that iu proportion as attention is given to his plants and they are

protected from destructive influences they thrive. By i>ointing out anal-

ogies between plants and man he can understand why man himself re-

quires attention.

It is customary nowadays when any change is proposed to say. Teach

it in the schools I Teach the Young! Just now tltere is a demand to teacli

agriculture in ov<ler to get away from old-time fai-ming witli its wastefni

methods. Teach it in the schools I Teach the young! Now the same

maj' be said regarding causes of coiumon ill health. Teach it in the

schools! Teach the young! The young learn readily and remember. Our

schools already teach physiology but unfortunately it is largely if not ex-

clusively a book study; often the liook used is diy bone anatomy or dry

as dust physiology and forced ui)on the children before they can grasp it.

The new books on hygiene and sanitation are a great inij)rovement ]m\ it

is still only a teaching from bnoks. Tf the teacher could take his puiiils

oiit and point our anabsgies between jilants and weeds and diseases and if

newspaper accounts were studied in the light of environmental influences,

it would not take long until there would be a change for the better.

But in order tliat the teacher may be able n, inslruct the young, he

must himself be tauglit. That means the colleges must take u]> tlie work,

and sinc<' our Academy is mainly made up of college people, sliall we say

the wcu'k comes home to the Academy?

But, some will say, educating the ]jeople in regard to sanitary matters

is work for the physicians, the physician should educate the people. That

may be true theoretically but practically it is wholly false. Physicians

treat sick people. Under present conditions that is all the people demand

and all they are willing to pay for. Many have no use for the physician

until they are actually disabled, sick or diseas<Kl, and then it may be too

late to talk of education.

It may be asked, Wliy do not jiliysicians at le.ast call atlention to

these matters ami to enviromiienlal inllut-nces, how iKMiple become sick

and diseased on aciount ol unsanitary snrroundingsV There are several

[5—26988]
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reasous. First, a financial oue : i)hysicians lilce evorybddy else do not

take up a work unless paid. Second, when physicians do advocate sani-

tary measures they are almost invariably accused of working to their own

interests. As a matter of fact, however, practically all the sanitary im-

provements that have been made and are taking place are due to the ef-

forts of physicians. To see how measures intended for the welfare of the

people are antagonized by "peanut politicians," we need only consider what

takes place in the legislature at every session, and how long It takes

sanitary measures to pass. Why many physicians do not take an interest

may be seen by what occurs when physicians object to the coming of

quacks and charlatans who luT.-ild their wonderful abilities in the news-

papers—almost invariably the ii;>ws])aiK'rs take the advertising quack's

part and oppose the home physicians. As :' result many physicians do not

ciincei-n themselves with the subject, tliey !i;ive all tiie wurk they c;ni il i

and tlio "My by night" does not interfere with their in'actice. Another, a

thii-(l and very iniport.ant reason is this: 'I'lie jiliysician as a rule belmgs
to tile "weeded out" class. lie is an iiulividun] who dies not react to

ordinary unsanitary ei:vironr,iei;tal intiiieiufs and because he fails to react

is why he jiays lictle attention to conunon ills and inin )r maladies. The

reason why physicians belong vo the "weeded out" class is simple: The

boy wild iiitciids to become a physician requires good scliooling; he may

even l)e recjuired to laki' a jireliminary college course, get an A. I'.,

degree, before he is allowed to enter medical college. Now many of our

schools are vei-y unsanitary and tlic bright boy re:icts: he has ill health.

He may drop out entirely or attend school only at intervals, but tinally

manage to coinplete the grades; then he is ready to enter high school.

This is often, located in the heart of the city under highly unsanitary sur-

roundings. Trees may not grow but duldren are exiiected to. The venti-

lation of the school house is usually bad. The l>oy reacts promptly. He

is more or less constantly in ill healt'.i and soon drojis out entirely. Un-

less his itarents are well-to-do and able lo send him to a jirivate school he

is not apt to become a physician.

One can go a step fiirlher. Many iiiedic;il schools an? located in large

cities under surroundings aiiout as i>ad as they can lie. Some yoiuig men

who were able to complete high school (and we know there are some

sanitary high schools where l>oys pass through readily) are now weeded

out in the medical college. They fail to get a medical degree. The boys
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aiKl young men who have "rnbnst health" and are abie to eontiuue their

education uuiuterruptedly are "'tlie survival of the fittest." They CiUi

follow their {irofessioii in t\w heart of a city under the most unsanitary

environment—and since they do not react they fail to understand the com-

mon ill health of their pationis; tlioy are apt to refer to some indi-

viduals as "imaginary ill." That may explain why the sick often go else-

where and why faith and mind cures flourish. Now in regard to the lat-

ter it may be said that many iJidividuals when they adopt some mind or

faith cure change tiieir habits, p<'rhaps leading the simple life and re-

maining away from crowds. With this change comes about improvement

in health.

The common doctor treats the common ill health and the common dis-

eases Oi the common people, a fact pointed out by the Father of Medicine

2,.300 years ago. It is rather anomalous that scientific physicians today

should so largely be interested in well-defined diseases to the neglect of

common e-\-eryday ill health. Every now and then we see a newspaper

item iMider such a heading as "Conquering Disease." Newspai>er reporters

at lime.s become enthusiastic and predict the conquering of all disease

—

but the less a man knows about the subject the more enthusiastically he

may write. Be that as it may, we know that v;nder present-day sanita-

tion well-defined infective diseases are beconung less and less common

evei'y year. We need only think of what the introduction of pure water

means to a city in such diseases as Asiatic cholera and typhoid fever.

r>ut althcugh sjtecitic, epidemic, diseases are decreasing, comuKin ill liealtli

is increasing, in spite of more and better doctors and 1 natter medicines

—

medicines that palliate but do not cure.

Nov unfortunately there is no institution devoted to the study of com-

mon ill health, especially ill health de]jendent upon bad air conditions.

The very common things of life are neglected—a fact which critics of the

medical i)rofossion pointed out long ago. Until the people themselves take

hold of the subject we need not expect much change.

Today we hear much regarding the role of well-equipped hospitals in

city life. Many have an idea that the number of hospitals and their

equipment are an index of a city's progress. The same Individuals likely

estimate a city's progress by the size of the smoke cloud overhanging it.

As a matter of fact the opposite is true. A sanitary and well managed

city has comparatively little use for hospitals, barring of course accident
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•nid .sui',i;jicnl cases. Many hospitals in a community indicate much siclaiess

and esiK'cially sicl<nes.-; of iiri'vontal)le l<inds Wliat our cities need is not

n'ore iiospitals lait a llidmnuli clfanini: \\]i, ami shall niic add that on?

cities shouhl also iirovent smoke clouds? Smoke means waste, hesides de-

struction of life, as already mentioned.

The i»Iant hrceder is constantly seekim,' t(. eliminate the unfit. But

man cjiu luif i)roceed on tlie same I'lan rci:;irdin.<i liis own kind. He does

not wilfully se<'k the (ifsl I'uct ion of tlmsc not adapted. He tries to make

the en\ irniimt lit f.-ivni'.-ilijc so those win: are ai'parently unadapted will

survive. X;dnre is nf cdurse ^'ciistaiit ly wtcdiiii; nut the unadapted and

the i:i!!rlali!y rate df rrdwded cities is sdmcthin;;' teri'ili<- compMred with

Hie under simple fcunfry cundit icns. I'.y i.dvin.ir the luhahitants of the

lai'.ue city pure water, irnnd fimd. i^'ikm] ;iir ;ind <-Ie.in Inimes th.e (-(niditions

for ('.visit lice are at ( nee ma(l<' fa\ni-;il>le.

Kvery now and then we r-ail <if cities that ar(> seekin.ii a sloi;an

;

what they want is due to indicate thai tliey .are i.'rnwin.u hiui^er. A i?oo<l

sld.uan l'( r neaily all of our .Vnieric.an cities wduhl he. "Let us clean up,"

or, ' .\dt hiiri^cr hut chaner." Perhaps I ho best repntalidii tli.at any city

c.iuld ;ic(piii-c is ".^ city that cleans ii])." When the pcdple once i'e;ili7-e

what cleanliness nuans ciii- cities will !>e r.-idically (hlTerent fnan what

thi'y are t(id:iy.

I'lom what is said alld^v• it ma\' perliaps he seen that the cries of

K.ace Siii'ide, il.ack Id X.ilnr". .ind I'ack to the Simple I.ile have a j,'ood

loumlatidii.

<)n:' .Vciidemy has ;i ('dnnniiice lai The Kesli'icl imi of Weeds and Di.s-

eases ("Diseases" w.as .idded on my rt'Cdinmendjil idu i . I"dr tiie past two

years I have heon clndrnnin df this (omndttee hut, I ;im sdriy to say, wlie>i

at the annual meetin;,'s a call for rejidrls was made I had iidlhing to re-

port. Perhaps L (aiudd to explain. For the past year and a half I have

lieen workini,' nu a m.iriuscript, in fact on two manuscri]its, dealing with

conniKai ill liealth and the need l"i- cjeaninu up. One of these volumes is

intended for the laihlic and llie other for physicians. The problem 1 am

esi»ecially interested in as most of yon kn.ow is to give the people good air,

air free from dust and smoke, rntil these two \f)Inmes are out I do not

feel like taking up the sutiject puhlicly. Rut I feel that this is a subject

that should be l.aken up !iy the Academy, perhaiis at first in a small way,

gr.nlnally enl;irging. We niusi interest the pi'dple. Sjinitatinn c;in not Iw
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forced up<ni (ln-ni. It takes time. We need only think nf measures to limit

the use of aleoliol aud tobacco. If tliere is no public sentiment in a com-

munity laws are not enforced, and a laAv that is not enforced is worse

than none at all. Many are skeptical about the present generation but

expect much from the coming one. Perhaps tlie matter is largely in the

hands of tlie scliool teachers, and since the Academy is made up mainly of

men who instruct the teachers it comes back to the Academy.

In concluding I may say that we have a Federal Department of Agri-

culture which gives attention to plants and weeds, to animals and pest?

and parasites of all kinds, but it neglects the tanner himself and his chil-

dren. We need a Federal Department of I'ublic Health, a Department

which will study the needs of the people and give them information re-

garding health and ill health and disease just as the Agriculture Depart-

ment now givps infonnatinn nhord aiiinials and plants.^

'A resolution endorsing tlio estahlisliment of a National Department of Public
Health was passed unanimously.
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Water Supplies of Indiana.

By Charles Bkossmann.

More than 60 years have passed since the first Municipal Water

Works of the State were installed at Madison, Ind. Since then, many plants

have been erected. Onr complex life and increasing population has neces-

sitated new methods of living and caused new demands ; the most impor-

tant among them being good water. At present there are few towns of

any size that do not have public water supplies.

In the year 1890 there were about 50 plants in this State and at

the present time there are over 150 plants. It has not been possible to

get information on all plants, bnt the figures represent a very healthy

gro\\th. The town pump and historic oaken bucket are being abandoned,

and the more convenient and usually safer public supply is being gradu-

ally adopted. The supplies for public use as a rule are more carefully

selected and situated and taken from a source less liable to contamina-

tion than ni'e the individual surface wells of the householder.

The in.stallation of a water works plant usually is followed by the in-

stalling of sewers, which is a great asset to the sanitary conditions of any

locality.

Of the water w(irks here charted approximately 65% are well systems,

15% river, and the balance sju'lngs, flowing wells, lakes, oi^en wells, etc.

About 00% of the plai)ts are municipal plants and the balance operated by

private companies.

The arrangement and method of charting the supplies has been under-

taken with the hope that it may be the start of a more complete investiga-

tion and record, and that such contributions or additions may be made from

time to time as will increase its value as a water supply record of the

State. The author's studies in this line have taken into consideration the

mechanical equipment of the plants using these supplies, but it is not the

intention to go into this part other than to show on the map the method

of procuring the subterranean supplies of water. The map of the State

before mentioned shows the vnrious sources of supply, the method or pro-
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curing same, and how tbey are prepared for use. The well supplies are

shown, giving the depth of well, the level of the water (where it has been

possible to secure same), and roughly the depth of glacial drifts as found

in that section ; the drift depths are as given by the United States Geo-

logical Survey.

North of the Wabash river the depth of drift is approximately 100

feet or over, the best wells being usually iu this material. Quite a por-

tion in the western part is the region of extinct lakes. An interesting

comparison occurring in this extinct lake region, is the supply of Kent-

land. This town formerly had its supply from a well about 1,200 feet

deep, the water having a strong odor of sulphur. The water in this well

stood 72 feet below ground about six years ago. Last year it was 120 feet

below ground when i)uniping, and owing to this great lift caused much

trouble and expense in puniiiing same.

This year a new plant was inst.Mlled at Kentland. A new site was

seiootwl about one-half mile from the old wtll. The wells were drilled to

a depth of 87 feet when rock was encountered. The last 15 feet of the

w<'ll w:is in white sand, iind jirddiici'd a clear sjyarkling water without

taste or odor. This instJillation is of interest as it shows such a difference

in the two weils and their prcduct.

From the soutli of the W;il),isli river to the Ohio tbe drift varies from

5 to 100 feet in depth, except for a triangular shaped section, witli the

apex below Martinsville, which is practically in the rock section. The

water work'^ of Enijlisji in (iiis region are of more than passing interest,

as the supply of the tov>n is secured from an elevation high enough to

give pressure without j)umi)ing.

It. will be noted on the maii, that of supjilies shown in the rock country,

the majoi-ity are springs or i-i\er supplies. The ]irocuring of water

in (|ilanfities sufficient for ]ni]ilic use is in some jiarts of this district a very

dillicnlt ])rol)lem, especially in dry sea.s<ms.

The water of the State can be divided into two main cla.sses, surface

and subterranean supplies. The surface supplies comprise the river, lakes

and large surface wells or reservoirs and may be divided into the filtered

and unfiltered classes. The subterranean \A;iters consist of the deep wells,

flowing or nufiowing, and spi-ings.

The most noteworthy rli.ir.-icjcristlc of I lie surface waters is (bat tliey

are as a rule softer tli.in llic well waters and after filtration usually make

a very satisfactory suj>ply. The wejl waters as a rule are harder and in
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numerous places give trouhle from this cause, often uiakiiig it iuii»ossib!e

to use them satisfactorily for stoam purposes.

Munoie uses well water. The raAV water is heavily impregnated

with iron which is treated by aeration, which puts the supply in a satis-

factory condition.
'

An important condition found in the well supplies has been the in-

formation secured showing tlie lowering of the water level at various

places. This occurs in a numl)er of localities, some of which are herewith

mentioned.

Toicns.

Kentland (old gas well) 4S feet drop in 5 j-ears.

Elwood 10 feet drop in 12 years.

Greenshnrg 40 feet drop in 10 years.

Muncie -S feet drop in (time not given).

Remington s feet drop in 10 years.

Marion *i feet drop in 20 j-ears (cause of the

fall at Marion is given as due to

waste from otlier wells).

Butler 4 feet di-op in 10 years.

Bourbon '.\ feet drop in S* years.

Linton Some wells sliow 30 feet drop in G

years.

Kokomo S<)me wells have dropped 15 feet since

1895.

It is a long step back to the time when tliere was nothing but water over

what Is now Indiana ; but now, over that same area the procuring of

water is an engineering problem of some importance.

The gradual receding of the water from the inundated area took place,

of course, through a great length of time, but even after the waters be-

came confined to their individual chaiuiels, such as our present day rivers,

the point of saturation of the earth has been lowered by natural and arti-

ficial causes, such as deforestation, large drainage and reclamation works

and the drainage of farm lands. Records from the weather bureau show

that the rainfall for the past twenty years has not decreased. The ques-

tion of run-off, however, is moi-e important, as this undoubtedly has been,

and is becoming more of an important factor each year.

A systematic method of recording all supplies in the State and tabu-

lating ail data pertaining to old as well as new supplies would be of great

value. This could be best undertaken by one of the departments of the

State and this information is here iiresented as a nucleus for the same.
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A Building for the Depautment of Pkactical Mechanics

AT Purdue University.

By M. J. Golden.

The building was designed lor the purpose of providing laboratories in

wliich to teach students of engineering, shop practice and mechanical

drawing, and is meant to accommodate three hundred students in the shops

and three hundred students in the drawing rooms at one time. The me-

chanical drawing taught is the usual elementary drawing that precedes

engineering design, and includes descriptive geometry. The shop practice

includes manual training and practice in the methods employed in manu-

facturing where special tools and labor saving devices are used; this in-

volving arrangements in the shops for demonstration work before groups

of students.

The principal conditions necessary for the proper carrying on of such

Fig. 1.

work are ample light, proper ventilation, and careful regulation of the

temperature.

The building is of common brick with stone trimming and the design

was purposely made to be as simple as possible, as befits a structure for

such purpose. The general appearance is showji in Fig. 1.
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Second Floor

LABORATORr
OP-

Pp^actical Mechan/cs

Purdue Uni/ersity

LafoyeTte, Ind
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It consists of fi three story front in wliic-h are tiie drawing rooms,

lecture and class rooms, and offices, and a series of one story rooms for

the shops; the separate shops are bound together and to the front by a

large corridor that serves also for mu-ienm pnriioses.

LIGHTING.

Considering the lighting first, the effort wiis tc have as much lighthig

from the sky as possible ; and as the large area of the roof made a trouble-

some accumulation of snow ]irobable at times, a sloping roof with small

pitch was talven and large skylights used to give the desired openings.

These openings are glazed with a maze glass tliat is reinforced with wire

netting, and this has been found to give a light distriI)ution that is satis-

factory. The saw-ioiilJi form of roof was discarded in the design because

of the possible snow accunnilalion in tiie valleys. The skylights are used

in all the shops and fur the drawing rooms in the tliird story of the front.

In the rooms in the front whrr.' skyligliting cannot be used, the window.-^

are made to extend to the ceiling and to lie as large as safe wall c.iustruc-

tion vrill permit.

The artificial lighting is iii'inci])ally liy Qt ('. P. incandescent lamps.

In the drawing rooms these are r.rranged in groujis of four close under a

whitened ceiling. 'I'liis arrangement is used also in the lecture rooms, the

forge shop and foundry. In the macliine slop tlu- arrangement is supiile-

mented by individual lights ;it the ends of arms nnule of flexible tubing,

and in the wood-working room, nicri-ury vnix/r arcs are used for the ceiling

lights, with the individual lauiiis at the benches and lathes. In the wash

and toilet rooms the light is distributed by individual ceiling lamps.

III<:.VTIiXG AND VEXTIL.VTIOX.

It was considered desirable that the heating and ventilating be liy

s<'parate systems. The heating is done by radiation from steam heated

radiators that have automatic control. The.se are coils of pipe that

are suspended from the ceiling in some ])ortions of the shojis and wall

radiators In other parts, uid in the front iiortioii of the iMiildiug. The

steam is generated in tlic central healing pl.-nit of the I'liiversity, and is

brought to tlic liuilding in coN'crid jiipcs in .a liuinci.

The velitilalion is accomplished by taking aii from ontsidc the build-

ing and after jiassing it over steam heated jjipes in a chamber in the l>ase-

nient, where it is tempered to 07° F., forcing it through ducts in the walls
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ai'.d distributing it over tlie linilding. lu tlie shops tlie distribution is

tlirough slieet metal pipes that are suspended against the upper portion

of the side wails. The temperature is controlled by a regulating device in

the heating chamber. By this scheme the ventilating apparatus can be

closed to any portion of the building not in use. It may be used also as a

supplementary heating system in severe winter weather.

POWER.

The electric current used for power and lighting is generated in a plant

that is about three hundred yards away from the nearest point in the shops.

It is of tlie alternating kind .ind is brought to tlie building at a tension of

tweiity-two hundred volts and is tlw^n stopijed down to two hundred

twenty volts in a transfoinicr lliat is placed just outside of, and in the

rear of the shops. The portion used for power purposes is carried to a

number of small motors that run groups (;f the machines or that run indi-

vidual macliim's-. there are seventeen groujis in all besides the individually

(liiven luacbines.

In (he wood working ^liop it lias iieen possible lo i>laee the motors in

tlie basement, and tliis is esiiecially desirable in wi^od working, as it tends

to freedom rrmi: dust. Tliis w.is \u.{ pijssible in the machine shop, because

of the design of the driving beads (if urdinary machine tools.

The general arrangement of tlie l»ulUliiig is shown in Fig. 2, where the

Hoor area devoted to the various purposes is shown, jilso.

Adjacent to every one of llie sliops there is a room for demonstration

purposes. This is arranged su (hat a marbine may be conveyed from its

place on the sliop floor and used during the e.xpositinn of its purposes.

Power for this purpose is binught to these class rooms; and to furnish

current for the projection lantern in the large lecture room, there is a

separate act of wires from the power house, bringing a direct low tension

current. This low ieiisiim current is carried at one hundred ten volts.

CONVENIKNCES.

The basement under the main corridor has the locker and toilet rooms;

a battery of forty wash basins supplied with hot and cold water, and rows

of metal lockei's are arranged at each end. There are individual lockers

for eight hundred fifty students, in wiiicli lliey k<'ep their work clothes.

In the shops there are also separate inckcrs inr ( ight hundred fifty stu-

dents', in whicli the materia] <iu which they arc working is placed when

not in use.
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The drawing rooiiis; aro fiiniislierl with ciu'iTspondiii!^ locicei's and other

facilities for tlie ajiparatus nsed in drawing. In tlie third story are two

rooms for hhie printing and corresponding work. One room is arranged

for snn ])rinting and lias slK'cfs of plate glass in an exposing wall on one

side. There are the nsnal printing frames. The other room has no ont-

side wall and is fitted with a olue-printing machine in which exposnre is

made to a rise and fall electric arc. The washing and drying of the i)rints

are done in the sua printing room.

There are two dark rooms for ])hotograpjiic work.
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The Cycle of Subterranean Drainage as Illustrated in

THE Bloomington, Indiana, Quadrangle^

By J. W. Beede.

The Blooiuingtoii, liidiaiia, (luadnuiijlp" is the lirst t(iiini;ra[)liic map t.(»

be completed in the cave region of Indiana. It is HfletMi minutes s<piare with

contoiu' interval of twenty feet and scale of 1/62,500, or about a mile to the

inch. Careful hispeetion of the field shows it to be remarkably full and

necurate in detail.

While the cycle of sulitermnean drainage, as here presented, had not

been discussed between us, yet all the various phases of it have been dis-

cussed and similar conclusions independently reached by both Professor

Cumings and the writer as the result c^f tramps and class excursions over

the cave regions of Indiana. The cycle has also been given as lectures,

illustrated with hmtern slides, in our classes. This paper has also had

the benefit of Professor Cumings' criticism.

The physiographic history of the Bloomington region is such as to

make this map very interesting, both for the remarkable preservation of

the older geographic features and for the recent modification of them.

Not the least interesting, nor the least important of these, is the subter-

ranean drainage. Indeed the line preservation of the older features is

due to the fact that the water has, figuratively speaking, soaked into the

old peneplain much as it would into a sponge, confining its work to the

solution and honeycombing of the rocks beneath the surface instead of

concentrating its energies cutting it into ridges and valleys.

The whole of the quadrangle, excepting, perhaps, the northwest corner,

lies in the driftless area of Southern Indiana. The larger streams, except

^ The title of the paper as shown in the program was "L'eatures of Subterranean
Drainage in the Bloomington Quadrangle." After the title had been sent in it was
realized that it would bo impossible to treat the subjects in mind intelligently without
outlining the cycle of subterranean erosion. This outline, of course, overshadows
the minor details intended to be covered in the paper, and hence the change in the
wording of the title.

2 Price five rents. Apply to The Director. TT. S. Orological Survey, Washington,
D. C.

[G—lifiOSS]
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Clear creek, were effected by glacial waters wlii.ii w, le one of tlie poteut

factors in producing the beautiful (erraces of Beanblossnni, Salt, Richland

and Coon creeks. However, it is with the subterranean drainage that we

wish to deal at this time.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIOXS.

Before discussing the details of the underground drainage of the

r.lcMiniington region it is nece'-sary to discuss somo of the general features

of the development of subterranean drainage under various conditions.

Underground drainage is developed in two ways:

1. In a region of very soft, i)orous r(K-lis. where jointing and bedding

may jpjay a somewhat minor role, the channels are determined to some ex-

tent by the varying degree of porosity of the rocks through which the water

percolates. Tender such conditions the caves ,ire apt to be less regular in

their forms and tlioir corirses less angular than would otherwise be the

case. This also has a marked effe<t ujion the origin of the sink-holes and

cave oix?nings. Under these conditions the sinks may be fornuHl where

the rock is soiuewhat more porous or where there was a slight dei)ression

originally. Tiieso factors are iiiodified by the proximity of channels be-

iieatii the surface. In such cases, as has been ixiinted out by Sellards', the

sinks first appear i.s "cave-ins" of the soil and rock structure, the sink

being tirst a li<.le of greater or less size, sometimes being larger below than

at tiie surface. That is, the hole may be conical or ••jug-shai)ed," as sug-

gested by Eig.^innann\ The caves of C.-iiias, Cuba, .ire of this type. Siulvs

of this jvind are fonnetl mo«t ai)uiidanLly where tlie surface of the region

is but little elevated above tide or general drainage level and the caves or

channels are close to the rock surface so that it is easily undermineil.

In cases where the caves are far beneath the surface the sinks will be de-

termined—in the absence of surface irregularities—by the hx-ation of the

more porous si)ots in the rocks near the suiitcrranean channels and will be

developed by solution from the toi) downward. It may be remarked here

tiiat tiic .ioints in .some of the Cuban caves are inconspicuous.

'2. The other condition under whi<.'h caves are formed and free under-

ground drainage devcloi»ed is in the tirmer limestones, usually well above

sea level and the major drainage lines, 'i'iie denser the limestone the

3 Science, XXVI, p. 417. 1007. >r<.r(' fully. Riill. I. I'la. ficr.I. Snrv., pp. 49 .">",

1!)0,S.

* Bull. T'. S. Fish Coinm.. 100:2. pp. 211-2:36.
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siiKillcr the perceiitiige of pore space. ;ii)d the tliiiiiicr the beds the ,i,'reater

is the tjixleney to form shiks and caves ami the more sharply annular are

the subterranean drainage courses. This is excellently illustrated in the

cave region of Indiana. The Mitchell liniestnne is very dense, thin bedded

and impervious for a limestone and is broken into small joint blocks. Here

the subterranean flow is largely contined to the joints and bedding planes,

thus concentrating the solution effected by the water to the immediate

channels through which it flows. In this way channels are prodncetl and

enlarged with maximum rapidity.

On the other hand we may contrast this ennditinn with that of the

Salem limestone lying immediately beneath the Mitchell limestone. Th-,'

Salem is nearly d"\-oid of bedding planes, a rather soft and quite porous

limestone, thrcjugli which the water percolates with relitive ease The re-

suit is that cave:; in tl;e Salem limestone are very i-are. When tliev occur.

Fig. 1. r)ia,:crammatic illustration of incipient subterranean draina:je. The
main stream is entronclied and the tributaries out of adjustment pitch over rapids

Ic join it. Underground drainage has started through the joints. The vertical

dotted line a b n presents the original unbalanced static waler lu'ad which started

the circulation.

as at Mays cave, they may be formed by a cave passing down from the

.Mitchell limestone into it to reach the surface nearer rhe drainage level.

The lack of frequent bedding planes is a strong contributory factor to this

condition. Aside from its structure the opportunities for the formation of

subterranean channels are as good as in the INIitchell limestone.

Again, the Harrodsburg limestone, l.ving immediately below the Salem

limestone, is harder, less porous, more highly jointed and thinner Ijedded

than the Salem and shows a correspondingly greater tendency to develop

underground water channels. The ^litchell limestone possesses the ex-

treme of these cnnditinns and the extreme development of underground

chamiels.

IHK sri;j i;f:ka.m:.\n dhai.naoI': cycle.

In either ;i cd.nstal pl.-iin or an interior region which has been thor-

oughly basele\'eled and reelevated, what di-ainage there is to begin with is
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surface drainage. It remains surface drainage until the rapids of the

larger streams have deepened their valleys well across the plain, leaving

their trilnitaries out of adjustment with them. At this stage underground

drainage tirst takes place to a considerable degree. The rocks are satu-

rated with ground-water and at the level of the larger streams is under an

unbalanced static head equal to the difference in elevation of the surface

of the tributary, and of the water table Itctwoen the tributaries, and the

I'i.u'. -. S(.'(.-iiini oi' a fiinncl-shiipcd solution hole (cnhirj^i'd .ioiiil) in liniestouc,

illustrating the origin of solution sinks.

main stream. As this is slowly drawn off more is supplied from above

and a subterranean circulati<)n is begun. Tlie development of sinks goes

along with the development <>f tlie suDterraiican drainage cliaiiuels. The

cro.ss-joints most favorably situated wi!h respect to free circulation below

and snjiiily from .ibove. somi beiiin to bo ciil.irgcd liy subilioii. Tiiis sobi-

(iou is iiKist active wlicrc Ihc water liist cniiics iiilo coiitaci witli tlie

limestone and the up))er part of the opening will be dissolved most rapidly,

resulting in :i funn( 1-shaited hole. The larger this funnel becomes the
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larger the sink becomes. In this way the sinks develop at the same time

that the subterranean channels do and in a region of mature sink toix)g-

raphy where tlie channels are well below the surface, as in the Indiana

Fig. ii. A more advanced slago of subterranean drainage than No. 1. Sinks

have developed and all the water of the stream passes beneath the surface and

enters the larger stream as a areat Sjpring. It may be considered a sort of vertical

self capture, a common occuironce. The underground channels have become enlarged

and subteiTanean drainage has worked hoadward along tlie stream. At this stage

the sinks will be developed over considerable of the surrounding land surface. It

may be regarded as approaching maturity.

region, yjrobably ninety-five per rent, of the sinks are formed this way.'' It

is certainly true of (he Bloomington region and nl' the Indiana region as

far south as Wyandotte that has come under the writer's notice. In some

cases a sink may cover many acres and be as mucii as a hundred feet

deep." The first surface indication of the sink is freqiiently the collapse

of the soil into the funnel which has been dissolved in the surface of the

underlying rock. This has probably given ri.se to the popular notion that

sinks are usually formed by the collapse of the roofs of caverns.' Incipient

Fig. 4. An idi-al section, similar to Nos. 1 and 2, in old age. Natural bridges

are developed, much of the roof of the subterranean channel has collapsed, revealing

the underground stream, and the mouth of the cavern has retreated by collapse and
erosion. Dotted line indicates the old land surface.

' See Blatchley. 21 Ann. Rep. Ind. Dept. Geol. Nat. Res., p. 133, 1896.
* For a discussion of the solution of the Indiana limestones, see Cumings, Proc.

this Acad., 100.^., pp. 8.5-102. inofi. Pavos, F. C. Greene, idem, for 1008. pp. 175-183,

1909.

' This docs not seem to apply to the caves of Florida and some regions of Cuba
where the channels are very near the surface and the roof soon becomes so weakened
that it gives way, and the extreme porosity of the rocks dors not concentrate the

solution to the .ioints to produce solution sinks.
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sinks and slightly developed mider.iiround dr:iin;i,u;e may be cousidored as

characteristic of the youth of subterranean drainage. There will be no

collapse sinks at this stage.

In the cours-e of time the water of s(»me of the streams may all pass

below the surface and issue as great springs or subterranean streams in

the channels of larger streams or in their own channels below where there

may have been rapids or considera1)le fall in the beds. As time goes on

tills sinking of the water progresses Iicadwar*! along the stream, reducing

Fig. 5. .Vbaudonc'd bed of Lost Uiver, near Lost River station, north of I'aoli,

lud. During floods this channel contains water. It is twelve miles long. The val-

ley is very broad, with indistinct bluffs.

more and more of its course (u underground drainage. Tlie distance which

streams may flow underground before rcappi-ariiig at the suiface depends

upon the physical conditions in wliidi tliey ari> iiiaced. Tlu; distance that

they are now observed to How iieucatli tlic surface depends also upon the

stage in the cycle of erosion in wliich they hapiicn to be. Thus, in the

lU-istol-Standingstone region of Tonnossec and neigiiboring country the dis-

tance seems to be about a mile. Lost river, in Indiana, flows about si.\:

miles ill a direct line, or alioiii d niiile that ilistaiico by the old cliannel, bo-

fore reapiM-ariiig. I'eriiaps I.osI ri\cr slnaild I»e regarded as being in a

(souiewUat later stage in its cycle than those of the region just mentioned,
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since there is evidence that collapse has bron.:Lj;ht tlie i)resGut stream to the

surface for some distance below the "Gulf" where it now escapes.

The collapse of the mouth of the cavern is broni^lit about by the in-

creased width and height due to solution and abrasion, the fall of slabs

r'ig. 6. stony Spring, Bloominsto.i waterworks. During fresliets tlio water
flows out all around tlie foot of tlie liill sliown in the picture and even farther to

the left. The cavern containing the stream is here collapsed, bloclving the outlet.

When the cave Alls with water it brealis out wherever it can find an opening. The
water comes from the former drainage basin of Indian Creeli and now enters the

head of Clear Creek.

from the roof and by the lowering of the channel until the roof, unable to

support itself, Anally falls. This collapse of the lower portions of caverns

bringing more and more of the subterranean stream to light may be, and

frequently is, going on at the same time that the upper reaches of the

stream are being converted from surface into subterranean drainage. This

is true of nearly all the largest outlets of subterranean drainage in the

Bloomington region. Stone spring at the Water Works, Shirlej^ spring and

Leonards spring, southwest of the Water Works, and Blairs spring, just

northwest of Stanford Station, all show this phenomenon, while the upper
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parts of the streams feeding them are still being more thornviglily taken

nnder ground. A good example of this is seen in the sinks just east of the

County Farm. The old sink is located in the angle of the road, while the

stream now passes beneath the surface fully a quarter of a mile upstream

to the northwest. Only the flood water now finds its way into the deeper

sink below. The collapse of the mouths of cnverns Is excellently exhibited

outlet of tlie stream euteriug Ihe sinks cast of the Poor Farm and the interveninj?

sinks. For abandoned, higher cave, see Fig. .'!0. The erudition of collapse is similar

to that shown in Fisr. 6.

in the Shawiu'e caves Ciist of Mitchell. Indiana, while Lost rlvi'r shows it

still belter. In both cases the roof has collapsed back for considerable

distances and in each there are cases of collai)se above the mouths of the

caverns where either the cave or the stream is i)ronght to light.

When this stage of the drainage lias been reached sinks have develope<l

over most of the region on the interstreiini si»a<vs as well as near the

streams and most of the drainage is subterranean in I be stricter sense of

the w(M'd. This stage shows the large sinks near the larger drainnge lines,
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surface or subteri-aneuii, aiicl tbe smaller ones farther from them, as is

illustrated in the piain scaitliwest of Bloomington. When this stage has

been reached—with sinks well developed o\er most of the region and col-

lapse has begun .\t the exits of the cave streams—a region may be re-

garded as in its maturity. It is only after the mature stage of the cycle

has been reached ihat sinks, due to the collapse of cave roofs, begin to ap-

pear in considerable numbers, and natural bridges, due to collapse of the

cave roofs above and belnw a given puint, Itegiu to be devel(>i)ed. Solution

Fig. S. Sin-ing at l.eunards Mill (.liouse iu duup guleli si»iilli ot Li'Duards

school), showing similar features as preceding. Note water escaping all around the

foreground. A portiou of the water from the main spring is shown in the extreme
lower left corner of the picture. The outlet for the sinks south and northwest of

Leonards school.
,

sinks that happen to be located above caverns juay be, and frecpieutly are,

transformed into collapse sinks in the latest stages of subterranean erosion.

When these features of collapse become prominent and much of the

drainage has been brought to the surface again and collapse sinks are

numerous, old age has been reached.

The valleys produced by the collapse of caverns and the transforma-

tion of subterranean drainage io surface drainage have a characteristic

form that at oiu-e distinguishes them from ordinary drainage valleys.

They are rather sharply D-shaped. with steej) sides like a young valley
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but with a fairly wide bottom and a blunt, steep termination at their heads.

In these respects they resemble miniature glaciated valleys. When well de-

veloped they may be shown on accurate topographic maps. Surface erosion

begins modifyijig them at once and finally obliterates the evidence pointing

to their origin. The final result of the subterranean drainage cycle is thus

a surface drained peneplain.

There is a lack of subterranean drainage in the old age stage of the

cvcle ill the Bloominglon rcginn. 'i'h,' whole sinl< holo plnin of Indiana

Viii. '.}. .\I.iii; (lisiaiit virw (ii I.i'oniud's Siniiig. Tlic main spring !;< s< ( n \nu-k

of the sloui,' (lam. The water is i.sbuin;; from a hole in the dam in tlie middle fore-

ground. Note the steep, biunt end of this collapsed-cave valley.

maj* be considered as in. its matiiiity. Iltiwever, there are exposed in the

sides of tlie niunadniK Us west of Ilarnxlshurg 'vrtain obi sdhition channels

which jirobably represent the very beads of Uie sulderrancan channels of

the preceding cycles itf erosion. Indc^Ml it is not iniproiiablc tliat the

si reams trii'Utary to ("leaf creek oti tlie west and iiortli of llarrodsburg

owe their present position in some degree to the location of former sub-
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terranean creeks. These in Inrn were proConnflly iiilluenced by the position

of the preyious Tertiary( ?) sni-fsjce streams.

In :i coastal plain the details of the cycle will he somewhat diffeveut,

but the essential fe.ntures will he similar. The differences will he due to

the physical characters and strnetiire of the rock, the lack of in-evionsly

established drainajre linos and li^.c relatively low elevation al)ove sea level.

Fig. 10. Leonard's Spring, S. \V. of Bloomington, showing valley with spring-

in distance.

PIKACY.

At the time when the .subterranean drainage is at the maximum it is

subject to the same accidents as snrfiice drainage, except that the modus

operandi is difCerenl:. Subterranean piracy falls under two distinct heads,

the capture of one surface stream by another through subterranean drain-

age, the easiest form to observe, and the capture of one subterranean

stream by another. In each case there are minor varieties of capture such

as one tributary by another, and self capture. Indeed these are probably

nuich more connnon than the capture of one surface stream by another.
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If a surface stream flows a long distance over a rathor gentle grade to

reach a certain level while i coniiietitor flows a short distance to reach

a similar level it maj^ capture the headwaters of the former through sub-

terranean drainage, leaving the divide between the valleys intact. This

Fig. 11. Emor;;i'nc(' of cave strfuin, iiioutli of Shawui^'c cave east of Mitchell,

Indiana. The loof of the cave at its mouth is well supported. Just back of this

there are two large rooms connecting witli the main cave, leaving a large area of

roof unsupported. It has faulted down about six inches. The completion of this

collapse might, in time, leave a natural bridge at the present mouth of the cave.

The valley is a typical collapse valley.



tendency is accentual eel when tlie pirnte is favored by tlie dip of tlio

rocks, but frequently occurs in spite of tlie dip in cases where tlie

dip is gentle. It is probably true that the only essential of such capture is

that two streams lie one higher than tlie other in a region of soluble rocks

sufficiently close to each other to pernut the final entrance of some of the

water of the one to the other. l<]xaniiilps of such iiii-acy are by no means

wanting in the Bloomington region.

Fig. 12. .V distant view of the Leonai'ds Mill locality (Figs. 8 and 9), showing-

tlie form of the valh'.v. The water from the Shirley Spring (Fig. 7) cro.sses the

foreground.

Ill order to make these specific cases fully intelligible it is necessary to

refer to some length to the physiographic history and conditions of tho

region. The well preserved plain west of Bloomington appears to bo a very

early Pleistocene peneplain. This plain extends at about the same altitude

throughout tho extent of the map, except that it Is visibly beveled toward

the major drainage lines, as will appear later. The peneplain is much dis-

sected in the nor tlieastern, southeastern, and western parts of the quad-

rangle. There are many monadnocks to be found along the old divides or

near the headwaters of some ol the minor streams, rising from a little

over a hundred feel to twn hniiilrcd feet or more above this old plain and
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reaching elevntions of from -i little ni:«]or r»00 feet to 1,000 fcot A. T. The

ones south of Kirksville are the best itreserved and appear to he remnants

of tiie very old Tertiary penei)lain or, perha[is, base level. It seems prob-

able that the whole region covered by the map and the higher, rougher

parts of southern Indiana are a part of the Lexington plain of Campbell,

reaching from the Cumberland Plateau westward to the Tennessee river,

Fig. I.".. -V moiiadnock soutliwcst of i;iooiiiiii;;l()n. It ri.scs llo fi-it above tlio

surrounding plain. It is surrounded by sinl<.s, I'spocially on tlic nortli, west and

south.

the Indiana iiortion being a spur extending northwest from the tyi)e region

at Lexington. It v, ill be noticed that the elevation of the old plain and

monadnocks (catoctins) is materially lowered as the western 'edge of the

map is approached. This is due to the surface dip into the West Fork of

White river bisin. A similar bi-veling will be noted on approaching Salt

creek in the southeast corner of the maii, and P.eanblossoni in the north-

eastern corner. Even in an extremely old peneplain this iievelling toward

the main stream of the basin is the 'lormai conditi<in and should be ex-

pected t:> be found nu a rejuvenated plain.
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The physiographic liistory of the rogioii Jiiay be bi'iefiy sunnuiirized as

follows: When the Pleistocene peneplain had been developed the genera!

level of the land wjis but slightly above the present level of the bottom

lauds of the larger streams. Th*^ streams flowed at about the level of the

present larger streams, wJiile the divides between them looked much as

they do at present when ^iewed frfim the old peneplain west of Blooming-

Fig. 14. The Mitcln'U peuoplain'', about 4i miles west of Bloom in ^ton. A part

of tlic Indian Creelv basin. Tlie plain is licre IGO feet above drainage level. Entire

drainage subterranean.

ton. The valleys of even the small streams \Aere wide and their bluffs in-

distinct. Tlit landscape was wanting in angularity and was one character-

ized by gently flowing curves. All tlie streams seem to have meandered

considerably upon tlieir valley floors, tlie lai-ger ones to a very great ex-

tent. Most of these fealiii-cs ni'" well shown by the little streams in whicli

"The Sinkhole plain of Xcwsuin. It is culb-d the Mitchell peneplain since the

country rock is the .Milcbcll liini'sl<iiie and it is typically developed at Mitchell,

Ind., and southward.
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tlic rapids hiive uot yet rt^ached the very headwaters and those which hap-

pen to be preserved just as they were upon the sink-hole plain.

The drainage \A"as confined to the surface, since the streams and the

water table vsere very near the seneral surface level. After this condition

had been thoroughly estal)lished the whole region was uplifted without con-

siderable tilting, to an elevation somewhat above that which it now pos-

sesses, an elevation amountinu to upwirds of 200 leet. FoHowing this the

lie'. '"' \ i 'A I'l.jkiu- iiu- lli\M-,t lie. in sill,- .,|' iiini.a iiiD-k sIkavii in ]-'ig. ^'.J

Closed sink in middle ground. Ht-yond is the jjlain of Indian Crccij valley. Present

drainage subterranean. Tlie remnant of a monadnotk (catoctiu) interrupts the even

sky line just at tlie rinht of the center of the background.

hirger streanas etched their channels lo tciniiorary iiase level, but soon

afterward tlie region sank a Utile As a result tin' streams flow at a level

somewhat above the rock floors of their valleys. (Mher minor incidents oc-

curred which have left their ini|iress nimii the rcL'inn ImiI wiiirh need not

b.' di.NCUssed lieiH-. After the lirst elevalioii look plarc. lapids jiassed u])

the main streams cutting gorges in the v.iileys. .Vs llicse rapids passed

the mouths of tlie tributaries the latter were left out of adjustment with

tlie master streams and reached tliem by rushing over high rapids and
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fiiUs. Some of the larjier tributaries; reduced the lower parts of their

courses with sufficient rapidity to prevent the development of extensive

subterranean drainage beneath tl)eni, but this was not true of the smaller

ones lying on the limestone plain. When the 'arger streams left the smaller

ones hanging high in the air, sn1)terranean drainage began in earnest. The

Fig. 16. Weimer Spring, BlooiuiHgton Waterworlis.

rocks were saturated with grourtd-Avater and; near the mouths of these,

streams was under an unbalanced static head of about a hundred feel;.

This water gradually flo\yed into the deeper valleys and, was in turn re-

plenished by more from abpve, an.d active underground drainage began

and continued in the manner already indicated.

[T—•-J'iOSS^
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l-'i:;. 17. \iL-\v I'ldiii .-.nil ui liiiJimdiiiicU. slmwiuj;- t;r'al liiriur (Irjinsils un

about llio level of the MilclK'U plaiu a mile south and 4 miles west of EUetsvilli;.

A somewhat iiitcniipted monadno^k divide forms the sky line in the distance.

FIl;. is. (;or<;e of the Cascade liihiilary to Itoi k.v Ilrancli north of lUooininu-

ton. 'JMiis is a vi-ry small stream which has not ri'duced its whole valley to grade

since the uplift. The valley profile is sliown : the right side is cliarest on account

of the removal of the vetielation.
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On turning to the lUD.uiiiigtcn qnadrungle some very peculiiir drainag'^

features will be seen. It will be noted that the headwaters of the western

branches of Clear creek soutinvest of Blooniington and the eastern tribu-

taries of Richland creek nearly west nf Blonmington and nortli of Stan-

Fig. 19. View of ttie same vailej, as sliovvu iu r'ig. IS, looking in tlic same
direction above the cascade, sliowing llie old, wide valley witli indistinct retreating

sides. Were this valley developed in soluble limestones it is easy to see how the

water might enter the ground above the cascade and appear as springs below it.

ford Statiini frecinently lie in deei) valleys with steep heads. On the plain

between these two ereeJcs is a region which is drained by great sinks oppo-

site the heads of these streams. A little farther south Indian creek heads

on tills plain and continues a little west of south with gentle grade in its

hoadwaLcrs compared with the ones before mentioned. By following the

valley at the head of Indian creek northward it will be discovered that the

valley extends as far north as the race track west of the northern part of

Blwunington, and that the water entering tlie large sinks just mentioned

Is really the water of the head of Indian creek. The same will be noted

of the great sinks northeast and south of Blanclie. The water, after enter-

ing the.se sinks, appears in the deeply incised heads of Clear creek and

Richland creek instead of continuing down Indian creek. In other words,

Richland creek and C'lcar creek have captured the waters of Indian creek

by subterranean piracy.
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This diversion of AA'.iter was brcnght about by the location of the

streams in question witli respect to the roclc strnctiire of the region.' Tlie

strike of the roclis is nearly north and south. The lower rocks in the

northeast and southeast part of the region are the soft, easily eroded

"Knobstones." Salt creek, on account of its very large size, readily etched

its lower course to grade and when the soft knobstone underneath the

Mississippian limestone was reached it probably formed falls which rap-

idly retreated headward and permitted proportionally early deepening of

many of its tributaries. Throughout the central part of the region the

heavy, resistant, Mississippian limestones form the country rock, dipping

westward, through which no drainage channels completely penetrated. The

headwaters of Indian creek lie upon these rocks and nowhere do they cut

through them. In a large part of its course the soft shales, sandstones and

thin limestones of the Mississippian formations form the upland rocks.

The result is that Indian creek with long and gentle grade could not com-

pete with Clear creek, a branch of Salt creek, in deepening tlie channels of

its headwaters. In the west part of the region the soft formations of the

upper Mississippian and the basal soft sandstone and soft shales of the

Coal Measures or Pennsylvanian rocks form the upland. The Mitchell lime-

stone forms the beds and basal ]»art of the bluffs of the streams in this

part of the quadrangle. Richland creek for Ihe most part lies in these soft

formations and flows a short distance to liic west fork of Wiiite river at

P>l(M)mGeld, reaching about tlie same elevation as Indian creek (lowing twice

the distance to the east foric of White river north of Shoals, in Martin

County. Richland creek being tiius favored soon reduced the valleys of

Its headwaters below the level of Indian creek. Tliis left the head of

Indian creek 100 to 150 feet above the creeks ou either side and its iK-d

resting on soluble rocks. That is, Indian creek lay upon a table land of

soluble rocks with lower streams on either side of it. The divide l>etweeii

Indian creek and Clear creek has been cut through and removed much of

the way just southwest of Bloomiugton. Thus the headwaters of Richland

creek northeast of Stanford Station are at a level of GSO to 700 feet above

tide and were cut into the top of the Mitchell limestone which dips west

from the Indian creek plain into Richland creek valley, while a west branch

of Indian creek lay at an elevation of 800 feet but a half-mile or a lilllc

more to the eastward. The divide Ix'tween tiio two is formed of the shales

" See geologic map accoiniciiiying 2Slh Ann. Ucp. Ind. Dcpt. Gcol. Nal. Hes. 1004
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.111(1 sniidstonGs of the Uiii)ei' MissiKsippiaii. The result of this condition

was tliat tlie water in v1h> western branch of Indian creelc, a mile or more

south of Blanche, sank and reappeared in a great spring in the head of

Blair Hollow a half-mile farther west. A similar thing occurred less than

a mile northeast of Blanche and again about a mile and a half farther

northeast. These sinks are the largest, or most extensive, on the quad-

rangle. As we approach the heart of the plain farther east the sinks be-

come smaller and less conspicuous, the smaller ones not being shown upon

the map.

On the eastern side of Indian creek valley we have large sinks. One

of these is just north of the Water Works pond. Here the drainage enter-

ing the sink flows into the pond through Stone spring a few hundred yards

farther south, entering the Clear creek valley, being diverted from Indian

creek into which the surface drainage once flowed. Southeast of this there

is a large sink east of the County Farm wliich receives the drainage of a

large region to the north which normally belongs to Indian creek drain-

ago but appears at the surface as a large spring in the north side of the

branch of Clear creek valley in the N. W. l of See. 24, nearly two miles

south of the sink. Tbe large sinks south and northwest of Leonards

Schoolhouse have their outlet at Leonards ;\Iill by the house in the head

of the deep valley a half-mile south of the schoolhouse. Bags put in the

upper sink are said to reappear at Leonards Mill.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the headwaters of Indian creek

have been diverted into Richland creek and Clear creek bv subterranean

Fig. 20. A soniewbat diagrammatic profile of a section across tlic valley of

Iiulian creelv into a tributary of Clear creels on the right and tributary of Richland

creek on the left. The higli points on either .side of the figure are the old divides

between the throe drainage basins. It illustrates the manner in which Indian creek

has been robbed of its waters southwest of Bloomington. The dip of the strata has

favored Ricliland creek.

piracy. On the west this piracy is favored by tlie dip of the limestone and

on the east it has taken place against the dip, wliich is very gentle. The

sinks near the outlets of the undergroinid streams are large, while those

more remote and ydiniger are smaller. Tlie smallest are not represented
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oil (i)c iiiiii). Tlicrc i.s aii-itlu'r c-is" ol' pir.-U'V m tiu> sinks iic.-ir Kirksville

wliicli is of ilie SiUiU' type as that .jnsl di'^crilied.

Other forms of piracy are prohably iiinch more common than the type

described. Tliat piracy occurs l)etweeu adjacent subterranean streams

seems very i)r()l)alilt' on account ot tlie ,i;reatly varying levels occupied l)y

them at different times ar.d different parts of the same stream at the same

time. Tliis is facilitated by the farl that cave streams are below the level

of tiic .L;enei-al water table and also liccause th(> falling of slabs from the

r(K>fs fre<iuently clog tlu' diannels and (emi)(U'arily lill tlu- caves with water

until further underground i)assages may lie discovered aud enlai-ged. It is

impossible to cite specihc cases at pr«'senl because caves have not beeu ex-

l)lored with this object iu view and because sucli cases will probably be

dilii<-ult to recognize even undei- the must favoi'able circumstances.

C'as<'s ,)f suliterranean self-captui'e, (ai»ture of one tril)utary l)y an-

other, or by the main stfcani or the capture ol the main stn-am Ity a tribu-

tary linding a shoi-t cm Ilirougli a mcv. ( hannci are too conunon to l)e dis-

cussed at length here. A glance at llovey's map <if MamuKith cave is sufR-

cient to sugg.'st a uicsl cmiiiilcx ami inJercsling set of cai'tn''*'^ ''i"*! <'hiinges

of le\'el fir some one t(. woik iiU.

liKSlMl':.

1. K.xlensive snblerraneau drainage is dev(>l.!iied in iideiior rt'gious

only when Ihey have been sulliciently elevated to allow rapid downward

movemeid of i he gi'ound water and its easy access to drainage lines con-

siilei-ably below the general lc\-el of the lainl surl'aie.

L'. Tiic conditions bcsi faciiitatiiiu' subti-rram an drainage are regions

well elevated with relatively impei-vions soluble rocks, well jointed :in(l

thinly ]ic<l(led.

.">. In regions of low elevation the sinks may be largely coll;i|)se

siid<s, and. in soft, jiorons rocks, the channels rather irregular,

4. The cycle of undei'gi'ouod dr.-iinage ni.ay be stat((l as follows: It

begins with surf:;ce drainage and in its .\(ai1!i develops sublei'ranean di'aiii-

age near the points ot easy escajte for the water. In its maturity there is

the maximum of subteri'anean drainage .and the lower paiis of the caverns

have begun to retre.-it by coll.apse while in the upiiei-niost I'eaches of the

stream the transformation fi'om ^airt.ice to subsni-face dr.ainage may still

be in progress, (tid age is shoAii by tbi' more general coiiditiiai of col-
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the cycle is: surface drainai^e, partial subterranean drainage, and a re-

turn to surface drainajje. The final state is peneplanatiou or base leveling.

5. In youth and maturity nearly all tlie sinks are solution sinks.

6. In old age many of the sinks are formed by collapse. Solution

sinks may finally be transformed into sinks of collapse.

7. Surface streams resting on a plain of soluble rocks with streams

at lower levels bordering them may have their waters diverted by subter-

ranean capture.

S. IMracy probably takes jilaci' between subterranean streams and

between parts of the same stream.

BlooiiiiiKjloii, I ml id int.

References to tlio "early ijleistocrne" peneplain in tliis paper slionhl read "lad-

tertiary (?)," since tlie ey(>le was interriiiited at alimit the chise of the tertiary or

Ijeginniug of the pleistocene period.
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Ficr. 21. HanuTS Cave east of Mitcliell. lud. The water from this cave fur

nishes the supply for tbc two Lehigh cement plants at Mitchell. The pictuie .shows

(he overflow from the dam. Water h:,'her than usual.

Fig. 22. The "Gulf" of I.ost river at Orangeville, Iiid. Here the roof of the

cfivc in which the river flowed has collapsed and the stream comes to the surface.
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Fig. 23. A "Guli"' of Lost river abovo its outlet at Oi-angeville. The watci-

rises to tl\o surface at tlic right of tlie middlcground of the picture and flows

to the right and left, forming two streams, for a very short distance which sink

and finally re.ioin the subterranean channel. The little pond on the left side o£ the

picture is one of the places where the water sinks. Just above the heads of the

i;roup iu the middle backsround is a large cave, one of the abandoned subterranean

channels of the river. The second, or present channel is considerably below the

water shown in the foreground. Here a large area has collapsed blocking the lower

channel and forcing the water to the surface, when it again finds new channels

around or through the obstruction to its main channel again in which it continues.
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Fiic. L'l. Aliaiiiliiiu'd ehannol of Lost livcr nn'iilioncd in cxplaiiitl iim of pre-

vious !ii;iiri'.

I-'i.i;'. 'J't. I'haiiloiu laUi\ inar 'I'dvali. 'I'rxas. A rcillapsr sink wIhtc the snl>

terrancan stream is revealeu. Tlie roof, of Wasliita limustouc, collapsed, lillinK the

cliannol and forcing the stream to the surface—cave on the loft—-in a stream about

six feet in diameter. It fills the depression formerly occupied by the roof wilh

water and enters sinks in the immediate foreground to Its channel below.
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Fig. 2G. A diagrammatic figure illustrating clic origin of Pliantom lalce.
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i- ig. :J>. i.iivvcr Iwiii liiv ip.;'! 'pi Shawnco cave) looking innili. lien.- the

roof collapsed at a right an^'lcd inni in il'^ toinsi;' where it appears to have been

joined by another ?avc from tlie south. The location of a sink hero caused a col-

lapse similar to the precedins ease. The water formerly flowed from the upper cave

toward the east and tlien turned north into this opening—does at present during?

high water—but now oeoupies a outofT betwon I he two caves.
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Fig. 29. Spring wost of the large sinks nortli of Blanclie. This is one of tbe
'inks draining the western part of Indian creek valley.
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Fig. 31. Month of Wyandotte cavo, a former location of fin nndersrounfl
.stream.

Fig. I;!2. Olil ii|H'uiug to one of tlic largr siirings draining tlu.' Strongs cave

.siuks four miles west of Bloomiugton.
Figures 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 29, 30, 31, 32, from Professor

Cuming's negatives.
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The Shishi Gig.

By Albert B. Reagan.

Among the Quilente Indians of the Olympic l'enii\siil:i, Washlngtuii,

the little tots from four to twelve years of age chiiice a dance called the

Shishi gig. What significance there may he in the name is unknown. In

this dance the participants get their bodies into a stooped, almost sitting

position and then dance a vigorous forward dance, as is shown in the ac-

companying cut. At feasts and on siieeial dance occasions, a prize is given

to the child who can dance the longest in this semi-sitting position. Sides

are taken and coaches cheer their respective aspirants on to get them to

keep up the dancing. At these times the excitement runs high. The dance

is an amusing sight

SHISHI GIG DANCE.

[S—269881
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Notes on the Shaker Church of the Indians.

By Alhert K. Reagan.

( Continiiod from ;(ii,ne 71. I'rocccdings, Indiana Academy of Scionco, lOOS.)

Tlio Shaker Indians (if the West Coast are now taking steiis to in-

oorpiU'ate tlie Shaker faitli in an organized elmrch. Judge Giles of Olym-

pia, AVashington, is now working up tlie articles of incorporation for the

Indians. Soon they will have an organized church, a church by Indians

and for Indians only. Temperance is their watchword; and healing the

sick through prayer and laying on of hands and "shaking" over them is

one of their tenets. The church about to be incorporated is copied in part

from several denominations, besides imbibing the doctor—"tomanawis" be-

liefs of the old times including a part of the "tomanawis" ceremonies. The

Episcopal church furnishes the idea of chanting prayers'. The Catholic

church furnishes the custom of i)urning candles during the service and the

old custom of making the sign of the cross and the bowing of the knee

when "Jesus-Man" is mentioned. The shaking, body-jerking, the contur-

tions, the nuiscle-(iniveriitg, the wried face, and the hypnotic influence are

derived from the shamanistic customs of the old times. Hypnotism and

shnmanistic influence in general are the leading powers and are the things

which actuate the Indian to perpetuate tiie religion.

In talking with a "shaker," he will always tell you he has felt the

"power" and that is why he shakes so hard. "It is the jiower of God tak-

ing hold of him that makes him shake," lie aflirms. From the start it

was my opinion that the "power" the .shakers felt when shaking is hyp-

notism. To satisfy myself I went in among the actors several times. At

<mce I could feel the "power." There was no mistake about it. I had

often felt the same "power" at the old style medicine singings and dances

from the Pueblo and Apache country to the land of the Norman Lion.

' The chanted "doxology" in the church lansuase of tlie Sliakers is :

"Kwax tsnahs m.ahali' stee s'tah nali' stee tah' tsohn tohs pray' kloh
mahahs' stee stah'."

Note.—The "stee" above Is pronounced as though the first two letters were
medium between "s" and "t," ranging between "st" and "ts" in pronunciation.

The accented words are much prolonged.
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Tlio power was umloubtedly hypnotism. The seiisalion produoofl was evi-

dently that of hypnotic influence.

Once while I was attending one of these shaker meetings one of the

actors was hj-pnotized. This was February 16, 1909. He had been stand-

ing with hands extended outward and upward for more than an hour

while the shakers were dancing around him like the waves surging around

a rock at sea in a stormy time. He was a novitiate at least for that night.

He was trying to get the "power." He got it. He jumped up and down

and stamped the floor in a circular movement, then for some minutes while

his hands whirled, gyrated and his muscles quivered and jerked in a horri-

ble manner. So hard did he stamp that he broke a hole through the floor.

Soon he threw his hands up over his head and fell heavily to the

floor. As he did so his muscles quivered as tlumgh he were in the dying

stage. His fl<>sh then became rigid. At this climax his pulse ran down

to 57; five niiimtes later it was up to (iO. Then as the spell was being

l)roken twenty minutes later, it ran up to T(i. Tin; spell lasted forty min-

utes. Some of the Indians were scared, thinking the novitiate was dying,

and rushed out of the hall. The performance over him was a complete

hyjmotic perf<iriiian<e. riie usual mode of removing hypnotic power was

used. Hands were rubbed down his body aud then the power thus gathered

would be hurled to the four winds by a slapping, vigorous sliding of the

hands across each other. Wlien the "power"' was removed so that con-

sciousness was restored, the novitiate en(er"(l the dniifo vigorously again.

Effect of Shakerism upon the actors: The terrll)le shaking that has

been mentioned here and in the previous article is bound to undermine the

health of any person who will participate in it. Besides, the heating up

of one's self as is done in the shaker halls and then the going out of doors

immediately afterwards, tend to the giving of colds to the participants,

especially in the winter months. This undoubtedly, will lead to pneu-

monia, consumption and death to many. Again, the horrid wrying and

contorting of the faces will cause them to be wrinkled prematurely.

The muscle-quivering and the hypnotic influence is bound, also, to have a

damaging effect upon the nerves and mind of the actor ; this dance is

kept up all day every Sunday and from three to four hours every Thursday.

I'nrllHTiiior'c, in th<' dncldriMg of ilic sicl^ tlio shakers are fanatical in tlie

itelief that sliaking over the patient will cure it. "All shake—nf> medicine"

has killed many an Indian aud \vil| in time 4t''^'iiii'ite the tribes holding

such beliefs.
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The AVkeck of the ''Suthern."

By Albert B. Reagan.

About 1S50 a revenue cuttei- (?), the "Sutlieru" wns dainngeil at sea

in a storm ; and, to 8ave the crew, the captain ran the vessel ashore in

the old mouth of the Quilluyute River near \\hat is now tlie Indian villafre

of Lal'ush, Washington. Immediately on grounding, the vessel was taken

possession of by the Quileute (Quillayute) Indians. The savages boarded

her and emptied her supply cargo into the sea. The dried fruits and the

flour they knew not how to use as they had never seen such things before.

So they emptied the fruit overboard to get the pretty boxes. They also

poured the flour into the surgi-ig surf that tliey niiglit get the sacks to make

into clothes. Tlie money of the ship also fell into their hands. It was

i'old. They had never seen gold before. They knew not its value or pur-
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pose. So they rolled the flonble eag;les around on the bench and used them

as disks in their gambling games. They also made prisoners of the crew;

and for a time all were ill treated very much. Finally, Chief Iloweattle,

who was up the river at the time of the capture, compelled the Indians

to release them. By this time the storm had pounded the vessel beyond

repair. At that time there was no comnuuiication from the Olympic

peninsula with the outside world. So Chief Iloweattle had houses built

for his now guests. He also furnished the houses as best he ccmld with

his meager means. He also gave the single men of the crew Indian wives

that they might l>e ]nore contented in their forced home; two of his sis-

tei's married members of the crew. For a considerable time the strangers

were compelled to sta.v there. At last a note was got out to civilization

by an Indian messenger; and, finally, they were rescued by another gov-

ennnent boat and taken to their respective" homes, the )iien leaving their

Indian wives behind with their own jieoiile.

Time jiassed, and years. Finally, another government vessel hove in

sight. It anchoretl in the bay and from it iii.uiy presents "froiu the

Father in Washington" and the white pcojile who had been stranded there

were brought ashore and given to the good chief and relativ<'s. The gov-

ernment also built Chief Iloweattle a house and imt a brick, fireplace

in it for his s.-iving the people of this vessel. They also furnished the

house for him. I'.ut Mr. IIoweatiK' \v;is not iicrmitted to enjoy his present

long. A tire burned it to the gr.unid. lie. h iwever, had the s;it isfacf ion

of knowing that he had the g(]od will of the white people and that he had

done right.

The wreck of ih\< old vessel can still be seen at L.ilMish. In summer

it is covered with sea wash; but in winter the waves carry the sand far

out to sea. Then, there exposed to view are the "irons" to remind one of

file days of the wi'cck in that lo'ig 'igo ;iii(| ihc clrnigc ih;it h;is conie over

the country and tlie aborigines sine.' thai tiiue.
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Effect of Ice in Lake Upon the Shore Line.

By Aluert B. Reagan.

On coniliic; to northern Minnesota last year, I visited s<'veral islnnijs

in Pelican Lake near Orr, in St. Louis County. Tlie country in that region

is very stony, mostly boulders of glacial origin. Around the borders of

several of the islqi^ds, especially the low islands, there was a ridge of

cobble stones and boulders, sometimes almost assuming the form of a stone

fence. It struck my curiosity. It was spring, however, before I had solved

the mystery. At the breaking up of the ice in the lake, a strong southwest

wind drove the ice upon the islands on the wind-exposed sides to a height

of over twelve feet in one case, a literal glacier being shoved inland. The

ice being thus shoved forward and piled up on the land, shoved the loose

rock of the shallow lake ne.\t the island inland so that the "moraine" thus

formed was the stone wall I had noticed. It might also be added that

some of the scratchings on shore rocks of lakes in this northern region

may be due to the same local ai'tion.
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The Boise Fokte Indian Reservation in Minnesota,

By Albert B. Reagan.

The Bois(o) F<irl(e) Chipiiewa ludiaus live in iKirlhcni Minnesotii

on a reservation of the same name snrrouiulln:; the bo:;nlirnl Nett Lake.

The reservation covers one whule to\vnslii]i and eight fractinnal townships.

Its eastern part is in St. Lonis County, the bull^ of it in Koochiching

County. It contains a total of 103,862.73 acres, exclusive of the area of

the lake. Of this area, 55,040.43 acres are allotted to 093 Indians, 48,210.-

.30 acres remain unallotted, and 4.34.04 is reserved for agency and school

purposes. Of the 48,210.30 acres unallotted iuuch of it has been reserved

iiy the Go\ernmcnt as pine lands and from time to time Ihc timber on

parts of the said lands has been sold under sealed bids, the closing out

sale occurring September 15. this year. In all the timber on 9,533.70

acres has been sold, 3,2:',;;.77 being sold September 15, 0,299.93 having

been sold previously. The other unallotted lands will be subject to settle-

ment as homestead lands in the near future. There will also be something

like 30,000 acres of Inherited Indian lands to be sold within the next

two years.

Nett Lake is in the east central part of the reservation. It is more

than half a township in area. It is in the shape of a giant lobster's

hand with the claws pointing eastward, the large claw being the north

digit. The lake is shallow and has a mud buttom. It is a rice field and

a duck pond combined. In summer, it looks like a vast wheat field. In

the fall it swarms with ducks and consequently is a sporting center for

the hunters of all this northern country.

The lands included in the reservation are well timbered. The princi-

pal species represented are white and Norway pine, spruce, cedar, elm,

Cottonwood, oak, birch, and poplar. The latter two are the most abundant

and will be of value some day as imlp wood.

The land of the reservation is very variable in condition of soil and

possible fertility. One-half of it is swamp and is known to the Indians

as "Muskeg" lands. Over this area there is a stratum of peat from six

inches to five feet in thickness. When once drained this will be the best
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land in tlie country. Tlie non-swamp eastern part of (he reservation is

composed of rock-ridst's tlanked witli lower land. These lower stretches

are clay tiats covered with black loam. On them grow birch and poplar

forests; and when cleared they will make fine farms of the dairy type.

Roots and grass do well on sncli lands. The ridge lands are the pine lands

and will not be of much value, except for building sites and orchard loca-

tions.

The western part of the reservation that is not covered with "mus-

keg" swamp is a sand region. On it grew much pine in the old times;

but when cleared it will be practically worthless, as is some pine lauds

east of the south lobe of the lake.

The region about Little Fork River is in the southwestern part of the

reservation. It will make good farm land when cleared. Some open areas

are fine meadows now.

Tile surface material, excejit that on the ridges, was left on the re-

treat of tlie glaciers. Its depth varies from nothing on llie ridges to 200

feci in tlie iire-glacial intervalley spaces. The irregiilar (lumping of this

material and the partial filling of ancient valleys has iiroduced (lie lakes

of the country. In composition, this material \iiries \( ry iiiucli. In the

eastern part of (he restu-vation it is coniiMised princiiially of ground mo-

raine material—a blue clay filled with boulders. Some of these are found

to be of local origin; others to have been transported from a region far to

the north. At other places on the reservation, the formation appears to

be i>racti(iilly •;iure sand. On the rocU ridges (lie glacial d<'!tris is entirely

wanting, but instead (he exposed rocks show the gla<aal scrafchings.

The climate is very ch.-ingeable in this ii.irf, ranging from loU degrees

abiive 7.''i-o in siuiimer to 00 degrees In Imw in winter. The .-iverage sinumer

is (oo Clio] fur corn, and wheal lias never been (ried. ()a(s does fairly

well.

The Indians li.ave been alloTled ne.-irly twenty yi-.-irs; \('t not one of

tlieni has ever ni.ide any effort to iiiiiu-ove his .-illotmeiit. .\s yet there is

little inducement for them to imiirove (liciii. There is no m:irket where

they could sell their luoduce. Kuitlieriiiore it would cost .$100 jier acre

to clear (he land, which is i:i(lier a big undertaking for a iuiver(y-stricken

Indian. In .addit ion. there is ri(«' growing in the lake and plenty of game

in (he woods .-iiid water fowl a:ii')iig die rice in (be lake. Why shoilld Ije

);il)iir to clear his lan<r,'
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Bolow is ii surfiice inai,' <if the loservatum, sliowlii.^ the forinatioiis

as they occur. (The original country roclv is not shown.)

r Koyilv

BLa-cIt Loi

11
I
2/

M.Vr OV THE BOIS FORT INDIAN RESKUVATION IN MINNESOTA.

The dotted areas are swamp, or "Muskeg." to use the Indian term. "R" stands

for rock ridge. The other kinds of land are designated on the map. Any one exam-
ining this map could not blame the Indians for petitioning the ITonorahle Commis-
sioner to have lien lands allotted to them for their swampy allotments.
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CoisrSEEVATioN PkobleMs m Indiana.

By Frederick J. Breeze.

When the organized movenienl toward the conservation of natural

resources began with the Wliite House Conference of Governors in 1908;

very little attention was given it. Eilt wide publicity was given to the!

new undertaking, and because of the people's faith in the integrity of pur-

pose of its leaders, Uoosevelt and Pinchot, the movement met with very

general favor and enthusiasm. We had already seen the essential princi-

ples of conservation successfully applied in the management of the Fed^

eral forests and irrigation enterprises. Not only did the conservation

movement stand out against the useless destruction and waste of natural

resources, but also against the century-old ix)licy of the government almost

giving away its great resources of forests, water power, and minerals to

corporations which were becoming gigantic monopolies. At once, conserva-

tion became a scientific and economic problem. The rapid reforms that

followed the agitation for conservation struck terror to the monopolies and

individuals who were getting control of our great national possessions;

and conservation has been compelled to fight against the crafty, powerful

and insolent onslaught of certain vested interests. The history of the past

year is primarily a story of this struggle. The fight is by no means over

;

but the National Conservation movement has gained some very decisive

victories, and today conservation enjoys a very marked degree of popular-

ity. Already the close observer can see the tendency of certain classes of

men to eagerly support the conservation policies in order to secure public

favor for themselves. Other well meaiiing people are insisting on becom-

ing leaders of the movement, whose enthusiasm surpasses everything except

their deplorable ignorance of conservation itself.

In view of the recent beginnings of conservation activity in our own

State, it may be well to briefly recall to your minds some of the conserva-

tion problems of Indiana.

Two natural resources are almost entirely depicted, our groat virgin

forests and natural gas. While the removal of our forests was necessary

for agriculture and the demaTuI for lumber, yet it must be admitted that

deforestation has taken phico to a greater extent than the actual needs
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of a,i,'ri(Miliur(' ciilloil for. The criniinnl waste (jf natural gas is quite V:'-

cent history; and the industrial consequences of its failure are painfully

evident in the nianufacturins: cities of the gas l)elt.

Our natural gas and primeval forests belong to the past and are

things therefoi-e beyond the heli) of any conservation. But we have a

great wealth of natural resources wiiich need our most careful attention.

Present Forests.—Our existing I'orests are made up of limited areas of

primeval forest, and second-growth tinilier of inferior quality on our stream

bluffs and other waste lands, and in the farmers" wood lots. In the mat-

ter of afforestation there must be an improvement in the character of the

growing trees in the wood lots, whicli can only be brought about by scien-

tilic forestal methods. Each farmer must he as competent in tree growing

as iu corn and wheat growing. In southern Indiana and along the streams

of northern and central Indiana we have a large combined area of land

too steep for successful field culture; and for the sake of soil protection,

and for future lumber supply, these tracts should be kept in perpetual

forests. In this matter of forests upon non-agriculturiil lands, there

should first \h> a careful survey of such lands in order to form an accurate

esrimati' of the total area, and to (h'termiiic what species ot trees are best

adapted to make u rapid gri>wtli of vaJnablc timber. It seems quite safe

to say that the ])resent woodland areas ;ire of sutlicient acreage to meet

all th<' needs for lumJK'r within oui- own State, if the quantity and ipiality

of tindier grown will be what it should lie.

tiOil FcrtUilji.—The most valuable natural resoui'ee of our State is

its soil, and tlie maintenance of its feitility is of paramount inqtortance.

The los^ ill fertility due to poor agricultural methods is beginning to bo

keenly felt. The loss due to soil erosion in southern Indiana was ably

presented in the rresidential .iddress of two years .ago.

Scicu(/c PoJIiitioii.—No conservation program can ignore the problem

of keeping the stare waters pure. Our str<'ams nnist be brought back to

their original jairity. As our [(Oitulation becomes more dense, the need of a

pure water supjily becomes gre.iter, and it becomes imperative that wc

stoi) iHtlluting our streams wifii sewage. Tiie turning of sewage and

factory wastes into our sti'eams is not only viciftus from the standpoint

of sanitation and aesthetics, but the carrying of sewage to the sea is a

waste of certain elemt-nts of s<til fertility which should go back to the land

instead of being lost in the ocean.
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Coal Dcpv-sits mid <)(li<r Miiifiiil Wealth.—In tlu' matter of coal

mining there must be a steady insistence tliat wasteful methods of coal

mining must stop. In the mining of tlie best veins of coal, the layers of

lesser value are left in such a condition that their removal in the future

will be ahnost impossible. The securing of large dividends In the mining

industry must not be at t'x) serious a sacrifice of the future supply of

coal. There also can be an enormous saving effected in the consumption of

coal for heat and i)0wer by the general adoption of appliances for complete

combustion.

Water Poircr.—In this State, water power is practically an undevel-

oped resource which is yet the property of the whole commonwealth and

from the very nature of flowing water is not subject to private ownership.

It is an outrage that our State laws enable individuals or corporations to

get the control and jirotit of the available power of a stream simply by

purchasing a power site and building a dam, without giving to the State

one cent of revenue. There can be no more important thing in the con-

servation program than to insist on the passage of laws that will clearly

establish the principle that water power belongs to the State, and that will

provide for the leasing of water power rights for a definite term of

years at a rental that will be fair to the power company and to the pe()i)le

of the State.

CoiisciTatioii of PiihJic Health.—The campaign for public health has

been carried on so etticieiitly by our State P.oard of Health under the

leadership of Dr. J. X. Ilurty that it is imt necessary to do more than sug-

gest that this phase of conservation^ mus! always be of the very greatest

importance.

Scenic Bcaiiti/.—Another phase of conservation should be the jireserv-

ing of the natural beauty of the State. More .and more will our State b;^-

conie crowded with artiheial features; and the desire for beautiful nalnral

features will l)e correspondini;iy greater. We must insist that the beauty

of streams and hillside, tr?es and tiowers, and songs of birds are wortli

while, and that the future develo])ment ')f our resources shall not destroy

these things. I hope that tlie Strite Federation of Clubs will make this

subject its chief conservation activity.

Coiiserratiuii Ort/aiiLzatioii.s.—Within lli<- last few months we have

seen the formation of organizations to do sjiecial woi'k along lines of con-

servation. The value of these Ixjdjes will de])end very largely upon the
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ability and fitness of the leading members to be leaders in conservation.

Any organization that expects to obtain and hold the snpport of the people

of the State must have as its leaders the men who are engaged in scientific

work in soils, waters, forests, public health, and kindred subjects. Any

association to conserve or develop a natural resource must be conspicuous

in having as its leaders men who have first-hand knowledge of the natural

resources involved ; and not be conspicuous by the absence of such men.

It must always be kept in mind Ihat the most important conservation work

nnist be done by the farmers, and that no organization which is promoted

by a self appointed londt-r can win the attention or co-operation of the

workers in whose liands must rest tlio burden of real and enduring con-

servation.

State Agencies.—lyOt us not r.irgol lliat we havo luTmniuMit govorn-

mciilai d(>i)artiiu'nls whos(> worI< N almig iininu'lant conservation lines,

sui-h as (Ecology and Xalui'al Kcsota\-fS, State Hoard of Forestry, Slate

Board of Health, etc. We should see to it that the people have a chance

to become better acquainted with the splendid v '.. of these scientific de-

partments. Theii" usefulness is limited only by the anuamt of money ap-

jiropriated for their use. AV*" can do no better woi'k tlian tt) insist that

these conseivational agencies of long-tried cfliciency be given more money

in order tiiat Ibcv may rend(n- still l)etter service to the StatCv
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Ckustacea of AVinona Lake.^

By John L. Housr.

Two hydrogrr.phic maps of Winona Lake with descriptions liave been

pnlilislaed; one by Large (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1901) and anotlier by

Norris (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1901). Tlie lake is situated in Kosciuslco

County, Indiana, about one mile southeast of the city of Warsaw. It is

irregular in outline and has an average length of about one and one-eighth

miles nortli and south and an average width of nearly three-fourths of a

mile east and west with a large bay extending westward from the nortli

cud. There is comparativicly only a small amount of shallow water in tlio

lake as the bottcmi slopes off rapidly from the shores and reaches a ma.xi-

mum depth of eighty-one feet.

The fresh water Crustacea are ^^ell represented iu tiiis lake both in

variety of forms and in number of individuals. It is not probal)Ie that

this list enumerates all the species to be found here.

The material for this report was collected during the months of July

and August of 190S and 1909 in connection with tlie work of the Indiana

University Biological Station. Many thanks are due to Dr. C. H. Eigen-

mann, Director of the Station, for the many courtesies and suggestions

received.

The Entoraostraca were taken at about all hours of the day and night

by means of the tow net, dip net and by pumping. The day catches

showed very few forms near the surface even on cloudy days, but they

were abundant near the surface from one to two hours after sunset until

about sunrise. The nauplius forms wore not numerous at the first of July,

Init became more abundant as tiie season advanced.

'Contributions from ihc Zoiilogijal Laboratory of Indiana Univcrsily, No, 118.

1
0—^'6?)S8J
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The tiill(i\vii!i; list iiirludi'S the speeies thiit have been ideiitilied

CltrSTAC'EA.

Suh-Chiss l'h.vlloiMi(];i.

Order Cladncera.

Sidida\

Sida crystalliiia Mueller.

I'sendd-sida trideiita IlerricU

Daphiiella exeisa Sars.

Daphiiida'.

('eri(i(lai)liiiia relicnlata llerri-k.

('erl<Mlai)hiiia st-itula Ihrriek.

Ceriodaiiliiiia lamstris I'.irire.

Scaplinlelieris iiiiicrniiata .Alneller

Siunicephalus vetulus Mueller.

Siniocephalus serrulatus Koeli.

i>aphiiia uiiunehaha l''<irl(e>.

haiiliiiia n'lr(icur\a l'"(prlies.

i>apluiia pulex I>e(iree!'.

i>a|ihnia hyaliiia I.e.vdi.i;.

r.MSUiiuida'.

r.dsiuiua eru'iiuta Juriue.

r.esiuMia liiiii:irns( i-is (). I'. Miilier

r.dsmiua sti-iata llerrick.

I,.vni-(((laphi!i(la'.

Suli-laniily lOurycereiua'.

Kuryeercus laiuiuellatus O. V. Mlill(?i

Sn!)-raniily l,\ iiceiua-.

Acropei'us harpa' T.aird.

Ahaia ipiadran.iiularis Miillii

Alona cnslata Sars.

ririiro.xus iir(icur\us r.ir.i:e

l'r(i<urvus dcniicuhitus.



Sub-Clas.s Oopepudrt.

Order EuoopeiMMUi.

Osplir.-iiiticuiii lalirditcctum Fol'lii's

I)i;i|it()nius birsoi Mnrsli.

l)iMlit()!nus orej^'oiionsis Lill.jelxira

Di.-iptoiiuis p.-illidus Ilerrick.

K])iscnr;i l.-icUstris FnrhvSi

r.vclopidje.

CycloiiK brevisjiiiiosis ncri'ick,

(\vcloi>s Icuckart i Kocli.

Cyclops pnlcliellus Kdfli.

Cyclops sigimtus Kodi.

Cyclops iiiodestiis Ilcnitk.

Cycloiis c;ipillifcnis Fi rhcs.

Cycli)]>s iiisii^'iiis Claus.

Cyclops scrnilatiis FisciuM'.

Cyclops tiuviatilis llcri'ick.

Cyclo])S fimltriatiis Fischer.

Cyclops i)rasiinis Fischer.

Order h>iphoiiostoiiintn.

Feriia'n])id;p.

Sjiecinien fcmiid on sills of the Pdack P.ass ( Micro] iteni;:

salmoides). species undeteriiiined.

Sub-Class Ostracoda.

Cyjiridida-.

r\v|iridoi)sis vidua o. F. iNliiller.

Sub-( "lass JNIalacostr.-ica.

Or<ler, Decapoda.

Astacinu'.

Cniiibarus difi.n-eiies (JiiT.rd.

Cainharus ]iropiiiipius tiirrird.

Caiiibarus ininiunis IIai;'eii.

Order. Ainpliipoda.

Orebesrida'.

Ilyalella knickerl.ockeri Bale.
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Order, Isopoda.

Oniscidse.

Porcellio rallikei Brandt.

Asellidffi.

Aselhis tomalensis Harford.

The economic importance of the smaller crustacoa is well Icnowri

They form one of the most important food supi)l.v links between the lower

plants and animals on the one side and the higher animals on the other.

A small minnow abovit one inch long was kept for some time and fed on

Amphipoda (Hyalella knickerbockeri ) . A small darter hatched from the

egg and eared for by Mr. W. I. Lower was fed on Entomostraoa, principally

Ostracoda, until it was eighty-seven days old and was abont thi'ee-eighths

of an inch long.

As parasites the small crustacea frequently cause great mortality

among fishes, but so far only one parasitic form has been found in Winona

Lake and that in extremely small numbers on the gills of the Black Bass

(Micropterus salraoides). Examination of other fish and of the clams in

ihe lake failed to reveal other parasitic crustacea.

Three species of crayfish were found. Camharus propinquttx was

abundant in the streams flowing into the lake and also in the outlet, l)Ul

was extremely scarce in the lake. Cambarus diogenes and Camharus iiu-

ninnis were found only in burrows along the shore and along the edge of

the streams and in tiie adjacent low ground. The burrows are from two

to three feet deep and contain six to eight inches of water at the bottom.

Where the soil is homogeneous thej' extend obli(|uely downward in almost

a direct course, but in the presence of stones and otJK'r obstructions they

wind about sometimes to a considerable extent. Tn digging the holes tlie

ci'aylish work head downvvard and bring the eartli no Ix'tween the chel.c

and the first pair of walking feet and doi)osit it by the aid of the second

pair of walking feet. Attempts were made to get the burrowers out of

their holes by pouring strong salt solution and also formalin into them.

But the crayfish woiild die before they would come to the surface. Traps

at the s\irface were .-ilso resorted to without success and the only practical

method of obtaining them was by means of a ditching spade which re-

quired no small amount of labor.

Wliile the crayfish were always found in shallow water, under and

among stones and sticks or in burrows, it was found fliat they could live



in deeper water. One pair eacli of C. propinquuf- and C. diogenes were

placed in a wire cage in six feet of water at tlie moutli of Cherry creelc

July 21, 190S, and were fed from time to time. They were alive and in

good condition when taken out August 24, 390S. It was found, however,

that they would not live in extreme depths. One pair each of C. propin-

quus and C. diogenes were placed in a wire cage in forty-five feet of water

and were in good condition two days later. But when placed in sixty-five

feet of water they perislied in less than twenty-four hours.
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A MetjtIod by Which Cover Glasses May be Used

ON GoLGi Slides.

By D. W. Dennis.

It has ho< n w'ell known for niaiiy yars that (Jol.iii slick's of tlu' brain,

spinal cord, etc., will j^o I'ad if a cover t^lass is jiut on them.

Several years a,ij() serial sections of a mouse's brain were prepared by

tliis method in the Earlham laboratory by Mr. Levi Peacoclv. Three years

ago I concluded to sacrifice one of these slides in order to get a medium

power photograph of some Purkinje cells, so the balsam was warmed and

the cover glasses put on. Last summer the slides were still in excellent

condition. I accordingly had cover glasses put on all the slides last winter

and they are still all in good condition. How long a time nuist elapse after

a slide is made before it will bear a cover glass without damage we shall

now wni'k out.
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A Tropical Reptile near Richmond, Indiana.

By D. W. Dennis.

A large reptilo, liruaiia tiiberL-iilata, was taken lliree miles from Rlcb-

nioiul, lud., in October. Tbe mau who sbot it, a negro, mulertook to carry

it home by tbe tail and broke off what be estimates was a foot and a half

of the end of its tail. What remains is about three and a half feet long.

As this is a tropic siiecies, we suppose that it must have escaped from

some traveling show or from some private collection. No clue has been

found. The skin will be prepared for the Earlham museum by Ward of

Rochester.
I
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A New Bel of Trilo bites.

By Andrew J. Bigney.

It is conceded by those who have studied tlie nicks of Dcjirborn

County that there are few sections in the country lliat are richer in in-

vertebrate fossils. The Itichuiond formation is the outcropping stratum.

In many i)lnces the streams have cut into the underlying Lorraine. During

the past ten years the erosive action of tlie streams has been much greater

than during any previous period of equal length of time. This is largely

due to the renlo^•al of the forests fr^ni the liills and the cultivation of

these lands for various crops. An examination of almost any stream shows

the deep channels revealing new formations and rich beds of fossils, with

interstratified clays.

It was in such a place as this, one mile northeast of Moores Hill, that

I discovered a small bed of Trilobites of the s])ecies Calymene (species?).

The bed does not measure more than three feet by four. The rocks are

about three inches in thickness. It is of compact limestone, composed en-

tirely of the trilobites, most of which have been partly dissolved and re-

crystallized. Enough of the trilobites remain to enable one to recognize

them. Nowhere in this section have there been so many trilobites found in

any one place. Usually they are very scattering. Twenty-five years ago

many specimens were found in various parts of the county, but I have

never learned of so rich a find as this. In the same stream and not far

away there are a few specimens to be found. This must have been an

isolated portion of the ancient sea, especially favorable for the growth and

accumulation of the trilobites.
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The Occurrence of Conglomerate and Sandstone of Post-

glacial Origin in Jefferson County, Indiana.

By Glenn Culbertson.

The city of Mndii-nn, Jefferson County, Indiana, has been built on a

great sand and gravel bar. This bar is approximately three miles long,

from a quarter to a half mile wide, and of varying depth up to sixty or

eighty feet. It is composed quite largely of sand, graA'el and pebbles of

glacial origin, water worn and deposited by the Ohio river. The bar de-

posit was very probably foruH'd contemporaneously with tiie "second bot-

toms" or the first terrace ')f the Ohio river, aiul during the time of flooded

waters as the later glaciers were melting.

Crooked creek, a stream some eight or ten miles long, which in glacial

or preglacial times emptied into the Ohio near what is nnw tlie upper part

of the city was deflected by these deposits, and now flows apju-oximately

parallel to the Ohio river for some tlu'ee miles, emiityiug into the larger

stream at a distance below the pumping station ot the Southe.astern Hos-

pital for the Insane.

It is along thf luuiks and on tiic slope to the south of Crooki-d creek

Fig. 1.

Ideal cross section of gravel bars and conglomerate deposits. Width of bar

a b equals one-fourth mile ; height m n equals 60 feet,

(c) Bed of Crooked creek.

((It Position of thickest connloiin'rali- and sandstone deiiosits, irregularly

placed,

(e) and (s) Other irregularly placed deposits of indurated rocks,

(ah) Low water mark Ohio river.
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tliat tlie iiitin' iiniKirtnnt s;iii(ls((iii(\ .irritsloiic ;iii(l (•oii.iilDiiu'i'atc foriiiiitioiis

may be seen. TlH'ir ouU'i-oppin.ics are especially liotk-eable aloii^ the slope

south of Crooked creek, and between the lartre till of the Pennsylvania rail-

road and the brid!j;e over Crooked creek on the Hanover road.

So far as determined from sections seen in a few short valleys, on the

creek banks, and in a large gravel ])it, the consolidated sands and gravel

are more abinidaiit on the side of the bar farthest from the river, and on

the slope near the creek. Iler^^" the conglomerates and sandstones are in

several irregularly i)laced layers which vary in thickness from a few inche.s

up to six or more feet. The formations ar<' not of uniform thickness, and

grow thinner tlie farllicr tlu-y are fi'oiii Ihc ci-eek and the exposed slope.

The accouiiianying idc.-il i-ross section of 1 he portion of the bar from

Crooked creek on the nortii to the Ohio river on the south in tlie locality

above mentioned shows tlie I'l-l-itive position .ind general character of the

formations.

The cemenling material, so far as tested, was found to lie calcareous.

.Much of the stone i-^ (luite com|)act and lirni, bui a jiart of it is nnu-e or

less friable. In general the u]iiier ]>orlion of any layer is the more indu-

rated. In a few limited ju'eas tin* ui»iter sni'fa(c of tlie conglomerate ap-

[lears to be cv'uienlcd by niatei'ii'l of stalagmitic cliaracier. r>y far the

greater part of the formations, however, gives no evidence of tlie existence

<if (eme!>tiiig matiri.il of tliat nature or «M-igin.

The f'li'nialioii is peculiar fnim (lie fad (hat tlie cementation and con-

solidallnn took jilace above the water and in the .-ilis.'iK-e of any consider-

able iires-sui'c. In I he opininn of ihe writer ilu cciiient;'.t ion of the sand-;

and gravels was the r;'sii!t of capillary action. The w.-itcrs of Cro.iked

creek, which how Ihronghiriit liieii' course over liincstone and calcareous

shales become at times stroiiL'Ix iiiiiircLinalcd with cahinni carbonate. 'I'his

was prei'iuinenlly the case when the strc.ini w.is low at the time of a

drouth. (In (lie ari'l\;il of the \v;itei-s ; t the place ol the present conglom-

erate f(UMnat ioi.'s. the slope of the stream and the chaiMcter of the bed were

such that the movemenv of (he wa(er was vvy >low. llem-e much of the

water with its content of c;ilcareous material passed into the sandy and

gravelly banks, and then was drawn up by me:ins of (apill.ary .action

through the hrmer cios<'-tex(ured beds. (»n approadiing the surface of the

beds the water evaporaied and left a residue of calcium carbonate. This
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resldiH', nil beiii!:; rlciiusilcd lit'lweeii llic ;4raius of s;iii(l, the p;irtirlt's of

^'I'iivcl ;iii(l the iiebbles eeiiiontod llieiii togt'thrr into the s;ili(l iMick.

TIu' character of the beds of material niiderlyiiiu' ilie cmisolidated por-

tidiis is siii li tliat capillary aclicii was not (Hily iinssiblf but hiu'hly i)rnb-

able. The fjrrt^ater aluiiidance and tiic greater tliicl<iicss <if the indurated

beds on the side of th? .gravel 'lar nearest tin- creek indicates that its

waters were larLrely respiiiisilile I'cr tlie presence (ji' the ( enii'iitiiiir ma-

terials.

In explanaticin (if tlie fdrinalinn in ]ilaccs of maierial resembling sta-

lagmite, it is pri!l)aiile lliat surface waters riowing dver or through the mire

or less e(msoli(lnted reck redissclved a part (if ilie cement;ing material, and

when such waters reaclie:! tlie surface nf tlie sdil (ir rock at a lower level

tliey were evaiKiraicd and tlic calcium carlmnate was again dejiosited in

the form mentidued.
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A Physiogeappiic Survey of the Terre Haute Area-

Report OF Progress.

By Charles R. Dryer.

The i)hysi()!,'r;iiilik' survey nT liie Teri'e Haute area reixirted last year

has been continued during the past season and extended across the Wabash

valley to the top of the east bluffs. A strip six miles wide, north and south,

has been completed, and we have been brought face to face with the prob-

lem of the sand and gravel terrace, three miles and more in width, 50 feet

above the river and more than 100 feet deep, which extends along the east

side of the valley a distance of 30 miles. Within the area surveyed its

generally level surface is traversed by several irregular north-south

ridges, which rise to a nearly uniform height of 510 feet A. T. These are

interpreted as being bars laid down by a loaded and probably braided

stream. In some ulaces these bars are capped by subsequent eoliau de-

posits. The materials of the terrace are everywhere fairly well assorted

and stratified, with frequent cross bedding, where the strata dip down

stream and suggest local delta formation. The strata in vertical section

often display a great variety and testify to frequent local changes in the

velocity of the depositing stream. Boulders up to two or three feet in

diameter are common and are attributed to the melting of floating ice.

The terrace heads 12 miles north of Terre Haute in Parke Co., where

the ShelbjTille moraine of the Wisconsin ice sheet crossed the Wabash

valley. At this point the problem is complicated by the extension of the

terrace up the valley of Raccoon creek to the northeast where it is more

than a mile wide. The final solution requires the extension of the survey

to the Shelbyville moraine and up the Raccoon valley to a distance not yet

determined. This work has been begun, but is not yet completed. So fai

as studied, the terrace appears to be an outwash plain, or valley train,

laid down by a constantly overloaded stream, or streams, which issued

from the margin of the Wisconsin ice sheet. Whether this is the true in-

terpretation, whether the train originally occupied the whole width of the

valley, and, if so, what were tlic agencies and conditions of its removal from

ll(J—20988]



tlip west side of tlip vjilley. iirp ]ii'(iiiloins wliirli wo hi)]i(> to ;i1ti)ck in the

future.

The iniiriciu (if {\\v east lilutl' is cni'iied \>y a liroail ridge of sand, stand-

ing 20 ti) oO feet aliove the general level of the till jilain to the east of it,

and exhibiting in many localities ehavacteristic eolian topography. Tin-

surface sands are underlaid hy loess, and the whole dejiosit is interpreted

as having hi'cn blown un hy westerly winds from the valley helow.

The small stre.ims from the east which hre.dc through the bluff have

wide fiat-tloored valleys opening upon the lerr.-ue with aci-ordant grades.

In their natural stat'-. none of tlH-iu ever e.xtended their channels across the

terrace to the river. Their w.-itcrs. ponded in depressions between the bars,

sunk into the sand or evapor.ated. Th<' dep'-essions are generally jutddled

with a thin coat of hictislrine silt.
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The Woek Done by Normal Brook in Thirteen Years.

By Ciiarlks K. Dhyior niitl Mki.vin K. Davis.

A small stream wliicli (Miters tlir \\'aliasli valley tliree miles easf of

Terre Ilnnte attracted the attention of tlie senior antlior of this pniier many

years ago by its remarkable meanders. Within a length or l,(MlO feet it

presents most of the i)lienomena characteristic of the lower ^lississippi,

and it has bet-n visited so often l)y .!ieo,Li;i';;phy and .Lceoloi;y classes from the

Normal school that it has acquired the name of Normal brook.

The stream rises by two ])rincipal forks which drain about a s(piar','

nnle of Illinoian u'lacial chiy ]ilain, cuts tlirouiib the east blnlf of the

Wabash valley and is lost upon the irreat ixravel terrace below, by percola-

tion and evap(n-ation. Alon.ir the ediie of the blntT the clay overlaid by a

belt of sand dunes about lialf a mile wide, :iih1 the must interest inj,' jiart

of the stream, is that where It passes throujili the dune belt. .V hasty

surve.v of this part of the A-alley was niade m 18!)T and a ma]i of it was

jiublished in tlie Inland Educator for .Inne, ISPS. During- the jiast season

(1!>1()) a second and nu;re carefid sur\ey has been made and a comparison

of the two maps shows the chani^es which have taken place in thirte'en

years. (.See Fi.ns 1 and 2,)

The ])art of the valky shown measures along the median line 1,150

feet, while the sOeam, by its meanders measures 1,!)(iO feet, an excess of

().S jier cent. In the ujiper (!."(» feet of the valley the len;j:th of the stream

is 1,3(10 feet, an excess of 1()!l per cent. Tin- valley tlonr, lOt) to 200 feet

wide, is ti:\t flood i)Iain bomuled iiy bluffs 2."( to -10 fei t high. The ma-

terial exposed on the tioor is wnoliy alluvial, nuistly sand with (x-casional

bars of tine gravel a)id beds of tough, blue day. In the valley floor the

stream has cut a channel 20-70 feet wide and tliree to six feet deep. The

stream is perennial and in ordinary stag<s is a thread of clear water four

or five feet wide and six inches to a foot deep, whicli is much more crooked

than the channel. In times of Hood it lills the cliaiinel, but has never, in

seventeen years (»f observation, ovei'flowed the valley floor.

Sharp zigzags, oxbow bends, cut-offs, caving Iiaiiks on the outside and

bars on the inside of the bends are numerous.
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A detailed description of some of these features and the changes which

have taken place in thirteen years, as shown upon the two maps, form an

interesting demonstration of stream work.

The island at I has disappeared. The horse shoe near M has been

cut off, a beech tree removed from its center, and the whole area converted

into flood channel. The next bend to the west has been widened and

rounded (all done at two or three spring freshets), and the neck nearly

cut through. The sharp bend at D has also been widened and the tongue

shortened. The cut-off channel across the neck of bend B, a foot deep

thirteen years ago, has not been enlarged, and the cut-off, then apparently

imminent by overflow, is now likely to take place soon by lateral erosion

of the neck. Tlie south bank opposite S has been cut back twenty-five

feet, including a large beech tree. West of S the north bank has been cut

back forty feet including a large maple. Near P the stream strikes and

undercuts a boulder clay bluft", turns to t)ie north and ceases to meander.

The general result is a notable enlargement of the area of the flood chan-

nel floor, which has become a new flood plain, leaving the old one as a

terrace.

Fig. 3.
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Tlic vnlh'V lloiii- ;iii(l sides arc occuiMcd by an oiicii. park-like f(nvst, eon-

sistiiitr of oak, iiiaplt^, elm, Iteocli, hickory, i)nss\vood and other trees, mostly

from two to three feet in diameter. The smallest one is eighteen inches and

one iKH'cli is nearly four feet. The area h:>s never been nnder the plow,

and has for many years been used as a pasture. Evidently the stream

chaiuiel is shiftinjj: rather rapidl.v from side to side, and the alluvial ma-

terial has not been <leposit<'d in thin layers over the surface, but has been

transferred from one side of the channel to the other by lateral corrasion

and deposit. The trees do not check the proc<'ss of lateral shifting in the

least. If the stream comes a.i^ainst one it undermines and tips it over as

readily as it cuts away its bank elsewheiH-. There is only one tree in the

valley more tiian altout 100 y(>ars old and th.it stands near the foot of the

bhilf. Therefore tlH> inference seems jusiilied tliat a complete shifting of

the cliaiuiel from side to side and a working over of all the alluvial ma-

terial takes ])liice about once every century.

The most puzzling question ai)out this stream is the obvious one, what

makes it so crooked'.' At ordin.ary stages it cai'iies almost no sediment, and

at flood it does not appear to be overlo.aded cxcejit on the inside of the

bends. The valley is straight, (he Hood water clnmnel is vei-y crooked and

the low water channel is still moi-e crookcMl. 'I'lie fall of the stream in

1.!)C0 feet of lenirtli is seven feet, or at the rale ul IP leel jier mile, and in

the upper l,:;iii) leel is L*l.'.."> feet per mile, which e(pials the aver.-ige fall of

the ((ihu'ado river through ihe (Jrand (';iny(in. The fall in ilie lower (100

feet is 10,:! feet per nnle. The slope of the v;illey Hour in l,l."i(l feet is 32

feet per nnle, but in the ujtper <)."iO feet is tl! feet per mile. Therefore the

stream is most crooked where ihe valley slope is st(>epest. Its law seems

to be, the crookedness vaiMes dir(>ctly as the steepness of viilley slope. This

supports the conclusion of .Jefferson that "maturely meandering streams

ma.v be regarded as linding their slojte too stee]).'"'

It works in easily eroded material and the extraordinarily crooked

poi'tion of it is just whore it crosses (he belt of s.ind dunes. These facts

indicate that a temporai-y ;ind local excess of load may be one of the

factors concerned in (he iiroblem.

' X.ational CcoKinpliic Mn^rnzinc Vol. ^:^. P.-isc .T7



Abnndoned bends at lii^ii hncls sliow tiiat the stream has hcen nieaii-

dei'iug I'or a l^nig iiericd. The (act ihat it no longer overtlows its valley

floor, but only the eliann;'] Itour, means tliat it is slightly intrenched, is

making a new tlood i)lain at a lower level, as tlie cross prohk' shows

(Fig. 2), and leaving its t'oi'mer flood plain as a terrace. In intrenched

meanders cut-offs are rare, because they occur only where a neck is cut

tlirough by lateral erosion. Tlie cut-offs of Normal brook ar<' made in

this way and not by overflow across a neck. In such cases the meander

belt has no self-limiting width, hut is restrained only by the bluffs. In

Normal brook the width of tlie l)elt is about thirty times the widtli of the

low water stream and not more than Ave times the average widtli of the

high water channel. The present base level for the brook is the surface

of the gravel terrace in tlie Waiiash valley. The brook once cmiitied di-

rectly into the river when it stood at a level ten or flfteen feet al>ove the

terrace. Therefore the brook Ii;is been sul>,1ected in post-glacial times to

a fall of base level of tliat amount. Meanders ai-ipiired dni-ing a condition

of higher base level and gentler sloi)e may have l);'en inheriled and mod-

erately intrenched by the present stream.
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The Paleolithic, Neolithic, Copper and Ikon Ages of

Shelby County, Indiana.

By F. W. Gottlieb.

Exact diilo, I know not ; but we Vi'ill say at Jeast i,OOU j'ears ago. 1

will treat especially upon the mounds of Hauover township, known as Hog

Back and Kinsley mounds. TIig former is 250 yards long, over 100 yards

wide and was 05 feet at its highest point. As I study this prehistoric

burial place I become convinced that it is a great deal of Nature's handi-

work, dating back to the drift period, because of the large boulders im-

bedded lu the great mass of choicest gravel. A valley between this mound

and another very high ridge shows how the earth was taken therefrom

and place<l on top of the mound ridge, thereby forming a surface which

caused the earlier white settlers to give it the name of Hog Back, much
iiepresenting the razorback species. Old historic Big Blue River flows grace-

fully past the east side of the mound, which rises abruptly to the height

of 65 feet. On the north end flows a spring of sparkling water, which has

quenched the thirst of countless ages ; even .in this progressive period it is

the camping and picnic ground for numerous persons each summer season.

The land where this ntound is located was entered by a Mr. Chadwick

in Freeport, a small isolated village near Morristown, where the South

Illinois Indian trail crossed Big Blue River. There was at one time an

appropriation made by the Indiana State Legislature for the improA-ement

of Blue River up to this point, and on the opposite side of the river and a

little below is a spot marked by the State Geologist where gold has been

picked up, the retreat for many summers of Indiana's most famous author

and poet, James Whitcomb Riley, and immortalized by him.

Some distance above the squat and burial-place of our pre-Columbian

brethren which so beautifully overlooks the village lived a settler of pio-

neer fame )>y the name of Pouge, who is supposed to have been killed by

the Indians fhat had stolen his horses, when he with his gnu followed the

fr^ij northeast of Indianapolis to a stream which took its name after the
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st'ttk'i-. At (his point it is .•l.-iiiiu'd tliat ho ')v<M-to(ik th;- IiHliiiiis mikI was

killed, a8 he was never seen aft< rwards. ISut some years later a skeleton

was fonnd in a ]iit where a tree had niirooted, which was supposed to be

the ski'letiin of tlie sctth'r. Ix'iiii; (lu- last r(>niinder of the Indians who no

doiilit hm ied their dead in sittin.u; poslurcs in llo.^' I'.ack, iireparcd orii,dnally

by their predecess<irs, the Mound Builders.

The niouiid is in an <'iiclnsure of about six acres always covered with

blue grass and was undisturbed u.iitil fifteen years ago. Several very

large beet-h treos are still standing on the same, also very large stumps

of blue poiilar trees. After the land was sold, the new owner at once be-

gan to haul gravel and great destruction has taken place. Many skeletons

have been taken out and their biinos, .along with the gravel, have helped

to make the many good roads of II,mover township.

Scven Large spears and man.v ornameids (tf hone. moUusk, shale lu'.ids,

()rn;iniented bear teeth, ]iolished imt not pierced, I'.eavi'r, (Jround llog ;ind

Wildcat tieth have been founil.

ExiiiiUT 1. Thi' skull of this solon of the past is one of the most ]ier-

f;;(tl.v i>rescrved specimens laken from Hog Back. Oh, if he could oidy (ell

what his cranium once jiossessed in knowledge! He was no doubt a .Mound

liuilder, as he was found in nearly tlie middle of the great ridge and abour

seven fe(>t undei- the surface. The carelessness of the gravel diggers was

luifortunate indeed, as no other part of him was saved and what artifacts

might ha\'e I)e('n Imried with him were lost.

'I he soul of the ni;in

The organ of thought

—

Tell me, if you can.

What this man might have wrought.

2. This bi-oken Fennir—see how it was stoved and how firndy It

welded together. I would like to know the name of the prehistoric sur-

geon I I took ujt a slvcleton on th(> highest jioint twelve years .ago of a man

no doubt itU or 1(J() year.-; old, judging the age fi'om tlu' teeth. He was a

very large man. His jaws were so huge that I could jilace them on tiie

outside of my jaw and move my chin vei-y freely. He had a broken left

rib which was la|)]ied togetlu-r and healed very nicely,

o. This banded Slate Bird Amulet, being the tirst of the slate arti-

facts that were found in the mound, is what archa'ologists term the Duck,

or Lucky Stone, and w;is tied on (he liow of the boat to insure success

for the day's hunt and catch.



4. This I\I«)lliisk shell, pierced with three holes, was upon the breast

when it was foiiiid with the skeleton.

5. This beautiful banded siate ceremonial was unearthed one month

ago. It is a very valuable addition to archieological science. I con-

tend that this specimen is not a ceremonial tomahavi-k, but the ancient

game stune, similar to the game of Diabolo recently revived over the world.

A heavy sinew from the deer, such as the early Indians used for their

bows, was no doubt placed through the unusually large square hole and

then tossed into the air by means of a wand and kept iu motion by

applied science or practice. It shows very plainly where the strings wore

grooves on the four corners of the hole through the ceremonial.

This mound looks very sad today, as many hundreds of loads of gravel

are hauled tliorefrom every year and soon the abode of early man will

disappear. I will halt here long enough to say that Indiana is very slow in

taking up the matter of presciTing hor Indian Mounds, a subject in which

I am deeply interested, and I will make an effort to call the attention of the

next session of the Legislature to this important matter.
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COPPER AGE.

TIIH KINSLEY MOnXI).

So ii;iiiu'(' because an did LSv'iitleuian Ity tliat iiMiiii owned the land,

\vlii( li is now inside the coriioratioii of Morristown, [ndiani, Hanover

Township.

We suspected this elevation lo lie a mound tor yt'ars. Finally the land

was sold and platted into town lots. :Mr. Davis, wim hon.tilit these certain

lots began at once io haul gravel from the side of the mound, which is a

perfect circle about IHO feet in diameter and mil i>\vv seven feet high at

the present, owing to ilie fact that it was under cullivation for many

FK0:M KINSLEY MOTTXD.

^«ars, which has worn it down several feet. Much to (he surprise of the

diggers, human bones began to .ippear, copper bracelets began to fall and

tinkle, disclosing three bodies—that of a supposed Chief, liis Sipiaw wife

and child s(inaw, having .i total of IC. copper bnicelets on their wrist-

bones. (Of said number I possess S and show them to you.) Here are two

wrist bones of the child, with tv.-o Itracelets on them, as I found them

myself. ]My comiianion ob(ain<'d the other arm and (he two bracelets, lio-

ing a total of four dial (he child wore. We found over 200 beads of

antler wani]inm in Ihe dirl .-iboul (lie chihrs neck. (Of the same I show you

over 50.)

Note the thickness of the i»racelets aliout the wrists of the Chief, a

size smaller about liis no <loiib( conjugal S(juaw.
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I have here some of the ash IxmI thrse budius wcw buried in, which

shows one inch thick iu the soil. Also some splendid specimens of char-

coal. The crania in general from this mound are iu a miserable condition.

Just one-half of this conical mouud has been destroyed. I may yet

obtain more valuable information wlun the remainder has been destroyed.

Would that I possessed the same ; I would restore and fence it about, let

blue grass reign supreme, erect a suitable monument to these solons of the

copper age, which could be readily seen from the C. II. & D. U. R., being

not over 100 feet from the track ; but alas, there is too much profit iu the

gi-avel, and man of this fiyini,' luacliino epoch must have the cash.

KIN.SLi:V Mor.NK.

1. This part excavated.

2. This part left intact.

3. Three bodies were removed.

The International Society of Arch;eologists, of which I am an ardent

member, is taking up the Science of Archa!ology and spreading it all

over the world, enlisting supi)ort everywhere, and luijje tu do away witli

this wholesale destruction of the monuments, thus preserving them for the

care and studj- of future generations.
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Now one word or more, why we flntl so often three bodies buried to-

gether, of man, woman and female child. This is my second observation,

and others have related like observations to me. Did they cremate, or put

to death tirst the favorite wife and female child when the chief and father

died, to be buried with him, or what? What do you think, you members of

this splendid Academy?

IRON AGE.

We are now in the Columbian era, when the Spanish and French and

early English inhabited this section. The center weaiwn in the illustration

is a very finely preserved Halberd, plowed up about ten years ago. An ex-

act counter part of this Halberd mounted, with its original handle, I saw

in the Cincinnati Art Museum, which w^as loaned to the said institution,

having been handed down at least 250 years. It was used with great skill

to spear, climb forts, chop away an opening through the then dense for-

ests, etc.

The Spanish Bowie Knife was found recently in Morristown when

digging for grading a hillside, by William Cremens.

The Squaw Ax and peace pipe Tomahawli were both plowed up years

ago and were no doubt made for the early Red Skins in this section, who

were Miami and Ben Davis Indians, by the men that no doubt lost the

Halberd. Tlie early settlei's, when on friendly terms, would exchange

these handmade implements of Iron with the Indians for furs, pottery, etc.

The two Spikes shown are from the first railroad built in Indiana,

known as the Knightstown & Shelbjwille Railroad. An old settler tells

me that it is 52 years since he last rode on it. It was a flat bar system,

wooden sleepers and a fiat iron rail was spilied on with these spilves, which

were found by my friend L. Cole on his farm in Hanover Township. The

road crossed Main street in Morristown, where stood the old depot, and the

two nails sliown were taken from the building when it was torn down.

My stepfather (deceased), Collins Wilmot Griffith, the first mill wrighter

and pattern maker, that superintended the building of the first Flour Mills

[11—26988]
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and Foundries in this part of the State, in his years of retirement was the

owner of the Stage line which operated between Knightstown and Shelby-

ville. He also conducted the Hotel at Knightstown. The sad affair of

building and putting this fast Railroad into operation was such competi-

tion that he soon lost his fortune tied up in horses and stages. He con-

tinued to conduct the Hotel and many belated passengers were his guestss

for several days at a time until the mishap on this slow Railroad was cor-

rected.

Thus I bring my Iron Age to a close. I have brought you from the

prehistoric past into history and there I close, with a mention of the pro-

gression of 75 years—the Telephone, Electrical Achievements, Phonograph.

Wireless Telegraphy, Flying Machine.
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GROOVED AXES.
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PITTED STONES, GROOVED MORTARS, HAMMERS, ALTAR STONE, HOES
AND HEARTH STONES.
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CELTS, GAGES, CHISELS.
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PESTLES, MULLERS, MORTARS.
Fredrick W. Gottlieb.
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Fauna of the Brazil Limestone.

By F. C. Greene.

Prof. Chas. W. Shannon of Brazil sent to the State University a col-

lection of fossils which he said came from a limestone .just below the sur-

face at that place. Later Dr. J. W. Beetle of the State University and

Mr. L. C. Snider sent in other collections from the same limestone at

somewhat different localities in the same vicinity.

The stratigraphic chart in the 33rd annual report of this department

shows this limestone as occurring in Division II of the Indiana Coal Meas-

ures. In the 23rd annual report of this dei)artment, Ashley gives the fol-

lowing sections from this locality:

Brazil. Ashley.

Sec. 29. Sec. 31.

Ft. In. Ft. In.

Sandstone ? ? ? ?

Limestone 17 11

Shale 4 6

COAL, good 3 4 1

COAL, bone 1 2

Fire-clay ? ?

Shale 16

In other places in this vicinity, the limestone is only seven feet thick

or may be wanting, while the underlying shale varies from to 8 feet in

thickness. The limestone is a dark-colored, bituminous stone, liaving an

irregular fracture and the fossils are mainly white or light-colored. It is

sometimes overlain by very fossilifcrous, dark-colored, calcareous shale

from which finely preserved specimens may be washed.

FAUNA.

1. Fusulinella Sp. Probabiy a new species.

2. Lophophyllum profundnm M-E and H.

3. Zeaerinus sp. (plates).

4. Eupachycrinus tuberculatus Meek and Worthen.

5. Eupachycrinus sp. (fewer but larger tubercles).
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6. Archeocidaris sp. (plates and s])ines).

7. Worm c. f. Spirorbis anthracosia Whitfield.

8. Worm sp. (represented by burrows in the shell of Produetus cos-

tatus).

9. Fistulipora nodulifera Meek.

10. Steuopora spinulosa Rogers.

11. Stenopora ohioensis? Foerste.

12. Stenopora tuberculat.n Prout.

13. Steniii)ora c. i. cestrlensis Ulrich.

14. Stenopora sp. Prcltably a variety of S. spinulosa.

15. Stenopora 2 species. Prohalily nudcscribed.

10. Fenestella limbata Fuel sic.

17. Fenestella modesta? Ulrich (reverse only shown).

18. Polypora w'liti'i Ulrich.

10. Polypora spinulifera Ulrich.

20. Polypora sp. (resembles P. cestrlensis somewhat but differing

from it in havini; mucli hmKcr fenestniles).

21. Pinnatopora sj). (reverse only sjmwn).

22. Septopora ]»innata Ulrich.

28. Septopcra liiscrialis Swalluw.

24. Hliombopora leixidi-ndoidca Meek.

2."). Streblotrypa distincta Ulricli.

20. Cystodictya carbonaria Meek.

27. Cystodictya sj). (resembles ('. iiiciniimartiinata imt lias ii-0 rows of

zoecla )

.

28. Prismoporu sereata Meek.

20. Derbya erassa M and II.

oO. ("honetes mesolobus N and P.

.81. Produetus cora var. anicricaiia Swallow.

.32. Produetus punctatus Martin.

33. Produetus eostatus Sowerby.

34. Produetus wabashensis N and P.

.35. Prnductus niurieatus X and P.

30. Produetus sp.

37. Dielasma bovidens Morton.

38. Spiriferiua kentuckiensis Sliumard.

.39. Spirifer cameratus Morton.
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40. Spiril'er rockymonlanns Mar<:'ou.

41. Reticularia i-eii)lexa McCliesney.

42. Hustedia niornioiii Marcon.

43. Seminula argentea Sliepard.

44. Aviciiioi)ec'ten occiflentalis Slmmard.

45. Aviculopecteii hertzeri? Meek.

46. Myalina recurviorostris M and W.

47. Maerodon carbonarious Cox.

48. Schizodns barii Miller.

49. Astartella varica.

50. Allorisma terminale? Hall.

51. Pelecypcd sp.

52. Cepbaloiiod sp. (probably Tainoceras occidenlalis Swallow).

53. Griffithides scitula M and W.

54. Fisb tooth (fragment).

The Brazil limestone is probably to be correlated with the Fort Scott

limestone of Kansas, since a similar i'anna has been noted by the writer

from this horizon (Henrietta limestone) of Missouri and southeast Iowa.
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Preparation of Ether.

By p. N. Evans.

It is commonly stated that in tlie preparation of ether by running alco-

hol into sulphuric acid kept at about 140 deg. Centigrade, while the opera-

tion is nominally a continuous one, the acid acting catalytically, the volume

of ether obtainable amounts to only about six times that of the acid used

before the action is seriously impaired, soon to cease altogether.

Various causes for this limitation have been suggested, including the

accumulation of water formed in the main reaction, the formation of sul-

phuric and sulphonic esters rendering the acid unavailablo, ;iiid the actual

destruction of the acid by reduction to sulphurous acid by the organic com-

pounds present. liittle or no exi»erimental evidence is given in support of

any of these hypotheses, tnid the present difference of opinion leaves the

question still open.

With the assistance of Miss Lena Sutton the writer is attempting to

get more definite information as to the actual limits of the reaction and

their cause or causes. At the time of writing the work has not proceeded

far enough to provide the solution of tlie problem, but it nas already been

learned that instead of the efficient limit being reached when the volume of

the ether amounts to about six times that of the acid used there is no dim-

inution of efficiency at about fifty times the volume, when ordinary com-

mercial alcohol and acid are employed. It has been found, too, that the

accumulation of water formed in the reaction cannot be the inhibiting fac-

tor, for it has been learned that it is practicable to start with highly di-

luted acid and obtain the usual results, the acid evidently becoming con-

centrated to the necessary degree by loss of water at tne temperature

ordinarily employed

In order to determine the proportions of ether, alcohol and water in

the successive distillates, they are submitted to fractional distillation, and

the results compared with those from known mixtures in the proportions

possible under the conditions of the experiment, assuming the alcohol used

to have undergone the reaction with varying degrees of completeness.

It is hoped to obtain further experimental evidence bearing upon the

problem during the present academic year.
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Ttte Surface Tension Temperatuke Coefficient.

By Artiiuk L. Foley.

o o

-ij^^^^^i^'x

Some fifteen years ago the author describetl a method of finding the

surface tension of liquids by determining with a balance the force required

to pull a frame of mica from the liquid.' A mica frame, cut in the form

shown in Fig. 1 is suspended from one arm

of a sensitive bakmce and the lower edge

(a-b) of the upper strip of mica is brought

into contact with the liquid. The liquid is

then gradually lowered while the pointer of

X l^- *• the balance is kept at the turning point by

adding weights to the other pan. Eventually

the downpull of the liquid and film is exceeded by the weights on the other

arm of the balance, the mica frame is pulled suddenly upward, and the

film breaks. The frame is then weighed while still in the liquid. The

difference between the two weights gives what is called the maximum
weight, from which the method takes its name.

The surface tension is givei. by the equation

rry Wg , dFt-g Itg

^^27l=r) -t-4ll=t)-4Tr-=^VdW^+4w(]-t)d. (1)

Where T=surface tension in dynes.

w=maximum weight.

l=length of frame (between legs).

t=thickness of frame.

d==density of liquid.

g=:acceleration due to gravity.

When the frames are thin one may use the simple equation

T = ^. (2)

The maximum weight can be determined again and again with sur-

prising uniformity. Even when one uses mica frames differing greatly in

' Proepedings of the Indiana Academy of Science, 1895, p. 67.

Physiical Review. Vol. 3, No. 5, 1896, p. .S81.
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thickness the values of the surface tension calculated by equation (1) are

quite concordant. In the article already referred to the author gives re-

sults for frames ranging in thickness from .0013 cm. to .02067 cm., the

greatest variation being less than six-tenths per cent. Equation (2)

gave results with a maximum range of four i>er cent, the difference be-

ing greatest for thick frames. But in practice it is not necessary to use

thick frames. In the case of the variation of the surface tension with

temperature all the measurements may be made with a single frame. In

this experiment the frame was .0102 cm. thick and 6.642 cm. long.

Fis.Z.

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the apparatus lor measuring the

temperature coefficient of the surface tension of water between room

temperature and S0°. A mica frame F was hung on a wire W attached

to one arm of a balance—sensitive, at this load, to .002 mg.. The balance

itself rested on a wooden box shown in section. This box had a door in

front (practically air tight) with a double glass window tlirough which

the apparatus inside could be seen and the thermometers read. The

wooden box enclosed a double walled tin box or tank T, with walls about
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eight centimeters apart on all sides except in front of the glass door. Ti

was a copper vessel or tank connected by lead tubes Ln and L. to the tank

Tj. Both tanks were filled with oil. The oil in the tank Ti, heated by one

or more bunsen burners, passed through the tube L2 into the tank T2 and

finally back through Li into Ti. A stirrer, driven by an electric motor,

aided in producing a rapid circulation of the oil. Tank Ti and tubes Li

and L2 were wrapped with several layers of asbestos paper.

From a flask not shown in the figure water was siphoned to and

through the tube Gi into the evaporating dish Di. An overflow G2 served

to keep constant the depth of the water in the dish. The excess of water

dropped on sponges S in an evaporating dish D3, itself drained by the tube

T3. The sponges served to keep the space inside the box saturated with

watery vapor, or nearly so. An inverted evaporating dish D, served to

enclose almost completely the frame and liquid and thus Insure the satura-

tion of the space about the film on which the measurements were made.

The dish Di rested on a wooden platform P supported at one end by

a hinge and at the other end by a cord C passing over a cylindrical metal

rod which extentfed to the outside of the box. The height of the water

surface was slowly raised or lowered by twisting the rod.

A thermometer ti gave the temperature of the oil, U the temperature

of the water, U the temjDerature of the space immediately above the water,

and ti the temperature of the space outside the inverted evaporating dish.

No measurements were made when the thermometers U, t,, and ti differed

by more than a few tenths of a degree. This necessitated a wait of from

one to five hours l>etween readings at different temperatures. Three series

of readings were taken, each requiring a continuous run of from ten to

thirty-six hours—depending upon the number of observations made.

Owing to the condensation on the wire W where it passed through the

opening in the tank T, it was not practicable to carry the observations

higher than 80°. An effort was made to prevent this condensation by driv-

ing gently through the opening a stream of warm air from the outside.

But this interfered somewhat with the action of the balance and the satu-

ration of the space inside. It did not occur to the writer at the time to

try heating the wire by means of an electric coil.

For temperatures below room temperatures the asbeytos was removed

from the tank Ti and the tank was surrounded by a large vessel containing

[12—26988]
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water and ice. or ico and salt, depending on the temperatures required in

the tanlv T..

The water used in this experiment was first distilled in the usual

copper still, then with potassium permanganate in glass, then twice again

in glass. Just before using the water was boiled for fifteen minutes to

drive off absorbed gases, and then rapidly cooled by placing the flask in

ice water. The water was siphoned from the fiask through a glass siphon

with a cock which permitted the flow to be adjusted at will. Before open-

ing the cock the water in the flask was each time brought to approxi-

niiitely the temperature indicated by the thermometer t^. It was then

passed through the tube Gi (which had a length of some fifty centimeters

inside the oil) into the dish Eh. Sometimes the measurements were made

with the water in Di at rest, sometimes with the water flowing very

slowly from the tube, this giving a fresh surface as free as possible from

ab.sorbed gases or contamination of any kind.

The author feels sure of all his data excc|(t ills Iciuperature measure-

ments. The thermometers used were bought for high grade instruments.

It was the intention to calibrate them at the conclusion of the exi»eriment.

Hy accident they were placed with S((m(' ollicrs ol the same Ivind and so

could not be identified.

The results obtained in tliis investigation are given in tli(> following

table and are plotted iu Fig. 3.

Temperature Tension in

of the VVater

—

Dynes per cm.

1.0°

1.4 74.!t5

6.G T4.17(;

10.7 73.G07

10.

o

73.087

21.8 72.20

29.2 70.795

37.3 09.32

50.4 07.30

51.0 07.27

01.0 ()5.oO

07.5 (J4.45

72. (J 03.71



if ^ t(2.n Si'on in
dynes per cm

Fig 3.
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From the plot one obtains the following values:

Surface tension at 0° C.=75.5 dynes per cm.

Surface tension at 18° C.=72.6 dynes per cm.

Surface tension of 80° C.=62.6 dynes per cm.

Temperature coefficient=.161 dynes per cm.

T. Proctor HalP gives the following values

:

Tension at 0° C.=75.48 djTies.

Tension at 18° C.==72.96 dynes.

Tension at 80° C. (calculated) =64.28 dynes.

Temperature coefficient=.14 dynes.

Hall tabulates the results of nineteen different investigations by

fourteen investigators giving a mean of all of Tension=75.4 dsmes at 0° C.

and temperature coefficient ranging from .141 dynes to .204 djmes per cm.

Hall adopts .14 dynes as the most probable value.

It will be observed that the author's result for the tension at zero

temperature agrees with the results obtained by others, but that his values

at higher temperatures are considerably lower, giving a nuuh larger tem-

perature coefficient. The differeu'-es are entirely too larg<' and too regular

to be attributed to experimental errors.

Hall claims that absorbed gases tend to raise the surface tension of

water and to increase the temperature coefHcient. He claims also that the

surface tensions of different samples of water are not the same. The

author rather incllres to the view that the smaller values obtained at

Iiigher temperatures in this investigation are due to the fact that the

measurements were made on water in contact with air saturated with

watery vapor, while the conditions under which most of the other investi-

gations have been made give the tension of water in contact with moist

air, but not saturated air. Perhaps the actual temperature of the film

under such conditions is not given correctly by a thermometer placed in

the liquid. Evaporation into the air lowers the temperature of the surface

film—possibly considerably below the temperature of the body of the

liquid. Whatever the actual magnitude of this effect may l)e, it tends al-

ways to give too high values for the surface tension at higli temperatures

—

the drier the air the higher the values.

* New method of measuring surface tension. Philosophical Magazine, Novem-
ber, 1893, Vol. 36, p. 412.
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Objections to Laplace's Theory of Surface Tension.

(Abstract.)

By Arthur L. Foley.

Laplace's Theory of surface tension attributes the contractile force of

liquid films to the attraction of the molecules immediately below the surface

of the liquid for those on the surface, producing a tendency for the surface

molecules to move into the interior. The magnitude of this force would

depend on the curvature of the surface and ^\ould be greater at a convex

surface than at a flat or concave surface. Consequently the rise of water

in a capillary tube would be due to the fact that the downward pressure

of the film outside the tube is greater than the downward pressure of the

film inside the tube.

This theory does not call for a negative pressure under the film inside

the tube. It calls for a positive pressure, but slightly less than the down-

ward pressure outside. The liquid then would be forced up the tube by the

outside film pressure. It would appear then that any variation of the

pressure either inside or outside the tube should lie followed by a change

in the height of the capillary cohunu. Some simple exjierimeuts give re-

sults that are at variance with the theory.

Take a long capillary tube wilh its lower end extending some distance

into the water and note the height of the capillary column, Drop some soap

solution on the water outside the tube and thus lower the tension outside

If the liquid is supported by the excess of pressure outside the tube, the

height of the capillary column should be lessened. On the contrary the

height remains constant for some time—hours even—until the solution has

had time to diffuse into the tube.

Repeat the experiment rhis time introducing the soap solution into

the capillary- tube by means of a very fine capillary tube. The tension in-

side the tube being reduced (demanding a reduced pressure inside) and

the outer pressure remaining constant, it would seem that the excess of

the outside pressure would be increased and that the water should there-

fore rise in the capillary. Instead of rising it immediately falls.
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The Variation in the Ratio of the Specific Heats of a

Gas at the Temperature of Liquid Air.

By C. M. Smitfi.

Introduction.—The value of the ratio of the specific heat of a gas at

C
constant pressure, to the specific heat at constant volume, ^ = —^ ^las

C y

occupied the attention of physicists since the time of Newton. It was well

understood by him that the values for the velocity of sound in a gas as

calculated from his formula V = elasticity
^

^^^^.^ ^^^ -^^ accord
'^ density

with observed values, and being impressed by this discordance he wa.=;

moved to make certain violent assumptions concerning the relative magni-

tudes of the gas molecules and the inter-molecular spaces, together with

the relative velocities of s(/und in each. The true explanation of the

discordance was first suggested by LaGrange, who pointed out that the

elasticity of a gas might be augmented faster tlian its density, under com-

pression, although it remained for LaPlace, in 1816. to develop the complete

theory, and elucidate the ]iecessity for regarding the adiabatic changes in

volume, the modified equation being V - .
elasticity ^ ^^ where k is

"yl
density

the ratio of the adiabatic and isothermal elasticities, likewise the ratio of

the specific heats. Since that time more tlian a score of investigators have

occupied themselves with the determination of the value of A:\ under the

various conditions of temperature and pressure, and ihe importance at-

tached to the determination of k will be apparent from the following

considerations.

With a value of k assumed as known, its use in Newton's equation

is convenient for studying various iDhysical constants of a gas, and in

small quantities of the gas, values of the velocity of sound and specific

heats may be determined or compared. Furthermore a knowledge of the

^ For an exhaustive review of tlie history of the problem, see Maneuvrler, Jour,

dt Physique, 4, 1895.
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value of k is important because of its entrance into several of the funda-

mental equations of thermodyuajnics, and also because it furnishes au ex

cellent criterion for the correctness of the assumptions made in the kinetic

gas theory, concerning the distribution of the energy within the molecule.

Fn view of these intimate correlations of the value of Ic with other funda-

mental factors it is important to study Its variation under different con-

ditions of pressure and temperature for the same gas.

For constant pressure Wiillner- found practically a constant value of

k between 0° and 100° C, for air. Witkowski^ has found evidence of a

variation in k with both temperature and pressure, from theoretical con-

siderations. Luduc^ shows that 7c should decrease with rising temperature

and with falling pressure. Stevens^ finds a value of 1.34 for k at 1000°, and

Kalahne" shows that k decreases with rising temperature, reaching a value

1.39 for 900°. S. R. Cook,', working with liquid air temperatures, finds

the value of A- for air to be 1.35 (nearly), and Valentiner^ in an exhaustive

study of the dejiendence of k in nitrogen upon pressure, at liquid air tem-

I^eratures, finds the value of k to increase, approximately in proiiortion to

the ratio of the pressure to the saturation pressure for the temperature

used.

In this connection it was suggested to the writer by Professor Rontgen,

that a study of the value of k should bo undertaken for constant pressure

and liquid air temperature, and under his direction the present work was

carried out during the winter and spring semesters of 1901, in the Physi-

cal Institute at Municii. Two series of observations wore carried through:

I. For constant pressure, the ratio of values of k for the tem-

peratures of melting ice and boiling water was determined, the gas

used being air, free from m'>isture and CO,. Values under these con-

ditions had been determined by Wiillner (loc. cit.), and were here

repeated as a means of chocking the method.

II. For constant pressure, the same ratio was determined over

a range of temperature l'r.)ni that of the room, about 20° C, to that

= Ann. dor Diy-^ik 4, t878.
» Sci. Abs. .'{, IfiOO, p. 387.
* Sci. Abs. 3, 1900, p. 29.

» Sci. Abs. 4, 1901, p. 847.

«Ann. dcr Physik 11. 1903. p. 22.5.
;

'Phys. Uev. 23, 1906, p. 232.
;

«Ann. fl.T Physik 15, 1904.
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of liquid air, boiling freely under atmospheric pressure, about —190° C,

the gas in this series being pure nitrogen.

Values were calculated for both series using the simple relations given

in equation (0), a'ld for series T the results were in close agreement with

those of Wiillner. The assumption that Gay Lussac's law holds for nitro-

gen at low temperatures was however regarded as questionable, and re-

sults for series II were not at that time published. Subsequently the

density-pressure relation for low temperatures was investigated for nitro-

gen by Bestelmeyer and Valentiner" in the Institute at Munich, and resulted

in the establishmeni of the foil )\ving empirical relation Iietween pressure

volume and temperature:

—

pv=^h\T— (h..—lhT)p, where T is the absolute temperature, p is the

pressure, and r is the specific volume, the constants having values

7^1=0.27774, 7*2=0.03202, and 7(3=000253. This relation introduced into

the general equations gives (13). Making use of (13) the data of series

II have been recomputed, and the results are given in tal)le IV.

Subsequent to the experimental work of I and II, Valentiner'" has

made use of the same apparatus used by the writer, with certain modifi-

cations and improvements, for investigating the dependence of k upon

pressure, for nitrogen, at liquid air temperatures.

Theory.—The method used was that of Kundt's dust figures. Two

glass tubes, maintained at different temperatures, had set up in them sys-

tems of standing waves by means of the longitudinal vibrations of the

Siime glass rod. The frequency of the waves was the same within both

tubes, and from measurements of the wave lengths, as shown by the dust

figures, the variations in 7.- could be determined.

The velocity of sound in any homogeneous medium is given by the

equation

dp
y2 = _j^2— =r4n2.(2. (1)

\\'here v is the specific volume, and p is the pressure, the negative sign

meaning that a decrease in i)res.?ure corresponds to an increase in specific

volume. It must he remembered that the standing wave in the tube has

a wave length half as great as that for the progressive wave of the same

"Ann. der Physik, l.'S, p. 61.

^"Ann. der Physik, 15, p. 74.
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frequency, and throughout { will be used to mean the inter-nodal distance

for the systems of standing waves. For a perfect gas the adlabatic equa-

tion (pv^^-^i nst(iiit) must be used, whence

dp _ pk
(2)

Substituting this value in (1)

v'^pk

F^--= -A7«' = 4^2:2 (3)
r

Let equation {?>) refer to the tube B, Fig. 1, in series I, which contains

air, and is at 0° C, and let a similar equation with subscripts apply to the

tube A in the steam bith.

F% =^1 p, ^;^=4ri^ /-,. (4)

Dividing (4) by (3) and solving for the ratii'

k, /^ V (5)

k a2 ?;,

From Gay Lussac's law siK'cific volumes are directly proportional to

absolute temperatures, whence

k, _/2,T (6)

~k~ y^T,'

From (G) the results given in table I are calculated.

For series II however, using nitrogen at liquid air temperature, the

p-v-T relation to Bestelmcyer and Valentine was used,

p r=(>.2T774 r—(0.(>:r202—0.000253 T)p (7)

Substituting \v. the tundaiiiental ('(jnation

(8)

\dv Jq \dr/r

the value of — for constant tcniix'r.iturc. as determiiiod by differen-

tiating (7),

n kp (9)

Q v-\-(h,-h,T)

and substituting this in (1).
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v^ k v k p'^ v'^ (10)
72 = = = 4n'' ''J

v + {h2 — h,T) h,T

Writing e<iuation (iO) with subscripts referring to the tube B Fig. 1,

as used in series II with nitrogen, at a temperature of liquid air,

k,v\v^, (11)

Dividing (11) by (3),

kip^,v\ ^n\:^,h,Ti k^ pvh,T,'A\ (12)
= whence = -_

—
kpv 4n-/'^^ k p^i 2^^i

/-2

For normal conditions 7)f—76 (1+ot), whence

^1 i\ h, T, (13)
- = 76 ( i + «

k '*
p^i f^i

Ihe product pi-ff, referring as it does to nitrogen at liquid air tempera-

ture, must be computed from the empirical equation (7). Equation (13)

is used for the calculation of results for series II, given in table IV.

Description of Apparatus and Method.—A general view of the ap-

paratus as mounted for use is shown in Fig. 1, the essential features of

which are shown in Fig. 2. Two glass tubes, A and B, Fig. 2, about 8.2 cm.

in diameter, were bent at right angles, about 30 cm. from the ends, the

horizontal portions being about 80 cm. long. These were mounted on a

rectangular frame of wood, a a a a. This frame was hung with its plane

vertical, and was capable of rotation about a pivot at the point O. The

entire structure could be tilted forward slightly about an axis XX'. A

glass rod e f g, 100 cm. long, with enlarged ends, was clamped at points

i and J of its length from its ends, the supports for the rod at these points

being of rubber, and serving at the same time to close the ends of the

tubes. Through these rubber stoppers were passed small delivery tubes,

for introducing the gas used. Adjustable pistons were inserted through

similar rubber stoppers at c and d. The upper tube was surrounded by a

double walled vessel made nf tinned copper, and covered with a layer of

heavy felt. This vessel had a closely fitting double cover, provided with

mica windows througli v/hich the thermometers were read. It was also

provided with inlet, outlet and drainage tubes, so that steam could be

passed in and the temperature of boiling water indefinitely maintained

about the enclosed tube A. A long trough was made of such dimensions

that it could be raised up about the lower tube B, and when filled with
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melting ice the temperature of B could be held at 0° throughout the neces-

sary time interval. For the series II, a trough of special design to contain

liquid air was used. This was made of three layers of thin sheet tin, with
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pencil. After this linear distribution of the powder the entire structure

was tilted forward slightly about XX', and the line of the powder was made

to seek the lowest part of the tubes by gentle tapping. On tilting the

frame back to its vertical position, the line of powder was raised slightly

along the side of the tubes, and when the glass rod e f g was rubbed at

its middle point with a piece of moistened flannel, its longitudinal vibra-

tion was communicated to the gas in lx)th tubes, ."letting up systems of

r

o

B

T/G. £

u

IT

X'

stationary waves, and causing the powder to fall down at the points of

maximum disturbance as shown in Fig. 3. These festoon like figures were

sharp and uniform, and capable of accurate measurement, the inter-nodal

distances giving the wave lengths of the standing waves within the tubes.

Each of the tubes carried near the ends of the horizontal portions, a pair

of felt covered brass rings. To the under side of these rings could be

quickly attached by means of set screws, the brass meter scale for measur-

ing the figures. A sliding sleeve which could be slipped over the tube was

provided with a vernier reading to one-tenth mm., which played over the
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brass scale tjeneath. and ou the sleeve was a fiducial line, In the form of a

fine black wire. Three independent settings were made on each nodal point,

the mean being taken as the position of the node. Since the figures were

formed at temperatures different from those at which they were measured,

the corresponding corrections for the expansion and contraction of the

glass tubes were applied.

From such a series of measured inter-nodal distances the most pi-oba-

l)ie value ol the wave leiij;th was calculated from the ronimla.

{n — 1) (a. — Ol) -\- (n— 3) (on-i — a^)

n(n2— 1)

1 .
-'

. 3

wiiero // is the number of settings, and O1-O2-O3 are the re.spective settings.

The writer is indebted to Mr. P. P. Koch for a complete calibration of

the brass scale used, in terms of the standard meter bar belonging to the

Institute. Corresponding corrections have been comi)ntod and applied to

all the measurements of both series.
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Procedure, Series I.—For this series of measurements the tube A was

kept at steam temperature, while the tul>e B was packed in melting ice.

The tubes were first carefully cleaned, washed with acid and alkali solu-

tions, rinsed and dried, then mounted in place as in Fig. 2. Dry air free

from CO, was drawn through them for some time, meanwhile gently

warming them with bunsen burners. A small amount of the quartz powder,

previously heated and cooled in a dessicator, w.is introduced, and the dry

air suction cojitinued for smie time. The apparatus was then rucked and

tilted as des(;rihed above in order to effect a proper distribution of the

powder, steam was admitted about A :uid the ice bath placed abaut B.

After a period ranging from one to two hours, with both tubes open to

the atmosphere through the drying train, the glass rod was rubbed, the

temperatures and atmospheric pressure were observed and the steam and

ice baths were withdrawn. After some hours the figures were measured

in the nnmner above described. The thermometers used were frequently

compared with standards, and the temperature in the steam jacket was

constantly checked from standard barometer readings. One complete set

of average wave length measurements is ghen in table I, and the data for

are

n-j 00

given in table II.

eight such experiments, together with calculated values of

Tube
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From the mean value of /. from table II, it would appear that the

value does not vary from unity by more than one-tenth of one per cent.

An unfavorable combination of errors could affect the single values by

three-tenths of one per cent.

Tube A. in Steam.
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Tube A, at Room Temp.

44.88

79.38

113.07

147.90

182.45

217.15

251.87

286.22

319.85

354.57

389.60

423.70

457.15

492.17

526.47

561.42

A

34.30

33.69

34.83

34.55

34.70

34.72

34.35

33.63

34.72

35.03

34.10

33.45

35.02

34.30

34.95

Most probable value of

A z= 34.421 ^ 0.016,

e = 0.44.

Tube B, in Liquid Air.

179.12 A

196.75 17.63

215.03 18.28

233.33 18.30

251.37 18.04

270.20 18.83

288.27 18.07

306.15 17.88

324.37 18.22

342.60 18.23

360.18 17.58

378.80 18.62

396.72 17.92

415.43 18.71

433.32 17.89

451.18 17.86

469.55 18.37

487.75 18.20

505.75 18.00

524.03 18.28

541.97 17.94

559.82 17.85

587.15 18.35

Most probable value of

A z= 18.152 — 0.007,

e ^= 0.32.

Table 3.

Tube A, in Liquid Air.
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About five liters of liquid air were required for an experiment. The

tube was left in the bath for about oue hour before the glass rod was

sounded. Corrections were applied for scale errors and for the expansion

of the tube prior to measurement. 1 he coefficient of expansion'- for glass

at liquid air temperature was taken as 0.0000073.

One complete set of average wave length measurements for an experi-

ment is given in table III, and the assembled data together with the calcu-

lated values of —L are given in table IV. The subscripts relate to liquid

A-

air temperatures. All temperatures are referred to —2T3°.04 as the abso-

lute zero'-'.

Any change in T will alter L inverselv in about the same ratio.

A-

Temperatures were probably accurate to one-fifth of one i)er cent. An un-

favorable combination of errors might invest ' with an error of one-

A-

half of one per cent.

From the results in table IV it would apitear that k for liquid air

temiK^rature is something more lli:in four per cent greater than for ordi-

nary temperatures, about 22° C.

'= Phil. Mas. 40, June, 1899.

"Ann. drr Physik 9, p. 1149.

Piiidiie Uiiirrriity, Dee.. 1010.
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Investigation Concerning The Reichert-Meissl No. and

THE Rate of Distillation of the Volatile

Acids in Butter Fat.

By George Spitzer.

In 11)00 J. Delaite and J. Legvanrt (Bui. Soe. Chini. Belg.) investigated

the determination of the volatile acid. He found tlie R. M. No. to increase

when saponification was continued from one-fourth to six hours. This

they claimed was due to depolymerizatlon.

In the regular worlc of the laboratory no sucli variation was ob-

served in the routine worli of determining the volatile acids. The time

of saponification varied from one to one and one-half hours.

To determine the effect of continuing the saponification on the per cent,

of volatile acids obtained by the Reichert-Meissl process, 10 determinations

were made using the same butter fat and following the A. O. A. C. method,

(p. 189, 1908). the saponification being carried out under method (a), under

pressure with an alcoholic solution of potassium hydrate. The saponifica-

tion flasks were completely submerged in a steam bath at a temperature

of 105° C. This was done to insure a more uniform temperature during the

time of saponification.

The time of saponification varied from 1.^. minutes to two and one-half

hours. The quantity of butttr fat taken was as near five grams as could

be weighed accurately. The result calculated on the basis of five grams.

In distilling the volatile acids the conditions were kept as uniform as

it was practical, the rate of distillation being so regulated that 110 c.c,

the required amount was distilled in 30 minutes.

Ten determinations were made. The results are shown in the follow-

ing table.

Table I.

Shcncing the Effect of Time of Saponification.
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Some allOAvance must be made in the time factor, slight saponifieation

taking place before placing in the steam bath, also during the time of cool-

ing after removing the flasks. But it will be observed that this factor was

uniform for the 10 determinations.

From the figures in Table I. no such variations are indicated as re-

ported.

Some of the factors which influence the Reichert-Meissl No.

Rate of distillation.

Failure to remove alcohol (when used).

Size of distilling flask.

Absorption of carbonic acid and quantity of fat taken.

All those factors are under the control of the operator and constant

results are obtained by observing uniform conditions.

The rate of (list illation of the volatile acid hy the Reichert-Meissl process,

also the rate of (Ustillation of the volatile acids by distillation icith

steam.

In determining the rate of distillation of the volatile acids by the

Reichert-Meissl process, the distillate was collected in fractions of 10 c.c.

N
and titratvd with ._ NaOH.

10

N
The number (if cubic centimeters of alkali required to neutralize

10

each fraction are tabulated in Table II, also the per cent, acid calculated

as butyric acid based on five grams of butter fat taken.

Table II.

Showing Rate of Disiillation by the R. M. Process.

No
N

C.C. NaOH
10

Per cent. vol. acid as butyric—
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Plotting the above results, the volume distilled as abscissa and the

N
number of c.c. of alkali used to neutralize the distillate, w^e obtain the

10

following graphical representation of the R. M. process of distillation.

The total number of c.c. required to neutralize the volatile acid was

29.5 c.c. corresponding to 5.19 per cent, of acid calculated as butyric acid.
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By the Reichert-Meissl process, we obtain only a certain fraction of the

total volatile acids and which is fairly constant if carried out under stand-

ard methods.

To determine the relation of the volatile acids obtained from the R.-

M. process of distillation to the total volatile acids, distillation was made

with steam. By this means it is possible to estimate the total volatile

acids. The usual method of saponificatioii and precautious were taken as

in the R.-M. process.

One thousand c.c. wei-e distilled with steam and an alignment por-

tion titrated which gave a total of G.03 per cent, volatile acid as butyric

acid. In the R. M. process, 5.19 per cent, of acid was obtained from the

same butt<'r fat. Thus we see that only 8G per cent, of the total per cent,

of volatile acids were obtained by the R. M. process.

The Rate at which the Volutilc Acids nistiU hy Mccuis of Sl<(nii.

The same method was used as in tlie previcus experiment in determin-

ing the total volatile acids. The distillal imi was collected in purtinns of

50 c.c. and titrated with _!_Na()lI. rwciity fractions were titrated and
10

the result shown in Table II.

TAni.K III.

No
N

C. C. NaOH
10

Per cent. vol. acid as butyric

No
N

C.C. NaOH
10

Percent, vol. acid as butyric.

1.
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N
Plotting the c.e. distillecl as abscissa and the c.o. of — alkali re-

10

quired to neutralize the distillate as ordinates, we get a curve quite differ-

ent from the one obtained by the Reiehert-Meissl process.

In distillation by the R.-M. process and distillation with steam, we

meet with different conditions.
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In neither caf^e is the vapor saturated with the volatile acids of butter

fat during the period of distillation and the liquids in the still are made

up of water and the insoluble fatty acids.

The vapor pressures of the volatile acids differ and their solubility in

water and fatty acids influence the water of distillation.

Of two acids having approximately the same vapor pressure, the one

which is least soluble in the mixed liquid will distill the faster.

Combining the factors, solubility in water and in the fatty acids, a

mathematical expression for the rate of distillation becomes only ap-

proximately true.

Theoretically/ if we do not Iceep the volume constant as is the case in

the K.-M. process of distillation, that is by making no addition to the liquid

in the still during distillation,

dy yThe equation is — a - 'i^**^^ integrating we get

dx X

Log y=a Log x+c or y=x''.

y equals amount of volatile acidrs left in solution ,nid x amount of

liquid left in still, the original amount ix'ing taken as 1.

On the other hand, if the vohnne is ke|)t constant as is the case in

steam distillation x becomes constant.

In this case we consider the (piantity of water removed to the quantity

of volatile acids left in flic still.

dy
\\ e then write e<iuatioii =^ ay. Integrating we get the equation

dx

1—Log y=ax+c, or y= —

,

ax

y = amount of volatile acide left in sobitioii. original amount being

taken as 1 ; x = amcjunt of water and volatile acids distilled.

The above equations do not take into account tlie condensation in the

still.

' H. D. HichmoiKl, Analyst. 1008.

S. Young, fractional distillation.
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A Convenient Laboratory Device.

By J. p. Naylob.

For the last year we have been usuig a little device at Minshall Labo-

ratory that has proven serviceable in so many ways that it is thought that

it might be of sufficient interest to other members of the physics Section to

merit bringing it before you. Used in connection with the "Universal Sup-

ports," now so common in physical laboratories, the piece is so contrived

as to be adapted to a large number of experimental purposes.

The apparatus consists of a four and one-half inch circle divided to

half degrees, and supported by a hollow spindle or axle. The spindle is

carried by a sleeve, about three inches long, having at one end a strong

crossbar. This crossbar is fitted at one end with a vernier reading on the

divided circle to three minutes of arc and at the other end with a slow

motion screw and clamp arranged to act upon the circle. The hole

through the spindle will take a ten millimeter rod which can be clamped,

by means of a screw, at any desired point. To this rod are attached the

various pieces that make it possible to use the device in so many different

ways. In fact, it is in the hollow spindle that the adaptability and general

usefulness of the apparatus lies.

Perhaps merely mentioning a few of the purposes for which it can be

used will best suggest its adaptability in laboratory or investigation work.

It can be used for measuring the torsion of wires by twisting, for the

torsion head of an electro-dynamometer, for measuring the indices of refrac-

tion of plane parallel plates, for measuring the angles of prisms, for mak-

ing up a Kohlrausch total-reflectometer, for measuring the indices of

liquids by Wallaston's method, for arranging a Wallaston's goniometer,

for making up a simple polariscope or sacharimeter, as a support for meas-

uring the angular aperture of a microscope objective or photograph lens,

and for many other purposes. In fact, the apparatus can be used in a

large majority of cases where the measurement of an angle is an essential

part of the work. The figure shows the use of the apparatus in making up

a Kohlrausch total-reflectometer.
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. J.J?A'cic/&r.
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Further Notes on Timothy Rust.

By a. G. Johnson.

At the last two aniir.al meetiugs of the Academy, papers on timothy

rust, [Puccinia poeiiliformis (Jacq.) Wettst.], were presented by Mr.

Frank D. Kern, and it is of interest to note at this time the present known

distribution of the disease over the State as well as to record here the

extension of its range into other States and provinces from which it has

not been previously reported.

As was predicted in Mr. Kern's papers, the distribution of the rust

has become more general. In this State it evidently occurs wlierever timo-

thy is raised. During the past season the writer has collected it at widely

separated points, as follows: Mount Vernon (Posey Co.) on the south-

west; Wirt (Jefferson Co.) to the southeast; Richmond (Wayne Co.),

east central; Columbia City (Whitley Co.), Laketon (Wabash Co.), and

Logansport (Cass Co.), north central; LaFayette (Tippecanoe Co.), west

central. Besides these collections, specimens of the rust have been re-

ceived from Mr. Guy West Wilson and Mr. C. D. Learn, both collections

from Carmel (Hamilton Co.), central; and it was reported last year from

Columbus (Bartholomew Co.). This covers the State in such a way as to

lead one to be reasonably certain that the rust occurs throughout the

State wherever its host does.

In addition to the states and provinces from wliich the rust has been

previously reported, specimens have been received from Dr. E. W. Olive,

collected at Brookings, S. Dak., who reports it as common there this year,

although not previously seen ; from Miss Irma A. Uhde, collected at Lake

Okoboji, Iowa ; and from Prof. W. P. Fraser, Pictou, Nova Scotia. These

localities in addition to those noted in Mr. Kern's paper last year make

the known distribution of this rust in North America as follows. S. Da-

kota, Minnesota. Iowa. Wisconsin, Indiana, Ontario, New York, Maine and

Nova Scotia.

In most of the specimens seen, especially those from Indiana, the sum-

mer spores (urediniospores) wei'e aiuch the moi-e abundant. Winter

spores (teliospores) developed in some cases but not abundantly. In certain
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places in Jefferson County, the rust in its uredinial stage was abundant

this year. The rainy season in the southern part of the State favored the

development of the fungus.

At LaFayette, on the Experiment Station farm, the uredinial stage of

the rust is abundant in a timothy meadow, which was sown down this

spring. The rust is most abundant in the low parts of the meadow, and

even as late as at this writing (Nov. 22nd') the rust sori are abundant on

the green blades.

The vitality of the urediniospores, collected at LaFayette, Ind., Nov.

22nd, 1910, was tested by means of hanging drops in Van Tiegham cells

Spores were taken both from the green blades and from those that had

been killed by the frost. While the former showed much the more vigor-

ous germination, the vitality of the spores in both cases proved to be high.

This shows that they have withstood the cold weather, thus far, very well,

and points to the probability that the rust may be able to pass the winter

here in the uredinial stage, as it is thought to do in Europe.

From the above conditions it seems evident that timothy rust is in

North America to stay, and its abundance will doubtless vary with the

varying conditions that favor or check its development. Some of the

conditions that seem to favor the development of the fungus are a heavy,

luxuriant growth of the host on ground that tends to hold moisture, along

with rainy weather with cool nights and moderately still, warm, but not

hot, days. Obviously, the opposite set of conditions tend to be unfavor-

able for the greatest development of the rust.

While the iM^st possible attention to both air and soil drainage will no

doubt lessen the attacks of the disease to some extent, yet its ultimate

control doubtless lies in the field of the plant breeder. The production

of a strain of timothy having a high resistance to rust, as well as having

at the same time the l>est forage qualities, would be of vast imjxirtance.

Purdue UnivcrsUy Afjricultural Experiment StatiMi, Lafayette, Ind.

' 18 F. is the minimtim thus far (Nov. 22d) at Lafayoltp, according to the

oflBoial reading of the V. S. Weather Bureau at this station.
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Indiana Fungi.

By J. M. Van Hook.

For many years fungous specimens have been collected at Indiana Uni-

versity and from time to time a few have been added to the herbarium.

During the past four years, many more of these liave been identified,

while still others have been collected and determined. It occurred to the

writer that a preliminary list of these might be of importance to certain

members of the Indiana Academy of Science. It is our intention to add

to this number as rapidly as possible, with the view of obtaining ultimately

as complete a list for the State as possible. So far, pi-evious lists have not

been consulted. No species is included, which has not come under my per-

sonal observation. In a future paper, it is the writer's intention to revise

and extend the list with dates of first mention in Indiana, or, the possible

time and method of introduction into the State.

Practically all of the specimens have been collected in Monroe and

Brown counties. The latter offers a fine field for mycological study, as

some of the original forests still stand. A considerable number of speci-

mens have been obtained in my home county—Clark. Its knobs with their

deep hollows between, offer probal^ly the best collecting ground in the State

for fleshy fungi.

So far, about 1,500 specimens have been classified. These contain some

500 species distributed thi'ough approximately 175 genera. I am under

obligation to Professor G. F. Atkinson, Dr. C. H. Peck and Dr. W. A. Mur-

rill for identification or verification of some of the fleshy and woody forms.

No effort will be made to secure a long list of the rusts, as that work

is already so thoroughly done by Dr. J. C. Arthur. The Myxomycetes will

be studied in connection with the fungi.

In order to facilitate the work of a fungus survey of the State, we

would kindly solicit specimens (especially of the Fungi Imperfect! group)

accompanied with date, place of collection and host or substratum.
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PHYCOMYCETES.

Albugo bliti (Biv.) O. Kuntze.

" Candida (Pers.) O. Kuntze.

" ipomcea pandurana? (Schw.)

Swingle.

Mucor cucurbitarum B. & C.

PhycoDfiyces nitens (Ag.) Kze.

Plasmopara cubensis (B. & C.) Hum-

phrey,

viticola (B. & C.) Berl.

& De Toni.

Rhizopus nigricans Ehbg.

Sporodinia grandis Link.

Synchytrium decipiens Farl.

USTILABINE^.

Doassansia sagittaria? (VVestend.)

Fisch.

Ustilago, levis Koll. & Swing.

UREDINEiE.

^cidium dracontii Schw.

Ca,'oma nitens Schw.

Gymnosporangium macropus Link.

Melampsora populina (Jacq.j Lev.

Puccinia a.sparagi DC.

" coronata Cda.

" graminis Per.s.

" helianthi Schw.

" malvacearum Mart.

" podophj'Ui Schw.

" sorghi Schw.

" violace» (Schum.) DC.
" xanthii Schw.

Uromyces appendiculatu.s (Pers.)

Link.

" caladii (Schw.) Farl.

" euphorbise Cke. & Pk.

howei Pk.

trifolii (A. & S.) Wint.

AURICULARIIXE.E.

Auricularia auricula-judse (L.)

Schroet.

TREMELLINE^.

Exidia glandulosa (Bull.) Fr.

Guepinia spathularia Fr.

Tremella albida Hud.

" mycetophila Pk

THELEPHORACE.E.

Aleurodiscus oakesii (B. & C.) Cke.

Corticiuni coerulium (Schrad.) Fr.

scutellare B. & C.

Craterellus canthareilus (Schw.) Fr.

"
cornucoi)i()ide.s (L.) Pers.

Hymenochaete fcrrugiiica (Bull.)

Mass.

Peniophora cinerea (Fr.) Cke.

Sebacina incrustans Tul.

Stereuin bicolor (Pers.) Fr.

" conii)licatum Fr.

" fasciatum Schw.

" frustulosum Fr.

" hirsutum Fr.

" sericium Schw.

" sowerbei Ma-ss.

" versicolor (Schw.) Fr

Thelephora palmata Fr.

" schweinitzii Pk.

CLAVARIACE^.

Calocera cornea Fr.
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Clavaria fusiformis Pers.

" mucida Pers.

" pistillaris Linn.

" pyxidata Pers.

Sparassis crispa (Wulf.) Fr.

HYDNACE^.
Grandinia granulosa Fr.

Hydnum adustulum Banker.

adustum Schw.

arachnoideum Pk.

caput-medussB Bull.

carbonarium Pk.

combinans Pk.

coralloides Scop.

erinaceus Bull.

laciniatum Leer.-.

mucidum Pers.

ochraceum Pers.

pulcherrimum Pk.

repandum L.

septentrionale Fr.

spongiosipes Pk.

zonatum Batsch.

Irpex cinnamoraeus Fr.

" obliquus Fr.

" tulipifera Schw.

Phlebia radiata Fr.

Radulum orbiculare Fr.

Tremellodon gelatinosum (Scop.)

Pers.

POLYPORACEtE.

Boletinus porosus Berk.

Boletus affinis Pk.

" alveolatus B. & C.

" auriporus Pk.

" bicolor Pk.

" castaneus Bull.

" conicus Rav.

" edulis Bull,

felleus Bull.

" frostii Russell.

" indecisus Pk.

" luridus Schaeff

.

" magnisporus Frost.

" modestus Pk.

" nigrellus Pk.

" ornatipes Pk.

" pallidus Frost.

" purpureus Fr.

" retipes B. & C.

" scaber Fr.

" separans Pk.

" speciosus Pk.

" subsanguineus Pk.

" subtomentosus L.

" subvelutipes Pk.

" vermiculosus Pk.

Daedalia ambigua Berk.

" confragosa (Bolt.) Pers.

" quercina (L.) Pers.

" unicolor Fr.

Favolus canadensis Kl.

Fistulina hepatica Fr.

Fomes applanatus (Pers.) Wallr.

" conchatus (Pers.) Fr.

" connatus (Pers.) Fr.

" fomentarius Gill.

" graveolens Cke.

" igniarius Gill.

« ribis (Fr.)

GlcEoporus conchoides Mont.

Lenzites betulina (L.) Fr.

" flaccida (Bull.) Fr.

" saipiaria Fr.

" vialis Pk.
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Merulius lacrymans (Jacq.) Fr.

rubellus Pk.

" tremellosus Schrad.

Polyporus adustus (Willd.) Fr.

" arcularius (Batsch.) Fr.

" brumalis (Pers.) Fr.

" cinnabarinus Fr.

" dryadeus Fr.

" fissus Berk.

" flavovirens Berk. & Rav.

focicola B. & C.

" frondosus Fr.

" fumosus (Pers.) Fr.

" gilvus (Schw.) Fr.

" perennis Fr.

" perplexus Pk.

" picipes Fr.

" pilotai Schw.
" pubescens Fr.

" radicatus Schw.
" resinosus (Schr.) Fr.

" spraguei B. & C.

" sulphureus Fr.

" unicolor Schw.

Polystictus abietinus Fr.

" biformis Klotzsch.

" cinnamotneus Sacc.

" conchifer Schw.
" hirsutus Fr.

" pergamenus Fr.

" versicolor (L.) Quel.

Strobilomyces strobilaceus (Scop.)

Berk.

Trametes peckii Kalchbr.

AGARICACE^.

garicus campestris Schaeff.

" plaoomyces Pk.

Amanita cothurnata Atk.

" fioccocephala Atk.

" phalloides Fr.

" rubescens Fr.

" solitaria Bull.

" strobiliformis Vittad.

" verna Bull.

Aminitopsis vaginata (Bull.) Roz.
" " " var . alba.

Armillaria mellea Vahl.

Cantharellus aurantiacus Fr.

" cibarius Fr.

" cinnabarinus Schw.
" infundibuliformis Fr.

" minor Pk.

wrightii B. & C.

Claudopus nidulans (Pers.) Pk.

Clitocybe Candida Bres.

" laccata Scop.
"

illudens Schw.
" infundibuliformis SchaefT.

" monadelpha Morg.
" multiceps Pk.

" ochropurpurea Berk.

" odora Bull.

Clitopilus abortivus B. «fe C.

Coilybia atratoides Pk.

" confhiens Pers.

" dryophila Bull.

" maculata Alb. & Schw.

" platyphylla Fr.

" radicata Rehl.

" velutipes Curt.

Coprinus atramentarius (Bull.) Fr.

" comatus Fr.

" ebulbosus Pk.

" mieaceus (Bull.) Fr.
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Cortinarius alboviolaceus Pers.

" obliquus Pk.

Craterellus cantharellus (Schw.) Fr.

" cornucopioides Fr.

Crepidotus applanatus Pers.

"
calolepis Fr.

" dorsalis Pk.

" mollis Schaeff.

" versutus Pk.

Entoloma griseum Pk.

"
strictus Pk.

" subcostatum Atk.

Flammula betulina Pk.

Galera tenera Schaeff.

Hygrophorus ceraceus (Wulf.) Fr.

" coccineus (Schaeff.) Fr.

" conicus (Scop.) Fr.

" eburneus Bull.

"
laurae Morg.

"
psittacinus (Schaeff.)

Fr.

" pudorinus Fr.

" puniceus Fr.

" sordidus Pk.

Hj-pholoma appendiculatum Bull.

" lacrymabundum Fr.

"
sublateritium Schaeff.

Inocybe fibrillosa Pk.

" geophylla (Sow.) Fr. var.

lilacina Pk.

rimosa (Bull.) Fr.

Lactarius chrysorrheus Fr.

"
corrugis Pk.

" deceptivus Pk.
"

deliciosus Fr.

"
distans Pk.

"
gerardii Fk.

" hygrophoroides B. & C.

[14—26988]

"
insulsus Ft.

" lignyotus Fr.

"
piperatus (Scop.) Fr.

plumbeus (Bull.) Fr.

" pyrogalus (Bull.) Fr.

" rufus (Scop.) Fr.

" scrobiculatus Fr.

•serifluus (DC.) Fr.

" sordidus Pk.

subdulcis (Bull.) Fr.

theiogalus (Bull.) Fr.

"
trivialis Fr.

" uvidus Ft.

"
vellerius Fr.

" volemus Fr.

Lentinus lepideus Fr.

" ursinus Fr.

" vulpinus Fr.

Lepiota angustana Britz.

" americana Pk.

" asperula Atk.

" cepaestipes Sow.

" granosa Morg.

" morgani Pk.

" naucinoides Pk.

" procera Scop.

" rubrotincta Pk.

Marasmius candidus (Bolt.) Fr.

" cohserens (Fr.) Bres.

rotula Fr.

"
siccus Schw.

Mycena epipterygia Scop.

" galericulata Scop.

" haemotopa Pers.

" leajana Berk.

" leptophylla Pk.

" pura Pers.

Naucoria semiorbicularis Bull.
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Nyctalis asterophora Frost.

Omphalia alboflava Moy.
" campanella Batsch.

Paneolus campanulatus L.

" retirugis Fr.

" solidipes Pk.

Panus stipticus (Bull.) Fr.

" rudis Fr.

Paxillus panuoides I'^r.

Pholiota adiposa Fr.

" aeruginosa Pk.

" caperata Pers.

" flammans Fr.

" marginata Batsch.

" squarrosoides Pk.

" togularis Bull.

" unicolor Vahl.

Phylloporus rhodoxanthus (Schw.)

Bres.

Pleurotus applicatus Batsch.

" abscondens Pk.

" dryinus Pers.

" ostreatus Jacq.

" pctaloides Bull.

" sapidus Kalchbr.
" serotinoidcs Pk.

" ulmarius Bull.

Pluteus cervinus Schaeff

.

" leoninus Schaeff. vnr. coc-

cineus Cke.

Russula alutacea Fr.

" basifurcata Pk.

" compacta Frost.

" crustosa Pk.

" decolorans Fr.

" densifolia Seer.

" emetica Fr.

" foDtens Fr.

furcata (Pers.) Fr.

granulata Pk.

mariae Pk.

nigricans Fr.

pectinatoides Pk.

variata Banning,

veternosa Fr.

virescens (Schaeff.) Fr.

Schizophyllum commune Fr.

Stropharia semiglobata Batsch.
" viridula Schaeff.

Tricholoma eciuestre L.

" fumescens Pk.

" personatum Fr.

"
russula Schaeff.

" sejunctum Sow.

Volvaria bombycina (Pers.) Fr.

" pusilla'Pers.

PHALLINE^.

Dictyophora duplicata (Bosc.) Ed.

Fisch.

ravenelii (B. & C.)

Burt.

Mutinus caninus (Huds.) Fr.

LYCOPERDINEiE.

Calvatia ccelata Bull.

" cyathifonne (Bosc.)

" gigantea (Schaeff.) Batsch.

Lycoperdon genunatum Batsch.
" pyriforme Schaeff.

NIDULARIINE^.

Crucibulum vulgare Tul.

Cyathus stercorius (Schr.) De Toni

striatus (Huds.) Hoffni.
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PLECTOBASTDIINE^.

Scleroderma tenerum B. & C.

" vulgare Hornem.

ASCOMYCETES.

Anthostomella ostiolata Ell.

Bulgaria inquinans (Pers.) Fr.

Chlorosplenium seruginosum (OEd.) de

Not.

Cordyceps herculea (Schw.) Sacc.

" militaris (L.) Link.

Daldinia concentrica (Bolt.) Ces. &
de N.

Diatrype albopruinosa (Schw.) Cke.

" stigma (Hoffm.) Fr.

" virescens (Schw.) E. & E.

Diatrypella prominens Howe.

Dichaena ferruginea (Pel-s.) Fr

Dimerosporium collinsii (Schw.)

Thuem.

Erysiphe cichoracearum DC.
" graminis DC.

Exoascus deformans (Berk.) Fckl.

Gloeoglossum gelatinosum (Pers.)

Durand.

Gibberella saubinettii (Mont.) Sacc.

Glonium simulans Gerard.

Gyromitra gigas (Krombh.) Cke.

Helotium citrinum (Hedw.) Fr.

Hypomyces lactifluorum (Schw.) Tul.

rosellus (Alb. & Schw.)

Tul.

Hypoxylon annulatum Schw.
" atropunctatum (Schw.)

Cke.
" coccineum Bull.

" cohserens (Pers.) Fr.

" fuscum (Pers.) Fr.

" howeianum Pk.

" investiens (Schw.) Berk.

"
petersii B. & C.

turbinulatum Schw.

Hysteriographium gloniopsis (Ger.)

E.&C.
Lachnea erinaceus Schw.

" scutellata L.

Lsestadia bidwellii (Ell.) Viala &

Ravaz.

Leotia lubrica (Scop.) Pers.

Microsphsera alni (DC.) Wint.

" elevata Burr.

Morchella conica Pers.

" esculenta (I.) Pers.

" semilebra DC.

Nectria cinnabarina (Tode) Fr.

" ipomoea3 Hals.

Nummularia buUiardi Tul.

" discreta (Schw.) Tul.

" tinctor (Berk.)

Otidea aurantia (Pers.) Mass.

Peziza repanda Wahl.

" succosa Berk.

" vesiculosa Bull.

Phyllachora graminis Pers.) Fckl.

Phyllactinia sufifulta (Reb.) Sacc.

Plowrightia morbosa (Schw.) Sacc.

Podosphsera oxycanthe (DC.) DeBy.

Pseudopeziza medicaginis (Lib.) Sacc.

"
trifolii (Pers.) Fckl.

Rhytisma andromada? (Pers.) Fr.

Rosellinia aquila (Fr.) De N.
" meduUaris Ces. & De N.

Sclerotinia fructigena Pers.

Scorias spongiosa (Schw.) Fr.

Sarcocypha coccinea (Jacq.) Cke.

Sphserella fragaria; (Tul.) Sacc.
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Sphaerographium fraxini (Pk.) Sacc.

Sphserotheca pannosa (Wallr.) Lev.

Tuber rufum Pico.

Uncinula salicis (DC.) Wint.

Urnula craterium (Schw.) Fr.

Ustulina voilgaris Tul.

Valsa leucostoma (Pers.) Fr.

Venturia pomi (Fr.) Wint.

Xylaria castorea Berk.

" hypoxylon (L.) Grev.

" polymorph (Pers.) Grev.

FUNGI IMPERFECTI.

Sphceropsidales.

Actinonema rosae (Lib.) P>.

Ascochyta pisi Lib.

Cicinnobolus cesatii De By.

Cytospora persicae Schw.

Diplodia zea? (Schw.) Lev.

Entomosporium maculatum (Cke.)

Sacc.

Darluca fikim (Biv.) Cast.

Leptothyrium pomi (Mont. & Fr.)

Sacc.

Phoma polygramma (Fr.) Sacc. var.

Plantaginis. Sacc.

Phyllosticta ampclopsidis Ell. &

Mart.
" prunicola (Op.) Sacc.

Septoria graminum Desm.
" lycopersici Speg.

" piricola Desmz.

" podophyllina Pk.

" rubi West,

trillii Pk.

Sphaeronema fimbriatum (Ell. & Hals.)

Sacc.

Sphaeropsis grandinea E. & E.

" malorum Berk.

Vermicularia circinans Berk.

Melanconiales.

Colletotrichum lindemuthianum

(Sacc. & Magn.) Bri. & Cav.

Cylindrosporium padi Karst.

Marsonia brunneimi E. & E.

" ochroleuca B. & C.

Hyphomycetes.

Acrostalagmiis cinnabarinus (Pers.)

Cda.

Alternaria brassicae (Berk.) Sacc. var.

macrospora. Sacc.

" solani (E. & M.) Jones &
Grant.

Botrytis vulgaris Fr.

Cephalothecium roseum Cda.

Cercospora apii Fres.

" beticola Sacc.

" condensata Ell. & Kell.

" viticola (Ces.) Sacc.

Cladosporium carpophilum Thuem.

Fumago vaguns Pers.

Helininthosporiuin carpophilum Lev.

" inconspicuum C. &
Ell.

Piricularia grisea (Cke.) Sacc.

Polythrincium trifolii B. & C.

Streptothrix atra B. & C.

Stysanus stemonites (Pers.) Cda.

Tubercularia vulgaris Tode.

Zygodesmus fulvus Sacc.

Indiana University,

Bloomington, Ind.
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Steccheeinum Septenteionale (Fe.) Bankee in Indiana.

By Howard J. Banker.

The fungus here con,si(3ered is perhaps better known as Hydiium sep-

tentrionale (Fr.). Although a large and conspicuous plant it appeal's to

have attracted very little attention if we are to judge by the references

to it in literature. In the entire series of Just's Botanischer .Tahrsbericht

covering a period of more than twenty years I did not And a single refer-

ence to this species. As to size it possesses the uni(iue distinction of being

by far the largest representative of the family of the Hyduaceje, if not in-

deed being able to lay claim to the first place in this respect in the entire

fungal world. A specimen that recently came under the writer's observa-

tion and which is the occasion of this paper, after being damaged and a

portion of it lost, weighed 35 lbs. The whole mass measured 30 cm. long, or

in its projection from the substratum, 58. cm. wide, and 40. cm high. I

should not be surprised if specimens were to be found considerably ex-

ceeding this in size.

The formation of the sporophore is somewhat peculiar. The mycelium

emerges from the main trunk of the tree through some small opening such

as the hole formed by a dead limb. In the case of the plant here shown

it emerged under the base of the tree in a crevice formed by the diver-

gence of buttress-like roots and where there was a small opening apparently

into the heart of the tree. In every case that I have observed, the opening

has not been over ten centimeters in diameter and is out of all proportion

to the size of the sporophore. On emerging from the hole the mycelium

apparently grows radially, spreading in close adhesion to the substratum

and forming outwardly a series of overlapi)ing or imbricate pilei. The

first impression is that the mass is thoroughly rooted in the tree at all

points and can be removed only by breaking it in pieces or by cutting out a

portion of the tree. However, it will be found that no stronger implements

than one's fingers are sufficient to remove the specimen intact, for its at-

tachment to the bark is very slight and the fingers can easily be forced

between the fungus and the tree, pushing it off until the small cord of

mycelium which forms the real point of attachment is broken.
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For weeks after the removal of the fungus the spot on the tree where

it had been can be detected by its lighter color, looking as if it had been

cleaned. There are, however, no other external marks of the effect of the

fungus and the tree appears to suffer little vital injury, Some six yearti

ago a fine specimen was found growing on a beech at a height of 12 or

15 feet from the ground in the dooryard of Dr. Edwin Post in Greencastle.

The tiiee is still living and apparently thriving. The top of the tree has

been cut off or broken out, apparently many years ago and certainly prior

to infection by the fungus. The plant does not seem to kill the tree, but

such a fungal mass could hardly be produced without considerable injury.

The fungus has been observed only on large trees a foot or more in diame-

ter. The writer has not been able to examine the wood of a tree attacked

by the fungus, but it seems probable that the mycelium may be confined

to the heart wood, which would account for the little hijury done to the

growing tree, as \^ell as the fact of its confinement to old ti'ees.

It seems probable also that the sporophores are produced from small

openings, because these offer a suitable path of exit through the sap-wood.

It may appear, therefore, strange to speak of the plant as a parasite; but

while its mycelium may be confined in its vegetative state to the non-living

heart-wood, it is also true that the iungus appears to be confined to living

trees and is never found on dead trunks, whether standing or fallen.

The plant seems to prefer the beech as its host. It has been reported

as growing on maple and perhaps hickory in the East, where beech is not

very abundant. I have never seen the plant in situ on the latter hosts,

and illustrations suggest the possibility of the plant's being more or less

distinct in character from the one found on beech. The original descrip-

tion and figure by Fries was from specimens found on beech in Sweden.

These are in every respect typical of specimens found here in Indiana. I

have seen no entire specimens of the European form on beech. At Upsala

there is in the herbarium an entire specimen of extraordinary size that

was found gi'owing on Linden in the Botanical Garden of the University.

Although the specimen is dried, it is evident at sight that the plant pre-

sents some striking differences from our Indiana plants. The pilei are

much smaller, thinner, more numerous and more distinct, the color cinereous

rather than creameus, and the teeth somewhat shorter. It is only after

closer examination that one hesitates to pronounce it a distinct species.

Fries makes mention of the plant's being found on elm in the same Bo-
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tanieal Garden, and names a variety, hortoisie, found on the latter host.

So far as I know, the plant has ne\er been observed In this country either

on linden or elm. It is possible that the ii^flueuce of the host may affect

somewhat the growth of the plant, if these are all one species. This is a

point that needs further investigation.

The immense sporophore is a single season's growth and it seems

probable is produced very rapidly in the course of a few weeks in August

and September, reaching maturity about the first of October. The form

found on maple in the east has been observed to fruit several years in sue

cession, and Fries speaks of the plant as growing annually on elm at Up-

sala. The beech in Dr. I'ost's yard two years later produced a small fun-

gal growth, but too high up to be sure of its character, since which time

no further growth has been observed. The tree on which the present

growth was found gave no indications of any previous growths. Other

observations lead me to believe that it is not usual for the beech fungus to

fruit annually for a series of years. IIow long the mycelium lives in the

tree is unknown.

The spores are produced in enormous numbers, but seemingly for only

a few days. On my first visit to this plant, October 17, no spore fall was

observed, but the niatter was not especially tested. Two days later, on

visiting the place, spores were observed rising from the mass in small

clouds. These frequently streamed out from parts of the fungus like a

puff of smoke for 10 or 15 seconds, then ceased and after two or three

minutes began again. Such streams were emitted from different parts of

the plant irregularly, so that from some part spores were escaping almost

constantly. The day was pleasant and the air very quiet, yet occasionally

a light puff of air passed over the plant. The streaming of tlu' si)ores,

however, appeared to be no more marked when the air stirred than when

it was perfectly quiet. The plnnt was carefully removed fnmi the tree,

but being found too heavy to carry was left proi)iK'd against the Itase where

it had grown. Five days later the fungus was brought to the laboratory

and found to be in good condition, but the outer edges of the pilei were

beginning to darken and curl. Faint spore prints were obtained, but such

as to indicate that spore discharge was practically over. Whether the re-

moval of the i)lant from the tree shortened the time of spore discharge is

not certain, but it is doubtful if the plant gives off its spores naturally for

a period of more than a week or ten days.
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According to Buller, visible ppore-disciiarge in the hyinenomycetes Is a

rare phenomencn, and he cites the observations of Hoffman, Hammer, and

von Schreuli. My own observation on Steccherinum septentrionale con-

form to Von Schreiili's description of the spore-discharge in Polyporuti

schweinitsii. Buller accounts for the intermittent clouds by tiny irregular

air currents, and thinks the spores were in reality "falling continuously

and regularly by their own weight." In the case of his own observation on

PoJifporus squomos'us this view appears to be confirmed, and he likens the

appearance to the steam arising from a cup of tea in irregular eddies or the

curling of tobacco smoke from the bowl of a pipe. Had he observed the

discharge in Siccchcrinum sepivritrionalc I believe he would not have felt

so confident of his explanation. The cloud-like discharge was more as the

curling r-moke of the tobacco when one breathes at intervals through the

pipe. I doubt if the discharge is due to any propelling force as hinted by

Von Schrenk, but it seems to me probable that over certain restricted areas

there is a simultaneous liberation of great quantities of spores followed by

a period of rest. That such intermittent spore release occurs in all hy-

monomycetes is imiirobable. but it seems to account for the phenomenon

as observed in Steccherinum septentrionale and Polyporus schweinitzH.

Whether the present fungus is to be regarded as an edible species can

not be stated. No one appears to have tested its qualities. It would prob-

ably be found somewhat tough, especially when matui'e, but not more so

than many forms that are recommended. In drying it gives off a very

strong odor which would lead one to expect it to have a pronounced flavor.

Tlie taste of the raw plant is not inviting, and yet not particularly of-

fensive. If any preparation of it would make it really comestible, a single

plant is sufficient to furnish an abundant feast.

The plant is not rare and yet cannot be said to be common. It ap-

pears to be most abundant in Indiana and Ohio, perhap.3 because of the

prevalence of the beech in this region. When the writer came to Indiana

six years ago, he had not been in the State more than a couple of weeks

when his attention was called by one of his students to the specimen

previously mentioned in Dr. Posts yard. As there were three or four dried

specimens observed lying about the laboratory, the impression was given

that specimens could probably be readily obtained almost any time in

season. Being at the time unusually busy organizing a new work, the

opportunity for study of the plant was allowed to pass with a casual ex-
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amiiiation and the securing of the specimen. From that time until this

fall, however, no more were seen except one or two old and badly weatJi-

ered specimens. The plant is, tiierefore, not so ainuidant as was thought.

Press of other work has again made it im[)ossible to conduct as thorough

an investigation of the problems suggested by this plant as one would like,

but it has appeared worth while to call iittentinn to this seemingly little

noticed fungus.

DePauw Univ.,

GreencastJe, Ind.
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Disease Reststance in Varieties of Potatoes.

By C. R. Orton.

This repoi't is the result of experiments conducted by the author,

under the direction of Dr. L. R. Jones, while in the cooperative employ

of the Vermont Experiment Station and the United States Department of

Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, during the fall of 1909-10.' In

general, the work was the outgrowth of a series of experiments carried

on by Professor William Stuart at the Verinont Station for several years

previous to 1909, the results of which may be found in Bulletin 122, Ver-

mont Experiment Station. In particular, it was the development of some

research work of the previous winter on late blight. Professor Stuart

conducted his experiments in the held upon over 150 varieties, with the

idea of determining, if possible. tl\e disease resistant qualities of botli

American and European varieties of ]'otatoes, to the late blight, Phytoph-

thora infestatis (Mont) Bary, a fungus which causes the loss of many

thousands of bushels of potatoes yearly in New England, especially in

Maine and Vermont, and periodically the loss of one-half the entire crop

or more in that section.

European potato growers have for years been breeding and testing

potato varieties for the disease resistant quality, until they have developed

a series of varieties which have proved by tield trials to be highly resistant

to fungous diseases. The processes as carried out by them necessitated

growing the tubers for several years in succession and noting the amount

of infection each year. This, of course, Is at best a tedious operation, giv-

ing slow and often unsatisfactory results.

In 1908 Mr. N. J. Giddings, then of the Vermont Experiment Station,

found that resistance to the late blight could be determined with some

degree of accuracy by artiflcial inoculation of the tubers, with pure cul-

tures of the fungus, under sterile conditions in the laboratory. The value

of the laboratory method for testing varieties of potatoes for disease re-

sistance is easily seen when we consider that it would permit us in two

or three weeks to test the resistance quality of any variety, a process which

^ The full results of these experiments are to be published in a forthcoming

bulletin of the United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry.
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heretofore by laborious field experiments has taken as many years. The

purpose in the trials of 1909 was to determine more fully the reliability of

this method and its applicability for comparative trials with a large num-

ber of varieties.

In all, 76 varieties of potatoes, 40 of which Dr. Jones collected in

Europe, were tested. Practically all of these were varieties of economic

value in their respective localities. Most of the European varieties were

of reputed disease resistant qualities. All had been grown on the Vermont

Exi>€riment Station grounds under as similar conditions as possible, fov

four years previous to these experiments.

The method used was, first, to prepare sterile test tubes by placing a

small absorbent cotton wad in the bottom of each tut>e and adding to

each one c.c. of water. The tubes were then plugged with ordinary cot-

ton and sterilized in the autoclave. The next step was to place in each

such tube a small sterile block cut from a raw potato. Considerable care

was necessary to avoid contamination in this process. The work was all

done under a transfer hood freshly washed ofut with corrosive sublimate

solution. The potato tubers were first washed then immersed for about five

minutes in a corrosive sublimate bath. They were then peeled with sterile

knives and the sterile interior flesh was finally cut into several small

blocks of such size, about 1x1x4} cm., as would drop easily into the

tubes. These tubes were then held 24 hours at about 22° C, in order that

any c<»ntamiu:ited tubers might Ije detected and discarded before the in-

oculations were made. The inoculations were made from i>ure cultures of

Plnjtophthora iufcstaiis growing on lima bean agar and about 15 to 18

tubes of each variety were inoculated. About twelve varieties were run

in each series, two of these varieties used as checks, being the same in all

the series. For these chocks Professor Wohltniann and Green Mountain

varieties were used because they sliowed a very uniform growth all

tlu-ough and stood at the two extremes, tlie former being one of the most

resistant varieties, the latter one of the most susceptible.

For each inoculation, a small piece of the fungus was transferred

with a platinum needle from the agar to the block of potato and scratched

into it to prevent its drying up before infection could take place. If

proper care was taken in making this inoculation, a uniform growth was

obtained on all the blocks of the same variety.

After inoculation the cultures were placed for incubation and growth

in a temperature of about 15° to 16° C. It was found that at this tern-
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perature they developed a fair growth of the fungus in about six days,

and this reached a maximum on about the tenth day. All the tubes of

each variety were then assembled and compared with the checks as to

their relative amounts of growth. These results were judged by two or

three observers independently of each other, and each judgment recorded.

For purposes of comparison tho relative growth was expressed in per-

centages. Although this was a somewhat arbitrary standard its useful-

ness is shown by the fact that these independent observations rarely varied

more than five to ten per cent.

For the final results all these tests were made in duplicate and all

the observations on any one variety were averaged. These averages may

be grouped into three main classes. First, a highly resistant class, those

exhibiting a growth of from 1-35 per cent. Second, a middle class, those

exhibiting a growth of from 35-60 per cent, and third, a susceptible class,

exhibiting a growth of from 65-100 per cent. It was found that those fall-

ing into class one \^ere in every case those which were of tested disease-

resistance and were pr^actically all of European origin. Those falling into

class two were largely of reputed disease-resistance and were also largely

of European origin. Those falling into the third class were practically all

of American origin and included many of our most Important commercial

varieties. Since these results, in the main, correspond to those obtained

by Professor Stuart, in his field trials, we feel safe in drawing the con-

clusion, that thus far our American breeders of potato varieties have been

developing types which stand for yield and quality regardless of disease-

resistance, while European breeders have been developing disease resistant

varieties. This, we believe, explains in a measure, the heavy loss occa-

sioned by fungous disease in our American potato crop. Unfortunately

the most resistant of the European varieties are not of the best quality

and color for the American market. It therefore remains for the potato

breeders of this country to develop varieties which combine the desirable

qualities of the best American potatoes with the disease-resistant qualities

of the hardiest European potatoes. In connection with this it will un-

doubtedly be the laboratory method here explained which will be used

largely in testing the disease resistant qualities of new hybrids and seed-

lings in the attempts to develop this new ideal potato.

Purdue University,

Lafayette, Indiana.
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An Ecological Survey of Whitewater Gorge.

By L. C. Petry and M. S. Mabkle.

At Richmond, Indiana, the east branch of Whitewater River runs

through a narrow rock gorge for a distance of about three miles. This

miniature canyon is commonly called the Whitewater gorge. It varies in

TAitfftt^jiJfl

Fig. 1.

depth from 60 ft. to 120 ft. and in width from 200 ft. to 800 ft. on the

floor. The gorge terminates rather abruptly at Test's Mills, about two
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miles below Main street, Riclimoud, aud from that point to its mouth the

valley is generally broad.

This gorge was formed as a direct result of the glacial phenomena of

the region. There is evidence that at the close of the Early Wisconsin ice

sheet period, the river occupied a channel much to the eastward of its

present course. Wells to the south of Glen Park, nearly three miles east

of the present river channel indicate at that point an old channel now filled

with drift. The streams in Glen Park seem to occupy this same old chan-

nel. From this and other evidence it seems probable that this old channel

passes to the east of the city of Richmond, and connects with the present

river valley somewhere below Test's Mills.

The advance of the Late Wisconsin ice sheet resulted in filling up this

old channel with drift. There is evidence that this ice advance was from

two directions, north-west and north-east, and that the terminal moraines

of the two lobes did not come together. The river, forced out of its old

channel, took up a new course between the two moraines. With the melt-

ing of the ice sheet, the volume of water di<- u^^rged by the stream would

be very large, and erosion of its channel correspondingly rapid. Since the

retreat of the ice, it has carved the present gorge.

The rock of the gorge is Hudscm River or Cincinnati limestone. This

is a favorite collecting ground for paleontologists interested in this par-

ticular portion of the Lower Silurian beds. Trilobites are not numerous,

though several species are found. Calymene senaria is commonest. Ryn-

chotrema capa.x. Zygospira mtMiesta, Platystrophia biforata and I>eptjena

rhomboidalis are the characteristic brachiopods. Streptolasma is extremely

common.

The character of the rock is of extreme importance in the considera-

tion of the ecology of the region. The rock is soft and very thin-bodded,

and is rendered still more unstable by the alternation of thin beds of

shale of a soft calcareous nature with the layers of limestone. The lime-

stone itself is shaly and weathers very rapidly. Three inches is probably

the average rhickness of the rock layers. The amount of shale varies

greatly, even within limited areis. In general, the shale makes up about

one third of the total rock.

As a result of the nature of the rwk. steep cliffs are maintained only

where active erosion of the base is going en. As soon as river erosion

ceases, the slope becomes gentler at once. There is a considerable amount
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of seepage and shiiH[)ing is rreqiicnl. A l.-irgp fnhis (juii-kly (•(.sllects. This

is composed of angular fragments of the limestone, embedflefl in a matrix

of the fine mud produced by the weathering of the shale.

The stream through the gorge has a very high gradient. From Main

street to Test's Mills, a distance of about 9.000 feet, the total fall is 47

feet, or about 1 foot in 200. This gradient is not at all uniform throughout

the distance. lu general the stre-im consists of a series of alternate ponded

stretches and rapids. At some of the fall lines a difference of level of six

or eight feet may occur. This condiition is pi-oduced by a slight dip of

the rock strata toward the up-str<':im end of the gorge. This dip is small,

not more than a few inches to I he liiuidred feet. AVhere a portion of the

rock, harder than the suri'ounding rock or with less shale, comes to the

surface, a fall line is produced. Fr.ignients of rock carried down by spring

Hoods accumulate at this point, and llio portion of the stream innnediately

above becomes ponded. Some of lllc^(' ponds are as much as l.L'OO feet in

length.

The annual rainfall in tiiis region is about 40 inches. Tlie average

tlcw of the river is about r.O cubic feet iior second. A series of measure-

ments of the How, made .January .May. lOdT, gave a minimum flow of 50

cu. ft. per second on Feliriiary 20, and a maximum flood stage of 4.500 cu.

ft. per second on March 1.3. Measurements made in August. lOOS, indicated

a flow of only 42 cu. ft. jter second.

It is a deplorable fact that up to the present time the city of Richmond

has seen fit to dispose of its sewage by the primitive method of dumping

it directly into the river. Since this sewage flow amounts to 32 to 1.5

cubic feet per .second, or one-fourth the total flow at low water stage, the

ccmdition of the river below the sewers may be imagined.

The region selected for study includes the floor and bluffs (tf the gorge

betweon the Main street bridge and the bridge at Tests Mills, about two

miles to the south. A survey by transit and stadia was made and from

this a topographic map on a scale of 1 inch to 250 feet was prepared. On

this the various data were recorded, and the conditi<ms of the various por-

tions of the area were indicated by tints. Considerable areas of the re-

gion have been disturbed ])y cultivation, building operations, etc., and no

attempt to study these an-as w:;s made. TMiotographs to show the more

striking features of the regii ii ucrr" made whenever possible. The nomen-

clature used is that of fJravs Mainial. Ttli t^lition.
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In this study, the various plant associations have been considered as

members of a succession, and therefoi-e, in general, transitional. The ulti-

mate stage in this region, i .e., the permanent association, is held to be a

very mesophytic forest, dominated by Fagus and Acer saccharum. All

other plant associations are held to be transitional stages between a plant-

less condition and this ultimate forest condition. The position of any

given plant association in this succession may be determined accurately

only by observation over a long period of time. Tlie successive stages

have been worked out carefully in many cases, however, and the usual

succession for this region is well known. Two kinds of successions are

recognized, namely, biogenic and physiogenic. A biogenic succession may

be defined as one intiuenced only by jtlaut and animal life, and therefore

such a succession will occur only where the physiography is static. In

physiogenic successions, phy.siograpliic changes are tlie controlling factors.

In general we have endeavored to determine two points with regard to

each plant association, namely, its place in the succession and whether

the controlling factors of that suc<ession at tliat stage are biogenic or phys-

iogenic. Lists of species given are usually iiicouiplete but as representative

as possible.

The walls of the gorge and the ravine branching from it are quite

favorable for the study of plant successions in such situations. Within

the region studied, almost all stages from the bare plantless cliff to the

ultimate mesophytic foi-est can be found. The stage of development of the

vegetation on the walls of the gorge seems to be dependent largely upon

the length of time that has elapsed since active erosion by the river ceased.

The succession is verj* rapid for a rock cliff. Tliis is explained by the very

unstable nature of the rock, the abundance of shale and the favorable con-

ditions of rainfall and climate. Very often stages that are usually suc-

cessive occur combined, or telescoped, here. Lichens, which usually form

the first vegetation on rock cliffs, are absent. No liverworts or ferns occur.

The oaks, which connnonly form a stage immediately preceding the ulti-

mate forest, seem to be rojiiacod Ity olms and black locust. Juni[)erus is

the only conifer found.

The earliest stage of the succession occurs at one point where a cliff

occupies the outside of a curve of the stream, and active erosion of its

foot is going on. As a result of this condition, the cliff is very steep, even

overhanging to a sliglit extent. The wall is bare of plants, except for algae
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In placi's where seepngo occurs. No licliens occur, though the rock is more

stable than usual, with a smaller proportion of shale. Their absence is

not due to smoke, as is sometimes the case, for they occur on trees near

by. The rock does not contain bitumen which sometimes prevents their

growth, notably on Niagara limestone. It seems probable that the weath-

ering of the rock is too rapid for them to maintain a foothold. A few

annuals grow on the talus which has accumulated since the spring floods.

A lew plants, such as Psedera. Khus to.xicodcndrou, Yitis and Juniperus

virginiana, hang from the top of the cliff. This stage continues as long as

active erosion by the stream is maintained.

The second stage i.*; found at a point where the river erosion is not

so strong. A consid^'rable talus accumulates at the base of the cliff, and

this is not swept away by the si)ring floods. The wall is not so steep as

in the stage just de.scribed. It is in "this stage that the first real plant

associations appear. These pioneer plants occupy narrow shelves produced

by the projecting ledges of limestone. Most of the plants are annuals. The

following species are typical of such localities:

,\nibrosia artciiiisia'loija Melilotus alba

Poa compressa Alliinu canadense

Lactuca scariola var. ii.tc^rala r)i[isacus sylvestrls

Nepeta cataria .\ster spp.

Rosa humilis

After direct action by the river has ceased, the talus accumulates

undisturbed. The shale layers change to soil very readily, and this Is

washed down by the rains. Projecting layers of limestone break off. of

their own weight. In the.s<' various ways, the sloi«' is rapidly reduced. A

larger number of plants gain a foothold and the cliff is covered with vege-

tation. Grasses and annuals are conunon. Xerojihytic mosses appear.

This may be called the herb stage. The pioneer plants mentioned above

continue through this stage, while the following new species appear:

Equisetuni arvense Melilotus officinalis

Aster uovaj-angeliie Cornus paniculata

Itaucus carota \'<'rhascuni lliapsns

Heracleum lanatuin Elymus canadensis

Up to this point, the succession has been almost entirely physlogenlc.

The plantless stage continues a-s long as the stream actively erodes the
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base of the cliff. After this orosiun ceases, the plant succession is deter-

mined for a time by the slope of the cliff. At first, only shelf plants can

gain a foothold. As the slope is reduced, the number of species is increased.

After a time, though, when a soil of considerable depth has formed, the

succession becomes biogenic. The plants hold the soil, and the reduction

of slope proceeds very slowly, if at all, particularly after grasses become

prominent. The slope of the gorge wall where it is covered with a meso-

phytic forest is but little gentler than that of the wall where only bushes

occur. From the herb stage to the ultimate me.sophytic forest, each plant

stage prepares the wa.v fr»r tlu* next in the succession by holding the soil,

accumulating hunuis and furnishing shade.

The herb stage is succeeded by a bush stage. The most prominent

species is Rluis canadensis, which often forms large colonies. Cornus

paniculata and Sali.x longifulia are commonly associated with it. Kubus,

Itibcs, IJIuis toxicodendron, Vitis vulpina, Crataegus, Psedera, Ttelea trifo-

liata and others oc<ur. together with a number of spe<ies characteristic

of the preceding stage, such as Dipsacus sylvestris, Ileracleuin lanatum,

etc.

This slirnb stage is itr<)])id»ly very brief and pioneer trees soon appear.

Two parallel tree stages appear. Considerable areas are found occupied

by Ulnnis americaiia, (Vltis occideulalis and Crataegus sjip. In other sit-

uations similar in all respects, Cersis canadensis. Hobinia pseiido-acacia

and Prunus americana dominate the vegetation. In Ixith cases, the trees

are accompanied by a large number nf uutlergrowtii hei-hs and shrubsj.

among them the following:

Oleditsia triacantlms Ileracleuni laiiatr.m

.Tuglans nigra Daueus carnta

Cornus panieulata Taraxacum odieinale

Sambueus eanaileiisis A.ster spp.

Kibes eynosbati Verbascum tli;ipsi:s

Vitis vulpina Nepeta cataria

Psedera (luinciuefojla Poa compressa

Menispermum canadense Solanum nigrum

Dipsacus sylvestris

Following thes»> two pai-allel stages appears the ultimate stage of the

region, the mesophytic forest. This stage oci urs only on the east bluff of

the gorge, injiiKKliately above Test's Mills. That this forest is really
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Fig. 6.

Bordur plants along ponded portion of stream.
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iiicsoiiliytic is sIkjwii by Hit- iirrscncc nt" F;i;;iis ,!j;raiulifoli;i und Acer sac-

charuin, tlie latter bi'iiig very altuiulant. Tliis forest is rather open yuud

this probably accounts for the absence of all ferns. Polypodium is found

in similar locations in this region, however. Mosses are abundant on the

ground and on fallen logs. The only liverwort is Porella, occurring abun-

dantly on tree trunks near the ground.

In order to establish the fact that the forest represents the ultimate

stage of the succession for this region, a primeval mesophytic forest near

Williamsburg, Ind., about ten miles distant, was studied and a list of the

sp<^cies found there is given below. On this list, those species marked by

an asterisk occurred also in the forest on the east bluff of the gorge at

Test's Mills. A study of the list will U'ad to the conclusion that the ulti-

mate stage of the succession has been reached here:

*Carpinus carolini.-ina

Fra.xinus americana

Fagus graudifolia

Aesculus glabra

*(Jstrya virginiana

(.'ornus tlorida

*Acer saccharum

*C'arya cordiformis

*Ulnnis racemosa

*Asimina trilolia

*Morus rubra

Sinllax hispida

I'sedera (piin(|iii'foli;i

*Kibes cynosbati

•Juniperus comnuuiis

Vitis vulpina

Rosa setigera

Benzoin aestivale

*Rhus toxicodci'driin

C^lastrus scaiidt-ns

Menispermum can.Mdciise

Viburnum prunifolium

Sanibucus caiiadfiisis

Mitchella repens

Carya ovata

Ulmus americana

I'huus fulva

Tilia americana

Quercus alba

Fraxinns quadrangulata

C«'ltis occid<'ntalis

*Quer<'Us rubra

Aralia nudicaulis

Frtica gracilis

Polygonum virgin in tin in

P.idens frondosa

Monolropa unillora

Fpi fagus virginiana

Smilaciua racemosa

P.oehmeria cylindrica

*.\rist(ilochis serpenlai'la

Sanguinaria canadensis

*Solanum nigrum

Polygonaluin cnininntatnni

C'ryi)totienia caii.-idriisis

Aetjea spicata

Viola pubescens

Moiiarda fistulosa
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Hydrangea arboreseeiis

Eupatorium urtioa'folinni

•Impatiens biflora

Iinpatiens pallida

Galium spp.

Viola cucullata

Aralia racemosa

IIii'[iatica acutiloba

Aristema triphylliim

Botrychiuni virgiiiianiim

Botrychium ternatum

Adiantum pedatum

Polystichiim acrostichoides

Asploninm angustifoliura

In nddiliiin to the species indicated by asterisks, Quf^rens i)rinns and

Podnni tornatuni are pi'(iinin<>nt nieiiibers of tlie vegetation of this stage of

the bluffs.

Several narrow terraces occur along tlie sides of the gorge at various

lK)ints. Thoy vary in width fmni a few feel to as much as 200 feet, aud

one of these, on the east side of tlie river near Ww brid<j:e at Test's Mills.

is about half a mile in length. 'I'lie origin of these was not investigated.

Kejuvenescence. that is, a return to pioneei- c(,nditions, may occur at

any stage of tho succession, if erosion of l!ie base of the cliff is resnmed by

the river. In this case, the undercutting ivy ilie stream jiroduces slumping,

and the b;ire rock wall is soon exposed. This condition occurs :it the foot

of the east bhiff. just In-low tiie small isl.-inds at the lower fall line. At

this point ibe b!ulT had be<()me mi'sophylic before crcsion of the foot began

again. We have her(> at the present time an extremely xero])hytie ]);ire

ro( k face bordering directly upon a ni'sophylic forest. This xeroidiytic

condition will i-(mlini'e as long as t!'r> stream erosion continues. ;ind its

area may I'ven increase. "When erosion ci^ases. (lie su cession will begin

.again, and progre.-s tlirongh the stages j\ist des( ritied.

The ravines entering the gorge are small and compai-atively few in

number. Tlie fact that tlu' gorge is r<'l,tliv(>ly young explains this in

part. The sni:illn(>ss of tiie area draining into the gorge at this point is

probably the principal faetor, however. Clear <'r(M>k parallels the river

on the w<'st. and the divide Ix-tween the two streams is less than half a

mile west of the river. On the east, another small stream jiarallels the

gorge at an even less distance. i\ccordingly the drainage of tho area

Immediately around the i,'orge is largely accomplished Ity parallel streams

which enter the river f.arlher down. With two exceptions, the ravines

are less than 2(M) yards in length, iind are accordingly very steep. These

two raviiK's Imve permanent streams, fed by springs. In the others, the

rocks drip with se(>page. but streams run through them onlv after rain.s.
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All stages from young ravines, with conditious extremely xerophytic up to

mature ravines with mesophytic vegetation are found.

The first stage of one of these ravines is merely a shallow groove down

the side of the bluff, floored by the bare bedrock and partially choked by

rock fragments. The debris accumulates as a cone at the foot. In this

stage, a ravine is extremely xerophytic. Few if any plants grow within

them, though a few appear upon the talus at the foot. The plants which do

appear are the same as the pioneer plants on a cliff face.

The position of such a ravine seems to be determined almost entirely

by the surface drainage outside the gorge. Wherever the topography

of the surface outside the gorge causes the flood water to be dis-

charged down the bluff, a ravine will be formed. Cleavage planes, which

commonly determine the location of ravines in more massive rock, are

absent. Seepage lines which often determine ravines in clay bluffs prob-

ably have little effect here, for they often occur on cliff faces where no

tendency to ravine formation is evident. The rapidity with which a ravine

will grow is of course dependent upon the water supply.

Older ravines are g<^'nerally not regular in gradient, but become very

precipitous in .some parts, on account of the occurrence of occasional harder

layers of limestone. This produces vortical faces from a few inches to six

or eight feet in height, and these are usually wet with seepage or run-off

Vrom above. These ravines are usually quite deep and well shaded. Ver-

tical faces of the kind described are commonly covonnl with Cladophora

and Vaucheria. Where the water is contaminated by sowago, Oscillatoria

leplaces these. Mosses grow luxuriantly in these situations, but no liver-

worts grow anywhere in these ravines, with the single excei)tion of Porella,

which is common in mesophytic situations throughout the region. The

absence of liverworts is diflicult to account for. in view of the hydro-

mesophytic conditions which prevail in such situations. Fimbriaria and

r»'gatella were found in abundance on damp rock shelves near Thistle-

thuaite's Falls, north of Richnidiul. Aneura and Blasia were found on

clay in the same region. .Marchantia occurs on rocks in similar localities

near this point.

Why mosses should be so abundant and liverworts entirely absent in

these ravines is difficult to explain. The finding of several genera of liver-

worts on similar rock shows that their absence is not due to the chemical

nature of the rock. The older parts of the Aneura found on clay were stiff
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with incrustations of calcium carbonate from tile seepage Watei*. It is

probable that the disintegration of the rock from weathering and stream

erosion combined is too rapid to permit the liverworts to maintain a foot-

hold.

The succ'ession from the xerophytic lirst stage to the ultimate meso-

phytic stage is very rapid, more so than that of the bluffs. The narrow-

ness of the ravines, the greater amount of shade, and the more constant

water supply account for this. The stages passed through are essentially

the same as in the case of the bluff.

It is to be noted, however, that until the ultimate mesophytic stage is

reached the physiographic factors affect the succession, and that a purely

biogenic succession never occurs. In this point the ravine succession dif-

fers from that of the bluffs, as already discussed.

That the ultimate stage of the ravine is mesophytic is indicated by the

following list of spocios found in a tyiiical ravine of the region.

Acer saccharuni Vitis vulpina

Quercus priiuis Rhus Toxicddcndr.ni

Ostrya virginica Rubus sp.

Acer negundo Inipatiens bifli.ra

Fagus grandifolia Impatiens pallida

Fraxinus americana Ipomuni panih)rata

Cercis canadensis Lobelia syiihilitica

Ulmus fulva Seduni tcrnatum

Fraxinus quadrangulata Ambrosia tritida

Gleditsia triacanthos Viola cucullata

Celtis occidentalis Kupalorium urtica-folium

Ulmus americana Sambucus canadensis

Menispermum canadense Ilyrangea arborescens

The successions of tho gorge floor are quite as interesting as those of

the bluffs and ravines. As alroi-.dy mentioned, the stream is ponded

through a large part of the region studied. The conditions which have

produced this result have been discussed. In the ponded portions, the

water varies in depth from two to five feet, and consequently the current

Is very slow. As a result of this condition, a typical pond vegetation is

found in a number of points within the aifa. Sagittaria and Tyi)ha are

characteristic of this condition. S( irpus anicricanns occurs at a few
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points. Submerged and floating plants are absent or unimportant. Below

the sewers, Oscillatoria is the only form found. Above them, Cladophora,

Hydrodictyon and Potamogeton pectinatus occur. Neither Nymphsea nor

Castalia is found, probal)ly because of sewer contamination, together with

the rocky character of the bottom.

At a number of points, distinct zonatiou occurs. The succession may

be described as composed of five stages, the first of which is always domi-

nated by Sagittaria. Tyi)ha makes up the second stage, and is followed

by Bidens Isevis, which forms the third stage. Where zonation occurs this

Bidens zone is always very definite, and usually extends from the edge of

the water back two to ten feet. The fourth stage is represented by a zone

dominated by Ambrosia trifida and Eupatorium perfoliatum. Other sije-

cies are Apocynum cannabinum, Bidens frondosa, Xanthium canadense and

Verbena urticaifolia. The final stage is represented by Salix nigra. Plata-

nns occidentalis, Vernonia noveboracensis and Aster novse-anglite.

Where all five zones occur, they are very closely crowded tog<^ther. In

one instance all were clearly denned in a space of about fifteen feet. Tele-

scoping of stages is common. In two instances, young willows wore found

in the midst of the zone of Bidens laevis.

The black willows form a very conspicuous feature of the floor of the

gorge. They occur commonly in definite lines which parallel the stream at

a distance of ten to fifty feet. A very striking example of this occurs

just below the Starr piano factory, on the east side of the river. Other

lines of trees of this species occur in similar locations farther down the

river.

Hydrophytic flood-plains of the usual kind occur commonly in the

floor of the gorge. These may be so low as to be covered by the river

at every slight rise, or they may be above the level of the highest flood

stage. At the main bend of the river lies a high flood-plain of very con-

siderable size. Low hydrophytic flood-plains lie on both sides of the

stream immediately at the Starr piano factory. These are n.nrrow, being

only a few feet in width at some places. These show a vei'y characteristic

vegetation, as shown by the Hollowing typical list of species

:

[IG—26988]
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Salix nigra X;nithium canadense

salix loiiglfoli;! Ku^lbockia hirta

Populus deltoides Bidens froudosa

Salix cordata Polyt^oiiiim virginianmn

Ambrosia tritida Ileliaiitlius strumosus

Inipatiens biflora Aijocyiiiim eanuibinuni

Impaliens pallida Lobelia syphilitica

Rimit'x crispus Ciciita maeulata

Later staj^es of the siiecessioii dccur at other points. The siu'cession

is rapid, the flood-plains of this kind i|ui(kly become uiesophytie. The

lar.ice tiood-plaiii at tlie lieiul of the river is I hoi'ouuhly mesophytie, as

shown by the vesxetation of the nndistnrbed portions of it. It is to be

noted, howevi'r, that the very narrow flood-plains of this tyi)e do not

beconu,' mesoiihylic (inickly. because of their sultmer,;;;ence at every Hood.

r.y reason of the high .gradient of the stream, tin- current is swift at

flood time, and v<'ry little material is de])osiled. In this r(>sj)ect, these

areas differ from the usual hj'drophytic Hood-plains.

.\. third feature of the gorge fiooi' is tiie iiresciice of lunnerous and

well-dehned Hood-plains of a distinctly xcrophytic nature. These occur

commonly just below the fall lines, in distinction from those of the sides

III' the ponded stretches. The mainu'i' (if llicir f<irinalion is easily seen.

.Vs already mentioned, the gradient of the stream is high, and at Hood

limes the swift current carries considerable massos of rock and coarse

gravel over the lower land immediately !)elow the various fall lines. As

a result, these flood-plains below the fall lines and at the curves of the

stream are composed of gravel and rock fragments. The islands at the

fall line ne.-ir the Idwer end of the gorge are subject to the sai nn-

dit ions.

The vegetation of these .areas is (piite ilisl imtive. On tlie upsli'cnni

side, no plants occur for a considcralilc distance from tlic water's edge.

This corresponds roughlj' to the bare lower be.-ich of a lake or the ocean,

and is the region that is covered by the slight rises of the river during

the summer. The pioneer plants are usually Xanthium canadense and

Hidens comiata. Back of these occur Salix longifolia, Platanus occidentalis

.'ind Populus deltoides. Of these. Platanus is the tyi)ical species, and

from the bluffs the xcrojihytic tloo(l-]il;iins may be jiicked out by the
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occurrence of this tree, just ;is the mature hydrophytic flood-plains are

indicated by Salix nigra.

Toward the downstream side of tliese areas, the horizontal succession

proceeds rapidly toward mesophytic conditions. Soil accumulates around

the trees and the bare rocks and gravel are soon covered. In these loca-

tions a rich mesojihytic vegetation is found. The following species were

noted in sucli a location :

Salix nigra Ambrosia artemisirefolia

Ambrosia trifida Helianthus strumosus

Bidens frondosa Eupatorium perfoliatum

It is to be understood that the term "xernphytic" is here used in its

broad sense, to indicate that the conditions of plant life are unfavorable

in these areas. The extreme thinness of the soil will render water absorp-

tion ditlicult, howiever plentiful it may be. The range of temperature

changes is larger than elsewhere. The trees and other plants are subject to

partial submergence at every rise of the river. Perhaps the greatest actual

injury comes from floating ice in the winter floods. Sycamores on a xero-

phytic flood-plain near the bend of the river were more than half cut in two

by floating ice, and the upstream side of almost every trunk was dead. The

willows commonly show a distinct leaning in the direction of the flow

of the river.

We may summarize the results of the investigation as follows : Five

distinct plant formations are recognized in the region studied, and each

I>lant association may be referred to one of these five formations: (1) In

the rock bluff formation, all stages of the succession from the bare, plant-

less cliff to a bluff covered by a mesophytic forest, are found within the

area under consideration. (2) The same stages of the succession occur

in the rock ravine formation. (.3) A pond formation occurs at various

points of the stream, and the stages of the succession from this condition

towards mesophytism may be traced. (4) Definite hydrophytic flood-plains

show the usual succession towards mesophytism. (5) Flood-plains of a

xerophytic nature occur commonly. The succession to mesophytism in this

formation is very rapid. In all of the formations, the trend of the succes-

sion is toward a niesoiiliytic forest of tlie beech-maple type.
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Repokt of Corn Pollination. II.

P.y AT. I.. FisiiER.

The work reported in I'.MlS was eoiitimiod in 11X19. Tiie seed from the

different crosses reported in the Proceedings for 1908 was planted in 1909.

In each lot a number of ears were self-fertilized by hand pollination,

d'. Boone County White, male; Reld's Yellow Dent, female.

Forty ears were pollinated. Four wore pure yellow and thirty-six were

mixed. In a count of 2,000 kernels from mixed ears, 204 showed pure

yellow, 276 pure white, and ],.520 mixed white and yellow, often cream

color. In this connection it is to be noted that It is difficult to tell when

a kernel is pure white. The yellow tinge may be so faint that the most

careful examination in a good light may not detect it.

d". StowelTs Evergreen (Sweet), male; Reid's Yellow Dent,

female.

Forty-seven ears were liand pollinated. None was pure sweet or

pure dent. Thirteen showed earlier iMpening than the others and w<'re

smaller in size. There seemed to I)e a larger proportion of sweet kernels

on these ears. The stalks on which they grew were also earlier maturing

and smaller in stature. A count of 2.000 kernels showed 322 white. 1,10.5

yellow, and 51.3 sweet. The sweet being recessive, the proportion agrees

fairly well with Mendel's Law.

d'. Speckled, male; Reid's Yellow Dent, female.

Sixteen ears were pollinated. Four were pure speckled, twelve were

not speckled. Most of those not speckled were pure red, and a few (3)

were pui-e yellow. This also seems to be Mendelian.

d*. Reid's Yellow Dent, male; Boone County White, female.

The record of the number of ears pollenized has been lost or mislaid,

but ears showed the same mixture of kernels as the reciprocal cross, d'.

There were no jture cars. In 2,000 kernels there were 480 pure white, 1,.30G

mixed, and 208 pure yellow— ;i close resemblance to the results in iV.

Various selections were made from the above crosses for 1910 plant-

ing, but the data are not in readiness to report at this time.
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An Investigation of a Point Discharge in Magnetic and

Electrostatic Fields.

Ry OscAu William Silvey.

A year ago the writer' i)resentf'<l at the meeting of the Indiana Acad-

emy of Science a report of an investigation of the electric point discharge

in a magnetic field of 1,500 gausses. In this work it was found that

the stream of air from the negative electrode was in no case deflected, and

if the glow discharge existed between the points neither positive nor

negative stream v/as deflected by a field of this strength.

The purpose of the present investigation was to repeat with a stronger

magnetic field the work described in the previous report, to study the

effect of an electrostatic field upon the path of the spark, and to determine

if possible the nature and velocity of the particles composing the stream

emitted from the points.

Tlie apparatus used in this and the previous work was that constructed

by Professor Foley and Mr. Haseman- for the investigation of interference

fringes about a point discharge, air streams, and vapor streams. It con-

sisted of a long wooden tube (Fig. 1), one part of which w^as made to

telescope over the other i)art. This provided a means of separating the two

parts for adjusting the jioiuts and magnet. Another portion (E, Figs.

1 and 3) containing a plate holder F was made to fit over the end. Black

screens (Fig. 4) were placed at intervals thi'oughout the tube so that no

light would be reflected from the sides. The end of the tube was closed

by a cap (C), which shut out all light except from a pinhole, as shown

by Fig. 2. A circular disc with holes of various sizes provided a means

of regulating the amount of light. A is a 90° arc light, the center of

which is focused on the pinhole by nu^ns of the lens B.

Light was shut out of the tube by placing a piece of plack cardboard

in front of the pinhole. When a photograph was to be taken, if the dis-

charge was a glow or a brush, the slide S was drawn from over the plate.

and after the tube had come to rest, the cardboard was removed until the

^ Proceedings of the- Iiuliana -Veademy of Science, 1009.
"^ Not yet published.
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plate was sufficiently exiwscd. In case of the

spark discharge which fogged the plate if ex-

posed too long, the cardboard was first removed

and the exposui-e made by withdrawing the

slide.

The magnet used was of the Faraday type

(photographs, Figs. 7 and 8), with pole pieces

3* inches in diameter, and with a current of 22

amperes gave, midway between the pole pieces,

when }D nun. apart, a field strength of 6,400

gausses. Longitudinally through the cores and

the pole pieces was a hole 2.54 cm. in diameter.

If the holes were filled by i)lacing in them an

iron cylinder of the same material as the cores,

and the air gap re<lu(ed to 1 mm., a field

sireiiglli (if l(>,(Mi() gMusses f(ir a current of 44

:uiipcrcs cduld he jiro(iiin(jll. Ill Tiiost of the

r/a3 ^/a.y

FiBi>
o

Fi s. tr
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following work the air gap was 49 mm. and the current 22 amperes. In

order to obtain a photograph of the current which passed between the

jmints transverse to tlip magnetic lines of force it was necessary for the

light from the iiiulinie to i)iiss Ihroiigii llie hollow cores of the magnet.

This was accomplished by lilting the two portions of ihe tnlje against

the magnet, as shown in photograph, Fig. 8. An auxiliary wooden tube

25 cju. square and 12.5 cm, long was placed between the coijs of the
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magnet to shut out nil light except from the pinhole, and to hold rigidly

the insulating glass tulles, which firmly held the rods containing the points.

An openincr wns rut in the upiior side of this auxiliary tuhe and a suitable

Fig. s.

cap pntvidfd. so lli:il mic <uuld easily opt-n it to adjust Ihc points, or to

observe the nature of the discharge. 'J'lie insi'de of all portions of tin-

tube and the inside of the holkny corcg weve painted a dead blacH.
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Wlion a photdgrnph. of the di.scluirge parallel with the lines of force

was desired, the magnet was turned with its axis perpendicular to the axis

of the tube, and the glass tubes, held in position by corks in the hollow

cores, provided insulation for the rods holding the iwints. In this caso

also an auxiliary tube 12.5 cm. square and 1 meter long was placed between

the coils and telescoped into the two portions of the longer tube which

were too large to fit between the coils. This small tube had a circular hole

in each of two sides to receive the pole pieces of the magnet, and another

in the upper side similar to the one in the first auxiliary tube described.

In all cases the magnet was electrically connected to earth and the

wires bearing the current were separated from the walls of the room

and from the camera by nwans of glass tubing, when they wei-e too near

for the air to insulate them. All metal parts used in the magnetic field,

such as screw^s in the auxiliary tubes, were of brass.

When studying the deflection of the discharge due to electrostatic

deflection, the tube was used as shown in Fig. 1. Two brass plates

8 by 5 cm. were placed one above the other below the points. They were

held in position by brass rods soldered perpendicularly to them at the

center. The rods were firmly fitted into glass tubes which passed through

the upper and., lower sides of the tube. For part of the work the plates

were conriectecl electrically in nniltijilo circuit with the points, while for

the other part they were charged by means of a small Iloltz machine.

The points were charged by a four-mica plate Wagner electrostatic machine,

from which the Leydeu jars had been removed. Both the Wagner and the

Holtz machines were run by electric motors with rlwostats in circuit for

varying the speed. Sixteen different speeds were possible with the

Wagner, and eight with the Holtz machine.

The points were made of brass pins l.l.'i mm. in diameter and 4 cm.

long. They were put in a lathe, sharply pointod liy means of a carborundum

stone, and made to slope 2.5 cm. from the end. They were soldered into

the ends of brass rods 5.57 mm. in diameter.

TR.\XSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD.

The apparatus was first adjusted with the points at right angles to

the direction of the ma.gm'tic lines of force and the photographs of series

A, B, C and D were taken.
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Series A is a slow discharge representing the lowest speed of the

macliinc. (Nothiiij; w:is visible l)etwoen the iinints in the darl^ened tube.

Each point showed a tiny bright specli.)

Series B is a brush discharge representing a higher speed. (A violet

stream extended about 0.8 cm. from the positive point. The negative point

showed only a bright speck.)

Series C is a visible spark discharge representing the lowest speed

at which a visible spark is maintained. The spark was changed to brush

when the magnet was excited.

Series D is a visible spark discharge representing the highest speed of

the machine.

The six numbers of each series were taken in succession as rapidly

as possible, it recpiiring 20 to .30 minutes to conii)Iete the series. In the

photographs, the longer stream is the one from the positive terminal and

the shorter one the stream from the negative electrode. If the positive

stream is from right to left it is designated as the first direction ; if from

left to right as second direction. iSos. 1, 2, 3 then show current in the first

direction, while Nos. 4, 5 and G show current in the second direction. If

the magnet was excited so that the sense of the lines of force was from

back to the front of the photograph (i. e., after correcting for the reversal

in direction caused by printing from the plates), the magnetization is des-

ignated as first direction and those with the lines of force from front to

back of the page are designated as magnetized in the second direction.

Following then this plan, Nos. 2 and 5 show the current in a field of the

first direction, while Xos. 3 and G show the current in a field of the second

direction, and Nos. 1 and 4 show it wlien the magnet v.'as not excited. It

may be observed from the photographs that the streams in series A, B, C

and D are deflected as if they were flexible conductors bearing a current

in so far as direction of deflection is concerned, thus indicating that the

stream is one of charged particles.

The magnetic field strength, measured by a bismuth spiral, was about

(),400 lines per sq. cm. in the region of the points. The points were 18.05

ram. apart. The potential of the points was the highest for series B and

did not increase as the speed increased, as was suggested in the earlier

work. The potential increased with the speed only until the sparks began

passing, when it fell sometimes as much as 4,00f) volts. When the speed

was further increased, the current increased but the potential remained
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practically fonstant. The following table shows the changes which occurred

as the speed of the machine was increased

:

Potential expressed in volts, current expi-essed in amperes. Distance

between points. 18.05 cm.

Table 1.

Speed
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vibrated, rising almost to tiie critical spark poU'iitial, and falling almost to

zero. In this case the mean position was recorded.

It may be observed from the above data that when the form (jf dis-

charge was not changed by the magnetic field, there was no change in

the current or the potential, and that Avhen the form of discharge was

changed there was an increase in the potential, and often a decrease in the

current. The photographs of series A correspond to speed 1, R to speed 4,

C to spcK^d 0, and I> to speed it!.

I.OTS'GITUDINM, MAGNKTIC FIELIl.

After taking the above data the magnet w;is turned through an angle

of 90°, and four series of photograjihs taken of the discharge parallel with

the lines of force. These are as follows :

E—silent glow discharge same as A.

F—brush discharge same as P>.

C—spark discharge same as C.

II—spark discharge same as D.

Distance bettjk'en points, 17.88 mm.

Of these photographs, none show a change of form except those of

series H. In this case the rich spark was sometimes scattered, and some-,-

tiraes transformed to a wide violet brush at the positive p<iint when the

magnet was excited. In the first case it generally consisted of a visible.,

undeflected central thread, with spiral thread encircling it like the threads

of a tapering screw, the larger diameter of the spiral being at the jwsitive

point, and all merging together at the negative terminal. Sometimes, how-

ever, the centi'al thread was absent and only the spiral showed. The sense

of the rotation of the spiral was the same as that of the halo of luminous

gases about tlie spark of an induction coil in a longitudinal magnetic tield.

In degree of deflection it was much less. In the case of the discharge

studied here, the spiral was only a few ndllimeters in di.-imeter in a

magnetic field of (1,400 gausses, while the halo about the spark of an indui--

tion coil showed a spiral of four or five centimeters in diameter in a field

of about 1.000 lines per square centimeter. Photographs 3 and 5 show

the point discharge when the jiositive ions move in the same direction as

the lines of force, while in Nos. 2 and the magnetic field is in th«^ ojiposite

direction to that of the discharge. Unless there was a cliauge of form of

discharge, no change of potential nor of current occurred when the mag-

nets were excited. Some changes of potential with transformation of foru)

of discharge are as follows:
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Table 2.
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TRANSVKUSE KLK( TKOfSTATIC FIELD.

The UKiguet was then removed and the deflection of the discharge

studied in an electrostatic field. With the apparatus as previously de-

scribed and with the electrostatic plates, the jioints and the electroscope

shunted in i)arallel circuit, the four series of photographs I, J, K and L

were taken. The following is a record of the potential and the current

in each case, the forms of discharge for series I, J. K and L corresponding

to those of A, B, C and D resjiectively

:

Distance between points, IS.^.I mm.

Table 3.

No. in

Series
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some other part of the building. It required at least two hours to complete

the four series. The current and potential were read just before the pho-

tographic plate was exposed.

ELECTROSTATIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS.

The magnet was again placed in the position so that the line of dis-

charge between the points was transverse to the magnetic linos of force,

and with the electrostatic plates above and below the points, an attempt

was made to balance the effect of the electrostatic field against that of the

magnetic field. In this work the plates were charged by a Iloltz machine

with plates 43 cm. in diameter. A ground glass placed in the end of the

camera opposite the i)inhole showicd clearly the path of discharge. The

speed of the Iloltz machine and the strength of the exciting current of

the magnet were then regulated until the stream under the action of both

fields was the same as when no field infiucnced it ; tlien. the ground glass

was removed and was replaced by a ]ili<ttiigraphic plato. Two series of

these photographs are shown here. M. fnr the spark discharge which, under

the infiuence of magnetism alor.e was < linnged to brusli, and N for the rich

spark. It was i;ot difficult to balance the two fields in the case of the

rich spark, but with tiic unstable spark they were not successfully balanced.

Sometimes with tiiis typr a very low magnetic field seemed to predominate

over the electric field. This, if true, cont'nnns with the statement made

in the previous rejxirt that the magnetic effect is greatest when the dis-

charge is on the verge of changing from one fonii to tlie other. Data as

follows

:

Distance between jioints. IS.d.") cm. 11 is the niii'-'uelic field strength in

gausses.

Table 4.
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It seems probable that the speed of the ion might be calcuhited from

the relative deflection of a similar form of discharge under influence of the

magnetic and electrostatic fields separately. The distance between the

points was the same in both cases and therefore the potential at the points

would, DO doubt, remain of the same order, even though there was some

change. On the photographs a line may be drawn directly between the

points, and a second line drawn through the exti-emity of the negative

electrode perpendicular to the first line. If then a third line is drawn

from the positive point in the direction of the deflected stream and extended

to meet the second line, the distance to the intercept of the second and third

lines from the extremity of the negative electrode should be proportional

to the deflection. Taking the distance to this intersection for the upward

deflection, we have

:

JIcv = K tan Ct], ill case of the magnetic eflVct where II is the magnetic

field strength in gausses, e the charge on the ion, v the speed of the ion,

Gi the angle of deflection, and K is a constant which depends on the poten-

tial drop along the path of discharge.

In case of the electrostatic deflection, X e — K tan O2 where X is the

potential gradient between the electrostatic plates and O2 the angle of

deflection.

Solving each equation for K we have

Hev Xe

tunQi, tanOs

If the 111 and h; are tlie distances from the negative point to the inter-

cept in the two cases, and 1 the distance between the points, we have

(Hv tan 02 = X tan Gj),

Hvh, Xh, h,X

1 ~ \"^ "hoH
Since the discharge does not always pass directly between the points

when no transverse field exists, it would probably be more accurate to take

the average value of h for the upward and downward deflection. Making
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the suggested measurement in ctise of photographs 2 and 3 of series A and

2 and 3 of series I, we have

V =
2.8 X 17600 X 108

= 4.7 X lO'' cm. per. sec.

3.2x5.1 x6400

Values for other photographs calculated by the same method appear in

Table 5.

The above values for the speed of the positive ions approximate those

given for positive ions in rarefied gases. The highest value obtained by

other investigators for the gaseous ion at atmospheric pressure, found

recorded by the author, is by Helen E. Schaefer of 5x10* cm. per second.

Her value, obtained by use of a rotating mirror, is given as the average

speed along the spark path, and not the initial speed obtained by the method

used in this investigation.

The curved path of the stream in series D can not be considered in con-

nection with the ordinary formula for centripetal force in solving for a

value for the ratio of the charge to the mass, because here the ion is under

the influence of the charge on the opposite point. If, however, the value

obtained by the above method can be regarded as the initial speed of the

positive ion the equation imv-^Ve can be used to calculate the value

e
for— . In the above equation ni is the mass of the ion, v its speed, V the

m
potential between the points and e the charge on the ion. Since v is the

initial speed the two expressions for the energy are independent of the

course taken b.v the ion between the i)oints, and also independent of any

p
subsequent speed. Some values (if calculated by means of this expres-

ni

sion are as follows :

e 1 v-

Series A No3. 2 and 3) — =
m 2 V

1 f4.7xl0'(2

2 23000 X 10'

Table 5.

4.6 X 10^ cm. per. see,
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The average speed of all results is used in determining the value of

m
e

given for series D. The values for column 4 are calculated for series

m
e

A, B, C and D only. The values for— given in table 4 are determined
m

In the same manner as shown above.

A great variation exists in the calculated values of the speed, and con-

e
sequently in the determination of One cause for this is, no doubt, the

m
error introduced in measuring the potential. Also since the measurement

of speed is determined by deflection, a large error may I)e introduced.

due to convection currents, due to the heated air along the cours*' of the

spark, and to disturbances of the air due to rajiid changes of pressure along

the spark path.

It may be observed that the path of the stream from the point (except

in case of the spark discharge in the magnetic field), is a straight line and

not a curved path. There is very little if any bending to meet the oppo-

site point. If we consider the stream as composed entirely of ions we

might explain this phenomenon by supi)osing that the ions either lose

their charge immediately after leaving the points, or by assuming that

each ion is given a constant acc'cleration in two directions at right angles

to each other. Another view may probably be taken in which the photo-

graphed stream is considered to be a mixture of ions and air molecules

under different pressure than the surrounding air. iieuc«' having a different

index of refraction. The ions start at a high siK'Cd from the point in a

direction which depends on the influencing fields. They soon encounter

molecules of air imparting their speed to a great <'xtent to the air mole-

cules. This bombardment on the air molecules tends to ionize them and

to raise their temperature and the original ions, with the ionized and

im-ionized molecules of air continue a sliorl distance at least, in tlie

original direction. The unionized air iiartieles would continue along this

line until .scattered by encountering new molecules, wiiile the ions, too mucii

scattered, and with speed too much decreased to produce a well defined

air current, travel by some other route to the opposite electrode.

This view explains the apparent contradiction that, although there

must be a carrier of electricity between the points, the photographed

stream does not terminate on tlie opposite point. In ense of the rich spark,
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which takes on more and more the form of an arc as the speed of the

machine increases, the air insulation is brolien down, the air is more

highly heated and more highly ionized along the spark path, and a greater

number of ions will travel along this narrow path with great speed and due

to the outer ones encountering the air molecules, tlie stream will follow

more nearly the curvature of the spark. Farther from the point their

speed becomes so small and they become so much scattered, they do not

set up a stream so well defined. This same hypothesis applies to the expla-

nation of the scattered stream when it was deflected by an electrostatic

field. The stream retains practically its original diameter past the oppo-

site terminal for the magnetic deflection in case of the glow and brush dis-

charge, and although scattered may be traced nearly to the opposite point

in the spark discharge. In case of the electrostatic deflection, the dis-

charge without the transverse field is quite as well defined as those of the

magnetic deflected series, while with the transverse electrostatic field the

stream is short and not so well defined. If the ions moving with great

speed start from the point, and soon by their bombardment start a current

of air, at the same time lowering their own speed, they will certainly

be scattered, part of them going to the oppositely charged plates, and i)art

to the opposite point.

If the majority of the negative ions ai-e considered to be ordinary elec-

trons and those from the positive point equal in mass to the hydrogen

atom, the kinetic energy of the positive ions will be far greater than the

negative. They will therefore carry with them a greater current of air.

Perhaps it may be permissible to assume that the negative ions are not

all single electrons, since it has been shown by J. J. Thomson* in case

of discharge is rarefied gases, that negative ions exist nearly equal in

mass to the positive ions, and have the same initial speed. The greater

the per cent, of these large ions the greater will be the amount of air

set in motion, the greater the velocity of the stream as a whole, and the

more defined the stream. If, then, the assumption is made that the stream

Is produced by the larger ions, it explains the equal deflection of the posi-

tive and negative streams in case of the magnetic deflection.

A few of the photographs show peculiar characteristics. In some

there are two streams from the positive point. It was not learned whether

*J. J. Thomson (Plill. Mag. Ser. 6, Vol. 16, pp. 6.^)7-091), 1908; also (Phil.

Mag. Ser. 6, Vol. 18, pp. 821-844), 1909.
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this was caused hy two branches of the discharge, or by a chauge of direc-

tion of the discharge during the exposure, but the clear interference bands

about the stream indicate that the former is correct. Another is the

peculiar deflection of the negative stream of No. 6 F. Many photographs

were talcen and many observations were made with the ground glass in an

attempt to secure a duplicate of this, but with no success.

In the previous work the negative stream was not deflected by a mag-

netic field of 1,500 gausses, but in this the deflection was well shown where

the stream is clear enough. The negative stream is in very few cases as

long or as well defined as the positive. Also in the previous work, it was

found that if the knobs of the electrostatic machine were placed sufficiently

close together, a spark passed between them, while between the points

there was a violet stream, which was not shown on the plate or per-

ceptibly deflected by the magnetic field. An attempt to deflect this stream

with a stronger field was not successful.

In repeating the work of Precht'. ])arlitulnr ;ittcnti(in was given to his

observation witli the ]Miiiit cadiode ;ind tlic hliiiit wire anode, tliat the sjtark

changed to brush and the potential rose when the magnet was e.xcited.

The writer found that this change occuri-ed in a great majority of the

observations made, but it was found to f)ccur also in as great a i)er cent,

of the observations, whether the discharge passed between the points,

point anode and blunt wire cathode, or point cathode and blunt wire anode,

whatever the sense of the magnetism with reference to the current. In a

few cases a brush would break into a rich .spark, but all attempts to deter-

mine the conditions which caused the changes were unsuccessful. In the

previous report it was suggested that in case of the discharge between two

points the change in type of discharge might be explained as a result of a

change of the spark length, but after repeating the experiment it was

concluded, as was suggested by Precht \ that although the length of spark

path might be partly the cause, it was not the whole cause. No attempt

was made to re])i-oduce the exact condition of Prechfs experiment either

in the form or size of the point, but no doubt if these had been fulfilled the

atmospheric and other conditions would have entered which would have

made the results variable because with no part of the apparatus altered

in any way entirely opposite transformations were found to exist on

different days.

J. Precht, Wii'fl. -Vnnalcn (00-4, pp. 670-007), 180S.
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As a final study tlirfo nifc. of rarlinm bromide wore placed beneath the

points, in an attemiit to change the form of discharge, as described by

A. E. Garrett", for discharges between blunted wires. The radium, which

was contained in an unstoppored glass tube, was held by an ebonite rod so

that both (i and ,? particles might reach the air in the path of discharge.

No effect was observed except that which could be produced by a glass rod

in the same position.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

A summary of the results, as given in this and the lu-ovious report, is:

(1) The positive stream between the points for a spark or brush

discharge was deflected by a magnetic field as low as l,r)fiO gausses, and

both positive and negative streams for glow, spark and brush discharge

were deflected by a magnetic field of G.400 gauss<>s. In all cases the

direc-tion of deffectic.n was In accordance with electro-dynamical laws.

(2) In most ca-^ies a change of type of discharge, and an increase of

potential between the points was caused by excitation of the magnet.

(3) The direction of the photographed stream for a spark discharge

as it leaves the point is the same as the visible direction of the spark.

(4) Tlie size of the stream at tlie points (measured with a microm-

eter microscope between the outer edges of the central dark band) is

independent of the potential between the points.

(.")) The stream was defler-ted by ;ni air current, the negative being

deflected more than the positive.

(r>) The stream for the richer spark (i. e.. for the higher speeds of

the macliine) increasf^d in width as the distance from the point increased,

while the stream for the glow discharge retained its original size as far as

it could be traced.

(7) The stream was deflected by an electrostatic field, in which case

it was shorter and more scattered than in case of the magnetic deflection.

(8) Values for the speed of the ion were calculated from the angle

of deflection, in magnetic and electrostatic fields, and by placing the two

fields in opposition. The average of these was 1.6x10" cm. per second.

(9) From the kinetic energy of the moving ion and the product of

e
the potential between flie points and the charge on the ion values for

m
are calculated, the average value found being l.Sx10\

•A. E. Garrett, B. Sc.—The Phys. Soc. of Loudon Procx'edings, Dec. 1909,

page 643.
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(10) A suggestion is giveu that the stream consists of heated air

molecules and ions, in which the latter soon lose their velocity, due to

encountering air molecules, and travel to the opposite point with a speed

too much decreased to set up an air current, along a route determined by

the two fields, while the un-ionized air moves in the direction given it by

the ions at the point.

The above investigation was suggested by Professor Arthur L. Foley,

of Indiana T'niversity. I wish to thank him and Professor R. R. Ramsey

for their helpful suggestions during the course of the investigation. I wish

also to thank Professore A. T. Jones and C. M. Smith, of Purdue University,

fnr their criticism during tlu' pi'ci'aration of this report.

I'hysiral Lahoratortj of hid id mi I'liircr^itii,

Blooutinginn, Ind.
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The Hueon Geoup in Westeen Monboe and Easteen

Greene Counties, Indiana.

By F. C. Greene.

The opeiiins fif the rij^'ht-of-way of the Inrtiaiinpolis Snuthern Railway

between Indianapolis. Indiana, and Effingham, Illinois, presented an un-

usual opportunity for the study of the so-called Huron group, west of Bloom-

ington, Indiana, in western Monroe and eastern Greene counties. The

Huron group is the youngest formation of the Mississippian of Indiana.

The name Huron was first apyplied by Dr. Ashley in his paper on the

Lower Carboniferous Area of Southern Indiana.'

The type locality is at Huron. Lawrence County, a station on the B. &

O. S.-AV. Railway. According to his dcHnition. the boundaries of the Huron

group are lixed at the base of the lowest sandstone in the group and thi;_^

unconformity at the top wliich marks the division between the Mississip-

pian and rennsylvanian. The discussion of his reasons for so drawing

the limits at these points may be found in his report and will not be re-

I)eated here. However, as the name Huron is preoccupied-, it must be

replaced by another, and it is here proposed to substitute the name Chester,

as the group can be correlated with the upper Mississijipian of Illinois

or Kentucky.

Blatchley gives a concise summary of the formation.^ He says, "In

Orange County, where tlie Huron group is perhaps the most typically ex-

posed, it is represented by a lower limestone, a lower sandstone, a middle

limestone, an upper sandstone and an upper limestone

The lower Huron limestone is a compact, smooth-grained, ash-gray to

blue limestone, which varies from five to eight feet in thickness. In struc-

ture it is a close-grained, fine-textured, non-crystalline stone, breaking with

a sub-conchoidal fracture

> Ashley, G. H., Dept. of Geol. and Nat. Res. of Ind., iv^Oi;.

'' In the Rppt. of Progress in 1860. Geol. Survey of Ohio. Part I, p. 18, Dr. S.

\V. Newberry proposed the name Iliu-on for a shale formation of the Devonian of

Ohio.

'Blatchley, W. S., Thirtieth Ann. Kept. Ind. Dept. Geol. and Nat. Res., pp. 144-

145.
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Tlic iniddli' Hurun liiiicstniic is usually a closo-toxtnrprl. somi-crystal-

line, gray fcissilit'ci-ous liiucsttmc wliidi varies in tliicknoss from ."> to 30

feet, iivera^iui: about H'> feet

Tlic n]>iier limestone avera^'es aliout 1."> feet in tliitkness. is more nearly

erystalline in structure, varies from dark to ligiit .uray in eolor. and con-

tains many crinoid stems and l»ryozoa. It takes a fine ])olisli and n>seml)les

marble when so treated, lint does not hold its jiolish wln-n ex|i(!sed to the

atmos]>liere.

The .L'eneiMl section in Ilie jirea under discussion is:

to Sliali' and sandstone of rciiiis\ivaiiian a'-,'i>, wiiirli is nn('r)n

f<)i-inal)li' on tlic hfds iidow. Ituron (riii'stcr) Croup.

Ft.

T'pprr O I.iini'stonc and slialc. calcari'ous. iiradinj: from

limostonf. Iir-ccialcd linn'slono nt l)()ltom to shale al top;

limesl')n' eompf>se(l larfjoly of ttryozoa witli few

foraminifeia : Io<'alIy Ivnown ns niarlile H.")

Uppor S Sandstone, a lieavy lied of fernmlnons. reddisli. hrown.

sand.stone. <'i' wlilte. liat-d or soft, laminated 40

Middle 7 I.inii-slon.'-. crystalline. j;enerally li','lit colored, oc-

l'ir.e-toi;e. easionally oiiliti-. foramlniferal 0-21

Middle '' SliaJe. ai-};il!:'eeoiis or arenaceous, wialhers ri'd in

sandstone. places l.'0-l;o

') Sandstone, similar to upper, exi-ept mu<-li more cross-

bedded 25

4 Shale, dark, hiiunilnous 0-12

Lower •". Limestone, thin hedded. or.litii' or lilho.^rnphic 'Ji-r>

limestone.

Lower - Sliale, areuaieous or sandstone J-1'-

sandstono. .Mitchell limestone.

I I.illleSlollc. white. (ine|.\- Oiilit ic.

S1MM.\KV 0|- PUi;VIOtS WOKK.

Cox. in a report on the jreoloiry of (;re<'ne <'f>nnty'. says:

"Suli-t 'arhonreroiis Limestone. —At the moulli of Fisli Creek, in tin'

northern part of tlie comity, limestone heloiifiinfr to tiie Chester ;ironp of

the snl)-c.ir!ioniferons fcirmatinn. outeiops in llie Iduff litink of tlio ereek,

!ind is exposed to the depth nf !." to 'Jii feet, and is at tins phice overlaid by

drift, but at a sliort distance to the southwest it is increased i)y the addi-

Lst .Ann. I{ei)t. (c'ol. .Survey Iiid.. is(;;i, p. s7.
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tion of 2 to 5 feet of shale, witli iiu irregular tblii bedded seam of Coal A

and the Millstone Grit. Some of the layers contain a few fossils. The

following comprise all that could l)e recognized: Orthis umbraculiuu.

Archimides wortheni, Athyris subtilita, Pentremites obessus, P. pyriformis,

Spirifer incrassatus, I'roductus carbonarius, P. cora, and an abundance of

encrinite steins. It l>elongs to the upper member of the sub-carboniferous

limestone, and is designated by Prof. A. H. Worthen in the Geological

Report of Illinois as the Chester Group.

"The greatest development of this limestone seen in Greene County, is

on Beech Creek, a branch of Richland Creek, on section 12, township 7,

range 4, where it forms a great nuiral precipice, capped with sandstone of

the Millstone Grit series. The following section was obtained at this

locality

:

"P>rownish-gray sandstone, in thick beds which has the ap-

pearance of being most excellent building stone 25 feet in.

Shale, which thickens up to many feet and in places contains

Coal A 1 in.

Buff colored limestone in which I saw Pentremites obessus,

P. pyriformis, and Archimides wortheni 20 feet

(iray silicious shale, partly covered 25 feet

Bluish limestone (in which I saw no fossils, witli intercala-

tions of sandstone, mostly covered by talus 50 feet

Total 120 feet 1 in.

"At the junction of the sandstone and limestone at this locality, there

gushes forth a mammoth spring of good c<x>l water

"The sub-carboniferous limestone makes its appearance at the base of

the hills along this creek for a distance of several miles, and is overlaid

by a few feet of shales and the massive sandstone at the base of the Mill-

stone Grit. It also makes its appearance at the ore banks on Ore Branch

of Richland Creek in section 28, township 7, range 4, and on the eastern

border of the coimty lint' ne.ir the Virginia blast furnace along Richland

Creek."

Professor Cox has i)robalily mistaken the heavy sandstone above the

middle limestone for the .Millstone (irit (Mansfield sandstone), and has con-

fused the limestones.
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Ashley, in the coal report on Greene County', says

:

"Lower Carboniferous.—The Kaskaskia is well represented in this

county by limestone and sandstone, with some shales.

"The uppermost limestone, which is not very persistent here, usually

is found but a few feet below Coal I or the equivalent horizon. This lime-

stone, while often absent, attains a thickness of 20 feet in places. Then

comes a variable thickness of sandstones and shales, and below that still

heavier beds of limestone. The lower limit of the Kaskaskia is somewhat

In doubt, as by some it is drawn at the top of this lower limestone, by others

part way down it. The lower part of this limestone is probably of St.

Louis age. and extends down into the Mitchell limestone."

Parajrraph 12.58". Section at William Se.xton's spring, S. W. of S. E. of

Sec. 10-G-.'{. (C. E. S.)

1. Massive buff sandstone (.Mansfield) 20

2. Heavy limestone ( lowor carb. ) 14

.'!. Biuish gray shale

In the rejiort on the road materials of (ireeiK' Ciainty, IJlatchley says:*

"Huron LimestoMf—The rocks of the Huron group lie close to the surface

over the greater [tart of (Jreene County, east of White Hiver. On the high

est ridges and hills tlie\ are capped with the .Mansfield sandstone. For the

most part the e.xi)osed Huron rocks are also sandstone, but several localities

there are outcrops of iiard bluish Huron limestone, which appear well

adapted for road improvement.

"The principal one of these exposures visited was on the land of

George Cox, southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 3 (7 N..

4 W.). At this point the Indianapolis Southern Railway Company was con-

structing a viaduct 2,215 feet in length and 147 feet in height across Rich-

land Creek, and a quarry had been opened to secure crushed rock for the

concrete work in connection therewith. In this quarrj' the blue limestone

was exposed in fourteen layers, each four to thirty inches in thickness, and

aggregating seventeen feet. This limestone was both overlain and under-

lain with a Htiron s.indstono, the overlying portion being three to seven

».\shlpy. C. II.. 2.^(1 .\nn. Uopt. Ind. Dopt. Gcol. and Nat. Res., 1898, p. 770,

par. 1250.
' Op. cit. page 772.
• Blatchley, \V. S., .'{Olli .\nn. Kept. Ind. Dcpt. Gooi. and Nat. Res., 1905,

p. 894.
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feet in thickness, whicli, with a foot of soil, had to be stripped. I'he lime-

stone appeared to be very hard and semi-crystalline in structure. . . .

"Another exposure visited was on the land of George Shipman, north-

east quarter section 15 (7 X., 4 W.), where a quarry has been worked for

macadam road material. At this point the blue Huron limestone was ex-

posed to a thickness of fifteen to seventeen feet, with four to seven feet of

buff Huron sandstone overlying. Sufficient material to cover six miles of

road had been secured at this quarry, the supply in sight being practically

inexhaustible.

"The same stone outcrops at many points along Beech Creek, and espe-

cially in section 12 (7 N.. 4 W.), where it forms part of a great precipice

or perpendicular bluff, 120 or more feet in height, the upper portion of

which is a massive bed of Mansfield sandstone."

This latter is evidently the same exposure as that measured by Cox.

Shannon, in the report on the iron ores of (ireene County', cites several

Instances of the itplacement of limestone by iron as in section G below, but

does ot discuss the stratigraphy.

From the foregoing it will be seen that very little work has been done

on the stratigraiihy or paleontology of the Chester in this area.

SECTIONS.

The following sections were obtained along the right of way of the

Indianapolis Southern Railway, with the exception of Number IX, which

was taken at the locality mentioned by Cox and Blatchley on Beech Creek,

being about three-fourths of a mile south of VIII. The sections are shown

on the profile.

I. 5—Shale, sandy, and soil 15

4—Sandstone, soft, reddish 22

3—Shale, argillaceous, sandy in places and grading

into sandstone at bottom 12

2—Limestone, upper 2 in. oolitic and very fossiliferous,

lower part with very few fossils beside forarai-

nifera 2

1—Shale, argillaceous, to track 10-12

II. 7—Sandstone, soft, ferruginous, cross-bedded 20

6—Limestone, hard, fossiliferous, oolitic in places.... 6

T Shannon, C. W., 31st Ann. Kept. Ind. Dept. Geol. and Nat. Res., 1906, p. 373.

[18—269S8]
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5—Talus 3

4—Covered slope . 30

3—Sandstone IT

2—Covered slope 27

1—Mitchell limestone (exposed) 5±

III. 4—Sandstone in cut 10

.1—Covered slope to track 10 dt

2—Limestone with sprinji at base 10

1—Covered slope to creek.

IV. 4—Sandstone and shale, with thin coal and iron-ore

(Pennsylvanian).

3—Covered 1--15

2—Limestone, exposed 4

1—Covered 4

V. 4—Covered to Iev<'l of track.

rt—Sandstone 40

2—Covered slope .(.(•.•. . .,'ul 20

1—Limestone, sjjriii^' at base—exposed 7

VI. ;i—Clay, shale and sandstone 24 6

2—Iron-ore (replaced silicioiis liniestoiie )

1—Coal 6

\II. -1

—

Siiale and sandstone, latter prednniinatiii^: 2

^.^—Sund.stone, rather calcareous 1 G

2—Shale, argillaceous or calcarenus 12

1—Sandstone 0-5

\'I1I. 17—Soil 4-5

ICi—Sandstone, thiii-lx-dded 3—4

Unconformity.

1.')—Limestone, fernijiinous, weathers to iron-ore 6

14- Shale 4

13—Limestone. imi)ure 3

12—Covered sloi)e. frafrmcntary limestone and san<lst(ine,

but mostly shale 10

1 1—Limestone 1 G

10—Shale 4

9—Limestone like No. 7 1
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8—Shale, olive 6

7—Limestone, hard 4

6—Shale, olive 8

"i—Limestone, four layers, eross-beflded. hard crystal-

line, fossiliferons 3

4—Limestone, cross-bedded and hrccciated 2

o—Shale parting with a limeslono lens 0-10

2—Limestone, hard, fossiliferons. ln'ccciaticd, so-called

"marble" ,3

1— Sandstone, slinly 2 i)

IX. 7-—Sandstone, even bedded 40 ±
(I—Limestone 20

."—Shale, sandy or aririll., weathers red in jilaies .30±

4—Covered 2.j

.3—Limestone, thin-bedded u

2—Sandstone, thin intercalation 2-fi

1—Limestone, oolitic. proI)ably ;\Iitclie!l Id

X. .3—Covered slope to track, sandstime in lower p:;rt and

probably all sandstone 40

2—Limestone 17

1—Covered s]o])e and sandstone to Kichland Creek. ... f)0

DISCISSION OK STKATIORAPIIY.

When the attempt to unravel the stratigr;iphy of llii' uroii]) was beunn,

some tronlile was encountered: (1) the niiconrormity which limits the

^roup at the top; (2) the dejxisit of glacial drift in the area bordering

Richland Creek; (3) the solution of the nnderlying Mitchell limestone on

the eastern border, develoiiing larg<' folds ;ind tlie collajise of strata; (4)

solution of the limestone layers in the Solsberry formation; and (5) the

fact that the Solsberry sandstones and shales have a tendency to be

more or less cross-bedded and lenticular, as wonid be e.vpected of a shore

deposit. These factors d<>tract somewhat from the correct interpretation

of the stratigraphy.

Sections in the underlying Mitchell limestone in the region studied

show that in mo.st cases the t(ip of the latter formation consists of a very

typical white oolite, differing materially from that of the Chester. Ash-
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ley* noted the occui-rence of oolite in the Mitchell limestone in many

places; it has thei-efore been thought safe to consider this oolite, in the

area studied, of Mitchell age, especially as the stratigraphic relations seem

to confirm this view.

At 1'. the Mitchell oolite is at the level of the track and is overlain

bv 8.5 feet of sandstone. West of this the Mitchell limestone forms the

surface rock so that sinl<hoi«'S are a ((Hisiiicuoiis feature, but sandstone

fragments are found. The relations of xhv strata at 2 have been greatly

disturbed by the solution f)f the uudcrlyint,' .Mitchell limestone so that a

synclinal fold has been developed. Section I was taken at this point in

the eastern part of the cut. The lower limestone, No. 2 of the section, has

been dissolve<l to such an extent that only isolated blocks remain in the

'Ashley, G. H., Carl)onift roii.s .\rca of Southern Intliana, liTtli Ann. Rep. Ind.

Dept. Geol. and Nat. Ups. 1002, p. 82.

» Numbers refer to cuts on accompanying,' jirofile section.
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eastern part of the cut, while it has entirely disappeared from the western

end. It is liliely that the lasher is thicl<er than two feet, as other exposures

seem to show. The area between cuts 2 and 3 is a large compound sink.

On the north side of the track, the Mitchell is found about thirty feet below,

with ten feet of hard, light-colored sandstone overlying. On the south

side, fifteen feet beloAA^ the track, three feet of the lower limestone out-

crop. Shale occurs below it, but most of the section is covered. In cut 3

the following section was obtained :

4— Soil 6 ft.

3—Sandstone, ripple-marked iiiid cross-bedded 31.5 ft.

2—Shale, blue, soft, clayey 8--11 ft.

1—Limestone, lower, in ditch.

In the eastern part of this cut the solution of the underlying Mitchell

has again caused a synclinal folding of the beds. The shale No. 6 (of

gen. sec.) first occurs in the top of the next cut 4 and continues in 5, 6, 7

and 8. It is a sandstone or arenaceous shale at the bottom, becoming more
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shaly in tho iiiiddlo iiiul final ly a day shale at tlif top, in cut S. From

the exposiuH's in cuts -4 and n it appears that a sli.u;ht local unconformity

may exist below this shale. In' the eastern part of S. the middle limestone

first appears. Sec-tion II sIioxas it to he 77 feet ahiive tlw^ Mitchell as

exposed in the valley below, which confornis with the dip and thickness of

the iinderlyin.i,' beds. This limestone aiipears at marly ev<'ry itoint west

of cnt S. where its level is reached and its lower limit is marked by a si)rin2:

horizon. The correlation is liased on strati.irraphii-. litholo^ic and paleon-

tologic evid«'n(0 and on the ju-esenfe of sprinp;s in a few instances. It

thickens ])rom-essivcly to the west, and on the east blull" of liichland C'rK'ek

a quarry in it fni-nished rock for the railway viaduct. The cuts 8 to 21,

inclusive, are in the upjier sandstone with the «'Xcei)tion of 18 and 20.

This sandstone forms one of I lie prominent features of the topography. It

is a reddish, ferruginous, laminated stone, appearing soft in the cuts but

generally weathering into a hard blulf-forming stone where the drainage

has cut tlirongh it. .\t i)laces shale appears at the level of this sandstone.
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These places inn.y iudicale lenses in the sandstone or shale of the overlying

unconformable Pennsylvanian rocks.

At 18 the cut shows the unconformity and a mass of bog iron ore, coal

and purplish-drab shale, resting on the sandstone only a few feet above the

upper limestone. In cut 20 and the top part of 21. Pennsylvanian shale

rests uneonformably on the upper sandstone.

Fis-. 4.

Between Solsberry and tlie viaduct, the raih-d.-id grade is about on a

level with the top of the upiier sandstone so that nearly all the cuts are

in Pennsylvanian rocks. At 27, section VI was obtained. The iron ore

(replaced limestone) of this section appears to be correlative with the upper

limestone from stratigraphic and faunal evidence, which, however, is rather

meagre. Coal occurs beneath it, while the sandstone above is probably of

Pennsylvanian age.

Owing to the fact that it is replaced, only casts of shells remain, and

in many cases these are unidentifiable. In view of this the correlation with

the upper limestone must be tentative.
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Section VII was obtained in the eastern part of cut 33, known as the

"Head Cut." The western part of the cut is Pennsylvanian, an uncon-

formity occurring about half way through the cut and above the upper lime-

stone, so tliat the limestone may have been thicker than now exposed. This

limestone is undoubtedly to be correlated with that in cut 35 (see section

vm ) on stratisraphic and lithologic relations as well as fauual evidence.

The lower hiyei's of Die liinestoiie in s^'ction \'I11 are brecciated and the

limestones in both s<'ctioiis VII and VIII contain fragments of a sandstone

similar to the underlying upper sandstone, while many species appear for

the tirst time. The intervening cut, 34, contains sandstone, probably of

Pennsylvanian ago, and obscures the relations of cuts 33 and 35.

From the foregoing it will be seen that there is an apparent uncon-

formity between the upper sandstone and limestone, which may account

for the peculiarities of section VI.

The stratigraphic relation of the middle and upper sandstones and

the middle limestones are easily determined, but there is some doubt as
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to the lower limestone and lower sandstone owing to ttie absence of ex-

posures to the west. Section IX shows at the bottom of the slope, 15

feet of limestones, the upper 5 feet of which is thin bedded and contains

fossils similar to the lower limestone in section I, except that the bryozoa

are more conspicuous in the latter. The lower ten feet have a striking

resemblance to the Mitchell limestone (oolite) both in appearance and

fossil content, while between the two there is a thin intercalation of sand-

stone which is possibly the lower sandstone. The level of the rocks corre-

sponds to the dip and thickness of the formation, but it is possible that the

\\hole thickness belongs to either the Solsl>erry or Mitchell.

^~

-«5i?

-^"^^^
. --^fcv ' -

Fig. 6.
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The faiiua of the limestones is rather large and well preserved, that of

the sandstones and shale very meagre. The faunal lists follow":

Ijncer limestone in section J.

Endothyra baileyi Hall.

Zaphrentis sp.

r*]chinocriiins sp.

Crinoidea 4 sp.

Batostomelhi abnipt,-i ? T'lridi.

Fenestella sp.

Dielasma sp.

Producliis lmrliii'_'tnii('iisis Hall.

var.

Derbya sp.

Spirifer sp.

Martinia contracta M. & W.

Microdou subelliptica Hall.

Pelecypod sp.

Pleurotoiiiaria subglobosa Hall.

Straparollus sp.

Strophostylus carleyana? (Hall)

Keyes.

Loxonema yandellana Hall.

Solenospira attenuata (Hall)

ririch.

" Prof. K. M. Bagg, of Illinois Univer.sity, has kiudly consented to examine the

foraminifera of the collection, whieii appear to be rather abundant. .Vt this time,

his examination has not been completed and this important part of the fauna must

be omitted.
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Cyclouiema leavenwortliana II;\ll.

Bulimorpha buliforuiis Hall.

Microchelius stinesvillensisV Cuin-

ings.

Bellerophon subhievis Hall.

Orthoiiychia acutii'dstre (Hall)

Keyes.

Leperdita carbouaria Hall.

Griffithiiles biifo? M. & W.

MilcJicU ? Ii)ncstotic in section IX.

Heniitryiia VV sj).

Polypora sp.

Martinia ((tntriicta M. i^ \V.

Productiis biii'liiigtoiu'nsls Hall.

var.

Dielasnia tui';;i(la Hall.

Splrifer Icidyi X. & 1*.

Derbya sp.

Rellemidioii snbla'vis Hall.

Orthony< !ii:i aciitirostrt' (I!:i!li

Keyes.

Crillitliidi's bufo .M. \: \V.

I.otccr Uniculaiic in section I.W

Zaplirc'iitis sp.

Crinoid<'M sp.

Streblolrypa nickk'sl riricli

Cystodictya ocdlataV llricii.

Inlrapora undulata (riricb).

Stenopora tiibcrcidata v.if. p dy-

niorpba Prout.

Fenestclla tcMiaxV T'Irlcli.

Fenestella sp. (rovers*').

Batostoniella abrupta I'lricli.

Rhombopora cf. idckh'sl I'lricli.

Rhombopora sp.

Arohimedes commiinis? Ulricb.

Bryozoa sp.

Martiuia contracta M. & W-

Spirifer leidyi N. & P.

Spiriferina sp.

Prodiictus sp.

Straparollus sp.

Middle limestone in scetio>i tt,

Endotbyra bailoyi Hall.

Zapbrentis sp.

Peatrem ites pyrliuidatus Ulricb.

Eebinocrhms iiorwocidi Hall

(spines).

L'rinoidea 2 sp. (stems and calyx;

Liocleina? aranenm T'lricb.

Kbombopora bcdl'di'di'iisls ("um-

ings.

Kboniiiopcira sp.

Fenestella serratula I'lricli.

Fenestelln comjiressa Ulricb.

Fenestella sji.

Henutry!)a prenhma Uiriib.

Fisfulipora sperjien; iisis V Ko-

minger.

Arcblmedes laxusV (Hall).

Polypora sj).

Dielasma tnr^ida Hall.

Dieliisma formosa Hall.

Martinia oontracta M. & W.

Seminula trinuelea Hall.

Spirifer leidyi N. & P.

Derbya keokiik Hall.

I'roductns bnrlingtonensis Hall.

var.

Produftns parvus? M. & W.

Prodiictus coraV D'Orbigny.

Cypricardinia indiauensis Hall.

Microdon subelliiilica Hall.
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Nucula shumardana Hall.

Productus ( t'striensis Wortlieii.

Conocardium meekanuni Hall.

Myalina? sp.

Pelecj-pod sp.

Pleurotomaria? wortlu'iii Hall.

Pleiirotouiarla? snbi^olbosa Ilall.

Loxenema yaiulellana Hall.

Straparolliis similis M. & W.

Straparollus sppr.irtMisis (llall).

Straparolhis sp.

Stropostylus carleyaiia Hall.

Cyclonema subangiilata Hall.

Cyclonema leavonwortliana Hall.

Solenospira turritella (Hall) 11-

rich.

Solenospira voriiiieula (Hall) Ul-

ricli.

Solenospira sp.

Bulimorplia caniculata Hall.

Bulimoi-pha? sp.

Holopea protitana Hall.

Bellerophon snbl»vis Hall.

Orthonyoliia acntrirostn' (H:ill)

Keyes.

Baii'dia cestriensis I'lricli.

Cytherella ovatiforniis I'lricli.

Grlffitbides bufo M. & W.

Fish 3 sp. (tooth).

Middle limestone in section III.

Fenestella serratula T'lrit h.

Fenestella c. f. mnltispinosa Ill-

rich.

Anisatrypa solida Uhich.

Archimedes sp.

Martlnia contracta M. & W.

Dielasma formosa Hall.

Productus parvus ? M. & W.

Productus costiiensis? Worthen.

Productus cora? D'Orbigny.

Spirifer loidyi N. & P.

(Jriffithides bufo M. & W.

Middle limestone in seetion IV.

Endothyra baileyi Hall.

Martinia contracta M. & W.

Bellerophon subhevis Hall.

Middle limestone in section V.

Fenestella sp.

Martinia contracta M. & W.

Productus cestriensis? Worthen

Bellerui»hon sultla'vis Hall.

Middle limestone i)i section X.

Pentremites pyriniidatus T'lrii h.

Crinoidea sp.

Archimedes sp.

Productus cestriensis Worthen.

I'roductus sp.

Spirifer leidyi N. & P.

Martinia contracta M. & W.

ippcr ? limestone in seetion Vl.

Zaphrentis spinulosa? M-E. & H.

Crinidea 3 sp. (segments).

Pentremites sp. (one poral iilate).

Stenopora sp.

Fenestella cestriensis I'lrich.

Fenestella 2 sp.

Coeloconus rhombicus'.'' I'lrich.

Pol^pora spinulifera Ulrich.

Archimedes sp.

Spirifer leidyi N. & P.

Derhya kaskaskiensis? Hall.

Dielasma turgida Hall.

Spiriferina spinosa N. & P.
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Euuietria iiuirceyi yiiumard.

I'rixluctus parvus V M. & ^Y.

Productiis cestrieiisis? Wort lien.

Prcxluetus cora? D"Orbigii.v.

Orbiculoidea sp. (east).

P.raehiopod sp. (ea.st).

Plenrotoniaria sp. iwar taluilata

Conrad.

Pleurotoniaria s]i. (cast).

Strai>ariillus sp. (cast).

Pielleroplion snbhpvis Hall.

Ortlion.v( Ilia chestercnse V

M. & W.

(Jastropod sp. (cast).

P>ulimorplia sp. (cast).

Pleurophorus minimus Wort lien.

Pleurophorus sj).

Microdon sp.

Nucula parva McChesney.

Modlala illinoisensis Wortlicn.

Schizodus ? sp.

Aviculopocten sp.

Pelecypoda 5 sp. (casts).

I'riniitia subii'fiuat.i T'lrich.

Psainniodus sji. (cast of tootli).

t'ladodus si)in<isus V M. iV: \V.

(cast of tooth).

I l)})(:r limrxtfmc in scctio)) VII.

Pentromitcs godoni DeFrancc.

Pcntremltes floroalis Scblotbcini.

Pcntromitcs pyriformis Say.

Ptcrotocrinus dci»ressus Lyon and

Cassiday (wins plates).

Acrocrinus sliuniardi Yandell.

Ilydreionocrinus ariniser M. & W.

Crinoidoa sp. (plates and seg-

ments).

Echiuocrinus sp.

Thamniscus furcillatus Ulrich.

Fistulipora excelens? Ulrich.

Stenopora tuberculata Prout.

Stenopora rudis Ulrich.

IJoclema araneum Ulrich.

Ci)eloconus rhonibicus Ulrich.

Fenestella tlexuosa Ulrich.

Fenestella tenax Ulrich.

Fenestella cestrieiisis T'Irich.

Fenestella niultisiiinosa? Ulrich.

Fenestella elevatopora? Ulrich.

Fenestella "J sji.

Polypora cestrieiisis Ulrich.

Septopora sulxpiadrans Ulrich.

Streblotrypa nickels! Ulrich.

Hatostomelia spinulosa Ulrich.

Klioinbopora minor Ulrich.

lilioinbopora tenuirama I'lrich.

Khombopora sj). near tabulata

Ulrich.

Archimetles uKX-kanus? Hall.

Ptilipora paupcri ? Ulrich.

Seminnla trinuclea Hall.

lOunietria marceyi Shumard.

("loiothyris sublamellosa? Hall.

Spiriferina spinosa N. & P.

Spiriler leidyi X. & P.

Productus parvus M. & W.

Dielasma turgida Hall.

Heticularia setigera Hall.

Trilobite sp.

I lijxr limestone in section VIII.

Zaplirentis spinulosa M-E. & H.

Pterotocrinus depressus Lyon and

Casseday.

Hydreionocrinus armiger M. & W.
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Crinoidea sp. (segments).

Pentremites sp.

Rhombopora sp. near tabulata

Ulrich.

Rhombopora sp.

Stenopora sp.

Fenestella cestriensis? Ulrich.

Fenestella flexuosa Ulrich.

Feuestella sp.

Polypoi'a spinulifera Ulrich.

Polypora cestriensis Ulrich.

Lioclema araneiun T'lrich.

Streblotrypa nicklesi Ulrich.

Fistnlipora excolens? Ulrich.

Archimedes distans Ulrich.

Archimedes sp.

Dielasma sp.

Prodnctus sp.

Spiriferina transversa McChes-

ney.

Spiriferina spinosa N. & P.

Spirifer leidyi N. & P.

Eumetria marceyi 8hnmard.

Brachiopod sp.

Avicnlopecten c. f. monroensis

Worthen.

Orthonychia chesterense M. & W.

Spirorbis c. f. imbricatus Ulrich.

GrifRthides si'i»nnlatns Weth-

erby.

Cladodus sp. (base of tooth).

Fish sp. (spine).

DiscusfsUm of fauna. From the foregoing lists, it will be seen that

the fauna of the lower and middle limestones have many of the elements

of the Salem fauna. This is ])ai'ticnlarly true at the eastern extensions

of these beds where, in all probability, the shallow, lagnonal conditions

f;ivorid)le to this fauna, prevailed.

The lower linK-stone in section I has only two species which do

not occur in the Salem limestone. These are Martiiiia cantracta and

Bato.stotncUa ahriipta'i The latter was not found in the middle limestone.

The western extension of the lower limestone retains a few of the Salem

species but indicates a condition of deposition farther from the shore-line.

To the we.st it also contains Batoi^ioinrlla abnipta. In the collections from

the lower layer, foraminifera are \ery scarce.

Collections from the middle limestone show that many Salem species

continued to exist, but Martinia con tracta is the most noticeable species,

and Pentremites becomes a prominent member of the fauna. Thin sections

from this horizon show under the microscope a great number of forms of

foraminifera, and will undoubtedly yield many species, an element which

will distinguish this limestone wherever found.

The faunnl diaradcr of the upper limestone is entirely distinct from

that of the two lower layers. It is of late Chester age and shows no dis-

tinct Salem forms.
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If the limestone in section VI is to he con-elated with the upper lime-

stone, it shows what is probably a littoral phase of tlie laj'er, which to the

west shows only deep water conditions.

CONCLUSIONS.

To briefly summarize, the Chester or Huron formation of western Mon-

roe and eastern Greene counties consists of three limestones with sepa-

rating sandstone and shale.

Dr. E. O. Ulrich. of the I'nit(Hl States (Jeological Survey, has examined

the lists of fossils given herewith and exi>ressed the opinion that they rep-

resented the greater part of tlie Chester of Kentucky and southern Illinois.

As the stratigraphy seems to confirm this, the following correlations are

made

:

Upper (third) limcBtone.

Upper sandstone.

Birdsville formation.

Middle (second) limestono. Tribune Limestone.

Middle sandstone. Cypress .s;\nd.stone.

Lower (fir.if) limei'tone.

Tx)wpr .sand.stone.

(iiilitic upper portion of Mitohcl

Ohara limestone member.

Rosiclarc sandstone member.
Fredonia oolitic member.

Ste. Genevieve

Formation.

Remainder of Mitchell. St. IjOuis limestone.

The line of division between the St. Louis and the oolitic above has not

been located in Indiana, but the latter is jtrobabiy at least .'{0 feet thick.
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Determination of the T?atio of Specific Heats of Dry Air.

E. K. Chapman.

The following method for detei'iiiining the ratio of specific heats was

suggested by some worlv in connection with an experiment in a fog chamber.

It became necessary to Icnow tlie temperature in a fog chamber on sudden

expansion and consequent condensation of vapor. In order to measure this

temperature a thermo-couple of Cu and Fe was introduced, and the deflec-

tion of a galvanometer connected in series with the couple was noted on

the expansion of the saturated vapor. The couple was then graduated by

keeping one junction at a constant temjjerature and noting the deflection

of the galvanometer for a given change in temperature of the other junc-

tion. Knowing, then, the constant of the apparatus, the temi)erature in the

fog chamber was easily determined.

The attempt was then made to use this method for finding the tem-

perature in a chamber of air on sudden exjiansion, and thus determine the

ratio of the specific heats.

To the stopper of a glass carlioy was fitted a large valve that could

readily be opened or closed by hand. One junction of the thermo-couple

was introduced into the carboy through a rubber stopper fitted in a hole

drilled in the side. The inner ends of the bent tube carrying the couple

were then separated by t\\isting the tubes in the rubber stopper. The other

junction was encased in a small glass bulb just outside the bottle and this

kept at a temperature of the surrounding medium. Later in the work

the entire apparatus, excepting the valve, was inunersed in a bath which

could be maintained at a constant temperature. Dry air was then pumped

into the bottle and the whole was allowed to stand until it had regained

the temperature of the surroundings. On opening the valve the temperature

falls, due to the adiabatic expansion, and the galvanometer is deflected

because of the difference in temperature of the two junctions of the couple.

From (Ills deflection it was liojicd tliat flie lowest temperature in the cham-

ber might be calculated. A great deal of (liflieulty was experienced in try-

ing to calibrate the couple, since the deflections due to a given difference

in temperature varied considerably, and the degrees of accuracy desired

[19—26988]
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necessitated a move consistent calibration. After reiteated efforts to obtain

n constant deflection foi* a j;i^en difference in temperatnre the metliod was

al>andoned as not being sufficiently accurate.

The following scheme was then adopted :

A haltcry of known K. .M. F. was r(inne<t('(l in scries witli two resist-

ances, R., wliich was ai)proximately 100.000 ohms, and in later experiments

kept consta)it, and Ri was varied from one to eight ohms to suit the condi-

tions of the pai'ticular observation. B is a carboy in the center of which

one junction of the couple was located. A is a second junction which was

kept at a constant temi>erature. G is a galvanometer in series with the

couple and Ri. The air In B was compressed as before and allowed to cool

to the temperature of the bath. Ki was then closed, then the valve was

opened to the atmosphere and innnetliately K, was closed and the direction

of the deflection of the galvanometer noted. This process was repeated,

varying Ri until a resistance was found such that on closing K. there was

no deflection of the galvanometor, until the air began to warm after the

adiabatic expansion. Tliis balanced condition meant that the P. D. across

Ri just balanced that due to the <liffei-ence in temperature of the two junc-

tions of the thermo-couple.

In practice it was found liettor to set Ri at a given jilace, v. g.. .") ohms,

and then varj' the original jiressurc until a balance was obtained. In some

of the earlier observations R, was varied to secui*© a balance, but since it

was not known to a sufficient degree of accuracy, the other method was

used. It then remained to calibrate the tlwnno-cduple. 'i'his was done by

placing one junction, enca^eil in a J.nket. in a lonslant leniperalnre bath,

and the other, similarly encased, in a bath whose temi^'rature was varied

till a balance against a given resistance, Ri. was obtained. The difference

in temperature of tlie twi> junctions was th<>n noted. Ri was again varied
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and the temperature of the bath changed until another balance was found.

In this way a number of balances were obtained for different values of Ri.

By plotting Ri against the difference in temperature of the two junctions a

curve was obtained which gave the temi^erature for any resistance. The

calibration was made with a number of different couples and the results

were entirely consistent, no point being oft" the straight line thus found

more than 1-20 of a degree centigrade.

The pressure in the bottle was measured by nutans of an oil manom-

eter ; as considerable time was consumed by the oil coming to a steady

state, it was deemed desirable to place a stopcock between the manometer

and the bottle, and after the pressure was determined cut off the mano-

meter !»efore expansion. The pressure for the following trial was ad-

justed approximately by an auxiliary mercurial manometer and the final

adjustment was made with oil. The use of the oil manometer was neces-

sary, as the errors introduced in the reading of the mercurial manometer

were of a higher di^gree of magnitude than was permissible.

The delicacy of the apparatus was indicated by the fact that the

observe".' cimld rcidily detect a difference in pressure of 2 mm. of oil,

density .SI.

The value of / was determined as follows:

—

From the adiabatic law, P Yy = a constant

From the law of Charles, PV = RT

or PiVi; = P2V2;

/V2\; Pi

then I — I = —



9f)2

The following table gives the results of the experiment

P2
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A new st( inline battery "duro," made by the Chicago Battery Co., was

used aud showed uo variatious iu E. M. F. diiriug the entire time.

The density of the oil was determined by a specific gravity bottle and

found to be .8370.

The temperatures were read on a standard tlwrmometer graduated to

1-10 degree.

As to the question of the accuracy of tlie thermo-couple in registering

the instantaneous temperature we have to consider the couple itself, its

behavior under known conditions, and the results obtained.

The couple was of Fe-Cu, one millimeter in diameter, so its heat ca-

pacity was very small. In calibrating it a deflection was regularly noted

when the change -if temperature of the bath was less than ]-100 of a

degree. It was found that for small changes in temperature considerable

time, several seconds, elapsed before there was any heating due to radiation,

etc. This was due largely to the size of the vessel. Using a smaller one

tile time reipiired to warm up was small.

The experiment is now being repeated under vastly better conditions.

The temperature of the bath is regulated by an electric thermostat, the

resistances, barometer and thermometer, have been checked up by the

Bureau of Standards at Washington and the voltage (if the •'duro" cill tested

immediately before and after each oliservation, 1)y means of a jiotentiome-

ter of the Leeds Nortlirup type and a standard Weston cell. TJie results

from the new determination will lip pulili.-licd later.

WdhasJi College.

Cni irfdrd-srUlc. ] ml.
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A Convenient High Potential Battery.

By R. R. Ramsey.

In work on radioactivity it is necessary to have a I)attery \vlios:e poten-

tial is TOO volts or more. If one has access to a direct cnrrent lighting

circuit a storage battery made of test tubes with sheet lead strips for

electrodes can be used. Fifty such cells arranged in a rack make a con-

venient battery when the lighting circuit is 110 volts. Such a battery re-

quires a week or more for forming, and due to the small capacity of the

cells they should be connected to the charging circuit all the time except

when in actual use. When it is not convenient to make such a battery, or

when the facilities for keeping it charged are not at hand, I have found

that a battery can be made with little trouble and expense of tubular flash

lamp batteries. The so-called ?>i volt flash lamp batteries consist of three

small dry cells slipped into a pasteboard tube. The bottom of the cell is

the negative terminal, while the central carbon has a projection extending

through the top, which serves as the positive terminal of the cell. Thus

the three cells when placed in the tube are in series. If the cells are

slipped down through the tubes until the bottom ones project one-half their

length the batteries can be placed one on top of another and form a long

battery connected in series, the potential of which depends upon the length.

The so-called 3i, volt battery when new has an E. M. F. of about 4.4 volts.

Or twenty-five such batteries in series give 110 volts. Of course it is not

necessary to connect all in one "stick." They can be placed in "sticks" of

convenient length and placed upright in a box and connected in series by

soldering wires to the ends, thus making connections which will give in-

termediate potentials. When new these batteries have very low resistance,

and great care sliould be exercised to prevent short circuiting the cell. Like

all dry cells the resistance increases with age and the iK)tential at the ter-

minals as shown by a voltmeter will decrease, lint the E. M. F. of the

cells as shown by poU'iitiometer measurements remains constajit until the

cells fire completely drieti out. f^ince the battery in radioactivity worlv )g
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used for static pctentials the lii.i;li internal resistance of the cells will not
cut any figure.

These batteries can be obtained fr.un tlu- electrical supply houses at
20 cents apiece. Thus a 110 ^olt battery will c.st .$5.00.

PJn/sical Laboratonj,

hidiana Uriiversiti/, Aiuil 11, 1911.
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The Equipment of a High Temperature Measurement

Laboratory.

By G. A. Shook.

iMEASl'REMENT OF HIGH TEMPERATURES.

The first attempt to nirasiire temperatures with any accuracy seems to

be due to the celebrated potter, Wedgewood, although he was not the first

b5' any means to recognize the importance of temperature estimation and

temperature control in kilns in order to reproduce a given effect. In the

time of the Komans the working of iron had undoubtedly reached an ad-

vanced stage, but their methods and knowledge of the metallurgy of iron

were entirely empirical. In the eighth century a writer, in outlining a

method for obtaining high temperatures, called attention to the most diffi-

cult part of the problem, namely, that "fire is not a thing which can be

measured." Even witliin recent years the temperature of a steel kiln was

not known within 500 degrees C. and the values given for the temperature

of the sun ranged from ],.50O to 1,000,000 degrees C. Today, however, with

our advanced methods of radiation pyrometry, the student of physics can

measure the temperature of the sun, the highest known temperature, with

as much ease and accuracy as he can determine the specific heat of a piece

of lead.

It has been known for several years that numerous industrial processes,

carried out at high temperatures, require a temperature control of 20 de-

grees C. Mr. C. E. Foster', in speaking of the successful production of fin-

ished castings, remarked that there are four main factors to l>e considered

:

1—Composition of the material melted.

2—Atmosphere and surroundings.

?i—Tempera ture.

4—^Time.

The first two of tliese are taken care of by the chemist, but the third

and fourth must be controlled liy tlic man trained in pyrometry. It requires

but a casual glance through tlie trade journals to convince one that the

1 The Foundry, May, 1009.
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men who tire liaiidling this jji-ohlem hi the industries are nut suthciently

trained to appreciate the limitations of its practical api)lieati<>n. Tliere-

fore the engineer or chemist must be trained along this line if he expects

to do the most efficient worlv. High temperatures were, until quite re-

cently, estimated by the trained eye of a workman, and while they acquired

with practice a surprising accuracy, such a procedure is entirely inadequate

for present day requirements. ^Moreover, the observer's estimate is influ-

enced manifestly by a number of circumstances, such as the amount of

light in the room, fatigue of the eye, physical condition of the observer, etc.

The greatest disadvantage is that a skilled workman in Pittsburg can not

gain anything from the experience of a workman in Birmingham. In times

past numerous methods have been devised and used for temperature estima-

tion and temperature control, but the temperature scales used were so dis-

cordant that about six years ago the Bureau of Standards^ made a thorough

investigation of the most available methods.

There are today four pre<-ise laboratory nit'tiiods for measuring liigli

temperatures, each of which is tlic l)asis of an industrial jiyronieter:

Electric-resistance Pyrometer.— In this pyrometer use is made of the

variation of the electric resistance of metals with change of tenqjerature.

Since resistance can be measured with exti'i-me precision this method per-

mits of very preci.se me.'isurements of tenq>erature up to 100U° C.

Thermoelectric I'l/rometer.—This instrument utilizes the variation of

the electromotive force with tciiiiicrature. di'V(>lopcd at th:c junction nf two

dissimilar metals. This |)yrometer may be usi-d for tonqieratures up tn

HKHT" C. when the thermo-couple consists of wires of platinum and platinum-

rhodium or iridium.

Radiation I'liromcter.—In this type of pyrometer the total ra<liation

from hot bodies is taken as a measvii-e of their temperature. This instru-

ment requires a devi<<' for determining very small changes in temperature,

and does not admit of very great accuracy, but is very convenient for very

high temperatures.

Optical Pi/rometcr.— In the case of pyrometers of this class tempera-

ture estimation is made by means of a photometric comiiarison, for a par-

ticular wave length, between the radiation from some standard lanq) and

the radiation emitt«>d from the ImhIv imder observation. This is a very

precise method and is av:iil;ililc for the hi^'lusl known temperature.

2 Bulletin Huiva\i of Standards, Vol. 1, \>. ISO.
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TKMrF.BATL'RF. SCALE.

The usual uiethod of uioasuring temperature is liy the expansion of

some substance, sueli as mercury in the ordinary glass thermometer, or gas

In the more refined work. With such a method, however, the magnitude

of a degree will depoud upon the nature of the substance employed, which

Is undesirable in scientific work. A theoretical thermometric scale, inde-

pendent of any substance used, has been worki-d out by Lord Kelvin and

is known as the •Thcnnodynamic Scale." Temperatures on this scale are

measured by the work done in carrying a substance around a Carnot's

cycle working between two sources at constant temperature.

Without attemiiting any proof here, the theory gives the following re-

lation,

Ti Qi

T2 Q2

where T is the alisolute temperature and Q is the (pnintity of heat, which

can be measui-ed in terms of energy since by the first law of thermody-

namics heat is proportional to work. Hence the ratio of any two tempera-

tures may be determined from purely mechanical considerations and will

furthermore be independent of the substance used in the conversion of work

into heat. Experiment has shown, however, that no known gas is perfect,

and that, furthermore, no gas is satisfactory throughout the entire range

of temperatures which are used in gas thermometi'y-^ 1'he practical stand-

ard is the international Normal Scale of the constant volume hydrogen

thermometer. Hydrogen can be used for very low temperatures, but alwve

300° C. it is unreliable. Nitrogen, on the other hand, can not be used for

low temperatures, but is suitable for high temiieratures. In the absence

of a perfect gas we have practical standard gas thermometers, such as hy-

drogen and nitrogen, for which thermodynamic corrections have been de-

termined. In practice, however, the gas thermometer is never employed by

reason of the difficulties inherent in its use and. furthermore, because there

are numerous other thermometers more convenient which can be compared

with the gas tliermometer.

In exact work, it is necessary, therefore, to define temperature in the

terms of the thei'inodynaniic scale v.-itli-T than the "Normal" or "Gas

Scale." Especially is this true in tli»' case of radiation pyrometry, where

the laws uad formulas developed have their foundution in the second law

Biillptin. Bureau ot Slandaids, Vol. 3, p. 237.
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of tberniDflynaiiiics. ('ousiMjueuily the "lemiieraturc" wliicli occurs in the

e<iiiatioiifs is the abs(jliite tliermodyiiaaiie temperature.

The staudardization of pyrometers is generally inado by means of cer-

tain fixed points, such as the fusion of platinum, palladium, .gold, etc., and

the ebullition of water, aniline, naphthaline, sulphur, etc., which have been

carefully determined by means of the gas thermometer. The platinum

thermoelectric pyrometer, on account of its ea.«e of manipulation, conveni-

ence, and accuracy, has come into general use for temperature measure-

ments between 1200° C. the upper limit of the gas thermomett'r, and 1G00°

C. TIk" tlierm(vcoui>le may be directly comi)ared with the gas thermometer

up to 1200° ('.. l)ut beyond this we must rely on extrapolation n]» to 1G00° C,

which is the limit of the thernu>coupl<'. Beyond this rang*^. the scale must

depend upon radiation laws which have some theoretical sujtport and can

be tested within the range of the gas scale.

It is set'u from the above that high temperature measurements may
be made in terms of the tlK-rmodynamic scale, but that the actual precision

Is entirely subordinate to that of the various intermediate steps, which

lead from the perfect gas thermometer to the radiation jtyrometer.

.\l'PAKATrS.

Elcctn'r-)<sist(i»ic /'.(//•oy//(7cr.^I\vronieters of this type are more or

k-ss familiar to jiersons wlio have had any exjierience what^'ver in Heat

or Electrical .Measurements' laboratories. '!"<» illustrate the api)licatiun of

resistance Ihermometry. in the laboratory, a numl)er of jiure metals such as

nickel, iron, silver, and i-ojypcr may be used for temi)eratures uj> to 1300° C.

and there are several types of cheaj), compact, serviceable instruments now

on the market. For practical use and calibration the coil of wire used

should be inclosed in a tub<' or stem of some suitable material, such as

glass, iron, or porcelain, depending upon the temi>erature to which it is

sub.jei ted. This stem should terminate in a head jirovided with binding

post for ni.'iking connections to lead wires. As the resistance of the lead

wires will vary with the de])th of iunnersion it is necessary to provide com-

pensating leads which are jiut in the adjacent arm of a Wheatstone bridge.

For all temperatures, from the lowest obtainable up to 1000° C, and espe-

cially for the higher temiieratiii-es. platinum' is the most satisfactory. When

used for high temperatures i up t<» KHio «'.( the platinum coil is generally

wound over a nuca franx- and inclosed in an infusible porcelain stem.
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TJicniioelcctric I'lironittvf.—NaiiieiMus materials have been used

arduiKl the hiboratory for thermo-couples, but the cheapest and at the same

time tlie most reliable is the copper-constantan. The latter metal is known

in this country as Advance, or la la. This couple can be used up to

about !tOO° C. An extended investigation of this thermoelement has been

cai'ried out by White,' who recommends it as a precision thermometer. For

temperatures between 300° C. and 1600° C. platinum and some alloy of

platinums must be used.

The choice of a couple depends entirely upon the conditions under

which it is to be used. For high temperatures the platinum couple

(rt l't + 10%Rh) is perhaps the only one that is used with success, but

for low temperatures, say up to 1000° C, a number of alloys are used, in in-

dustrial processes with good success. For low temperatures it is necessary

to choose metals that will produce a higher P.D. than that used at high

temperatures. For temperatures below 100° C, the couple may be cali-

brated by direct comparison witli mercury thermometer, but for high tem-

peratures fixed points are necessary.

The method of measuring the P.D. depends upon the accuracy required.

For precise work the cold junction should always be kept at constant tem-

perature (generally melting ice) and the P.D. should be measured on a

potentiometer, using a standard cell. For work when great precision is not

necessary, a d'Arsonval galvanometer or even a sensitive millivoltmeter is

sufiiciently accurate. In industrial practice the outfit must be as portable

and compact as possible so that a direct reading instrument is generally

used, which is substantially a millivoltmeter calibrated to read direct in

temperature °C. or °F. The cold junction in such cases is generally main-

tained at 25° C. or 75° F., and the instrument is calibrated to be correct at

that temperature. Any slight variation will not cause a great error, but

an approximate correction can ahvays be made by adding to the indicated

temperature the difference between the temperature of the cold junction

and 25°, when the former exceeds 25°, and subtracting the difference when

It is less than 25°. Correction can also be made by means of an automatic

* Bulletin Bureau of Standards, Vol. G, ij. 149.

= rhys. Rpv.. .\us., tOlO, p. 135,
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Fig. 1.

comi>ensator as shown in Fig I. It consists of a fine

platinum wire A, AAiiich is partially immersed in mer-

cury B. When the bulb is heated the mercury in the

capillary tube expands and short circuits the platinum

loop, thus diminishing the resistance of the circuit.

This balances a change in e. m. f., due to a rise of

temperature of the cold junction.

All the contacts of the different parts of the cir-

cuit should be carefully made, and wherever possible

this should be done by soldering. The hot junction of

the wires used iu the couple should be fused together. For easily fusible

metals, such as copiier, this can be done in the Bunsen flame, but for

platinum oxygen is required. I'latinum may also be fused in the electric

arc. At the cold junction the lead wires should be soldered to the thermo-

element wires. The wires composing the couple, which ai-e subjected to

high temperatures, should be insulated throughout their entire length by

glass tubes or pipe stems. Asbestos thread may also be used for tempera-

tures below l.'^00° C Small fire clay tubes pierced by two holes may also

be procured and are very convenient. For indnstrinl work Ihe coui)le

should be inclosed by an iron or porceljiin Inbc Tlic fdniicr shonhl not

be used for temperatures over 800° C.

Radiation Pyromctry.—From the fact that llic intciisily of light emit-

ted from a body increasjcs very rajtidly with rise of temiieralure the o])-

tical method is well adapted to the measurement of high temperatures.

For example, the luminous intensitj- of the red jjart of the light emitted

by a body of 1.".fiO° C. is 180 times the intensity of 1000° C, and at 2000° C.

it is more than 2100 times as great as at 1000° C. It thus appears that a

comparatively rough measurement of the luminous intensity of an incan-

descent body would give ;i jiretty accurate measurement of its Icmjieraturc^.

This conclusion, however, is modilied by the fact that different bodies at

the same temperature emit very different amounts of radiant energy. The

radiating jtower of a body depends nut only upon the temperature but also

the comiiosifion and nature of the surface. In order that the radiation and

optical methods can be used for comparison of lemjieratures it is necessary

that the effect of differences of surfin cs l)e eliminated. This can be done

by reducing the radiation from all surfaces to the radiation that would

occur from some ideal surface arbitrarily taken as a standard of com-

parison.
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A ])(i(ly lluit would iibsorlt all the radiant »'iieig\ iiiLidenl upon It is

called a ijerfoctly black liody. From a considei-atiou of Prevost's theory

of exchange it can be sliown that a body inside an inclosure all parts of

which are at the same temixn-ature is a perfectly blaclv body. Kirchoff has

shown that the radiation from a perfectly black body depends only upon

its temperature. For this reason the radiant energy emitted by a perfectly

black body is taken as tlie basis for the comparison of high temperature.

Radiation and optical pyrometers are calibrated by comparing a series of

actual temperatures of a perfectly black body with the amounts of energy

radiated at the respective temperatures. Two bodies' are at the same black

body temperature when they emit equal amounts of radiant energy. Two

bodies at the same actual temperature, determined by means of a gas ther-

mometer, will not be at the same black body temperature unless their sur-

faces have the same radiating power. For example, a piece of iron and a

piiK-e of porcelain each at an actual temperature of 1200" C, if examined by

means of an optical pyrometer calibrated in terms of the red rays emitted by

a perfectly black body, would indicate 1140° C. and 1100° C. respectively.

If, however, two bodies be placed inside a uniformly heated Inclosure they

will not only attain the same temperature, but they will also emit radiant

energy equally. That is, they will have the same black body temperature.

In other words, the actual temperature of a body inside a uniformly heated

inclosure equals the black body temperature.

A pyrometer then, which has been calibrated by comparison with a

black body, when sighted upon an incandescent body, reads not its true

temperature (thermodynamic temperature), but its black body, which will

be somewhat lower than its true temperature. The difference will depend

upiai the emission power of the body. If, however, the body sighted upon is

a black body, for example a heated inclosure, then the pyrometer indicates

its true or thermodynamic tempei-ature. A few substances such as platinum

black, carbon and iron oxide radiate approximately as black bodies, but

as yet there is no known substance which is absolutely black. In using the

term in this sense we must remember that the temperature must be involved

as well as the emission and absorption powers. Thus, any body whose

radiation is proportional to that of a black body, for all wave lengths, is

considered hlacJc if its temperature is the same as a black body. If its true

tcmi>erature is higher (it could never be lower) it is considered gray. A
carbon lamp filament is gray because its spectral distribution is the same as
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a black body, but not black because its true temperature is slightly h'ighet

than a black lx)cly.

A uniformly heated iuclosure is the nearest approximation to our ideal

black body.

a
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Iplatirmm and a piece of eai-bdn "ivoulcl appear eqtially bright within B, if

viewed through a small hole, but if quiclvly removed the platinum would

appear less bright than the carbon, for it gives out less light that is proper

to itself since It is a gootl reflector but a poor absorbent and consequently

a poor radiator, while C gives out more light that is proper to itself since

it is a poor reflector but a good absorbent and a good radiator.

Now if the w^all D vi'ei-e partly removed or were cooler than the rest

of the walls it ctfuld not radiate to A as much as C does because it receives

less from D. In this case we would have a slight departure from black

body conditions. Hence the genei-al statement

:

The true tem^ierature as indicated by a thermo-couple, of all substances

"lieated in an inclosure. is the same as the black body temiierature, as indi-

cated by a pyrometer, which has been calibrated against a black body. If,

however, the walls of the inclosure, wholly or in part, are cooler than the

radiating object, its true temperature will in general be higher than the

black body temperature. However, if the walls are reflecting, but at the

same time cold, the difference in the two temperatures is less. This dif-

ference will be still less if the objects considered are of carbon or platinum

black, etc.

Fig. .3.

Ad experimental black body should therefore be as uniformly heated

as possible and the aperture should be small, or if one end is entirely re-

moved, as in Fig. 3, the length should be large compared with its cross-

section.

It thus appears that in order to attain actual temperature by radiation

methods the body whose temperature is desired must be made as nearly a

black body as possible. In many cases this can be done with little diffi-

culty. For example, if the temperature of an annealing oven is required,

one could insert into the oven the closed end of a long metal or porcelain

tube. The radiant energy coming from the bottom of this tube will be a

close approximation to that of a perfectly black body. If black body

conditions are not realized as an incandescent slieet of metal the tempera-

[20—2U988]
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tnrt' iiiiiy hf expressed iiien-ly ns black body tempci-ature, Kireboff's abso-

lute scale.

Laics of Black Body Radiation.—Stefau deduced from experiment, and

I'.oltzmaim deduced from tbermodynamlc considerations, the law that the

total radiant energy emitted from a lilack body is i)roi>ortional to the fourth

power of the absolute temperature, or,

J = KT^
where K is a constant.

The radiant energy emitted by a heated body is in the form of waves

of diverse wave length. Most of the radiant energy is due to waves that

are too long to affect the eye. As the temperature of the botly is increased,

the energy of all the endtted waves is increased, but the energy of the

shorter waves increases more than that of the longer waves. That is, the

distril)Ution of energy among the waves of different leiigtlis depcnids upon

the temperature of the body.

Wien has also shown that tiie product of the al)solute temiierature T

of some source and the wave length having niaxinuun energy, /m iu

f-pectruni is a constant.

/mT = constant A
This is generally kuowu as the displacement law or Wien's First Law.

Wien also combines his first law with the Stefan-Boltzmaun Law giving

his second law.

JiiuixT •"' = constant B

Llis most important investigation, however, was the investigation of spec-

tral distribution of energy in tli<' radiation of a black body in which he

shows that for any jiarticnlar wave length the relation between the energy

emitted and the absolute temperature is as follows:

—C2
.1 = (', / •'(; (1)

/T

where J is the energy corrcsimnding to wave length / and T is the

absolute temperature. Ci and <V are constants and e is lli<' base of the

natural system of logarithms.

The working pi'inciplcs ")f the following experiiui'uts are based upon

these two laws. i. e., the total radiation and spectral radiation laws. In

the first case black I)ody temperature is deternnned ))y measuring the total

energy, as in n Fei-y pyrometer which allows radiations of all wave lengths

to fall upon a sensitive tliei'mocouiile connected to a direct reading gal-

vanitmeter. In the second case some jiarticular wave length is used and
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the measurement of temperature is uuide pbotometrioully by adjusting to

equality two ptiotometric fields produced by a standard source and the

body to be measured. The intensity of radiation is varied by cutting down

the objective aperture, as in Le Ghatelier, or by a polarizing device,

as in the Wanner, or by varying the intensity of the standard Itself, as in

ihe Hoibom.

Since we are rising mono-chi-omatic light a nieasui-e of the luminous

intensity may be taken as a measure of the radiant energy. The intensity

of radiation of a source may be defined as the ratio of the total energy

emitted (including all wave lengths) to the energy falling upon unit sur-

face. A part of the energy emitted by a heated body, however, may be

luminous and both the luminous and total energy emitted by a body in-

creases with temperature, but the total luminous energy is not proportional

to the total energy emitted. The luminous energy of any particular wave

length, however, is directly proportional to the total radiant energy

emitted. Hence in any optical pyrometer when photometric comparison

is made if monn-chromatic light is used the alcove radiati<m laws will

hold.

Wavncr I'liromcter.—It has been shown that the luminous intensities

of two bodies may be taken as a measure of their temperatures, if mono-

chromatic light is used, and since luminous intensities may be compared

by the rotation of a Nicol prism we have a convenient means of measuring

high temperatures.

In this method comparison is made between a standard lamp and the

body whose temperature is sought. The standard used is a 6-volt incan-

descent lamp which is in turn compared with some primary standard as

an amyl acetate lamp. For this work the primary standard is used merely

as a check for the more convenient electric lamp and so long as it is re-

producible so that the comparison lamp can always be brought to the same

condition, we are not concerned with its intrinsic intensity or temperature.

Photometric comparison is made of the comparison lamp and the iniknown

source by adjusting to equal brightness two halves of a photometric field

by means of a polarizing arrangement, monochromatic red light being pro-

duced by a direct vision prism.

The intensity of the unknown source iii tei'nis of the comparison lamp,

taken as unity, is

J = tan^^

where ^ is the rotation of the Nicol prism.
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Lv Chatclicr Pyromcte?:—Le Chatelier's optical pyrometer compares

the luminous iutensity oi the red radiation from the body whose tempera-

ture is derived ^^ ith the red radiation from a standard light source. The

radiation from the body whose temperature is to be measured, traverses

the diaphragm S, Fig. 4, and the objective O. A part of the radiation

grazes the right edge of the mirror M and is brought to a focus at the

focal plane of the eye-piece A. Light from the central portion of the flame

of the comparison flame L traverses the objective O', is reflected from the

inclined mirror M and is also brought to a focus in the focal plane of the

eye-piece. Thus two images, one of the source whose temperature is

sought, and one of the comparison flame, are found side by side, in the focal

plane of the eye-piece. Those two images are simultaneously observed by

means of the eye-piece A provided with a piece of rvd glass for rendering

S
O

Fig. 4.

the radiations that enter the eye of the same wave lengths. By adjust-

ing the size of the aperture in the diai)hragm S, these two images can be

brought to the same luminous intensity. The distance from the objective

O to the focal plane of the eye-piece can be varied in order to focalize the

radiation from the luminous source, and the distance can be read directly

from a scale engraved (jn the draw tube. The aperture in the diaphragm

S is square and the length of one side can be read directly from the

screw head which operates it
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The intensity of the unknown sourre in terms of the intensity of the

comparison lamp taken as unity, becomes

1

J = {
— )'

d

Miiere d denotes the lengtli of one side of the square aperture S. Due to

tlie lack of monochromiitisni of the red glass this instrument is not so

accurate as the "Wanner.

Holhorn-KnrJlKni III J'l/roiiKtcr.—In this method the luminous intensity

of the comparison source is varied until a photometric halanci^ is obtained

between its image and the image of the incandescent object in question.

In the II.-K. (rioll):irn-Knrll)aun\ ) pymuieter shown in Fig. 5 a small elec-

tric lamp L is placed in the focal plane of the objective O and the same

Fig. 5.

is viewed by means of an eye-lens P]. In making an o))servation the pyrom-

eter is focused upon the object wiiose temperature is sought, thus bring-

ing the image of the object in the plane of L. The current through the

lamp is adjusted by means of a rheostat until the lamp filament disappears

against the bright background. The value of the current strength can be

read direct from a milli-ammeter.

In order to measure temperature with this instrument it must be

empirically calibrated by means of a black body. A curve may then be

plotted with current in milli-amperes, I, and temperature, t, in degrees C.

To determine an unknown temperature, it is only necessary to focus the

instrument upon the object in question and adjust the current through the

lamp until the filament disappears against the bright object. The pyro-

meter then indicates the black body temperature unless black body condi-

tions are realized, in which case it indicates true temjterature, i. e., thermo-

dynamic temperature.

The reading of the amuicler will be inde]ieudent of the (lislanc<' oi'

pyrometer from object so long as the solid angle w, Fig. 5, is constant.

This is accomplished by means of the diaphragm D. When the instrument
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is focuseil for distant objfcts, i. o., wlieu O is ilrawu near L, the solid angle

w w'oiikl be increased if it were not for the diaph^'agm D.

The light which reaches the eye is rendered approximately mono-

chromatic by a red glass R placed before the eye-piece but for temperatures

below S00° C. this is not n(;cessary and above 1,200° C. two glasses are

generally used. For the extrapolation of the experimentally determined

curve for high temperatures Wien's third law may be used. For these high

temperatures beyond the safe limit of the lamp three different methods

are used for cutting down the incident radiation a determinate amount

;

absorbing glasses, mirrors, and sector discs.

Since the absorbing power of the absorption glasses is different for

different wave lengths, if there is any lack of mono<hromatism in the red

transmission glasses, which is generally the case, Wien"s law will not hold

for high temperatures.

To overcome this difficulty Ilenning" has cctmbined an II.-K. pyrometer

with a Hilger constant deviation spectrometer so that homogeneous light

may be used. This instrument has the further advantage that any part

of the spe<-i:rum may also be employed. Dr. Mendenhall has recently de-

vised a spectroscojiic eye piece to accomplish the same purjiosf

.

The II. -K. ]iyrometer is probably the most sensitive ityronieter now

in use.

Fcru Total Radiation I'jiroDK tci:—From a consideration of the Stefan-

Hnltzmann ladiatioii law we have soon that tiio energy radiated by a black

body is proportional to the fourth pf)wer of the absolute temiK'r.iture, or,

J = KT* (2)

From this relation it is evident that a comparatively rough method

of determining the energy radiated would yield fairly accurate results of

temperature measurements.

The Fory radiation pyrometer is shown in detail in Fig. C. Kadiation

from an incandescent body is focused ur>on a minute and sensitive thermo-

couple C. by means of a lens A'. In order to calibrate the pyrometer

directly in terms of the Stenfan-Boltzman law the lens should be trans-

parent for all radiations and this is best effected by using a fluorlte lens

which for temperatures above 0(10° C. does not absorb an appreciable portion

of the incident radiation. F is a rack and pinion for focusing the radiation

upon the thermo-junction. The screens (' and I) indtoct the junction from

•Zeitschrift Fiir Instrumcntcnkunde, Miirz, 1910.
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extraneous rays. The diaphragm E provides a constant angle apertnre,

whic-li is a necessary condition for tlie instrument to bo independent of

focusing. The thernio-junction leads are connected to the posts b and bi,

which are in turn connected to a gal\ anometer. In making a temperature

measurement the image of the incandescent disject is focused upon the

b b

Fig. C.

thermo-couple by means of the eye piece E. and care must be talcen that

tlie image is larger than tlie thermo-couple. It is evident from Equa. 2

tiiat if the galvanometer has a uniform scale and the temperature Ti is

known corresponding to a scale reading K,. the tiMiipri'alm-c 'IV foi' any other

reading R, may be found from the relation,

T, = T, Vr;
When the limit of the scale is reached the calibration may be extended

by means of a diajihragm i)laced before the oli.i«'ctive or by shunting the

galvanometer. In technical practice, however, a glass lens is used and

the instrument is calibratetl empirically against a black body whose tem-

perature can be determined. This instrument is also made with a gold

reflector instead of a lens. Fery^ has recently brought nut a new pyrome-

ter which is similar to the above with the exception that the tempera-

ture of the incident radiation is measured by means of a minute expansion

spiral consisting of two metals with dissimilar expansion coefficients.

This mechanical device renders the instrument more robust but does not

admit of so great accuracy as the thei'moelement.

Morse Thcrmo-Gage. This is somewhat similar to the Holborn-

Kurlbaum pyrometer in that it urilizes the disaiipeaiMng filament principle

but it is not nearly so precise since it is not provided with any lens system

'Engineering, May 14, lOOl*.
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or mouochromatic glasses. It is simply an ineaiuleScefit electric lamp in a

black tube and it is operated and calibrated in a similar manner to the

Holborn instrument.

While there are a number of instruments, more or less reliable, which

'may be bought from scientific shops, the above list represents the ones in

most common use. In the opinion of the author it is neither necessary nor

advisable to equip a high temperature laboratory with an elaborate outlay

of ^xpehsive commercial apparatus. The object of such a laboratory should

be to teach the student the fundamental principles of the subject, the appli-

cation and limitations of these principles to commercial instruments and to

train the student in the use of a few tjqies of instruments. After having

mastered the principles of radiation pyrometry the student will have

no difficulty in making a temperature observation by means of a direct

re.iding Fi'ry sjiiral ]iyromoter or any other similar inslruinciil.

fij i
Fk;.

For the purposes of caliljration or standai'diz.it ion of instruments the*

laborator should als<i include a boiling jiojnt aiijiaratus for each of the

fixed points, or if the fusion Icinpci-.ittn-cs of llic metals arc used, a melting

furnace.
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To calibrate a platinum couple, the most convenient fixed points are

tlie fusion temperature of copper, antimony and zinc. These metals may

be melted in small graphite crucibles. The size of crucible chosen and the

quantity of metal used should be such that at least 5 cm. of the couple may

be immersed in the metal. The crucible may be heated in any suitable

manner, but an electric resistance furnace is perhaps the most convenient.

Fig. 7.

One form of furnace consists of two concentric cylinders of fire clay,

or porcelain, placed upoii a base of the same material. A suitable cover

also is provided with a hole for admitting the couple. The inner cylinder

is overwound with fine nickel wire or ribbon and the crucible, to be heated,

is placed within this cylinder. It should be placed at about the center

so as to be uniformly heated.

Another form of furnace which is less likoly to get out of order, but

which on the other havul is not so satisfactoiy for precise work, is shown

in Fig. 8. This consists of a rectangular trough of brick work (a, Fig. 8).

c
, c

--ipnT

Fig. 8.

'J'he inside width should be somewhat greater than the diameter of the

ci'ucible to be used and the depth slightly greater than the height of the

crucible. The ends of the trough are closed with carbon plates cc, which

carry binding posts bb, for the connecting wires. The intervening space

K is filled with a granular resisting material, commercially known as

"Kryptal." The connectors at bb are connected to some source of e.m.f.

either DC or AC. The amount of current may be regulated by varying the

density of the mass of kryptal used. Thus, when a large amount is used

and when it is packed down well a large current will pass through the

tuniace. The top of the entire furnace should be cove^-ed over witb

bricks.
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In order to calibrate or standardize a pyrometer it is necessary to have

a inniinons source wliose black body temperature is accurately known. The

primary standard must be some form of a heated inclosure whose walls

can be maintained at a uniform constant temperature. Some means must

also be used for determinins the true temperature of the inside of the

inclosure.

This is generally accomplished by some form of an electric re-

sistance furnace, as shown in Fig. 9. It consists of a central porcelain

tube overwound with thin platinum foil through which passes an electric

current ^yhlt•h can be adjusted to maintain any desired tempnu-ature up to

about l.GOO" C. Concentric with this tube are two shorter ones which,

with the intervening air spaces, mininiize the radial i(m. Some form of

thermo-couple is placed in one end so tlint the lint .junction is near the

1 1
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whose temperature can be varied. This is generally done by means of an

electric furnace, but when a Wanner, Le Chatelier, or a calibrated U.-K.

is at hand it is easiest accomplished by direct comparison.

The comparison source may be a thin platinum strip, heated electric-

ally or a wide filament incandescent lamp. The H.-K. may be sighted on

one side of the strip and the calibrated pyrometer on the opposite side.

The black body temperature of the strip cau be determined by means of the

calibrated instrument and at the same time the reading of the H.-K. com-

parison lamp can be taken.

In the case of a wide filament carbon incandescent lamp it has been

shown that if it is properly aged for about 20 hours at 1,700° C. it will

remain sufficiently permanent for a secondary standard for 15 or 20 hours.

If a lamp is calibrated in terms of black body temperature and current

strength by means of a pyrometer it may be used as a standard of cnnijiari-

son for calibrating pyrnuH'ters just as a black body would Ite used.

( AT.THIiATION.

In the foregoing a number of instruments have been described for the

estimation of high temperature, each class utilizing some effect of tempera-

ture such as the change of resistance, development of small electromotive

force, change of luminous intensity, etc., and it now remains to indicate

how each of these instruments may be calibrated to read in terms of tem-

perature, °C.

Klcctric-resistatice Piirnnirfcr. A resistance pyrometer may be cali-

brated by comparison with a calibrated instrument or by a number of

known temperatures sucli as the boiling points of liipiids or fusion points

of metals, and in general three points are quite suflicient to completely

calibrate the ityrometer. but no simple equation can be given for all metals.

For platinum, however, the case is somewhat different, as an extensive

study has j)eeH made of jilatinum resistance thermometry.

("allender' (Icliiied iiliitiinun temperature Pt as follows:

R—Ru
pt = 100

Rioii—Rii

where R = the observed resistance at the fenqterature t.

where It = the ol)served resistance at 0° C.

where R = the observed resistance at 100° C.

Proc. Roy. Soc. 4f, p. 231, 18SG.
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The relation between i>latiuum teminerature ami eentiarade temperature

from — loO to 1.100° C. is yiven by the t^iuation

\100 / 10(

pt = ''

" 100

where d is a constant depending upon the purity of the platinum. For

pure platinum fJ is 1.50 and for impure it is somewhat higher. Such a

pyrometer is usually calibi'ated by measuring its resistance at the melting

point of ice (0° C). boiling point of water (100° C), and some other tem-

perature, such as the boiling point of sulphur (444.7° C).

Temperatures measured on such a pyrometer v.ill agree with the tem-

ixn-atures measured on the gas scale in the range to 1.10(»° C. to within

the degree of reproducibility of the latter.'"

Thermoelectric Pyrometer.—It has been sIk.wu by a iiuniber of experi-

menters that in order to comi>letely calibrate a thermo-couple, point by

point comparison is unnecessary, but that three or four Ivuown temperatures

or fixed points are sufficient. Xo general equation can be given that will

accurately fit all thermo elements, but for most metals,; at least within a

limited region, the relation between the potential difference in millivolts

and the temperature in degifes centigrade is sufiiciently well represented

by the geiHTnl (in;nlr;itic ('(piation

e = a -f- bt-1- ct- (3)

where a. 1) and c are constants that can be dt'tenuiiuMi if Ibi-ce tempera-

tures are used. II can easily Ix' detcniiincd by cxpcrinicnl bow well this

formula will hold for any given couiile. 'lliree points should be chosen

which will cover the region for which the coui)le is to be used, and a

curve drawn through these points. If flic cuivc is nearly a straight lino

it can l)e representetl by Equa. 3.

The fixed points are generally the ebullition of water, analine, naph-

thaline, sulphur, etc., or the freezing of sucii mctnls as tin. zinc, nntimony.

copper, silver, gold, etc. The former, witii tiie exception of sulphur, are

obtained with less difficulty than the latter, but are of value only for low

temperatures.

For a copix^r-constantan couple the most convenient fixed points are

the fusion temperature of antimony (O.'^.O.T'' ('.). zinc (410.4° C), and tin

(231.9° C), and for a platinum couple zinc, iintiniony and copper

(1,083° C).

"> Bulletin Bureau of Standards, Vol. 6, p. 19G.
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Radiation Pyrometers.—Equa. (1) may be written in the form

1

logio J = Ki — K2 —
, (4)

T

where

log e

K, = C, .

Cj for a black body temperature equals 14,500 when / is given in terms

of /l^

Equa. (4) may be apitlied to any pyrometer, using monochromatic

light, in which the luminous intensity can be varied in a continuous and

determinate manner as in the Wanner and Le Chatelior. Either of the

instruments will, therefore, indicate temperature indefinitely high, but the

limit of accuracy is reached at about 2,000° C, so that at higher tempera-

tures the incident radiation is usually cut down by means of one or more

absorption glasses. The amount by which it is cut down is determined as

follows

:

Let J' equal the luminous intensity of the incident radiation and .Ti

the value as indicated by the instrument when one glass is used, then

J' = JR,

where R is the absorption factor. For two absorption glasses

J' = (JR) R = JR=,

and for n glasses

J' = JRn (5)

also

R = jyj. (C)

The general expression, then, for the relation between energy and abso-

lute temperature, is from (4)

1

From (5)

whence

log J' = Ki — K,—
T

log J + n log R = Ki — K2 —
T

Ki — log J — n log R
where t is temperature in degrees C.

273, (7)
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Eqna. (7) is a general equatiou for connecting the relation between

tiiiiiicralurc ( and luminous intensity J aud can be applied to any pyrom-

eter in which J can be determined theoretically. For the Wanner pyrom-

eter J = tan- ffl where o is the angle of rotation of the nicol analj'zer,

and for the Le Chatelier J = (l/d)= where d is the length of one side of

the iris diaphragm. Ki, Ko and R are constants and can all be determined

without reference to any temperature observation.

Waruier Pyrometer.—Ih'is method of calibration will be made clear by

an example. For a particular Wanner pyrometer the value of I was

0.056 //

.

TlieroCore

14.500 X 0.4343
K, =

.656

= 9,000.

It is seen from (4) that if Ki were known, various values of (p might

be substituted In the equation and the corresponding temperatures calcu-

lated. .\ow by assuming some angle of rotation 6 for some particular

temp«rM(ure T, as in the above case, Ki may be found. For example, let

T = 1273 and = 4r»°.

'J'lien froui (4)

K,
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has bt'eu shown", however, that the relation between temperature and cur-

rent through the huup may be represented by the general quadratic equa-

tion

I = a + bt + ct^

so that three known temperatures are sufficient to completely calibrate the

instrument. Such a i)yrometer may be readily calibrated, without the use

of a black body, by means of a standard pyrometer comparison lamp as

explained above. If such a lamp is not properly calibrated in terms of

temperature and current its black body temperature, for any value of

current, may be determined by means of another calibrated pyrometer. A

platinum ribbon may be used in the same way.

rii !/sies Lahora tory,

Purdue Vtrircrsiti/.

Bulletin, P.urcau of Slaudards. \»\. I, i.. lili.''..
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Two Pine Gametophytes in One Ovule.

By M. S. Markle.

Ill sectioning sonic pine material of nnlviiown origin. I recently fonnd

one ovule that had in it two well-developed gametophytes, each of which

had developed archegonia. This probably means that two megaspores func-

tioned instead of the usual one. I understand that the abnormality has

also been noticed by .Miss Sargent. The tw<> gameloiiliytes occupied the

positions shown by the accompanying sketch.

[21—2G988]





Indiana Weeds—Theik Control and Eradication.

P.y (}. M. FiMKii, P.. S. A.. Assistant Asricultural Extonsion.

Pnrdne University.

The subject of weeds is one in which the people of Indiana are taking

niore and more interest each year. The farmers, who constitute a hirge

pei-centase of the populntitin of the State, are much concerned about the

w.eed situation now ((infi-oiitins tlieni. There are crrowin!.' on the farms

^^/ff^WSKw^^sthti.

^

1. Bract ed Plantain.
2. Buckhorn.
3. Blark-seeded Plantain.
4. Common or Dooryard Plantain.

of Indiana today, scores of species of weed pests, and in many cases enor-

mous numbers of each species. This results in smaller crops and smaller

profits. Weeds are robbers in a very distinct and definite sense. To the

citizens of our town and cities they are unsightly and offensive, disfiguring
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as tliey do Imwiis. .^Mnleus, streets and vaiaiit lots. Tlieiv are being received

at the Agricultural Experiiueut Statiun, in ever increasing numbers,

in(]uiries coucerning weeds of the farm, lawn aud vacant lot, their time of

flowering, time of seeding, distribution, method or methods of propagation,

jii'oliticacy. means of control, m- ei-adication. and similar (|ueries. showing

Doe Ff-nnr-l or Ma\ wpe<l

that there is a g«'ncral desire and demand on tlie part of our ju'ople for

information along this line. The following i»aragraphs will therefore at-

tempt to take u]i in a lirief and cond'-nscd way some of the imimrtant

phases of the weed problem as we have it in Indiana today.
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now WKEHS SPUEAD.

Nature has provided in an interesting and wonderful way for the

reproduction and dissemination of plants. A large number of common
weeds, such as the dandelion, sow thistle, wild lettuce, groundsels, white-

top, irouweed, boneset. joe-pye weed, true thistles, produce seeds to which

are attached light, fluffy, parachute-lilve structures which very materially

facilitate theii' disjicrsal by the wind. Other weeds, such as yarrow, ox-eye

Curled or .Sour Dock.

daisy and curled dock, ai-e either very light, or have light membranous

attachments. There is a group of weeds, including old witch grass, Russian

thistle, tumbling pigweed and others, which have tlie characteristic of

breaking off when mature at or near the surface of the ground, and,

rolling hither and thither, far and wide, over the fields, discharge thousands

of weed seeds as they go. in this way inoculating our fertile soils with

crop-reducing weed pests.

Another agency making for tlie spre.-id of weeds, is water. The seeds

or fruits of many plants, especially those growing in or near water, are
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fitted for dissemiiiation by this aj;enr-y. Such fruits are those of hari'ow-

leaved dock, showing a round, rough, spongj' growth on the outside of each

of the close fitting, persistent sepals; of the Asa-Gray sedge, with its in-

flated sack attached to the fiiiit ; of the arrowhead, with its corky margined

fruits which are able to float on the water.

Hlafk-sfeded Plantain

The soefls or fruits oi many weeds .ire in one way or another carried

by animals. Thus when slightly moist, Ihe seeds of i)eppergrass, ijlaintain,

groundsel, dropseed grass, and many others, are sticky and will adhere to

animals' fe<>t or covering. Some sedges, chickweeds and catchflys have

sticky glands, by means of which they cling to passing objects. The fruits

of the av«'ns. and llic burs of tlic coirimon liunlock, are armed with hooks,

and the fruits nf the bidens or beggar's ti<"ks with spines, by means of which
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they cling to nml are carried about attached to the covering of animals

or the cloth in;.' ol' Ininian beings. Similarly provided for are hounds-tongue,

stick-tights, tick trefoil, bed-straw, cocklebur, sandbur, motherwort and

many others. Further, birds and animals devour very large numbers of

many kinds of weed seeds, not all of which are acted on by digestive juices

to such an extent as to destroy their viability. These are scattered in bird

and animal excrement, and grow into new and vigorous plants.

1. Buckhorn.
2. Black-seeded Plantain.
.3. Bracted Plantain.

Noxious w*'c(ls arc spread through the use on farms of manure and

sweepings from stock and other cars, and by means of packing about mer-

chandise and nursery stock. The moving of threshing and other ma-

chinery from place to place without first cleaning them out thoroughly,

the use on farms of manure from livery stables in towns and cities, all

help to sijread noxious weeds. The use of impure and adulterated crop

seed on our farms is resjjunsiblt' in a large measure for the sjjread of weeds.

Much of the clover, alfalfa and grass seed used in Indiana today have
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mixwl with them considi'rable quaiitities of weed seed and other im-

purities, which, scattered ou the land, means weedy fields and reduced

crops. Many lawns are excessiveiy weedy because of impure seed scattered

on them.

THE IXJURY WEEDS DO.

Indiana farmers are losing many hundreds of tlK)usands of dollars

each year because of the weed situation existing in tliis State. A con-

tinuous and stremious effort to control weeds ought to l>e made, because

—

1. X'ervain.
2. Mayweed or Dor Fennel.
3. Catmint.
4. Xight Flowering Catclifly.

1. They i"ob crops «)f plant f<MHl and moisture. Plants feed as really

as do horses or cattle. As growinj: crops remove jtlant f«M»d from the soil,

the farmer nuist count on the necessity of returning an amoiuit of plant

fo(Kl to the soil at least eipial to that removed, if he expects to continue

to gi-ow crops abundantly and profitably. Weeds require approximately tin'

same kinds of plant food as do farm crops, and they require them in

approximately the same amounts. Crops suffer when weeds use up a

large share of plant food. To put this plant foml into the soil the farmer

expende<l money, time and labor. Further, an adequate supply of moisture

in the soil is indispmsalilf r<>i' the suc(-(»ssful growing of fro]>s. Weeds, like
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otlifr plants, are t-oiistaiitly, during the growing season, pumping water

from the eartli. Much of this ultimately goes off into the air, and, as far

as crops are concerned, is wasted. For the formation of every pound of

dry matter in a corn crop, there are re(iuired o<i() pounds of water. Often-

times crops suffer seriously for moisture owing to the presence of weeds,

and as a result these crops are much reduced in quantity and value.

2. Weeds choke out the desii-ed crops. No field can produce excellent

crops of corn or wheat and a heavy growth of weeds at the same time.

This, in agriculture, is as inijiossilile as in physics it is impossible for two

bodies to occupy the same space at the same time. When a heavy growth

of weeds is present, corn, ve.getables or any other crop, are likely to be

weak and spindling.

3. Weeds furnish a refuge and shelter for the protection and iiropa-

gation of iiisect and fungus enemies of crojis. Fruit, vegetables and field

crops have very ni.-iiiy more such enemies than is ordin.-irily realized. The

keeping down of weeds and the remo^al or i)lowing under of refuse mate-

rial, will in no small measure reduce insect and fungus enemies of crops.

4. The presence of weeds iu considerable quantity makes every opera-

tion on the farm—plowing, harrowing, seeding, cultivating, harvesting,

marketing, etc., more expensive. Further, on a farm where weeds are not

inteiligtntly and continuously combated, machinery is more short-live<l, and

repairs are needed oftener.

5. Property overrun with weeds is less attractive, and will not sell

as high as property giving indication of thrift, intelligence, and successful

management. Moreover, weeds are an offense to one's ;psthetic taste,

and an eyesore to all passers-by.

In view of these facts, it is very plain that weeds are distinctly robliers,

and should be controlled and, where possilile, eradicated. To deal effect-

ively with weeds, it is necessary to know something of their characteristics,

their life history—are they annual or Itiennial or perennial? How do they

propagate? When do they flower? When do they seed? Do they produce

large quantities of seed? Does this seefl retain its vitality in the soil for

a long time or but a short time? To facilitate the gaining of information

on weeds from reading, lectures or conversation it is a decided advantage

to know common weeds at least by their commonly accepted names. In

these later days it is not difficult to o])tain a working knowledge of our

Indiana weeds. P.ooks and bulletins covering the subject are available.
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The Agricultural ExperiuKMit Station or the TJ. S. Dopartnieiit of Agri-

culture will ^iiadly furnish bulletins on weeds or weed seeds, or name

specimens of weeds or seeds sent iu.

It is not possible in this brief article to take up n consideration of a

Dodder on Clover.

large nuralwr of individual weeds. It must of necessity suffice to consider

the larger groui)S into which all our weeds fall—animals, biennials and per-

ennials. Aiimials are those which grow from stn-d, and in turn produce

flowers and seed, all within the one growing season, 'fliey are, ;is a rule,

fibrous rooted and propagate by seed only. Mauy of them produce seed in
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great abundance. The seeds of some annuals when buried in the soil retain

their vitality for long periods. Mustard seed, for instance, has been kno^Yn

to lie in the soil for a quarter of a century and then when placed in a

favorable environment, grow into vigorous plants. In this class we have

such common weeds as dodder, foxtail, smartueed, Russian thistle, crab-

grass, pigweed, lamb's quarters, dog fennel, barnyard grass, tickle grass,

bracted plantain, ragweed, corn cockle, night-flowering catchfly, mustard

and whitetop.

Biennials are those plants which spring from seed and produce only a

cluster of leaves the first season. In these leaves are manufactured and

stored large amounts of iilanl food for use during the second season of

growth. During the second season, a flower stalk is sent up and many

seeds formed, after which the plant dies. This group depends on seed for

propagation. Here belong wild carrot, wild sweet clover, burdock and com-

mon evening primrose.
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Pereunials are those which live on indefinitely year after year, repro-

ducing from seed, or, in addition, from buds near the crown of the plant,

as in buckhorn, or from buds here and there along running underground

parts as in Canada thistle. Many perennials are persistent and particularly

Twitch or Couch Grass.

noxious. Here l>elong horse nettle or sand Itrier. twitch or couch grass,

sour dock, sheep sorrel, field bindweed or wild iiioriiiug glory, ox-eye

daisy, yarrf>\v. wild hai-ley, black-seeded plantain and others. Farmers and

other i)roperty owners are urged to acquaint themselves with the common

weeds, their names and characteristics, for on these latter in a large meas-
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lire are based iiietlnHls of cdiitnil nr eradiiatioii. The I'nllowiiig siigj^estioiis

in regard to weed control apply to all classes of weeds

:

1. Buy seed which Is the purest obtainable and of strong vitality.

2. Before buying, test a sample of it, or send a sample to the Branch

Seed Laboratory, Experiment Station. Lafayette, to be tested for purity

and germination. In this way only can any one learu the character of seed

he proposes using, in regard to freedom from weed seed and in regard to

viabliity.

3. As far as possible, prevent weeds about the farm from seeding.

Pulling, the use of the scythe along ditches, roads, lanes and fences and

about the yards and buildings and in the wood lot, as well as the use of the

mowing machine where pnssiI)U>, will accomplish this in a large measure.

4. Thoroughly and repeatedly cultivate corn crops so as to keep weeds

down.

T). Breaking weed-infested ground in the fall and harrowing at short

intervals and repeating the h.irrowing in spring to encourage weed seed

lying in the soil to germinate and to destroy the seedlings, is to be recom-

mended.

For biennials repeated cuttings during the second season of growth,

pulling or spudding where only a few plants are in evidence, together with

the introduction of a hoed cro]) (corn or potatoes, say), are effective.

I'erenuials will need mure extensive treatment than is indicated above.

A treatment such as the following is suggested :

I'low in the fall and follow with frequent harrowings both in the fall

and in the spring. About the end of May sow with rape in drills, or broad-

cast millet, cowpeas or Canada field peas and oats. When well advanced,

use these crops for pasture, or feed in the yard to supplement other pasture

crops. Animals, especially hogs and sheep, are very xiseful in destroying

weeds on the farm. Plan to use them as extensively as possible. Follow

the sm(M:)ther croj) (rape, nullet. etc.) with wheat seeded heavily with clo-

wv. When wheat is off let a crop of clover grow up. Pasture this or

plow it under. Follow this willi a well-cared-for cdru cm]). This method

is in addition to general suggestions given previously. Eternal vigilance.

care and persistence is the price of a dean farm. That a clean farm, indi-

cating thrift, intelligence nnd taste, is mere attractive, satisfying and

profitable than a weedy, cai-elessly ojier.-ited one, there can lie no (piestion.

In cities and towns the least tiiat can be done is to freijuoitly cut weeds
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with the scytht' or other tools, so that they can not form seed. Street com-

missioners and otiier citizens pos,sessed of a Koodly amount (tf energy and

civic pride can do much to create and maintain a "city beautiful" so far

as neatness of streets, lanes, vacant lots. etc.. are concerned. In coiuiection

with lawns, mention might here be made that it has re( ently been learned

by exiieriment stations, that the use of iron sulphate on lawns and weedy

aivas is lu-ofitable, practicaltle. effective and cheap, if rightly applied. By

it dandelions, plantain and other weeds can be controlled. It is coming

into extensive use on farms in scmie parts of the United States. Suitable

machinery is m.-ide tor the apiilication of iron sulphate either on a large

or a small scale. The treatment ot the sul).iect of the nsi' of iron stdphate

can not be taken \\\> in dct;iil liiTi'. lint the writer w ill be gbul to furnish

anv inf<irmMtioH desired on tlic subject at any lime.
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The Phkglaciai. Valleys of the Upper Mississippi and its

Eastern Tributaries.

ILVRHY M. Cl.KAC.

So t'iir as the writer is aware, there has been uo attempt to compile

a map showing tlie resnits of researches upon the preglacial drainage of

the region indicated in the title. The following paixn- addresses itself to

that task, together with a brief discussion of the reason for believing that

certain streams shown on the map were preglacial. Only the briefest out-

line can be given in this short discussion, which merely undertakes to

pioneer the large field lying before it.

The attempt has been made to map accurately the preglacial channels

of the area in question, but this may not always have been attained, for

several reasons. The literature is not adequate in all the fields of the area,

and often the statements made are not so clear as might be desire<l. The

word "probable" is very frequently used and renders mapping difficult,

if not impossible. Occasionally, authors differ, and in such cases the one

which seemed to be the better authority is followed, and the dissenting

theory mentioned in the text. No attempt has been made to give a critical

discussion of the different theories. Any reader who may desire more

detailed information than this paper furnishes can find all that is of im-

])oitaiic>' in the acconipanyini;- liililicgraphy,' or he may look there for cor-

rection or verification of any ])oints in the discussion with which he may
disagree.

The greater portion of the region covered in this paper is so deeply

buried in drift that only the major details of the ancient preglacial topog-

raphy are apparent. The nmltiplicity of minor topographic details that

give tinal expression to the landscape are so completely buried from sight

that it may never be known how the ancient surface appeared before the

advent of the glacier. Only by a multiplicity of borings could a general

idea of the details of that l)uried topography be obtained, and that is im-

possible except where some deep-seated natural resource induces men to

sink deep wells. Thus innumerable small valleys have been obliterated and

'Not published here.
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lost to history. The hirger valloys generally reinaiu sniiicieutly unobscured

to enable geologists to trace their courses, either continuously or at inter-

vals close enough together to enable a safe inference to be made concerning

their previous courses. The larger the valley the better chance it had in

general to leave behind itself traces of its former course, for, occupying the

lowest part of the surface and carrying great quantities of water, it was

automatically kept open by drainage from the melting ice. Yet even the

largest river trenches were in imminont danger of defacement. Such an

instance is found in Jay and Adams counties, Indiana, wliere there are

signs of a liuge valley whose bottom is buried beneath nearly 400 feet of

drift and no traces left of its existence on the surface. Another case is

that of the preglacial Mississippi where it turns southeastward to the

Illinois valley just below Clinton, Iowa.

The map shows large hiatuses wherein rliere are no preglacial streams

indicated, but they certainly exist Iniried in several hundn'd feet of drift.

West and south of the basin of Lake Michigan and between that basin and

the Lake Erie depression in northern Indiana and Michigan no details are

shown, and only a few larger courses suggest probabilities of preglacial

existence. Tli< dcjiili of tiic drift and tlie .ibscnce of dee])-se;)ted natural

resources do not encourage \hv. digging of a siilliciently large number of

deeji wells to permit the construction of a topographic map of the preglacial

surface. Knoiigli. liowe\er. is known to assure us that the ancient drainage

lines w<'re (|uiie different in many details from the pwsent systems.

Without further preliminaries we shall discuss the pros and cons re-

garding Ilie claims of Ihe streams shown on the maps to a ])reg]acial an-

ct'stry. For the .sake of ({invenienct' of treat nu-nt. the area is divided

according to the several smaller drainage basins which make up the

greater Mississipia basin. This will be found convenient iM'ciuse then'

are wide elements of correspondence between the i)resent and the pre-

glacial drainage basins, as a glance at the generaliz<>d map will show. The

basin of the Great Lakes, which seems to cut out a portion of the Mis-

sissippi basin, and which is separated by a very low jiriniary divide, over

which the lakes drained in the Ice Age. is discus.sed briefly.

THE rUECL.VCI.M. I MJA IX.\(;E OF THE T'lTEK .MISSISSIPl'I

RASIX.

The preglacial divide of the northern side of the Fpper Mlssissip])i

basin is not di'tinitdy di'terniiiied. It can be iiretty delinit<'ly located at
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Huron, N. D., where there is a col and u constriction in the James river,

a preglacial divide, over which the reversed headwaters of that stream now

ran southward. From Huron eastward its location is a matter of specula-

tion backed up with slender evidence. From here it may have turned south

across the present Mississippi valley somewhere near "military ridge," as

Ilershey (4G) would have it, and then eastward, or it may have turned

north some distance east of Huron along the east edge of the basin of the

Red river, but this will he discussed more fully later. "Between the Rock

river drainage line and Lake ^Michigan there is a somewhat less elevated

belt of limestone, which extends curvingly in a direction east of south

into western Indiana." (Leverett, G4:1G.) Somewhere in eastern Illinois

or western Indiana a spur ran south, probably near the present divide be-

tween the Wabash and Illinois system separating the preglacial as well as

the present basins. The location of the divide north through Wisconsin is

not well known, Imt tlierc is no doul)! that it was east of the present "drift-

less area."

Even if it were possible and profitable, space does not admit of a de-

tailed discussion of secondary divides, which can generally be inferred

from the location of the preglacial valleys. After calling attention to the

fact that the present Mississippi river has evidently a system of drainage

widely different from the system or systems which were operative in pre-

glacial times within the region now drained by it, Leverett says : "Besides

opening a new channel at each of the rapids, the stream apparently is occu-

pying sections of two or more independent preglacial valleys." (04:4^)1.)

As to the course of the Mississippi above St. Paul, Chamberlain sug-

gested, in 1879. that it is post-glacial (10:253), but that it probably follows

the preglacial chann<'l in sliort stretches. Hershey, in 18!)7, agrees with the

suggestion.

Hershey has the following to say concerning the preglacial valley

jiltove St. Paul : "The high upland area which trends north and south on

its eastern side at some distance from its immediate border, continues

without a change for many miles to the north, passing to the east of

Lake Phalen. Although deeply covered with drift, it is undoubtedly based

on an upland area of rock. To the west of it, and in the direct line of con-

tinuation of the old Mississi])pi valley, there is a topographical depression

wliich trends for many miles to the northwest. It is occupied in places by

lakes, the most important of wliicli is lake Phalen. This, in my opinion,

[22—26988]
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will probably be found to be the aiic-ieut course of the Mississippi river.

Tbiit it is the position of a preglaeial valley is indicated by a deep well

at the St. Paul Harvester Works, situated in the present topographical de-

pression, which penetrated rock at 235 feet beneath the surface or 628 feet

above the sea, which is 55 feet beneath the present low-water level of the

Mississippi river at St. Paul. The lake Phalen depression is separatetl

from the head of the Mississippi canon valley by a moraine which is evi-

dently based on a comparatively low surface, for it does not rise nearly as

high as the drift to the east or west. As seen from the opposite side of

the valley, its escai'pment or bluff at the head of the old cafion valley shows

such topography as is usually produced by the erosion of drift. In short,

all the evidence favors this lake Phalen depression as the position of the

pre-glacial continuation of the Mississippi canon valley." (4G: 263.)

From the southeastern corner of St. Paul to Leclair, Hershey believes

with other ^M-ologists that the valley is pre-glacial. In the vicinity of Du-

Imkiuc. li(»wi'v«'r. be tliinks that the valley is ijniportionntcly too sninll for

the stn'am which it carries, that the preglacial stream flowing past Du-

buque could not have been larger than the present Rock river, or i>ossibly

no larger than the I'ecatonica. The v.-illcv is canon shaiied and uari'ow and

the rock floor is about ."'.00 feet Iwlow a dee]) tilling of drift. The divide

is suggested to be somewhere between La Crosse and Prairie du Chien, par-

ticularly where "military ridge" is fravers<>d by the present river.

(46:266.)

Hershey believes that the stream north of tills suiiixised divide flowe<l

toward central Minnesota instead of away from it, Imt tiiat the reversal

came early, before the Ice Age, probably at the end of the Ozarkian, by an

uplift in the north, or. as an alternative view, it may have "resnlttHl from

the disturbance of other drainage systems by the accumulating northern

ice. For instance, it is quite possible that the Kansan ice-sheet had ad-

vanced across the outlet of the supposed northwardly flowing ancestor of

the upper Mississippi river, obstructing its flowage, and .ifter the produc-

tion of a great extra-glacial lake, turning the drainage of the entire region

over the lowest point on the divide which intervened between it and the

headwaters of the southwardly flowing central Mississii>pi river, long before

It glaciated the country south of tlie 'driftless area.'" (46:267.)
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Leverett accepts this hypntliesis. or at least he quotes it and offers

no objections. ((M :4Gl-2.)'

The question of the i)reglaeial course below Clinton. Iowa, is not yet

fully settled. Leverett discusses the problem fully in his writings (.58, 60,

02, 63, 64), and lately Carmen has spent some time in the Clinton region,

liut his paper is not yet published (16). The number of wide channels be-

tween Clinton and Muscatine, and the depth of drift renders the proljlem

very complex.

A quotation from Leverett (Monograph .^S, pp. 4(56-7,) will give a

fair idea of the location of the preglacial course below Clinton: "Udden's

special investigation has led him to the conclusion that the praeglacial Ihie

must have been along one of two courses, either southeastward through the

Meredosia slough and Green river basin to the Illinois at the bend near

Hennepin, or directly westward through the Wapsipinnicon basin to the

mouth of Mud creek, and thence southwestward, along the Mud creek sag

to the Cedar ; thence the course may have been by way of the present

Cedar and lower Iowa, oi- more directly southward to the Mississippi just

west of the nuTidian of Muscatine. I'dden has collected well data along

the Mud creek sag showing that a buried channel occurs there whose rock

floor is more than 100 feet below the level of the Mississippi river at Clin-

ton, and perhaps sufficiently low to have carried the drainage of the pre-

glacial stream whose valley has been traced southward to Clinton. The

data are scarcely sufficient to full.v establish the connection of this channel

across the Wapsipinnicon basin, for there are very few deep wells in the

basin. Another feature which throws some doubt upon this connection is

the narrowness of the deep i>nrtion of the channel along the Mud crecK

sag.

"Turning to the southeastward course, one finds a broad depression or

lowland tract leading from Clinton through to the Illinois river. This low-

land, e.xcept at the outer moraine of the Wisconsin drift in Bureau

County, stands only a few feet above the level of the Mississippi, and yet

apparently carries a heavy accumulation of drift. The drift is largely

sand and there has been no necessit.v for sinking wells entirely through it.

' It may be well to say here that .-;iich constrictions in the valley of tho Mis-

sissippi occur wherever the river crossps resisting' strata of rock, such as the Lower
Magnesian, and the Galena, Trenton .ind Niagara limestones, and it may be possible

that the river has always been running south, being unable to cut its valley so wide

in the more resistant beds. Hershey's theory is interesting but not well established.
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They have, however, penetrated 40 to 50 feet without strikiui; rock. The

bed rock gradually descends from each side toward the middle of the low-

land, and some of the creeks coming into tlie lowland occupy larjjce and

deep channels which Have heeu only partially filled with drift. This rather

throws the balance of evidence in favor of the view that the preglacial

stream flowed southeastward into the Illinois.

"It should be observed that in case the southwestward route proves to

have been the course of the ^Mississippi, the present line of the stream de-

parts from it only a few miles and enters the same old valley below Mus-

catine, which it occupies above Clinton. But in case the southeastward

route proves to have been the preglacial course from Clinton, the pre-

glacial valley above Clinton finds its continuation down the Illinois in-

stead of down the Mississippi, and the present Mississippi passes from one

drainage system to another in its course between Clinton and Muscatine."

Carmon gives many more interesting details, but he concludes with

Leverett and Udden : "It is quite ix)ssibk' that in one or the other of these

courses the preglacial Mississippi flowed. Both api)ear to have rock floors

to carry the waters of the streams whidi excavated the Mississippi valley

above Clinton, but the data are not complete enough to allow us to decide

which of those two courses was the real one" (l(i). Carmen gives an

interesting discussion of the changes ju'oduceil by each ice invasion upon

the Mississippi and a rending of this will hcl]) detract from the complexity

of the situation in this region.

P'rom Muscatine southward the Mississijijii is Mowing in a broad pre-

glaiial clianncl (•\<cpt for a few niiirs above Keokuk, Iowa, where it is

flowing in a post-glacial gorge known as the Lower Rapids (do). The old

drift-tilled valley which has been studied by C. II. Gordon (41), is about

twice as wide and ](K) fiM't deeper than the present valley, and lies to the

westward in I^ee county, Iowa- (Fig. 1). Below Keokuk the Mississippi

follows the preglacial channel.

Not much space can be devoted to a discussion of the tributaries be-

cause the map shows the ones that can be mapped with any certainty, and

the reference in regard to each one are full.

Regarding the preglacial history of the .Minnesota valley, Cpham sayK

(131) : "There is evidence .... in the terraces of modified drift

* Leverott also >;ivcs a inajt and cross sciMions of lliis clianni-l. Sec tiib. 02,

(33, 64 ; also J. E. Todd, 114.
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;il(.ii,ir llio Minnesota valley, that in lari,^i' ]iart its erosion was effected in

{ireglacial time and during stages of retreat and readvance of tlie ice-sheet

I)revious to the final departui-e." In an earlier article he says that the

valley was eroded in the Lower Magnesian and Calciferous formations,

before the Cretaceous subsidence, was re-elevated, and. in the first prin-

cipal epoch of glaciation, covered with a "thick, unbroken, moderately

undulating expanse of till" and partly re-excavated by an interglacial

stream which, guided by the slope determined by preglacial erosion, coin-

cides along much of its way with the old valley eroded in these strata

before the Ice Age (119:109).

The St. Croix river has been discussed by Berkey, R. T. Chamberlin

(18), Elftman (30), and Vpham (121, 132) and others. Chamberlin thinks

the preglacial course from the Dalles of the St. Croix was east to the pre-

glacial Apple river ; while the other writers would have it to the westward.

The sti*eams of the driftless area in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and

Illinois are preglacial (20, 4.J-47, 64).

The Wisconsin river is in the preglacial channel below Prairie du Sac.

Below Kilbourn City, according to Salisbury and Atwood (89), the pre-

glacial course is east of the present stream, through the Lower Baraboo

Narrows, and the Devils Lake Gap of the quartzite ridges on either side

of Baraboo. Wisconsin. According to Fenneman (33), a preglacial tribu-

tary of the Wisconsin passed northwest through Kegonsa and Mendota

lakes. Fenneman finds sections of preglacial channels marked out by the

lake basins in southeastern Wisconsin, as shown on the map.

In Illinois, outside of the thick Wisconsin drift which obscures the

preglacial valleys of the northeastern part of the State, the preglacial val-

leys can be fairly easily traced. Outside of the triangular area whose

vertices are at Clinton, Hennepin and Rockford, the directions of the pres-

ent and the preglacial drainage systems are coincident. In this triangular

area, the changes have been considerable (62, 64). The preglacial valley

of Rock river from Janesville, Wisconsin, to the edge of the Wisconsin

drift southward is easily traced, but beyond that the drift rises 100 feet

above the preglacial bluffs and its course can be traced only by borings.

Its bed is found to be a little lower than that of the Mississippi to the west,

descending 210 feet in a distance of 100 miles south from the Wisconsin

border. It probably was tributary of the preglacial Mississippi if that

river joined the present Illinois.
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Chauiberlin (19). T'pham (125. 128). and Spencer (94) have postulated

a preglacial outlet of Lake Michigan through Illinois to the Mis.sissippi, but

no such channel has been found. Cache basin in southern Illinois is inter-

esting, because it may be a portion of the preglacial Ohio, as deposits of

clay indicate, hut why or when it was abandoned is not known (64).

A glance at the map of Iowa shows a correspondence in location and

direction between the preglacial and the modern drainage lines. The

geological survey of the State of Iowa is not yet completed. The breaks

in the preglacial valleys on the map indicate either that the river is not

running in a preglacial channel or that it has not been studied. Space

will not permit a detailed statement as to which of these two facts is

indicated, but a study of the references will make it clear.' In the eastern

part of the State the preglacial drainage has been obscure<l by drift and

the flow of the temporary interglacial Mississijjpi across them, while in

the northwest the drift alone has defaced the ancient valleys.

In Missouri but little study has been devotetl to the preglacial condi-

tions of the State. .!.• E. Todd (111) has given the following summary of

the preglacial drainage in the Missouri Geological Survey: "The Kansas

River may have flowed at a liigher level, wliidi is iiuiicated by the Weston

rapids, and it may be guesst>d that its course was eastward as far as

Chariton Poinity. then possibly northward by the buried channel foTind in

T.iiin County and IMitnam ('<»uniy. .iltliough liiat diMunel may not be deep

enough. All that is now known is that there were diM-per channels in

Iowa whose lieds are lower than the bottom of the present channel of the

.Missonii river near New Frankfort. Reference is made to the Washing-

ton channel discovered by Calvin, and further diseusse<l by Bain. The La

Mine and its tributaries may have flowed north and joined it. 'ihe Osage

and Gasconade may have 'Similarly gone northeast into the valh-y of the

Illinois, the former by way of tlu' valley of the Auxvasse or Big Muddy

to the valley of the Salt River and northeast, passing somewhere near

*,»uiney, tile l;itt<'r by the lower course of tJie .Missouri. It may be consid-

eretl more likely by some that the Kansas riv<'r i)assed Moberly and joined

the Osage, or that all these streams may have had nearly their present

courses to the present junction of the Osage and .Missouri'."

»See bibliography. 7. 12. 1.". 41. 71. si, 00. lo:!. lis. l.'in.

For ri'forPDcos on the tributaries of tlip Mississippi sec: 1. 2. ."'.. 7. S. 14, ITy.

16. 2.5. 30, 33, 41, 44, 45, 46, .57, 58, G2, 64. 68, 70, 71, 81, 00, lO:'., 118, 140.
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THE I'liEGI.ACIAL DRAINAGE OF TIlE BASIN OF THE WABASH
AND LOWER OHIO.

About one-half of the drainage basin of the Wabash river is so deeply

buried under glacial dei)osits that there is very little similarity IxHween the

modern watershed and the watershed of the preglaeial streams that dis-

charged through the lower course of the Wabash. TJie preglaeial rock sur-

face was probably very rough, for the drift varies within short distances

from a few feet to over 200 feet in depth.

The Wabash river at Lafayette is flowing in its original channel.

Below Lafayette the preglaeial channel runs westward and then southward,

meeting the present Wabash at Covington. Below Covington the pivsent

river follows the ancient chamael. Nothing is known of the upper portion

of the ]ireglacial Wabash above Lafayette. A study of the drift covered

rocks reveals a divide extending south along the west side of Lake Mich-

igan, and curving to the east into Indiana. It is from 100 to 200 feet above

Lake Michigan and is deeply sculptured ])y preglaeial streams and thor-

oughly drift covered. It has been suggested that the Lake Michigan basin

was the headwater portion of the Wabash in preglaeial time. On this point

Leverett says (G2) : "The headwater portion of the Wabash stream form-

ing the preglaeial Wabash may prove to have been in the Lake Michigan

basin. But if so the coimectiou with the Wabash is through a very much

narrower trough than that occupied by Lake Michigan. Borings at both

North Judson [497 ft.], Winamac [490 ft.] and Monticello [407 ft.], Indiana,

situated near the line cmniecting the Iieads of Lake Michigan with the pre-

glaeial valley at Lafayette, go to a level about lOO feet below the surface of

Lake ^Michigan Ijefore entering rock. But within a few miles east of this

line rock ledges have an altitude as great as the surface of Lake Michigan,

while immediately west of this line they rise 90-125 feet above that level.

This trough can not have, in the vicinity of Monticello, a breadth of more

than ten miles. Monticello is situated near the middle of the trough. The

probabilities are, therefore, against the existence of a much deeper channel

in it."

Leverett (05) suggests that the old channel which passes into Grant

County from Ohio may be a headwater portion of the preglaeial Wabash.

The modern Wabash has not completely excavated the ancient valley to its

full width above Terre Haute, but below that city the excavation is more

nearly complete.
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Not mach need be said about the tribntarios of the Wabash, for Lev-

erett has very fully discussed them. The details have uot been worked out,

and what is known was that most easily determined. Usually it is the

lower portions of these streams and the lower portions of their tributaries

that are well known, the headwaters being usually post-glacial and the pre-

glacial valleys covered with drift.

The course of White river l>elow the north line of Greene county, with

slight exception, is so completely covered with drift that the course of the

preglacial stream can not be ascertained. For a few miles Iielow Martins-

ville the present stream follows a preglacial valley. The river below Spen-

(er flows for a few miles in a narrow, shallow channel among the hills and

ridges, there being no definite preglacial drainage lines to control its course.

It occupies a preglacial valley from the nmuth of Raccoon creek down to

Worthington, where it joins a wider valk'y two to two and one-half miles

wide, which trends south. From this point to its mouth, the course of the

stream is nearly coincident with a broad preglacial line.

Bean Klos.som creek, which Leverett has not InchKk'd in his map of the

preglacial drainage of Indiana, is undoubtedly iiregUuial. This is the con-

clusion of I >r. i;. It. ("ummiiigs and V . V. MarsttM-s. Ixilli ol' Indiana Ini-

versity. who have worked in this region (<i!>).

The I'atoka is very interesting on account of the fact that it is a

composite of the headwaters of four different stream systems. For shore

distances it follows a preglacial channel and then it suddenly crosses rock

surfaces which were formerly cols between the pn-glacial streams. The

three u])ipfr stream systems emptied uortlnv.ird in preglacial time into the

While river. During the "advance of tii(> lUinnis ice-sheet the mouths of the

stream were dammed, and lakes were form(>d. The water in the ujjper or

eastern lake flowed into th<> next w<'st rtver some low sag in tlie divide and

this into the third. Whether the lake drained south over a sag into the

(Miio or drained westward to the Wabash through sf)me sub-glacial channel

is not settled, but Lcv<'rett inclines to the latter (M : 101-2).

The Ohio river ((>.>; 183) below Madison is thought to be preglacial

through its entire course along southern Indiana, except probably for a

short distance at Louisville, as J. Bryson (12) and C. E. Slebenthal (91)

have discovered. This is Leverett's conclusion also, but he says further,

"A course about as direct is found in a line leading west from Madison,

Indiana, along the Muscatiituck, to the Fast White and White iMvers and
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thence clown the W:il);ish to the Ohio. That there was an ancient west-

ward drainage along the East AYhite river is shown hy the presence of

Tertiary gravel near Shoals. Indiana, that was brought from the east. But

the East White has a smaller channel than the neighboring part of the

Ohio, and no channel has been discovered near Madison to connect the

Ohio with the Mascatatuclv Valley. It, therefore, seems a less favorable

course than that down the Ohio" (65: 112).

Both Tight and Leverett agi-ee in placing the head of the preglacial

lower Ohio near Madison, Indiana, thus making it a very humble stream

compared with the conditions of today.

THE PREGLACIAL DKAlXA(iE OF THE BASINS OF THE ITrEK

AND MIDDLE OHIO.

Much work has been done in this basin, and much has been written

about it, and maps of local areas have been made to cover most of the

State, but no general map has ever been compiled. The bibliography, as is

apparent, contains a great many excellent references to this region. Lev-

erett (G5) and Tight (100) give the most complete discussion of the sub-

ject, and several other geologists have carefully discussed limited areas of

the basin; and in view^ of the fact that so much has been written on the

subject only a few necessary points will be given here.

The Ohio river is remarkable in many respects, for it presents much

variety in width, depth and other characteristics. The valley varies in

width from six miles, where the walls are low and gentle, to one mile,

where steep bluffs enclose it, and its depth ranges from less than 100

feet to 800 feet. Its bed presents a succession of riffles where its channel

runs over rock and shoals where the bed is upon a filling often 75 feet

deep. The number of narrow places where the bluffs are steep is remark-

al)ly large, as is shown on the maps (Pis. IV, V) by the term "col" and

at such places the valley is young. Between the cols the present valley ii^

fraiuently crossed l)y old, wide valleys that extend for miles on either

side. Many of the tributaries, especially below Portsmouth, enter in oppo-

site directions to their general course and many that rise close to the

main river, flow around for miles liefore entering, a fact indicating the

recent origin of the Ohio (loi): :!4|. Much of the same may be said of

many of the tributaries, such as the Muskingum, Hocking, and the Alle-

gheny, for they are, too, "things of shreds and patches," having been pro-

duced by the union of portions of various stream systenis,
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The location of the primary divide, if tlie preglacial drainage lines

have been establislied correctly, can be followed in a general way by a

glance at the maps (Pis. IV, V). The portion of the divide, and the most

important portion, between the Wabash and Erie basins has not yet been

satisfactorily located. Upon its accurate determination depends most of

our knowledge of the outlet of the drainage of southern and southeastern

Ohio. Some general facts concerning it will appear in the following dis-

cussion. From near Mt. Vernon east and S(nuheast to New Martinsville

the divide is well located, and the area northeast and north drained to the

northward. The present Ohio is seen to fall into two divisions on this

basis.

The i)t)rtiou of the Ohio al)()ve Ni'W Martinsville reached some northern

outlet l)y three different streams (I'l. V). These are easily located, with a

few minor excei»tions, for the preglacial cols are usually apparent. Carll

(17) called the attention to a narrowness of the Allegheny valley at

Thompson's gap and shows that the rock floor of the valley, now covered

with drift, sloped northward from the divide, and he concluded that the

Inadwaters of the Ohio once drained northward by this valley. He con-

cluded that the outlet was tlii'dUgii llie Cassadaga valley, but Chamberlin

and Leverett madt; later studies, found the Cattaraugus creek valley the

(ieei)or and more direct route to Lake Erie and concluded that the outlet

was by that valley {C,r>: ]12r»-:!(t: 21: 101: ir>n-(iO).

Another prominent col just north of Parker separates another section

of the Allegheny which included tlip .Vlleglieny to a little below Oil City.

French creek reversed to Meadvillf .iiid :ni nld valley contiiHiing northward

to some preglacial valley in the Ki-iv basin were the main stream in the

system, for here is an old. wide raml)ling valley in wliitli ("ussewaga creek

flows south lo join French creek. I.everett accejits this outlet, showing that

tiiC drainage could not have been up French cn-ek above Martinsville, be-

cause of a col HI Frcncli creek \ alley ii few miles norlhciist of Meiidvilji'

((•)"): i:m-S).

The next lower sjection of the preglacial system, wiiose main stream

was the Beaver reversed, and the (Jrand. is variously known as the Spen-

cer (.'{ro. Old Lower Allegheny. Pittsburg (109) and (Jrand river (21). It

has been well studied ;uul most .-uitliors agree upon its course. The drift

is deep north of the source of I be P.eaver; but the old gradation plain

shales north to Sharon and then u|)ward farther north. A depression
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descends westward to Yonngstowu on the Mahoning. Borings at Niles and

Rome reached level at 70 feet above Lake Erie, showing that the old Grand

valley grows deeper in the north (05: 149-51).

They are marked off by the meridians of New Martinsville and Colum-

bns and include a mass of detail that, in most cases, is very difficult to map

from the text. The area south of a line between New Martinsville and the

mouth of Newark river has been studied thoroughly by Tight and mapped

in detail (PI. V and 109) and well discussed. The changes here are quite

profound but they can be read with little difficulty.

Theh Muskingum has offered nuich difficulty to its own solution, es-

pecially within the deeply drift-covered areas. Leverett (65: 158-05) gives

the most concise summary of the preglacial conditions of the basin, but

Tight (109, n. I) gives a similar general outline, and with local writers

discusses the region.

The Blue Rock col is sufficiently jilain to separate that part of the

present stream into north flowing and south flowing portions. The north

llowing part might have gone north along the present Muskingum or

northwest up the Licking, but Leverett favors the latter (05: 1(51). Tight

is especially responsible for the section drained by the Licking reversed and

the preglacial Newark (104: l."2, n. I ; 91 : 100) and of Vernon river.

Much difficulty was experienced in determining the location of the pre-

glacial channel which carried the drainage of the present Muskingum after

it reaches the headwaters of the present Rocky river. Todd (117), a local

writer who has a paper on the preglacial drainage of the Rocky basin and

an area south, favors an outlet down the preglacial Rocky, but Leverett

(05: 105) believes that it tiowed east into the old Cuyahoga (PI. IV),

although he admits that the evidence of a slope in the rock floor in that

direction is meager. He also favors the idea that the upper Tuscarawas

was continuous with the pi-eglacial Cuyahoga.

The system of preglacial drainage (Pis. IV, V) collected into Ports-

mouth river—the lower Scioto reversed—is fully discussed by Tight, I^ev-

erett and others and is established. Newark, Vernon and Portsmouth

rivers united somewhere southwest of Columbus, but it is not well known

just where. After the union of these rivers the direction of their united

valleys is not yet determined. Leverett (05: 103-4) says on the question:

'"Four possible courses were suggested for the discharge from the southern

end of the Scioto basin : First, southward, down Ihe Scioto from Waverly
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to the Ohio aud thenco down thi' Ohio ; second, northward, along the axis

of the Scioto basin to Lalve Erie ; third, northwestward across western Ohio,

along one of the several deep valleys brought to light in that region by the

oil and gas wells, eventually to the low tract on the lower course of the

Wabash or the basin of Lake Michigan; fourth, northeastward past the

Licliiug reservoir and an old valley east of New^ark to the Muskingum at

Dresden, and thence northward along or near the present valley of the

IMuskingum, Tuscarawas, and Cuyahoga to the basin of Lake Erie at Cleve-

land." ((!5: 102-4.) Leverett later found an oxbow channel at Lucasville,

which seemed to testify strongly against a southern discharge, and a divide

now crossed by the Tuscarawas between Zoar and Canal Dover, which ren-

ders a northeast discbarge impossible. It seems worth while to quote Lev-

erett concerning the difficulties of the other two routes: "The northward

route along the axis of the Scioto basin encounters a general rise in the

bordering plain of about 200 feet in the 100 miles between the south end

of the basin, near Chillicothe, and the continental divide near Marion, north

of which there is an even greater descent to the Lake Erie basin. If the

course of drainage was northward across the divide, and if the divide has

not suffered recent uplift, there must have been channeling in it to a de])th

of about 300 feet. That an axis of uplift exists in this part of the conti-

nental divide is shown by the arching of the rock formations over it; but

its extent and its date are not yet determined.

"The northwestward route leads across the limestone belt on the west

side of the Scioto basin, whose general level is about 200 feet above the

continental divide at the north end of the basin and 500 feet above the gra-

dation plain near Chillicothe. To i)ass through that region the channeling

would be so much greater than is required for a northward course along

the axis of the basin, that one can scarcely resist ruling out the northwest-

ward course. Yet from what is found on the lower Ohio, where the stream

passes din'ctly across the low Devonian shale area into the knobstone and

sandstone formations that now stand much higher, such a ruling may be

unwarranted. The presence of the low basin occupied by Lake Erie offers

an additional argument in favor of the northward route. This ijasin would

be reached by that route in less than half the distance retiuired to reach

a similar low track in tiie Wabash region, or the I>ake Michigan basin by

the northwestward route. Each of these routes falls within regions so

heavily covered with glacial deposits that the course of the channels can be
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traced only by nieaiis <if boriiifjs, and tlu'sr are so few and -^i' imofly distrib-

uted as to be inade(iuate to our needs."

Tiyht favors a nortliwestwai'd discharge of the Portsmouth river and

so maps it in Plate I, Professional Paper, No. 1.3 (JOH).

Bownoeker has studied the de<'p boriuKs of west central Ohio and finds

evidence of a deep channel running from Anna to Celina, north to Rockford

and west into Indiana, as far as Grant county, where no borings by which

it may be 1 raced are found (10, 11). This old channel may be a continua-

tion of the preglacial stream in question (Portsmouth river), and Leverett

suggests that it may he a tributary of the Wabash (Co: 183-4; see 109, p.

2;; and PI. 1 1, but adds: "The size of the valley indicates that it drained

at most only a few counties of western Ohio."

Between Manchester, Ohio, and Madisou, Indiana, the Ohio crosses

three cols, which means that it is the united parts of four basins. The

Licking and Kentucky rivers ai-e thought by both Bownoeker and Fowke

to have been united to form a single stream at Hamilton. Fowke and Tight

think that from Hamilton it flowed northward along the Great Miami re-

^ersed. Leverett, who opposes the idea, states. "It is probable that the old

drainage south from the latitude of Dayton followed nearly the course of

the present line to the Ohio. . . . The old Ohio was entered by the

Great Miami near Hamilton. The latter stream makes slight departures

from the line of the old Ohio below Hamilton, the old Ohio channel being

in part farther west than the Great Miami." (05, p. 184.)

Fowke believes that the old channel l)etween Hamilton and tlie mouth

of the Kentucky was erode<l by the Kentucky river, instead of the Ohio.

He says: "In other words, that stream, instead of following tlie i)resent

Ohio as it does now, or flowing across Indiana, turned to the east and

north and joined the Licking at Hamilton. There is no other channel

through which it could have gone. . . . From Hamilton northward

the old river bed is filled with drift and has not been traced. There can be

no doubt, however, that it joined the old Kanawha (Chillicothe) north of

Dayton, probably in the neighborhood of Piqua." (30). The preglacial

head of the Ohio is by this theory placed at Madison, Indiana.

The present course of the Ohio is due to the action of the ice-sheet

which dammed the north flowing streams, forming lakes in the basins which

overflowed at the lowest point in the divides between basins to the next

lower ueigliboring basin. The lakes endured sufficiently long for the present

Ohio to establish itself in the course which it now follows (36, 109).
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THE PREGr.ACIAL DRAINA(;E OF THE RASIX OF THE GREAT
LAKE8.

The Great Lakes liave been so closely connected with the glacial history

of the Mississippi basin, their origin is so closely connected with the pre-

tclacial Mississippi basin that it seems well to add a chapter to present

briefly what is known about their preglacial history.

Newberry was oiie of the earliest writers to state the theory now so

universally believed, that the ante<-e(lent of the Great Lakes was a great

river system. According to him the tirst stiggestion of the notion was

given by deep borings In the valley of the Cuyahoga at Cleveland, which is

a deep valley filled with drift (79). As early as 1882. in a summary of his

work. Newberry mentioned, among other points, that he believed that "an

extensive system of drainage lines which once traversed the continent, had

been subsciiucnlly tilled up and (ihlit<'r;ilc(l hy the drift of the i(t' jxtIuiI."

(70.)

Newberry thought the ontiet of the lakes throngh Ontario was thniugh

a jireglacial valley now occuiiit'd hy llic Mnli.iwk riwr. and so ina]ipi'(l

it in 187S. Spencer took exceiitiini to tills idea, sa.ving. "The Moh.awk course

will iKjt answer, as the geological siu'vey of I'ennsylvaiiia has shown that at

I.iltlt' Falls. Herkimer ((luiity. thi> .Moh.nwk tlows over iiictaniorpiiic rocks."

(7!>. I Lesley a<ldeil tlint this rock divide was '.mil feet above the floor of

Lake Ontario.

Spencer began the study of the connection between Lake Erie and Lake

Ontario before ]SS(», and in 1S.S1 annonnced that lie h.ad found that the

coniu'ction was through the Dundas Valley ['.>A\. and Newberry at once

declared that he him.self had proi»hesied IJie location of the connection where

Sjjencer found it. Sih-uc er thought that the outlet of the preglacial valley

<jccupied by Lake Ontario could not be the St. liawrence river. l)ecause the

bed of the St. Lawrence river is of solid rock CM), nor the Mohawk, be-

cause of tiie rock divide :it Little Falls. The cliannels through northern

-New York were unimportant and would not answer. The Seneca basin

and tbe Susquehanna seemed available at first, for the dcH'ix-st part of Lake

Ontario is north of Seneca Lake, but too much subsidence would be required

(94). After studying the Ijeaches about Lake Ontario and noticing that

they were tilted to the west, Spencer announced tliat the iireglacial outlet

was down the St. Lawrence (97. Kmi. Later he worked out the system of
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chaniK'ls wbicli is shown iu Fig, 4 (100, 101). Spencer suggested that Lake

Michigan had a preglacial outlet to the south or southwest (93).

Upham (12.5, 128) toolv exception to Spencer's interpretation of the

direction of the Laurentian preglacial drainage, and offered the theory that

"A great trunk stream flowing south along the bed of Lake Michigan drew

its chief tributaries on one side from the basins of Lakes Huron, Erie and

Ontario, and the other side from the basin of Lake Superior." He held

that during the latter half of the Cretaceous period nearly all the drainage

area which now forms :\Iinnesota and tlic drainage Itasin of the Missouri

river was depressed and C(jvered by the sea, while the contiguous area

forming the Great Lakes region was dry land and continued so up to the

coming of the Ice Age. The divide separating this area from the basins

draining to the Atlantic, extended "along the Allegheny mountain belt and

directly onward northeasterly to the Adirondacks, turning tlu-nce north-

westerly across the Ontario highlands ... to the present height of

land north of Lake SuiMerior." Spencer's preglacial stream system was.

therefore, probably limited to the headwater streams now represented

by the Lake Champlain basin and the Saguenay and Ottawa rivers.

Lately Grabau (43) has intei'preted the preglacial drainage of the

(Jreat Lakes region in a manner different from Spencer and Upham. His

theory briefly stated is this : The old surface of the pre-Cambrian rocks

was worn away by long continued erosion and there were laid down upon

them horizontally, but unconformably, the newer beds of Ordovician and

Silurian rock. Then followed an uplift greater in the north, tilting the

new beds southward with a dip of about 2.5 feet per mile. Following the

uplift was a period of erosion, wherein the region "suffered an enormous

amount of denudation, having been brought to the condition of a low nearly

level tract or peneplain a little above sea level."' Then the surface was sub-

merged and beds of Devonian limestone, shales, and sandstones were laid

down over it. The sea bottom itt'came dry laud and another cycle of erosion

began. The uplifted beds formed a "broad essentially monotonous" coastal

plain sloping gently southward. Consequent streams flowed southward down

the slope. The great master streams developed were the Saginaw, Dundas

and Genesee rivers, and probably some of the Finger lake valleys. As ero-

sion proceeded, the slojiing harder beds endured and cuestas were formed,

having their steeper slojics to tin- nortli. Along the foot (»f the escirp-

jneiits the subsetpient stre.'ims flowed to the niaster streams. The Buffalo.
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the Tonawanda and other large tributaries coming in at right angles to the

consequent streams are the subsequent sti"!eams and some of their vallej^s

are now the basins of the Great Lakes.

Short gullies, or tributaries to the subsequent streams, called obsequent

streams, worked headward into the cliffs of the cuestas. Such a stream

was the St. David's gorge, which, however, was not the pi-eglacial Niagara,

as was once believed by Scovell. Pohlnian (84) and others.

The direction of preglacial drainage postulated by the theory above Is

in accord with the theories of Upham (128), Westgate (137), Russel (88),

and also A. W. G. Wilson, who has worked the preglacial drainage of the

region east and iiortli of Lake Ontario in detail (140) (I'late VI).
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INTKODLCTORV.

In the following pages I wish to record the more important results

of my experiments in the cross-fertilization of fishes. These have been in

l)rogress more or less continuonsly since 1898. These ex])crinients were

originally undertaken with (piite another oh.iect in view, namely, for inherit-

ance and cytological studies. .V survey of available nearly related forms

was made that would successfully hyln'idize for variation and inheritance

studies. AnotJier purpose was the hybridization of forms with different

shaped chromosomes, so that the behavior of the latter could be followed in

development. It soon developed Ihat tlie i)ossibility of cross-fertilizing

fishes was very much greater than had hitherto been supposed. This led

me to seek all possible <-ombinations of si)ecies of whatever relationship

123—26988]
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that happened to be spawning at the same time, and note the possibility and

character of impregnation, the development of the liybrids and tlie fate

of developing embryos.

The writer wishes to express his sincere thanlvs to I'rof. Charles B.

Davenport for privileges enjoyed at the Miami Laboratory. Cold Spring

Harbor ; to Hon. Geo. M. Bowers and Supt. Francis B. Sumner for privileges

at the United States Fish Commission Laboratories at W(»ods Hall, and to

the trustees of the Elizabeth Thompson Science Fund for a grant that made

it possible incidentally to gather some of tlu' data included in this i-eport.

HISTORICAL.

With one exception, to be noted later, it is possible to impregnate the

eggs of any of the si)eci.es tried, with th<' sperm of any other sjiecies tried,

although they belonged to widely separated orders. Isolated instances of

equally, or even more distinct cros.scs hav<' been recorded. .Vpiielbif (!)4)

made the following crosses among fishes:

Pleuronectes platessa 9

X
Gadus morhua cf

Labrus rupestris 9

X
Gadus morhua cf

In each of llicsc ilic species belong to distinct orders. .\ iiorlion oidy of

the eggs w<'re imiHcgnated. A few showed irregnlarit ies in cleavage, and

were presumably polyspei'niic. The I'jiropean Aiiiiihibi.i liave been exten-

sively hybridized by I'tliigei- ( "S-J i and by Horn ("s:;!. 'j'lie former succcH'ded

in iniiiivgnating liie eggs of lidmi fiisca witli ilie sperm of both 'I'lilnn

alpestris and '/'riton hioiint iis, i. c. ;in .\nuran with a Urodele. 'I'be seg-

mentation, however, was irregulai' so that all the «*ggs were ))robably iioly-

siiermic. .Morgan ('!»:!
i sncceeded in impregnating the eggs of Astcriax with

the si)erni of Ailmcid. He obt.-iined norni.il cleavage, the larva' developing,

to blastul:e .ind gastrul.e. His exiK'riments were carefully ix'iieated l)y

Driescii CUS) without result. .Mathews ("ni) believed Morgan's n'sults

were dn<' to iiartiienogenesis induc<'(l by shaking thv* eggs. Loeb ('03). worU

ing with the Pacific Coast Echinoderms. found it impossil)l<' under normal

condition to fertilize the eggs .if Sirainnilocc ntnitnst pni iiuniiux with the
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sperm of any of the starfish. However, by changing the constitution of the sea

water he succeed^ in getting impregnations (in some cases 50 per cent.)

between .s'. inirtiiinitiis<^ and AstciHis odiriicca. Segmentation was normal;

the larv;e developed into bliistuhe and gastruke, some showing the differ-

entiation of the intestine. Many other experiments in hybridizing fishes

have been recorded. These, however, were all between nearly related

species, mostly among the domesticated salmonidte and cyprinidne. It would

not be to the point to pass tliese in review here. For a good summary of

these the reader is referred to Ackermann ('98).

METHODS.

The method of effecting the crosses and the iirecautions taken to pre-

vent contamination with other sperms, were in all cases essentially the

same. The sexes of the same species were kept in separate aiiuaria. The

eggs were expressed into well sterilized watch glasses after which the milt

was added. Before adding the milt a sufficient number of eggs were taken

from the lot and placed in a fingerbowl of water, as a control. The

fertilized lot was also placed in a fingerbowl and allowed to develop there.

After the per cent, and character of impregnation was determined and tlie

development well along in segmentation, changes of water sufliciently

frequent to insui'e normal conditions for development were made.^ All

dishes, pipettes, etc.. were thoroughly sterilized, first with hot water and

then with 9.5 per cent, alcohol. Notwithstanding the fact that it was

found that little danger of contamination existed, the precautions were

strictly observed. In not a single instance was there any suspicion that

the eggs were not fertilized by the desired sperm.

' I v/ish to call attention to one defect In tlie methods of rearini; the hybrid

pg^s. It may ba objected that while the rearing of the eggs in the fingerbowl may
be satisfactory for Fnndiilus and some other species it is not normal for a hybrid

egg having a sperm from a species that has. for instance, pelagic mode of life diu'ing

its developmental stages. This unnatural condition may, therefore, in part at

least, be responsible for the failures in the development, or even the particular

stages at which development ceases. This objection, so far as we know, may or may
not be of value. I see no way to avoid this experimental error, since it is not prac-

ticable to cater to the demands of one of the parent species without, theoretically

at least, infringing on the other. It may be said, however, that many of the speci(»s,

especially those on which most stress has been laid, have been successfully reared

by this method, e. x., all the species of Fundulus, the two species of Sticklebacks,

and the iwo species of Menidia. It is the belief of the writer that this oljjection

may be disregarded.
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DESCKIPTIOX OF CROSSES.

In the following detailed description of tlie various crosses only such

details are included as seemed valuable. Certain of the crosses were kept

tinder observation much more closely than others, and these are more

completely considered. It seemed desinible, however, to list the other

crosses made, giving brief notes when such seemed worth while. A com-

plete list of all the crosses made is included in Table 9.

FiniiJiiliis lictcrocUtiis. female,

X
Mcnidid iiutdta. male.

This cross was mad*' more frequcnrly and studied more completely

than ;iny of the others. A description of the chromosomal behavior has Iicch

published by the writer ('94). I included there also a lirief description of

the develojmient. For the sake of completeness tliis may be incorporate 1

here. The percentajfe of eggs fertilized varies from 70 to !•;'.. Actual counts

weix' not made in all the exiieriments. The percentages in four deleniiina-

tions were as follows:

Kjcpcrimcnt 24b 87 per cent.

25b 80 " "

24b 93" "

12t) 70" "

Of the eggs impregnated, aiiproxiniatfly '<*> per cent, are (piite constantly

dlspermic. Very few are po]ysi>ermic so far as can be ascertained by the

mode of cleavage. The disiK-rmic eggs never go further than to the close

of cleavage. The noniiaily imiiregnatrd eggs go through the cleavage

stages in a i>erfectly nonnal fashion. This is tru<' both for the form and the

rhythm of cleavage. In the foUowing table is given a comparison of a lot

of hybrid eggs with a lot of normals. The eggs were taken from the same

female, fertilized at the sniiic nioinent and kejtt mider similar conditions.

The observations weix' made at the same time on both lots of eggs and the

stage at which each was found was recorded as accurately as possible.
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Time of Observation.

Table 1.

Fund. X Find. Fund. X Men.

9.10 p. M
9.40 P. M
10.00 p. M
10.15 p. M
10.20 p. M
10.30 p. .M

11.00 p. M
9.00 A. M
9.00 p. M
9.00 A. M.

3.00 p. M
5.30 p. M.

., June 26

, June 26.

, June 26.

, June 26.

, June 26.

, June 26.

, June 26.

, June 27.

, June 27.

, June 28.

, June 28.

June 28.

9.00 a. m., June 29.

In 2 cells.

Beginning i cells.

Completion 4 cells.

Beginning 8 cells.

Well begun on 8 cells.

In 8 cells.

Beginning 16 cells.

Well along in segmentation.

Well begun on gastrulation.

l+over the yolk.

Blastopore closed.

Blastopore closed, the embryo

long and narrow.

Embryo with optic vesicle.

In 2 cells.

Beginning 4 cells.

Completion 4 cells.

Beginning 8 cells.

Well begun on 8 cells.

In 8 cells.

Beginning 16 cells.

Well along in .segmentation.

First trace of gastrulation.

5 or less over the yolk.

I over the yolk.

Blastoporeclosingornearly losed;

embryo much shorter than nor-

mal.

Blastopore closed, embrj'o short,

no optic vesicle; apparently

dead.

'Eggs fertilized at 7 p. m., June 26.

From tliis tabk' it will be seen tliat the hybrids fall behind the nor-

mals in their develoiim:c'nt. This becomes aiipareni only in the later stages.

In the latter stages considerable irregularity in the rate of development

obtains, i'sually in a lot of eggs most <if wiiidi have the blastojiore just

closed, some eggs may be found that have just entered upon the germ-ring

stage. Others may be variously further along. The number of such tardy

eggs is usually small. Tnese eggs may stop their development at various

stages with couseQuent shortened embryos and incomplete blastopore closure.

In this aborted condition they may live for days, forming pigment both in

the eml)]-yo and in the yolk. This mass of cells may even develop a heart

and ear vesicles. The heart beats for days without, however, handling any

blood. From such condition to one where the embryo seems at first to be

practically normal there are all stages. The great majority of the embryos

die at a coiditiou where the blastopore is closed, the embryo is laid down,

though somewhat short, with pigment developed but no lieart, eyes, etc.

Some of the embryos, under favorable conditions, develop considerably

lurther. In the more successful of these the yolk becomes highly pigmented

with both kinds of chromatophores. The same is true of the embryo. There

is an attempt at pattern formation, showing bilateral symmetry but lacking
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any marlced uuiformity in the different en\br.vf»s. A small proportion of the

embryos may show only the re(l(lish-brt)\vii iiitrnieiit cells with complete ab-

sence of mefanaphores. Snch embryos are of a stril^intrly brilliant reddish-

brown color. '1 he black piLTiiicnt may be (U'luisiti'd in the eyes, however.

The body of the embryo becomes considerably elongated, though never as

long as the normals. The muscle segments aif* well developed; the vacu-

olated notocord can be seen and the indications of the vertebral spines can

in some cases l>e made out from a surtai c view. I have not seen the dorsal

and caudal fin-folds developed, excep' "'i a very rudimentary way; the pec-

torals, on the other hand, may be lU'cseiit, and in somo embryos are larger

than normal. The eyes are at first normally formed, showing as normal

optic cujis and a well developed lens, and having the normal size. I'igment

begins to be deposited uukIi as in tlic normal, but does not become as abun-

dant. The eye does not keeji pace, however, with the normals, so that it

linally becomes too small, too slightly ]iigmenled and often lying too low

as well ;is too far forward. Tlic ear vesicle may become very large, apjiear-

ing as a itronnnent bulb on either side The otoliths can be i)lainly seen.

I have seen no indiciition if a m nth. Tlic br.iin vesicles form in the

earlier stage of the dcvcliipuM'iil of these bylirids. hater the In-aiii shows

cavities varying in size and regularity, hut (|ult(> different from the normals.

The jieri-cardial cavity usually becomes (|uite l.iige with a volume one-

fourtli or one-third the size of the whole yolk sphere. The heart becomes

often much dr.iwn out. In other ca.si's it is relatively short and may show

regions of differeiilialioii. This p>ilsafes vigorously, the wave g'oing in the

proper direction. I obtiiined .1 single «'iiihiyo tliat succeeded in establishing

a circulation so that blood w.is handled by the heart and circulated through

the embryo and ever the yolk. This circulation lasted for three days, when

the vessels iM^canie clogged. 'I be lieart cimtiMued. however, to beat without

moving any blood. Tin usual condition is to h.ive no circulation established.

Isolated regions on the yolk show cai)ill;iiies with ccdored contents, but no

movement of the latter obtains. In the embryo, likewise, lakelets of blood

form, a favorite i»lace lieinii in the median ventral part of the tail just

posterior to the yolk. I have kept embryos ;ilive for twenty-nine days.

The yolk may become retluced to oiie-half or more in amount. The embryo

will not hatch.
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Medinia notata. female.

X
FiitKliilus lieteroclitiis. male.

The reciprocal of the in'eceding cross was made four times. The per-

centage of impregnation does not seem to rnn as high as in the reciprocal

cross. Thus:
Experiment 23b 14 per cent.

27 Small per cent.

131) 88 per cent.

It is probable that tht' lower [lercentages of impregnation in experi-

ments 2.3b and 27 have no significance. The experiments show that nnder

favorable conditions a very high per cent, of impregnation is possible—

a

condition probably varying bnt little from the normal.

The condition of dispermy present to snch a large extent in the recip-

rocals does not obtain in this cross.

The rate of development during the earlier stages was the same

as that of the normal. The i)rocess. however, showed a slowing dnring the

later cleavage stages, as was shown by the ncn-mals pretty generally entering

upon the germ-ring stage, earlier than the hybrids. Inspection of Table 2.

in which the stages of the normals and hybrids are placed in parallel col-

nmns, will show that fi'imi this point the developmental i)rocesses were

considerably slowtnl. 'i hns. when the blastopore is closed, and the eyes are

present in the normals at 4 p. m. (;/l-">. the hybrids have reached only the

stage where the embryo has crept h to 5 over the yolk.

T.\BLE 2.
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The development during the cleavage stages, similar to the reciprocal

cross, proc'ceds normally. It is only in the subsequent stages that the

effect of hybridization manifests itself. This shows itself for one thing in

the great irreg\ilarity of the stages at a given moment. At a time when

some of the eggs have proceeded as far as they will go, the greater number

of the eggs are in all stages, back to the close of cleavage. This is much

more marked than in the I'eciprocals. It is possible, however, that this

is a function of the egg. since even the normals show a considerably greater

number of sti-agglers than do the normal Fundnlus eggs. The eggs of

this species are evidently less hardy and thus may lend themselves less

perfectly to the methods used in rearing them. When development finally

ceases the embryos are. for tlif must part, nearing tlie closure of the blasto-

pore, the more succfsstul uncs sluiwing an emliryn with the optic vesicles,

but with the body shorter than tiu- nurnials. The conditions ai'e not essen-

tially different from that described lor the reciprocals. (>xcept that, as a

whole, the development gives out at a sonicwli.-it c.-irlier iieriud. This, as

already indicated, is pdssilily due to the less iiardy cdiidilion of the INIenidia

egg.

I' II ml II I IIS III It rnclitiis. female.

X
M> iiiilia !)niiilis. male.

Menidia gracilis is distinguished with dilHcnlty from Menidia notata,

exccfit in its smaller size, 'i'hree experiments wei'e made witli this cross.

Tlie perc<-ntage of eggs imim'gn.iled was as l"(i]h)\\s:

'M per cent.

.Al)Out ,5 per cent.

HI per cent.

In exiieriment .">(»1 the wet met bud w.is em]iiiiyed wiiid! pr()l)al)ly is re-

sponsible f';r tlie low percentj-.ge. The controls wiiJi normal Fundnlus eggs

sb.owed a c<)rresi)ondingly low jier icnl. of inrpregnation.

The number of dispermic and pdlyspei laic eggs was considerably less

than in the cross witii Menidi.i notat:i. In xprriment ."ti;! ilit" per cent, was

thirteen, about tv.o-tliirds of wbicb xm'Ic dis|permic.

Tlie rate of <leveloiiiiient .and liie sla;-'e at wliich it slops is similar to

that of the cross with Menidia notata. .\s a whole the lunniier of eggs that

successfully effect the closure oi' the blastopor,- is greater and the emiiryos

\;iry consjderalily less in their lengths, iiitproacliing more nearly to the nor-

K
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mals. Tln' rudiments of the eye are present. The reciiivof-al of this cross

was not atteuiiited.

In this cHiss many of tl'.c e.u.i^s stop th«'ir dcvcloiinu'iit at the closure of

the bhistojthorc witli tin' main axis of tlie enil)ry() laid down. Many of the

eggs continue tlicir dcvehipmcnt to a varying degree and with varying nor-

mality. None of them, however, are developed in a iit-rfectly normal rnan-

iK^r. Among these embryos which live for a week or ten days, the most

grotesque features appear. The yolk and embryo become pigmented, often

very heavily, though not ncu-mally. On the yolk the pigment cells may be

quite large, or quite tin.ely branched, and they are likely to congregate in

certain places, instead of having a distribution such as is found on the

normal embryo. A favorite i)lace for such congregation is on the surface

between the ver.v large pericardial cavity and the yolk where the pigment

cells may densely cover the area. In the embryo the distribution of the pig-

ment may be more or less regulai'. Thus along the dorsal side two rows

may appear in the anterior portion, one on either side, these converging into

a single median band running well out tow'ards the posterior end. Both

kinds of pigment cells, red and lilaik. are well represented.

The heart is alwa.vs developed in these embryos and usually pulsates

quite vigorously. The excessive development of the pericardial cavity which

usually appears as a large clear vesicle—sometimes one-third the size of

the yolk—has the effect of stretching the hciirt out to a great length. As a

consequence a curious wries of modifications obtain in the different embryos,

from a relatively normal heart, although always more or less elongated, to

strikingly aberrant conditions, in which the pulsating portion of the heart

has become associated with the yolk bordering on the lower portion of the

large pericardial cavity, and is a mere mass of cells without apparent

strncturf. and connected with the upper border of the pericardial cavity

near the embryo, by an extremely slender protoplasmic thread. No lumen

can be detected in either portion and the only effect of the rythmical and

vigorcais pulsations of the lower yolk portion is to stretch this filament, and

pull the yolk upwards so that the latter rocks continually. The usual thing

is for the heart to develop a cavity in the interior and the peristaltic pulsa-

tions jiass in the right direction, i. e., toward the embryo. Out of hundreds

of such hearts, many of them relatively normal, which I have examined,

I have never seen one carrying blood, certainly not blood containing red

corpuscles. In regard to the rest of the circulatory sj'stem there is very
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little to say since it fails to develop. I have never seen any indication of

bloodvessels, either in the embryo or in the yolk so far as these could be

made out by circlulatin.^ bltnid. 'I'liere is now and then an <'nibryo that

shows what seems, from j^urface view, a little lakelet (if blood. No corpus-

cles, however, can be seen, and I think they are only accunuilations of a

pigment of some sort. Xeverllulcss a considerable portion of the yolk sub-

stance is absorbed. This is transferred to the embryo by iirobably the same

method as is employed prior to the develoiiment of tlu> vascular system.

The body of the embryo is .ilwMVs nuicli too slion .-md aiijiears heavy.

The tail may develop to a consi(h'rable leuLith, and in the more successful

individuals may show the caudal tin-folds with Hue radiations. The body

lacks regularity of form and outliii','. .Muscle segments develop, plainly

marked off by the brown pigment deposits along their borders. The muscle

segments are active, shown by tiie fr»M|uent movements of the tail.

The eyes may be developi»d to varying degrees, (U- in many embryos

there is no indicatio'.i of an i-yo. A <iuite common condition is the appear-

ance of only a single eye. Sou'c of the embryos show an accumulation of

pigment cells either in two patclics or one. which because of their location

and the fact that they are in rather well-circurascribed i)atches, probably

reiiresent the eye. Two eyes are formed in many. These are always located

far forward, so that they se<'m set into the anterior surface of the head.

These may be ipiite large, well pigmenlcd and showing .1 lens, or they may

be smaller, varying to a condition where merely two small pigment areas

are located on tlie veiy extreme anterior tilt of the ixiinted head.

The ear vesicle is usually formed. In tlie place where the vesicle should

be there is conuuonl\ formed, in tlie older embryos, an enlarged vesicular

structure. This, in some cases, is beyond doubt the enlarged ear vesicle.

The embryos gradually die. but the better formed ones liave lived for me

for ten daj's after the normals had hatched.

I' II ihI II I IIS Ik t( I'iclitiis. female,

y
't'iiiiti>!i)tliil)i iix 11(1spcift lis. male.

This cross was made five times. The jiercentage of impregnation may

be almost normal, as shown in exi»eriment 86 in the following table:

Experiment 28b 65 per cent

.

34b 17 " "

36 90 " "

102b 3.5 " •'
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Practically all of the eggs were normally impregnated, a very few of

the eggs fell directly into fonr and six cells. '1 he rate of development was

the same as the normals, nnti! the later stages, when the hybrids fell

behind, as shown in Table 3. The table would indicate that the hybrids

were a little slower in their cleavage, but this is so slight that no value

can be {ilaced on it. considering the difficulty in telling exactly the moment

\\ hen a new set of furrows begin.

Many of the eggs go far enough to form the embryonic ring and the

embryonic shield. The )irotiiplasiii continues to sjjread over the yolk until

it is encompassed about two-thirds the way, (jr nearly closed. The embryo,

however, does not form in the shield as it should. T have seen many eggs

forming the germ ring and embryonic shield perfectly. Th:e protoplasm

continues to grow over the yolk, but the embryo fails to develop perfectly.

It is usually much too short and often with the blastopore about closed,

there has failed to develop any embryo at all in the shield, the latter re-

maining a mere mass of cells.

Table 3.
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Time.

Table 4.

Tautoglabrus

X
Tautoglabrus.

Tautoglabrus

X
FUNDULUS.

9.30 p. M., July 4.

10.30 p. M., July 4.

10.45 P. M., July 4.

10.50 P. M., July 4.

11.00 p. M., July 4.

11.10 p.m., July 4.

11.15 p.m., July 4.

11.30 p. M., July 4.

11.55 p. m.. July 4.

Fertilized.

Two cells.

Begin. 4 cells.

Well jiiong in 4 cells.

Clo«e of 4 cells.

Well begun on S cells

Well along in 8 cells.

Begin. 16 cells.

10+cells.

Fertilized.

Two cells.

Close of 2 cells.

Begin. 4 cells.

Well along in 4 cells

Close of 4 cells.

Begin. 8 cells.

Close of 8 cells.

16+cell9.

FkikIiiIhs li<'t(ri)clHii.<i, feinnle,

X
Tantoiju oniiis, iikiiii\

The iicrcentai:*^ i»f eirirs riTlili/.td in iiu- tlircf ('.xitcriincnts iiuulo was as

follows

:

Kxperiment 104 fifi per cent

.

108 40 •' •'

,50fi 26 " •

It i« not iiroiiahU- tli.-il v illi piTrcctly fifsli milt llic iKTcentaire wonkl

ho hif^her. 1 have oltscrvnl. tii- m-x |inuhnis of liotli sexes in this sitecies

materially deteriorat*' upon <onfinenient of liio lisli. cv^-n lor .i short time.

In experiment r»Ot> arood eir^^ \v«re used .ind pii-tCft ly Iresh milt in ahnn-

dance was us«'d. rraeticiiUy ;ill o!" the lerlilizcd e^iis are nonn.illy imjtrei:-

nated. In exiierimenr ."(Xi every iiniirejrnatfd e;;^ w.is normal.

The develoiiincnl iii-ncecds in the same nianiuT as in th<' cross hetwtvn

Fundiilns ;ind Tanto.ulahnis. .Most of the e.i,'.s:s t'nriu n delinite enihry(Hiic

rim and an aitparently normal emhryonic shi^'ld. hut even thoujih they

may p> to tho closure of the hlastopore. the cmhryo is always nuich too

short, never exceedini; one-half the normal lenu'lh. Tln-y are mostly shorter

thtiii this, a mere Ihickepcd mass of <(>lls d«'velo)ied in the emhryonic shield.

In some ciscs the hlastopore is itr.ictic;ill\ closed, surrounded hy ;i hroad

emhryonic rim with tin emhryonic shield devoid of ;iny einhryo.
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Fiindnlus lietcrocUtus, female.

X
(id.-iicroHtC'us hispiiiosiis, male.

The percentage of eggs impregnated may be nearly normal, thus:

Experiment 26d 86 per cent.

105d 18 " "

A very few of the eggs may be polyspermic. The details of the de-

velopment of the hybrid and the normals occur in the table following. It

will be noticed that the developmental ])r(jcesses keep apace initil the close

of cleavage. During the formation of the embryo the hybrids fall percep-

tibly behind. Most of the eggs go to the closure of the blastopore, although

this is accomplished in many eggs only imperfectly. The embryos are

largely shorter than the normals. The details of development are item-

ized in Table 5.

Table 5.

Time.
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of the development rate, etc., in the lun-uials and hybrids are Inchided in

Table 6.

Table 6.

Time.
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Table 7.

Time.
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Fuiuliiliis hcfcidcntiis. female.

X
I'll II (I II I lis li::,i:.:lllll!<. Ilialf.

Fnndulns diaithanns was obtaiiK'd from a fresh water lake, ami was

crossed many times in Imth directions with Fmululus heteroclitns. In the

present cross I was never able to get a hi;:lu'r dogree of impregnation than

80 per cent. Often I failed altogether and usually there was only an occa-

sional fertilized egg—less than 1 per cent. This may have been due partly

to the difficulty of getting enough good milt. In one instance I found about

one-half of the eggs polyspermic. The eggs develop along in a normal

fashion, going somewhat slower in the later stages, and hatch. I have

reared some of the embryos for t\\() weeks and they seemed perfectly

active and otherwise normal. The «'ggs were n-nrcd iu b()th fresh and sea

water.

Finidiiliis (liiiiilKiiiiis. Un\\ii\(\

X
Fitiidnliis lu:! . I it II X. male.

\\ Ik'Ii Fniiiiiiliis diapliaiius is used as the female nearly all of llu' «"4gs

may he imimv'nated. Tims:

Experiment 6b Nearly 100 per cent.

13a " 62 • "

18a " 91 " "

The eggs an- practically all normally fertilized and hat<'hed. These 1

have reared for tw< nty-lwo days after hatching.

Fumliiliis liiii roilil iix, female,

X
Ciinoscion regalis, male.

The eggs of I'nnilnlus are fertilized as perfectly with tlie sperm of the

Squetegue as with its own milt. I bus :

lOxperinient 513 92 per cent.

514 90 •' "

Only about 2 iK-r ctnit. of the egr/s ww palys] ermic. A tabulated outline

of the development compared with tlie normal is as follows:
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Table 8.

Time.
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tail is shown. Notocord and muscles are developed. A long tubular heart

extends across the rather large pericardial sac. The body shows many

finely divided pigment cells. These show, in general, a bilateral distribution.

Even this embryo is considerably Uxt short. The contractions of the body

are vigorous and frequent. The heai't beats considerably slower than the

normal. This embryo lived until the normals had hatched.

The development of eyes, as in the i)receding embryo, is uncommon.

There are often pigmented areas which are probably the representatives of

this organ, but no definite vesicles or cups. In many of the embryos the

anterior end is occupied by enlarged vesicles which is more or less heavily

pigmented.

All the embryos are too short, many of them mere short masses of cells

without any caudal elongation at all. They are all highly pigmented, the

prevailing color being a reddish-brnwii. These cells are as a rule very finely

divided. The dark pignienl cells are n'lalively few in number and are,

as a whole, much less finely branched. I have never been able to see any

bloodvessels that were carrying bloo<l. In a few instances irregular lakelets,

reddish in colnr. njipeared. but I have been unable to detect any corpuscles

in them.

In addition to the abovo cros.ses it seems wnitli while to include the

other crosses effected. Tf> these much less iittention was given so that in a

description of Iheni < iily such jx^ints as .seem relevant will be given.

Vron.se-'i iritfi daMerostcus hisijinosus.

Besides the crosses already described between Gasterosteus bispinosus

and Fundulus heteruditus. the following were attempted:

GasteroatiVff hisjiinnsKfi, female,

X
Apeltes quadruciis. male.

In the single attempt to make this cros.s. only 17 per cent, of the eggs

were impregnat«'d. The eggs from a single femaU' were used. It is probable

that further attemjds with more favorable females would yield a greater

jier cent, of impn'gnation. The fertilized eggs wi're normally impregnated.

After the cleavage stages the hybrids fell behind the normals .so that while

the latter had closed the blastopore, the hybrids had encompassed the yolk

about three-fourths of the way. Seven embiyos were hatched and were in

an apparently normal condition. These were kept alive for four days.
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A smaller proportion of the embryos failed to emerge from the membranes.

These were helped out but showed the coiled tail so common among fish

embryos that seem to have thrived poorly. The hybrids, however, appeared

less healthy than a lot of normals that were fertilized at the same time,

and kept under the same conditions. These mostly lived three and four

days longer. As far as can be judged from this single experiment, it is

doubtful whether many of these hybrids, even with the care and proper con-

ditions supplied, could be successfully reared.

Apeltef! quadrucun, female,

X
Ciasterosteus bispiaunKS, male.

Two tests Avere made. In one of them 18 per cent, of the eggs were

impregnated. The embryos showed the usual slowing in the rate of de-

velopment after close of cleavage. The development went to the stage of

hatching, two emerging but showing little vigor. They died after the sec-

ond day of emergence. The embryos that failed to emerge, for the most

l)art lived as long as the two which had hatched. The success of this cross

is probably the same as that of the reciprocal.

(iasfcrosti'iis bi:^ii)ii(>sH-s, female,

X
MenhJia notat a. male.

The eggs of this stickleback are practically all impregnated when placed

with Menidia sperm. In the two experiments tried, 100 per cent, and 70

per cent, wt^re fertilized. A small per cent, of these are polyspermic. The

development keeps well apace with the normals until ti)\vard the closure

of the lilastnpore. The embryo is laid down, the eyes are formed, but the

anterior region of body is finite heavy. Pigment forms and the heart is de-

Aeloped. I have nev«n' seen fins form in these hybrids. The embryos soon

die, owing ixissibly to the fact that the eggs even iiornially do not do well

in a fingerbowl of water.

M<ni<lia Hot'tta, female,

X
Gasterosteus Mspinosus, male.

This cross was made but once. All of the eggs were fertilized. The

development was followed to the closure of the blastopore. They doubtless
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developed further since my notes, at this stage, show them to be in a good

condition.

Gastcrostcus hispino-^ua, female,

X
Mcnidia gracilis, male.

In two of the three experiments made with tliis cross, practically 100

per cent, of the eggs were normally impregnated. The eggs develop at the

same rate as the normals until the latter half of gastrnlation, when the

hybrids fall behind. Must uf the eggs form embryos. These are short, with

heavy anterior portion. The jiosterior one-half or one-third of embryo

remains quite rudimentary. Thi' anterior enlarged end develops eyes that in

the earlier stages are apparently normal. The heart is formed and pul-

sates. I have kept these eml)ry()s alive for live days.

(iastcrostciis bi.siiiuo^iis, female,

X
TiuitoiHi oiiHis. male.

Practically Kmi per cent, of the eggs were normally fertilized in the

single cross made. The eggs show the usual slowing in development at the

do.se of segmentation. About ."lO per cent, of the embryos died at a stage

when gastrnlation was from one-liiii-d to (iue-lialf i-ouiph'ted. Tlie remainder

more or less completely closed the blastopore. The anterior portion of

embiTo is heavy. No eyes and heart were observed. The embryos died

three days after closure of the blastojiorc.

diisfi r()sf( ii.s hisiiiiiosiis, female,

X
TdiitoiildhvHx adsiK isiis. mah-.

Seventy-four per cent, in one experiment and pra<ti(ally l<»(i per cent,

in the otlier were mu-mally imiiregnated. The embryijs developed more suc-

cessfully than when Tautoga was used as the male. A large iier cent, of

the eggs attempted to close the blastopon-. The anterior v\u\ of cmliryo was

large, eyes and heart were develojicd but not normally. The cmbiyos lived'

for live days in this condition.

Mciiidid iioliild, female,

X
Taiitof/a onitis, male.

Eighty i)er cent, of all the eggs were normally fertilized. The embryos
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were followed to the closure of the blastopore. The embryos were shorter

than normals.

Tautoyu onitis, female.

X
Menidia notata, male.

In this cross GO per cent, of the eggs were impregnated. Some dispermy

and poly.spermy occurred. There was a heavy mortality at the germ ring

stage and subsequently. The ring spread about two-thirds over the yolk

in some of them, when owing probably to bad conditions, all died.

Fuiidulu.s (lUii)h(niiis, female,

X
Eiiponiotis gibbosKS, male.

The cross between the fresh vi^ater Fundulus and Eupoinotis is from the

standpoint of impregnation, much more successful than when the egg of

Fundulus heteroclitus is used. 1'he percentage of eggs fertilized may be

as high as 70 per cent.

Experiment 12 .56 per cent.

17a 11 " "

18b 70 " "

22a 23 " "

I have always found a considerable number of imperfect eggs which

accounts in a measure for the usual low per cent, of eggs fertilized. A par-

ticularly large number occurred in Example 17a. A few of the eggs are

iwlyspermic in each experiment, probably, however, not many more than in

the normals, where there may be as many as 5 per cent, polyspermic. The

development stops when the protoplasm has spread about one-half over

the yolk. Embryonic ring and shield are formed, but very little evidence of

embryonic differentiation being shown in the shield. The protoplasm looks

granular and opaque instead of clear, as in the normals.

Opsdimx tun, female, a

X
Fund 111 lis hetcroclifiix, male.

In the one experiment made, twenty-one out of thirty-seven eggs were

found in the 2 and 4-celled stage eight hours and twenty-five minutes after

fertilization. A few of the eggs were -polyspermic. They were followed to

later cleavage.
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Opsuitiif! tail, female.

X
Tfiiit<i(/(jUihri(>i iKU/tcrsiiN. maie.

One out of thirteen egjrs was iniiJre.Lcnated in tiie single experiment.

The rate of fleavaj.'e was the same as in the above cross.

0/>.s«((».s tan, female,

X
M( iiidia iiotafd. male.

ThirtcHMi out of seventeen e.irirs were inii>reirnal('(l. Xoni- of the eggs

were jiolysiiermic. The eleava^'o r.itc w.is the ^^.-inic ;!s' liic Ojisaims X
Fuiidulus cross listed above.

The i-eciprocals of the alK>ve named three crosses with (>i)sanus tau e.iigs

were attemiited but withoiut success. This was dovibtless due to th<' unri)>e

condition of the ri)sanns tau milt, since I was also unsuccessful in obtaining

normals.

In additii'U to the crosses ('ctaih'd almxe the fuUowinir wi-i-e also ef-

fecte<l (See Table 0( :

Fundulus heteroclitus ? X Apeltcs cpiudnuMis rf*.

Tautoga onitis ? X Tautogolabrus ad.spor.sus ff

.

Tautogolabru.s ad.spersus + X Tautoga onitis cf.

Coregonus chipeiformi.s ? X Argyrosumus artcdi rf

.

Argyrosomus artedi 9 X Corcgonus clupciformis ff

.

Cri.stivomer namaycush ? X Salvclinu.s fontinalis rf*.
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SUMMARY OF P:XPERIMENTS.

INTRODUCTORY. •

111 the preceding detailed account of the various crosses effected are

included combinations between forms of teleosts, ranging from closely re-

lated species within the same genus to species belonging to widely separated

onicrs. Their relati(inslii]is are suiiiiii,iri/,( il hclow. tlie figures set opposit"

e:!ch indiriitiiig the niunber of different couiliinatioiis made in eacli grou]):'

Between different species of same genus 2

" " genera of same family 4

families of same order.. 1

orders of same class 17

A number of interestiug facts aiijjcar from the above table and from a

clos*'r inspection of the more detailed Table !). In all the crosses attemitted

with till- exceiitiiiii of the crdss in whicji (I|ismiiiis tan was used as the male,

iuipregnation was pnssihle. The siu'nii of liie single Opsanus tan specimen

used was not ripe in the thre^^ combiiiatiniis attempted, so that it is impossi-

ble to say wiiether these crosses are i)ossibN'.

CilARACTl H OK 1 .\1 TRKd \ ATIO.V.

In many of the crosses the impregii;il ion was wlinijy moimii.mI. In soni"

there was iii addition to the noi'iuallx iiiiprcmiated eggs, a var.xing number

of (lisperniic ami polysjicnnic inipregnat i<ins. .\mong tiie altnornially im-

l)regnated eggs the disiiei'inic was very much more <-onnnoii than the poly-

spermic condition. In the (li-^iiermic eggs liie proloplasmic disc, as is well

known, falls at once into four c«'lls. Scclions of these eoiiditions show thai

two male proiuiclei fuse with the egg pi-oniicjciis : wh.cl her a<l(lil imiai sperma-

tozoa enter such eggs, bnt ivniain fundionless so far as early cleavage is

conceriH'd, I am not able to say. In the ]K)lys]KM*mie eggs the protoi)lasm

Calls at once into si.\ or iiiorc cells. The cases coming under my observa-

tion in which many cells at once appeared, lunc been ratliei' rare.

PKKCENTAdK OV !• KK I I I.IZA I IO.\.

A strikini: fact is the large iMn'ceulage of eggs impregnated, in fully

Iwo-thii'ds of the cros,ses this ran above r»(> jhm* cent., and in many of the

((Mnbinations it ran above 7."> per cent. A glanc«> at Table will show that

this is not in any way correlated with the ne.-iniess of relationship.

' This is re])respnt(^ri in more (ielailcrl form in Table !>.
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The li)W jiercentage of impregnation, on the otlier hand, must be re-

gavded in most case:-!, I foe] sure, as due to anfavoral)k' conditions of the

milt, and in some cases to tlie unripe condition of tlie eggs. Males that

have passed the height of their breeding season, or which may have been

less able to endure the conditicms of confinement in aquaria usually show a

reduced fertilizing jiower compared to perfectly fresh and rii)e individual.

The testes were in all the experiments cut out, so that it is quite probable

that in many cases imperfect milt was used, I was, furthermore, not able to

establish any constant difference in the percentage of impregnations in re-

ciprocals. Allowing for the infiuence of the condition of the milt in deter-

mining the ])ercentage of impregnation, in all cases where a fair trial was

made in reciprocal crossing of two species it was approximately as high in

one direction as the other. It is interesting to note here that Kammerer

07 using fresh water lishes, found, among the few forms he used, two crosses,

Perea tiuviatilis x Acerina schraetsci- ind I-uciojierca sandra x Perca tiuvia-

tilis, in which it was possible to impregnate when the hrst named in each

case was the male, but not if female. It is also impossible to fertilize the

eggs of Aspro zingel with the milt from the following nearly related forms:

Perca tiuviatilis, Lucioperca sandra and Acerina spV, but was able to fer-

tilize them with the milt from the distantly related form Cottus gobio. It

would seem from these exiieriments tliat fresh water fishes lend themselves

less generally to hybridization than the marine species.

Kammerer's st.-itement that the eggs of Aspro zingel are fertile to the

sperm of the distantly related form Cottiis gobio wlien they were immune

to the three nearly related forms above indicated, bec-ause Cottus had a

similar habitat, and had with this also ac(iuired the ]wwer to fertilize this

species is. of course, a mere fancy. If he had tried to cross this form with

other distantly related forms he would probably have found that they, too,

would fertilize the eggs regardless of their habitat relationship.

DEVELOPMENT.

In my study of the development of these various hybrids I have not

attempted to get a complete nmrphological picture, nor have I paid much

attention to the inheritance aspect. I have regarded development rather

from a physiological standpoint. The main points of interest, therefore,

have been, tirst, how generally and within what limits can the sex-products

of the various forms of teleosts be grafted upon each other, so to speak.
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and start rlevelopment. Second. How far will development proceed in the

various combinations, and in what respects are the processes normal and

abnormal?

In every combination effected the earlier phases of cleavage are passed

through in a perfectly normal manner. The same is true of the later stages

of cleavage excepting the rate of development. This will be further consid-

ered below. From the late cleavage on, the history of the different hybrids

becomes much more varied. In those hybrids resulting from species nearly

related—belonging to the same genus or to closely allied genera—most of

the embryos may complete their development to the point of hatching, or

beyond. Even among these, however, a number variable but nuich greater

than in normal embr.vos. may show abnormalities along the course of their

development, such as occur more altund.Miitly in the liyltrids betw^H'u nuirL"

distantly related forms. Hybrids between species more distantly related

than above indicated, so far as my experiments go, never com])lete their de-

velopment to the point of hatching. The stage in whicli tlicy will go depends

again upon the nearness of their relationsliip. In the more successful of

such distant crosses Fundulus-M<'ni(lia hybrids, many of the embryos may

go far enough to form fairly well (levclniicd eyes, cai- vesicles, tail, muscles,

central nervous system, heart, color i)atern, tins, etc.. but many of these

structures in the l.Mter stages are variously .-ibnormal. A large proportion of

all the embryos, however, fail to readi sudi .•idvanced stag*-. From these

hybrids we have almost every condition to such as obtains in the hybrids

between Fundnlus heteroclitus x Tautogolabrus adspersus. where none of

the embryos go much beyond the closure of the blastopore, and where it is

not possible to siwak of the formation of organs. 'I he more characteristic

and striking abnormalities appearing beyond the cleavage stage in these

\arious hybrids may be brietiy considered.

In the last stages of cleavage and iluring the earlier i)hases of germ

ring formation it is usually not possible to distinguish the hybrids from the

uornials excepting in the stage of advancement. In some combinations, such

as Fundulus heteroclitus x Tautogolabrus adsi)ersus, etc, one can very cniii-

monly see the formation of a rather large clear area under the blastodisc

which is filled v/ith a clear fluid. I have followed such eggs and they do

not bring their development to as advanced a stage as those eggs of the

same lots that do not show this abnormality. They may form a very good

embryquie ring and shield and may overlap the yolk for a third of the way
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.'liicl there die. In a few cases the vesicle was obserA'ect to he so large as to

act as the yolk ball so that the protoijlasm attempted to encompass it.

Embryonic shield might form and even lay down tlie axis of the embryo.

These, like the above, soon died. In all hybrid eggs, bnt particularly those

obtained from distantly related species, the period of gastrnlation is one of

great mortality. The ^embryos usually enter upon the germ ring and shield

stage rather normally and simultaneously, but from this period to the

closure of the blastopore the greatest variation in stages obtains. In some

of the less successful crosses most of the eggs .never succeed in iiroperly

closing the blastopore, but come to a standstill so far as this process is con-

cerned at various stages, and continue the rudimentary formation of an

embryo in the embryonic shield.

These aborted embryos may in some cases remain alive for days, devel-

oi>ing pigment, a rudimentary heart, pericardial cavit.v, etc.

A very common deformity in the more successful embryos is the failure

of the tail to bud out so that the embryos, very generall.v, are too short. A

striking instance of this fact appeared in the hybrids between Saveliuus

fontinalis, female, and Cristivomor namaycush, male. This cross is quite

successful, and the writer has succeetled in rearing 2,300 of them to finger-

lings. Among this lot, a very large per cent, were deformed, and in every

instance the deformity occurred in the region posterior to the anus. The

portion anterior to the anus was normal in every way so far as proportions

are concerned. The same is true of the caudal fin. But the i-egion between

this and the aiiu.s showed all degrees of shortening, the extremes appearing

as if the caudal fin were directly set into the body of the fish. The anal fin

was often wanting altogether, even in some that had the caudal peduncle

otherwise normally developed.' This process of the elongation of the caudal

end of the embryo seems evidently a difficult one, giving rise to the common

abnormalities in this region. In those crosses where a portion of the

( nibryos succeed in laying down the fundamental organs such as the eyes,

ears, brain, heart, muscles, :etc.. i»romise well to carry their development to

completion. In every instance, however, regardless of how normal the

crganogenetic px-ocesses may at first be, they show a very clearly defined

abortive influence in a short time. This begins to show itself shortly after

the time when the circulation is established in the normal embryo. This

fails to develop properly in all these hybrids that fail to complete their de-

' A detailed description of tliese iiybrids arc reviewed in a separate paper.
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velopment. The heart usually diffei-eutiates and a pericardial oavity forms

which comniouly distends to enormous proportions. This has the effect of

del'orming the lieart usually into a much oloncrated structure. The yolk and

the embryo may in some instances differentiate blood vessels, but I have

only in one instance observed either the heart or blood vessels handling any

blood. The result of this is that the eml)ryo which may up to this period

be quite normal in its developmental processes, has its food restricted to

what may be directly absorbed from the yollv through other agents than the

blood. That the embryo does thus obtain some food is evident from the

progressive I'eductlon of the yolk and the increased size, and the long con-

tinued life of the embryo.

The eyes in rare cases may i)e quite normal. From tiiis condition all

degrees of abnormalities obtain. The oyes are conunonly too small, hn-ated

too far forward and too low down. Often an eye is developed only on one

side. The eye may be rudimentary to the extent of being only a large black

pigmented area in the region of the forebrain. A large iiroporlion of the

embryo develoi) no indication <.f an eye.

The ear may develop as a vesicle wJiicli in some cases shows otoliths.

Commonly '.liis vesicle bc'couies nuisi dister.ded. apjK^u'ing as a |)rominent

projection on either side. The ear less frequently ajipears than the eye.

The centr.il nervous system may Ik* laid down, the brain even showing

some of the iirim.iry divisions in the nioi'c sncce.'<st\il cniiiryos.

The notocord is commonly present. The embryos may develop a varying

number of simiites, and (piit*' commonly when these are i)resent. some of

the cells becduie coiitr.-iclih' so that Ihc wlmlc cnibryo undergoes movements.

The fins rarely ai)pear. but in some inst.-inces the iie<tor;il fins may be

much larger vhan in the normal fish.

If an embryo is l.-iid down .il all it r.iicly (miius tluit iiigment does not

develop, both on the yolk and in the body nt (lie eiiibryo. In some cases

this may be quite liejjvily develoiied. showing iMcuinnlations ot large and

highly branched chromatoi>ho!-es. In the better developed eniiiryos a sinqile

pattern may develop showing varying degi'ees of bilateral symmetry.

The rate of development of the hybrid egg compared with that of the

egg species, w.as noted in many instances. Comparative tables are given

above in the detailed descriptions of the various hybrids.

The earlier cleavage stages in every case was that of the species from

which the egg was taken. This is true whether the rate of cleavage from the
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sperm species is more rapid or slower than that of tlie egg species. Tlius.

reference to Table 3, where Fundulus heteroclitus was the egg species and

Tantogolabrus adspersus was the male species, the rhythm of cleavage fol-

lows exactly that of Fundulus, although that of Tantogolabrus is very much

faster. Xhe reciprocal shown in Table 4 shows that the rate again is that

of the egg species—Tautog()l:il)i'ns. This is true ;ill the way through, liut

attentiiii) is called to the hyln'ids with Oi'sauus t:ui. where the cleavage

rhythm is relatively so extremely slow. (Page 373.) These facts are in

accord with many observations made hy others, especially Driesch ('OS)

on Echinoderms. Newman ('08. '10) obtained the same results in his

P^mdulus heteroclitus—P'undulus majalis hybrids. Fischel ("06), on the

contrary, maintains that the influence of the sperm in some of the Echino-

derm hybrids, makes itself felt even in the first cleavage. It is important

to note, however, that such influence as he can detect is alwa.vs to slow

the development. This is what I find everywhere, as will appear further

on. but I have not been able to detect it during the early cleavage stages.

This slowing of the developmenral processes is to be looked upon as patho-

logical, a sort of incompatibility of the two germinal substances in such

cases as it occurs. If it is permissible, as some authors do, to speak of the

rhythm of cleavage as a character of the organism, then all my experiments

most clearly show that the rate of earlier cleavage of the embryo is unin-

fluenced by the sperm, and mny be rcgai'ded as wholly determined by

the egg.

In hiter cleavage and all subse(iuent stages, the influence' of the

strange sperm becomes api)arent in all the cases that I have carefully

watched. It should be said here that hybrids between the nearly related

si)ecies were not studied in this jjarticular. but only those between the more

distant forms. The influence of the strange sperm was in every case to

retard devplopment, usually to a marked degree, regardless of whether

the developmental ])i'ocess(s in tlic sperm species was nuicii more rapid or

slower than in the egg species. Thus Tantogolabrus adsju-rsus takes only

from tweniy-f(uu- to thirty-six hours to hatch, while P'undulus heteroclitus

takes from ten days to fourteen days, the hyl)rids, using Fundulus as the

egg species, are slower in their development than Fundulus itself. The

tendency, then, among fish hybrids obtained by combining distantly related

species, is to develop slower after their earlier cleavage stages, than the

egg species. It is, therefore, interesting to note Newnuui's result where
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he foniul a distinct acceleration in the later cleavage stages and snhse-

quently in the hyhrids between Fundnliis luajalis. female x Fundulus

heteroclitus. male.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND THEORETICAL.

SELECTIVE FERTILIZATION.

In a general consideration of these experiments, perhaps the most

striking fact that appears is the uniformity with which it is possible to

cross-fertilize the various species of teleosts. The percentage of eggs fer-

tilized is in practically all cases a high one-—fifty per cent., and, in the

majority of cases, seventy-five i)er cent, or over. When one reflects uimiu

the reason for one's astonishment at this, he finds it in the fact that we

have all, those of us who have given the matter any thought at all. allowed

rnrselvcs to grow into the l)eliet lliat thei" is a sort of sjiecific .ithnity or

adaptation existing between an egg and the siiermatozoon of the same

species. This assinni'tion may or may not be true. So far as the writer

has bee)i able to determine, tliere is extant no evidence that this is the

case in the aiumal egg. A possible exceiitioii is to l)e found in the ex-

periments of Dnngeni ("01). who linds that in the <\ggs of the star-

fish th<'i'e is a sul)stance which is iioi^onnns tdward the sixtiu of the s'.-a

urchin, but not vice versa. It is easy to see tlial under such conditions

the spermatozoa of the starfish woidd l»e favored.

On the other hand, w-e have exix-riments liy I'.nllcr on .all tin' grouiis

of Echinoderms which seem to show that there exists no specific attinity.

chemical or otherwise, between the egg .-ind its own si>ermatozoon.

Tlie writer is elsewhere pubiisliing :i detailed account of his experi-

ments on selective fertilization in fishes. It may be proper, however, to

i)riefly call attention in this connection to a f<'W of tlie results he obtained.

First. 'I'he tVict .above stated, that ,iniii:m lliese lishes il is jiossible so

uniforndy to cross-fertilize the different species h'uds no sui)port to the

"specific adaptation" theory. Second. When a lot of Fnnduhis heteroclitus

eggs are given a ch.-ince at a luixlur • i>\' \\\i< sperm, nne of wlucii is their

own and the othei- a strange sjiecies (Menidi.i. U<r inst:in<-et, tlie eggs do

not nwessarily show any preference fnr tlrir own sperm. In the case above

mentioned, for instance, the great majdrily (if the eggs prefer the Menidia

sperm In tlieir own. In other combiuiit ions tlie jproportion is about equal.

In still others the eggs may select nmre (>\' their own sjierm. The factor
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seems not to be the relationship of the sperm, but its vitality and fertilizing

power. Third, Experiments with various egg extracts and the like on the

behavior of spermatozoa give uo evidence of any attraction of an egg

for its own sperm or any toxic influence upon the strange sperm. It

seems, therefore, that in the case of these teleosts there is no evidence of

any specific adaptation of the egg for its own spermatozoon.

How can we account for these varying degrees of failure in develop-

ment in these various hybrids? This question is as old as our knowledge

of the common infertility of hybrids. Why should an animal or plant

hybrid carry its development in a perfectly normal and healthy manner

up to the final stage of sex product formation, and yet at this point so com-

monly fail? To this question we have up to the present time no definite

an.swer whatsoever.

DEGREE OF DEVEF.OPMENT AND SYSTEM.VriC KELATIO>"SniP.

In following the development of the various hybrids hereunder discussed

there appears one period in the development to which we might ascribe

the failure of development, more than any other : this is the defective devel-

opment of the circulatory system. Development in most crosses proceeds

often in a relatively normal manner up to the period of the differentiation

of the heart, blood A-essels and the ])l(i()d. In all the hybrids here consid-

ered that succeed in forming a circulatory system at all may begin to de-

velop the heart more or less normally, so that it regularly and vigorously

I'ulsates ])ul fails lo differentiati' the hlrcid and ])l()()d vessels. As a result

the heart manipulates no normal blood and, as a consequence, the food ab-

sorption of the embryo nuist occur through other channels than the blood.

Following this period the embryos invariably begin to lag behind, the organs

fail to properly differentiate, resulting in the stunted, sickly-looking,

starved hybrid. It would seem that if it were possible in some way to

help the hybrids to properly complete this system, development might be

carried mucli further, perhaps np to the point of hatching. But in the

case of some hybrids none of the embryos form a lieart and a varying per-

centage of all hybrids fall to develop the he:irt at all. even though the

mox'e successful ones complete develoi)nii'nt. Fiu'therniore. it often happens

that the circulatory system is apparently properly established and the de-

velopment carried to the point of hatching, or even beyond. l)ut they soon

die. Thus while it is undonl)tedly tiMie that the establishment of the cir-

[25—26988]
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culation is a vital stage in tlie proper progressive development of the

embryo and is followed in normal embryos by a period of rapid growth, the

question still remains, why does the circulatory system fail to develop

properly? Why do we have so many embryos stop their development before

the period of heart formation, and why do we have so commonly failures

to emerge from egsr. or die shortly after, when in the latter the circulation,

at least to all appearancies, has been normal".' If we consider the experi-

ments tabulatetl in Table 9 from the view point of the correlation between

the degree of devel(i]iment and the relationship of the species combined,

we see at once that only those species that belong to the same genus, or to

very closely relatefl genera, will produce hybrids that develop to the point

of hatching. Even within this group a difference in this respect can be

observed between species very closely related, and species more distantly

related. Thus Fundulus hcter<i(litus comltincd in <'ither direction with

Fundulus diaphanus will prodiiu' a hir^c jji'oport i(in <if free swimming em-

bryos. These tw<i spciics. altli(pu;rli tlic roniicr is a marine and the latter

fresh watei'. are structurally very cldscly aliicil. Kinidulns majalis is much

less closely related to Kumlulus hcteroclitus. although belonging to the

same genus. When the latter is taken as the female a large proportion of

vigorous fry are obtained. The reciin-dcal has never yielded me embryos

that would emerge from the egg. all hough, with the exception of the yolk

bag, normal in appearance. Then the sjiecies used belong to separate

genera the ]h-<pim>i tidu ef enil>ry<is thai emerge normally is, as a rule, nnn-h

smaller than in the preceding conditidu.

All species that are more removed from each other than closely related

genera, fail (o prdduce hybrid emhryds that will comidete devoldpment tn

the point of hatching. Among this latter group of hybrids the stage to

which develoi)ment is carried varies considerably in the different com-

binations. This, too, can Im' roughly correlated with the relationsbij) of the

species combined, so that two spedi's belonging to distantly related orders

like Fundulus heteroclitus x Tautdgolabrus .adsjiersus give I'ise to hybrids

that can iin( gn iiukIi lieyund the cldsure of the blastopdre. while if the same

form is crossed with its nearer relative, Menidia notata, develojiment ])rd-

ceeds very much further although slojis far from the point of hatching.

This will be further taken up below.

We produce, then, among fishes a series of hybrids that range in

success from those in which none of the embryos develop very much be-
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yond the "blastopore" stage though iutergradations to those in which the

embryos hatch iioniially and grow into adults, probably fertile creatui'es,

and this series is correlated with the systematic relationship existing be-

tween the two siR^L-ies crossed.

The work of (iuyer ("Od i on the spermatogenesis of hybrid pigeons

suggests that in Ihe final fdrniation of the sex products, difficulties arise

in the synopsis of the male and female chromatin! material, resulting in

abnormal spermatozoa. Stated in more general terms in the final forma-

tion of the sex cell tlie developmental and hereditary substances from the

two parents, fail to work harmoniously, giving rise to abnoi'mal develop-

ment. It is conceivable that an analogous process takes place in those

hybrids that are arrested much earlier in their development. Indeed, the

prevailing habit of thinking of developmental and hereditary determinants

in terms of units of some sort, suggests at once to our minds some such

picture as above indicated. In two nearly related species the develop-

mental mechanisms are so nearly alike that no serious conflicts, so to

s])eak, arise except possibly in the very last stages, namely, the forma-

tion of the sex cells. As a result, the development may be completed or all

but completed. When, however, two distinctly related species are combined

we have to do with two developmental mechanisms that are more divergent,

and the conflict develops early in the life of the organism with the con-

sequent modification of development, varying with the relationship. It is

difficult to find any appearances in uiy hybrids that specifically support

this view. It would seem that at le.-ist occasionally there would appear

specific modifications to the influence of the sperm over the egg species.

Thus it should be expected that the mode and rate of cleavage, the time

and method of gastrulation. etc.. should vary in a manner to be in a

measure at least due to the specific characteristics of the developmental

mechanisms of the sperm specirs. But this is just what one does not

find. The whole process of hybrid development presents the picture of a

pathological embryo, such as one sees when they are subjected to an un-

favorable condition, such as foul water, insufficient oxygen, unnatural

chemical media and the like. It is simply an arrest with subsequent

gradual deterioration of the tissues. Thus the monocular condition is likely

to residt if the optic vesicles fail to form properly and the anterior brain-

vesicle becoming pigmented in the cyclopian eye, or only one side develops

the vesicle and becomes pigmented. The slender strangulated heart may
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be accounted for by the abnormally large pericardial cavity which de-

velops, across which it becomes stretched. The large pericardial cavity may

be the result of the abnormal method of yi»lk absorption due to the failure

of the blood vessels to differentiate.

I have for three or four years looked upon these phenomena in my

own hybrid experiments as a i)rocess akin to that which obtains in the

transfusion ol' blood of strange species. The well known results of Lan-

dols ('75), Friedenthal ('99) and others l)ring out the important fact that

the htemolytic po^^'er of the bloods of t\A'o species varies in intensity with

the nearness of relationship of the species. In general two very closely

related animals will permit llie transfusion of their bloods with no or rela-

tively slight luemojytic action. As the forms become divergent in rela-

tionship the toxic action becomes progressively greater. In a similar man-

ner it has been shown tliat other tissues than idnod a<t toxically. Among

these are spermatozcia. The process in hybridizatidu may be conceived

something as follows: ^\hen the sperm brings its material into the strange

egg in fertilization it brin.^s with it llie suhstanc.' (•ai)able of poisoning the

egg substance or vice versji. We may suppose that the toxic action does

not manifest itself at once because of the relatively small proportion of the

sperm substance compared to that of tiie egg. Consetpicntly early cleavage

stages are in all cases passed tlirough in a norn)al manner. As, however,

the nuclear material grows and becomes more generally distributed through

the cytoplasmic mass as cleavage iiroceeds. the toxic action becomes mani-

fest in the retardation of the cleavage and subseipient developmental pro-

cesses. The intensity of the effect will vary with the degree of toxidity

existing between the two specivs coiicfriied. In ihe casi's of fishes where

cross fertilization is so generaluy jxissible it should be possible to get a

measure of this in the faitiifulness witli which the embryo rei)roduces the

normal developmental processes in the earlier stages, and the stage at

which these become arrested.

In the transfusion of bloods we have seen that the toxidity varies

rather closely with the systematic relationship of the animals. My ex-

periments so far as they go. show that this same law holds in hybridiza-

tion, and when taken in connection with what is already well known

about the production of so-called "successful" hybrids, I think, may be

interpreted as furnishing evidence for this view.
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In order to obtain a somewhat more definite idea of the influence of a

strange sperm upon the developmental processes, I have made a somewhat

careful comparison of the final stages of a series of hybrids all of which

had the same species, Fundulus heteroclitus, for the female but different

species for the male, these latter varying in their nearness of blood relation-

ship to the egg species. These males fall into four separate groups of two

species each. The male species in each group are closely related, but the

different groups vary in their relationship to the egg species from that of

the same genus to that of most widely separated orders. These groups are

as follows:

^ , f Fundulus heteroclitus X Fundulus majalis. ,

•-"""P^
l

" " " diaphanus.

(-, i
" " Menidia notata.

'^'°"P'^
1.

" " Menidia gracilis.

p o _f

" " Gasterosteus bispinosus.
P

t
" "

Apeltes quadracus.

r< «„„ A J
" " Tautogolabrus adspersus.

•""^""P*
1

" " Tautoga onitis.

In group 1. Fundulus majalis and Fundulus diaphanus will hybridize

and bring their development to hatching. The same is true of the two

species of Menidia in group No. 2. In group No. 3 the two species of

sticklebacks will cross and hatch, although I have been able to rear the

embryos for only a very short time. The Gunner and Tautog of Group

No. 4 will likewise cross and, althougla many abnormalites occur, some of

the embryos will hatch in a normal manner. When, however, these forms

are crossed with Fuiidulus heteroclitus very divergent results are obtained,

although in e\ery case most of the eggs are impregnated. In the first group

the embryos largelj' hatch .ind may be reared. Among the normals may

be found various abnormalities, but these are relatively rare. In the re-

maining groups the embryos never hatch, although in some cases may

remain alive in the egg for three or four weeks. Rut each of these groups

go to a characteristic stage of development and show civaracteristic abnor-

malities. In all of the last three groups the mortality is great during

the period from the formation of the germ ring to the closure of the

blastopore.

In group 2 a varying number may go far beyond this stage forming;

normally the early stages of the eye, ear, heart, notocord, somites, etc.

Although the early stages in the formation of these organs may be nor-

mal, It soon becomes apparent that the further processes becomes aborted.

The blood vessels do not properly differentiate, the pericardial cavity be-
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comes very large and the heart is commonly drawn out to a filamentous

form. This continues to beat until the death of the embryo, but does not

handle any blood. The eyes do not attain their full size, and may be poorly

pigmented. They often are abnormally set so that they occupy the fore-

part of the head. This may fuse into a median single eye or may be pres-

ent on one side only. The ear vesicles often become large and inflated, giv-

ing rise to a large rounded prominence on each side. The pigment cells

are very finely developed, show a tendency to a pattern and bilateral sym-

metry, but there is a lack of uniformity in this in the different embryos.

The embryos are shortened and may develop abnormally large pectoral

fins. It, is not necessary to give more than a general description at this

place.

Even within this group it is very easy to distinguish between the

hybrids in which the Menidia notata is used as the male from those in

which the Menidia gracilis is the male. The development of the former is

more successful in those that pass the blastopore closure stage, although

my experiments show that the mortality is greater at this point. The pig-

mentation is better developed and the various organs above mentioned

are laid down much more normally. As a consequence fewer and less pro-

nounced abnormalities occur. In the Fuudulus-Menidia gracilis cross it is

not uncommon to have only one eye formed. This may be lateral or may

be median. The eyes are commonly set much further anterior so as to

occupy the front of the head than in the nearly related cross.

In the crosses of group 3 we obtain quite a different series of

hybrid embryos. None of these will develop as far along as those in

group 2. There is the usual large morUility preceding and at the blas-

topore closure stage. The more successful embryos are much shorter, the

pigmentation is much less perfect, the black usually predominates, the eyes

are never normal, and often altogether wanting, and the life of the embryo

is shorter. The heai't and pericardial cavity is much the same as in the

Menidia hybrids, although I have seen no attempt to develop vessels on the

yolk. Their embryos show in every way that the developmental processes

have deteriorated much earlier than in the Menidia crosses.

When we come to group 4 we have a still more pronounced abortion

of the developmental processes. Many of the embryos close the blastopore

after a fashion, but the embryo is always much shortened, usually being a

mere streak of protoplasm. These embryos do not lengthen to form a
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tail, they form no eyes. Occasionally one or two poorly developed ear

vesicles show; pigment is irregularly and rather sparingly developed on

both the embryo and the yolk. These cells are practically all black with a

few small, poorly developed brownish ones. The heart may develop into a

protoplasmic pulsating mass showing no definite form. The pericardial

cavity is poorly developed or wanting. These embryos may remain alive

for a week or ten days, but never as long as the hybrids of the two pre-

ceding groups.

We can see from the foregoijig that within the narrow limits of the

species covei-ed, that the more distantly two species are separated in

their blood relationship when crossed, the earlier the developmental pro-

cesses come to a standstill. The writer, of course, thoroughly appreciates

that the foregoing facts are not necessarily evidence in favor of the view

taken. Ho desires merely to emphasize the analogy existing between the

conditions of hybridization and the known conditions of blood transfusion

and the like. His belief that this analogy is a significant one has been

strong enough to lead him into further, more direct experiments along this

line. The writer may even be permitted to express a hope of his that it

may be possible to control the procnesses of hybridization in a manner sim-

ilar to that which has already been brought about in the field of immunity.

SUMMABT.

1. The eggs of any of the species of teleosts tried may be impreg-

nated by the sperm of any other species tried.

2. The number of eggs fertilized is usually great, i. e., 75% or more.

This bears no relation to the nearness of relationship of the two species

concerned.

3. Normal impregnation is the rule, di- and polyspermy being the

exception.

4. Develo]iment in its early stages proceeds normally, the deleterious

effects of the two str;inge sex iiroducts upon each other showing only at

later cleavage or subsequently.

5. The rate of development in the early cleavage stages is always

that of the egg species. Any effect of the strange sperm upon the rate of

development shows itself by slowing the process regardless of whether the

rate of the sperm species is faster or slower than the egg species.

6. A period of great mortality in the developing hybrids is gastrula-
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tion. If the heart is formed, although it pumps no blood, the embryo may

remain alive for a considerable period, yolk absorption taking place to a

varying degree. If the heart handles blood and bloodvessels are differen-

tiated, the embryo is likely to develop to the point of hatching.

7. The numerous abnormalities appearing in the hybrid embryos are

due to a deterioration in the developmentiil processes, resulting probably

from the poisonous action of the sex products upon each other.

8. The success of the hybrids, i. e., the stage to which any given

hybrid will develop, is correlated with the nearness of relationship of the

two species used.

9. The mixing of unrelated sex products is looked upon as analogous

to the transfusion of unrelated bloods, the more distantly related the two

species concerned thc^ greater their toxidity.
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INTRODUCTION.

In 1909 I gave an account of the plankton of the subterranean stream

in the caves of Indiana University's cave farm. Among other things it was

found that the plankton is corai>osed of epigean forms and is derived from

ponds in such sink-holes as have an opening above their lowest points. A

study of the fauna of the ponds furnishing the cave plankton became

desirable.

^Contribution from the Zoological Laboratory of Indiana University No. 119.
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Ponds of this kind form a fresli water "unit of environment'' typical

for an area covering a part of twenty counties of soutliern Indiana, a strip

of Kentucliy and a part of Tennessee. Instead, however, of making a gen-

eral study of the'faunte of many of these ponds, a tjT)ical pond one-half

mile northeast of the campus of Indiana University has been studied in-

tensively. Its fauna has been deternnned. its physical factors and environ-

ment analyzed, and the processes at woi'k dcti'rmined in part, at least.

Observations on this pond extend from October. lOuS, to June, 1909,

and from September. 1!h>0, to September. 1910, with occasional visits from

September, 1910. to May, 1911. It was visited weekly or more often durinji

all but the summer months. No observations were made during the sum-

mer of 1909, but the pond was visiti'd monthly during the summer of 1910

(June 15, July IG. August 12).

Many other ponds have been examined, but detailed data concerning

them have not been collected. The observations on these have been in-

corporated in this ])aper when tliey made dear facts that could not be deter-

mined from this i)ond alone.

Aside from ])resenting a ])ictnre of the conditions in tliis pond, I hope

the data collected may furnish a basis for comparison with the larger

bodies of fresh water (glacial lakes and rivers), so many of which have

been under observation in recent years.

THE POND.

The form of the pond may be seen by reference to the map, No. 1. It

Is oval in shape and has a maxinnim length of 70 feet and width of 57 feet.

Its greatest depth is 4(; indies, but tliis is altained only during the heavy

rains of spring. Tlie south, east and north slo|)es are quite gentle, but the

west slope is so abrupt that within one foot of the shore, on the north end

of the west side, a depth is attainc(l whirli is only six inches le.ss than the

greatest depth of the pond. The b()ttom is covered with plant debris mixed

with a little fine clay derived from the wash from the slope above the

pond. This silt is small in (|Uiintity, the slojie being slight, the area

drainefl small, and a narrow zone of grass surrounding the imnd.

Location.—The location of this pond may be determined by examining

the Bloomington Quadrangle of the ITnited States Topographical Survey.

It is 940 feet above sea level and about 150 feet above the floor of the

valleys one mile distant. It is about 16 feet below the crest of an old
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monadnock, probably a remnant of the tertiary peneplain and near the

level of the pleistocene peneplain which forms the "skyline" in this region.

SCALE' 'Q ^1^
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Fig. 1. Map of Hill I'oiid. showing: (Icptli iu iiiehes at 10-ft. intervals when at the

overflow point.

'Ihe pleistocene peneplain is very much dissected in this locality. This

particular monadnock is completely isolated, valleys having cut into its
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sides from three directions, viz., south, west and north. The valley to the

north empties into Griffey Creek, a part of the drainage system of the

West E'ork of White River. The valleys to the west and south empty into

Clear Creek, a part of the drainage system of the East Fork of White

River.

No similar pond is nearer than two miles. The nearest perennial water

is in springs .33, .56 and .66 miles distant, and 100. 146 and 165 feet re-

spectively below the level of the pond. The accompanying profiles indi-

cate these slopes graphically. Fig. II. These statements indicate the isola-

tion of the pond.
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Fig. 3. Map shnwin;;- the formation of sink holos on tlie periphery of a valley.

The accompanying; map (Fig. Ill) beautifully illustrates this point.

it is based on data from the Bloomington quadrangle of the United States

Topographic Survey. A deep gorge from the southeast cuts well into the

old peneplain, thus tapping the water table. '1 he water on plain around the

periphery of this valley "sinks" into the limestone and comes to the sur-

face near the bottom of thie gorge.

In the area under discussion, the Ohio river and its tributaries supply

the surface drainage. Although any sort of limestone may develop sink-

holes, the Mitchell is th\^ sinkhole and cave-forming limestone par excel-

lence. Its qualities in relation to cave formation have been discussed by

Green ('08). He summarizes them as follows:
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"The Mitchell limestone, otherwise liiiown as the St. Louis, barren,

or cavernous limestone, is a bluish or grayish, hard, compact, even-grained

stone, generally having a conchoidnl fracture. It is so compact as to mal^e

it rather impervldus. Intercalated layers of blue-gray shale are frequent.

Large concretions of chert are characteristic of certain horizons. When

the stone weathers, tliese masses of chert do not dissolve, but break into

more or less angular fragments whicli strew the ground over the Mitchell

area. In Indiana the formation is also characteriv.ed by the common pres-

ence of a genus of corals known as Lithostrotion or Lonsdaleia. In some

places, such as western Monroe or southern Crawford County, there is a

typical white oolite ff>und near the top of the formation.

"Analysis shows the Mitchell to lie a very pure calcium carbonate, and

at Mitcliell, Lawrence County, from wliicli place the formation received its

name, it is extensively (luar^'led for making lime and cement.'

"The Mitchell limestone has long been known as the Cavernous lime-

stone. Both the Wyandotte Cave of Indiana and the ^Mammoth Cave of

Kentucky o'cur in lis strata. In thw?e counties in the vicinity of Mammotli

Cave, over five hundred caves arc known to exist. These facts lead us to

investigate the general adaptability of this limestone to cave formation.

"The reasons of this adaptability are numerous. Besides the bedding

planes, two sets of vertical joint-i)lanes exist, one set having a general east

and west direction and the other a north and south direction. Vertical

joint-planes are probably more numerous in this than any other of the

Mississippian limestones. Owing to the fact that the Mitchell is rather

impervious and often of a lithographic nature, the down tlowing water is

forced to follow the joint .ind Itedding planes. The underlying Salem lime-

stone contains joint-planes but is porous enough to become thoroughly sat-

urated instead of confining the water to joint-planes."

The presence of joint-planes, its impermeability and its solubility, are

the qualities of the Mitchell limestone which make it favorable to the

development of caves and sinkliolcs. It is obvious that if a stone is im-

liormeable and has joint-i>lanes, the water will trickle down through these

joints instead of being absorbed by the rock. If the rock is soluble and the

"In the southorij part of thp State it reaches a tliickness of 350 to 400 feet; in

the central jiart of its area, that is, in Lawrence and Monroe counties, the thicljness

is from 150 to 250 feet, and from here gradually thins toward the north."
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water contains carbonic acid gas in solution, as all meteoric water does,

cavities will be formed in it.

The regions in wliicli sinUiiuIes incur were originally covered with

deciduous forests and as a result the surface was covered with decaying

vegetable matter. It is well known that this condition reduces the surface

run off and allows more water to sink into the ground. Shaler ('91) has

also shown thiit this decaying humus i)roduces a large amount of carbonic

dioxide, so that the water, passing through it, is always saturated with

this acid. From these facts, it is iirobable that the formation of caves

and sinkholes formerly occurred more rapidly than at present.

What causes a sinkhole to develop at a particular point is somewhat

conjectural. Something occurs which increases the rate of solution at a

liarticular point. There may be a place in the stone which is more soluble

than the surrounding rock. It has been suggested that fault-lines may be

the initial cause of at least some of them. There is a fault near the mouth

of Shawnee cave in the Mitchell limestone but no line of sinkholes has de-

veloped along it.

It is quite possible that the tap roots of some of the walnuts, oaks and

similar trees of the original forests may have determined the location of

some of tht se depressions. These tap roots inidoubtedly reached bed rock

in many places. When they decayed they left a funnel shaped opening in

the soil, tilled with their own decaying stems. This funnel would con-

duct meteoric water immediately to bed rock and charge it with CO- as it

did so.

Cummings ('05, page 87) explains this formation as follow'S

:

"Where two joints intersect, the enlargement is apt to be greatest,

giving origin to funnels, narrowing gradually downward, and showing in

a beautiful way the formation of sinkholes, which are only such funnels of

solution gro-wn large."

Whatever may Initiate this proce.ss, after connection is once established

with a subterranean system, the processes of weathering, erosion, etc., en-

large the funnel in every direction. The funnel is really a valley whose

source or upper end is the ijerimeter of the cone and whose mouth or outlet

is the opening in the center. The sides of a young sinkhole are usually

very steep and its area limited, while those of an older one are more gentle,

with a much larger area. At any stage in the development of a sinkhole,

[2G—2G988]
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its outlet may become obstructed. The result is the formation of a poud.

If u young sinkhole is obstructed, a small and relatively deep pond re-

sults. The obstruction of an old sinkhole results in the foi'mation of a

shallow pund of considerable area.

Destruction.—The ponds ai-e no sooner formed than their destruction

begins by means of those factors \A'hich destroy all such topographic forms.

Few of them overflow, anl these only for a short time. Plant deposition

and the deposition of silt are the two principal factors operating for their

destruction. A pond formed in a young sinkhole which is located at or

near the summit of a hill, i. e., near the level of an old peneplain, does

not have as much silt washed into it as does a pond formed in an older sink-

hole or one that is located on the lower slope of a hill. Plants are rela-

tively a much greater factor in the destrucvion of the former than in liic

latter.

Our pond belongs to the first class. It has some clay deposited in it.

but plant debris forms the major part of its sediment. The rate of its de-

struction is known approximately for a period of 24 years. In 1887, it was

about eight or nine feet in depth ("deep enough to swim a horse"). It is

now slightly less than four feet, a difference of four feet, or one-fifth foot

deposition per year. So far as I know, this is the only case where the rate

of plant deposition is reducible to even approximate tigures.

The water is usually clear. A scum of iron oxide was fovnid on the

surface April 1, 1910. On August 12, lOKi, tlic water had a dark purplish

tinge, due to the decay of organic matter. Tlu' only time the pond was seen

to be muddy was after the rain of July 14. On this date it was quite

opaque and of a yellowish tinge, from the suspended silt. Silt is carried

into the pond only after very heavy rains, fctr reasons ])r<'vionsly stated.

For collecting insects, insect larva', algai. amphibian larvse, etc., ordi-

nary insect nets and dip nets made of bobbinet and scrim, were used. A
very useful net for collecting micro-organisms, when <iuantitative work is

not demanded, is a sampling net. manufactured by the Simplex Net Com-

pany, Ithaca, New York. It is made of bolting cloth No. 20, is three inches

in diameter, twelve inches long, and is operated by being thrown out into

the water and then drawn in. The ring is quite heavy so that it will sink
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if properly handled. The depth at which the net moves can then be regu-

lated by the rate at which it is drawn through the water.

The only difficulty experienced in operatijig this net was that the

ring carried the open end inider at once, thus catching enough air in the

net to float it. To obviate this difficulty, a 25x80 mm. glass shell partially

tilled with water was fastened to the apex of the net by means of a cork

stopper. 'I his carried the not under at once, and when the catch was made,

the cork was loosened and the collection dropped into the bottle.

For quantitative work, on such plankton as was present, the following

variation of the pumping method was used: The whole apparatus had to

be light enough to be portable. Snme difficulty was experienced in getting

a satisfactory pump. The pump used is known in the trade as the Barnes

hydro.iect pump, maiuifactured by Barnes Mfg. Co., Mansfield, Ohio. It has

a brass cylinder and throws one-fourth liter per stroke. Its general appear-

ance is shown in Fig 4. To this was attached a net of bolting silk (Du-

four No. 20) and a detachable bucket. (Windows covered with wire cloth.

200 meshes to the inch.) A thi-ee-qnarter inch hose (inside measurement)

was used. The end was closed with a cork and an opening made in the

side of the hose just above the cork, so that the water from a given level

might be secured with greater accuracy. The end of the hose was fastened

to a float, so that the collection could be taken from any depth desired.

By means of a rope and pulley, this float could be placed at any point in the

pond.

Material was killed in a 4% solution of formalin. All organisms were

counted in every collection except two. In investigating a small area, I

believe that greater accuracy is secured by filtering a small amount of

water and counting all the oragnisms than by filtering a large amount and

counting a fraction of it. The amount counted in either case must be large

enough to include samples of all the organisms present.

The source of error in the first case is the uneven distribution of organ-

isms at a given level. In the second case, the error is due to the difficulty

of thoroughly mixing organisms having a different specific gravity.

The soundings were taken when the pond was covered with ice. The

ice was ruled at ten-foot intervals, holes bored at the intersections, depth

measured through these openings and entered on the map of the pond. A

guage was set December 21, 1909. From the readings of the gauge, the

depth at any point at any time could be determined.
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The data concerning elevation wei'e talien in part from tlie United

States relief map of the Bloomington quadrangle, and in part from aver-

ages of the barometric readings. The bench mark established by the survey

on the university campus rendei'ed exact correlation possible.

The following annoted list of species gives a fairly complete picture of

the life in this pond. The list of flagellates and desmids is not exhaustive

The diatoms were ncit identified because of the inadequacy of accessible

literature. However, it may be stated that the diatom flora consists of

bottom inhabiting forms.

Rhizopoda— frotozoa.

Difflugia globulosa Dujardin.

This was the most common protozoan in the pond. It was found at all

seasons but was more common in 1910 than in 1909. It is reduced in

numbers during the winter but when the temperature begins to rise in the

spring, this species begins to increase in numbers. In 1910 this increase

was very regular from March to August. The Difflugia in the quantitative

plankton collections of that year belonged for the most part to this species.

In these collections the number per 100 liters varied from 28 on February 8

to 39,780 on August 12.

Difflugia oblonga Ehrenberg.

This variable species was a common form in 1909 but not so plentiful

in 1910.

Difflugia acuminata Ehrenberg.

Not common.

Difflugia urceolata Carter.

Common in the winter of 1909-TO. Greatly outnumbered by D. globu-

losa in the spring and sunnner. In plankton material killed in formalin,

I found a typical individual of urceolata with the mouth of its shell closely

appressed to that of a specimen of D. Globulosa. Whether this was a case

of fission, an animal building a new shell or an accident, I am unable to

state. I am inclined to the belief that the animal was dividing. The

rounded shell was slightly smaller than the spined one. If this be true,

the distinction between the two forms is of course not siteciflc.

Difflugia corona Wallick.

Observed occasionally.

Difflugia lobastoma Leidy.

Rare.
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Many variations in the nature and form of the test have been observed.

The studies of Penard ('02), Averintzev ('00) and others have resulted in

more than forty species being referred to this genus. The many variations

observed in the Diflaugia in this limited habitat make evident the value of

studies on the effect of age and environment upon the form of the test.

Such studies would certainly define the species more clearly than they are

at present. The difficulties of such experiments are obvious.

Ix^squerensia spiralis Schlumberger.

Rare.

Pontigulasia compressa Carter.

Nov. 9, 1909.

Arcella vulgaris Ehrenberg.

This species was very common on the bottom and in the vegetable debris

during the year lfK)9 but it was very much reduced in numbers the next

year. In the collections taken with the pump from .Tan. 5 to Aug. 12, it

occurred but once.

Centropyxis aculeata Stein.

Occurred rarely. Taken Jan. 5, 1909.

Actinophrys sol. Ehrenberg.

It was not found until May 28, 1910, when the water temperature was

20° C. It was quite common on that date and during the following month.

Flagellata—
Euglena viridis Ehrenberg.

Always present, but reaching its maximum development in Aug., '10.

when 27,560 per 100 liters of water were taken by filtering with No. 20

bolting silk. This filter undoubtedly allows some to pass through.

Phacus pleuronectes Miiller.

Phacus pyrum Ehrenberg.

Both species were present among the filamentous algse at all seasons

but never in great quantity. The former was much the more common. On

account of their ass<x-iation with the :ilg;i' tliey wore always more plentiful

in the margins of the pond.

Peridinium tabulatum Ehrenberg.

A form that was referred to this species was observed in some ma-

terial brought into the laboratory Jan. 18. 1910. This material consisted

of debris and water. It was kept In a clean glass jar covered with glass.
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Ordinarily this species develops in swarms but it never occurred in

quantity in the pond.

Trachelomonas annata Ehrenberg.

Obtained Jan. 18 and Feb. 2 by the same method as Peridinium, already

described.

Giliata—
Flalteris sp.

Common among algie at south end of pond, Apr., 1910.

Vorticella.

This genus occurred sporadically during the warmer months. Specific

identification was not made every time it was observed.

It was present as late as Nov. 25, 1909, and I'eappeared in May. The

most common form was referred to V. microstomata Ehrenberg. V. campa-

nula Ehrenberg was present in large quantities Oct. 26, 1910, when the

water temperature was 1.3.6° C.

Epistylus sp.

A ciliate belonging to this well marked genus was taken March 11,

attached to the edge of the thorax (usually near the posterior angle) of an

aquatic beetle. It is not referable to any species to whose description I

have access. The zooids, when completely expanded, are 1/5 mm. long by

1/12 mm. wide. The stems branch dichotomously and are segmented at the

base of each branch. The planes of successive branchings are usually at

right angles to each other. The branches are from 30 to 40 // long and

from 20 to 30 ,« wide. From this method of branching the colony tends

to form a spherical sector of increasing size. The outer surface of this

sphere is formed by the zooids, which when contracted in a well developed

colony, touch each other forming a continuous surface. The cell walls are

fairly firm and a limited surface is exposed. Some water is probably re-

tained among the stalks below the zooids. This seems to enable them to

prevent desiccation in a degree. The following observations support this

inference: A well developed colony attached to a bit of the thorax of a

beetle was left on a slide under a cover glass at 4 :20 p. m., room tem-

perature about 70°. The water under the cover soon evaporated. At 7:50

a. m. the following day, the slide was examined. The outlines of the con-

tracted zooids were still discernible. The colony was removed to tap water

in a stentor dish. At noon, about 20% had revived and were actively feed-
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ing. The amount of drying to which they had been subjected seems to be

near the limit for the species. They do not recover if completely desic-

cated. The relation of this to distribution will be noted subsequently.

PLATYHEI.MINTHES.

Trematoda—
Diplodiscus sp.^

Young trematodes belonging to this genus were taken from the ali-

mentary tract of the Iarv;p of Rana catesbiana Shaw during Feb., '11.

They wei-e free in the intestine of the amphibian larva*. The contents

of the digestive tract of the worm seemed to be derived from the surround-

ing medium, i. e.. the food material in the intestine of the "tadpole." Sex-

ually mature individuals were taken from larva* of the same frog about

one month later (Mar. 20, '11). I have been unable thus far to determine

the invertebrate host of this trematode in this pond. The most numerous

mollusc is Luccinea retusa Lea. But many dissections have failed to reveal

trematode infection.

The following intermediate stages taken with the plankton catches in

the open water have been noted. One cercaria on each of the following

dates: May 5, '09; Jan. 11, '10; Apr. 15, '10.

A ciliated larva was taken May 28, '10. The only evidence that these

are the developmental stages of Diplodiscus is that Diplodiscus is the only

trematode known from this pond.

TROCHELMINTHES.

Ten rotifers were identified from the pond. Others were observed

occasionally but were not identified. Their rare occurrence, and the fact

that the methods used in the preservation of tlie material were not

especially adapte<l to rotifers, often rendered exact identification Im-

possible.

Of the ten rotifers, three, Anurfrn acnhit(u Ehrenberg: Hydatina senta

Ehrenberg. and Monostyla luuarh Ehrenberg. occurred in quantity in the

open water of the pond. The first was common in 1908, the other two in

1910. The other five were never common.

^Identified by Prof. H. B. Ward,
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Anursea aculatea Ehrenberg.

Fouud Nov. 25, 1908, two days after the rain which ended the drouth

of that year. It was quite numerous that fall and was present the fol-

lowing year until December, but not in such numbers. It was absent

entirely in the collections of 1910.

Cathyp'ia luna Ehrenberg.

May 15, 1910. Not common.

Diurella tenuior Gosse,

Spring 1907. Rare.

Pedalion mirum Hudson.

Present in considerable numbers during May and June. 1909.

Rotifera tardus Ehrenberg.

April 15, 1911.

Anursea cochlearis Gosse.

In quantitative collection of April 14, 1910. One specimen; spines well

developed.

Hydatina senta Ehrenberg.

Appeared rarely in spring of 1910. First observed April 14. It did

not develop in any (iiiantity until July. On July 15 there were 1,560 per

100 liters of water. Aug. 12, this had increased to 1,625.

Monosttjla lundris Ehrenberg.

Appeared April 19, 1910. On that date there were 88 per 100 liters.

It reached its maximum development in July with 1,463 per 100 liters.

Monostyla cornuta Ehrenberg.

Aug. 15, 1910. This form may have been counted with preceding but

partial re-examination of material did not show this to be true.

Diglema forcepata Ehrenberg.

Occasionally from Feb. 4 to Aug. 15, 1910.

ANNELIDA.

OUf/ochcFta—
Limnodrilus sp.

An oligocha'te worm belonging to the family Tubificid.ie was referred

to this genus. Its complete anatomy has not yet been worked out. It

occurs in great numbers among the roots and about the root stalks of

Typha. In this pond, this is its exclusive habitat. The alimentary tracts
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of these worms are always filled with decaying vegetable matter. They are

ravenously eaten by Amblystoma larvae and Diemyctylus. These two facts

probably account for their occurrence in this limited habitat.

CEUSTACEA.

Arthropoda—
Daphnia pulex DeGeer.

Occurred twice, in March and April, 1909, and in May, June and July.

1910. Its maximum occuri-ence was on June 15, 1910, when there were 80

per hundred liters of water. In towing collections, often but a single

specimen was taken.

Rimocephalus vetellus Mueller.

The most conspicuous crustacean of the pond. It is numerous at all

seasons among the plants and plant remains. It is rarely taken in the

cpen water of the central part of the pond. Adults were taken two days

after the rain which terminated the drouth in 1908. It was found that in

cultures it takes from 10 to 12 days for adults to develop. From the.se

facts, it appears that this crustacean was able to survive the drouth as an

adult. To do tliis, it must have worked its way down tlirough the vege-

table debris to the water level. It is present at all periods of the year,

producing a maximum of 25 young in a brood. It maizes a slight diurnal

vertical migration. This is difficult to demonstrate quantitatively because

of its habitat. If the surface of the water be "skimmed" with a fine

meshed net during the day, very few if any individuals are taken. How-

ever, many individuals are taken by this operation at any hour of tlie

night during the summer months.

Alona quadrangularis Miiller.

Appeared in March, 1910. Taken with young in brood chambers.

Never more than 120 per hundred liters until May 28. when 69^5 per hun-

dred were taken. It varied during June. July and August from 500 to 780

per hundred liters, the maximum occurring on Aug. 12. Eggs were present

in brood clianibors in a large iM'r (•cut. of tlicni from .Vpril till August of

this year.

Cypridopsis vidua Brady.

Appeared as soon as the pond began to fill with water in Nov., 1908.

During the following winter and spring it was one of the most conspicuous

forms. No attempt was made to estimate its numbers, but a small quan-
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tity of water dipped from any part of the pond during this period always

contained them. They could be seen feeding at any time on vegetable

debris, Typha stems and algpe.

During the spring of 1909 the number began to decrease, and in the

autumn they disappeared. They were never observed in 1910, although

the pond was examined for them many times. This fact has an important

bearing upon the general problem of distribution, as will be pointed out

later.

Cypris virens Jurine.

This form has been present at all times but never developed in great

quantity. Its greenish color and the fact that it is more closely confined

to the substratum than Cypriclopsis vidua, render it less conspicuous.

Cyclops serrulatus Fischer.

Taken March 17, 1910, with eggs. Numerous in the shallower parts

of the pond during the latter part of the month.

Cj'clops bicuspidatus Glaus.

The typical form was present during the spring of 1910 but did not

occur in great numbers.

Most females taken were carrying egg sacks. During July and August

as noted in the discussion of the plankton, this species occurred in great

numbers, the maximum being on August 12, when 704,600 per 100 liters

were present. However, the individuals were smaller and the stylets

shorter and relatively thiclcer than in the spring forms.

Pearse ('05) reports this species as occurring in the spring in Ne-

braska. In the Illinois River, it is reported as a winter form, Kofoid ('03).

In Lake Michigan it is a summer form, Forbes ('82). In Wisconsin lakes

it is actiA^e in the cooler parts of the year and passes the summer in a

gelatinous cocoon. The seasonal distribution in different habitats of this

variable form offers an enticing problem.

Cyclops phaleratus Koch.

Taken during March, 1910. Numerous April 15, 1911. Found among

Typha and near the edge of the pond.

TARDIGRADA.

Macrobiotus.

A form which was referred to this genus was taken in the spring of

1910. They occurred in quantity on April 23, and for about one month
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thereafter, in the gelatinoas matrix around the eggs of the mollusc Snccinea

retusa Lea. 1 hey did uot occ-ur in egg masses recently laid. As the eggs

develop, the matrix gradually disintegrates and a large number of minute

flagellat«s develops in the matrix during this process of disintegration.

This, in part, accounts for the pre.^ence of the Tardigrada, for they were

feeding on the flagellates, the disintegrating matrix or both.

On May 15, one was taken containing 10 eggs which almost filled the

specimen. June 15, one was taken with 11 eggs. Others taken at this time

also contained eggs.

None was taken after June 15. Those taken on this date were captured

with a silk net in open water.

Hexapoda—
Notonecta sp.

This backswimmer emigrated from tlie pond when it dried up, if It had

been present previously. It was not observed during the spring of 1909,

but since that time it has been abundant.

Limnobates lineata sp.

Frequent near the margin (if the pond.

Hygrothechus sp.

This water strider was first observed .March 7. 1909. They appear

soon after the ice melts and remain until the freezing weather. Adults

hibernate. They are primarily the scavengers of the surface, yet the

rapidity with which they perform their work makes observation difficult,

as the following example indicates: On Mar. 24, 1910, an ichneumon fly

accidentally fell into the water. Instantly it was punctuwd by three

of these water-striders. In spite of its larger size and powerful struggle,

the ichneumon was soon reduced In jiractically an empty shell.

Cnemidotus 12-punctatus Say.

Always present on plant stems and debris. Noted by Blatchley as

more common in northern part of State than in southern. Hibernates.

Cnemidotus muticus Leclerc.

Occurs with preceding sjiecies. Rather more common. Hibernates.

Hydrocanthiis iricolor Say.

Present in considerable numbers throughout the year.

Laccophilus maculosus Say.
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Laccophilus fasciatus Aube.

Both species present in alidut eiiual numbers. Hibernate

Hydrovatus pustulatus Melsii.

About the southern limit of its range. Present throughout the year

but not numerous.

Coptotomus interrogatus Fabrieius.

One of the connnnn beetles in the ix)nd. Could be taken in numbers

at any season.

(Jraphoderes liberus Say.

Blatohley notes concerning this beetle : "Putnam and Lawrence coun-

ties, freriuent in woodland ponds." In this pond 1 have taken but one

specimen and have seen no other. This was taken June 6, 1910. It is

quite probable that it had just immigrated.

Dineutes assimilis Aube.

Present from April to October in characteristic groups on the surface

of the pond.

Tropisternus ndxtus Leclerc.

The most common beetle in the pond. Could be seen beneath the ice

in winter.

Berosus peregrinus Herbst.

Not common.

Of the four families of beetles Idund in this pond, the Gyrinidse are

confined to the surface, the Haliplid:e occur at the bottom "crawling" over

the plant stems and sticks, while the Dytiscidie and HydrophylidiTO occupy

the intervening space as well as surface and bottom. The surface supports

one species, the bottom two, while eight species are more generally dis-

tributed. 'I he Dytiscidse are represented by six speoies, the Hydrophilidse

by two. The Dytiscid.-e are much stronger swimmers and more voracious

feeders than the Hydrophilidie, which facts may account for their more

successful occupancy of the pond.

Hetferina americana Fabrieius.

Taken flying over pond Aug. 12, 1910.

Lestes congener Hagen.

Taken Sept. 1, 1910. On that date they were numerous over pond.

Ischnura verticalis Say.

Emerging June 18.
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Anax Junius Drury.

A single specimen Aug. 12.

Sympetrum vicinum Hagen.

Two specimens taken June 18.

Libellula pulchella Drury.

June 18. July 16, Aug. 12. Emerged from nymphs in aquaria during

June and July. Nymphs of this form were the most numerous of the

group.

Libellula lydia Drury.

Flying over pond Aug. 12.

Corethra.

Corethra larvae either had never been in this pond before 190!), or had

been exterminated by the drying up of the pond in the autumn of lOOS.

The latter proposition set'ms to be the correct one.

As stated previously, no collections were taken during the summer of

1909. In the autumn when observations were resumed, corethra larva-

were present in enormous iuihiIhts. 'I'heir numbers have not aiiprrcinhly

decreased since. The reappearance of the larva' may be accounted for

either (1) by eggs having lain dormant during tlie dry peruRl and winter,

and then hatching as the tcmiicr.-iturc increnscMl the following spring, or

(2) adult imagoes may have migrated to the pond during the .spring and

summer of 1909. I think that tiie first jiroposltion is untenable because on

May 25, 1910, larvsB 3 mm. long were |iresent that had been hatched from

the eggs of that year. It is not likely that larvre of that size could have

escaped observation the i)revlous spring. If the species was re-introduced

into the pond by the imago, it necessitated a migration of over a mile.

Wind doubtless inlluences these flying forms, so that their migration was

partially passive.

Chirouomus sp.

Larva^ occurred rarely.

MOLLUSCA,

Gastropoda—
Succlnea retusa Lea.

The most common mollusc of the pond. Eggs laid in April, May and

June. Hatched in about 15 days. Tliis period probably varies with tem-

perature. At 12°-14° C, eggs laid April 8 hatched April 23.
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Tobennophonis dorsalis Binney.

This slug is c'oniiuou in Indiana. However, only a single specimen was

taken in the pond, Oct. 16. 1910, in the debris at the bottom. (It seems to

have been i"ecently introduced.)

Ancyclus tardus Say.

Not uncommon. '1 his shell is reported by Call ('99) to be common in

the Wabash, Ohio and Maumee rivers. In all references that I have been

able to find, it is i-ecorded from streams. But most expeditions that were

for the spcial purpose of collecting molluscs, were made along streams.

Tiie forms from the land-loclied pools ha^-e been collected more incidentally.

The.se facts, together with the small size of the si^ecies. account for the oft

repeated statement of its distribution.

Vertebrata—
AMPHIBIA.

Amblystoma jeffersonianum Green.

The adult of this form has not been taken in the pond, but is known

from the ravine to the north. Egg masses, referred to this species, were

present March 17. 1910. One mass contained 19 eggs and another 29.

March 24, 1911. a mass was observed containing 24 unhatched larvje. Di-

ameter of outer envelope. l.S mm. Diameter of total mass, GO mm. L?ngth

of larvsie, 13 mm. Fastened to grass 1.3 cm. below surface.

Diemyctylus viridescens Rafinesque.

Common. Six talcen in an area about one foot square in February,

1911. Its habits have been worked out in detail by Gage ("91 » ;\n(l .Tor-

dan ('93).

Ilyla pickeringii Ilolbrodk.

Three. Numerous. Appeared March 24. 1910. Eggs in May.

Kana catesbiana Shaw.

Common. Nine specimens taken duriu'z May. 1910. Egg-laying period.

June and .Tnly. Recently laid eggs as late as ,Tuly 15. Reduction in level

kills many eggs.

AVES.

Anas discors Linna?us.

A duck was flushed from the pond April 21. 1909. Identification was

made while the bird was on the wing. It circled three times, coming quite

near. The identification is probably correct. This bird has the greatest
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range of any individual organism found on the pond. The A. O. U. check

list, 1910, gives its range as : North America in general, but chiefly the

Eastern Province north to Alaska and south to West Indies and northern

South America ; breeds from northern United States northward.

It is altogether probable that other water birds visit this ix)nd. I have

seen various species of ducks and sand pipers on similar ponds in this

region. On the water works reservoir, a small artificial lake about three

miles distant, ducks, loons, grebes, etc., may be seen almost any time

during their migration period. McAtee ("05) lists 44 water birds from

this region. 20 of which he marks as regular migrants.

Agelaius phceniceus Linn;eus.

Red winged blackbirds were first seen on the pond May 5. 1000. Two

pairs nested during the snnnner of l!Hi!» on the south jiart of the i)nn(l.

The nests were attached to the Typha stems over the water. Three pairs

nested near the same place in the pond in lOlo.

Many other birds were seen ne:ir the pond or perched on the Typha

stems. The most common of these were : Turtle Dove, Zenaiduro ma-

croiira L. ; Quail. Colinns virginianus L.; Tree sparrow, fipizclla monticola

Omclin; Fox sparrow, Passerella iliaca Mcirem; Field sparrow, Spizclla

pusilla Wilson ; .lunco. Jiiiico hypmalis L.

FLORA.

Alga'—
Closterium dianie Elirenberg.

April 1, 1010. Conmiou among filamentous alg^e.

Cosmarium botrytis Menegh.

Common, spring 1010.

C. tetraophthalmuni Kuotzing.

Rare.

Docidiuin crenulatuni Rabenhorst.

This and otiier siK-cies of this genus occurred sitaringly in most col-

lections.

Spirogyra ma.inscuia Kuetzing.

During the winter of 1900-10. This alga developed in considerabJe

quantity in the southern part of the pond.

Zygnema stetlum Agardh.
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A few filaments observed Nov. 2:!, 1909. Jan. 9, 1910. Never observed

in fruit.

Oedogoniuni undulatuni Brebissou.

The most abundant alga in the pond. It is present throughout the

year. It was observed fruiting sexually on Nov. 10, l'.M)9. and April 13,

1910. After the sexual season in the spring the plants decline in vigor.

There are enormous numbers of oospores present in the water at this

time.

Chaetophora ]iislformis Roth.

Conmion at all seasons on stems.

Typha latifolia L.

This is the most conspicuous plant m the pond. It covered the shal-

lower two-thirds of the i)ond in 190S and has since increas:ed to about three-

fourths of the total area. It is from this plant that most of the vegetable

debris on the bottom of the pond is derived.

In 1910 shoots appeared from the stolons Mar. 24. Seeds liegan ger-

minating April 8. flowers were formed in June and seeds were rijje early in

September.

The s:eeds which fall in the water are usually blown to the lee side

of the pond where they collect in dense masses. This results in very

«eak seedlings during gorminalion. A slight reduction of level is fatal

at this period. Besides this, the margin where these seeds germinate is

already occupied by parent plants. From these facts, it is evident that the

seeds of 1 ypha are very inefficient in increasing the number of plants in

a pond when- it is already established. The increase is derived chiefly

from buds from the stolons. The seeds, while ill adapted to this function,

are very efficient in securing the introduction of the species into ponds

unoccupied by it. On a spike 150 mm. long, I have estimated the number

of seeds to be 27,000. How far they may be carried by wind is con.iectural,

and on that account this efficiency can not be reduced to figures. The

chances of introduction of any wind-blown seed is inverse to the distance

from the center of distribution, but the proportion is unknown. Certainly

it is greater in the direction of tht jivevailing winds than in any other. It

may be observed that if the seeds were distributed e^'enly over a circle

whose radius is one mile (the distance to the nearest pond) a seed from

each si)ike would liave aiiproxiniatejy livt> chances in six of hitting a pond

of that size (TO ft. in diameter) [ilaced anywhere in this circle.

[27—26988]
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Alisma Plantago aquatlca L.

Occurs sparsely at tiie iiiar.iiiu oi' tlic ixmd.

Covers tlic IkpIIoih lictwcni the Tsplia stalks on the imrtli and east sides

ot the iioiul.

Those three iihauerogaiiis occur hi the pcaul. Near the inar;L;iii of the

pond occur liidens and Carex. whose priucipal relation to it is that they

cause the dei)ositiou of nuu-h of the silt before it reaches the pond.

PLANKTON.

The accompanying table records the observations on the more abundant

and more strictly i^laukton (n-ganisms in the pond from Jan. 25 to Aug.

12, 1910. The most apparent fact is the dearth of organisms in the open

water during the extremely low temperature of January and February,

Euglena virides Ehr., and Euglena acus Ehr. being the most abundant.

A few rotifers were observed during the winter, but no marked develop-

ment of this class was observed until the latter part of April. Polyarthra

reached its maximum on May 28, and Monostyla in August. Hydatina is

strictly a summer form.

Wesenberg-Lund ('08, p. 255) states: "Rhizopoda are, so far as my
experience goes, of quite secondary importance in the pond plankton." This

pond certainly differs from those of Denmark, for the development of Dif-

flugia is constant and fairly regular from February to August, when 297,800

per cu. m. were present. Actinophrys was very common near the margins

during May.

There are two pulses of cyclops. A very slight one in April and an

enormous one in August. It is possible that some of the cyclops were

able to avoid the intake of the collecting apparatus. This of course would

make the members in the table too low. In April the cyclops were quite

evident in the shallow water near the shore. However, it was difficult to

3pply quantitative methods to this region. During the August pulse, none

was seen near the shore. This may have been due to the fact, noted else-

whore, that they wore smaller than C. l)iciisi)id<itiis usually is.

ECOLOGICAL REXATIONS.

In the ecology of any association of organisms, two complicated prob-

lems or sets of problems present themselves. These are (1) how was each

of these organisms introduced, (2) what factors condition their continu-
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mikpV Williont iircsniniiii,' t<i Lcivc a fiiuil .-uiswcr to these questious. 1

sli.ill iii-fseiit such !;i(ts .-IS hc.-ir (Hi the dist rihiiti.)ii ami iiiterrehitious uf

the nruaiiisins ot I his pniid.

On tlic Itasis (>r iiiclhiiils (it dispci-sal. tlicsc i»i-^'aiiisins fall into two

.L;rouiis, active ini.m^nits and jiassive iiiiLcraids. The active luigrauts iiichide

the vertehnites and insects, which are limited, for the most part, to the

American continent, while the passive migrants include all the other forms

wliich are practically cosmopolitan in their distribution. To discuss the

distribution of the active migrants would involve a consideration of their

relationships and pliylogony which is not witliin the province of this

paper.

Of the passive migrants, the Crustacea, rotifera, protozoa, and most of

the algfe are known from both Europe and America. Some of the forms

have a much wider distribution. Ditflugia, for example, is recorded by

Biitschli from all the continents except Africa (where it doubtless exists),

liecently Edmonson (MO) lias repctrted DiffliKjia pyrifonnis from Tahiti.

The presence of this form on a recently formed isle, geologically speak-

ing, 4,0()0 nnles from a mainland, certainly makes probable its worldwide

distribution.

The cosmopolitan distribution of the passive migrants can, I think,

be explained by an analysis of the agencies by which they are eai'ried. Of

these agencies, the principal ones are birds, beetles and wind.

Of the birds, only the water birds need l)e considered as the relation

of land birds to aipiatic organisms is accidental.

De Guerne ("88) established that water birds do c.-irry a great variety

of small aquatic organisms. In <'.\:iniining the fresh water fauna of the

Azores, he discovered that the micro-organisms belonged to species found

in France. This suggiested water birds as a distributing agency. He took

a wild duck (Anas boschas L.) and made cultures from the dried particles

of slime from its bill, feathers and feet. From these cultures he obtained

protozoa, rotifera, nematoda, algfe, cladocera, ostracoda, bryozoa and in-

sect larvae.

Zacharias ("S8) ix)ints out the fteces of these birds as an additional

source of micro-organisms. I have seen but two water frequenting birds

on this pond, but it is occasionally visited, in all probability, by those in

whose migration path it lies. Of the twenty-two water birds which are

rcf/ular migrants or residents (iricluding the blue winged teal, the kildeer

I
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Tahle No. -

Slioiriit;/ the Water Jlirds Which An: Coihukjh in the \ iciiiUi/ of the I'oikI

at Xoiiic 'rime hinbiii the Year.

Species.

Regions Over Which They Are
Distributed.

rt
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J! lid the twenty marked by MoAtee ("0.")) as r-ominou), all ;ire found in the

United States and Canada. Ill reach Mexico, 10 Central America, 7 South

America east of the Aiiuos. 2t> 1lie Wi'st Indies, 5 Greenland and 11 are

reported from Europe. (See Table No. 2.)

Of the 24 other water birds listed as rare or occasional from this

region, thi-ee reach Chili and one Greenland. The range of no individual

bird is as great as that of its species, but many of the water birds are

gregarious at some season, so that the organisms which they carry would

soon be distributetl over their entire range. This does not necessarily mean

that these organisms would develop over the entire area.

The following examples show how the aiva may be connected with

the rest of the globe. Besides the four, indicated in the table as occurring

more or less regularly in Europe, cihers api>ear accidentally (Headley,

"95). The Turnstone (Headley 1. c.) migrates from Greenland across Eu-

rope to Australia. Holboell's Grebe (Colyrabus holboelli Reinh) is dis-

tributed over North America. Gret'iiland, Eastern Siberia, south to Japan,

thus connecting America and Asia. These forms all breed inland so that

they are related strictly to the fresh water fauna. The list may, of course,

be extended almost inde|iiiltel\. Marine birds, such as the albatross have

a much wider range but they rar«'ly cf)ine inland.

Birds are the chief agencies in the distriltution of crustacea ( claddcera.

copepoda), wliose eggs are too large to be wind-blown. The reduction in

the numl)er of water liirds which has taken i)lace in the last half century

certainly lias n-dnced the chances of a ci-u.stacean reaching a ])ond at the

])eriod suitable' to ivs develdipnieiil. In the larger bodies of water this rrln-

tion IS not so evident nor so patent because they are much more static.

Insects migrate very short distances conijiared with birds. Ilowi'vei

they do carry organisms from one ]»oiid to another in a limited locality.

The aquatic beetles and some Ilemiptera arc Ibe most efficient agencies be-

cause the iinago«'s siiend most of tjieir life in the water where alga' and

protozoa iK'cdiiie attached to them. Occasionally, however, they leave the

water, as is attested by the f.ict that they collect around a liglit at sonic

distance from their habitat.

In this ]>imd 1 have often imtcd beetles wilii vorticellio and other cili-

ates attached. The attaclunenl of stalked ciliates to beetles is mentioned

by Stein (.'>4t and dtlicis. .Mignla ( 'ss
i having fuiind a single beetle asso-

ciated with alga' in a pool ::(> cm. in diameter near the summit of Biskiden
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inoniitains. foiicluded that the beetle had carried the alsj.e. Later he ex-

aiiiined six beetles belonging to three species, from five different habitats

and fonnd attached to them twenty-tliree species of alga?.

These eiliates and algje, however, were attached to beetles in the water.

Wlien the beetles leave the water these attached organisms are suddenly

transferred from an aqnatic to an atrial environment. This new environ-

ment differs from the old one in temperature and humidity. How long

these organisms can resist tliese changed conditions and how long the

beetles stay out of water are facts that must be known before the role of

insects in the distributioii of attached organisms can be accurately deter-

mined. The fact that aquatic beetles liy at night reduces the harmful effect

of evaporation. Experiments are planned to solve these problems.

In the notes on EpMijViK. I have indicated that that species of this

genus can ivniain out of water for some time withont fatal results. Tlie

colonj- referred to remained on a slide under cover in a room with low

relative humidity for more than fifteen hours without it being fatal to all

t)f the zooids. While a colony of this species attached to the thorax of a

beetle making a nocturnal migratory flight would not have the protection

against evaporation of the two glass plates, this would be compensated

in some degree- b.s' the more humid and cooler night air.

That wind is responsible for the distribution of many protozoa and

rotifers is a fact which is familiar to any one who has ever made a hay

infusion. The presence of these organisms and of tardigrada in the pond,

is probably due to wind distrilnition. Just how far an organism can be

transported by wind depends upon the size and specific gravity of its spores,

eggs or cysts, and upon its power to resist drying, extreme temperature,

etc. These facts are, in a large number of cases, unknown.

Cysts of Euglena are conunon in almost every culture, but it does not

follow that this is the form in which they are wind-blown. Assuming a

constant specific gravity, it is certain that the buoyancy of a cyst increases

as the reciprocal of its dianw^ter. As an adaptation to this law, many

organisms form extremely minute spores.

It is rendered very probable by Calkins COT) that in Amacha proteu><

very minute spores are formed. From his figures I have determined the

diameter of the tertiary -iviclei (which with a bit of cj'toplasm are pre-

sumed to form the spore), to he \ n or less. Comparing these spore nuclei

in Calkins ('07), Fig. 14, with the amoeba figured in his earlier papers.
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Calkius ('04). it certainly becomes evident that there is an efficifnt adaptu-

tion to wind distribution.

Attention nia.v be called to the analogous transportation of volcanic

dust which has been known to drift round the world. Volcanic dust has a

higher specific gravity than that of protoplasm but, on the other hand,

it is blown to a vt-ry high altitude, while organic spores usually start from

the surface.

The exact nature of the spore while in the air must be known before

its distribution b.v wind can be even ai)proximated by direct methods.

Distribution.—Of the complicated vot of factors that condition the ex-

istence of these organisms, only four can be discussed at this time. These

are level, light, teui}ierature juid fiwid relations. The chemical composition

of the water and its v.-iriations have nut been determini'd. The determina-

tion of the dissolved oxygen, carlton dioxide and ammonia will probably

yield valuai)le results in a c(im])arative study of several pinids.

Level.—Th(- factor that affects the organisms in this jiond most vitally

is the extreme c-han.ges in level. The level v.irics fiom zero t.() 4ti inches

above the lowest point. So far as ascertained, its level has l>een reduced

to zero ( i. e., it has dri.'d u])) but on.ce in its histnry and that w.as in the

late sununer .ind ''arly antumn nf "OS. It did not overflow until the follow-

ing March. T'imiii .Mardi. ()!> ti. .Vugust, "00, the lnwest observed level was

35.; inclus. Die summer of '(»s was the dryest in l."! years (local recfirds

are not available before IS'.M!). That ol "(l!) was rntiier wet. 4.7.". inches of

rain falling on July 14. For tlies«> two r:ither exireme years, the minima

have iKM n :!.">.." and <>: or to jiul it amitiier w.iy, tlu; level has decreased

25% and 100% from the maximum. Tiiis point will be discussed more fully

later. As the dcslruct ixc forces gradually elevate the bottom of the i)ond,

it is iirobabic th.it in future the pond will go dry n^t.re often. I>evel is

determined by precijiitaticn .-ind evaporation. The extreme vari.ibility of

these factors in this pond and similar ones in this region is indiciited by

the weather reccjrds of the hx-al station and those from Indianaiwlis. Rec-

ords of sunshine, wind velocity and relitive linmiilify •ire not available for

any stiiion ne.-ircr than Indianaiiolis (."iii miles distant )

.

In 111;- .iccompanying tilile I ha\e compiled all the climatologicai data

available for thi.> Iccjilitv.
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Bloomington, Monroe County, lND.^Ele\'ation, 800 feet.

Precipitalim.

Year.
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Table 3—.Continuon

Indianapolis, Ind.
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(I am informed that Dytisctis iii(ii-(/iiiulis Linn was formerly obtained from

this pond hi quantity for laboratory dissection material.) I liave never

taken a specimen from tlie pond. Wliat otiier forms may have been elimi-

nated by this "dryini:; ui»," I do not know, because I began to study it at

this i>eriod.

Not only were llie conditions iluring this period of low level very dif-

ferent from those preceding it. but tlie conditions after the dry period were

also very different.

AVhen the pond began to fill with water in November, 'OS, the decaying

amphibian larvje and other organic matter developed conditions favorable

to the production of an enormous number of tlagellates. This decaying or-

ganic debris and possibly the tlagellates furnished an immense amount of

food for some of the crustacea, especially Cijpridopsis vidua Brady. The

algae are eaten by both the ami)hibian larvae and Simoccphalus vctellus.

The elimination of the former gi-eatly increased the food material of the

latter.

The dragon tly nymphs and possibly Corethra larvae feed on on both

of these crustaceans. Thus the conditions at this ]ier;od furnished the

Crustacea an enormous food suiiply and few enemies. The result was a very

great development of crust ac<'a. Especially was this true of CU-i/pridopsis

vidua Brady. Since the winter of 1908, conditions which I have not been

able to determine have resulted in the entire elinnnation of this form. It

is evident that variations in the level may result in the elimination of a

sijecies or its abnormal development.

Temperature.—The seasonal development of different forms as indi-

cated in the list and table, is probably due directly or indirectly to changes

in temperature. The temperature in the water of tlie pond varies from

27.8° G to at the surface (ice) and to 1.3° C at the bottom.

Except for the first few weeks the temperatures were taken with a

centigrade thermometer graded to l/.5ths. The winter of 1908-1909 was

fairly open. I'e formed December 2, lasting until -January 20. Ice was

present the latter part of February but there was none after March 3.

The maximum thidvuess <if icf^ for this year was 2.5 inches. The winter

of 1909-1910 was very severe for this latitude. Ice formed December 7 and

lasted until March 2 and Imd a maximum thickness of 9 inches on January

11. During the first winter, tlie temperature of the water a tew inches

under the ice, vai'ied but slightly from the greatest density temperature.
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The lone; period of low temper;) tnre during the winter of '09-'10 reduced

the temperature of the water appreciably.

In order to determine the difference in temperature between the water

immediately under the ice and that near the bottom, the following simple

apparatus was used. A large mouthed bottle with a glass stopper was

laced firmly to a stick of convenient length and a cord was tied to the

stopper. The bottle was lowered to the level desired and the stopijer re-

moved by means of the cord. The bottle was thus tilled with water of ap-

proximately the same temperature as that surrounding it. The ther-

mometer was then lowered into the bottie and the whole ap]iaratus was

made fast to the ice for about an hour. The bottle with the thermometer

in it was then raiseil and the reading made. The error resulting from this

manipidation was verj^ slight. The following readings were recorded

:

Jan. 11, 3 inches under ice, 2.2; near bottom, o.l C.

Feb. 1, near surface, .8; near liottom, 2.S ('.

Feb. 20, lower surface of ice, .i ; near Ixittoni. 1..j C.

These data indicate that after the pond is scaled with ice, the tem-

perature of the water gradually approaciies zero. This lowering of the

temperature and the establishment of a diffcivnce between the upper and

lower strata is due to surface r.-idiallon.

Another conditl<.u which i-educes the tem]ierature of the water is the

partial melting of the ice. As h;is been stated, the pond has Typhii grow-

ing in it near the edge. The Tyitlia stems i)roject through the ice all

winter. When the ice begins to melt, the heat absorbed by these stems,

melts holes througli the ice around them. The pond then has a zone of

oi»enings at its iic-iiihcry. ( )u .January IS, 1010, the ice was ]vartially

melted; five inches of solid ice remaine<l. This was covered with four

inches of water. The holes had formed around the Typh:i stems. A stiff

wind was lilowing from the west. The result was a ninvement of water

from west to east above the ice. and from east to west Ih'Iow the ice. As

the temi>erature of the water above was approximately lliat of melting ice,

its cii'culation below the ice must have lowered the tcmper.iture of the

water. (See Fig. V.)

Another factor whicl> may iiave a slight influence on th(> temperature

of the lower strat;i. is ihe dec;iy of organiv- niattei' whicli covers the bot-

tom. This, of course, g.ics on very slowly :it low t('Ui]M'i'atures.
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The observed maximum (27.8° C.) is probably not the real maximum

as no continuous series of summer temperatures was talven, and the diurnal

change in temperature was very great during The variable i>eriods of

autumn and spring. Tlie greatest observed variation for twenty-four hours

being 10° C. on Oct. 11-12.

Temperature above 4° C. does not seem to affect the forms which are

found in the pond throughout the year, 1. e., beetles, Corethra larv;e. am-

phibian larvfe, etc. Below this temperature, however, their activity is de-

creased and below 2° C. tliey are quite passive. For some time after the

ice formed in the winter of 11m;)0-1910, tiie Corethra larvte couUl l»e found

in all parts of the pond. Amphibian iarv:e came to the surface when the

ice was cut, and the beetles could be seen crawling on the Tji>ha stems be-

neath tbe ice. On Jan. 11. I'.HO, the upper layers of water (three inches

under the ice) had a temperature of 2.2° C. The lower layer (24 inches

under the ice) was .3.1° C. There were few Corethra larva>. in the upi>er

layer and these weri' <iuit*' inactive. Near tlie l)iittom of the ixnid in the

deepest part, they were present in great numbers and were nnidi more

active than those in the upper layers. Larvie from either region be<'ame

more active when the temperature was raised. Many dead larva; were

found just below the ice. It may be concluded then tliat a lem]K^rature l»e-

low 4° C. reduces the activity of Cor<'tiira larva-. At 2° tliey become quite

passive and temjieraliire lower than 2° may jirnvc fatal.

Amphibian larva; were active and could be captured in quantity during

December and most of January. On Fob. i. 1010, the central, Typha free

part of the pond was carefully dredged for amphibian larvje but none were

captured. Holes were then cut in the ice nearer the nnirgin of the pond.

Two larvio were captured ten feet frora tbe north end. These were in the

debris among the Typha stems. They were rarely ciptiircd until the ic<'

disappeared in March. On Mar<>h ". tlie ice liad (lisajiiicirtMl and the larva'

were much in endeiice. The temperature Just under tlie ice on Feb. 1 was

.8° C. and near the buttoni was 2.8.

It seems that the formation of ice on tlie sui'face does not cause a

ipiiescent stage in aiiipbibian larvje but a temperature of aluMit 2° C. does

reduce their activity. It may be, in both these cases, that it is the cou-

tiiivcd low tenqierature that causes these stages of inactivity. However,

in the winter of in0S-l!XK>, the water was not above 4° C. from Dec. 2 to

Jan. 27 and no period of inactivity was observed in these forms.
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TABLE 4. MONTHLY AVERAGE OF TEMPERATURE FOR THE
PERIOD NOV., 190i>—APRIL, 1910.

Month.
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the water was tlu^n covered witli a mixture of parafRiie and beeswax. Tin-

animals in the .iar where tlie sii'iiis !in«tnided ilinmuh the seal in.variahly

lived loii£;er. TIh' [leriiKls U>v the lieelles were abeiit 1 and o days re-

spectively.

l/i(j;it,—The ,)()i;d is fairly well liuhlfd tlirniiichoiit its entire deptli

dnrin.i: the day excejit when it is covered with snow. The light is reduced

considerably !»y the growth of Typha. Kofoid ('04) found that, with the

develoimient of phanerogams in one of the back>vater ponds tributary to

the Illinois River, there was a marked reduction in the plankton. Some

comparative observations were inade on a pond about five miles west of

this one. It has about rhe same area and dejitli but there is no Typlia

growing in it. Although no (luantitative methods were apijlied, cladoceni,

copepoda, and chloroiihy<e:e were much m<n'e in evidence in it during Se].-

tember. 'n!>, than in tin- pond under di-cussioii. It seems ju-obable that the

retluction of the light l)y the Typha growl h lias resultfd in fewer siiecies

and in<lividuals drvclojiing in this j/fnid.

On Jan. 11. I'.Hi'.t. tiie i«-(> was partially melted. Openings h;id fermeil

in the ii-e ai'ound the Typha stems and about 2] to 3 inches of water stood

above the r-'uiaining ice sheet. Cyclops was <iuite abundant in this ujiper

layer of watei- which was certainly due lo their being i)hototactic. It was

the only organism detected. A lowering of the temperature under sinli

conditions would certainly destroy many individuals. Thus an adajptation

presumed to be beneticial lunlei one (Mudition becomes destructive undi-r

ceriain other conditions.

Fooil Jfchitioiis.—Regarding the nutrition of aquatic organisms there

are two theories, which, j-.lthough not nmtually exclusive, are essentially

different.

The older one is that tlie ultimate source of food is chlorophyl l>earinii

plants and the various forms ot i)!!cteria which i)roduce nitrates and nl

trites. The materials thus elaborated or their deri\'ati\'es are ingested nil i

food vacuoles, gastrovascular sjiace.s. or aliuientary tracts of animals, where

they are acted on by secretions of the animal, reduced to a solution and

;d)sorl>ed. 'J'his tb<>ory has been assumed by most zoologists in their dis-

cussions of food relations, and it is the most fundamental assumption in

the investigations new being prosecuted by the International Fishery Or-

ganization.
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The second ihcory is that proposed by Piitter ('OS). He holds thui

the imtritioii of many iKinalic forms is ess<'ntially different fi-om (hat of

land auimaN. lie sin us that \v;,ter rontains lar.^e ammmls of carlion com-

ponnds 'II soliniiiii luid (U'MiunsI rules cxpei-imentaliy that lliis is tlie sonrce

of nutrition for a ^poie^c Siilxrifcs lioiniiiiciiUi and a Iiolut hurian (('//-

ciiiiiiiriii (jnilni). In tliis iia])er and two snhseiinent ones, he extends his

theory to hulnde representatives of every idiylnm of a(|natic animals.

Possibly foresee in.i,' tl;e ditti<Milty offered by the fact that in g<'neral,

waste compounds of animals are less complex than their fo(!d, he sug-

gests that a photochemical process may take place in aqtiatic animais,

analogous to that of chloi-oiihyl bearing plants. "Ob die gelosteu Stoffe,

die den niederen Tieren als Xahrung dienen, soviel Energie euthalten, dasz

der Abbau durch ypaltungen untl Oxydationen allein hinreicht, um den

Euergiebedarf der Tiere zudeckvn. oder ob bier in einer weiteren Analogic

nut dem Stoffweehsel der rtlanze strahlende Energie ausgenutzt wird, um

durch pliotoehendsche Prozesse aus den aufgenouunenen gelosten Stoffen

Substanzen von hohereni Energiegehalt herzustellvn, das ist eine Frage von

so hoher ]ii-inzipieller Bedeutinig, dasz. die wenigen Erfahrungen, die zu

ihrer ErOrterung gegenwilrtig beigebi'acbi" wei-den kr»init(>n. lucht hin-

reichend zur Entscheidung sind."

With the exception of Siinoccphdhis rctcUus. the methods of I'iitter

have not been applied to species found in tins pond. Wolff, "OO, was al>le

to show that ShiwccpJialns rctclhis could develop in a medium fret> from

nntritioi\ in the form of solids (geformte Xahrung).

Without denying the jiossibility that aquatic animals derive some food

from the water by direct absorption of nutrient solutions, it may be stated

with certainty tliat the higher animals of this pond for the most part

utilize solid focal. This statement is based on observations on feeding and

the examination of alimentary ti'acts.

In this discussion of tiie food relations of these animals, I shall ignore

Piitter's alternative. If it be subse(iuently proven that the ingestion of

food is merely incideidal, it will also establish their complete indei)endences

so far as food relations are cmicerned.

I have tried to exiu'ess in the accompanying diagram some of the im-

portant food reliitions Ijetween the organisms of the pond. These relations

are very complicated because of the omnivercnts habits of some of the

[28—26988]
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forms. Many of tlu' forms dexnve thoir mitritioR in itnrt from the dead

organic matter in tlie pond, to wiiich all of the forms contriljute. Tlie

ultimate' food sources ii. the ]iond are (I) water; (2) carbnn dioxide in

solution in the water (derived from the air above tlie water) ; {:>) nitro-

gen, free and in simple compounds, such as ammonia; {A) foreign or-

ganisms accidentally falling into the pond, e. g., insects. The formation of

intrates from simple nitrogen compounds was established l)y the well

known work of Winogradsky ('SO). He demonstrated two kinds of bac-

teria, one fornnng nitrous acid, another changing this to nitric acid whicli

is neutralized by carbonates already present. This process may be as-

sunied to form the first step in the proteid synthesis in this pond.

These bacteria and those present in the decaying organic matter of tin*

pond are eaten by the flagellates and ciliate;^. The dilates also use the

flagellates for food. The carbohydrates of this groui) are derivetl from

the dead organic matter in the pond. The synthesis of cai-bon dioxide and

water into carbohydrates is (A' coiirse due to chlorophyl bearing i)lants.

These plants consist of desnuds. diatoms, lilamentous alg;e and phanero-

gams. The inclusion of diatoms and the smaller desmids by Ditllugia has

been demonstrated by observation. Simoct'ijlialus is the only animal in the

pond that is dependent wholly upon algue for food. It may be able to

adapt itself to some other fooil, but in this habitat its alimentary canal

contains nothing else. It has not been demonstrated that any organism

eats the living Typha plants except that the snails sometimes eat the more

tender shoots. Limnodrilus lives among the roots but its alimentary tract

contains rather finely comminuted material, some of v^•hich is clearly de-

caying i-lant stems. Cyprklopsi-s vidua Brady feeds on the material which

forms a slimy layer over the Typha stems, sticks, etc. Of course, this

layer includes some organisms; however, their inclusion is ,icciden(al. I

am sure they do not select alga'. Hlmocephalus, LimrwdrilitH and ostrac(Hl:i

are eaten by dragon fly nymphs. Naturally this is dilHcult to observe in

the pond. In order to eliminate the uiinatur:ii instincts that develop in .-m

aquarium, a deep soup plate was kei)t a) th<' i)ond, into which dragon fly

nymphs and other forms were introduccMl innnediately on iKMiig taken from

the pond. The white background made observation easy and jiccurate,

and one may be reasonably sure that the feeding instincts exhibited were

natural. The nymphs experimented with belonged to the family Libellu-

lidae. The preference of the dragon fly nymiths is indicated by the order
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iu which the I'oniis are named. Limnodriliis is eaten voraciously by the

AiiihUjHToma larvne and by DiemyctuJiia. Diciiiijctnliis has been observed a

few times to take ShuoreiihaUis.

The iusecis that accidentally fall into the pond are captured by the

Gyrlnidse and Hijyrolrechus.

The Corcthra larvte feed on (,stracoda and possibly other forms in this

pond. Miall ("95, page 115) says, "'Corethra larvte feed upon small a<iuatic

animals such as Ephemera-larvie, Daphnia, or Cypris." The Ilydrophylida'

feed on the decaying organic matter. The Dytiscid;^ have not been observed

feeding in this pond, although they are known to be carniverous. Kellogg

('04, p. 258). The larvjie of the Auura of this pond are rather omniverous.

They eat filamentous algiie, desmids, diatoms, protozoa, ostracoda and dt*-

cayiug organic material. There seems to be very little if any discrimina-

tion in the selection of food. Xot all of the material eaten contributes to

the nutrition of these larvie. The rate of digestion in cold blooded verte-

bi-ates has been shown by Riddle ('09) to vary directly with temperature.

However, at ordinary temperatures many organisms pass through their

alimentary tracts unchanged. In the laeces of larvjp placed in tap water,

OcAlogonium, Clusterium and Doccidiuui are cdnniion. From the alimentary

tracts of larva' kei»t for 5 days in water, which had been previously boiled,

have been taken KmihiKi, J'liacus, Siiirof/ifni, Ocilot/onitnn. f'lostcriinii,

Doccidiiim. The filamentous algae and Closterhnn were in i)art disiutc-

giatcd. The EitfiloKC were very active. In anotlicr series that was kept

10 days, Ostracoda (Candona?) were found alive in the large intestine of

six specimens. Tlicse facts indicate that the nutrition is derived fron;

dead organic matter ( tilamcnli.ns alg.-c and Clnslci-itinu and that llic in-

clusion of other, living organisms is accidental.

In connection with food relations may be nuiiti()no<l the mechanical

comminution »i plant debris. A\'lieii jilaiits die in the pond, they stand I'oi

a time, then fall on the surface of the water where they tloat for a while

and then sink. During this jieriod they are being softened by the processes

of decay. Their comminution is due to the action of the Ostracoda, es-

pecially Cypri'lopxis and the aqn.itic beetles belonging to the families Ily-

drophylida; and I)ytiscida>. The si»ecific gravity of the former is slightly

greater than walei' and that of the latter slightly less. A piece of floating

plant stem is covered with Ostracoda. A bit of the stem is often torn off

by one of these ostracods. The ostracod remains attached to it until it
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case uf the beetles. Tliey elasp a bit of sunken plant stem in order to

keep theiu at the bottom. A part of this often separates and is carried

toward tlie surface. It is by the inniniieral)le reintition of these processes

that the mass of hnely cnjuminuted particles at the bottom of the pond is

foimed.

COMPAKISON WITH LAKES.

Tlie fundamental diffei-ence between tliis ]nnm and a lake is that of

dimension. It has a smaller area and is not so deep. A pond h:is no

abysmal region hut has s-mie of the characters of the littoral and pelagic

regions of lakes. From this fundamental difference, secondary differences

arise. The changes in level affect the i-elative depth mucli more in ponds

than in lakes. The lowering of the level of a lake one-half meter would

not affect its fauna to any marked degree, while the same difference in

level occurring in a pond wli(is<' dK]»tli \\as a meter or less would pro-

foundly influence the organisms inhabiting it.

The temperature in al! parts of th(^ pond is near that of the atniospliere

above it. In this it resembles closely the shallow littoral region of some

lakes, e. g., "liarren shoals'' of Walnut Lake (Hankinson, '07). So far as

observed the difference in temperature in diffei'ent parts of the poml at

any given time has not exceeded 2° C. It is ])ractically holothermous. the

thermocliue and associated phenomena are absent.

Forel ("04) has shown m the case of Lake Geneva, that the littnrai

region is one r)f variety. This fact is perfectly familiar to all students of

lakes. In the same lake, one part of this region may be covered with

rushes (ticirpus). another by water lilies ( X[/ in plica), another by Potumn-

geton, while another may be Darren sand or rock or an equally barren

marl bed.

An individual pond lacks this variety. It is in this particular that this

pond and others like it differ most from the littoral region of lakes. (It

is more nearly comparable to a limited section of a lake shore.) If Typha

is introduced, it soon spreads o\er the whole area, limiting the light, ex-

cluding other phanerogams, and developing very uniform conditions over

tlie entire pond. If a pond is developed on the side of a hill so that silt

is carried into it, a muddy, barren condition exists over the whole area.

Ponds in the woods rarely develop aquatic sei^d plants; the leaves from the
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siirrouiidiiig trees cover the bottom so that a very distinct hut uiiiforin

couditiou is developed. Besides their Uinited are;i, a second cause of this

uniformity is their sudden formation. During the summer of "08, four

miles east of Mitchell, Indiana, an open sinkhole containing several acres

became sealed. With the first rain a pond \\ith an area of about one acre

was formed. This is tlie typical phenomenon in the formation of solution

ponds. It may take a very long time for the solution cone or sinkhole to

form, but wlien tlie opening at its base !»ecomes sealed, the pond reaches

its maximum depth (piite suddenly. The result is that an atiuatic habitat is

formed with no acpiatic fauna. The first forms introduced into :i pond at

'this stage have no ((inpetition and s(mii\ t:ike ijossession of the entire area,

thus makiug it more difficult for a related form to establish itself. An-

otlier difference between tliese imukIs and lakes (which seems to l>e due to

their fundamental difference in size) is the paucity of species in the former

vN'hen compared with the latter. It seems iirobable that, other tilings being

equal, the larger the lake, the greater the variety in the faun;\. Forel ('04)

reports 22 species and 10 varieties of cladocerii. '.» ostracc.da and 12 gastro-

IKxla from Lal^e Geneva, while from the smaller I'lilner Sec. Zacharias

('93) reports 20 si)ecies and varieties of clad<M-era, one ostracndn niul 10 gas-

tropoda. I'.nr.-liardt ("iMti (ihscr\i's that th(> pl:nii;l(>n of the .Mipcnachci'

See contains fewer species than the \ierwaldstiidtcrsee. Di'. W. IIall)fass

collected from a inunl)er of lakes in northern (Jermany .ind sent the ma-

terial to Zach irias for examin.-ition. The lists show only one cladoceran

from Dolgensee bei Xeustettin. a very small body '-f w.-iter. while Wilmsee.

a much larg<'r lakelet, contained six. The fauuiil list foi' any lake that ha.N

been exi>loi-ed with c-ire. is much greatei' liian tli;il of this pond.

This is due to the uniformity of conditicns that prevails over the en-

tire area of a given )M)nd at a particular i>criod. .and to the fact that the

l)ond after its formation, changes vcrv riijiidiy, thus making il suited for

a particular siK»cies for a relatively short |«eri(Kl. If the species is not

Introduced during tlie period in which conditions ;;re adajited to it. it can

never develop.

In a lake, conditions are rel.atively static .ind a large per cent of the

forms cajtable of developing in it at a giv*Mi siage in ils iiistory, succeetl in

reaching it, while in a jiond Ibis i>er ctMit is mucli sni.ilhM-. Forel ("04. p.

408) states that the similarity of ;lie microfauna ( i. e.. i>;issive migrants)

of one lake to that of another is due to the 'reaction recipro(iue d'uu lac a
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I'autre." It is evident tlmt this f.iu ooriir only wlien similar cdnditlnns (e.

g., pelagic) are present in the different lakes. In lakes this similarity may

exist in certain parts during the major part of their existence. In ponds

the period for this recii)rocal reaction is very liinited.

Although a single pond contains relatively few species, all the ponds

in an area of several square miles show a much greater variety.

Many ponds have been examined but detailed datij concerning them

have not yet been collected. However, the following note will illustrate

what is meant. On Jan. 11, 1910, pond No. 1 P contained Cyclops hlcuspi-

datus, Chydorus sphaericus, Cyiiridopsis vidua and alona. Pond No. 2 T

contained Cyclops serrulatus, C. Icuclarti ; and an unidentified Daphnid.

Pond No. 6 P contained a few Cyclops serrulatus and an enormous number

of Bosutiua roniuta. Other groups of organisms show an ectnal variety.

RELATION TO CAVE PI^NKTON.

This variety in the fauna of different ponds has an important bearing

upon tlie relation of pond plankton to that of caves. That the plankton

of the cave stream.^ of this region is derived from certain of these ponds

is well established. Only a small nmnber of the organisms in any pond

are able to withstand the inimical cave conditions. I have never found all

the species reported from the Sha\\nee Cave stream in any one pond.

These facts indicate that the cave plankton is a composite of such or-

ganisms of the contributing ponds as are able to withstand cave condi-

tions. It is probable that the greater the number of contributing ponds,

the richer will be the fauna at the outlet of the cave stream.

The relation of these solution ponds to a cave stream is qviite com-

parable to the relation of backwater lakes, bayous, oxbow cutoffs, etc., to

the river in whose valley they lie. Kofoid ('03, p. 540) states concerning

the Illinois River, "The planktcn indigenous to the channel itself is of

small volume as compared with that contributed from the backwaters."

There is, however, this difference. I.u the cave the processes of growth

and reproduction are very much inhibited, while in the river they continue

or may even Im^ increased. Kofoid (Ic) has shown that during periods of

low water, the river may contain more plankton than the contributing

waters. This condition never exists in cave streams and obviously never

can exist.
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UNSOT.vF.i) pnortT.Eisrs.

Tiiis study, while it uMvc^s ,i fiiii'ly cniniilrii' pii lure of n ii.irticiilnr

|io)i(l ;iii(l ('st;ililislii's sirnu' i:eii('i;il nnliohs ••(•iiicniiii;; pnmls n\' llijs lyiK'.

is to hv rc.uMi'ded .-is oiiciiiim up ii ih'W >-(inicr in llic field of rresliwnti'i'

biolojiy, r:itli<-r tliiiii cxliaustiii.^' Miy piirt of it. 'fli'.' f;niii:i of solution ponds

needs to l»e more carernlly and j^cneraliy explored. Tlie life history of

many of the sijceies is (jnite unknown. E.vperiniental studies on fhe effects

of varied c-onditions upon some of the organisms are certain to yield re-

sults. The details of the mode of dispersal are very imperfectly known

in many forms.

The most important general investigation, it seems, is to carefully

select a series of i>onds having different combinations of euvironuHMital

factors, i. e., area, deiith. shade, plant growth, Wiish, ete., and to make a

series of sinniltaneons ohscrvati(/ns exttnding over at least one ye:ii\ Then

hy a process of elimination, determine the elfeet of tlii-se f.netors.

I desii'e to express my ohlig,'.! ions to I'rof. <
'. II. f]\('nni.iiin and \'yi>i'.

C'iiaiies Zeleny foi' tiieir valualtle suggestions .-nui ( ritieisms.
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